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Preface 

During the First World· War, 1914-1918, the function of the signals services 
otthe Royal Flying Corps and the Royal Air Force was that which the word 
implied-the provision and maintenance of telecommunications.l In the 
period between the two world wars the art of wireless di~ection-fincling 
developed, and Sigpals became responsible for radio aids to air navigati_on . 
During the Second World War the employment of new radio·techniques enlarged 
still further the province of Royal Air Force Signals until communications were 
eventually only one of the many distinct yet interwoven commitments in the 
sphere of electronics. Am?ngst them was that of radio counter-measures. 

The Second World War demonstrated amply that the use of radio by the air 
force· of one belligerent could often be neutralised, or in some instances turned to 
some disadvantage by the employment · of an appropriate radio counter
operation by the other. Sometimes a futiher process followed in which a radio 
means of combating the first counter-measure was evolved, leading to a pro
longed battle of scientific and techn ical wits on both sides, to which the term 
"radio warfare" has been applied. The operations have been known 
individually as radio counter-measures.2 

. Part I of this•volume gives an account of defensive counter-measures-those 
put into effect primarily to assist in the air defence of the United Kingdom in 
conjunction with Fighter Command. In this ·phase of the narrative, rad io 
~ou.nter-measures grow from small beginnings to the status of a distinct depart
ment of Signals. The evolution of offensive radio counter-measures.....,..those 
used in support of the air offensive against Germany, mainly by Bomber 
ti:ommand, forms the subject of Part II of the narrative. Then follows in 
Part III an account of radio counter-measures in a few of the important Allied 
landings in enemy-0ccupied territory, involving all arms, and commonly 
termed " Combined Operations ". These were an occasion for the planned 
exploitation of certain radio counter-measure techniques under special 
circumstances, and are accordingly thought worthy of separate treatment. 

This volume is devoted largely to the activities of No. 80 Wing and No. 100 
Group in association with Fighter Command and Bomber Command, but it by 
no means exhausts the story of radio counter-measures. I n the maritime 
theatre the aircraft of Coastal Command found themselves dependent to some 
extent on A.S.V. radar equipment in their search for U-boats. It was therefore 
the Germans who primarily sought to neutralise the advantages of radio in this 
sphere, with the Royal Air Force endeavouring to retain its advantage. An 
account of the radio war in Coastal _Command will be found in Volume VI, 
Radio in Maritime Warfare, where by-reason of its connexion with anti-U-b.oat 
tactics and the developments in A.S.V. equipment, it is more appropriately 
placed. 

1 There were isolated instances of wireless jamming. such as against Naval vessels in the 
Battle of Jutland aad against German Zeppelins. 
• 3 Radio operations and counter-measures were of such wide scope that inevitably, large 
numbers of code words were introduced. A glossary of these terms is given at Appendix 
No. 18. 
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' It is the intention in this narrative to record only those events which 
contributed something substantially- new to the evolution of radio counter
measures as a technique; ....,here certain campaigns and important operations 
have been mentioned only shortly, no reflection should be inferred of t he value, 
magnitude or success of radio counter-measure services in them. There was 
ti-atwally much repetition in type of operation from.time to time and from place 
·to place, any differences being mainly in organisation. The United Kingdom 
had mo$t of the resources for research, design, development, trial and produc
. tion, in addition to having almost continuous· priority. Most of this narrati:ve 
concerns, therefore, operations based in England, but radio counter-measures 
in .oversea theatres also contributed towards technical and operational p~ogress. 
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DEFENSIVE RADIO COUNTE~-MEASURES 





SECRET 

PART t 
INTRODUCTION 

. During the early months of 1939 the Air Defence Sub-committee of the 
_. Committee of Imperial Defence sought to ensure that a1j scientific and technical 

resources in the country were put to use for air defence in the forthcoming war_, 
-. and as a result of their deliberations a radio counter-measure was taken. Before 

hostilities began on 3 September 1939 preparations were complete for denying 
to. the ·enemy the assistance of the B1itish Broadcasting Corporation trans
missions both for use as radio aids to navigation in the form of medium frequency 

. direction-finding beacons and as instruments for spurious propiganda.1 . 

, As the war progressed attention was drawn more and more towards the possi
bilities of defensive radio counter-measures against the Gennan night offensive. 
Aoownulating evidence showed how greatly the German Air Force relied upon 

· radio aids to navigation. In so far, therefore, as they 'iwere soon found to be 
vulnerable to the new radio counter-measures technique, these radio naviga
tional aids promised to become t he enemy's Achilles' heel, and the counter
measures were brought to play with ever increasing effort and effect. Indeed, 
until the Royal Air Force night-fighter defence system begart to be fully effective 
in May 1941, this new artifice remained a primary weapon of air defence. 

Apart from the R.C.M. activity on the B.B.C. system already mentioned, the 
early months of the war saw t he collect.ion of information as to the precise extent 
to which the German Air Force was dependent upon radio aids to navigation, 
and in what form the latter were provided. Information drawn from papers 
salvaged from crashed enemy aircraft, from interrogation of prisoners, and from 
oth:er sources indicated that the Germans had a oavigaJ,ional aid which made 
use of narrow radio beams on a high frequency, and piat this would probably 
be used to enable their bombers to attack t argetsjn the United Kingdorn by 
riight and under conditions of bad visibility by d'ay. It was realised that the 
use of narrow radio beams intersecting over selected targets would prove an 
invaluable aid to enemy aircraft. The Prime Minister therefore instructed tbat 
a special investigation to determine details of the enemy system should be 
carried out . This work was delegated by the Secretary oi State for Air to the 
Assistant Chief of the Air Staff (Radio). At a meeting of the Night Interception 
Committee on 16 J une 1940 certain recommendations were m ade which 
resulted in the formation of a ground watching organisation, and in a decision 
to employ aircraft specially equipped for investigating beams. At a further 
meeting on the following day it was decided that, as the crews of the recently 
disbanded Blind Approach Training and Development Unit (B.A.T .D.V.) were 
the only personnel sufficiently trained in beam flying capable of carrying out 
such an investigation, this unit should be re-formed. The new unit became 
the Wireless Intelligence and Development U nit , and later, No. 109 Squadron. 
Steps were· also taken to evolve a suitable counter-measure system. 

};.s the enemy had already an extensive system of medium frequency beacons 
a.od a medium frequency direction-finding network to assist his bomber crews 

1 Air Defence Sub-Committee (A.D.C.) Mi.outes and Memoranda, 1939. 
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in their navigation, there was obviously a wide field for radio counter-measures. 
It was apparent therefore that it was most advisable for this work to be 
co-ordinated under a single contrcA. The control was at first given to Head
quarters, Fighter Command, where full information on movements of enemy 
aircraft approaching the United Kingdom was available. Later, a radio 
counter-measure section was fonned in the Directorate of Signals at the Air 
Ministry, followed by the formation of No. 80 Wing at Radlett, Hertfordshire, 
to which formation the-control of all operations associated with the countering 
of enemy radio navigational and bombing-aids was transferred. It was also 
necessary to establish liaison officers in the Operations Room, H eadquarters, 
Fighter Command, to -pass essential information to No. 80 Wing. 

Radio counter-measures in the _early stages of the war were of an entirely 
defensive nature, but as the tide turned, they began to-take their place fa the 
offensive and eventually justiiied the formation of a R.C.M. Group known as 
"No. JOO (Bomber Support) Group." No. 80 Wing was embodied in this 
Group and whilst retained primarily in its ·deiensive role to the end of the war 
in Europe, it also took its share in the air offensive by providing certain ground 
radio counter-measures as distinct from airborne counter-measures. As the 
war progressed the enemy continually intr~duced new and various radLo aids 
to navigation and blind bombing; consequenUythe counter-measures employed 
were many, The extent and periods of their operational use were, of course, 
dependent on the intensity with which the enemy exercised his various :radio 
aids to navigation. 1t is this factor which has determined the form of Part I 
of this volume which describes in phases the defensive radio counter-measures 
undertaken. 

- -------
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CHAPTER 1 

RADIO COUNTER-MEASURES, SEPTEMBER 1939, 
TO SEPTEMBER 1940 

At the beginning of the War the German Air Force placed great reliance 
on radio beams and radio beacons as navigational aids for their bombe( 
aircraft. It was therefore important to prevent the use of such aids by hostile 
aircraft flying over the United Kingdom. 

Knickebein 
The information obtained from various sources dming 1940 disclosed that 

the enemy had a navigational system consisting of narrow beams on the 
30 megacycles per second frequency b:and which could be directed to intersect 
over a predetermined target and used for accurate bombing at night or in 
conditions of bad visibility. 1 As this frrquen.cy band was covered by the 
blind. approach receiver with which all German bomber aircraft were fitted, 
t~e system could be used by the en tire bomber force. the aid was ea.lied 
K'<tlickebei'.n. and the code name Headache was given to the Royal Air :Force's 
collective. counter-measures against it. At the time, two K1iickebei1t stations 
were believed to e,._ist, one at Kleve (near the Dutch/German front ier) and 
the other at Bredstedt. 

Al though according to scientific theory it was then believed that these 
signals, because of their high frequency, could not be heard on the ground 
in the Un.ited Kingdom except under freak conditions of propagation, 
arrangements were nevertheless made for listening watches t o be k~pt not 
only in aircraft but at certain. ground stations along the soutl1 coast of 
England .2 Later, when it was found that the scientists' theory was not borne 
out -in practice, the listening network was extended , □ rther inland, and an 
extensive system of ground watching was set up over the southern half of 
England , some of the receivers at first being mounted on 300-foot towers. 

be existence of a beam laid over this country was first established on the night 
o! 22/23 Jnne 1940, during a flight by an aircraft of the re-formed Blind 
Approach Training and Developmf.nt Un'it,3 and on the night of 24/25 June 
1940, one of the tower listening stations reported that beam type signals we-re 
being heard on a frequency of 31 · 5 megacycles per second. 

Concurrently with the pTOVision of listening facilities, action was taken 
to provide counter•measures against the use of the beams. In the absence of 
uitable jamming transmitters it was decided as an emergency measure to 

utilise a number of eJectro,medical (diathermy) apparatuses as jammers.4 

Two ot t hese sets were modified to cover the 30 megacycles per second frequency 
band as crude jarnmers without keying facilities. T hey were installed in 
vehicles with receivers for intercepting th.e beam signals and sent to Wyton 
in Huntingdon and to Bascombe Down in \Viltshire, whence they could be 

1 Appendix No. l for details of the German radio beam system. 
1 Air Ministry (A.l\f.) A.1.1 (c) ·!eeting. 9 August 1940. 
1 AppemJix .No. 2. 
• Air Ministry A.1;2 (a) Reports , 26 June and 28 June 1940. 
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quickly despatched to any specified target area. Telephone tie-lines were 
provided to the Filter Room of Headquarters, Fighter Command, where the . 
reports from the listening stations were received by a small body of experts 
specially formed for tbis purpose. 

Meanwhile a SO-watt beam approach beacon had been hastily modified so 
that in conjunction with a receiver, it could emit a synchronised signal as a 
more suitable form of interference. By the use of this equipment it was hoped 
to distort the equi-signal path of the Gennan radio beam in order that the 
enemy aircraft would be diverted from the_ir course without realising it. The 
equipment was first set up at. Wyton but was moved in a few days to a more 
suitable site in Norfolk. This emergency equipment was, however, not used 
operationally, as up to the end of June there was no evidence from the tracks 
of aircraft that the enemy was using beams to assist his attacks,1 and it was 
considered very W1desirable at this stage to disclose lo the enemy by jamming 
that his system had been discovered. 

In the meantime, reception tests of transmissions from the two diathermy 
sets at Wyton and Boscombe Down had revealed that their unmodulated 
signals were unlikely to give the desired range and jamming effect. More 
diathermy sets of different patterns were therefore obtained from hospitals, 
and twelve of the most .suitable were selected and modified to act as radio 
transmitters with audio modulation. The sets were installed in selected police 
stations on the east and south of England to form a jamming screen, their 
switching on and off being in the hands of the po1ice on instructions from the 
Control at Headquarters, Fighter Command. A number of sets were 
eventually provided with crystals in order to maintain a constant frequency. 
In addition to the rebuilt diathermy sets, five fixed beam approach beacons 
at afrfields and three portable ones were taken over and adapted for jamming. 
These equipments were much superior to the rebuilt diathermy sets, since', 
not only was their power greater, being of the order of O · 5 kilowatt, but the 
transmitters were already fitted with good quality audio frequency modulation. 

The Deviator Method of Interference 
The first of the portable beam approach beacons was adapted so that it 

con.Id be used as a synchronjsed 'transmitter to replace the low power beacon 
with which the early exper~ts to produce interference had been made. 
The method consisted of passing,,a received signal to a transmitter through a 
device which enabled the fransm1;er to be "keyed'' in synchronism with 
the received signal. For synchroni ing purposes two receiving stations were 
provided, one about 50 miles north a d one 50 miles south of the transmitter 
site at Harlestone, near Norwich. Alternative sites were thus avaHable for 
picking up the enemy's signal, depending on the direction or setting of his 
beam. · 

While the arrangements for countering the beams were being prepared, an 
analysis was being made of the signals intercepted by aircraft of the re-formed· 
B.A.T.D. Unit and of observations from the monitoring ground receivers, 
It was found that the beams originated in the Kleve district (in Western 
Gennany near the Dutch frontier) but that the characteristic dot/dash .signals 
received at the various ground stations were not always in the usual sequence. 
A theoretical diagram of an aerial array which could produce such an ef{ect 

1 Diz:ector o~ Signals (D. of S.) Conference, 25 June 1940. 
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by ,il° comoination of lobes of radiation had been produced, when a captured 
enemy document was obtained giving a description and methods of use of the 

'K~ickebein Long Range Beacon together with a diagram of the " beam " 
pattem.1 The theoretical diagram was found to agree very closely with this. 

C The diagram showed that there was a main beam 'With two subsidiary beams 
on either side, the dot/dash characteristics· being reversed in the case of the 
fir.st subsidiary beam on each side.2 I t was immediately realised that with a 
knowledge of the anglllar position of the side beams with respect to the main 
beam, if sufficient ground observations could be obtained (and by this time it 
had been found that reliable signals could be obtained at ground level), it 
should be possible to estimate the setting of the main beam . 
. A copy of the Gennan beam pattern diagram was made on tracing cloth. 
This was placed on a map with the centre of the diagram on the site of the 
Knickebein. and rotated unW the characteristics obtained at the various ground 
stations fitted those of the diagram ; the direction of the main beam was thus 
determined and an ~ediate indication obtair).ed from the map of the cities 
or towns over which the beam passed. The prQcess was repeated for a second 
Knickebein, the intersection of the two beams then indicating the target area. 
This- method of determining the target was found to be fairly reliable. The 
infonnation was passed to the Duty Air Commodore at Fighter Command 
as ~on as the target was determined and, at times, proved of great value. 

During the last week of August two more K nickebein stations were jdentified 
by aircraft of the B.A.T.D. Unit-, one near Dieppe and the other near 
Cherbourg. Both of these transmitted on a frequency of 30 megacycles per 
second. Information was also received of another I<.riickebein at Stavanger. 
Heavy raids over Britain were made in August, and from the tracks of the air
craft plotted by the Royal Air Force Home Chain radar stations, if appeared 
that the Kleve and Dieppe Kmckebein were usually employed by the Luftwaffe 
for the attacks on L ondon, while Dieppe and Cherbourg Knickebein were used 
for attacks on the .Midlands and Portsmouth. 
'Flight tests were made during enemy raids to test the efficiency of the British 

jammers. On some flights it was found that the freqµency of the jammers was 
not exactly the same as that of the enemy signal and was inclined to wander, 
with the result that the Knickebein signals could be received clear of jamming. 
When, however, the frequency of the jammer was identical, the enemy beam was 
blotted out in the neighbourhood of the jammer. In order to ensure that the 
frequency of the jammer remained exactly the same as that of the enemy signal, 
the jamming transmitters were modified to enable the frequency to be crystal• 
coQ.trolled. 

Flight tests were also carried out on the so-called Deviator system, mentioned 
above, which had been used whenever the K leve Knzckeb.#n was active, These 
tests did not give any conclusive evidence of a shift of beam, but the equi-signal 
zone was found to be masked. In view of these results and of the difficulties of 
production on a large scale, it was decided to abandon the scheme of 
synchronised jamming, and concentrate on the easier and more effective 
unsynchronised methods. It was evident that to ensure complete jamming of the 
signals over that part of the country covered by Knickebein signals, a greater 
concentration of transmitters with higher power was required, and that 

1R:A.-F. Wirelt:ss · I~telligence Su01inary No. 6, A.1.l (e) of· 2 May 1'940 includes an 
account of ~his. 1 Diagram 1. 
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additional listening ·stations on the South Coast were necessary in view of the 
newly installed Knickebeiti which had become active _in Northern France. 

Medium Frequency Beacoos 
At th._e outbreak of war. -preparations were already complete for synchronisa.

tio11 of a number of transmissions of each British Broadcasting Corporati(?n 
(B.B.C.) programme, so dispersed as to make it impossible for the German Air 
Force to use them, as medium frequency beacons £or navigation by means of 
aircraft direction-finding loops. At the same time it had been arranged to 
prevent intrusions by en~my propagandist announcers into the B.B.C. pro
gumme, by filling all gaps betwee:n items and by having -the B.B.C. announcer 
state h.fa name before making bis announcement in order to familiarise the 
public with his voice and mannerisms. Th.is pre-war plan was put into effect
upon the outbreak of war and was the fu-st radio counter-measure to be used,l 

It was well known before the war that the enemy favoured the use of radio 
aids to navigatioJ1 and that throughout Germany there existed a vast network 
o{ M.F. radio beacons. After ·the enemy occupation of France and 'the Low 
Countries in 1940, he expanded this network to form an elaborate system 
throughout these countries to assist the navigation of his aircraft in attacks 
upon the United Ki.ngdom. The Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Fighter 
Command, stressed that the radio beacons were being used to assist Gem1an Air 
Force aircrews to navigate to their targets, and he urged as an immediate 
operational requirement the provision of a suitable counter-measure. In spite of 
tbe usually accepted theory that " night effect" rendered M.F. beacons useless 
for accurate navigation at night, it was decided to undertake counter-measures .. 
Information eventually obtained from prisoners justified the wisdom of this· 
decision. 

In order to render the beacons less useful to the enemy, a system of masking 
was put into operation. At intervals throughout the country were sited a 
number of transmitters, the frequency of whicn could be changed rapidly. These 
were designed to re-radiate the enemy beacon signals and so render them 
unsuitable for direction-finding purposes over the United Kingdom. The enemy 
signal was used to trigger the counter-measure transmitters. This system was: 
one J)reviously devised by t he Radio Branch ot the Post Office 1;!:ngineering, 
Department to guard against the use of illicit radio bea_cons in this country by 
enemy aiTC1:aft.2 'fhe equipment was given the name Meacon (masking 
beacon). The meaconing principle was more subtle than plain jamming, ,;is, 
being a re-radiation of the original beacon signal, there was no frequency 
difference and---n-o--di.ffer.ence in keying, but simply a different point of radiation. 
Thus the presence of meaconing could not r~adily be detected in ao aircraft 
fitted with normal receiver equipment, and false bearings were obtained without 
any but the most experienced opes:ators realising that counter-measures were 
being applied. 

A comprehensive scheme for the provision ·of Meacons was drawn up by the 
Air Ministry in conju_nction with the G.P.O., so that effective cover could b~ 
given to the whole country, and the installation work was pushed on with all 
speed. The .first Meacons.were ready for service during July_, 1940, and by the 
end of August of that year fifteen sets of equipment at five different sites were 
4L lt5e _qpe_ration11,lly . .to m,¥~ -~n~l]1Y beacons. These sit"i}S were at fli!Xl)Y~,ll. 

-:i Appendix No. 7; War-Time Control of Radio Trans~issioos. -
• Post Office Engineering Department Radio Report's Nos. 597, 598 and 599. Also Post 

Office lnst-ni.ction G.B. I, et seq. '' The G.B. Scheme." 
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Harperiden, Te,roplecombe, Benfield and Petersfield originally, but were later 
increased in number. -

The successful operation of Meacons was not only dependent on the skilled 
manipulation · of the equipment employed, but relied to a major degree <;m a 
precise knowledge of the Gennan " systems" of can signs and frequencies 
a ,~ated to his beacons, together with their radiated powers ancl localities. 
It will be seen that the supply of rapid information as to when "syste.ms ,, 
were changed, played-a very important part throughout the war in the- applica
tion and conti:ol of mea.conjng.1 Not all the German M.F. beacons were 
m.eaconed. Aircrews in Bomber Command made extens,ve use of enemy 
beacons dari..r\g their sorties, so certain beacons were left unmasked during the~ 
~e they were required. To prevent this being realised by the enemy the 
beacons selected for this purpose were changed from day to day. 

As a supplement to ihe Meacon scheme during its bu;ild-up period, arrange~
ments were made to use as jammers about a hundred T.77 transmitters which. 
were already installed for ordinary communication purposes at Royal Air For,ce 
stations throughout the United Kingdom. Thus th.e cocntry could be covered 
with jammers arranged m groups, eacb group being capable of dealing with the 
enerny beawns likely to be used in its area by enemy aircraft. The need for' 
application of the scheme did not, however, arise . Consideration was also 
given to the use of high power B.B.C. transmitters to jam the whole band of 
frequencies used by the enemy beacon system. It was detenn.ined that ten 
transmitters would be required, the frequency of each tr.:i.nsmitter being made 
to vary over a band of 30 to 40 kilocycles. Unless these had been operated in 
synchronised groups of at least three transmitters, however, the aid provided 
to the enemy by the use of the B.B.C. stations as beacons would have probably 
outweighed any advantage to be derived from their use as jammers. 

By the end of this phase there were certain indications suggesting that the 
enemy realised that counter-measures were in operation and that all was not 
-well with his aircrews when using radio beacons over England. The evidence 
was as follows :-

(a:} The enemy frequently reduced the power of his beacons to such an 
extent that the received signal could not be used to drive the Meacon 
transmitter. Wi th this reduced power, however, the beacon was 
probably of little value to enemy aircraft over this country and could 
only be used for " homing ". · 

(b) The aeons were no longer useci by the enemy on a fixed methodical 
system. Changes of frequency and call-sign were made at irregular 
time~ system whj.ch added to the difficulties of his aircrews. 

(c} Enemy aircr;i.[t had been heard to report that their D.F. sets were out 
of order. 

(d) Royal Air Force interception stations, Listening to enemy radio trans
missions, reported a marked increase in the number of enemy aircraft 
requesting D.F. fixes while over the centre of Engl~nd from stations 
of the Li,jtwaffe safety service organisation, a procedure not usually 

· hitherto employed i;,wing to the danger of their transmissions dis
closing the position of the aircraft calling.2 

LAppeodi.x No. 3, German medium frequency navigationa1 aids and counter-measures 
1pplied : . . -

1 Ttii.s led te the meacooing oi enemy aircraft D.F. signals. 
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It was believed that pulse t7ansmissions were used by the enemy during the 
invasfons of Norway and Holland, but although there was no evidence of these 
being used as navigational aids over this country, precautions were neverthe
less taken. Certain transmitters were earmarked to act as jammers, a frequency 
band of 3 to 6 megacycles per second ·being covered. 

Controlling Authorities 

With the increasing availability of equipmeiµ;-and an increasing number of 
jamming stations, it was necessary to decide in whom the control of radio 
counter·mea.sures should be vested. On 25 J uly, 1940, A.C.A.S.(R) presided 
over, a meeting which considered whether this control should be exercised by 
Headquarters, Fighter Command, by the " Y '' Service, or by an entirely 
separate organisation.1 As. it was agreed, that the useful application of these 
measures could only be achieved by a controller having a complete knowledge of 
enemy aircraft movements, the early control was placed in t~e hands oi Fighter 
Command. It was soon apparent, however, that radio counter-measures would 
be ,equired on an ever-increasing scale, involving a very much greater organisa~ 
tion than had been originally envisaged, and requiring more independent 
control. 

1 Minutes of Assista.nt Chief of Air Staff, A.C.A.S. (R) Meeting on 25 July 1948. 
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CHAPTER 2 

RADIO COUNTER-MEASURES, 
SEPTEMBER 1940 TO MAY 1941 

Formation of No. 80 Win~ 
The decision having been taken by Air l\linistry that the control of radio 

eounter-mcasures should be undertaken by an organisation other than Head
quarters, Fighter Command, arrangements were made .for the establishment of 
)/o. 80 (Signals) Wing to act under the direct operational control of Air Ministry. 
After a .transit ion al period at " Radium " (alternative Headquarters , Fighter 
~ommand), No. SO Wing opened at Aldenham Lodge Hole!, Radlett, Hert
fordshire, on 14 October 1940. This location was chosen by · reason of its 
proximity to the main London-Birmingham G.P.O. trunk cable ,vhich 
facilitated considerably the difficult problem of communications to many remote 
outstations. It was also within easy access of Air :.\finistry and of Headquarters, 
fighter Command at Stanmore. The establishment included a Central 
Operations Room which received reports from \Vatcher Stations, Intelligence, 
~nd other sources, and issued operational instructions to the various types of 
~mmer outs tations. 1 Headquarters, No. 80 \Ving worked throughout in close 
do-operation with Headquarters, Fighter Command by means of liaison officers 
Who, in add ition to Home Security duties (closing down of B.B.C. sta tions 
fn<l other }VI.F. transmitters), were responsible for keeping Headquarters, 
No. 80 Wing informed by telephone of movements of enemy aircraft during their 
ittacks on this country. This was done by passing a running commentary of 
t\le information available in the Operations l{oom at Fighter Command.!l 

( By September 1940 the Germans had developed the narrow beam Knickebein 
system by the installation of additional transmitters 011 the north coast of 
france, making a total of five stations, and had used these during attacks on 
this country. Preliminary radio counter-measures had been taken against 
}iliem but it was soon realised that considerable expansion of these couuter
lneasures was necessary to meet tlte new threat. A scheme to reduce the value 
pf the enemy medium frequency beacon system as a navigational aid had also 

een instituted and was in process of development. 

~ The phase from September 1940 to May 1941 covers the period of greatest 
' tensity of enemy night attacks on the united Kingdom , decreasing only 

, when a considerable portion of the German Air Force was transferred to the 
Eastern Front for the attack on Russia during mid-1941. During this phase 
}everal additional radio navigational aids were brought into operation by the 
,enemy. These included two new narrow beam systems employing the " X " 
0eriit and " Y " Gerii.t which were capable of being used for blind bombing of 
individual targets, the accuracy being very much greater than that possible 
;with the Knickebein system. l\fore Knickebe-in installations were erected, so 
~ited as to increase the area of the United Kingdom over which good beam 
,------------- - --- - - --------------
". 1 The Operations Room organisation, layout an<l procedure are described in Appendix 
JNo. 4. 
, ; Details of the work und erlaken by these ofiicers are given in Appendices Nos. 6 and 7. 
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intersections could be obtained by making full use of the coastline of Northern 
France and Holland. A total ·of nine Knickebein stations was now available 
and the frequencies used were 30, 31 ·Sand 33;3 megacycles per second.1 

Aspirin 
During this period a number of transmitters, some of high power, for which 

contracts had been placed during the previous period June to September 1940, 
became available as jammers. Some of tbe,se were sited on the approach lanes 
to the various vital target areas such as London. the main Midland industrial 
centres, Liverpool, South Wales and Bristol, in order to render the beam 
signals unusable during approach to the target. Other transmitters were 
placed_ near the east and south coasts so that not only were the ports pro
tected but the area inland was covered by beam jamming signals. The code 
name Aspirin was given to ' these jammers of Knickebein. 

As the installation of good quality jamming transmitters progressed, the 
modified diathermy sets which had filled the gap while better transmitters 
were ·being obtained, were gradually withdrawn from Police Stations and, after 
rebuilding, were installed on certain of the newly-established jamming sites. 

In order to maintain at a high level the efficiency of the transmitters as 
jammers, it was essential for the frequency to be kept as closely as possible to 
that of the enemy signal. It was :necessary also that cha~ges of characteristic 
of the beam signal, signifying a change of setting of the beam, were observed~ 
soon as possible. To enable both of these functions to be carried O\,lt, each 
jamming station was equipped with a receiver so that it could be self
-monitoring, all jammers being switched off for ten minutes at predetermined 
times to allow readings to be obtained. The time was subsequently reduced to 
five minutes as it was realised that the enemy could make use of this period of 
freedom from jamming to check his position. This interval was eventually cut 
out altogether when special monitor stations with directional aerials became 
available. 

Direct evidence that the enemy was now realising that counter-measures 
were being applied to J<.nicfubein was given. by an occurxence on the night of 
24/25 September 1940 when, during an attack on London, the first recorded 
instance of an interchange of frequencies between two Knickebein was made.2 

This change was unquestionably an attempt to obtain relief from our counter
measures. At a later date statements by prisoners were received indicating a 
general mistrust of Knickebein, which they had found to be variable or un
reliable over the United Kingdom.3 One statement which referred to the 
September period indicated that it was known in Germany that Knic.kebein had 
been countered by producing effects which " obliterate the weak beams and ., 
tum aside {sit] the strong beams from the target." 

By J anuary 1941 it was apparent that the enemy's scientific experts were at 
las.t beginning to believe their pilots' reports that Knickebein over this country 
was unreliable. An interesting report was received describing a lecture given 
by a·n engineer to a number of experienced German pilots.<1 The pilots were told 
that the area of disturbance of the beams was purely local, and that if on 
reaching the disturbed area they continued on their course they would 

1 Diagram 2. . 2 Daily Operations Reports R.C.M./15, 25 Septem·ber 1940. 
a A.D.I. (K) Reports Nos. 24/41 and 44/4 1 (Air Ministry). • Ibid., N'o. 31/41 . 
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~ventually pick up the beam again. The report concluded by stating that the 
audience did not seem to be al all impressed by tJ,e advice given to them. Since 
lhe results of one of the periodical tes ts, arried 011t on a particular night by an 
investigation aircraft at openl.lional height using a. German radio receiver, had 
shown decisively that the bca,in had been weU covered by the jammers ovt':r the 
whole of its length except during the "sl,ul down" period mentioned above, 
i was probable that the enemy Jecturcr had arrived at a wrong conclusion. 

lditicipated Enemy Methods of E-vailing Counter-Measures 
t was to be expected , judging from the number of .reports from prisoners 

Jeceived during January 194!. and from Royal Air Force air tests, that since 
l4ickebein was now of little use to German pilots over this country, the enemy 
wQukl endeavour to introduce some new method of overcoming our connter
m'easures. The most likely methods that the Gertnans might adopt were 
considered to be :-

(a} A cl1ange of radio frequency , 1:,e. , frequencies other than 30, 31 · 5 and 
33 · 3 megacycles. per second , which l1ad been used n p to this time. 

(b) A change of modnlation frequency. 

(c) The adoption of frequency modulation. 

The first of these was considered to be the most probable, although it wou ld 
entail a general modificalion to the German blind -landing receiving equipment 
u~d for the reception of I{ 1iickebein . 

.The high-power jammers mentioned above were already able to meet the 
fi rst .contingency. Modifications to the small transmitters were put in hand so 
t./tat these jammers coukl be adjusted to any radio frequen cy in tile band and to 
changes in the audio modulation frequency. Provisioning action was also taken 
foy a number of mod11lation units covering a wider band of audio frequencies 
lo meet the second contingency. The third alternative, a change to frequency 
m,odulation, was thought to be very much less probable. Nevert heless, con
si4cralion was given to meeting this more remole contingency should it occur, 
, an addition to the jamming transmitters known as a ' ' wobbulator ' ' . 

,Up to the end of this phase, however, there were no indications of any major 
c)lange in the techniqne of the Kn£cke,be-i11 system , Nevertheless, one 
ii)iportant change whi ch did occur was in connection with the times of operating. 
At ~rst tlie R11i'c'kebe·in stations were swi tched on for long periods before an 
attack, sometimes during daylight , while the be.am was adjusted to the correct 
target sett ing. The enemy must have realised that this was giving away 

elul information since he progressively cul down the periods of tran.:;mission 
before an attack until, final ly , those K11ickebtin-e which were to be used during 
~ attack were not switched on until the air craft had crossed the English 
wast. This procedure called for a high s tandard of efficiency in all the sections 
lij the counter-measnre organisation . lt also rendered difficult , an.d often 
~possible , U1e prediction of the target from the be;:t,m intersection , as it was 
n;cessary to switch on the jammcrs immediately the enemy signa l betame 
i:tive. 

Rnffians aod 1be " X " Geri.it 
In the middle of A\1g11st 1940, "Y " interception stations on the Kent 

~ast reported1 a new signal with beam type characteristics on a frequency 

1 R .-A.F. Wireless Intelligen ce Report A,I.J (~) . Ko, 8. 
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of 74 megacycles per second. There was insufficient data to establish the 
signal definitely, and as the frequency was not covered by any known German 
radio receiver, the report was treated with reserve. By the end of the month, 
however, further signals in this frequency band had been recorded, and later, 
from ground D.F. stations and investigations carried out in aircraft, beams 
were established which appeared to originate in the Cala-rsa.'nd Le Havre 
areas and also from Cherbourg. The signal characteristics differed from 
Knickebein transmissions in radio frequency, modulation frequency, and rate 
of keying, but they were sufficiently similar in principle to suggest that they 
might be employed in some kind of routeing system, possibly for surface 
craft. · 

By September 1940 considerably more information concerning the new 
beams had been obtained from Intelligence somces and from further 
investigation flights. It then appeared that these beams were connected 
with the " X " Ge1'iit, which was a new system of blind bombing for use by 
aircraft of a specialist enemy squadron.1 It was indicated that the systems 
had an accuracy of the oi:der of 10 to 20 yards over London. It was established 
that the system consisted of fine (µarrow) and coarse (wide) approach beams, 
and fine and coarse cross beams originating in the Cherbourg and Calais areas 
respectively.2 By a process of deduction, the Air Scientific Intelligence 
Section of the Air Ministry showed that the time of flight between two fine 
~ross beams, directed across the fine approach beams, would give the ground 
speed of 1:he aircraft along the Jine of approach, and this in conjunction with 
the position of the second fine cross beam relative to the target would be 
sufficient to give the correct instant of bomb release at a given height. These 
deductions ·were later proved to be. correct, so that if the expected accuracy 
were attained, here was a system of blind bombing which was ·an even greater 
threat than l(nickebein. 

Proof that•tbe threat was an extremely serious one was produced later by 
the Air Warfare Analysis Section of t he Air Mi.nistry.3 This Department 
carried out an investigation after an attack on Binningham by the specialist 
Luftwaffe Squadron I I KG.JOO, on the night of 26/27 October 1940. By 
correlating the bomb plots with the direction of the beams it was shown that 
as regards '' line" in particular, tbe accuracy of the system was of an extremely 
high order. 

Counter-Measures against the " X " Gerat 
Immediate steps were taken to provide a radio cowiter-measure to this new 

system to which the code word Ruffian had been given, but a search throughout 
the country failed to produce any suitable transmitters with the requisite 
frequency coverage of 65 to 75 megacycles per second. A number of tests 
were made i.n an attempt to increase the frequency range of existing transmitters, 
but the output power after modification was too low for these to be effective 
as jammers. Eventually a Gun-Laying pulse transmitter, Type G.L.(f Mark 1, 
was converted, first into a pulsing jammer, and later with greater effect, into 
a · continuous wave transr.nitter with grid modulation. An emergency 
transmitter was also produced at short notice by the Royal Navy Signals 

'A.S.I. Interim Reports Nos. I aod 2. •Appendix.No. 8. 
3 Air Warfare Analysis Section. Air Ministry (A.W.A.) Report No. BC/2, 15 November 

1940. 
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Seheol, Portsmouth to cover the frequency band with alternative audio 
modulation frequencies, since the enemy signal had been variously reported 
as--900 to 1,000 and 1,500 cycles per second. This transmitter was keyed at 
120 per minute-the rate of the enemy signal. 

IMtallation of Bromide Transmitters 
The transmitters used for this counter-measure were known by the code 

11ame · Bromide. The first of these-the converted G.L. transmitter-was 
installed at Hagley near Birmingham, and the R.N. Signal School transmitter 
was sited on high ground at Birdlip in Gloucestershire. The sites were chosen 
to cover the approach route from Cherbourg to the Midlands, this area having 
been subjected to attacks by enemy aircraft using the new radio beam system. 
Both transmitters were brought into operation during the first week of 
Xovember 1940. 

A supply of Gun-Laying pulse transmitters was obtained from the War 
Office and their installation was carried out with the utmost speed immediately 
they were delivered by the firm making the modifications. The number of 
jammers covering the Midlands was augmented, while other jammers to 
protect Liverpool and Manchester were provided by the middle of November. 
This was followed by the installation of transmitters to screen London. In 
alhases the jamming transmitters were sited to be adjacent to the line from 
Cherbourg to the target areas since it had been established that the Cherbourg 
beam was always used for the approach to the target. It had not been expected, 
however, that in the early stage the jammers would have any marked effect 
owing to the number of frequencies used simultaneously by the enemy in this 
system and the limited number of jammers available; also the personnel 
available for operating the jammers were unskilled in the handling of the 
complicated equipment with the precision and speed necessary for its efficient 
11se. The monitoring of the jammers to ensure that these were on the exact 
frequency of the enemy signal also proved to be a difficult problem. 

Capture of Crew from the German Squadron II K.G.100 
A fortunate incident in mid-November, 1940 resulted in the capture of a 

crew, less the Observer who was killed in the crash, from an aircraft of the 
specialist German "pathfinder" Unit I I KG.JOO, which alone at that time 
used the " X" Geriit system. This capture was· the direct result of one of 

o. 80 Vi'ing's counter-measures, the meaconing of enemy beacons. The 
Navigator stated that he was completely lost owing to wide divergence in 
readings between his master compass and D.F. repeater compass.1 This 
oifference he concluded later, quite correctly, was due to a masking station 
}eproducing the characteristic signal of the German Air Force M.F. beacon 
which he had been using. 

· A fairly comprehensive description of the apparatus and the method of its 
ruse was obtained from the crew, but efforts to salve the aircraft, which had 
\:Orne down in the sea, were unavailing. 2 Later several pieces of apparatus 
connected with the " X " Geriit were fortunately recovered. These included 
two receivers and a " clock " for computing the ground speed. In spite of 

t I A.D.l. (K) Report No. 908/40. 
, 2 No. 80 \\'ing R eport No . I, 8 December 1940, Appendix " A." 
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·damage due to submersion in the sea some valuable information wa.S obtained.1 

One of the results of the examination showed that the receivers were fitted 
with narrow band audio filters designed to operate on a frequency of 
2 kilocycles per second, with a tolerance of ± 50 cycles per second. This 
discovery entailed a. change in the audio modulation of the Bromide 
transmitters. 'Moreover it was necessary to keep an accurate check on the 
modulation during operations to ensure th~t it_ did not wander outside the 
close limits necessary for the jammin~ to be effective. 

Installation of Additional Listening Stations 
As the installation of Bromide- transmitters progressed, observations were 

continued fr~m -ground listenin~ stations and from aircraft. Listening stations 
were set up in the Bournemouth area since the approach beams from the 
Cherbourg group of transmitters passed over the district and early warning of 
an att-ack could thus be obtained, Mobile receivers were also ased in this 
_area, specified routes being patrolled where Ruffian signals were heard. Th.e 
routes used by the vehicles were calibrated, and as soon as the operator was 
able to report an equi-signal, the exact position of the vehicle was telephoned 
_from the nearest telephone box to the main Bournemouth station andpassed 
to the Operations Room at Headquarters, No. 80 Wing. At a later stage, in 
order to save time, radio telephone links were used between the vehicles .~n,d 
the local listenin,_g station. It was not, however, always possible to differentiate 
_at this time between the m~in beams and the Jarge number of subsidiary beams. 
An example of this occurred on the night of 24 November 1940 when the main 
Ruffian beam was directed on Bpsto,1 . . One of the -subsidiary beams covered 
the Bournemouth area and gave the impression that Coventry was likely to 
be the target that night. 

A considerable amount of flying for determining the direction and frequencies 
of the 'beams was a regular feature of the daily operations. 2 These flights were 
made by No.109Squad:ron, which had been formed from theoriginalB.A.T.D.U., 
renamed in October 1940 the Wireless Intelligence Development Flight. They 
were often made in ba,d weather, entailing a high standard of · flying and 
navigation, and were invaluable in obtaining tne desired information. 

Analysis of tbe Ruffian ~ystem 
By the end of 1940 an analysis of the reports from ground listening stations 

and from flights had enabled a picture of the Ruffian beam systems to be 
obtained and a Beam Predictor devised. 3 This could not, however-, be as 
simple as that provided for Knickebein owing to the number of subsidiary beams; 
it was first necessary to find the rough position of the coarse approach beam 
in order to determine which of the many fine beams on a particular frequency 
was the one used for the target approach. An added complication was the 
fact that although in its simplest form five separate beam systems (one coarse 
-and one fine approach, one coarse and two fine· cross) were needed, a total of 
.seven transmitters was sometimes used. These were distributed as follows'.-

Approach: One course, two fine. 
Cross : One coarse, three fine. 

1 A description of th.i,s instrument and the method of 1,1se is giveli in Appendix No. 8. 
2 Appendix No. 2. s No. 80 Willg Report No. 15. 
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The beams additional to those necessary in the simplest form of t he system were 
used to duplicate the fine beams, probably in case of electrical failure or as a 
safeguard against jrunming. Determination of the frequency used for the 
approach beam was aided by the discovery at this period that the Germans used 
'frequencies jn the band 66 · 5 to 71 · 1 megacycles per second for approach beams 
an,d ,71 ·S to 75 megacycles per second for cross beams. In the middJe of 
January 1941 two more Ruffian transm,tters became operational from the 
Morlaix area between Cherbourg and Brest, and were used for Luftwaffe attacks 
on the West Country and South Wales. The approach to the target was made 
along the beams from these transmitters, the Cherbourg beams being used as 
cross beams. 
,With the successful operation of th~ first batch of seventeen Bromide trans

mitters at widely spaced points over the country, and with improvements in 
the manipulation of the equipment, there were indications that the Germans 
we're reacting to the interference that was being caused to the Ruffian system. 
The system was no longer set up in the afternoon preceding a night raid, or, 
if it were so aligned, both the frequencies and · the settings employed were 
different from those which were used later. During operations certain of the 
beams had super-imposed on them at regular intervals a morse letter, evidently 
t9 assist aircrews in identification of the correct beams. 

Afte{ a lull of some· weeks, attacks by enemy a.ircraft using the Ruffian 
system were renewed in F ebruary with significant changes in an attempt to 
.avoid counter-measures. All the transmitters available to the enemy at the 
three sites were switcl1ed on during operations so that nine frequencies were 
active simultaneously, rapid changes of frequency being made to certain of 
the "fine " beams during attacks. It was found also that instead of the 
frequencies being spaced O · S megacycle p.er second apart and di vi.ded between 
the sites in two well de.fined bands, frequencies approximately O · 25 megacycle 
per ·second apart were being radiated. These were distributed at random 
~tween the three sites and identincation was thus made more diffi.cult. 
Identification letters continued to be superimposed on the beam signals, but 
!hey were not altered when a frequency was changed. 

Target Prediction 
Prediction of target settings became almost impossible in the time available, 

as the Cherbourg beams were used for either approach or cross beams, and as 
the pattern of beams from the Cherbourg transmitters was such that while 
certain of these might have been used as Cross beams for attacks in the West, 
subsidiary beams could have been interpreted as being used as approach beams 
to the Midlands. This may well have been another deliberate action by the 
enemy to confuse. In order to overcome these difficulties, the Morlajx and 
Cherbourg beams were jammed by the Bromides in Devon, in the Bristol area, 
and in Wiltshire, while the Calais beams were jammed by the I,.ondon group of 
stations. J amming was supplemented by the Midland and No.rthern Bromides. 

Close co-operation between all jammer a:nd watcher stations was necessary 
.to overcome the advantage the enemy was seeking to obtain by changes of 
frequency. Changes appeared to be made at the times at which the Jeadjng 
aircraft o1 the German specialist squadron (I I K.G.100) made their final 
approach to the target . .i By means of a special land line communication system 

1 Appendix No. 8. -
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from H eadquarters, No. 80 Wing, to certain selected watcher and Bromide 
stations. it was usually possible to follow any such change of f requency within 
three or four minutes. 

During J une 1941 the Morlaix transmitters were used less frequently by the 
enemy, and ceased radiating altogether on the 21 June 1941. Frequency 
changes continued to be made on the Cherbourg and Calais transmitters, three 
changes on one transmitter being recorded on several occasions. At this time 
the enemy appeared to realise that by retaining the same recognition letter after 
a change of frequency he was giving a useful lead as to which station. had 
changed frequency. As he changed the frequency and identification Jetter of 
the various transmitters at different times, however, it was still possible for 
particular transmissions to be recognised. 

Effect of Bromides 
A further reporl on the Ruffian system by the Air Warfare Analysis Section 

(A.W.A.S.) of the Air Minis~ry was issued in February 1941 in which it was 
Shown by the same system of analysis as that previously used that the accuracy 
since 15 November H:)40 had deteriorated materially.1 Evidence that this 
deterioration had been caused by radio counter-measur.es was obtained from the 
crew of a JI K.G.100 aircraft which crashed on 13 March 194P It was· 
stated by them that by November 1940 it had been definitely assumed that the 
interference to the herons had been caused by counter-measures. The inter
ference to the pilot (approach) beams was described as very serious in December 
and January. and again when disturbances on the cross beams first bes-an to be 
experienced. The later statement is interesting in that i.t was not until abouf 
the middle of J anuary that sufficient transmitters became available for jamming 
the cross beams in addition to those for the approach beams·. Further support 
to the evidence that radio counter-measures against the Ruffians were effective 
was given by a detailed analysis by the Air Warfare Analysis Section of an 
at tack on St. Athan airfield in Glamorgan on 28/29 April 1941 .3 On this night 
the cross beams were adequately jammed, but owing to the small number of 
transmitters in the West Country it was not possible to give full coverage to 
tl1e approach beams. The result was that the enemy was able to make an 
attack which was extremely accurate in line but had an error of one mile in 
range. Although up to the end of May 1941 a nd later, Ruffian transmissions 
continued to be made, there was a steady de.cline jn the use of the system by the 
Luftwaffe UnitJCG.100. This may have been due to the enemy's preoccupation 
with the Eastern Front, but the evidence points to a growing lack of confidence 
in the system. 

Bombing of Ruffian T.i:ansmitters 
In addition to interference with the enemy beam system by radio counter

measures, consideration was also given to destroying the enemy transmitters 
by bombing. Although the exact position of the beam transmitters had been 
established. it was realised that their destruction would, for two reasons, present 
a difficult task. Firstly, the targets were neither conspicuous nor particularly 
large; and, secondly, by reason of the value the Germans attribu ted to the 
installations, the defensive measures were on a heavy scale. It was known, 

l A.W.A. Report No. BC/G/2. February 1941. ·: A.D .L (l{) Report No. 341 , 194l. 
~ A.W.A. Report No. BC/G/5, May l94l. -
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ho1iever, that they were experiencing considerable difficulty in obtaining spares 
for Ruffian equipment. It was to be expected therefore that bombing attacks 
resulting in even minor damage to the transmitters would cause considerable 
embarrassment and interfere to a large extent with the use of the B.uffian 
sys~em. 

In :'T-ovember 1940 it was decided to begin offensive action against the 
beam transmitters in the Cherbourg area. Attacks were to be carried out by 
aircraft of the Wireless Intelligence and Development Unit (later No. 109 
Squadron) which had been engaged for some weeks on the investigation of the 
Ruffian system. Close collaboration was maintained with the Telecommuni
cations Research Establishment (T .R.E.) on the production of a suitable 
technique for attacking, and the following methods were proposed as 
practicable :- 1 

(a ) Use of enemy beam for direc tion, and the cone of silence for range. 
(b ) Use of enemy beam for direction in conjunction with a landmark to 

fi x range. 
(c) Use of two beams in conjunction with marker bombs to given an aiming 

point. 
(d) Use of enemy beam for direction, with C.H .L. Station for range. 
(e) Use of C.H.L. Station for direction and range. 
(!) Use of a Royal Air Force radio beam for direction and C.H.L. for range. 
(g) Use of a Royal Air Force radio beam for range and German beam for 

direction. 
(h) Use of two Royal Air Force beams. 

It was realised that attacks could only be sustained by adopting a wide 
variety of methods of approach since each of the courses noted above had certain 
inhrrent limitations, e.g. :-

(a ) The use of the enemy beam for line or range could be easily countered 
by local jamming or by the temporary switching off of the trans
missions. 

(b) Beams set up from this country were susceptible to enemy jamming, 
and attacks dependent upon fixing a position from the ground must 
pre-suppose favourable weather conditions. 

clearly no method could be relied upon exclusively, so that it was decided to 
proceed with the development of each scheme individually, and to begin with 
methods (a) and (b) mentioned above. 

'Q'se of Enemy Beam in Conjunction with Cone of Silence 
The pilot was to fly down the enemy beam until he heard the cone of silence 

which was assumed to be vertically over the target. Thereafter he turned at a 
known rate until flying on a reciprocal course and parallel to the beam for a 
·cer tain time. He then turned again at a known rate through 180°, flew down 
the beam and released his stick of bombs at a calculated time. 

Use of Enemy Beam for Direction in Conjunction with Landmarks to fix Range 
The pilot approached along the enemy beam, identified some definite land

~ark lying along the line of approach, and calculated his range fro'? there to 

1 No. 80 Wing File S.3018/ 1/Sig:;. , Encl. 13A. 
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the known target. This method, provided good weather conditions prevailed, 
was considered particularly suitable "for attacks on the Cherbourg Peninsula, 
easily identified from the air by its distinctiye coastline. 

The. offensive commenced on the night 13/14 November 1940, -.vhen two· 
Whitley aircraft attempted an attack on the transmitters in .the Cherbourg 
Peninsula during a large-scale enemy raid on Coventry. Coincident with the 
bombing, both Knickebein and Ruffian transmitters temporarily ceased trans
mission and later evidence proved that at least one had received a qirect hit. 
This flight also provided valuable evidence as to the scale of the enemy defences. 
Considerable anti-aircraft fire was encountered and two parallel lines of balloons 
were observed. The latter had been placed to one side of the transmitters 
presumably in order that their wire cables should not interfere with the beam 
tran$missions. Royal Air Force attacks continued throughout November and 
it was soon clear that the enemy was aware of the attacker's intention to fly 
down the beam and would, therefore, be lying in wait. Consequently, every 
effort was made to avoid routine procedure, each programme being carefully 
worked out to provide variation in the time of attack, height and direction of 
approach, by making use of the subsidiary beams. Defensive measures by the 
enemy had been steadily intensified, and the use of searchlights and anti-aircraft 
guns capable of being turned with the beam was suspected. Although no direct 
hits could be proved there was evidence that the enemy was considerably 
embarrassed by these attentions. 

Attacks during the first three months were made by Whitley aircraft, but in 
February 1941 the establishment of No. 109 Squadron was increased to include 
a striking flight of 4 + 2 Wellington :µrcraft for this-specific purpose. Meanwhile 
T.R.E. had been actively pursuing the development of more accurate methods of 
attack (some of which have already been noted) and the training of crews-under 
operational conditions in readiness for the time when new methods became 
available continued steaclily. In April 1941 a new radar ranging device was 
brought into operational use during two attacks, and although it proved 
difficult to assess results it was considered that the system was a ,promising one. 
It is interesting to note that both this ranging technique and the use of beams 
-from this country were at a later ~tage of development employed in attacks 
against the two German battleships and cruiser in Brest Harbour (Operation 
"Trinity ").1 

In May 1941 calculations were made by A.W.A.S. to determine the exact 
position of the Ruffian transmitters at Morlaix ; results agreed with a position 
previously suggested by the Scientific Analysis Section of Headquarters, No. 80 
Wing, and were later confirmed by photographic reconnaissance. Attacks 
were made on 6 and 11 May, and although the precise degree of success could 
not be assessed, one of the transm.itters was not heard again for six days after 
the second attack. 

During the summer of 1941 Ruffian activity declined to a very low level, and · 
offensive action against the transmitters ceased at the end of June. Throughout 
the period of op-erations attacks had been made on more than fifty occasions. 
Although no. major destruction had been effected, numerous hits were scored 
in the target area, many large fires started, and considerable damage done to 
power- supplies, stores and defensive positions. 

l This technique w-as the forerunner of Oboe. 



i.nito and the " Y " Gerat 
New signals with a curious dash characteristic were heard during November 

1'40 in the 40 megacycles per second frequency band.1 

Investigation of these signals by ground and air observations showed that the 
rate of" keying" was 180 per minute, which was much higher than that con
nected with Knickebein or Ruffian beams, and that there appeared to be two 
sources in Northern France, one in the Poix area. It was also observed that 
messages were being passed to aircraft by radio telephony on frequencies in the 
sa 1e band. 2 One such message instructed an aircraft to drop its bombs as the 
weather was getting bad. It also added, " We are accompanying you " and 
,; Follow the beam from the emergency aerodrome." Messages on another 
occasion stated that the beam was being turned and continued: "Turn round 
and make a new approach "-and "Measurements impossible, carry out task 
on your own." A bearing taken on the beam signals at the time of the messages 
gave a line through Poix near Amiens. Later the " Y " service heard two 
signals on different frequencies in the same band with the same modulation 
frequency which appeared to be interlocked, one of these being from an aircraft. 
1t was apparent that this could only have been achieved by one station relaying 
the modulation of the other. The data obtained from observations gave direct 
support to Air Scientific Intelligence reports issued on 17 July 1940 and on 
12 January 1941 that the Germans were developing a system known as 
Wotan for making a distance measurement along a beam, which involved a 
measurement of phase angle between outgoing and incoming modulations, and 
t~a,t this system had been used for bombing.3 

Preliminary Analysis of Benito 
ln the first weeks of January 1941 considerable progress ,vas made in the 

investigation4 of the new system to which the code name Benito had been given, 
but the working principles employed in the system had not yet been fully 
established. The accuracy of the range measurement had been determined to 
be-of the order of 90 yards; no figure had been arrived at for the accuracy of 
the azimuth as the details of the beam were not known. It was evident that 
tile beam differed frorn that used in the Kn£ckebein and Ruffian systems since all 
reports had stated that the signal changed from dots to dashes or vice versa 
without passing through an equi-signal. It had been established that Benito 
systems had been set up at Cassel, 15 miles south of Dunkirk, at Beaumont in the 
Cherbourg Peninsula and in the Poix area near Amiens. It had also been 
determined that bombing attacks had been carried out by the German Air Force 
Unit II K.G .. Z6, which was stationed at Poix, and that this squadron was 
~imilar to I I K.G.100 which had specialised in the use of the Ruffian system 
for its attacks. 

Counter-measures-Domino 
' Jn view of the high degree of accuracy which could be obtained by the ranging 
~ystem it was decided that the first counter-measures should operate against 
this. The type of counter-measure designed by the Telecomm1.111ications 
Research :b:stablishment (T.R.E.) was a form of Meacon in which the enemy 

1 Appendix ~o. 9. 2 No. 80 vVing l\fonthly Reports Nos. 13 and 14. 
3 A.S .l. Reports Nos. 7 and 10. 
• Telecommunications Research Establishment Report (R.C.'.V!. Section) No. 5/2. 
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airora~t ranging signal (which was a ~e-rad-iation of th~ enemy grou?d signal) I 
was picked up, on _a broad band receiver and the received modulatmn, super
imposed on the output of a medium power transmitter tuned to the radio 
frequency of the German ground range station. Thus the range indications 
at the enemy ground stations wo-ul~ be confused . 

The first installation of this counter-measure, to which the code name Domino 
was given,1 was set up to protect London from enemy aircraft working in con
junction. with the Benito station at Cassel. Use was made of the B.B.C. tele
vision sound transmitter at Alexandra Palace. in North London. The receiver 
with its associated relays was at a B.B.C. station nearby, as a high-fidelity cable 
was available to Alexandra Palace for passing the various tones to the trahs~ 
mitter. The receiving equipm~nt was later moved to a higher site at Parliament 
Hill as it was found that receiving conditions were not good at the B.B.C. 
station. The equipment was ready for operational use by. the middle of 
February 194_1. By the end of February 1941 a second Domino installation 
ha~ been completed on Beacon Hill near Boscombe Down about eight mifes 
north of Salisbury, thus making both the Cherbourg and Cassel controls subject 
to counter-,measures simultaneously. _ Plans were also put in hand to install 
additional transmitters at the two Domino sites, and to open up a new site 
further west to give protection to South Wales and the West Country. 

During the month of February 1941 the enemy made the mistake of using the 
Benito system on a. small scale over this country, presumably to test the 
principle. under operational conditions. On some occasions the fact that air
craft of II K.G.26 were the only aircraft engaged during the period of the 
operation enabled good indications to be obtained of the tracks followed by the 
aircraft and of the bomb plots. These showed that the system was capable 
of enabling aircraft to bomb with remarkable accuracy and to obtain great 
precision in grouping. · · ' · 

Observation of Benito Signals 
Investigations continued to be made on the beam signals by ground and air 

observations, but although a certain amount of knowledge was obtained, the 
exact method of operation still remained obscure. As early as February 1941 
there were indications from the messages passed by the enemy ground stations 
to the aircraft that the system was not working smoothly. For instance, out of 
a possible 89 aircraft in action, 27 were told to carry on and undertake the'ir 
tasks indep.endently of ground control; 44 were not heard to receive a bombing 
signal, and only 18 were given the" bomb drop" signal. There was, however, 
no definite evidence that this was due to counter-measui-es, mainly because it 
had been found impossible to gauge the accuracy of the bombing owing to the 
difficulty of differentiation between the tracks and bomb plots of JI K .G.26 
aircraft using the Benito system and those of other aircraft taking part in 
attacks on the same target. 

Effect of Domino 
Enemy attacks using the Benito system became heavier in March, and out 

of 36 aircraft ,working within tlle range of their ground stations, 18 received 
bombing signals. Two incidents occurred early in the month to shqw that the 
effect of Royal Air Force counter-measures was being felt During an attack on 

1 Appendlx No. 9 for details. 
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' London on 9 March 1941 a change of air and ground ranging freq uencies was 
made dur~ng the course of lhe operation. These changes were at once followed -
by the two Domino stations. The second incident took place on 11 March 1941, 
when a bombing attack w.as made on the Domino station aJ: Beacon H ill and the 
st,atlon suffered a near miss. As a result the B eacon Hill Domino was not 
working on the following night when nine enemy aircraft operated with the 
Cassel control and eight with the Beaumon l control. The Cassel aircraft were 
covered by the .Alexandra Palace Domino, while the Beaumont aircraft were 
uncovered. None of tbc Cassel aircraft received the bombing signals, whereas 
inost of the Beaumont aircraft appeared to perform their task satisfactorily. 

: Attacks by Benito-controlled aircraft continued to be made during April 
and May on a rela tively large scale, up to twenty aircraft being u.sed on occasions. 
[bese a ttacks were distributed widely over the country and Domino action 
:Was taken whenever possible. It was difficult to determine to what extent 
'Domino action had affected the accuracy of the system, but it was significant 
that only on two occasions did more than 25 per cent. of the aircraft taking 
part in any one operation receive the " bomb drop" signal. Information 
was· received, however, from interrogation1 of the crews of three aircraft of 
11 K.G.26 brollght down on the night oi 3/4 May 1941 that the whole crl their 
unit were losing confidence in the " Y " Geriit system owing to the troubles 
which were being experienced. T hese troubles were attributed by them to 
£ritish jamming and had become progressively worse since March. 

The re Y ,, Gerat 

From one of these crashed enemy aircraft a complete" Y " Geriit apparatus 
was recovered in a dama·ged condition. It was thus possible to determine the 
principle on which the Benito beam operated. A detailed examination was 

.. made by the Royal Aircraft Establishment (R.A.E.) which confirmed that the 
equipment consisted ot two parts which were independent of each other-a 
''Course" panel and a "Range " or ' 'Distance'' panel.2 It a lso showed that 
the " Course" p anel included a mechanical analyser for interpreting the cha.rac
'teristics of the "beam,'' and that this was n,1aintained in synchronism by means 
of a magnetic clutch which was controlled by sig·nals from the ground " beam" 
transmitter.3 Tests carried out on this equipment showed that. it was very 
susceptible to jamming whid1 would prevent the synchronising device from 
operating and would produce erratic indications of the " Course" indicator. 
Preparations were therefore made for the Jamming of the Bt!nito beam signals 
under the code word Benjamin. 

Eltktra 
Intermittenl dot/dash signals were heard in August 1940 indicating that 

the enemy was using a beam system on a medium frequency of 481 k ilocycles 
per second. The signals were "keyed" a t the same rate of 60 per minute as 
Knickebei-n but the transmission was unmodulated. lt was determined in 
September, 1940, from ground observations and from flight tests by the Wireless 
Intelligence and Development Unit, that the en·emy system consisted of a fan 
of beams spaced approximately five degrees apart which covered the whole of 

1 A. l.J (K) Report No. 240/41 and A.I . I (K) Speclal Report t o A.C.A-S. (! ), 10 C,fay 1941. 
•Royal Aircraft Estal>lishmeot Repo·rt (E.A, 33/8 Dept.) No. W.T. 18. 
3 More details are given in Appendix No. 9. 
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the United Kingdom. The source appeared to be south of Sylt or near 
Bredstedt. The width of the beams was found to be abo:ut 1,000 yards as 
l)leasured at the coast. 

It was thought that this system had been provided for use by reconnaissance 
aircraft over the North Sea or for surface craft' to overcome the difficulty, due to 
propagation, of using beams on the higher frequencies at low height. It was 
later found from captured documents and maps that the system was known by 
the enemy as Elektra1 and that the transmitter was positioned at St. Peters, 
near Busum in Schleswig. It was for use as a long distance navigational aid, 
and it had been used by aircraft in convoy raiding at a range of 1,500 miles. 
It had also been used in conj unction with a Knickebein beam to obtain a cross 
px foT an attack on London, the correct cut being obtained by COUllting the 
number of Elektra beams crossed. The system could be adjusted to give either 
of two alternative settings of beams. 

In December 1940 a second Elekt-ra came into operation from a site near 
Bayeux in Normandy, with beams spaced approximately 10° apart instead of 
5°. This station was sited so that the fan of beams covered the country from 
the south, thus giving, in co11junction with the St. Peters Elektra a complete 
lattice over the United Kingdom. It was soon proved that the system was 
vulnerable to the same radio counter-measure which had been adopted for 
masking the enemy radio beacons, and Meaconing action was immediately 
applied, Tests canied out by No. 109 Squadron showed that this action 
rendered the system unusable over the whole country. 

Enemy Medium Frequency Beacons 
The development of the Meacon scheme for masking enemy r-adio beacons 

continued during the phase described jn this chapter. By October 1940 ten 
sites with a total of 30 transmitters were in operation,· and by the end of the 
phase this number had increased to sixteen sites making a total of 60 trans
mitters. More evidence of the success of this counter-measure was obtained 
from prisoners, some of whom had been brought down in this country solely due 
to false bearings caused by meaconing. Further' changes were therefore made 
by the enemy in an attempt to overcome the effects of meaconing. The power 
of some of the beacons was increased and civil broadcast transmitters were 
used as beacons, recognition letters being keyed by them either superimposed 
on the progrn.mme or on an uomod'lllated carrier. Moreover, changes in the 

· enemy ·'systems" of callsign and frequency allocation were frequently being 
made, necessitating the breaking down of the new enemy system before meacon
i,ng could be applied. One broadcast- transmitter which continued radiating 
after normal programme times without modulation but with a recognition 
letter was the station at La Coruna in Spain. This was undoubteclly used as a 
beacon by the Germans. 

~etman Safety Service System as an Alternative Radio Aid 
The enemy found it increasingly difficult at this time to obtain reliable fixes 

in.aircraft by taking bearings on beacons when over the United Kingdom, and 
began to use the German safety servic.e system for this purpose. This con
sisted of a number of ground D.F. stations which through central control 

1 Descriptive <Hagrams of the princjples of the system as determined from an analysis 
of the signals are give? in Diagram No. 3. · 
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stations" fixed " the posilion of the aircraft on request and passed the position 
back to the a ircraft. When it was realised that this system was being used to 
give " fixes " over this country, meaconing of the aifcraft transmission was 
instituted with the intention of preventing the ground medium frequency D.F. 
system from obtaining the true bearing of the ajrcraft. By January 194l , ai r
craft meaconing was being carried out from three -sites, and by the end of May 
1941 a fourth site was included in the scheme. 

" Fixes" had formerly been taken and passed to the aircraft usually in a 
few seconds and never in a greater interval than a minute or so, but after 
tneaconi.ng ·was introduced the information was frequen t ly not passed for much 
longer. The time required grew to a period of lO or J 5 minutes and the " fix'' 

. given was often as much as 100 miles away from the plot of the same aircraft 
obtained from the FigMer Command P lotting Table. The German reaction to 
aircraft meaconing consisted of a reduction of power of the aircraft transmitter 
so that the signal received by the Meacon receiver would not be strong enough 
to drive the Meacon t ransmitter. This method work€d however to the dis-

1 advantage of the enemy since it resulted in too weak a signal being received from 
the -aircraft for successful direction. finding. An a lternative frequency was 
eventually brought into use by the Germans, but by that time sufficient a ircraft 
Meacon inst::i.Jlations wf.re ;i_vailahle to cover the new frequency. 

St.$rfish 
By November 1940 it was realised that the beneficial effect being obtained 

from R.C.M. action against the German beam systems was to some extent being 
vitiated by the '' v isual beacon " effect produced by large fires i n the target 
area.1 This became particularly noticeable during an attack on Birmingham 
on the night of 26/27 October. On that occasion the main body of the German 
bomber force was preceded by a number of pathfinder aircraft of K.G.100 whose 
task it was to start a fire in the target area and to report ori the effect of counter
measures upon the Knickebei1i in use on the particular target. The pathfinders 

, succeeded in setting a gasometer on fire whicJ1 could not be extinguished before 
arrival of the main bomber force. These pathfinders reported that the Kwicke
bein director beam was apparently being deflected some d istance to one side of 
the target. The main enemy force was told. therefore not to bomb on the 

, Jfoickebein but to continue toward the target area until within sight of the fire. 
The blaze was then to be used as the aiming point. No. 80 Vhng on that 

' occasion reported that had they been able to light a decoy fire in the area over 
which the K'l't'l:ckebei-,i beams were aJleged to be intersecting, it was probable that 
s.ome at least of the bombs would have been dropped away from the real target. 
Thus was conceived a decoy fire scheme, operated under executive control of 
Colonel J, Turner, and in close associa'tion with related radio counter-measures 

, of No. 80 Wing. 

Decoy fires (called Jate.r Starfish) were accordingly la id in open country in the 
neighbour}).ood of large Midland towns which were at that time the subject of 
heavy bombing a,ttacks.2 Although these sites were constructed and manned 
by Colonel Turner's personnel, the central control of fires was vested jn 
Headquarters, No. 80 Wi,ng, which was considered to be. in the best positi,on to 

1 From minutes of Air Ministry meeting oo, 23 November 1940. No. 80 Wing Fl!e 
S.3035/$igs., Part 1. 

• A. H.B. rnooograph "' Deception and Decoy," by Colonel Sir John Turner. Also 
A.M. Fi le C.S. 7888., 5 January 1941. 
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correlate the various iactor~goverrung the choice of the best site for fires at any 
time, as well as for deciding the best moment for lighting them, 

, The choice of the p1ace and time to light Starfish was a matter requiring con
siderable foretl10ught and' judgment. The-lighting of a decoy fire, for example, 
in open country on a moonlight night would probably fail to deceive, except 
perhaps in the pi:esence of some other factor such as a ground mist. The line 
of approach of the raid was -important, since it was inadvisable to allow the 
bombers to pass over tbe real target area when attacking the decoy. For this 
reason Starfish were prepared on severaJ sides o.f each target area in order to 
provide against the· raid approaching it by an indirect route. Care was taken 
not to light Starfish on both sides of the real target for fear of the Germans 
attacking the midpoint between the fires. 
( 

Liaison was maintained with Colonel Turner's department by the attachment 
of one of its officers to Headquarters, No. 80 Wing ; liaison was also maintained 
with Headquarters, Fighter Comm.and and Home Security, and with the 
Directorate of SignaJs, Air 'Ministry. High pdority landline communication 
was established from the sites to local Starfish control centres and thence to 
Headquarters, No. 80 Wing. 1n the even t of landline failure, local controls 
were authorised to act autonomously. Close liaison was essential between the 
Operations Room at Headquarters, No, 80 Wing and the local Starfisn. control 
centre during an attack, so that the position and size oi fires caused by bombing 
cou'ld be correlated.with a decoy to give tlle best effect, It was found that if a 
fire caused by bombing could be extinguished rapidly, then a decoy on the line 
of approach was frequently successful in di.awing a large proportion of the bomb
ing effort-, sinGe the enemy leading aircraft reported the fires as having been 
produced by them, and ~ucceeding aircraft naturally bombed the decoy. 

Three types of fires were used, employing respectively diesel oil, paraffin and 
baskets of scrap wood, and known as Full, Medium and Short Starfish, the 
different types used depending on the size and type of fire it was decided to 
imitate. Ffres were lit either by hand or by elecbicity, the latter more speedy 
method being more generally employed, Certain difficulties arose, however, 
in the electrically controlled sites due to the accidental firing of Starfish sites 
1uring lightning storms. · 

Effects of Starfish 
The first Starfish were used during an attack on Bristol on 2/3 December 1940, 

the t wo sites fired r.eceiving a total of 66 H.E. bombs. Thereaf.ter Starfish 
played an important part in the defensive campaign, sometimes attracting as 
much as 75 per cent. of the total en~my effort. Evidence obtained from 
prisoners showed that though i.n. many cases they were aware that decoy fu-es 
existed, their i.deas as to the position and location of these fires were erroneous. 
Ljaison was maintained with the Air Warfare Analysis Section and many test 
flights were made ·by No. 109 Squadron to observe the effect of various types of 

· fire from the air.1 For this purpose the experimental site was established at 
Winterslow. ;\ta later stage it was decided to augment the J'\Qrmal decoy fi.res 
by the addition of certain "strategic II Starfish. These full-size fires were 
located in open connt:ry and were used when enemy aircraft had become lost 

1 No. 80 Wing File S .303S/Sigs., Encl. 26A- Miautes of Coalereace at Radlett, 
27 February 1941. 
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owing to radio counte~-measures ana weather conditions, as an inducement for 
them to drop their bomb loads where they would do least harm. 

An example of the value of decoy .lires used in conjunction with radio counter
measures was provided by attacks on the night of 8/9 May 1941. On this night 
the Ruffian beams were set for an attack on the RoUs Royce works at Derby. 
Owing possib ly to counter-measures the leadi ng enemy squadron, 11 K.G.100, 
failed to find Derby and bombed Nottingham in errnr,1 where some sn:ial! fires 
were still burning from a previous attack. As a result, Nottingham was sub
jected lo attack by the main force of bombers. It appeared, however, that it 
was the enemy's intention that successive waves of bombers should attack 
Nottingham after tl,e completion of the Derby attack, As a result of the 
original error, this second attack was made on open country in the Vale of 
BelvClir over an area !;ituated in approximat<"ly the same position relative to 
Nottingham as N ottingha.m. is to Derby. 1t is 111 teresting to record that the 
Gerrnail official communique !;ubseqnently cJajmed to have destroyed the Rolls 
Royce works at Derby, when, in fact, not a single bomb fell on Derby on this 
ow.1sion. The number of bombs which fe!J in the Vale of Befvoir was 230 high 
explosive, l oil homb and 5 groups of incehdiary bombs, and the casualtie:; were 
two chickens. During this attack the wea.ther was clear, visibi lity exceptionally 
good with Jighl wind. 

In the ear1y stages a decoy fire was never Jit if by so doing its identity was 
likely t.o be revealed. During the" Baedeker" raids against the EnglJsh cathedral 
cities in 1942 this policy was modified, enabling a fu ller use of Starfish 
to be made by disregarding to some extent prevailing weather conditions.2 

This modification was based on the fad that at the time the Di~Jtwajfe was 
em_p)oying large num hers of " freshmen " crews who, by reason of their lack 
of expP-rience, v.iou ld be Jess li ke!y to recognise a decoy fire as such. 

A further modification was made in 1944 during the final phase of enemy 
bomber activity against this countiy.3 As a result of a new Pathfinder Force 
technique adopted by the German Air Force, which now employed large 
numbers of target .indieator flares, arrangements were made to provide a small 
fire (12 -16 baskets) directly target jndicator flares or incencli,tri'es were dropped 
over or near Starfish sites. Instructions to fire these "minor " Starfish 
which were o..cranged on all sites south of a line I<ings Lynn , Bletchley, 
St. David's Head, were given from Headquarters , No . 80 Wing, although in the 
case of certain sites around London and Southampton, cont rol was delegated to 
the N.C.O. in charge of the site. 

Development or 1he Operations Room at No. 80 Wing Headquarters 
The establishment in September 1940 of , Headquarters No. 80 Wing as a 

R.C.M. Control Cenlre, conlrolling a steadily increasing number of oot~tations, 
neccss,ta.ted from its inception a carefully planned Operations Room.4 By 
this means -incoming intelligence from Watcher Sites, "Y" Service, Fighter 
Command, and other sources. could be filtered and co-ordinated. a complete 
picture of enemy operational activity maintained, and control instructions 
tssued to sites with the .minimum of delay. 

-----------------
' A.vV.A.' Report No. BC/G/1 0, Ju oe-194 1. 
1 !{o. BO Wing File S . .'.l035iSig•s .. Part ITT, Encl. 24A. 
1 ,bid., Encl. SOe , Confcrencc- Colonr.l Turner's Department . 
t Full details of t'he Operations Room o,ga.n.isation and procedure are given a t Appendix 

No. 4. · 
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Commitments during the very early stages consisted simply of -meaconing 
enemy beacons and jamm,ing the K1i£ckebein beams by Aspirin action; 
the Operations Room was therefore divided into Headache and Meacon 
Control Sections. Under the Conunanding Officer. a Duty Wing Commander 
was in control o-f operations assisted by a Scientific Analyst, an Operations 
Officer and two Junior Officers in charge of the Clerks (Special Duties) manning 
the Control Sections. Close liaison Was maintained with the No. 80 Wing 
Liaison Officer at Headquarters, Fighter Command.1 Communications were 
effected in -every case by land.line over the G.P.O. network. 

Headache Control was responsible for the reception, logging, and charting 
of listening reports from Aspirin outstations ; the display of this information 
with the beam settings determined from them aod appropriate counter
measures taken, on an Aspir-in map; the logging and charting of reports on 
the Ruffian beams (then under preliminary investigation) ; and, finally, 
under direction from the Duty Wing Commander, the briefing- (by tie-line) of 
aircrews engaged on investigational flights and the preparation of preliminary 
ftight reports. Meacon Control was responsible for all R.C.M. against enemy 
medium frequency aids. The iniomiation was obtained from the " Y " Service, 
the instructions passed to Meacon sites, and all enemy beacon and counter
measure activity was displayed on a large-scale map. 

During the winter of 1940, the operational commitments of No. 80 Wing 
showed a rapid increase. Jamming of Ruffian beams (Bromide) was 
commenced, high power Aspirin stations had been• established, Starfish 
had come into operation, and counter-measures against the new Benito 
beam and range system were being plaJ)ned.2 The dt1ties of Meacon Control 
grew rapidly as more and more sites ea.me into operation, and meaconing of 
au:craft asking for fixes had been instituted. This increase in commitments 
necessitated a corresponding expansion of the Operations Room. The basic 
organisation remained the same, wbi1st Meacon Col1lrol was moved to an 
adjoining room, and a new Starfish Section manned by one officer was 
incorporated in the m;un Operations Room. Headache Control was now 
divided into sub-sections dealing first with incoming information and the 
clisplay of reports of enemy signal activity, and, secondly, with outgoing orders 
to Aspirin and Bromide stations. A further sub-section dealt with _orders 
and the display for Benjamin (Benito) beam jamming. Benito range 
jamming (Domino) was in the fast instance under the direct control of the 
Duty Wing Commander, the site thereafter acting autonomously. 

As has been stated above, information from Headquarters, Fighter Command 
had hitherto been received via the No. 80 Wing Liaison Officers in telephone 
communication witl1 the Operations Office at Headquarters No. 80 Wing. As 
a result of the greatly increased pressure of work it became impossible for the 
Operations Officer to maintain the close liaison necessary, and to overcome 
this difficulty a plotting table was installed in the Operations Room, on which 
tracks of enemy aircraft activity passed from Headquarters, Fighter Command 
were continuously recorded. Reference to this plotting table gave all the latest 
info!.Jllation available concerning enemy air activity, and more detailed plots 
could be obtained on any tracks which appeared of particular interest, especially 
those which showed evidence of beam flying. 

1 Appendix No. 6. 2 Appendix No. 9. 
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. In the event of the destruction of Headquarters, No. 80 Wing at Radlet by 
bombing, or in case an ·invasion rendered this Operations Room inoperative, 
arrangements were made for an a lternative Headquarters and Operations Room 
at \Vorcesler, and a detailed scheme for tltc evacuation there Wtl.$ prcpar d , 
This place was selecletl as there existed aJ ready a comprehenc;ive n<"twork 01' 
telephone lines which llad been prepared for another emergency srheme 
(" Black Move ''). The emergency Op rations Room was not litted out, but 
arrang'me11ts were made for telephone circoits to be provtded on an emergency 
basis and made availabh: for switching within U hour-; . Thi;> need fo r at1 a\terna.
tive Headquarters became more u11like ly as the war progressed and the facililies 
were withdrawn in July 1943. 

C!>rg1rnisation of Outstations 
· The organisation of Headquarter~, No. 8◊ Wing a · an R.C.:VI. Centre con

trolling a large: 11 1mbf.r o( small oubtalions, o(ten situated in remote country 
distric t,:,, pres<'nted many difficultics.1 For sec.:.urity reasons the generally
accep ted Service method of attaching small deta ·hments to nearby II parent'' 
stations for administration, barrack and clothiog services was undesirable and 
it was therefore necessary to devise au organisation capable of fulfilling, in 
addition to technical supf.rvision, all administ rative and provisioning duties 
f~r outstations over a very wide area of the British Isles. 

Only a.bout a dozen of the larger sites had reside 1t ofticers, and a r lalively 
large staf( of \'isiting techni r.a l officers had to be maintained at Headquarters. 
0u ring the early stages i.ndividua.l officers were appointed for the supervision 
of sta tions classified llllder their diff rent func tion s, e.g. 1 Aspirin, Bromide 
and ~lea.cons. Administrativf! aJ1d equipm1-nt staffs al Headquarlcrs were on 
a sm~.11 scale and for this reason visiting tech nical o'ffic rs were frequently 
ealled upon to undertake duties of this nature, particularly with regard to 
techn ica l and barrack equipment. 
-1n April 1941 it was decided that the area to b administered had become 

too large for satisfactory control to be effected from one central 1-Ieadq\iarten;•, 
and administ ra tion was nccordingly decentralised and an Area OrgaT1isatjon 
formed, Si.x Area Headquarters were set np, the area.c, being as follows :- 2 

(a) South Eastern Area Headquarters-Windlesham <Bagshot) -
(b) Soutliern Area Readq\Jarters-Ashman!rn•orth (Newbu,y). 
(c) SouUi Western Area Heaclquarters-vairmi le (Honiton) . 
(d ) Eastern /\rea. Headquarters-Bra.in tree. 
(t) Midland A.rea Headquarters-Hagley (.Birmingham). 
(/) Nort11ern Area Headquarters-Marske (Redcar) . 

Siti11g, installation and the opening of new outstations was in a ll case, the duty 
of Wing Headqnarters, no !ita.tion being handed over to an area until it w.is 
fu lly e tablished. 

One officer, assjsted by a Warrant Officer or Senior N.C.O., was appointed 
to ead1 a.rea to be responsible fo:r visiting al! stations in his ;:irea, rega.rdless o( 

the t}rpe of equipment. W here this was of a speci;,i l type, assista nce was given 
by speci.a list office rs from Wing Hc-adq uarte.rs. His duties included aJ~o many 
normal admii,istrative functions wh ich later grew in volnme as the genera I 
organisati.on of the \•,ling became stabilised. 

1 ."'-ppendix No. JO. a Dragrarn 4. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RADIO COUNTER-MEASURES, 
MAY 1941 TO NOVEMBER 1942 

The end of the phase already described which concluded in, May 1941 saw 
a reauction of the bombing offensive against the United Kingdom owing to 
the transfer of the major part of the maio German bombing force to the 
Eastern Front. It also marked the close of the first rouo·d of the battle of 
wits between the enemy's radio experts and those responsible for Royal Air 
Force radio counter-measures. It was not expected, however, that the 
Germans would accept a •situation in which the value of their aids was seriously 
reduced by radio counter-measures. Precautions were therefore taken by 
modifications to jamming transmitters and by the provision of apditional sites 
aod jamming equipment. · · 

It had been expected that with the longer hours of darkness there would 
be a renewal of the bombing offensive in the autumn of 1941, but this did not 
occur. Bombing ,1.ttacks continued on a very small scale until April 1942, 
when Luftwaffe attacks on English cathedral cities were begun. During this 
month the Ruffian system of blind bombing was again used operationaJly 
after a lapse of nine months, and some enemy daylight attacks under conditions 
of ,cloud cover were carrie<i out. ._ 

In order to overcome the difficulty of keeph;ig jan:iming tra,nsmitters 
continuously in a state of readiness (i .e. warmed up) to cover the possibility 
of attacks in daylight by the use of the various navigational or bombing aids, 
arrangements were made for weather information (cloud, height, cover, etc.) 
fo be passed by the Meteorological Section at Headquarters, Fighter Command 
to the Operations Room at Headquarters, No. 80 Wing at frequent intervals. 
If these reports showed that conditions were favourable for an attack in a 
particular area, the jatnming transmitters necessary to protect that area were 
brought to a state of readinessJ so that if enemy signals were then heard the 
jamrners would be able immediately to radiate. 

Knickebein 
The precautions taken to meet the expected changes to the Knickebein 

system · have been stated and information obtained from prisoners of war 
and captured enemy documents indicated that the first of these, a change of 
radio frequency, was likely to materialise.1 In addition, the ·number of 
Knickebein stations was to be increased to twelve. The information also 
showed that a new radio receiver, the E.Bt.3. was being produced to replace 
the E.Bl.1, which had been used by the German Air Force for Knickebein and 
blind approach landing. The E.Bl.3 receiver was stated to be capable of 
being used on any. one of 34 " spot'' frequencies between 30 and 33 -3 megacycles 
per second and to be more selec.tive and sensitive than the E.Bt.1. The latter 
receiver was used only on any two of the three frequencies, 30, 31 ·5 and 33·3 
megacycles per second, the selection of frequency being made by a two-way 
switch. 

1 A.D.I . (K) Report No. 269/41 and A.D.I. (K) Spec.ial Report to A.C.A.S. (I) 23May 1941. 
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An appreciation was prepared from the infonnation available by. Head
q_uarters, No. 80 Wing, for the Director of Signals, Air Ministry, and a radio 
counter-measures plan drawn up to combat this extension of the enemy radio 
bombing aid. t The plan called for the provision of two more listening stations 
on the East Coa,st and for modifications to the aerial systems· of the existing 
S,outh Coast stations. It also called for the provision of a total of 66 j.amming 
transmitters, of which 32 were already available, and for four new jamming 
sites. These details were based on the probability of an enemy beam range 
oJ 4S0 miles being obtained by high-flying aircraft with the more sensitive 
receiver. 

The implementation of the plan, which was based on the worst possible 
set of conditions that could arise, was carried out with all speed so that by the 
end of November 1941 all the add\tional Aspirin transmitters had been 
lostalled. D.F. facilities were also supplied to the listening stations so that 
rapid identification of signals could be obtained. The B .B.C. vision transmitter 
a1idaerial system of the Television Station at .Alexandra Palace, North London, 
which was being held in readiness for Army purposes in the ban,d 33 ·8-
28 megacycl~s per seconc;J, was modified to provide a high-efficiency Knickebein 
jammer to protect the london area.2 The modifications aHowed rapid 
frequency changes to be made over 34 channels in the frequency band 33-
33·3 megacycles per second, adjacent channels being separated by 0-1 mega
cycles. Sixteen channels could be radiated simultaneously and different 
audio-modulation {requencies could be appJied.3 

In September 1941 the first transmissions from _Kiiickebein on frequencies 
other than 30, 31·5 an<l 33 ·3 megacycles per second were recorded, confirming 
prisoners' reports. These transmissions continued daily and many changes 
ol frequency were made, It was thought that these were for training as no 
aircraft operations coincided with the transmissions. Further confirmation4. 

of the development oi the K1iickebcin programme was obtained on 12 October 
1941 when the. first Do. 217 aircraft to be captured forced landed at Lydd, 
Kent, and a model of the new German E.Bt.3 Knickebein and blind landing 
receiver was obtained intact. It is interesting to record that, as in the case 
ol the aircraft carrying the " Y II Gerat, the capture of this aircraft was also 
due entirely to successful Meacon action.5 

An examination6 of the new E.Bt.3 receiver showed that it was capable of 
conlinuously variable tuning over the range of frequencif'.s 30 to 33 ·3 
magacycles per second and that the revolving drum scale was gnduated with 
34 Jines, confirming that it could be set to 34 " spot" frequencies. The 
receiver had greater selectivity, but the audio filter was the same as that 
in the E. Bl.1 so that no change of audio modulation of the Aspirin transmitter;, 
was required. One disa.dvantage of the new receiver was apparent in that 
the quick change of frequency, obt;i.ined in the E. Bt.1 by the two-way switch, 
was no Jo_o,ger possible with the continuously variable tuning, This indicate~ 
that the Knickebein system of intersecting beams used in conjunction wi th 
the new ·receiver could not have the same accuracy as with the E.Bt.1 

1 AHB/HE/177, "No. 80 WiJ\g Historic.al Report, 1940-1945," Appendix ' ' N" gives this 
i\:pprecjatioo io fuU, .. 

'No. 80 Wing File S.3001/8/Sigs. Encls. 2A, 3A, SA. 
i See Appendix N o. 13 oo Monitoring_ ~ A.D.l . (K) Report No. 491/41 , 
'Ihis is discussed later in this Chapter, 
'R.A,E. Report No. E.A.41 /3, 10 November 1941. 
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receiver. Although from April 1942 until .the end of this phase in November 
1942 many attacks were carried out, Knickebein transmitters were seldom 
switched on by the enemy, and then often only as " spoof." For instance, 
during attacks on eastern or north-eastern targets, two Knickebein stations 
were set up to intersect over a southern target. 

Ruffian 
Although the Ruffian system was not used operationally after J~ne 1941 

until April 1942, the enemy transmitters continued to radiate for periods 
both during the day and at night. Recognition letters were " keyed " and 
frequency changes were made during operations but there was little doubt 
that. the transmissions were made in an attempt to mislead. 

Two new aerial arrays at the Cherbourg site were discovered by the Photo
graphic Interpretation Unit (P.I.U.), and tra.nsmiss.ions were intercepted 
froin these.1 It was thought at the time that these additions had been made so 
that two independent systems could operate simultaneously if desired, by 
using some of the Cherbourg transmitlers in conjunction with tbe Calais 
transmitters and the others with those at Morlaix. This was later found not 
to be the case, _as further pbotographs by P.I.U. showed that the a,rrays furthest 
from the main group had been removed from both the Calais and the Cherbourg 
sites.2 It became evident that the reason for erecting the aerial arrays of 
each group very close together was to enable-the aircraft to maintain course 
with as little deviation as possible when transferring from a beam on one 
frequency to that on ru1ofher. 

In October 1941, information was obtained from a prisoner that a II dog 
whistle" frequency was likely to be used.3 This obviously meant supersonic 
modulation. The reference to it was made in connection with the new 
Knickebein receiver E.Bl.3, but as one of these had been examined and there 
was no trace of this provision, it was assumed that it was intended to employ 
the new type of modulation with the Ruffian system. Provision was made for 
Royal Air Force listening stations to be provided with means for checking if 
supersonic modulations were being used both on R1;1ffian and Kni,ckebein 
frequencies. A number of jamming transmitters were fitted with additional 
modulation -units so that frequencies up to 15 kilocycles per second could be 
covered either with supersonic modulation only, or with normal and supersonic 
modulation simultaneously. 

During the afternoon of 3 April 1942 a single enemy aircraft dropped bombs 
close to the Bristol Aircraft Factory. An analysis of the bomb plots made by 
the Air Warfare Analysis Section4 showed th.at a line drawn through the stkk 
passed very near the site 'of the Cherbourg Ruffian transmitters. Since they 
were radiating at the time, it was possible that the aircraft involved belonged 
to the German specialist squadr011 J l K.G. 100. On the following day a daylight 
attack under cloud cover was made on the Brock.worth airfield by three aircraft. 
These were definitely established as being from II K.G. 100, 6 A 11umber of 
othet attacks were made during April, but in two cases only were there 

~ 

1 C.I.U. Photographic Soi;tie T/297, No. 667, 20 July 1941. 
~ C.I.U. Photographic Sortie T/685, No. 610, 27 September 1941. 
• A.I .I. (K) Repor.t S,R.A. 2249, 15 October 1941. 
'A.W.A.S. letter B.9 of 14 April 1942. 
• A.W.A.S. drawing No .. 132, 11 April 1942. 
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indications that the Ruffian system had been used with success. These ware 
on the nights of 21/22 and 22/23 April, when three sticks of bombs wer:e drop_ped 
on tbe torpedo filling factory at Holton Heath near Wareham, Dorset, without, 
however, causing any damage of a military character.1 The accuracy obtained· 
may be judged by the fact that the three sticks overlaid each other and that 
one stick dropped on the first night was released at 10,000 ft. through 10/l0ths 
cloud and rain. 

A survey of the bomb plots by the Air Warfare Analysis Section revealed 
great accuracy in line but error in range, indicating that the more remote 
Calais cross beams were more adequately covered by jamming stations than 
the approach beams. Adequate covt;r of the approach beams used against 
targets in this area was difficult as the distance from t_he transmitters to the 
target was only 70 miles, and the strength of the enemy signal was therefore 
great.♦ No $pecial features were noti~ed in the transmission, except that the 
Calais beams were used for the approach on one occasion. 

The Ruffian system was used for operations only seven times during May, 
but on the night of 23/24 May 1942 the first definite indications of dual modu
lation were observed, the frequency of the second modulation being of the order 
of 15 kilocycles per second.2 Th~ additional modulation was used on one or 
two frequencies on subsequent operations, but qwing to the preparations which 
had been made, this was jammed immediately it became active. It was noticed 
that the frequencies with dual modulation did not key recognition letters. - On 
several occasions before 23 May recognition letteJ;S were not received on certain 
frequencies ; it was possible that the additional modulation had been super
imposed on these frequencies without being observed. The dual modulation 
was never observed on ''coarse" beams. In August 1942 and subsequently, 
signals with the same characteristics and in the same frequency band as the 
Ruffians were heard from the St. Valerie area. It was thought that these 
might have been from an additional site to be used in conjunction with the 
Morlaix site, one transmission from which had been heard .during October. No 
developments, however, occurred and no photographs were obtained. 

In spite of the elaborate changes made by the enemy in re-siting the trans
mitters and in providing additional modulation, little use was made of the 
revised system. It was used four times only in June 1942 and once only in 
July and September; no further signals were heard after the middle of 
November. It may have been, therefore, that the readiness with which the 
Royal Air Force radio counter~measures acted against the additional modulation 
had, convinced the Germans that it was useless to continue. Photographs taken 
subsequently by the Photographic Interpretation Unit showed that all the 
aerial arrays bad been dis:nantled.3 

Benjamin 
The capture of a" Y" Gerat and its examination in May 1941 had resulted 

in a decision to jam the Benito beam signals in such a manner as to cause erratic 
indications of the " Course" indicator in the enemy aircraft. It had been 
concluded that the required jamming signal should consist of a dash equivalent 
to the enemy dash, but at a slightly different keying rate from. that of the 

i No. 80 Wing Monthly Report No. 29. 
t No. 80 Wing Signal RX.457, 24 May 1942. 
3 C.I.U. Letters M.D.M./S.2130/1/0ps. 681, 27 March 1944; ibid, 856, 16 May 194.4; 

and report G.2011, 10 o:Iarch 1944. · . 
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Benito beam. It was decided, therefore, to implement immediately a programme 
of jammers mainly by utilising from a readily available source a nwnber of 
]ow-power transmitters estimated to be effective for the particular type of 
jamming proposed. By September 1941 a total of thirty Benjamin jarnmers 
had been completed, covering the Cassel, Mont de Boursin, Poix, St. VaJery, 
Cherbourg and Commana beams respectively.1 Although during the period 
under review: Benito beams were radiated, it was difficult to associate them with. 
the few aircraft attacks on the United Kingdom as enemy tracks did not 
suggest beam flying, 

Domino 
The existing Domino stations were at all times ready for operation, but, in 

view of dec-reased enemy activity, as stated above, there was little.need for them. 
Eventually, although the enemy had increased the number of his Benito 
stations in France, in view of the extremely large numbers of Dorruno stations 
with highly trained crews which wou,ld be required, it was decided to rely on 
'.Benjamin and the jamming of the associated communication channels. 

R.C.M. in the Mediterranean 
The question ot the use by the enemy of beacons and blind bombing aids in 

the Mediterranean theatre was dealt with in an appreciation written by the 
R.C.M. Sect ion, Air Ministry, in June 1941, in which a general conclusion was 
reached that whereas effective counter-measures could not at that time be taken 
against beacons owipg to the impossibility of providing effective cover over so 
large an area, a counter-measure organisation coul/i be set up in Malta if the 
enemy employed a beam system in Sicily.2 These recommendations were, 
however, almost immediately followed by information received from the 
Middle East Command to the effect that signals with Lorenz beam characteristi.cs 
had been picked up in the Alexandria region. Since en~~es appeared to 
1Wc vu~ l...l.lU 1-'vcol.Llll t:h~ u .t t:ht..et:- ol5~htlD Luh,e; l:t..\.4.h,,11:.1t!.u .. ..-o l .-.\;.fiiU ~ .Ji\}t-H f t,..,~ ... " 
stations or enemy blind approach installations located in Europe, it was decided 
in June to send out an investigation aircraft together with a technical officer as 
adviser on R.C.M. .matters. Two General Electric Company (G.E .C.) jammers 
were sectionalised and sent out by air for use in the Delta or at Malta in anticipa
tion of the threat materialising, 

1t was concluded from test flights that no threat existed and, in August, 
arrangements were made for the return of the aircraft and technical staff to 
the United Kingdom after personnel had been trained in the Middle East. 
The investigation equipment and jammers were, however, retained.· F urther 
test flights were made in the region of Crete before the aircraft returned to the 
United Kingdom, and at Malta during the return flight. No evidence of beam 
signals was obtained during these flights. 

Tn Or.tober the Middle East Command requested the formation of a small 
R.C.M. organisation mainly for watching purposes, and it was decided at an 
R.C.M. Board meeting held in November that the matter should be investigated 
and that any organisation set up would be a r~ponsibility of Headquarters, 
Nq. 80 Wing.8 As a result, further G.E.C. jammers were later despatched to 

1 Append.ix No. 9 . · 
• Mi.nutes of R.C.M. Board Meeting, 18 June -1941 , and Air Ministry R.C.M. Appreciat.ion, 

13 J1.1ne 1941. 
3 Minutes o{ R.C.M. Boar-d Meeting, 4 November 1941 , 
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tne Middle East to form a reserve pool for use if investigations proved at any 
time that counter-measures were necessary. Another officer was accordingly 
posted from :No. 80 Wing to Middle East Command. "No. 80 Wing was also 
instructed in January 1942 to prepare plans for the production of a number of 
mobile Meacon stations for possible use overseas. 

M.F. Beacon System 
Throughout this period/tracks indicated that the enemy continued to make 

considerable use of his mediurn frequency beacon system to mark turning points 
and for aircraJt homing in tbose areas over the United Kingdom: beyond the 
effective range of meaconing. It was clear that the lac\<: of unspoiled beacon 
facilities over this country troubled him seriously since he made a number of 
changes in his organisation in an attempt to evade interference. Between 
April 1941 and March 1942, enemy beacon schedules became progressively more 
complex until, by the end of this period, system changes during operations took 
place at frequent intervals, even as short as 25 minutes. The power of his 
beacon transmitters were also further reduced in order to render more difficult 
the task of meaconing. 

Concmrently with these difficulties, the Germans were faced with yet 
an.other problem-that of preventing the Royal Air Force rapidly-expanding 
bomber_ force from making use of thejr beacon organisation and high~powered, 
U(lsynchronised, broadcast transmitters which wei:-e easily identified by ch.arac
teristic call-letters. Thus it was that as early as September 1941 there were 
indications of German broadcast stahous being operateq in synchronised groups 
except when the enemy required to use them during operations. Mm;-eover, 
wbereasjn the early days of the air attacks aga'inst this country G~rman beacons 
maintained a more or less constant schedule of transroissions over the whole 
twenty-fom hours, whether or not required for operations, they Were forced, 
even at the risk of bad security, to co,1fi.ne the periods of transmission to times 
which embraced operations-a fact of which the Royal Air Force Intelligence 
was able to take advantage. 

As an additional safeguard, in September 1942, the enemy narrowed the. 
frequency band of his beacons from 150- 900 kilocycles per second to 500-
600 kiloiycles per second, a band not covered by the Allied General Purpose 
W{T set then in use. · This frequency band was used for some months before 
additional frequencies were again introduced. · 

Despite the many measures adopted by the enemy to avoid the effects of 
meaconing it was apparent that this counter-measure frequently caused con
fusion to enemy aircrewg,; resulting in their becoming completely lost and, in 
some instances, landing in this country. A typical case was the forced-landing 
at Lydd :in Kent of the first Do. 217 aircraft to be captured, together with a 
complete model of the new Knickebein E.Bl.3 receiver on 2.1 October 1941. 
Th.is aircraft became lost whilst returning from a shipping reconnaissa:nce and 
made landfall near Pembroke, the crew thinking they were over Cornwall. 
An accurate track chart showed that the aircraft then set a course which brought 
it to Templecombe.1 The track then turned in an easterly directfon until it 
reached the north coast of Kent, thereafte r tuming south to where the landing 
was finally made at Lydd. On interrogation, the pilot stated that on the 

1 Diagram 5. 
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outward journey bearings were taken on Barfleur (Tocqueville) and Paimpol.~ 
Records show that during the flight the Barfl~ur beacon was too weak to use. 
It is therefore evident that the aircraft could only have been making use of 
Pai..J;npol, which was fully active but covered by the British T€mplecombe 
Meacon. On the return journey it is shown by the tracks recorded that the 
aircraft circled over Templecombe at about 0400 hours. In spite of the pilot's 
statement that he was over Barfleur (Tocqueville). it is evident that he must, 
in fact, have thought he was over Paimpol since-

(a) Templecombe was re-radiating Paimpol, and Barfteur was inactive. 
(b) By his own ad.mission, a course was set for Evreux. The bearing from 

Paimpol to Evreux is 083° ; the actual track made good by the 
aircraft from Ternplecombe was 082°. As the track frorn Barfteur 
to Evreux is 110°, it is unlikely that an error of 27° could have been 
made in navigation. 

The failure of the attempts to get a beating on Evreux can be accounted for 
by the fact that this beacon was being meaconed by Newbury. While in the 
Templecombe area the bearings of those two stations would have been 90° apart 
and would therefore have been " filling in" each other's minima. It is thus 
safe to say that the aircraft homed on Ternplecombe in mistake for Paimpol. 
A course was set from there in the supposed direction of Evreux. The final 
success was due to the fact that Newbury spoilt all attempts to obtain a check 
on the Evreux beacon. The aircraft then carried on until the pilot thought they 
were in the neighbourhood of Evreux, and then turned south, landing at Lydd, 
out of petrol. 

With the installation of a new Meacon station at Marske in May 1942, the 
Meacon scheme consisting of 16 sites covering a total of 60 channels was 
complete~. No farther sites Were established during the European war period, 
although progress was maintained in improvements and additions to existing 
equipment as more powerful transmitters became available. During the period 
under review, those improvements included the provision of 150-foot masts, 
and a further expansion in the number of channels available for aircraft 
meaconing. 

" B.B." Scheme 
In June 1941 the " B.B." scheme involving the masking of Admiralty beacons 

situated on the Butt of Lewis and at Barra Head was introduced.2 These 
beacons bad been installed as navigational aids to shipping in the North Western 
Approaches, and a Meacon scheme was devised to restrict their use by enemy 
aircraft operating over Scotland and the north of Engl.and without interfering 
materially with the beacons' primary function. Meaconing was effected with 
small transmitters at Cupar and Mintlaw, the latter being operated by No. 80 
Wing yersonnel. The installations were provided with aerial systems so 
arranged as to provide maximum cover in the required direction and yet enable 
bearings accurate to within nve degrees to be obtained by shipping.3 

The scheme was in operation until June 1942, when it was discontinued, the 
equipment being retained. 

1 A.D.l. (K) Report No. 491/41. 
~ G.P .O. Pamphlet," The B.B. Scheme," W4/5 B.B. 1- 5 of 27 May 1941. 
"Air Mloistry Letter, File S.50085 /Sig!l. Plans, dated 31 May 1941. 
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"A.B." Scheme 
·This scheme using a similar principle was introduced in December 1941 to 

-mask over Great Britain a beacon erected at Lough Erne for use on its unmasked 
westward side by Transatlantic Air traffic, special Meacon channels being 
~stalled at six No. 80 Wing Meacon s ites for the purpose.1 

See-saw 
.An enemy signal to which the name See-saw was given was observed system

atically on frequencies between 3 and 12 megacycles per second from the 
beginning of 1942 although it had then a lmost certainJy been in operation for a 
considerable period.2 The signal was heard frequently until April 1942, after 
which there was no activity for some months. From 14 September a period of 
considerable activity commenced during which a great deal of data regarding 
the nature of the signal was obtafried, i.roro which the conclusion was reached 
that it emanated frnm a rotating beacon of some sort. It was not possible to 

- say definitely whether the device was intended for the use of aircraft or surface 
vessels. Moreover, owing to the frequency being in the H.F. band wi.th the con
sequent limits to accuracy due to variations in propagation conditions, it was 
considered improbable that the system would assume an importance comparable 
with that of the known V.H.F . aids. As a resu1t of these considerations and as 
all evidence indicated that the device was still in the experimental stages, it 
was not thought necessary to expend effort. d uring the phase under con
sideration, •in the active preparation of counter-measures. other than to obtain 
proposals from the Experimental Establishments. D.F. observations a ll agreed 
iri placing the ·source of the transmissions in the Berlin/Stettin area. 

Windjammer 
In June 1942, C.I.U. reported the existence of an unusual aerial array at 

Desvres, near Boulogne, approximately six miles east of the Knick'ebein 
No. 6.3 The installation consisted of two arrays, one mounted above t he other, 
the lower being of the approximate dimensions of a /(n£ckebe£n, and fitted 

•· with dipoles and reflectors of a similar size. and the upper consisting of a simple 
array, of the same frequency band, comprising three dipoles with a wire mesh 
screen. The overall dimensions were : diameter 40 metres, height 110 metres. 
The name of Windjammer was given to this installation, -t.he purpose of 
which was, however, not discovered until considerably later, by which time 
similar installat ions had been identified at Bergen-Belveder (Holland), 
St. Vaast-La Penelle (Cherbourg), Sizub- St. Michel (Commana), A.rcachon 
(Eordeaux}, Pouzages (Nantes). Favieres (Chartres) and Malem ont (Reims). 
It was eventually found that these stations were radio aids used for the control 
of night fighte~s, known to the enemy as Bernard, the associated aircraft 
ins.tallatlon being known as Bemhardine.t 

Operations Room Development at Headquarters, No. 80 Wing 
The increase in operational commitments during 19411 combined wi.th the 

rapid expansion of administrative and technical staffs, resulted in severe over
crowding at No. 80 Wing Headquarters at Aldenham Lodge, Radlett. As it 

1 No. SO Wi.ng Monthly Report No. 24. 
• Minutes of R.C.M. Boa.rd, 12th. Meeting. J 5 December 1942. Paper R.C.M./33/42. 
•Central Interpretation Unit Report No. G.308, dated 28 Juhe 1942. 
• Parl 2 of this volume-" Radio Counter•measures in Support of tbe &mber O.flensive, ' · 
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was considered that under such ·congested conditions the security of highly · 
secret matters was liable to be jeopardised, it was consequently decided to -open 
an entirely separate Operations Block to be accommodated at a nearby house, 
" Newberries.'' 

Coincident with this move, which took place on 19 October 1941, modifica
tions_ in both display and procedure were made. designed to increase speed in 
assessing enemy signals and the application of appropriate counter-measures, 
particu1ady as a considerable increase in the scale o'f enemy activity during 
the coming winter was anticipated. Experience had shown the necessity for 
centralisu1g display in order that the Controller could, at any minute, appreciate 
the work of the Operations Room as a whole without having to move from 
section to section. 

As Meacon Contra{ could be operated with a minimum of supervision, this 
section was made comparatively independent o{ the rest of the Operations 
Room. A display was evolved to enable the Controller to see at a glance detai1s of 
enemy beacon acrivity and the state of counter-measures applied. The new 
display consisted of a board diVided into two sections, one showing beacon 
activity and the other details of Meacon Transmitter Availability and Alloca_
tion. The number of outstations dealing w1th aircraft meaconing had increased 
substantially and operators at these sites were given standard frequencies to 
guard and cover when possible. 

The major portion of the Operations Room was allotted to counter-measure 
action against V.H.F. aids, and methods of display ar,id procedure were both 
modified. Sub-sections were eliminated and the Control was now divided 
into two parts-incoming information (Reports) and outgoing instructions to 
sites (Orders).1 Co-ordination between these two sections was -maintaine9 
by the Scientific Analyst and the Operations Officer, who assessed the incoming 
information and passed it to the Controller, who, in addition to maintaining 
general control of all operations, directed personally all activity through the 
Orders Section, 

The two main display sections were employed as follows: -
(a) Directive.- This board, maintained by the Controller, snowed enemy 

signals active in the various . V.H.F. bands (Knickebein, Ruffian, 
Benito, etc.) together with the allocation of counter-meg.5ures 
required. This enabled preparation to be made - for speedy and 
effective counter-measure action while holding back actual jamming 
until all information had been obtained. 

(b) Executive.-This board was manned by Clerks S.D . in the Orders 
Section and displayed all counter-measure action taken on orders 
from the Controller. 

1 A typical R.C.M. night operation is given at Appendix No. S. 
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. CHAPTER 4 

RADIO COUNTER-MEASURES; 
NOVEMBER 1942 TO SEPTEMBER 1943 

After the cessation of the Ruffian threat in November 1942 the prjncipal 
feature of enemy V.H.F. radio aids from that time until September 1943-was 
the development of Knickebein and Beruto. The promise of this activity 
was not folfilied, however, for there was no corresponding increase in Long
range bomber raids. German fighter-bomber aircraft continued to operate, 
supplemented by small scale bombing raids at night. The enemy sbewed 
increasing respect for the British air defences an<l a programme of equipping 
German night bombers with radar tail-warning devices was begun. The 

, (jifficulties encountered by raiders navigating over this country were 
dernohstrated by several aircraft landing in Southern England in mis take 
for the Amiens area.1 

During this period -the enemy beacon system reached its maximum expansion, 
intcoducing the g(oup system in a further endeavour to evade the effects of 
meaconi.ng. Sonne, a development of the Elektra type of beacon, was.first heard 
in February 1943.2 The opening of this station in the Brest area was rapidly 
followed by further stations in Holland, Norway and North-West Spain. The 
possibilities of Sonne as a navigational aid for use by the Royal Air Force were 
quickly appreciated, and in May 1943, No. 80 Wing produced data and diagrams 
for Headquarters, Coastal Command under the operational word "Consol." 

A number of mobile Meacon Units. the development of which had com
menced in February ) 942, were completed duri ng the period under review and 
three of these were despatched to the Middle Eas.t and North-West African 
theatres, and deployed against enemy beacons in the Mediterranean area 
.and against enemy aircraft engaged in shadowing convoys. In this period also 
the Royal Air Force introduced spoof transmissions both by actual narrow 
beams arid by artificial signals, designed to worry the enemy and cover the 
introduction of the British Gee system. 

Knickebein and Windjammer 
It was not nntil January 1943 that any ot th.e new Knickebe:in frequencies 

covered by the E.Bt.3 receiver were hear.d in operational use, although they 
had been intercepted during non-operational periods since September 1941. 
puring this month Kniokebein beams were set up by the enemy on three 
occasions. although in only one instance did the main aircraft activity coincide 
with the setting-London on the night .of the 17 /18 September, and even then 
examination of the tracks yielded no evidence of the beams being used. In 
addition to the beams set definitely on the target, others appeared to be set 
up indiscriminately, presumably intended as spoof.3 From January until 
August 1943, it was frequently observed that two frequencies appeared to be 

1 Rise and fall of the German Air Force ~ Diagram 3. 
~ No. 80 WLog Signals. Nos. RX. 696, 697 and 699. 
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active simultaneously from the Knickebe:in No, 6 area, and since only one 
transmitting array of the J(nickebein type had been identified at, Kn. No. 6 it 
was concluded that one of these signals must emanate from the Windjammer 
at Desvres, six miles to the east of it. Owing to the proximity of these two 
stations this differentiation was never satisfactorily determined. 

The general scale of Knickebein activity remained at approximately the 
same level during the, following two months With little evidence that the small 
numbers of attacking aircraft were using the beams. This was not e;1.sy to 
determine since analysis of tracks was rendered difficult by the arrival of enemy 
bombers coinciding with the return of friendly aircraft. On the night 13/14 
F ebruary this occurred during a small-scale a ttack on Plymouth when 
Kn. No.10 and Kn. No. 11 were set to give a cut over this target. It is interest- · 
ing to note that Kn. No. 6 and Kn. No. 8 were at the same time set to cut over 
London but no attack developed.1 

From April onward, Knickebein activity became less, and in general was 
employed only by day, until in August a marked increase in the nu:nber of 
transmissions was apparent. As usual Kn. No. 6was the most active. Frequency 
changes with associated changes of beam setting were made on several occasions. 
Although these changes were not effected with any speed, as had been the case 
with the Ruffians, it was considered possible that training was now in progress 
with a view to enabling a false setting to be used as spoof up to the time of 
arrival of aircraft in the chosen area of operation, with a last minute frequency/ 
setting switch to the true objective. It was rea'lised that this arrangement 
would, if carefully timed and skilfully executed, render prediction impossible 
and make the application of the counter-measures most difficult. An example 
of the frequency/setting changes made by Kn. N o. 6 during a single operation 
on 30 August is given below: i 

31 · 7 megacycles per second/359° ; 32 · 1 megacycles per second/296° ; 
31 ·7 megacycles per second/359°. 

On five occasions during September enemy air- activity coincided with 
Knickebeitt t ransmissions, and the beam settings, whe1e these could be 
determined, were in approximate agreement with the respective areas of 
operations. A difficulty io the identification of K nickebein signals had arisen 
at this time, however, due to the fact that signals were heard in the frequency 
band which did not appear to originate from Knickebei'fi stations. It was 
thought that owing to congestion in this band the enemy was now using some 
of his airfield beam approach beacons on frequencies intermediate to the 
standard frequencies of 30, 31 ·Sand 33·3 megacycles per second. 

A further modification to the Knickebein system arose in June 1943· when 
C. I.U. reported the existence of lattice masts in the immediate vicinity of 
four of the Kwickebein arrays, namely, Kn. No. 1, Kn. No. 3, Kn. No. 5 and 
Kn. No. 11.3 The photographic evidence suggested tha t these masts were 
not of the normal V.H.F. communication link type but tbat they were definitely 
associated with thefr respective Knickebein. It was of interest that the lines . 
joining the Knickebein array centres to the corresponding masts passed tbrough 
the major targets Edinburgh, Hull, London, and Bristol respectively. Careful 
watch for any changes of pattern or signal {ailed to r eveal any peculiarities. 

1 No. 80 Wing Signal No. RX. 723. 2 No. 80 Wiag- Signal No, RX. 921. 
3 c.1.y. Letters MDM/S.1246/2/G, dated 29 March 1943, 
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At thjs time prisoner-of-war statements and captured documents suggested 
that Knickebeine were not now being set over targets but were being used in 
conjunction with Elektra transmission to enable pathfinding aircraft to fix a 
turning-in point some 20 to SO miles off the English coast.1 In this connection 
it had been noted that Sonne t ransmitters had been observed operating as 
Elektras for certain periods during attacks against land targets at this time. 
The turning-poinl distances off the coast represented ranges at which Aspirins 
could not be expected to jam effectively. A similar course of action J1ad been 
observed in the early part of 1942 when aircraft flying on medium frequency 
beacons had selected similar turning-in points at distances beyond the effective 
range of the Meacon transmitters . 

. The use of the K nickebein b~ams to provide s_poof accentuated by the 
periods of frequency/setting changes was most successful in keeping alive tbe 
high potential threat engendered by tbe enemy system as a whole. The 
continuance of this danger, together with the growing threat of Benito as will 
be ·seen later, was responsible for ·the radical change in Royal Air Force 
jamming policy introduced later in the year. 

During the years 1941 and l942 the· number of available jammers having 
a liigh power output had increased s teadily and the delivery of these new 
transmitters, particularly o( the T.U.4 type, continued during 1943. This 
transmitter, the prototype of which was fust produced in 1941, was designed 
specially for R.C.M. purposes in the frequency band 27-100 megacycles per 
second, and was provided with many variabJe features in connection with the 
signal characteristics, in order that it should be of universal application for 
use against any of_ the known enemy radio aids in the band. 2 This principle 
bad also been applied as far as practicable to the later deliveries of other types 
of transmitters. A very large percentage of the jamming transmitters available 
at this period in No. 80 Wing could theref~re be switched from one jamming 
commitment to another as occasion demanded. Thus, by January 1943, 
when the new K1iiclu:bein frequencies .first came into operational use, the 
additional jammers required were available. The change in function was 
rendered permissible at this stage by reason of the final defeat of the Ruffian 
menace late in 1942. The increasing Knickebein threat, followed Jater by a 
similar threatened Benito increase, resulted in all T.U.4 and such other 
transmitters having universal facilities, as tbey could be readily set op for 
operation in either the Aspirin or the Benjamin bands.3 The use of the 
additional jammers together with an improved operational technique enabled 
efleclive counter-measures to be taken in all instances. The efficacy of the 
later Aspirins was verified by a series of test flights, and from the interrogation 
of prisoners-of-war, which once more indicated enemy aircrews' pronounced 
mistrust of the Knickebein system. 

Spoof 
The appreciation by the enemy of the value of spoof transmission as a 

diversionary and cover measure , and its effect on the scale of effort expended 
on counter-measures has already been mentioned. The efficacy of spoof had 
not escaped the attention of the British authorities, and various plans were 
proposed and examined. Spoof beam transmissions had already been 

1 A.D.I. (K) Reports Nos. Z97/43 and 388/43. 
1 Appendix No. 13. 3 No. 80 Wing Monthly Report No. 36. 
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employed during 1942, mainly as a cover for the introduction of the British 
Gee system, using for the purpose the so-ca1led " J " beam system on the east 
;ui.d south-east coasts.1 Although actual operational bearos were used, this 
was not regarded as an effective method of spoof since the beacons employed 
transmitted in the 50 megacycles per second frequency band for which onJy a 
very limited number" of special pu•rpose aircraft cruried suitable receivers. 
Similarly it was doubtful whether enemy aircraft would be equipped to inter
cept these transmissions which might or might not have been picked up by the 
enemy ground interception stations. For these reasons it was ultimately 
decided that special measures would have to be introduced by means of which 
spoof signals would be transmitted in the 30 megacycles per second frequency 
band and particularly on 30, 31 ·5 and 33 ·3 megacycles per second, receivers, 
for which were carried by the majority of enemy aircraft. A proposal to use a 
beacon originally erected at Tenbury for experimental purposes was not 
proceeded with because, although this beacon had"been designed for navigational 
purposes and was capable of radiatin,g the correct type of signal, extensive 
modification would have been required to change it from an H.F. to a, 

V.H.F. transmitter. 

Rotate 
The form of transmission finaUy employed as a spoof was entirely of an 

artifidal nature and consisted of signals reproduced on a Ma.i;coni-Stille tape 
machine, the. tape having a recorded signal simulating a navigational aid in 
the form of a rotating Lorenz. type beacon with a periodicity of 15 seconds .
In consultation with the Assistant Director oi Intelligence (A.D.l. Science) 
it was dec_ided that the recording should contain all the ch.µacteristics necessary 
for such an aid except one, which. would be the signal indicating the starting 
point or orientation of the system. It was considered that the omission of 
this characteristic would worry U,e enemy fotelligence service. These spoof 
transmissions on 30 · 0, 31 · S a nd 33 · 3 megacycles _per second commenced in 
March 1943 under the code name Rotate, using high power V.H.F. transmitters 
at Oakley and Alcester. In order to make the spoof as realistic as possible 
the times of transmission were co-ordinated with the actual Bomber Command 
operations, no transmissions being made when conditions of good visibility 
prevailed. 

Benito 
Despite the enemy loss of confidence in this system occasion.ed by the· 

efficacy of the counter-measures employed; the Luftwaffe steadily continued 
to expand its ground statfon organisation until, by July 1943, the following 
stations were in existence:-

Site. Aerial Array.s. 
Stavanger _ 2 
Cassel 2 
Boulogne 6 
St. Valerie 3 
Ch.erbourg 9 
Comroana 2 

Note.-Both beam and range signals 
were also heard from Montd.idier 
but it was thought that this station 
was not intended for oper:atiooal 
use but only to assist Benito 
aircraft in making an approac:11 
into tbe operat_ional . beam . 

1 Part 2 ot this volume. 
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Coincident with the operational use of the threatening Knicllebein system 
already described, this expansion of Benito stations had attained such 
proportions by March/April 1943, that a re-organisation both in disposition 
and in method of employment of existing Royal Air Force jammers had to 
be considered. An examination of the situation revealed the fact that at 
least fourteen further Domino installations would be required to provide 
adequate cover should this counter-measure be adopted. A Domino station 
consisted of much complicated equipment requiring specially trained and 
experienced crews. ~either the equipment nor the crews could be made 
available in time ; consequently at an Air Ministry meeting held in May,1 it 
was decided to adopt a programme of crude jamming of tJte· Benito communi
cation channels only, and to utilise for this purpose existing transmitters. 

This decision came at the time when there were numerous other potential 
calls on the jammcr strength of No. 80 Wing, namely, Knickebein, Windjammer, 
Benjamin, Cigar,2 Cigarette, and necessitated a complete change in jamming 
policy. In the past, jammers had been allocated to specific targets, but it 
now became necessary to re-allocate them to provide " area jamming." Under 
the original scheme a number of transmitters had been located in the vicinity 
of each of the main vulnerable targets and were brought in to operation when ever 
an attack appeared to be about to develop on the target concerned. The new 
policy provided for one suitably-located transmitter of sufficient power to 

. tleal with each of the enemy transmitters, ,vhether for communication or beam 
radiation. In the case of range communication jamming, a signal consisting 
of scrambled morse was employed, a Marconi-Stille tape reproducer being used 
for the purpose. For beam interference a slightly lower standard of jamming 

. had to be accepted in that, whereas in the past it had been the aim completely 
to obliterate all signals, it was now possible only to render unusable the actual 
beam. · 

The redistribution of transmitters with, in many instances, the erection of 
. 105 feet towers supporting cage aerials (designed to ensure distribution of the 
maximum possible power over the desired area) was put into effect. The 
movement of transmitters and a re-organisation of the Operations Room 
control was completed rapidly, but the last of the 24 towers was not finally 
erected until the spring of 1944: 

A change in Benito procedure was learned from the crew of a single aircraft 
which was shot down in May 1943 when attempting an attack on London. 3 

In order to avoid counter-measures this crew had been briefed to fly by dead 
reckoning on a time schedule to a nominated point on the English coast where 
the coastline was crossed by the beam. At this time the beam was scheduled 
to commence operation to be followed five minutes later by the ranging trans
m1ss10n. It was evident from this close timing, apart from verifications 
subsequently obtained from later prisoners of war, that Benito counter
measures were achieving results. It is of interest that a clock, similar to the 
" X " Geriit clock, was found in this aircraft. 

During the first few months of the period under review, Benito activity 
consisted only of training and testing transmissions, and it was not until 
7/8 February 1943 that any enemy signals could be linked with possible 

1 ?.ilinutes of Air Ministry Meeting (D. of Tels .), 4 May 1943. 
"Part 2, Chapter 8. 3 A.D.I. (K) Report No. 263/43. 
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operational activity. The scale of enemy testing and training transmissions 
continued at a ]ow level for the remainder of the period, with no further direct 
evidence that operational raids were being attempted, and at no time did the 
volume of transmissions intercepted begin to approach the maximum handling 
capacity of the ground stations. The contrast between the large effort involved 
in the building up of the Benito organisation and the small scale of operational 
use, or even for training, was the main feature of Benito activity during the 
period under review, 

Euemy R/T Control ot Fighter-Bomber Attacks 
For several months prior to April 1943, the enemy had concentrated mainly 

on daylight attacks using F.W. 190 aircraft which made tip-and-run bombing 
attacks against targets on, and near to, the southern and south-eastern coasts 
of England. During the months of April and May 1943, however, these 
fighter-bomber aircraft were employed during full-moon periods for night 
attacks against London ana the south.-east. On the nights 16/17, 18/19, 
20/21 April 1943, F . W. 190 fighter-bombers carried out what appeared to be 
experimental night-bombing sorties. In order to provide them with some 
measure of navigational assistance, the normal aircraft radio equipment 
FuGe 16 (38-42 megacycles per second) was provided with a tone generator 
which could be used to modulate the aircraft transmitter for " fixing '' by 
ground D.F. stations. This enabled the ground controls located at Cassel and 
Poix to direct these aircraft to the approximate target area by passing, in 
plain larlguage R/T, the vector and flying time to target and, at the estimated 
appropriate moment, an order to release bombs. On the return journey, 
vectors and times to base were passed in order to home the ai,rcraft. 

A typical example of this activity occurred on the night of 16/17 April 1943.1 

Between 0010 and 0130 hours, twelve F.W ,190 ,aircraft which came in with the 
returning Royal Air Force bomber force, were plotted over the Eastern Home 
Counties and in the Greater London area. Twelve scattered incidents resulted, 
but these caused little damage and no casualties. Of the twelve enemy aircraft 
engaged, two landed at West Malling airfield and two others crashed. At least 
four of the aircraft were ground controlled from a station in the Cassel area, 
working on a frequency of 41 ·4 megacycles per second. Communication was 
by R/T and English names were employed as call-signs ; plain language was 
used throughout the transmissions, which lasted from 2309 to 0120 hours. 

Two of the aircraft radiated, in turn, a continuous note of 950-1000 cycles for 
approximately 15 seconds when called by the ground station. The signal was 
apparently used to obtain a D.F. " fix,'' since the ground station then passed , 
back to the aircraft the course and the distance to the target, which was acknow
ledged. The procedure was repeated up to the target area when the aircraft 
was instructed to ", release." The aircraft were guided back by homing courses 
to steer sent from the ground station and, after crossing the English coast, both 
homing courses and distances to base were sent. -rt was reported that the signal 
to bomb differed jn the cases of the two aircraft beard. It seemed probable that 
"· voice-fixing " was used for these aircraft which did not radiate a tone. 

During the following month fighter-bomber aircraft R/T was heard on tlie 
freqµency band 38·5 to 42·3 megacycles per second. The procedure employed 

1 No. 80 Wing Signal No. RX. 785. 
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was identical with that observed during April, exce_pt that the control was shared 
between two stations in the Cassel and Poi.x areas respectively. The former 
acted as control during the offensive stages of the operation while the latter 
homed the aircraft to bases in its vicinity. In these operations, the aircraft 
and the offensive control had separate frequencies, those observed being:-

Control: 41 ·4, 39·3, 40·5, 39·8, 40 ·95 megacycles per second. 
Aircraft: 39 · 3, 40 · 5, 39 ·95, 40 · 9 , 39 · 95 megacycles per second. 

For homing, both aiTcraft and ground station transmitted on a common 
frequency which was usually 42 · l meg'.1cycles per second. 

C~UDter-Measures-Ci~arette 
Cigar1 was an R/T jammer on the frequency band 38--42 megacycles per 

second and had already been developed as a counter-measure against enemy 
control of night fighters. It was, therefore, comparatively easy to apply the 
~owledge thus gained to modify existing high-powered jammers in the south
~tern areas to jam fighter-bomber control instru~tions. This counter-measure 
was known as Cigarette. A l?rge proportion of the transmjtters (Aspirins, 
Bromides, Benjamins) held by No. 80 Wing were capable of covering the 
f~uency used for control of fighter-bombers. In April 1943 arrangements 
were made to use a number of these transmitters, keying their modulation 
frequenci~s, as an inter,im counter-measure. In the meantime, st~ps were taken 
to provide noise generators for modulating certain of the transmitters· .to give 
optimum jamming of speech, and arrangerrents were put in hand for fitting the 
potential Cigarette transmitters with Marconi-Stille reproducers in order that 
tape. recording of German speech or any other form of modulation could be 
reeroduced and fed to the transmitters concerned. 

During this month, in addition to a transmitter Type T .1298 installed at 
Ide Hill, the Alexandra Palace B.B.C. '' vision II transmitter bad been modified 
~o include the fighter-bomber frequency band (38-42 megacycles per second), 
and a Marconi-Stille tape reproducer installed to provide modulation. The 
S.W.B.4 transmitter at Harpenden also had its range extended from 42---48 
to 38-48 megacycles -per second, and was available for operation on the 28 May 
1943, a 105 feet mast having been erected and a Cigar type aerial .fitted. By 
the end of July 1943 the modifications of all U.S.B.2, S.W.B.8 and S.W.B.4 
transmitters to enable the fighter-bomber band to be covered without a major 
coil-change bad been completed . 

The use of R/T by the enemy quickly waned. It was evident that the 
psychological effect on the pilots of jamming greatly outweighed any advantage 
to be gained from the very occasional assistance which the system was able to 
provide. · During June 1943, the last month in which _fighter-bomber attacks 
were attempted, vectoring was confined to homing instructions given beyond the 
range of the jammers. 

Medium Frequency Beacons 
The system of beacon rotas described in Chapter 3 continued until the spring 

of 1943, when, on 1 March the German Air Force introduced a completely new 
1 Described more fully in Part 2, Chapter 8, of this volume. 
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beacon scheme.1 The principal beacons were now divided into fomteen beacon 
groups each consisting of three sites which interchanged, at fifteen minute 
intervals, the frequency in use, frequency numerals still being employed as 
call-signs. In April tbe four enemy coastal groups increased the number of 
transmitters at each site to three and, by July, some groups consisted of foo,;r 
sites each with three transmitters. The allocation of Meacons was sirnplified 
by the new enemy system, since a given frequency was always sited jn the same 
area. A reduction in the number of Splasher transmis~ions had resulted in an 
increased number of transmitters being available for meaconing but, during this 
period, Meacon receiving sites and the" Y" service reported a mar;ked reduction 
in the beacon strengths, which rendered meaconing frequently difficult and 
occasionally impossible. 

Sonne 
In February 1943 the Elektra organisation. oy this time expanded to a total 

of six stations, was revolutionised by the introduction of Sonne. Sonne con
sisted of a fan of Elektra beams sweeping in azimuth., which, by a simple count
ing process and reference to a suitable chart, enabled an aircraJt to determine 
its bearing from a Sonne transmitter to an accuracy of between 1 /3rd and I /6th 
of a degree at intervals of two minutes, with the additional advantage that, 
whereas Elektra was only of value on the equisignal lines, Sonne provided a true 
navigational aid anywhere within its area of coyer.2 

The first station to transmit Sonne signals was the latest identified Elektra 
transmitter (E.6), situated in the Brest area to the south of Morlaix. This 
Srmne was first heard in February 1943 and was followed in April by a new 
station in' Holl.and (S.5) which had been identified on photographs as early 
as June 1942, but which had never previously transmitted. In April 1943 
Elektra l (Stavanger) was cbnverted to Sonne (S.l) and another new station S.15 
(303 · 2 kilocycles per second) was established in north-west Spain (near Lugo). 
This had obviously been installed to cover the Bay of Biscay area in con
junction with S.6 at Brest. Subsequently S.18 (297 kilocycles pet second) near 
Marseilles came into operation in June l943, S.3 (396 kilocycles per second) at 
Caen in August 1943 (after a silen.ce Jastjng from November 1941) and S.15 
(311 kilocycles per second) near SeviJ!e (south-west Spain) in September 1943. 

As in the case of Elektra, meaconing was employed on all occasions ag<1:_inst 
Sonne transmissions which could be used against and in the vicinity of this 
country. Confirmation of the effectiveness of Sonne meaconing was obtained 
from two prisoners of war during this period.3 One stated that it had been 
"jammed by day" whereas the other went mucn further by saying that 
(i.J.1cluding Sonne) there was now a grear number of navigational aids, but that 
they were all being jammed by the Allies. 

Consol 
At this period Coastal Command recognised the value of Sonne as along-range 

navigational aid, and in May 1943 commenced to use Sonne under the code
name Consol, employing charts preparnd by No. 80 Wing.4 The stations at 

1 Appendix No. 3. ~ Diagram 3. · 
9 A.D .L (K) Reports Nos. S.R.A. 4050, 6 June 1943; ibid, S.R. Draft 3612, 6 June J9'l3., 
• Diagram 3. 
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Brest (S.6) and north-west Spain (S.l 5) .... vere 11sed for this :purpose, nnd, accord
ingly, arrangements were made to regulate t11e mcaconing of the former in order 
that protection for this country should be ensu.rcd, whilst still leaving the 
signal unspoiled in areas o,•er which Coastal Command conducted their 
opera t.ions. 

See-Saw 
Preparations against See-Saw had previously been confined to obbtining 

· roposals f-::ir coun termca,sures from the experimental establishments? Further 
investigations by the Naval Intelligence Bureau ('N.I.B.) during the early ·part 
al 1943 confirmed the conclusion that these signals constituted a form of 
rofating be:i.1:011 but il was sli ll c:onsidered tlta.t the signals were of an e:-,;_peri
ll!ental nature only.2 Strong evidence w;1s obtained that transmissions were 
a\\so being made from Italy and tha.t tJie original transmis.<;ions from t11e Berlin 
~ea were for the be11efit of research worker~ in Italy or Sicily. 

r 
lAlthougli lhere was still no evidence o1 operational use of these beacons, No. 80 
Wing was instructed to prepare an appreciation of the counter-measures that 
l!!ight be necess;;ry. The position wa.s considererl by the Operations and 
'JtechnicaJ Radio Cotr1mittee, and at the twenly-thirc.l meeting of the R.C.M. 
liilard, held i 11 November 1943, it was decided tuat for the l'ime being action 
:~oultl be limi~ed to preparations enabling counier-mf'.asures to be institntl"d at 
s)ort notice if tequired.8 As a result of this uecision cei tain tram,rnitters were 
~ ,be earmarked for possible use in the United Kingdom. In order to p rovide 
~fie equipment recommended for the proposed North A fri1.;an combined watcher 
e,iid ja.mme;· site, a contract was arranged with Messrs. Marconi for the ner.cssary 
p,,ai:ts lo be constructed to cnablr. four o[ the existing No, 80 \Ving special 
$\V,B,11 trausmitters to be converted, jf required., to the nor.ma! commercial 
~pe co\·ering 2-20 megacycles per sec.ond. The ucsigns for special crystal 
i5cillntors for the alignment of t he transmiHers was also put in hand. It was 
~ons1dr.red t ha.t tlte station in North Africa. would constitute the principal 
~ective jamming centre for use against the known or suspected See-Saw sites. 
ieyond th,ese preparatio11s, no further action was required and, as it turned out, 
[o operational developments in ronnection with this suspected aid ever 
ofateriaiised. 

Development of No. 80 Wing Operations Room4 

.~I though the lat·gr•s<.;ale bo111bing attacks anlic.ipated dicl not materialise, the 
gre;\t increase in tl1c number oi l{;iz'clubc·i«i and Beoito tram,milters ava1Jabie 
l,o the enemy resulted in the substiLution of "area jamming" for " targt't 
Jamming''. This change in poli<.:y l1as already been desc-ribed under the head
Jng Beni to. Co11trol of V.H.F. jamming in No. 80 \Vjng Operations Room was 
~ter~d as a res\llt. The jammer cc1.pable of providing- effective area cover over a 
~articufar enemy tra11smitter was a.lways brought up first a. nd known as Fir!'il 
,tine C:over. Any otl1er fn.mming tnlnsrnitters available were subsequently 
~rder('d as " backers up ' ' and were known as Second Line Cover. It was 
~essential that transmitter:; providing first line cover had rriority in monitoring, tnd watcher stations wer: instl'ucted to inform the Reports Section when lhe 

• In Chapter 3. 'N.J.H Sprci:i.l n eports No,;. 1414:l :i.o.d !6/43. 
• Minutes of RC.l\,L Eoa.rd . 23rd ~Iccting·, lti November 1943. • Appendix Nu. 4, 
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main jammer was monitored on to the enemy signal. The information was 
passed immediately to the Controller who could then order to be switched on 
the second line transmitters which had in the interim been lined up and were 
standing by. 

With the passing of the Ruffian system, all available jammers were evenly 
distributed over the Knickebein and Benito frequency bands. Speed was 
becoming an ever-increasing necessity because the enemy, to avoid counter
measures, now delayed radiation of navigational beams until the aircraft were 
approaching the British coast. To avoid the delay caused by effecting major 
changes in transmitter tuning, each transmitter was allotted a " basic " 
frequency to which, pending operational instructions, it was permanently 
tuned. A map showing all jamming sites with the frequencies allotted to the 
different transmitters was displayed and by reference to this the Controller was 
enabled to select, at the site most suitable for first line cover, the transmitter 
nearest in frequency to the enemy signal. 
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CH.-\PTER 5 

RADIO COUNTER-MEASURES, 
SEPTEMBER 1943 TO JUNE 1944. 

German air activity and use of long-range bombing and navigational aids 
sho11"ed a ::; tcad:-- decrease dnring the sp ring and :--Lllnrner oi 19-1:{, a nd attacks 
"!l're confined almost entin'ly to Jigilt<'r-bomber a.cti\·ity on a small scale. 
eptember, ho11·eyf'r 1 saw an increase in the~ number a nd weight of attacks, 

which continued thronghout t he autumn. It bel;ame apparent also tha t the 
epcrny had learnt m any lessons from the Allied bolllber ofknsin•. i\loderate 
' se was made of Duf>pcl (\Vindow),1 and airborne rear-warning radar was 
mtroduced for the ftr:;t time. 

By the beginning of 1944, large-scale attacks b y as many as l :W aircraft were 
being made against London and tile Soutlt-East Counties, and a new and 
la.borate lujhca.f/e pa tht-indcr technique i111·ol ving the use of a speciali s t squadron 

{K.G.66) of Benito , Hyperbd ( British Gee), ancl the new Egon procedure was 
1p opera tion . The bombing bega n to the accompaniment of ex travaga nt claims 
~y the enemy as to th e s trength and effec ti1·eness oI his bombing force . Targe ts 
1n London ll'ere described by tlte names of heavily bombed (;ennan towns, a nd 
these ·' large-scale " repriql a ttacks 11·ere to be sustained and ex tended. 
Exaggerated daims were also made for the accuracy of th e new pathfinder 
techniqu ~. wlt~rcas the pathfinder aircraft were responsible ior mi:;lrading the 
main bomber force on numerous occasions.2 R esults compared unfavourably 
with those obtained during tl1e heavy raids in 1941 , a.nd although for some time 
the Ccrman :\ir ::;taff apparently refused to be convinced, Lujhe·aj/e pilots 
captured during April indica ted that tlte pa thhnders were becoming suspect, 
and effort s 11·ere being made to check their performance. 

Attacks on British ports, coa:;tal areas and shipping absorbed practica lly all 
the enemy's main effort during .\pril and May. Small-scale intruder activity 
occurred during June, but with the launching of the Allied invasion of North
West Europe and the introduct ion by the enemy of pilot-less bombing, German 
aircraft attacks ceased completely. 

German Attempt-. to Evade Counter-Measures against Knickebein 

A great increase in Kuickebein activity was obsern'd during this period, and, 
in addition to transmissions which coincided with enemy night operations, 
considerable day-time activity occurred. During the day-time transmissions 
an attempt was made to mask the aligning of the beam:; by simultaneous 
transmissions , on a common frequency, by two Knickebeine. 

The efficacy of the Aspirin counter-measures against this enemy navigational 
a.id , the use of which continued throughout the whole period under review, was 

1 German ja mming counter-measures against Allied early-warning radar are narrated 
more full:, in \ 'olumc l , -. On the whole they did not compare in intensity with Allied 
jamming of German early -wa rning, although there were localised incidents of thorough 
jamming by the ene my. 

2 .'\.. \\ ' .A. R C'port BC/35 of 18 April 1945. 
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confumed by certain changes in tactics, clearly adopted to render the Knickebein 
beams less vulnerable to jamming, Ground observations, substantiated by 
prisoner,of-war statements and captured documents, revealed that the beams 
were no longer set over targets, but were used instead (sometimes in. conjunction 
with Elektra transmissions) to enable path.finder aircraft to ·• .fix " a turning-off 
point off the English coast sufficiently distant to be outside the influence of 
R.C.M.1 The use of this procedure had been noted during earlier phases, but 
was now intensified. Frequency changes during operations were also employed. 
These, however, were not the rapid changes formerly associated with the Ruffian 
system, the time taken being of ~he order of 15 to 20 minutes. Further attempts 
to evade or delay British counter-measures were also evident. The policy of 
bringing up the beams within a few minutes of the beginning of an operation 
(tbus making a pre-detennination cif the beam settings impossible) was adopted 
on manyoccasions; and transmissions from a large number of Kwickebein during 
each operation were made to confuse the counter-measure organisation. 

Tliroughout the whole period, tracks of enemy aircraft showed littl.e evidence 
of any attempt at bearn flying. The interrogation of many prisoners-of-war 
revealed that a widespread mistrust in the·system still persisted. This again 
confirmed the effectiveness of Aspirins: and a series of test flights undertaken 
by No . . 192 Squadron (successor to No. t09 Squadron) during February and 
March 1944, indicated a general confusion of enemy signals for many miles 
beyond the coast. 2 It is difficult to explain why the German Air Force authori
ties retained a system which was so obviously neutralised. One possible reason 
was that they hoped by the continued use of]( nickebein to mask the introduction 
of their new Egon procedure. 

Egon 
An w,usually high incidence of flares during smaU-scale attacks in December 

1943 foreshadowed the introduction of a new form of pathfinder technique, 
known later to be employed by aircraft of the Sl)ecialist Ge.schwader K.G.66, and 
designed to enable the main body of aircraft to find the target area by means 
of a complex flare system. Although there was no direct evidenc"e, it was· 
thought that the operation of these aircraft might be associated with some new 
radio aid to navigation. In February 1944 the 11 Y" Service observations 
indicated the existence of a new enemy system somewhat similar to Oboe. · This 
was first known as Rubezalu and later (from prisoner-of-war interrogation) 
established as Egon.3 The use or this procedure for the accurate dropping of 
target marker flares was limited to a specially-trained Stajfel of K.G.66. The 
accuracy expected was with.in 0·3° in bearing and 220 yards in range at 
170 miles. 

Egon aircraft were equipped with a comparatively high power I.F.F. unit 
(FuGe.25A), which responded on approximately 156 megacycles per second to 
Freya type pulses transm~tted in the 123-128 megacycJes per second band. 
-Freya or Ma,mnut radar stations were used to " trigger '' the responders, wmch 
had individual cod,ing units to enable particular aircraft to be identified and to 
plot the aircraft positions by range-plus-bearing measurements. The system 
could be recognised by the fact that the puJses of the controlling Freya and the 

1 A.O.1. (Kl Report No. 78/44, para. 16. 
'No. 192 Squaaron Reports Nos. 69, 108, 120, 128 and 131/44. 
i A.D.I. (I() Reports Nos. 160/44 aod 187/44. -
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response of the FitGe.25.;1 were locked. Con trnl instructions consisting of 
vectors to target, and bom.b or flare release orders were at first passed by 
radio telephony in the FuGe.16 band (38--42 mega.cycles per second}. 

Counter-Measures against Egon Communication Cbaonels 
Counter-measure Special Cigarette (a development of Cigarette, which had 

already been organised to jam similar transmissions used for_ fighter-bomber 
control)1 was brought into operation using the modified ''vision" transmitter 
sited ~l' Alexandra Palace, London. Provision was. made at a later date to 
increase jamming cover to foclude, if necessary, the West Country, and the use 
of Benito jammers at No. 80 Wing Stations, Stockbridge and Templecombe, 
was sanctioned for this _purpose. 2 

-Tests under operational conditions presented ' many difficulties, since they 
entailed an aircraft :flying through the Inner Artillery Zone, but flights made by 
No. 192 Squadron during non-operational periods gave satisfactory indications 
that the jamming was adequate.3 Prisoner.of-war statements confirmed the 
effectiveness of the jamming, and the subsequent adoption by the enemy of 
alternative channels of communication provided conclusive evidence. Prisoners 
captured in _ farch J 944 stated~ that control instructions were passed simul
taneously in three communication channels, namely :-

(a) 38-42 megacy'cles per second (FuGe.16). 
(b) 3-6 megacycles per seqmd (FnGe.10). 
(o) 583 kilocycles per second (PeiGe. VI). 

fQ addition, an automatic presentation device was said to be in cou rse of 
development ; this equipment, the Egon-Gerat, wou ld enable cont_rol to be 
effected withont the use of R/T or W/T, but informatjon r eceived at a later 
period disclosed that Egon-Ge't'iit was never used operationally. Signals in the 
H.F. band were never jntercepted but a M.F . channel heard at a later date, 
and subsequently proved to originate from the Calais I Broadcast Station 
(100 kilowatts) was jammed by a high-power B .B.C. station under the code 
name of Bareback ; this operation was under the control .of the Royal Air Force 
Station at K jngsdo~vn. 

Counter-Measures - Ranging System 
Interference with the ranging systei:n presented a more difficult problem. 

By the end of February 1944 the " Y " Service had established that the enemy 
radar stations normally employed for this system were located in the Pas de 
Calais area, and at an Air Ministry meeting5 it was decided, as an interim 
measure, that the South Coast Mandrel11 should radiate daring periods of enemy 
activity to operate in a defensive role and prevent the plotting F-reyas from 
using the direct aircraft reflection. It was realised that effective counter
measure action must also involve the jamming of the FuGe.25A or the Freya, 
or both. The development of experimental jammets w~ undertaken by 
Headquarters, . o . 60 Group, working i.11 close co-operation with Headquarters, 

1 Part l, Chapter 4, of 1:bis volume. 
• Minutes of Air Ministry Meeting on 28 April J 944-No. 80 Wing File T ,S. 3041/11 /Sigs., 

. Eacl. 9A . ' · 
3 No. 192 Squadron Report No. 105/4 4. 'A ,D.l. (J() Report No. 160/44. 
~ b-Unutes·of Air Ministry Meeting, 28 February l944-No. 80 Wing File T.S, 3041/ll/Sigs., 

Encl . l ,1. 

• Part 2. Chapter 8, of this volume. 
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No. 80 Wing, who were to be in control of all ground jamming. This decision 
was later modified and primary control vested in Headquarters, A.D.G.B. (Air . 
Pefence of Great Britain-formerly Headquarters, Fighter Command), using 
No. 80 Wing Liaison Officer for control of jammers through Headquarters, 
No. 80 Wing.1 

Briar "H" 
Two types of. jammer, called Briar "H" and Briar " R ' 1, were developed. 

Briar " H " 2 was designed to be " triggered " by the enemy radar station and 
from ~ knowledge of the position of the controlled aircraft, and by employing 
a .suitable delay in the response, to transmit bursts of " mush " which would 
jam the enemy range tube over the band of ranges in use. Briar" H " stations 
Were established at Eastcliffe (Portland Bill), Whitehawk (Brighton) and 
Ramsgate. 

Briar "R '' 
Briar "R •: was originally intended as a Domino type jammer, that is, to 

receive the re-transmission from the enemy I.F.F, and to use this to trigger a 
transmitter tuned to the FuGe.25A receiver freq_uency. Thus the Royal Air 
Force transmissions would keep the enemy I.F.F. in continuous transmission 
and prevent the Fre-ya station from interrogating. Such a circuit was found 
to contain too great a delay for the pulse frequency required, and as a result 
it was finally decided to use A.S.V., Mark II transmitters in groups of four, 
each pulsing at a rate sufficiently high to prevent any useful response being 
obtained by the interrogating Freya station. It was intended that four 
Briar " R " transmitters should be used at sites chosen to provide cover for 
London, Portsmouth, Plymouth and· Bristol, but only one (experimeptal) 
station was established, and sited at Hampstead Heath. Neither method was 
used operationally, and both we.re superseded by a system kn0wp as Red Queen 
which was controlled by A.D.G.B. Red Queen involved the control by selected 
G.C.L stations of British riight-figbter aircraft fitted with special receivers to 
receive the FuGe.25A transmission, thus enabling them to "home'' to the 
,enemy aircraft. 

Since the enemy had rnany long range radar Wiits suitable for, Egon plotting, 
it was thoug.ht that extensive use would be -oiade of the Egon procedure for 
bombing Allied brjdgeheads and headquarters. No such operations were, 
however, identified. Although during a later stage of the war the system was 
used for the control of enemy nightfighters, its· employment in an offensive 
capacity was short-lived, and by May 1944 had ceased c~mpletely. 

Benito 
The use of Benito continued sporadically throughout the period under review, 

but, as has already been stated, on no occasion was Uie enemy effort comparable 
with the capacity of the known Benito organisation. Ground station and 
aircraft transmissions coincided with enemy activity on many occasions, and 
•signals which might have been bomb or flare dropping instructions were 
intercepted . It proved impossible, however, to correlate any Benito activity 
w·ith incidents or enemy aircraft tracks. · 

1 Minutes of Air Mioistry Meeti ng, 17 March 1944-No. 80 Wiog File T.S . 3041/11/Sigs., 
.Eocl. 3A. 

a Appendix; No. 12. 
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During the summer of 19431 in view of the gr-eat increase in the number 
of Benito range transm issions and the difficulty in obtaining sufficient numbers 
of·Domino stations, a decision was made to abandon t his counter-measure and 
concentrate inste-vl on the jamming of the Benito beam system (Benjamin) and 
the communicat,i,on channel. In October 1943 the new multiple morse modulated 
jammers (" M " Tape) to jam ground station W/T communication were used 
fort-he first time with very promising results. At a later stage (Spring 1944) . 
in view of th.e small incidence of range transmissions, t he Domino system was 
re-introduced on a small scale and used in addition to beam and communication 
jamming. 

A prisoner-of-war statement provided direct evidence of the efficacy of 
counter-measure acfion taken during this phase1. The prisoner stated that 
during an attack on Portsmouth a t the end of May 1944, the '' Y " Gerat in 
his aircraft was jammed to such an extent that i.ts use became impossible. 
There is little doubt that this statement refers to the attack on Portsmoulh 
on · the night 22/23 May 1944. On this occasion an aircraft was heard to 
operate alternatively with two stations at Cherbourg, after which it was heard 
on two occasions to re-radiate the Morse modulation (" M " Tape) which was 
heing employed to jam transmissions from St. Valei;y. It is possible that an 
attempt was being made to work St. Valery in order to avoid counter-measure 
action. 
' As a final illustration of the scale of effort displayed by t he enemy in the 
building up of the Benito organisation i n contrast to the relatively small bomber 
operational use made ot it, it is of interest to note that the last bomber Benito 
signals i ntercepted were heard on 14 August 1944, when a new station , just 
complete, at Aumale commenced test transmission only three days before i t 
was dismantled, and seven days before the area was evacuated by the enemyi. 

NeplUn 

The intensification of air assault against this country resulted in the adopt ion 
by the enemy of various methods to protect his bomber force. In addition to 
employing Duppet (Window), airborne rearward warning radar was emp loyed. 
As an interim measure a modilied form of Lichtenstein A.I. (490 megacyd es per 
~econd band) was used, but this was later followed by a specially developed 
equipment known as Neptun. The latter worked on a lower frequency band 
and was more convenient to use s ince it was fitted with a small presentation 
unit sited between, and equally available to, the pilot and observer. The tail
warning apparatus was first noted in a crashed enemy aircra{t in October 1943, 
and in November a receiver in good condition was recovered from the wreckage 
o[ a Ji~. 8.8.3 A transmitter was later salvaged on the Con tinent and a captured 
fdocument prov1ded further details. The equipment was found to have a pulse 
frequency of approxi mately 1500 a.nd to transmit on a nominal frequency of 
167 megacycles per second. 

This new device proved to be of considerable embarrassment to Head
quarters,. ,Air Defence of Great Britain (A.D.G.B.) and efforts were made to 
provide as. a matter of urgency, a suitable counter-measure~. The task was not 
easy since the enemy t ransmission was beamed and, whereas a jammer of given 

'A.DJ. {I<) Report No. 276/44. t No. 80 Wing Monthly Report No: 57. 
s A.U.2 (g) Report No. l703. 20 December 1944. 
◄ No, 80 Wing File M,S, 3041/10/Slgs., Encl. IA, 
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power might prove successful if astern of the bomber, a considerably greater 
power was required with the jammer sited to one side of the aircraft. The use 
of both ground and airborne jammers was considered, and in January a decision 
was reached to p rovide six ground jammers on G.C.I. siles in South-East 
England.1 The jammers were to have highly directional aerials and to be 
directed towards enemy aircraft with the aid of the adjacent G.C.I. stations. 
fn addition it was proposed to prototype an airborne jammer. These counter
measures were to be developed and prototyped by the Telecommu nications 
Research Establishment. 

Meerschaum 
Pending the production of these jammers, eleven Light Warning radar sets 

were modified and installed on selected A.M.E.S. sites and at No. 80 Wing 
Stations, Flimwell, Braintree and Henfielci. They were tuned to -the mean 
frequency of the transmissions which had b~n recorded and were switched on 
whenever enemy activity towards or over the coastline of this country coincided 
with" Y" Service interception of Nepti~n signals. The whole counter-measure 
scheme was given the code name Meerschaum and was controlled by the Filter 
Officer at Headquarters, A.D.G.B. The Light Warning sets came into operation 
at the end of February and the main Meerschaum scheme which had been 
developed by T .R.E. was completed by the end of May 1944. By this time, 
however, the use of Neptun had declined to a very low level. Prisoners of war 
·stated that indications from other bombers in the same stream so confused 
crews that they preferred to rely on visual warnings.2 Meerschaum in its final 
ioz:m was, for this reason, n~ver used operationally. 

Mediilm Frequency Beacons 
A major change in the enemy beacon system ·was noted during this period, 

its introduction coinciding with the re-commencement of the large-scale bomber 
activity against this country. 3 During 1943, German Air Force beacons had 
been operated on a very complicated group system involving frequent changes 
in call-sign, frequency and location. When long-range bombing re-commenced 
in earnest in January 1944, the allocation of frequencies between the enemy 
beacon groups and sites remained fixed for the duration of each operation, 
although the old system was adhered' to during non-operational periods. A 
prisoner of war stated4 that the enemy haa been forced to employ the new 
system, despite the fact that it simplified the application of counter-measures, 
since the overwhelming complexity of the original scheme had rendered it 
unworkable under operational conditions. Meaconing of enemy beacons d':lling 
periods of activity continued normally throughout, the period and its efficacy 
was confinned by statement~ from prisoners of war who continued to Show 
a general mistrust iri the use of beacons outside their own coastline. 

Sonne/ Elektra 
Two new Sonne came into operation during this period, S.16 (Seville, Spain) 

in September 1943 and S_l9 (Beauvais, France) in January 1944. It is probable 
that the latter was a replacement for S.3 (Caen) which ceased to transmit in 
March 1944. Mention has already been made of the fact that whereas the 

1 Minutes of R.C.M. Board, 25th Meeting, 11 January 1944. 
• A.D.I. (K) Report No. 157/44. 3 Appendix No. 3. 
'A.D.I. (K) Report No_ SlA/44. 
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$onri,e system was advantageous for general navigation , Elektra was more 
usefu l for homing, for marking a predetermined landfa!! , and for approach 
runs to a target or turning-in point. With the commencement of the final long
nin~e bo111ber assault against targets in Britain. it was observed that selected 
stations, which normally operated as Sonne, changed to Elektra during, or 
immediately prior to, the period of enemy activity. The principal stations which 
operated in this manner were S.3 (Caen), S.5 (Pet ten, Holland) and 5.19 
(Beauvais). The last named station was evidently erected to coincide w_ith 
attacks on the London area since the central beam of the system passed through 
he capital. By this change of system the enemy frequently gave prior warning 

~f impending attacks, since on a number of occasions Elektra signals wete 
in tercepted from the ' ' key'' ,Sonne stations above mentioned, long before his 
il,i.rcraft were plotted by Allied ground rada.r stations. 

Prisoner-of-war reports received during November 1943 gave further con
firmation of the success of meaconing as a counter-measure t o Sonne,i It was . 
stated that the system gave a good " fix " when undisturbed but that the 
zones ~ppeared to he deflected when the transmission was meaconed . This 
was borne out during April 1944 by a flight made by No. 192 Squadron to 
Investigate the meaconing of S.5 by a G.12A transmitter at Mundesley. 2 The 
D,F. bearings taken duri ng the "beacon " period of the Sonne cycle were very 
inaccurate and the counts of Sonne• characteristics sufficiently erroneous to 
result in completely fa lse bearings. 

1 A.O.1 . (K) Report No , SRA. 4530 oi 17 November 1943. 
' No. 192 Squadron Report No. 135/H. · 
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CHAPTER 6 

RADIO COUNTER-MEASURES, JUNE 1944 TO MAY 1945 
(End of Hostilities in Europe) 

The final phase in the defensive activities of No. 80 Wing open.ed with the 
Allied landing in Normandy on 6 June 1944. This involved the implementation 
of plans which had been in preparation for some months to provide radio 
counter-measures in support of Operation "Neptune." Radio counter-measures 
were considered necessary in view of the many· navigational aids available to 
the Germans for use in attacks against the ports of embarkation, convoy assembly 
areas, and finally the landing area. The steps taken are described,in detail 
later.1 

_ Within a week of the Allied landing iri North-West Europe, the Germans 
introduced the first of their much advertised secret weapons with the beginning 
of attacks on the London area by flying bombs (V.l) . It was almost imme
diately established that although no radio control was used a small percentage 
of the bombs carried low-power M.F. transmitters which enabled the track, 
fall and time of the bomb to be plotted by ground D.F. stations. A special 
organisation was rapidly developed for rneaconing the transmissions. At this 
time a lso, 'information became available which pointed to the need for the 
development of a large counter-measure organisation in anticipation of attacks 
by a rocket projectile {V.2) believed to be radio-controlled. These attacks did 
not occur until September when it became apparent that radio control was not 
being employed, although· certain precautions were still considered necessary. 
The pilot-less bombing continued until the spring of 1945 when a brief recrudes
cence of aircraft bombing occurred. It was confined entirely to attacks by 
intruder aircraft and did not involve the use of any of the established enemy 
navigational aids. Certain airborne radar aids were, however, used and a 
watcher organisation was set up and other counter-measure preparations .made 
against these devices. 

It will be seen, therefore! that during this phase, the defensive activities of 
No. 80 Wing (which was ~lso much occupied with the development of offensive 
counter-measures in support of Bomber Command) fell into four main 
categories :-

(a) Preparation for Operation "Neptune," described in Part III of this 
volume. 

(b) Counter-measures against flying bombs {"Diver"). 
(c) Counter-measures against rockets (" Big Ben"). 
(d) Counter-measures against radar aids used during intruder activity. 

Flying Bombs (V.l ) 
- Flying bombs were used by the enemy-initially against south-eastern 

England, and later against Allied-held positions on the Continent-from 13 June 
1944 until March 1945. The vast majority of the bombs despatched against 
England· were ground-launched from ramps situated along the Continental 
coastfrom the Cherbourg peninsula to the Scheldt estuary. When the campaign 
was at its height in July and August 1944 the number of flying bombs (known as 
divets) was .. normally about IOO·per day and rose on occasion to nearly 200. 

1 Part 3, Chapter 18, of this volume_ 
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The ground-launching of flying bombs against England came to an end with 
the Allied advance into Holland -(August/September 1944), but a limited attack 
ori a much smaller scale was kept up by the launch ing of flying bombs from air
CFaft, usually abou't SO miles or more off the East Anglian coast at night . These 
operations continued until March }945, being carried out mainly by K.G.53 
using He.111 aircraft frorn about eight bases in North-West Germany. Some 
pathfinding was done by l.K .G.66 who were suspec ted of ~roviding navigational 
aids (S,liwan Buoy) for the He-.llJs over the North Sea.1 Ground-launched 
Rying bombs continued to be used in considerable numbers against continental 
targets through the winter oi 1944-45. · 

During the first few clays of Div-er operations, remn ants of wireless equip. 
~en! were found in- flying bomb wreckage2 and searches were maintained to 
receive and identify wireless. signals transmitted by flying bombs. The first 
identific;i_tion of such a transmission occurred on 22 June 1944 when a signaJ was 
heard by a D.F. operator at the Sutton VaJlence (Ken t) station consisting of a long 
dash and a keyed morse letter which sounded similar to the noise made by a 
flying bomb and which cojncided with on e flying over that station at the time, 
and rep0tied as crashing at CarshaJton a few minutes later at a time which corre
$ponded to the cessation of the signal. It was assumed that the enemy might 
use these signaJs in one or more of the following ways :-

(a) To ascertain the track followed by the bomb. 
(b) To determine the point of impact of the bomb. 
(c) To gain information of bombs failing to reach their target, either due to 

failure of their mechanism or to interception by aircraft, anti-airccaf t 
artillery or balloon barrage. 

The signals transmitted by the flying bomb when received at direct-ion-finding 
stations and compareG! for bearing and duration with the estimated "trajectory 
of fhe missile, would have enabled the enemy to form tolerably accurate esti
mates of the succ~s achieved by his attacks. Evidence was later obtained from 
prisoner-of-war sources indicating that German operators had been specially 
trained for this D.F. work, enabling a plot to be obtained and passed to Control 
. within ten seconcls . .3 

Examination of a number of crashed flyLng bombs indicated that the trans
mitted signal was switched on automatically and that there was a keying 
mechanism which 'produced a C.W. radiation of some 20-25 seconds' duration, 
usually followed by a 6-8 seconds' space, containing a slowly and badly keyed 
morse letter. Many signals with these characteristics, which were definitely 
associated with flying bombs, were intercepted on frequencies between 300 and 
500 kilocycles per second. It is probable, however. that the signal radiated did 
not always occur on the frequency intended sinte. the trail ing aerial was found 
in seve.al instances to have been on1y partly unwound. 

• The most obvious and least difficult counter-measure to a pply against ground~ 
launched flying bombs was the meaconing of their transmissions. the aim being 
to produce false bearings and prevent the enemy from getting accurate" fi.x:es. · · 
Much consideration was also given to other forms of counter-measure, the 
principal types being the barrage jamming of the 300- 600 kilocycles per second 
frequency band and the transmission of bogus signals resembling flyjng bomb ,. 

1 A.D.I. (Science) A.S.I. Report No. ~SI , 11 December HM4 . 
1 A.L2 (g) Report No. 2244 , 17 June 1944 . 3 A .D .I. (K) R t port No. 311 B/44. 
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signals. The object of the former was to prevent any effective reception of 
flying bomb transmissions by the enemy and the latter to confuse direction 
.finding and to prevent computation of the duration of flight by observation of 
the end of the signal.1 Meaconing was applied by the. provision of a suitable 
system c;entred on a special monitor and control organisation at the No. 80 Wing 
station at Ditchling with transmitters principally at Henfield.2 The other 
types of radio counter-measures were not applied for reasons given later in this 
chapter. 

By the time the air-launched flying bomb campaign started, the use of flying 
bomb radio had ceased. Counter-measures applied in this phase were therefore 
against navigational aids used by the aircraft. · The-only radio navigational 
aids of which there was evidence from identified intercepted signals were M,F. 
beacons (particularly Big Screw, Central European beacons and Sonne) against 
which Mimic and Meacon action were taken. V.H.F. counter-measures were 
also held available for use against the navigational aids on the 30 and 40 mega
cycles per second frequency band (Knickebein, Cyclop, Hermine, Bernhard 
and V.H.F. beacons) but were not used against specific signals as none was 
intercepted. · -

Meaconing of Flying Bomb Transmissions 
In view of the position of the Diver launching sites and the targets-London, 

Portsmouth-Southampt9n and perhaps Bristol-Avonmouth (had the Cherbourg 
peninsula been held by the enemy)- it was assumed that a D.F. system might 
be employed by tbe enemy with receiver sites along the coast on a sufficiently 
wide front to give satisfactory cuts along the latter part of the tracks of the 
flying bombs and over their targets. It was therefore necessary to find one or 
more sites for Meacon transmitters which would not be on the line between the 
majority of launching sites or D.F. stations and the, targets. The Henfield
Ditchlin,g Meacon station met this requirement (being west o( the main Diver 
approaches to London and east of Portsmouth) and was also well situated for 
reception. Arrangements were also made for Diver meaconing by the No. 80 
Wing Meacon stations at Flimwell, Rogate and Windlesham, both in order to 
have more transmitters available (the scale of flying bomb launching was 
thought likely to increase) and to have th.e ability to " pull " bearings in various 
directions, ·depending upon the particular Diver track and the prevajling 
meteor:ological conditions, as might be required. 

Diver meaconing was generally controlled from the Operations Rooro at 
Ditchling in which a watch of about twelve receivers was also maintained, eight 
of · which could be used to drive Meacon transmitters at Henfield. The 
expansion was achieved by adding huts and incorporating a mobile Meacon unit 
recei-ver trailer which was "married " to the buildings. Additional spaced 
vertical aerials were also installed at Ditchling. At Benfield the transmitter 
portion of the mobile Meacon unit was set up on a site adjacent to the existing 
station. The need for additional transmitters at Henfield ceased when the 
G.P.O. Radio Research Department completed the installation of a: modified 
Meacon system enabling a single M.24 transmitter to cover up to six flying bomb 
transmissions simultaneously without retuning, thus minimising delay.3 Later 
this transmitter was replaced by a special wide band amplifier designed by the 

1 No. 80 Wiog File S.3062/Sigs., Encl. 6A. 
~ Air Ministry Letter, D.D. of Tels. 2/530, 22 June 1944. 
• Post Office Justructions G.B. 16, 19 July 1944 and G.B. 18, 26 July 1944. 
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G-:P.O. to enable greater power per channel to be obtaibed. Receiver watches 
with limited D .P. facilities were niaintained by No. 80 Wing at Aldington, and 
portable D,F. equipment was also installed at various times at Dilchling1 

flimwcll, Rogate and Windlesh-arn. ihe object of the D.F. sets was to assess 
the effectiveness of meaconing by comparing timed bearings or fixes with Diver 
tracks. The signals intelligence service also maintained extensive listening 
watches, particularly in the ear lie r part of the flyi ng bomb campaign · and their 
system ofD.F. stations was also employed to give bearings or fixes . The '' Y" 
service information was passed to Ditchling by tie-line. All plols and tracks 
ulen tified as D iver were passed from the A.D .G.B. Operations Room via Radle tt 
~ Ditchling where they were plotted on an illuminated d isplay, which served to 
give assistance to the receiver watches and also provided some data for analysis 
of Diver signals activity. A telephone system was provided linl,ing the control 
i-oom at Ditch ling externally with Rad Jett , the other ~o. 80 Wing stations in the 
scheme and Sulton Vallence, and internally between the Controller' s position 
and a11 receivers, thus permitting signals to be monitored at will. 

The strength of personnel at Ditchling was augmented to provide suffici nt 
p.fficers (Flight Lieutenants or Flying Officers) for one to be on duty at all times 
in charge of Diver R.C.M. Control assis ted by one or two )l ,C.O.s as d<'puties 
and about fifteen airmen per watch, incl uding thi! manning of a heterodyne 
wavemcter, a recorder, the telephon e exchange and (for a time) a D .F. sel, in 
addition to the search receivers. At the transmitting si te the existing strength 
plus that of the mobile unit sufficed. 

Searches were maintained initial ly by dividing up the band between the 
available receivers and maintaining a general search. As experience inc reased , 
!he bands were varied so that the regions in which signals were most often heard 
IVere covered more closely, each receiver having a smaller range to search, in 
order to minimise the delay in picking up a signa l in ar,y given range. Technical 
tnodifications, training and experience brought the average delay in detecting, 
idenlifying and covering a ignal down to under one minute. 

During the firs t week of operations (27 June- 4 Ju ly) about sixty signals were 
teported to have been meac.oncd . It is doubtful whether all the e ◄ 1 signals , . 
in fact emanated from flying bombs. Dt1e to congestion in the M.F . band a 
mixlure of severa l signals giving a '' rough rippling note" was often audible 
which closely resembled a Diver !'.ignal in practically every re pect except that 
it lacked a keyed letter and , until the operators gai ned experience, il is ,!llOSt 
likely that some of these noises were meaconed , eitl1er becau e they were mis
iclenlified or in order to be· • on the safe side." The totals of flying bomb sigm1ls 
/and s,uspected signals) heard and meaconed w re as. follows :-

Period. Nitmber. 
27 J une-4 July 6:~ 

5 July- 12 July 2t 
13 July - 30 July 25 
21 July-28 July IS 
29 July- 5 August 14 

G August--13 August 4 
14 August-2{ August '1. 
22 Augllst-29 Au ust l 
30 August onwards . . Nil 

27 June- '29 August 148 
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In addition, one signal in March 1945 was meaconed by Mundesley. This 
signal was probably associated with ground-launched flying bombs against 
Antwerp. - A few other signals of this kind were reported at about this time 
by the " Y" Service. It will be seen that the number of intercepted trans
missions declined steadily. Even if the figure of 63 were accepted for the first 
week after the signals had been identified, the percentage of Aying bombs 
transmitting signals did not, at its highest, exceed 5 per cent. of the total 
launched and in fact the proportion soon dwindled to a negligible fraction. 1 

It was not known, moreover, how many bombs were fitted with radio, or how 
many of those fitted were supposed to be switched on in flight. Nor was it 
known what use the enerny either intended to make or succeeded in making 
of this equipment, nor what ground organisation was. employed. It was 
apparently not used extensively, and when a new target area ·(Portsmouth) 
was attacked no signals were heard which linked up with known bombs, 
suggesting that the enemy did not place much reliance upon it in assessing 
results. · 

Radio Counter-Measures against Enemy Ground Radar 
lt was evident that the enemy could gain some help in assessing the 

performance of flying bombs by following them with. his coastal radar stations 
(particularly large installations such as " Hoardings " and " Chimneys ") 
fur the first part of tbeir track-say 30 to 50 miles, depending on the type and 
site of the radar and the height of the flying bomb-and coupling this 
information with the time of cut-off of the wireless transmission. There was 
also the possibility that the raising and lowering of some portions of the 
"Diver" bal loon barrage might have been discernible to his radar. Extra 
radar jamming was therefore applied. The No. 80 Wing Ground Mandrel 
station at King Lear, situated-on the high ground just west of Dover, was 
ordered to jam the enemy early warning radar on the opposite coast. This 
equipment could be operated on about twenty-four channels at will in the 
frequency band 65----230 megacycles per second. In order also to cover the 
Seetakt and Wurzburg equipments, arrangements were made for the use o-f 
the Carpet equip'ments (220---550 megacycles per second) which were under the 
operational control of the Royal Navy on the same site. In order to reinforce 
the radar jamming, the Fairlight Mandrel station (supplemented by the 
equipment from the Manqrel station at Ventnor) was rebuilt on a .more 
favourable site nearby at Firehills. 

Alternative forms of R.C.M. 
The following forms of R.C.M. were also proposed but, on further consid~ration, 

not actually employed, although in some instahces personnel and equipment 
were provided and installed for use if needed :-

(a) To -prevent the enemy from receiving flying bomb signals it was 
proposed to jam the M.F. band from 300-600 kilocycles per second 
continuously with noise. An W1dercti{f site at Hastings was selected 
for this purpose and a barrage of M.24 transmitters installed. The 
scheme was not put into effect due to the· adverse effect which it 
would have bad upon Allied communications, particularly Navy, 
R.A.F. and U.S.A .A.}:. 

1 .tvlinutes of R.C.M. Boa.rd 31st Meeting, 25 July 1944 . 
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(b) An alternative to continuous barrage jamming was monitored spot 
jamming. This was rejected mainly because of the inevitable 
delay in finding the signal {on a frequency which could not be pre
determined) and applying a jamming transmission in time. This 
delay would probably have exceeded that associated with meaconing, 
and in any event would have given the enemy an initial opportunity 
to receive the signal, to time it and pn;ibably take snap bearings for 
a fi,x. This therefore had no advantage over meaconing, and had 
the disadvantages of requiring extra effort and causing interference 
to Allied signals services in general and to the Ditchling search for 
flying bomb signals in particulai;. 

(c) To confuse the enemy in taking bearings on flying bomb signals, by 
transmitting bogus similar signals on adjacent frequencies. 

(d) To ·prevent the enemy from observing the end of a t ransmission and 
thereby determin~g time of flight, by transmitting a copy of the 
bomb signal to continue after the true signal ceased. 

The last two proposals required the production of some form of record 
resembling the enemy signal against which it was proposed to apply the 
counter-measure, since the flying bomb signals were distinctive in sound and 
included a characteristic morse letter which (like its exact repetition rate and 
signal frequency) was obviously not determinable in advance. There was 
no technical difficulty. in making such a recording but immediate play-back at 
any des~red point was a different problem, and this had not been overcome 
by the time when it became apparent that only negligible use was being made 
of radio. 

R.C.M. against Aircraft Launching Flying Bombs 
Since there was no evidence that air-launched flying bombs carried a wireless 

trans_mitter there was no occasion for the use of counter-measures employed 
against ground launched ones. Flights were made by No. 192 Squadron to 
determine if any V.H.F. navigational aids were in use to assist these aircraft 
in reaching the launching area, but with negative results.1 Reports 
indicated, however, that use was probably being made of certain low-power 
enemy beacons inland and on the coast, whose activity appeared to coincide 
with attacks by flying bombs. In this connection it is interesting to 
observe that K.C . 53 appear to have been so regular in their use of M.F. 
beacons that flying bomb attacks were predictable with a very fair degree of 
accuracy, and with anything up to two or three hours notice, by careful 
observation of activity of certain beacons in North-West Germany, Holland 
and Denmark. .. 

Meaconing was employed as a counter-measure against this possible aid , and 
on these occasions when the signal strength was insufficient to permit effective 
meaconing,· use was made of Mimic. This was effected by causing the· 
meacon transmitter to self-oscillate, by " squealing in " this transmission to
the frequency of the enemy signal and hand-keying the enemy callsign. This 
arrangement enabled the full power of the meacon transmitter to be employed 
with a corresponding increase in range. As a safeguard against the Mimics 
being plotted for use as beacons, these were in· turn meaconed by suitably 
located transmitters. 

1 Cheadle Report~ CL/S. 101/32/M.3. 
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. The German airborne efforts were all-witb one ·exception-apparently 
aimed at the London area. • The excephon was an attack {23/24 December 
l944) on the north of England, supposedly Manchester, which was on a 
relatively large scale, about fifty b'ombs. bein,g launched. This attack must 
be regarded as a tacticaJ failure as none of the bombs found its mark and in 
fact they were largely dissipated over the Yorkshire Moors and the Derbyshire 
Peak District. It did have ;ome detrimental effect, however, in causing a 
redisposition of A.A. and night fighter defences. During t his period certain 
B.BL. transmitters were removed from the synchronised groups. These 
unsynchronised transmissions were meaconed regularly during the hours of 
darkness as a safeguard against their possible use by airc~ft launching flying 
bombs. 

Rockets (V .2) 
The Iatmch.ing of long~range rocket projectiles against this c6"untry and 

Allied-held targets on the Continent took place during t he period Septernber 
1944 to March 1945 and a total of over 3,000 incidents was reported. This 
to(al, whi,cb does 11ot include abortive launchings, consisted of L,115 rockets 
laUJ1ched between 8 September 1944 and 27 March 1945 against EngJand, 
ao.d 2,050 between 14; September 1944 and 28 March 1945 against Continental 
targets. . _ 

In July 1944, Headquarters, No. 80 Wing were ordered to prepare counter
measures against anticipated rocket operations after ~he discovery of the 
remains oi a rocket in Sweden. Examination of the parts revealed the 
presence of various types of ,radio equipment presumed to be associated with 
its control, and possibly also for observation of its characteristics during trials. 2 

Various forms of offensive and defensive counter-measures were planned and 
carried into effect against the rocket campaign, air attacks against launching 
bases being the rnain offensive measure. The radio counter-measures were, 
of couxse, intended to in terfere with whatever radio devices might be used 
in the control (aiming, ranging, and perhaps detonation) of rockets. The 
planning and execution of these counter-measures was rendered difficult by 
lack of information of the types and purposes of the radio systems which 
would be llsed fo.r the new weapon. 

The first ' evideoce throWU1g any light on the matter was the damaged pieces 
of wireless equipment. recovered after the Swedish incident.3 These damaged 
specimens, whe,n reconstructed (as far as their condition, a:vailabl~ -information, 
and surmise would permit) appeared to show that the rocket in question
\vbich. had, presumably, been fired experimentally-had contained four pieces 
of radio equipment :- _ 

(a) A Receiver-Transmitter apparently arranged so as automatically 
to re-tran~mit in the 4;5-55 rnegacycres per second region a signal 
received in the 19- 27 megacycles per second 'frequency band. 

(b) A second Receiver apparently of a type already known t_o be used 
for control of German Glider Bombs (usually working in the 47-50 
megacycles per second frequency band) ; but sets of U1e same type 
were suspected of being used down to a frequency of about 
40 megacycles per second . 

L H .Q. Anti-Aircraft Command Daily Summary No. 360/44_. 
1 l\'Uoutes of Meeting at No. 80 Wing, l2 July 1944-No, 80 Wing File T.S. 3063/Sigs., 

Encl. V,, 
1 D. of Tel.s, B .B. Meeting , 26 July 1944. 
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(c) A third Receiver apparently capable of working in t.he 46-53 · S 
megacycles per second frequency band. 

(d) A Unil containing a complex system of tone generators and filters. 

(e) There were a lso some parts, possibly constituting a small V.H .F. 
_transmitter and miscellaneous components. 

More or less informed specnla.tion suggested that these equipments mjght be 
used for indi::attons of range (!at r velocjty), azimuth and elevation stability as 
i.n the Glider Bomb, and possib1y for fuel control. Sttcb little other information 
as wa,s available indicated a fairly h.igh ini tial trajectory, a maximum range of 
about 200. miles, and radio control during the first ten miles of range, some 
45- 70 seconds after launching. 

Proposed Radio Counter~Measures 
Acting on the foregoing assumption s, it was decided that means should be 

provided to apply counter-measures :-

(a) Primarily on the 19-25 and 40-55 megacycles per second frequency .. 
(b) Us.i.ng plain carrier or modulation (A.M. or F.M.) with tone or noise. 

(c) Employing maximum posslble power. 

(d) When rocket s ignal s were heard but ij not intercepted when rocket 
launchings (flash) were r eported . 

(e) From bases as far forward as prac i.icable . 
(/) Aimed towards any areas still available to a retreating enemy withtn 

200 miles from London . 
(g) On the assumption that up to 20 sig-naJs (whether genuine or bogus 

might not be immediately perceptible) would be ac tive simultaneously . 

'To this end, and due to the <).bsence of suitable equipment, a plan was pro
duced for the provision of the R.C . .M. system in three interdependent stages, 
much of the equipment for the second and third stages being specially ordered 
to meet the anticipated requirements.1 In each stage lhe general requirements 
were those fo1· any other R.C.M. system, that is to say , an organisation providing 
~ree components :-

(a} Radio intelligence (find [ng, identifying, locating sources, and dis
covering purposes of new types of signal s). 

(b) R.C.M. control (selecting, ordering on 1 and monitoring transmitters 
on to signals with which it is desired to interiere). 

(c) R.C.M. transmitters. 

The notewort hy difference between the plan for these operations and norn1af 
No. 80 Wing activities was lhal the control oi the rad io intelligence and R.C.M. 
?£livities was Lo be joi.ntly exercised by the ' ' Y " Service and No. 80 Wing 
personnel in a phy$ically-combined Operations Room. Of the three planned 
stages,2 the first used acla_ptations of existing equipment, whil e the second and 
third stages employed s pecially provided gear, much of it supplied from 
American sourc1;:s. The thitd stage was never reacl1ed as orders were given by 
Air Ministry early jn September 1944 to stop work on the scheme, i n view of 
Uie rapid advance of the Allied ground forces in North-West Europe.3 

1 No. 80 Wing B.B. Sig•nals Instruct ions :Nos. 1. 2 and 3-No. 80 Wing File T .S. 
3063,17 /Sigs., Encl!'; . I.~, 2,. and 5,.,. 

'A ir :Vlinisl ry letter 'feJs. 2/S, l. 96/6. dated 8 September 1944 . 
s Tbe method ol implementing these st~es is described in detail in Appendix No. 13. 
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In addition to the ground R.C.M. system, provision was made for airborne 
counter-measures, and a total of four squadrons under the control of Head
quarters No. 100 Group were specially equipped with search receivers and 
jamming transmitters to operate in the suspected " control" frequency bands. 
Aircraft of No. 192 Squadron working with the ·• Y" Service carried out routine 
investigational flights for the provision of additional intelligence. ' 

The control facilities for the final stage were planned as follows: ..:...... 

(a) I\. receiver for searching and .monitoring was to be provided for opera
tion in conjunction with each transmitter. Landline circuits were to 
be arranged to link any i:-eceiver with any transmitter. 

(b) The control station at Canterbury was to be connected by landlines 
to the receiver-monitor sub-control stations '' A'' and 1 ' B" at St. 
Margaret's Bay which were in tum associated with the transmitting 
stations at Hope Point, at Whitfield Tower and Crowborough, 
respectively. 

(c) Receiving equipment was provided at the Canterbury control station -
for analytical purposes and to enable general observation of '' Big 
Ben " signals and R.C.M. activity. Sufficient receivers were to be 
arranged at St. Margaret's Bay " A " and " B " to provide for one 
to be associated with each transmitter at Hope Point, Whitfield 
Tower or Crowborough as the case might be. Each receiver was to be 
provided with a panoramic adaptor giving the visual display on 
a. cathode ray tube of signals active within 100 or SOO kilocycles per 
second on either side of whatever the frequency might be to which 
the receiver was tuned. Audio oscillators, wavemeters and other 
ancillary equipment were also available. To obtain full flexibility 
an elaborate network of lines, many of high fidelity, with termi11al 
equipment was provided and installed by the G.P.0.1 

Each receiver operator would search a band within the range allocated to 
his associated transmitter (approximately 250 kilocycles per second). On 
reception of a suspected " Bi~ Ben " signal, acting on instructions from the 
Controller, the operator either (a) tuned the transmitter to the signal by remote 
control, or (b) passed the rocket signal and the nominal frequency to the trans
mitter mechanic to enable the latter to tune his transmitter to the signal. If 
modulation was required, this was passed over a tone line to the transmitter 
using at the receiving end either a local oscillator or the_ modulations of the 
suspected signal. 

The first opportunity to discov€r what radio equipment was in fact being 
used operationally in rockets did not present itself until after 8 September 
1944 when tbe first incident in England was reported. From an examination 
of the remaiJ;ls2 it appeared that some rockets contained two se!~ :-

(a) A receiver-transmitter operating on about. 30 a1_1d 60 megacycles per 
second, the re-transmission being on exactly double the received 
frequency, suggesting use for velocity or ranging data by Doppler 
method with plain C.W. signals. 

1 Appendix No. 12-final section. 
~ R.i\.E. Tecbo.ical Note No. RAD. 251 , November 1944, issued as A.I.2 (g) R eport 

No. 1732. 
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(b) A receiver working on about 52 111egacycles per second associated with 
a complex filter system and a procession of switches and relays by 
which signals modulated in a complicated way might operate various 
controls in the rocket (such as fuelsupplies and/or directional control 
surfaces). · 

It will be seen that the arrangements for transmission in the 19-25 megacycles 
per second frequency band required modification to be of use against the 
receiver-transmitter found in the operational rockets. It was moreover doubtful, 
at first sight, what type of jamming would be required to be effective against the 
52 megacycles per second receiver. 

Some R.C.M. transmissions were made during the period 8-15 September 
when Rocket warnings were received, of which some were follo~ed by incidents 
. and some wer.e not.1 These transmissions were all in the 52 megacycles 
per second region and were very brief, usually about fiye seconds, their specula
tive aim being to interfere if possible with the fuel supply control of the rocket. 
( n 15 September, all ground-controlled R.C.M. transmissions were stopped in 
order to avoid the risk of interfering with the search for Rocket signals although, 
so far as is known, none was identified. It was later reported that after about 
the middle of October the use of radio control was discontinued in favour of the 
' integrating accelerometer.". As a result authority was . given by the Air 
Ministry for the cancellation of the " Big Ben " jamming organisation in 
the U.K.2 

' When it appeared that the rocket campaign might continue during the winter, 
arrangements were made to send a R.C.M. formation to operate on the Continent 
m conjunction with No. 105 Mobile Air Reporting Unit (M.A.R.U.), which 
subsequently became No. 33 Wing, under S.H.A.E.F. For this purpose a 
Headquarters, three Special Receiver Units and two Transmitter Units were 
sent to operate in Belgium and Northern Holland. This formation was based at 
Wenduine on the coast north-east of Ostend. The R.C.M. unit worked in con
junction with No. 365 Wireless Unit which was supplied by the "Y " Service. 
Since no signals were positively identified, transmission was not made, but the 
equipment was later used for bomber support counter-measures. In general, 
despite the enormous effort expended in the installation of the R.C.M. stations, 
he effectiveness of "Big Be.n" counter-measures wa:s never determined. This 
as entirely due to the fact that although certain signals were intercepted at 

the time of rocket incidents none was positively identified. 

Intruder Activity 
A brief recrudescence of intruder activity occurred during March 1945, the 

main targets being Allied airfields, built-up areas, and road and rail transport in 
_Yorkshire and Lincolnshire. The majority of these attacks were by machine
gun and cannon fire and a total of 110 enemy aircraft made landfall, in the 
majority of cases under cover of returning friendly bombers. There was no 
evidence of the use of the accepted long-range bombing and navigational aid 
systems during any of these attacks, but since the intruder aircraft approached 
under cover of returning Allied bombers it was suspected that extensive use 

'would be made of the enemy A.I. (S .N.2-FuGe220) 3 in order to locate and 
follow the bomber stream. It was also expected that Nept·u-n (FuGe216) would 
1be used for rearward warning. 

1 No. 80 Wing File T.S . 3063/7/Sigs., Encl. 6A. 
2 A.M, letter Tels. 2/S.195/2 of 15 December 1944. 
3 Part 2, Chapters 12 and 15, of this volume. 
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Airborne counter-measure (Piperack) was already in operation against 
S .N .2 and, in view oI the threat of intruder activity, certain airborne equip
ment was set up by No. 100 Group on some of their airfields to act as a jamming 
barrage. Search linc;lud.ing D.F.) · ancl monitoring was carried out at Head
quarters No. 80 Wing watcher sites on the east coast, ttie information being 
passed to Headquarters, No. 100 Group. In addition, some 0·5 lcilowatt 
G.E.C. transmitters were modified to cover the S.N.2 frequency band (75- 100 
megacycles per second) and provided with noise modulation to act as jammers. 
These also were installed at east coast sites. 

Thi5 concludes the account of radio counter-measures employed during the 
'vVar in a defensive role. Any attempt to assess their value must point out the 
essentially passive and conditional nature of radio counter-measures in air 
defence. During the early part of the War they undoubtedly had considerable 
effect in mitigating the destruction of cities and industrial targets by the 
German night-bombers. 

The effect of radio counter-measures during the period before May 1941 
was enhanced by the weakness of the British air defence·. Until the ground and 
airborne radar equipments were sufficiently effective in operation to enable 
night- fighters to nnd and destroy the bombers, it was all the more important 
to deny the advantages of •radio navigation and bombing aids to the Germans. 
When more positive means of defence became available in the shape of high 
_performance A.I.-equipped night-fighters, the effective value of defensive 
counter-measures was less apparent. , 

The value of defensive counter-measures was proportional, also, to the 
extent of the reliance which the enemy placed on radio aids. The German 
bomber crews made great use of radio navigational aids and were consequently 
heavily handicapped when deprived of them. The flying bombs, on the other 
hand , were not appreciably dependent on radio ; counter-measures against 
them had therefore little or no effect. 
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PART II 

RADIO COUNTER-MEASURES IN SUPPORT 

OF Tf{E 

BOMBER OFFENSIVE 
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PART U 

INTRODUCTION 

Radio counter-measures used in support of the bomber offensive were some
times caUed offensive counter-measure_s, not because of any inherent difference 
in radio technique, but simply as a result of their use in conjunction with bomber 
attacks. The defensive counter-measures described in Part I were intended 
lo prevent the Germans deriving benefit from radio aids in their attacks on the 
United Kingdom. Later, during the development of Bomber Command's 
offensive against Germany, it was found that the German air defence was 
substantially dependent on wireless and radar. Attempts were consequently 
made to hinder and prevent the working of German air defence radio, and thus 
to increase the effectiveness of the attack and to reduce the bomber losses 
incurred. 

The growth of the organisation which was evolved to derange the German 
radio system was neither smooth nor rapid. Lack of knowledge of the working 
or the enemy organisation, and fear lest the counter-mp.asures pnt into force 
might in turn be exploited against the defence of the United Kingdom, were 
only two of the many obstacles to be overcome. 
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CHAPTER 7 

THE INCEP~noN OF OFFENSIVE 
COUNTER-MEASURES 

Investigation of the German Air Defence System 
From Oct9ber-November 1939 the" Y •· Service bad been investigating the 

existence of enemy R.D.F., bnt the results obtained from interception of radio 
signals ·were meagre.1 Although the evidence from this source was very scarce, 
information had been obtained from prisoners of war that there. was w.itb.out 
doubt a radio detection method in existence in Germany. In June 1940 one 
prisoner enquired whether the Royal Air Force had any system for the detection 
of aircraft comparable with their own at two stations in the Bay of Heligoland. 
Infonn~tion was also received that an aircraft reporting system known as Freya 
was in operation, though its principle of operation was not known. The 
existence of two Freya stations, one near Lannion and a second on Cap de la 
Hague, was suspected, and by August 1940 the Assistant Directorate of 
Intelligence (Sctence) stated that two stations had been definitely located in 
these areas. 2 There was also some evidence that an aircraft reporting centre 
in Ru.mania had been allotted new apparatus known as Wurzburg, but no 
particulars of this were available to give any indication of its nature or purpose.3 

After the fall of France, listening stations were set up on the south coast by 
the " Y " Service and by the Telecommunications Research Establishment 
(T.R.E.). By the end of 1940 watches were being kept on 8- 7.metres, 401 metres 
and 150-30 centimetres wavebands. Receivers were also installed in aircraft, 
and investigation flights were made over the English channel. At the end of 
1940 radar-type signals had been intercepted on 79-80 centimetres and on 
53 centimetres. The former were considered to be associated with a gun-laying 
system used in the shelling of convoys, but the use of the latter was unknown. 
Radar-type signals were later heard on frequencies between 115 and 130 mega
cycles per second (about 2·5 metres wavelength).4 

At about the same time, the Photographic Reconnaissance Unit had taken 
an excellent photograph of an enemy radio installation on the Cap de la Hague. 
Measurement of the photographs showed that the aerial anay was consistent 
with a frequency of about 120 megacycles per second, and the position was 
within half a mile of the source of signal on a similar frequency as fixed by D.F.5 

It was concluded that this instal'lation was the Freya station known to be 
located in that area. 

Ground and aircraft listening watches were continued, and in May 1941 
sufficient information had been accumulated for a report to be issued by 
Air Ministry, A.I.1 (e), on the type of radar believed to be used by the Germans 
for early warning, anti-aircraft fire control , and naval and coastal gun-laying 
stations. 6 It was concluded that the early warning system extended at least 

1 Air Ministry File R.C.M. 81 , la and A.I.l. (e) Report, 4 January 1941. ' 
z A.S.I. Repoi:tNo. 8. 3 Air Minfstry File R.C.M. 81. 
• A.I.I (e) Report No. I, 4 January 1941 , and Report. dated 10 Januaty 1941. 
6 A..S.I. Report No. 13. 
• A.M. File R.C.M. 81. Encl. 13A and A.I.I {e) Report No. 4, dated 20 .May 1941. 
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lrGl~ the West Frisian Islands to Brest and might even be continuous from 
Denmark to the Spanish frontier. The equipment operated on a frequency of 
between 119 and 128 megacycles per second with a pulse recurrence frequence 
(p.r.f.) of 1,000 or SOO cycles per second. The estimated range on an aircraft 
above 5,000 feet was 90-100 miles. 1t did not appear to measure height. The ' 
set which seemed to be used for anti-aircraft and possible searchlight control 
operated on a frequency of 566 megacycles per second while the cbastal and 
naval gun-laying sets used frequencies of 375 megacycles and andS26 megacycles 
per second respectively. As a result of fur ther investigat ion it became apparent 
that the 566 megacycles per second stations extended for a considerable length 
of the enemy coastline, with several inland.1 They were believed to be aircraft 
detecting stations known as Wurz-burg, the existence of which had become 
known in January. 

In the case of the 120 megacycles per second ·stations, measurements were 
made of the pulse width, pulse recurrence frequency, and bearn width and an 
estimate was made of the power of the transmitter.2 By October 1941, 
sufficient information was available for calculating t he effect that radio counter
measures might have. Characteristics of the 566 megacycles per second 

1 stations were not fully available until a Wiirzburg apparatus was captured in 
the Commando raid on the enemy· radar station at Bruneval in February 1942. 

While the investigation into the enemy's radar was being pursued, in formation 
was also being obtained on the German methods of fighter control.5 During 
1940, "Y" watches on the 3- 6 megacycles per second frequency band inter
cepted signals which seemed to be part of a system for controlling night fighters 
from the ground.4 The details of the system could not, at first. be deduced 
owing to the use of code words for the various equipments used in the operation. 
The mystifying code word was Kleine Schraube or Little Screw, which was at 
first thought to be a radio beam for directing aircraft on to bombers. As the 
British night bomber activity increased, so was a corresponding increase of 
enemy R/T traffic intercepted, and by September 1941 it was possible for the 
Wireless Intelligence Service (W.LS.) to issue a report which gave a fairly 
complete description of the German night fighte.r system.5 This report indicated 
that the night fighters operat ed in separate and limited areas and were directed 
by the ground stations to the raiding aircraft which was then illuminated by 
searchlights. The meaning of Little Screw was still not known, although it 
was thought to be a form of radio beacon. This was later confirmed, 

The type of ground equipment used in the German Ground Controlled Inter
ception (G.CJ.) stations was established after -a study by A.D.l. (Science) of 
reports from secret sources and photographs taken by the Photographic 
Reconnaissance UniL It was apparent in the autumn of 1940 that t h.e Germans 
aefi.ned certain night fighter areas as circles of 40 kilometres radius, and in the 
~pring of 1941 further circles of 60 kilornetres radius appeared. It was presumed 
that these radii represented the ranges of the detection equipment used. The 
tentative identi.fication in the summer of 1941 of the 3,750 p.r.f. transmissions 
on 53 cenlimetres wavelength with the Wurzburg suggested that this apparatus 
might be used in the case of the 40 kilometres circles, since the pulse recurrence 

1 T.R.E. lnvestigat ioA Group Report No. 5/24, date(] 6 July 194J. A .S.1. Re_port No. )3. 
i Report by D. J. Garrard, date'd 20 October 1941 , and Enemy Investigation Group 

T.R.E . Tieport No. 5/37, d_ated 30 October 1941. 
~ A.M. l'lle R.C.t.l. 103, Encl. JA . ~ A.J . l (e) Report. dated 3 J;uiuary 1941-
.J A.M. File R.C.'M. 103, Encl. 38.... A.D. I (e) Report No. 2, dated 10 September 1 941. 
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frequency correspouded approximately to that range, and that the apparatus 
used in connection with the 60 kilometres circles would probably have a 
repetition rate of about 2,000 p.p.s. 

By the e~d of 1941 reports of the positions of inland radar stations were being 
received from various sources,1 and these led, in the spring of 1942, to the 
photographing by the Photographic Reconnaissance Unit of a Freya and 
another apparatus consisting of a large paraboloid on a site near St. Trond. 
From its proximity to the Luftwaffe night fighter base there, it appeared 
probable that this was a German G.C.I. station. Confirmation was soon forth
coming, for another source stated that a night fighter control station existed at 
Domburg on the island of Walcheren, and vertical photographs showed the 
presence of a Freya and two wire mesh paraboloids. Later photographs of 
St. Trond showed that a second paraboloid also existed there. 

Examination of the Wurzburg equipment. captured at Bruneval had show.n it 
to be in large-sca:le production, and it was therefore considered likely that the 
same transmitter would be used in its giant brother, particularly since the .larger 
paraboloid would amply account for the greater range. A search was therefore 
made by T.R.E. for 53 centimetres wavelength pulse. t ransmissions with a pulse 
rate of about 2,000 p.p.s from the direction of Domburg. Such transmissions 
were heard in May 1942. · 

The photographs of the Giant Wurzburg near St. Trond s1:towed it to be 
surrounded by tluee searchJights,2 and from their intimate association it was 
reasonable to assume that these lights were directly controlled from the 
W~rzburg. An' attempt was made to support this assumption by.photographing 
other searchlight emplacements, but unfortunately by this time (May 1942) the 
searchlights were being removed from the night fighter belt and the p hotographs 
could not be obtained. The drive to make Secret Intelligence "searchlight
conscious," however, produced an intelligence item of tremendous value. 
A map was obtained from a German Headquarters showing deployment of a 
whole searchlight regiment covering 90 kilometres of a searchlight belt . The 
area covered fortunately included the one known inland G.C.I. station near 
St. Trond, and it was immediately obv:ious that this was shown on the map by 
a special symbol of which there were two others. These presumably represented 
further G.C.I. stations which were spaced at intervals of roughly 30 kilometres 
in front of the searchlight belt. Photography and infonnation from other 
sources soon confirmed this, and photographs were taken of five G.C.I. stations 
roughly in a straight line at 30-kilometre intervals. 

These stations showed a great similarity of equipment. The essential 
components appeared to be two Giant Wurzburgs,'one of which was accompanied 
by three searchlights (until May 1942), while the other was always isolated. 
This suggested that the second giant was essential and not merely a standby, 
since the searchlight would a lso have been duplicated. It further suggested 
that since two aircraft (bomber and fighter) were involved, one Wurzbwrg was 
devoted to each, the main difference between their functions being that the 
bomber Wurzbu,rg might need to direct searchlights while illumination of the 
intercepting fighter was not required. · Nearly every station had a Freya, but 
the absence of this equipment in one case suggested that the G.C.I. system could 

1 A.llf. File R.C.M. 103, A.D.I. (Science) Report, dated 6 April 1942. 
2 lbid .. Encl. 86A, A.D.I. (Scie-nce) Paper, dated 18 April 1942. 
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operate without it. It was believed that the Freya might be used as a standby 
interception system, although some theorists held that it was used to direct the 
narrow beam Wurzburgs in the direction of their target. In September 1942 
an Intelligence source of information described a hut in which the plotting of 
aircraft and control of fighters was carried out, and shortly afterwards similar 
huts were identiA.ed at those points included 011 the map as Abteilimg 
Headquarters. 
· Information· from various sources grew, and by the end of 1942 A.D.I. 

(Science) was able to publish a detai led report of the German Night Fighter 
Control System.1 This report described a German G.C. I. station and showed 
how the stations were deployed along a line of " boxes" 70- 100 kilometres 
wide stretching from Schleswig Holstein almost to the Franco-Swiss frontier. 
This report proved surprisingly accurate ; statements obtained after the 
end of hostilities in North-\Vest Europe from prisoners-of-war who were 
intimately connected with the German air defence system gave ample 
corroboration. 2 

Early Offensive Counter-Measure Policy 

No definite jamming policy had been formulated during the years before the 
war. The matter had been raised, but the general view held was that jamming 

. would probably be a two-edged weapon. Such consideration as had been given 
to this problem had been confined mainly to the possible jamming of communi
cation channels. So limited an outlook was not entirely unexpectrd, for few 
could have envisaged all the radio devices of modern war which were eventually 

. to be employed and the vast field unfolded for the application of counter
measures. 

As knowledge of enemy radio aids both ofiensive and defensive grew, the 
question of counter-measures recurred, necessitating an urgent and immediate 
investigation as to how best the effectiveness of the various enemy systems 
could be reduced. Each counter-measure to be proposed caused various 
authorities to express the fear that repercussions would follow, probably greatly 

·to our disadvantage. However, the operational advantages were fully realised, 
not only by the Air Ministry air and signals staffs but by the respective Royal 
Air Force commands, with the result that the risk of repercussions was eventually 
accepted. 

At a meeting of the R.D.F. Policy Sub-committee on 16 September 1941 it 
was suggested by the Director of Signals that some measure of co-ordination of 
radio counter-measures was necessary. 3 The R.C.M. Committee, over which he 
presided, dealt with, -inter atia , counter-measures against enemy navigational 
aids. These counter-measures were in the main the concern of the Royal Air 
Force, although both naval and army representatives were in the habit of 
attending meetings of the R.C.:\-1. Committee. 

The "X" Committee of the W/T Board dealt with the jamming of enemy 
communications. This was mainly the concern of the army, although repre
sentatives of the Admiralty and Air Ministry usually attended its meetings. 
The Adr'niralty had arranged for the jamming of certain enemy fire control 

------·-
! A.S .l. Report :No. I of 29 December 1942. 
2 .'\ summary of s tatements obtained from prisoners-of-war after the <"n<l of rhc European 

conflict is given in Appendix No. I 4. 
3 R.D.F. Policy Sub-Committee :\leeting, 16 September 1941. 
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RD.F. operating over the Straits of Dover independently of the above-men
tioned committees. It was therefore evident that some degree of co-ordination: 
between jamming and counter-measures against enemy communications, and 
jamming and counter-measures against enemy R.D.F., might be desirable. It 
was then decided by the R.D.F. Policy Sub-committee that the R_C.M. 
Committee and the "X ' ' Committee of the W/T Board should keep the R.D.F. 
Polity Sub-committee informed before introducing jamming or counter
measures against enemy navigational aids, communications, or R.D.F. It was 
also decided to review the situation later, with a view to making reconunenda
tions to the Chiefs of Staff in respect of any co-ordination which mig)1t be 
necessary or desirable. 

Early in 1941, the Director of Signals asked the Scientific Adviser on Tele
com.muoications (S.A.T.) whether any simple counter-measures could be applied 
to enemy radar,1 but it was not until October 1941 that sufficient information 
on the enemy's radar had been obtained for a paper to be prepared by T.R.E.,2 

outlining what could be done by airborne and ground jammers against the 
enemy early warning radar and stating that it would also be possible to interfere 
with the early warning system by producing artificial echoes representing a 
concentration of aircraft. 

ln view of the suspicions that the enemy searchlights were controlled by 
radat operating on a frequency of 566 megacycles per second the Director of 
Signals, in a paper submitted to the R.D.F. Policy Sub-committee, indicated 
that before any concrete proposals could be p ut forward for countering con
trolled searchlights it was necessary to confirm that searchlights were fo fact 
R.D.F. cont,rolled and that the · frequency was 566 megacycles per second.3 

These points could be dealt with by operating a sma.11 jamming transmitter in an · 
aircraft flown over the enemy searchlights. 

Already some progress had been made by T.R.E. in the production of a 53 
centimetres experimental jamming transmitter and although it was intended 
to use this jammer very sparingly and fotermittently, many reasons were raised 
why it should not be used and why jamming i.n general should not be started.4 

The main reason was the desire not to initiate a jamming war whereby r~per
cussions might be greatly to our disadvantage; it might, it was argued, give 
the enemy the idea of how to jam Royal Air Force R.D.F. and lead him to 
retaliate. Moreover it was most desirable that such a ra.d.io war should not be 
initiated until we were in a. sound position to take effecti'Ve jamming action. 
It was the view of S.A.T. that in determining the enemy system of searchlight 
control every other method of solving the problem should be exhausted before 
jamming was resorted to.5 The view was a lso expressed that jamming would 
interfere with reception of enemy signals by the' ' Y '' Service and thus decrease 
the amount oJ information likely to be obtained by such means. 

ln October 1941 the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Bomber Command, 
drew attention to a small but steady increase io losses sustained during the night 
operations.8 These losses, he suggested, were due to the Germans improving 

1 A ,M. File R.C.111- 1 SS, Encl. 2A. 
• A.M. Pile R.C.M. 119. T.R.E. Report No. 5/37 A. 
3 Annex to R A.F, Policy, Sub-Committee Paper (41) 23. 12 September 194L 
•AM, File R.C.M. 103, Encl. 14A. · R.C.M. Committee Meeting, 30 July 1941 
5 Ibid., Encl. 26A, 23 September 1941. 
6 Bomber Command File BC/S.25782/C,-in-C .. 22 October 1941. A.M. Fjle CS. 11472, 

Encl. 9A. 
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their night defence system, particu larly in R.D.f. control. He rncommended 
that as soon as the main details of the German radio defence methods had been_ 
e5tablished, all countermeasures which might suggest themselves should be 
tried and developed on the hig11est priority. 

The many views which had been expressed both for -and ·against jamming 
having been summarised, a.nd after considerable discussion had taken p!ace, 
the Director of Signals called a meeting to arrange a programme ol experi
!llen ts.1 At this meeting, l1owever, the idea was again opposed by the Scientit1c 
.t\dviser on Telecor:nmunicatiops on the grounds that it would disclose pre
maturely to the enemy our in tention to jam an,d migbt also incite him to take 
correspon ding action. It should be noted that al that time the only jammer 
for,use against 53 centjmetre R.D.F. was the experimental one to be used in the 
lrial and no model was in production o;r available for u$e by Bomber Command 
aircraft. 2 It was. eventually decided that not only could the problem probably 
be seltled by -intensifying investigation by special observers but that investiga
tion mig,ht well supply information which would simplify the development of a 
suitable jatruner. 3 The jamming experirnents were therefore postponed in 
favour of intensified investigation . These decisio[).S were communicated by the 
Director of Signals to the Air Officer Commanding~in-Chief, Bomber Command, 
informing him that counter-measures were to be provided at tbe e1:1.rliest possible 
moment with.out unnecessarily compromising such counter-measures by pre
mature disclosure.4 

The jamming and the spoofing schemes suggested in the T .R.E. paper men
tioned above were refened to at a meeting held on 12 December 1941 under 
the chairmanship of the Deputy Chief of the Air Staff (1J.C.A.S.) to discuss the 
effect of the German early warning system on Royal Air Force operation5. The 
need for counter-measures was generally accepted and in the discussion which 
followed regarding the priority which should be allotted to the development 
9f counter-mci,1,Sure egujpment, it was decided that the primi ty for counter
measures against the ear!y \•Yarning system should be subordinated to that given 
to a jammer for tb e enemy 53 centimetre R.D.F. equipment." The possibility 
of jamming or interfering with the WiT broadcast of R.D.F. plots was also 

,discussed, but no definite decision was taken. 
A similar consideration of countermeasures against the R.D.F. used in the 

night-fighter control system could not be made, as exact information on the 
type used was not avai labl e. It was knowJ1 , however, that the system depended 
to some extent on a radio telephone link , and al a meeting of the Air f.'ighting 
Committee it was suggested that if the night fighter became a ser ious menace, 
jamming the radio telephone channel might be the most effective counter
measure. 6 This suggestion, and another that some spec.:ial jamming trans
mitters which already existed should be used for the purpose, was considered at 
a small meeting held by the Air Ministry R.C.M . Section. The meeting recom
mended that the enemy night-fighter frequencies should be left unjammed so 
that the " Y " Service could continue to obtain urgently required information 011 

the German night ftghtet- system and that the special tra.nsmitters, which were 
intended for jamming German communications in an invasion attempt, should 
not be us.ed as this would " show our hand " and give tl-te enemy the chance to 
re-plan his communications arrangements. 

• A.M. file CS/J 1472. Encl. 14.a. 
a A.ll'L File CS/ I 1472, Encls. J 8 and '19A. 
• 1\.M.. File R.C."i\L 81 , Encl. 66A. 

~ Narrntor·s Note. 
t A.M. File CS/11472/D. of S .. Encl. IS~. 

• A.1\I. File R.C."l\I. 102, .Encl. /2A. 
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Proposal for Jamming the German Night-Fighter R/T 
Jamming the R/T channel was reconsidered when in September 1941 Head

quarters, Bomber Command reported that a wireless operator had carried out 
what appeared to be successful jamming of an enemy night fighter control by 
using his aircraft transmitter.1 Permission was sought to make extended use 

· of this idea which, it was felt, might contribute to a reduction in casualties. The 
Chairman of the R.D.F. Policy Sub-committee (Sir Henry Tizard) -expressed 
some misgivings as to the effect of a general adoption of this practice on the part 
of aircraft of Bomber Command.2 It was his opinion, speaking generaUy, 
that German radio and communications technique· was inferior to that of the 
A l\ies. Great care was therefore necessary to ensure that jamming and counter
measures introduced by the Allies should not result in presenting the enemy with 
ideas wh.ich he himself had not evolved and which could be turned to account 
against the Allies. Exceptions to this would be cases in which urgency or 
importance justified the risk. Jt was generally thought that no particular 
harm was likely to result from the suggested special jamming, provided it was 
kept within reasonable limits. It was therefore recom1Tiended by the Sub
committee that aircraft of Bomber Command should be al)owed to initiate 
jamming of the nature reported, provided such jamming was not conducted 
upon an unnecessarily wide scale ; the Air Ministry was invited to keep the 
exploitation of this jamming under close observation to ensure that it did ~ot 
extend unnecessarily. Air Ministry gave permission, but owing to a desire not 
to initiate a jamming war stated that the jamming should be limited to individual 
use wben circumstances warranted.3 Instructions were issued to Groups who 
were asked to make reports on any attempts at jamming.4 No rnports were 
made and no evidence can be found to suggest that any jamming was, in fact. 
ever carried out. 

Early Jamming of Enemy Radar- the " J n Switch 
Although the 53 centimetre jamming experiments were postponed it was 

possible that interference to the enemy's radar had already been caused in a 
purely accidental way.~ In October 1940 a Bomber Command pilot reported 
that when his I.F.F. set was switched on, enemy searchlights which had been 
playing on him were extinguished. As a result, Bomber Command instructed 
all Groups to experiment in the use of I.F.F. (Identification, Friend· or Foe) in 
this way and to report results. At the end of a week analysis djsclosed that 
in the majority of cases enemy searchlights were extinguished when I.F.F. was 
used. A suggestion was thereupon made that the searchlights were controlled 
by some form of radar and that the I.F.F. interfered with the enemy equip
ment. 6 Tl1e fact that in some instances I.F.F. was ineffective was explained by 
suggesting that in some areas enemy searchlights were not radar controlled. 
A map was drawn showing the position over which I.F.F. had been tried, which 
indicated that in some places-in particular Hamburg- l.F.F. had been con
sistently effective, whereas in others it had not. 

A very dose observation was made of further results and during November 
1940 it was noted that searchlights had ~nly been affected on 99 out of 171 

1 Bomber Command FiJe BC/S.25707, Eucl. 7A, 
2 D.F.C. Policy Sub-Committee Meeting, 17 October 1941 . 
3 A.M. File R.C.M. 112, End. 3A. 'Bomber Command File BC/S.25707, Encl. l3A. 
• A.M. File S.7.084, Eo,cl. 52B. 
• Bomber Command File BC/S.22)53/1/Ops. 1 (a), 24 October 194.0 and A.M. File S.7.084, 

Encl. IA. 
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occasions when I.F.F. had been switched on.1 Effort~ were made t() explain 
this phenomenon without success, and. when it became known' that the enemy 
was using radar on 2-5 metres and 53 centimetres wavelength, equipments were 
set. up on these wavelengths and experltnents carried out to determine whether 
any spurious radiation from the LF. F. set caused interference.2 No unusual 
res,onses were, however, observed. 

H should be noted that the problen, was oot only to find why the I.F.F. 
transmissions apparently interfered with the searchlight control. but also 
what caused the l.F.F. set to radiate. Normally an I.F.F. set only radiates 
when_ it receives the transmitted pulse of a radar s tation or interrogator. ft 
may radiate however, without being " triggen·d " in this way if it is adjusted 
so that the set is in a continuous ~tale of oscillation. The set is then known 
to be "squittering." This state is also obtained, even with normal adiust
ments, when the set is first switched on and while tlw, valves are warming up. 
T,he I.F.F. set cari, of course, only be ·· triggered " by radar stations whose 
frequency lies in the frequency range of the LF.F. set.) 1t seemed, therdore, 
that if the searchlight control was indeed upset by radiations from the L F.F. 
set then the radiations were either caused by an unknown type of enemy radar 
$tation, by our own radar s tat ions (which might occur at ranges of about 
100 miles), or by the set" squittering." 

Tn March 194i all Bomber Command units were informed that switching the 
set on and off at five-second intervals had been foun_d more effective than 
leaving lhe set switched on continuously, and it became a regula r practice to 
do lhis:i The reasoning behind this was, of course, that the set \Vonld "squittcr " 
for a short time whenever it was switched on. Evidence obtained frorn the 
Operational Reports, however. was never sufficiently convincing that LF. F. 
was acting as a safeguard to aircraft illuminated by searchlights and, in fact, 
A.D.I. (Science) produced some evidence which suggested that the enemy 
might. even be using I.FJ,'. tr;.1nsmissions to assist him in locating and inter
cepting our aircraft. He argued that the enemy might be illuminating an<l 
then dowsi ng with the deliberate intention of inducing our aircraft to switch on 
f .F.F. As a result, no steps were taken to intensify the radiation from the I. F . F. 

-set, although tile use of T.F.F . over enemy terri.tory was not banned. 

WheJ1 an ene.my 53-centimetre R.D.F. set was cap tured from Brnneval in 
February 1942, experiments were carried out Lo determine whether I.F.F. 
could affect iP The experiments were delayed because certain missing i tems of 
the radar set had to be manufactured and were not completed until 27 June 
L942. They showed. however. that a ' ' squittering" I.f.F. set did cause_ inter
ference, due to its radiation being picked up by the badly scree11ed i rttermediate 
frequency (I.1".) stage of the German receiver which was tuned to a frequency 
of 25 megacycles per second. 

Bomber Command' immediately proposed that the I.F.F. set should be 
modi.fi.ed so that it could be made to "~quitter " when ,;equired by closing a. 
switcl1. T.he r:nodification ensured that when · tbe switch was dosed the set 
would remain in a s tate of continuous oscillation but would only radiate on 

1. Bomber Com mand file BC/S.23734/3/Ops. l (a), 22 December 1940 and A.:11'I. f ile 
S .7084, Encl. 261,. 

1 T.R.E. Report. S/28, 22 July 1941 and A.M. File S .7084. Encl. 62a. 
3 Narrator's Note. • A.M. File S.7084, Encl. 68--" . 
'T.RE. Repor t 6/R/2.7 R.G.S. and A.M. File S.7084/II, Encl. 6A. 
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25 megacycles per second when the tuning sweep passed through that frequency 
-that is to say, it would radiate for about half a second every twelve seconds. 
T.R.E. proposed a similar scheme but with an additional modification, that the 
tunmg sweep should be reduced so that radfation would be continuous on 
25 megacycles per second.1 The R.D.F. Board, however, opposed the idea of 
making any modification to the I.F.F. set which would make it clear to tne 
enemy, if he captured a set, that it had been done for the purpose of jarnming,2 

and it was decided at a meeting of the R.C.M. Board on 30 June that the simple 
though less effective Bomber Command modification sho_uld be adopted. The 
modification became known as the '' J" Switch. An attempt to analyse the 
efiect of the " J " Switch was made by Operational Research Section (O.R.S.) 
Bomber Command, but no definite conclusions could be drawn.3 The opinion 
of many bomber crews, however, was that it was effective, and the report 
recommended that its use should be continued. 

Although during 1941 no positive action, apart from the use of I.F.F., was 
taken to interfere with the enemy's defensive radio system, the development of 
jammers and spoofing devices was begun. The 53-centimetre jammer had been 
given a priority above the development of devices for use against the 120 mega
cycles per second R.D.F.: but as the technique required for this waveband 
was comparatively new, difficulties were experienced in· obtaining certain items 
such as vaJves. Furthermore, complete details of the enemy's' R.D.F . on this 
wavelength were lacking, and it was not known whether the frequency band 
covered for various purposes would be such that" barrage" jamming would b_e 
possible, or whether the frequency band would be so wide as to make it necessary 
to use a spot frequency tunable jammer. It seemed possible, however, that 
serious interference could be caused to the enemy 53-centimetre R.D.F. by 
dropping metallic strips cut to such a Jength that they would act as reflectors 
and thereby cause spurious responses in the enemy··s equipment. Arrange
ments were rnade for experiments to be carried out . .a. Since this device, eventually 
know!l as Window, was not used operationally until July, 1943, it has been 
considered preferable for chronological reasons first to describe those other 
R.C.M. devices which were to be used in support of the Allied air offensive during 
1942 although the development of Window proceeded con~urrently.5 

Fighter Command Proposal for Jamming 
In March 1942, in a letter to the Director of Signals, the Air Officer Com

manding-in-Chief, Fighter Command, urged that increased effort should be 
applied to the development and production o{ . counter-measure apparatus. 6 

He referred to the jammers for the 120 megacycles per second and 53 centimetre 
R.D.F., the idea of producing the effect of large raids on the enemy's R.D.F. 
by means of artificial responses, and also the possibility of reducing the 
efficiency of the enemy's fighter defence system by jamming communication 
channels and by interfering with the broadcast of radar plots. The Air Officer 
Commanding-in-Chief made it clear that he was aware of the danger of starting 
a " jamming war" but pointed 0ut that, up to the present, it was the British 

1 A.M. File S.7084, Encls. 96A and 105A. 
2 R.CM. Board Meeting, 30 June 1942 and A.M. Fi le S.7084/Il, Encl. 7A. 
3 O.R.S.-(Boruber Command) Report No. 50 and A.M. File S.7084, Encl. 40.e. 
• RC.M. Meeting, 3 December 1941 and A.M. File R.C.M. 48/II, Encl. 132A. 
6 Part 2, Chapter 9. ,of t his volume. 
6 A.M. File R.C.M. 155, Encl. !GA and Fighter Command File FC/S.28012, dated 

20 March 1942. 
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ll:D.F. which had been jammed (the Scharnhorst and Gneisenau incident) and 
that retaliation was impossible owing to lack of equipment . 

.Jn his reply, the Director of Signals referred to the limited resources for 
.cleyelopment work and asked the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief for his views 
as-to the priority which should be allotted to the various R.C.lVI. projects.1 

With regard to interfering with communications, the Director of Signals pointed 
out:that the broadcast of R.D.F. plots provided us with very valuable information 
and the desirability of jamming was very questionable. He referred to a paper 
@n the jamming of enemy High Frequency (H.F.) radio telephony (R/T) 
which argued that the wide frequency band and the large number of R/T 
0hannels used by the enemy would make such jamming extremely difficult, 
whereas Royal Air Force Very High Frequency (V.H.F.) R/T, with its com
paratively narrow band, could easily be jammed by barrage jammers and that 
it was therefore in our interests to avoid starting a jamming war on 

<:ommnnications. 

The Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Fighter Command then submitted his 
requirement for the spoofing and jamming of the enemy early warning system, 
and agreed that communications jamming was undesirable.2 As a result, the 
pri~rity given to the development of spoofing equipment which was given 
t~e code name Moonshine, and of jamming equipment which was given the 
eode name Mandrel, was raised. The Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief asked 
that both counter-measures should be ready for operation hy the middle of 
June 1942. 

" Moonshine " 
The idea of this device originated in July 1941, when a Raid Analysis made 

by No. 11 Group showed that a Blenheim aircraft when flying over the North 
Sea engaged in calibrating our radar stations had created a large fighter reaction 
in the Lille/Courtrai area.3 It was thought that this was brought about by the 
equipment carried for calibration purposes--a form of I.F.F. which received 
the enemy R.D.F. pulse and re-radiated it at greater power than would have 
-Occurred if the pulse had been reflected by the aircraft. The operational value 
9f being able to produce spurious responses in the enemy's equipment was 
realised by Headquarters, No. 11 Group, and although further attempts to 
produce a similar enemy reaction by using the calibration Blenheim were 

· unsuccessful, the development of special apparatus for the purpose was proposed. 

The proposal was considered at a meeting of the Air Interception Committee 
in August 1941 and the Director of Communications Development was 
requested to examine the problem.1 In October 1941 T.R.E., in a report on 
counter-measures against the enemy's early warning system, stated that it 
would be possible to develop a suitable r.r-.F. set whose re-radiation could be 
varied to produce the desired effect on the enemy's R.D.l'. equipment. A 
laboratory model was made early in 1942 and in April T.R.E. was able to report 
to tile R.C.M. Board that experiments against our own 200 megacycles per 
second R.D.F. had been successful, and proposed that the equipment should be 

~- tested on ·the enemy frequency of 125 megacycles per second.5 A C.H.L. 
1 A,M. File R.C,M. 155, Encl. 19.-1. and Fighter Command File FC/S.28012, dated 

20 March , 1942. 
'ibid, Encl. 33A. 3 A.:.\-I. File R.C.M. 121 /II, Encl. 53A. 
' A.;\<I. File R.C.M. 119, Encl. 4A . ~ A. ;vr. File R.C.:.\L 121. Encls. 3.-1. and 10A. 
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apparatus was modified to operate on this frequency and plans were 1nade for 
Moonshine to be fitted in two Defiant aircraft and for flight trials to be carried 
out at Drem.1 

By this time the production of Moonshine was on high priority, and arrange
ments were made for the production of sufficient . sets fo, installation in a 
further seven Defiant aircraft to rnak,e a total of six operational and three 
reserve Moonshiue aircraft for one flight of No. 51 S Squadron. The installation 
work was to be carried out by fitting parties of No. 26 Group under the direction 
of No. SQ Wing. In its developed form Moonshine consisted of a small pulse 
transmitter, tuned to the frequency of the enemy Freya R.D.F. station, and 
being triggered when a signal was received. The amplitude of the transmission 
was automatically controHed by the received pulse to produce a signal of 
similar size to the aircraft echo, and the transmitter was modulated to give it 
the beating and interweaving characteristic of the echo originated from a number 
of close flyjng aircraft. The duration of the spurious signal could be adj\lsted 
manually to correspond with an aircraft concentration of several miles in 
depth. The set had to be tuned to the frequency of the Freya before the opera
tion, and as the equiprnent would only work on that frequency it was necessary 
to use as many sets as there were Freyas likely to look at the Moonshine 
aircraft. This called for an average of . six sets and therefore six aircraft. 
Successful flight trials with the prototype Moonshi.oe on 125 megacycles 
per second were flown in June, and the production of equipment for 
installation in operational aircraft went ahead. The story of the use of 
Moonshine for purposes of feint attacks against the enemy is recounted 
Jater.2 It is sufficient to mention here t]1at this equipment played a 
useful part in the air offensive. 

Bomber Command's Need- of R.C.M. Support 
In August, 1942, an analysis of Royal Air Force bomber losses was made 

by the Operational Research Section of Bomber Command,3 and the con
clusion reached was that if complete counter-measures could be taken against 
the German radio d~fences the total wastage of bomber aircraft- could be 
:reduced by about 60 per cent. or 30 per cent., depending on whether searchlights 
were radio-controlled or not. Moreover, if the effectiveness of anti•aircraft 
guns over t)le target could be reduced, an increase in the accuracy of the attack 
would be achieved. It was recommended that the highest psiority should be 
given to the development of all possible counter-measures against German 
RD.F., counter-measures over the target area being considered of the first 
importance _and those against G.C.I. en route to the target, second. 

The Air Officer CommandiJig-in-Chief, Bomber Command, agreed tJ1at the 
time had come when technical as well as tactical means should be exploited in 
order to minimise the effectiveness of the enemy defences, and asked Air Ministry 
to provide suitable counter-measures on the hignest priority.4 At that time 
l'vlandreJf> and Moonshine had been developed for jamming and confusing the 
enemy early warning system, and although properly designed counter-measures 

1· AJII.. File R.C.M. 121, Encl. l4A aud No. 80 Wing Operational Order No. 2. 
a Part 2, Chapter 15, of th.i.s volume. 
3 O.R.S. (B.C.) Report No. 379 and A.M. ,File R.C.M. 155, Encl. 100A. 
• Bopiber C-Ommand File BC/S.25782/C,-io-C., 26 August 1942, and A.M. File C.S. 11472. 

Eucl. 24A. 
6 See Part 2, Chapter 8, of this volume. 
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were n~t yet available for use against the enemy's anti-aircraft gun control and 
f.C.I., it was believed that the I.F.F. set suitably modified would cause some 
iwtederence. 

A meeting, presided over by the Senior Air Staff Officer, Bomber Command, 
and attended by Sir Henry Tizard, the Director of Bomber Operations, the 
Birector of Signals, the Chief Signals Officer and a representative of the 
Operational Research Section of B0mber Command, was held at Headquarters, 
Jomber Command, on 6 October 1942.1 The following recommendations were 

· •ade_:-
(a) Increased advantage should be taken of the interference caused to 

German R.D.F. by I.F.F. by the immediate use of sets which had been 
specially modified to "squitter" continuously on the intermediate 
frequency of the enemy 53-centimetre R.D.F. 

(b) Mandrel should be installed in bomber aircraft for jamming the F-reyas 
which at that time were believed to be used in the G.C.I. operation 
for directing the narrow beam Wurzburgs on to the aircraft in the 
early stages of an interception. 

(c) The ground Mandrel stations of No. 80 Wing, and the airborne Mandrel 
of Fighter Command, should be used to reduce the enemy early 
warning cover. 

These recommendations were approved by Air Ministry on 19 October 1942.2 
{.· 

The use of Moonshine was also considered as a means of drawing enemy 
lighters away from the bomber route.3 It was decided not to do this, however, 
as Moonshine gave the impression of a large formation of aircraft rather than a 
stream of bombers and was therefore unlikely to mislead the enemy. Moreover, 
the operations of Moonshine aircraft in formation at night would have been 
difficult and hazardous. 

"Shiver " 
The modification to I.F.F., Mark II, to make it squitter continuously has 

already been described.4 It was decided not to make immediate use of it, but 
arrangements were made for the manufacture of 1,000 modification kits, so 
that the modification could be put into use without delay if the need arose. In 

1September 1942 it was decided that 200 of the kits should be used for modifying 
I.F.F. sets for installation and operational trial in aircraft of No. I Group. The 

j:ets were completed by the end of September5 and arrangements were made for 
r,hem to be used on 7 October, after the meeting on R.C.M. held at Bomber 
, command on -6 October referred to previously. The modification was first 
l kno)1/n in Bomber· CQmmand as Monkey, but this code word was subsequently 
changed to Shiver. 6 

When the introduction of Mark III I.F.F. was proposed, a decision had to be 
r made whether Shiv·er should be abandoned or whether arrangements should be 
i made for it t.o be carried in addition to the new type of I.F.F. In February 

1943, therefore, Bomber Command carried out an investigation to determine the 
value of Shiver. A precise assessment of results was complicated by the fact 

J A.M. File C.S. 11472, Encl. 27A. 
2 A.M. File C.S. 11472/ACAS (Ops.), dated 19 October 1942, Encl. 41A. 
3 Fighter Command File FC/S.30732, Encl. 48.~. 2 November 1942 and A.M. File 

C.S. 1147-2/ACAS (Ops.), Encl. 49A, 4 November 1942. • A.Yi. File S.7084, Encl. ISA. 
' lb-id., Encls. 21. .. , 34A and 42A. • Ibid., Encls. 74A and 35A. 
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that other counter~measures (Mandrel and Tinsel) had also been in use ~ver the . 
same period. Furthermore, it was evident that the efficiency and effort applied 
to the German oight defences as a whole was increasing and comparative 
figures against earlier periods were therefore liable to be misleading. Instances 
of probable effects of Shiver were as follows :-

(a) RfT inthcepts recorded three or four references by German pilots to 
interference on A.I. 

(b) Intercepts from control stations referred on several occasions to 
interference or to loss of R.D.F. contact. 

(c) During the first mon,th of use, the only aircraft fitted sustained con-
. siderably less flak than those not fitted . During later months, 
however, figures for the force as a whole showed no noticeable 
difference by comparison with the months previous to the introdu(;tion 
of Shiver. 

As evidence of ineffectiveness, pilots reported intense and accurate flak in 
spite of heavy and compfote cloud cover, indicating accurate R.D.F. gun laying. 
It was also noted by those aircraft fitted with Boozer (53-centimetre R.D.F. 
detector) that steady G.L. indications were received at a time when Shiver was 
switched on . It appeared therefore that although when it was first introduced 
it possibly had some effect. it was not long before the enemy was able to take 
steps, probably by improving the screening of his receiver, to eliminate the 
ihterference caused. In view of this, and as Shiver caused considerable inter
ference to our own R.D.F. stations, it was decided to discontinue its use as soon 
as Mark III I.F.F. wasinstalled.1 

Jamming of German Tank R.T. 
An interesting and apparently unique jamming operation againsf German 

tank radio telephone communications in the 27-33 megacycle band was carried 
out in November, 1941. Six Wellington aircraft were fitted with a V.H.F , 
transmitter Jostle 11 and flown to the Middle East in time for the Crusader 
offensive. Their task was to fly over the German tank units engaged in the 
Ian~ battle, and to make a continuous jamming transmission which wout9, 
interfere with inter-tank communication and prevent effective tactical contr6I. 
Information subsequently obtained from prisoners indicated that technical 
success had been obtained , and it was reasonable to assume that much 
inconvenience had been caused. There was no evidence, however, . that the 
handling of enemy tanks was being adversely affected. Without fighter escort 
and Cloud cover the WeUingtons were practically defenceless, and after two had 
been destroyed and all of them damaged by enemy action in the course of some 
twenty sorties, the crews were relieved of their " very thankless and haza rdous 
task ".2 

1 :Bomber Commaad File BC/S.28388, Encl. 70A . 
~ R.A.F . Narrative-Middle East Campaigns, Volume IJ _ 
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CHAPTER 8 

THE DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF R.C.M. 
FOR BOMBER SUPPORT FROM OCTOBER 1942 TO 

AUGUST 1943 

Tmsel 
Consideration by the Director of Signalst of possible methods of jamming 

enemy night-fighter R/T brought for th, in October 1942, a paper by the Royal 
Aircraft Establishment (R.A.E.) in which it was proposed that the transmitter 
T.1154, nonnally carried in bomber aircraft for communication purposes, should 
be \bed as a jammer and should be modulated by " noise " from a carbon 
microphone hung in the engine cell or airframe. 2 To overcome the difficulties 
of searching for and jamming the frequencies used by the enemy, it was suggested 
that each bomber aircraft should be allotted a band of 150 kilocycles out of 
the total band used by the enemy, the wireless operator being responsible for 
searching this band and jamming any GC'rman R/T that he might hear. The 
scheme appeared to be practicable and to meet the requirements of Bomber 
Command. Air Ministry therefore suggested to Bomber Command that this 
form of jamming should be introduced and that it hould be carried out on a 
larg<:'r scale than had previously been authorised.3 After satisfactory trials 
had been carried out by aircraft of Ko. 1473 Flight-the special R.C.M. Flight 
of \o. SO \\ ing-Bomber Command initiated jamming operations in December 
194~. at the same time as Y1:anclrel.4 The code name Tinsel was allocated to this 
counter-measure, which was first used on 2j3 December 1942. 

Jhc efficacy of Tinsel depended primari ly on two factors :-
(a) The scale and rapidity of action on the part of the operator in detecting 

a German R/T transmission within the band allotted to him and in 
applying his jamming. 

(b) The number of bombers engaged and the size of the area over which 
they were operating, i.e. , t~e greater t he number and the greater the 
concentration in time and space th<:' better the effects of the jamming. 

Jn the beginning, the effects noticed were not particnlarly encouraging. This 
was probably due to t he fact that the operators ho.d not acquired the necessary 
skill and that the raids when Tinsel was first used were usually neither in great 
fort:t' nor very concentrated. Early in 1943, however, when th e operators had 
gained experience and were, consequently , much more skilful , and when, also, 
the raids were larger and more concentrated, lhc results ach1eved undoubtedly 
contribu ted to a reduction of losses. Concurrent with the growth of this success 
thr moral effect of the counter-measure increased by leaps and bounds, not 
onh because -of the fact that the operators were able themselves to judge the 
effer t they were producing but also because they felt they were being employed 
offe nsively during the most dangerous period of the raid. 

1 Then Air Commodore E. B. Addi~on. 
' .A. . \ 1. File Radio,S.4233/GE.B/16, 2 October 1942, and Bomber Command Fi le 

B.C.,S. 25707, Eocl. 14s. . 
' .",.i\l. Fi le 186/L>. ot S., 4 ~ovember 1942. 
'Romber Command Fi le B .C. :S.25707, Encls . 28A, 34A, and A.M . Fi le C.S. 11472/ .'\CAS 

(Ops.), 18 ~ovember 1942. 
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Evidence as to the results came from two sources : first, from the crews 
themselves, and, secondly. from " Y " Services.1 T_he crews reported fully on 
their Tinsel activities and their reports were received daily at Headquarters, 
Bomber Command, where the results were recorded, analysed and assessed. 
The following are some extracts from typical crews' reports:-

(a) No. 75 Squadron : 
"German R(f became very exasperated, and fi.nally c~ased.'' 

(b) No. 300 (Polish) Squadron: 
•• Enemy pilots became nervous and swore, Enemy tried to pass 

the same message for ten minutes beginning with the same phrase. 
Heard enemy pilot getting nervous, Several Tinsels on one 
channel." (Many of the Polish crews, of course, understood 
German.) 

(c) No. 35 Squadron : 
'' Jamming transmissions appeared to be effective. In every case 

upon lifting key, an appreciable pause was noticed before R/T 
recommenced." 

(d) No. 214 Squadron : 
"Enemy aircraft heard to repeat messages through interference." 

Intelligence reports issued by Air Ministry (A.I.4) frequently contained 
eferences to chases being abandoned, or contact lost, through R/T interference. 

Typical instances are as follows :-
. (a) Manoheim-6/7 December. 

Night-fighter R/'t heavily jammed. As a result little R/T traffic• 
heard at Intercept Station. At 2043 hours Control attempted an 
interception, but interference was so heavy that it had to be broken 
off. Amount of interference reported on this night is outstanding. 

(b) Turin-8/9 December. 
Messages heard included :

" R/T is still no better." 
"Rf[ contact is poor.'' 
" Can no longer understand yo~.'' 
" Outside interference ." 

(c) Cologne--26/27 February. 
J i;icrease on this night in the amount of interference probably owing to 

the large number of bombers operating. ,Jn consequence of this it 
was not possible to a.Jlocate R/T to specific Controls. 

(d) Berl.in-l/2 March. 
On sixteen occasions aircraft were ordered to change R/T frequencies 

because of interference, and many messages were missed because of 
this marked interference. 

Mandrel and Carpet 
With the building up of the Fighter Command swe~ps and Bomber Command 

offensive towards the end of 1941 , tech nical and in teUigence investigations 
and plans were begun by the R.C . .M. group at T.R.E. and at Air Ministry 

' 
l A.M. File R.C.M. 112, Eocl. 30A, Report to C.A.S. by D.G. of S. , 20 March 1943. 
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rnspectively, with a view to instituting a jamming offensive against the early 
ll'aming R.D.F. chain deployed along the enemy-occupied coast opposite 
the United Kingdom. 1 The aim of this jamming was to push back the long 
range R.D.F. cover beyond a line at which the short range R.D.F. took over 
on. a different frequency. Concurrently with the early warning jamming, 
work was also commenced with a view to similar action against the short 
range and night-fighter interception system, the code words Mandrel being 
~ven to the former and Carpet to the latter. 

The means of jamming the enemy early warning system had been first set 
o t in detail in a report prepared by T.R.E. in October 1941. This paper 
4)culated the power required to reduce the range of the Freya to 20 miles 
fpr both air and ground trnnsmitters and outlined the effect that ,.vould 
probably be produced by ground transmitters operating in the Dover and 
Is\e of Wight areas, and by airborne transmitters carried in six aircraft disposed 
~- as to present a continuous line of jamming to the R.D.F. stations. The 
use of barrage instead of spot frequency jamming was recommended; that is 
<i say, tile use of transmitters whose radiation energy was spread over a band 

of rrequencies instead of being concentrated on one frequency of a single R.D.F. 
station.2 The advantage of this· type of jamming was that it overcame the 
difficulties of monitoring and ensured that all enemy R.D.F. stations looking 
at the jammer were jammed. The modulation of the transmitter was not 
specified and it was stated that this subject was under investigation. 
~The type of modulation used for jamming any type of radio receiver is a 

J.Uatter of great importance, as it is possible to reduce the effectiveness of the 
famming by using filters or other devices to reject certain components of the 
modulation. To avoid this possibility it is necessary to produce in the enemy 
receiver modulations which are quite random in form and do not have, for 
~xample, any components of a definite frequency. 3 One method of achieving 
this was the use of " noise" as a source of modulation. T.R.E. attempted 
~o generate noise electrically by using a resistance, but the power obtained 
was too small to be of use. A noise source of usable power was, however, 
peveloped by the General Electric Company Limited research laboratories 
making use of the thermionic noise produced by certain types of radio valve. 

l The development of ground and airborne Mandrel sets was at first given 
;ii priority below that given to the development of a 53 centimetre jammer and 
prngress was accordingly slow. But in May 1942, the development of the 
hree offensive radio counter-measures Mandrel, Moonshine and Carpet was 

,tonsidered to be sufficiently far advanced to warrant the prototyping of aircraft 
for the airborne equipment and the selection of sites for the ground Mandrel 
stations.4 The scheme as now proposed, which had as its immediate object 
the assistance of Fighter Command in their task of destroying enemy fighters 
in order to hold as large an enemy fighter force as possible in the west, was to 

: consist of both airborne and ground :vrandrcl to reduce the range of the enemy 
long range early warning system to some twenty miles from the enemy coast, 
together with airborne :VIoonshinc to bring enemy fighters into the air and, 
finally, the use of ground Carpet to jam the short rnnge enemy R.D.F. warning 
system over a short length of the coastline opposite Dover.5 Any larger 

1 Minntes of R.C.t\l. ~feetings held at Air Ministry between August Hl41 and l\fay 1942. 
"T.R.E. Report No. 5/37A. A.l\l. File R.C.i\l. 119, Encl. 4A. 
3 Narrator's Comment. 4 l\Iinutes ol Third R.C.l\f. Board i\Ieeting, 5 ;.\fay 1942. 
5 Paper R.C.i\1./7/42, 29 J\Iay I 942. 
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ground effort against the supplementary short range w·arning system, · which' 
operated on a wavelength of 53 centimetres, was considered impracticable. 
Mandrel, Carpet and Moonshine together formed a protective and spoof 
screen, , the tactical use of which could be applied in a variety of ways, the 
airborne Mandrel aircraft flying at suitably spaced intervals over the Channel 
supplemented with ground Mandrel stations at Dover, Hastings, Ventuor 
(Isle of Wight) and Kimmeridge (near Swanage). The single ground Carpet 
station was installed adjacent to the Dover Mandrel station and the Moonshine 
aircraft were flown over the Channel in accordance with the plan in operation 
at any time. 

Grolllld Mandrel 
It was proposed that No. 80 Wing should install on each of the ground 

:Mandrel sites six Type 1431 transmitters, designed and manufactured by 
1.R.E. Noise modulation was produced by means of a neon striker time-base 
circuit generating three independent and random frequency saw-tooth wave 
forms. The transmission.spread over approximately two megacycles. 

The first ground Mandrel site on Shakespeare Cliffs, Dover, was completed 
in July 1942, its six Type 1431 transmitters between therri barraging over the 
frequency band 118--128 megacycles per second, the bulk of the radiation
being concentrated on the sector between Boulogne and Calais.1 This was 
followed almost immediately by a site at Fairligbt, near Hastings, with the 
radiation concentrated towards the south. Two further sites, with their 
radiation clirected towards . the Cherbourg Peninsula, at Ventnor and 
Kimmeridge, were completed in November, but owing to siting difficulties and 
to their greater distance from the nearest Freya stations their efficiency was 
doubtful ; consequently they were made on a transportable basjs. the 
transmitters being fitted into vehicles and a transportable type of aerial array 
designed. The transmitter equipment of each station was similar to that 
at Dover and consisted of six Type 1431 transmitters. The sites at Dover and 
Ventnor were considered the principal sites in each pair with Fairhght and 
Kimmeridge as subsidiaries to afford insurance against breakdown .on the 
rnain sites and to give a slight· additional coverage in each case. 

As it was the intention to barrage over the whole of the -Freya band then in 
use by the enemy, only primitive monitoring was required to ensure that the 
spread of each transmitter was in operation and that the individual transmitters 
were so spaced in frequency as to cover the whole band without leaving gaps. 
Th(s was achieved by the erection of small receiver stations adjacent to the 
transmitter sites to which they were connected by telephone. 

Ground Carpet 
The single Carpet station at Dover was completed with a special monitor 

site 'in August 1942 and was tested in the _80 centimetres wave-band in 
conjunction with the Admiralty . coastal jamming chain working in this band . 
and -deployed in the neighbourhood of Dover for use against the opposing 
gunlaying and coastal watching R.D.F. This use of Carpet, pending a possible 
use for Royal Air Force purposes in the 53 centimetres wave-band, for which 

~ For details of the first ground Mandrel site, see Appendix No. 11. 
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it had been designed, enabled the mechanics and operators to be trained in 
the recognition of signals and manipulation of the transmitters on to the signals 
to be jammed. In October this station was formally placed at the disposal of 
Vice-Admiral, Dover, and ultimately, no operational use for the designed 
purpose having arisen, the station and monitor site were handed over 
completely to the Admiralty and the Royal Air Force personnel withdrawn. 
This station, like the Mandrel stations, consisted of the battery of six trans
mitters, the sets employed, Admiralty Type 91, being modified to cover 
the special band required.1 The transmitters were provided with wave
guide arrays mounted on scaffolding which permitted each wave-guide 
to be rotated independently through an arc of 30°. Admiralty Type J .19 
receivers were supplied for monitoring purposes and were also provided with 
totating arrays. 
> 
Airborne Mandrel 
i A laboratory model of the airborne transmitter had . been completed by 
r .R.E. in March 1942 and in April, when the priority on this equipment was 
raised, the General Electric Company were asked to produce eighteen sets.2 

f,rrangements were also made for the installation of the equipment in nine 
aircraft (Defiants) of No. 515 Squadron to form a second flight of R.C.M. 
aircraft in addition to the flight of Moonshine aircraft. No. 80 Wing was 
,charged with the responsibility. of co-ordinating the programme of prototyping 
:and installation, the installation work being carried out by fitting parties of 
_No. 26 Group. · 

· On 8 July· 1942, the General Electric Company issued a report on the 
performance trials of Mandrel as fitted in the Defiants.3 The results were 
satisfactory and indicated that airborne Mandrel was easily capable of reducing 
the range of the Freya to 20 miles when at a distance of 60 miles and covering 
a frequency band of 121- 128 megacycles per second. This met the requirement 

: for tlie proposed Mandrel jamming screen. The modulation used was from a 
·noisy diode valve. Eighteen sets were delivered in August 1942 and a furthe.r 
·contract was made for 192. Arrangements were made for a prototype 
· installation in a Lancaster aircraft, and when the Bomber Command operational 
requirement became known, installations were also made in Stirling. W ellington 
and Halifax aircraft.4 

It will be recalled that on 6 October 1942 at a Bomber Command meeting 
. attended by Sir Henry Tizard, it had been recommended that Mandrel should 
·. be installed in bombers.5 As a result, it was decided that thirty-six bomber 
. squadrons sltould be fitted with airborne Mandrel and No. 80 Wing was made 
respousible for co-ordinating the programme of experimental work, the 
prototyping of aircraft, and the fitting of the equipment. At this stage the 
scale per squadron was to be two aircraft fitted complete with Mandrel and 
two more aircraft fitted ready to take tt1e equipment if required. Fitting of 

. the sqnaclrons commenced early in November, being carried out, as for No. Sl;i 
Squadron, by fitting parties of No. 26 Group and by squadron personnel. A 
big effort was put into the production and installation in Bomber Command 
aircraft of Mandrel and by l December 1942, in addition to the Mandrel Flight 

1 Appendix No. 11. • A.}I. File R.C.M.J 55, Encls. 20A and 25A. 
3 A.M. File KC.M. 119, Encl. 65A. G.E.C. Report, dated 8 July 1942. 
• A.:\L File R.C.M. 119, Encl. 83A e/ seq. 
5 Minute~ of )ijnth RC.M. Board Meeting, 22 September 1942. 
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of No. -515 Squadron and the ground Mandrel stations, four aircraft in each 
of thirty-six squadrons of Bomber Command had been :fitted. Mandxel was 
now ready for operational use. It was planned to use Mandrel for two purposes :-1 

(a) To reduce the range of the enemy's R.D.F. early warning system by 
using the airborne Mandrel of No. 515 Sguadrnn and the ground 
Mandrels of No. 80 Wing as a jamming screen. 

(b) To reduce the effectiveness of the enemy's G.C.I. system by jamming 
the F1eya associated with most G.C.I. positions with the airborne 
Mandrel of Bomber Command. · 

The value of jamming the G.C.I. Freya was doubted by A.D.I. (Science) 
since it was his opinion that the Freya was a reserve system of interception 
and was not used for directing Wi,rzburg on to their targets. This point was 
considered at a meeting of the R.C.M. Board, and it was decided that even if 
this were so, the jamming should be continued, as it was doing no harm and 
the production and fitting of Mandrel was not delaying the development of 
counter- measures against the Wurzbiirg.2 

As Mandrel was introduced at the same time ~ Tinsel (the counter-measure 
against radio telephony transmissions used to direct German night-fighters) it 
can claim only a share in the fall in bomber losses observed during that period. 
There were, however, other indications of the effect of Mandrel, namely a delay 
in first interceptions and attacks by German fighters caused by lack of early 
warning, attempts .on the part of R.D.F. stations to avoid jamming by changing 
frequency, and " Y " Service reports of interference from the intercepted R/T 
traffic. During a raid on Mannheim on 6/7 December 1942 the first Little 
Screw traffic., which normally began early, was not beard until 32 minutes after 
the first two Royal Air Force bomber aircraft had crossed the French coast, and 
the first reported interception not until 21 minutes after the coast had been 
crossed, indicating a lack of early warning.8 On 20/21 December, when 
:Duisburg was raided, aircraft were to be over the target at 1945 hours; the 
" Y "Service, however, reported t11at no mention was rnade in the R/T traffic of 
any British aircraft until 1930 hours, and the first reported attack that night 
was at 1942 hours. Alterations in tbe frequency of the _coastal Freya stations 
were observed, suggesting that the jamming was technically effective, and a 
review of ail intelligence by A.D. I. (Science) in March 1943 confirmed this.4 •. 

Risk of Homing on Airborne Maodre.15 

It is possible, given a receiver and s uitably designed aerials, to D.F. and home 
to transmissions from r:adio apparatus. Soon after Mandrel had been produced 
it was found comparatively easy to D.F. Mandrel radiations from individual 
ain;:raft, mainly because the carrier frequency in the middle of the radiated band 
was of relatively large amplitude, and also because it was not possible to set 
up or tune all Mandrel sets to the- same spot frequency. 6 In order to reduce the 
increased danger of interception which Mandrel-carrying bomber aircraft ran, 

1 Bomber Command File B.C. S.I. No. 16 and B.C.S. 28389/1, Encl. 26A. 
z A.S.I. Report No. I. 29 December 1942 and R.C.M. Board Meeting; 12 January 1943. 
3 Bomber Command File B.C. S.28389/I. Encls. 78A and 79A. · 
• AJ).l. (Science) Report No._ 11_1, 29 March I943. Bomber Command File B.C. S.28389, 

Volume II, Encl. 8A: 
6 For an account of the efforts actually made by the G.A.F. to home fighter aircraft on 

to AJlied airborne Mandrel, see Cbap.ter 14 below (German Air-to-Air Homing). 
8 A.M. File R.C,M. 119/III, Encls. 120A and 121A. 
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the sets ,,.,ere modified by the incorporation of a vibrating condenser in the 
\iJning circuits. causing the tarrier \>va.ve frequency to vary rapidly over a band
width of lwo megacycles per second. This hacl the effect of making it more 
difficult for tl,e c.urier of any pnrti1.:ular set to be selett<:d. 

The clanger of the enemy homing on Mandrel was coi1sidere<l again in January 
1943 ,1hen No. l Group of Bomber Command r,~po,tcd t hat the loss r2.te of their 
Mandrel-fitted aircraft was higl1er than for tho~e not fitted .1 But an analysis 
of losse.;; throughout the Command, !';howed that, if. anything. the rr:,,ersr. ,.va:; 
occnrring, the loss rate of aircrafl fitle<l wit h Mandrc.l bt>ing lo\\'er than that of 
those not fi tted. By this tirne the vibrating condem;cr modification had been 
produced and wa5 being titted.2 fn May 1943 it br:ca1n(': lrnow,1 t hat the enemy 
was evide11tly aliw: 1.o tbe possibility o.f homing to Manclrcl trnnsmissions and 
was developing a homer for the purpose kno\Vn a!'. the Freya Hall,i.3 Pre
taulions in addition to the vibrating condenser were considered dP.sirablc, and a 
~uggestion was made by T.R.F:. t hat Mandrrb sllo111d be switchr.d on and off 
for periods which wor1ld intP.rrupt tranc;mis,io11 sufficiently to make it tLflirul t 
for the enemy aircraft to home lo a.n individual transmitU•r.'1 It wa.s also 
suggc~ted that Ilfonica, a Royal Air .Force lail warning del'ice, should be fitted 
f.o the :\fa,ndrrl aircraft to i:~dicate wl:cn }landrcl .;;hollld be swjtcl\ed off. In 
~ddiiion, avoiding act.ion was to b<' taken immedia tely an enemy aircraft was 
clisdosecL by :\fonica to be within a ccrl,:,in distance. Tile duration of the 
periods (or which Manrlrel should be switched on and off w<1,':> decided after 
-tonsider;.i.ble discussion, a period of two minutes on and two minutes ofi being 
_accepted.• This period was s11pported by trials which had been carried out by 
Pighter Comma.nJ_G To simplify tile execution of ll1is switching tet..lmiquc 
tombe.r Command arrar:ged for thefr Mandrels to he modified so lha.t tl,e " pip 

·squeak "contactor .system cou ld be u::;c<l to rnaJ{e the switching automatic. ·n \e 
.sy!item was put into effect at the begin1Jing or July. 

A close watch was kept on Ll1e losses of Mandrel fitted aircraJt, but apart 
·rrorn a brief period of excessive losses by No. 4 Group _Mandrel aircraft in June 
1943, r.o c.ause for an.xiety appeared until the e1,d of the year when No. 4 Group 
losses or !itted aircndt again began to rise. 7 An investigation was made as to 

1the po,-sibility of No. 4 Group a.ircndt fit ted with Mand rel being in some ot11er 

1
way a special cla~s-wltet licr , for instance, they 1vere flovm_ by inexperienced 
t:rews. Despite the inve.:;tigation, however, no adequate expla.nati.on could be 
offered. 

Spreading of Freya F requencies 
lhe first indicalion that tile enemy was using frequt>ncie,; out:-ide the band 

covered by Mandrel came in January 1943 when :.ig·nals ,•if.re heard from the 
Cap G, is ~e:t. area. on 107 ·5 megacycle:; pee second.8 The signals had a pulse 
recurrence frequency of 500 cycles per stcond, and it appeared likely thal they 

1 Bomb::>' Com,nand F,k BC. S.28389, Encls. 86., 1ncl B and 87~. 
: .-\ .:It l•ile R C 111 . l l!l'Jf. Cncl. 163.~ 
' :\ i\!. File .R.C.i\L 119 '111., Encl. 30.~ and BomberC:ommanci 1-de B .C. S.28380, itinute 8. 
' A.i\l , Filo .R.1.'.i\k. 119,- fl'l. Encl. G'h. ; !bid. , .Enc.I ~. 109A and 110.~. 
':Romh.--_r Command File BC. S .2$:IS'l,' I t. Minute 1'2. 
1 .Boml>cr Cornmaucl File B.C S .'2SS06:"3/f, E ,1cL 72to. . On 11 June l'14:!, whereas total 

bombe r lo,~f , wer<' j\1st 11ndt<r :') per CC'nt,, thosP- of th~ :\faodrel, Halifax aircrafr w_ez:e _21 
per cent. . Well ington aircra.ft 19 per cent .. Lancastrr airc raft 7 per cent. and Stirling 
~ircrait n,i . 

1 .'I..M. File RC.M. Ll9/Xl. F'ncl. J74E. 
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came either from a Freya dr from a new type of equipment believed to be a 
long-range Freya whicb according to Intelligence sources was known as 
Mammut or Hoarding.1 

In June Freya signals we.-e intercepted on frequencies between 129 and 131 
megacycles per second, and soon afterwards on 140 megacycles per second. 
It was now evident that the enemy was taking definite steps to overcome the 
Mandrel jamming by extending the frequency range of his equipment. 2 This 
meant that not only had Mandrel to be modified to transmit on the new fre
quencies, but as each set covered a frequency band of only 10 megacycles per 
second, more transmitters would have to be used if a continuous barrage over 
the enemy's frequency band was to be maintained. Action was taken by the 
Director of Telecommunications3 to increase from 100 to 600 a contract which 
had been placed for an American version of Mandrel which was designed to be 
tunable over the frequei1cy band 85 to 140 megacycles per second.4. He also 

.asked T.R.E. to modify the British Mandrel so that it, too, could be used over 
the extended enemy frequency band. At the same time the contract for 
British .Mandrels was increased by a further 600 sets. 

The continued operation of the airborne Mandrel screen, cove:ring what was 
now only a small part of the Freya frequency band, was clearly a waste of effort , 
and in July these operations were abandoned · until such time as No. 515 
Squadron could be re-equipped with a new type of aircraft capable of carrying 
n,ore than one Mandrel jaromer.6 By the beginning of August it had been 
established that the spreading of frequency was not confined to the Freyas 
of the coastal early warning chain, but that the inland Freyas were also operating 
o,n new frequencies. 6 It was discovered, too, that the upper limit was now 150 
megacycles per second. This Jact confirmed that the inland Freyas were being 
inconvenienced by our jamming. 

By this time -it had been found possible to modify the airborne Mandrel so 
that it could be made to cover a 10 megacycles per second frequency band 
within the limits 88 to 148 megacycles per second. In view of this, early in 
August the General Electric Company were asked to produce 200 modification 
kits, 100 for the frequency band 128 to 138 megacycles per second and 100 for 
the band to 148 megacycles-per second. These kits were to be used for the 
modification of sets already held by'Bomber Command.7 In addition, it was 
arranged that the production of future sets should be divided equally over the 
three range5-::l18 to 128, 128 to 138, and 138 to 148 megacycles per second. No 
immediate requirement was foreseen for frequencies below this. The modifica
tion kits were completed oy the end of August and forty Mandrels of each of the 
new frequency bands were modified and distributed in Bomber Command.8 

The use of .Mandrel and the enemy's efforts to overcome its effect had now 
started a battle of radio engineering skill which was to continue for the rest of 

1 A.D.I. (Science) Report, 21 November 1942, ana A.M. File R.C.M. 174, Ea.cl. 3A. 
2 A.M. File R.C.M. 119/III, Eacls. 86A and 93" . 
• In .March 1943, responsibility for R.C.M in Air Ministry was transferred from the 

Directorate of Signals to the Directorate of Communications on transfer of Air Commodore 
E. G. Addison froni the one to the other. 

• A.M. File R.C.M. 119/III. Encls. 63A, 92A and 103A,. 
5 A.M. File C.S. ll471/ACAS (Ops.), 27 July 1943, and A.M. File R.C.M. 119/III, 

Encl. 156A. 
6 A.M. File A.I. 4/215/1, 4 August 1943, and A.M. File R.C.M. 119/UI, Encl. l l5A. 
'A.M. File R.C.M. 119/III, Encl. 182A. 
8 Ibid., Eucl. 205A, and Bomber Bommand B .C. S.28389/II, Encl. 46A. 
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(he, war, with the Germans changing the frequency of exis ting equipment or 
producing new equipment to overcome the effect of jamming, and the Royal 
:I.ii: Force seeking for intelligence of these changes and then endeavouring to 
produce new or modified jammers in time to prevent the enemy gaining any 
i~eat advantage. 

~emy M.F. Counter-Measures 
Although the Germans were never to develop counter-measures to the same 

extent as did the British, they did make efforts to interfere with the Royal Air 
}force radio aids to navigation, particularly those nsed by Bomber Command 
and the United States Army Air Force. Tile first identified radio counter
measure to be employed by the enemy was the jamming of M.F. beacons u-sed 
b·y Bomber Command. Intentional enemy interference with several beacon 
gronps commenced on '.LS March 1942 and originally consisted of hand-keyed 
imi tations of the beacon transmission radiated from rela.tively high-powered 
t,ransmitters situated in the Amiens area. This crude jamming was later 
replaced by the meaconing method and the enrmy counter-measure scheme 
developrd rapidly causing considerable inconvenience to Bomber Command 
who, before the completion of the Gee programme, relied to a very large extent 
qn the use of l\I.F. beacons for navigation and homing. As a result of meetings 
between representatives of Air Ministry, Headquarters, Bomber Command, 
Headquarters, ~o . 80 vVing, and the British Broadcasting- Corporation, a 
~ecision was reached to counter lhe enemy system by two methods,! viz. :-

(a) By leaving the high-powered B.B.C. transmitter at Droitwich " un
spoiled " when required for use by Bomber Command. 

(b) By using No. 80 Wing Meacon transmitters as beacon s. 

The code names Washtub and Splaslier respectively were assigned to these 
operations, which are considered in detail below . 

. Wasbtub 
· In order to render them useless to enemy aircraft for navigational purposes, 
'. the high-power B.B.C. transmitters operated generally duriug the period of 
·hostilities as members of synchronised groups and their nse by friendly aircraft 
' for homing purposes was therefore not possible. With the introduction of 
operation \Vashtub the higher-powered transmitter at Droitwich 5 (200 kilo

. cycles per second, '.WO kilowatts) which was used for foreign propaganda was 
. left" unspoiled" from two hours after sunset on any night wl1en it was required 
· by Bomber Command for navigational purposes. During these periods of 
· unsynchronised transmission the transmitter remained subject to control by 

Headquarters, No. 80 Wing, via the Liaison Officer at Headquarters, Fighter 
Command \Vho could issue orders to " spoil " or close down the transmission 
should enemy activity necessitate such action. 

Waslitub, which came into operation 4 April 1942 proved effective in practice, 
and the transmitter was reported by crews as providing excellent horning 
facilities for aircraft within ranges of ISO miles, the signal being· particularly 
easy to distinguish and giving very sharp minima. The scheme had, however, 
been regarded purely as an emergency measure and in view of the fact that the 
Splasher system introduced on the same date proved immcdi,Ltely successful, 

1 Minutes of A.M. Meeting, 28 :\1arch 194Z, a.nu :\Iinutes of Headquarters No. 80 "\Ving 
Meeting, 29 :March 1942, No. 80 Wing File S.3043/3/Sigs., Encls. 2A and 3A. 
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Washtub was discontinued on 12 April 1942. In December of that yea.r, as a 
result of continued enemy interference with Splasher transmissions, the system 
was again brought into force and augmented by the addition of the B.B.C. 
transmitter at Start Point, known as Washtub II. Washtub I and II bperated 
until the introduction of the expanded Splasher schedule in J aouary 1943 when 
their use again became redundant. Washtub remained available if required 
until June 1943 when it was finally discontinued. 

Splasher 
The Splasher system involved tbe use as M.F. beacons of certain No. 80 Wing 

Meacon transmitters sited in groups of four at points along lines roughly parallel 
to tbe Eastern and Southern coasts of England, the original groups being situated 
at No. 80 Wing stations Marske, Louth, Scole, Flirnwell, Ashmansworth, 
Fair.iile and Mintlaw. .This organisation provided a .large number of addi
tional beacon transmissions on different frequencies; transmitters at any given 
site employed a common callsign and thus, if one frequency was suspected as 
being subject to enemy interference, it was possible to obtain a check bearing by 
moving to another frequency with the same callsign. ~allsigns and frequencies 
operated to a scrambled schedule prepared by Headquarters, Bomber Command. 
Control of the Splasher organisation was vested in Headquarters, No. 80 Wing, 
who retained the right to close down any transmitters in the system in the event 
of their being required for meaconing. 

Splasher was introduced on 4 April 1942 and proved an immediate success 
since She enemy R.C.M. organisation was swamped by weight of numbers. 
Reports received from Headquarters,. Bomber Command, indicated good results 
from the syste,m, many <;:rews preferring it to the standard M.F. beacon organi
sation owing to the sirnplined sched□le.1 Towards the end of 1942 the enemy · 
commenced to expand his jamming organisation and as a result, a substantial 
increase in the number of Splasher channels was effected and in January 1943 a 
total of fifteen sites (54 channels) was avajlable. 

During the spring of 1943 the American VIIIth Air Force began to employ 
Splasher for use during daylight attacks and particularly as rendezvous points. 
It is of interest to record that in a Jetter addressed to the Di.rector of Tele
communications, Air Ministry, the Commanding General, American VIIIth 
Bomber Command, stated that "no other single ra9io aid has been more 
urgently needed or more extensively used than the Splasher beacons."2 

Enemy interference with Splasher channels was, for severnl months after the 
initial introduction, on a small scale. It later increased, however, and a special 
cathode ray D.F. station was th_erefore established at Aldington (Lympne), and 
a continuous watch maintained on all Splasher tFansmissions.3 On information 
supplied from this station to the Operations Room at Headquarters, No. 80 
vVing, waming of unreliability wa.s provided by the random mutilation of the 
callsign of the affected transmission. The monitor station at Aldington was at 
first controlled by Headquarters, Bomber Command, but at a later date 
(14 May 1943) it was handed over to Headquarters, No. 80 Wing. 

In April 1943 the Bo,mber Command Gee programme was sufficiently advanced 
to render the use of Splasher unnecessary, and from May 1943 a modified system 

. 1 No. 80 Wing File S .3043/3/Sigs., Encl. 9A, 2 Ibid., Encl. 50A, 28 October 1943 . 
. 3 Bomber Command Letter B .C. S.25294, 15 June 1943, and No. 80 Wing File 

S.3007/71/Sigs., Encl. 4A. 
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was introduced, the number of frequencies employed being reduced to twenty
four channels. These were used by the U.S. VITith Bomber Command during 
the day, spoof transmiss{ons being made nightly to· disguise any changes in 
radio navigation systems int(oduced by Bomber Command. · 

Totroductioo of V,H.F. for Enemy Fighter R./T 
Although V.H.F. R/T was used by the German bombers earlier. there was, 

until October 1942, no suggestion that the enemy night-fighters were using it. 
In October 1942, V.H.F. R(f, associated with Little Screw training, was in ter
cepted by day,L The use of V . .H.F. fo:r operations, however, was not heard 
until January 1943, when interceptions were made in the Mediterranean of 
R/Ttransmissions made by a German Unit N.j.G.2. At the end of March 1943 
R/T on frequencies of 39 · 5 and 39 · 6 megacycles per second were heard on the 
Western Front, and during April further frequencies were heard which suggested 
that the enemy was using V.H.F . .for night operations on an increasing scale 
within frequency limits of 38 to 42 ·6 megacycles per second. There was some 
claim that this sudden change had been rnade necessary by the success of Tinsel 
against enemy R/T in the B.F. band.2 It was a1so assumed that the Bomber 
Force would before long be denied the protection afforded by Tinsel. This 
prompted Head()uarlers, Bomber Command, to ask Air Ministry to provide a 
suitable V.H .F. jammer for insta.llation in bomber aircraft. 

T.R.E. had examined the possibility of jamming the enemy R/T, and con
cluded that the most effective way would be to use Jostle II, a jammer·which 
had been produced as an airborne monitored spot frequency jammer for 
jamming enemy tank R/T.3 1'.R..E. also estimated that jamming from ground 
transmitters was possible at ranges of about 160 miles. Since it was not possible 
to produce immediately the requisite number of airborne jammers, which were 
eve:1tuaJJy known as Airborne Cigar (A.B.C.),4 attention was directed to the 
possibility of jamming from ground transmitters. This operation. was to be 
termed Gronn<l Cigar. 

Ground Cigar 
· In April 1943 it was decided to carry out tests at Brickel Wood, near St. Albans, 

·to investigate th.e possibility of using a modified Jostle transmitter from aground 
site with an aerial capable of p roducing a " lane " of jamming, similar to the 
jamming ot the A.I.6 A comparison between this transmitter and one of 
No. 80 Wing's G,M.C. transmitters was made during these tests, and as a result 
it was concluded that the latter was the more satisfactory, It was therefore 
decided to install four G .M.C. transmitters at a site that had been selected on the 
.East Anglian coast at Sizewell (near Saxmundharn), and to use these for barrage 
jamming over a !-megacycle hand. It was proposed to use I OS-foot towers 
to support elevated wide-band cage aerials. Before this plan was completed, 
however, a further comparative test was carried out between the first G.M.C. 
transmitter instalied at Sizewe11 and a G.M.C. transmitter installed on the 
\l'o. 60 Group Station at Bawdsey, utilizing an aerial erected on one of the 
560-foot towers. 6 R~flectors were employed with each aerial system set up to 

1 A.'1vL t<'iic A.I 4/429/ J and Bomber Gomma.nd File B.C. S.29922. 
'Bomber Cooomand f,'ile B.C. S .299'l2, E ncl. 2", 7 April 1943. 
• T.R.E. D.1563/tl.H. /408, 4 January 1943, and A.M. File R.C.)i. 182, Encl. 311. 
•See Part 2, Chapter 10. o( this volu111e for details of Airborne Ciga,-. 
•:-.1ioutes of Si1". tecnlh R.C.1VL Board j\'foeting, 6 April 1943. See Chapter 12, 
"Miout-!5 ol Seventeeoth RC.M. Board Meeting, 4 June 1943. 
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give a mean line of " shoot ,, of 125° T. for the broad forward beam. As a 
result of test flights by No. 192 Squadron, who accompanied the main bomber 
force over enemy territory, it appeared that the lower aerial at Sizewell _gave 
the best results at 18,000 feet, where a jamming range of approximately 210 miles· 
was obtained. Consequently, in June 1943, it was decided to expand the 
original programme of four transmitters at Sizewell to .fifteen, thereby providing 
a complete barrage for the whole frequency band (38-42 megacycles per second). 

It was realised that barrage jamming in this band was likely to cause a great 
deal of interference to wireless services in friendly operations, in particular to 
Admiralty stations listening for enemy E-boat traffic, and to certain blind 
approach beacons in East Anglia. The loss of wireless interception· of enemy 
traffic whereby the effect of both Cigar and Grocer jamming could be judged 
was also realised.1 It was, however, decided that the benefits to be obtained 

. from the use of Cigar were of paramount importance.2 Interference to the 
blind approach beacons could be tolerated provided arrangements were made to 
switch off Cigar on request by the airfields concemed. The Admiralty also 
were prepared to accept the loss in listening efficiency, provided Cigar jamming 
was confined to those periods when friendly aircraft were actually engaged on 
operations. 

A more serious interference was that caused to the A.M.E. Station at Dunwich 
by the fifth harmonic of Cigar. This was investigated by the Anti-Jamming 

. Unit, but despite the use of special matching units, 1)0 practicable cure was 
found, and ultimately it was decided to alter the frequency on which the radar 
station operated. The interfere.nee was, of course, even more pronounced in 
tb,e case of the radar at Bawdsey, where a Cigar was operated, and in con
sequence it was decided that all Cigar transmitters should be concentrated at 
Sizewell, and that the use of the high towers at Bawdsey and other radar 
stations should be abandoned. 

The first G.M.C. transmitter was installed on the Sizewell site in May 1943. 
In the following month three G.M.C. transmitters were in operation in Sizewell, 
and by the end· of July the full complement ot fifteen transmitters had been 
completed. To obtain full barrage jamming from 38·5 to 42·3 megacyi:;les 
per second, each transmitter was set up in frequency 0·25 megacycle per second 
from its neighbour, and by means of a motor-driven rotating fan capacitance 
across the oscillator circuit, was " wobbulated" over 125 kilocycles on either 
side of its spot frequency setting. Slow speed "wobbulators" were used in 
the first instance giving a pulse of power four hundred times a mi.n.ute over the 
band covered with, in addition, grid modulation of the power amplifier stage 
with a sliding three-tone note produced by a phase-shift oscillator. The slow 
speed " wobbulation " was later replaced by high speed fans producing frequency 
modulation over the same sweep but at 400 to SOO cycles per second. A wide
band aerial comprising four half-wave cages in a vertical stack fed in phase 
was employed with each transmitter. A wire mesh screen mounted approxi
mately one-quarter wavelength behind the aerials gave a forward gain estimated 
at 3 decibels and a horizontal lobe of about 130°. 

-An experimental panoramic receiver produced by the Anti-Jamming Unit at 
Bawdsey was tested for monitoring purposes, but for the later stages when spot 

1 A.M. File C.M.S. 34/Tels., Encls. };\., 22 June 1943, No. 80 Wing File S.3093/3/Sigs., 
EncL 46A, A.M. J,"ile R.C.M. 182, 31 July 1943, and No. 80 Wing File S.3095/3/Sigs., 
Encl. 55A. , 

• A.M. File R.C.M. 182, 20 June 1943, and No. 80 Wing File S.3055/3/Sigs., Encl. 44A. 
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jamming was frequently employed, carefully calibrated Type S.27 receivers with 
a<;turate calibtation of the transmitters were found to be the most satisfactory 
method. Even so, experienced operators were indispensable if the monitoring 
tim,e was to be reduced to a minimum. lt will be appreciated that to put 
~yeral transmitters on to one given frequency in the shortest possible time, 
wren all transmitters are radiating and sweeping into each other's frequency 
band, entails skilled operation. The. maximum number of chan_ges experienced 
in the shortest time was 27 jn one hour. 

The test operations carried out in May by No. 192 Squadron using one 
transmitter at Sizewell and one at Bawdsey were made on three frequencies 
ioentified by Kingsdown as being used operationally by enemy G.C.I. stations, 

. and signals intercepted on the nig!1ts in question made various references to 
unserviceable apparatus and to interference. It. was not, however, possible to 
[den[ify s11ch references with Cigar operations until the following month, when 
the three transmitters by then available were operated dming twelve Bomber 
Gomrnand attacks. During the operations the "Y " Station at Kingsdown 
kept No. 80 Wing " Operations" informed of the frequencies which were 
operationally active together with their a.rea,; of operation. Since only three 
bands of the order of O · 25 megacycles per second were covered at this t ime, it 
was not always possible to attempt to jam all the Jrequeri.cies active, but 
frequent re-allocation of transmitter frequenc ies enabled a reasonable proportion 
of tl,e more active aod accessible controls to be in.eluded in. the jamming cover. 

1 Traffic interception in thi!;; band (38-42 megacycles per second) often proved 
~ifficul t due to rnterfcrence from Cigar. but a nurnbc, of references to enemy 
communication difficulties was received together with definite reports of 
interference and jamming. Some intercept examples of interest a.re given in the 
following table :- 1 

Date. 
1943 
June 

12 

12 

16 
22 

Freq·uenc.y. 

41 ·55 

41 ·55 

43· 15 
40 · 15 

Area of 
Operatio1i . 

Alkmaar 

A)kmaar 

Einclhoven 
Deelen 

Intercept, 

" Can we return to base because of 
R;T interference.'' 

' ' Return to base.-interference very 
bad." 

1
' I have strong enemy interference.'' 
'' In terference from here onwards" 

(? investigation flight). 

The number of available transmitters. increased steadily during July and on 
!he night of the 30Lh the fuJl complement of Fifteen transmitters came into 
operation to provid.e a barr::i.ge over the completr freguency band. Further 
evidence of successful jamming was intercepted during the rnonth.2 

· Use of Boozer Tail Warruog 
The airborne equipment to which the code name of Boozer was allotted was 

not strictly s peaking a radio counter-measure, but rather a warning device to 
'. inform the pilot of an aircraft whenever hostile rada( was being directed at it. 
· The equipment, produce~ in October 194.2, was in its original form si.mply a 

receiver which lit a warning lamp when the a ircraft was " illuminated " by an 

1 No. 80 Wing Monthly Report No. 45. 
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enemy radar transmitter : the pilot would then take evasive action until the 
lamp went out. This was a sound and popular idea, as Boozer did not radia,~, 
and hence did not act as a radio beacon to which German fighters might home. 
The operational requirements submitted for this tail-wamer were :- 1 

(a) Warnings were to be certain, and their absence should signify that there 
was no danger, . 

(b) The receiver was to be able to distinguish between " sweeping " and 
1

' holding" by the enemy beam as only the latter was a real threat. 
The receiver was therefore not to indicate until it had been held for 
an appropriate time. 

(c) The receiv~r was not to respond when the enemy beam was holding a 
neighbouring target. 

(d) A,n indication of signal strength was desirable. 
(e) A high.degree of reliability and a means of indicating when the equip

ment, was unserviceable were needed. 

A,fter a trial of six sets of Boozer had.been made in No. 7 Squad.i:on of the 
Pathfinder Force on 15/16 and 20/21 November 1942, it was decided to do more 
extensive tests.2 The whole of No. 9 Squadron in No. 5 Group was fitted with 
what was known as an improved double-channel Boozer: This gave discrimina
tion between an aircraft held by a G.C.I. Wmtburg (for interception purposes) 
and a G.L. Wurzburg (for Flak ~ontrol), and results were encouraging.'· In the· 
meantime, a triple-channel Boozer had been developed which warned the pilot 
not only of G.L. and G.C.I., but also of the presence of an enemy A.I. fighter. 
Whj.le this appeared to be the immediate solution of many of the difficulties in 
dealing with the enemy radar, the situation was complicated by the fact that 
Booz-er and Monica- a tail-warning radar device then coming into service 
-interfered electricaJJy with one another. However, in view of other 
difficulties with Monica and the urgency of dealing with enemy radar, in particu
lar with his A.I., it was decided to ask for Boozer as a standard fitting in aJJ 
bomber aircraft. The requirement was specified in detail to the Air Ministry on 
3 A_pril, 1943. 

From this point till tl}e discontinuance of Boozer on 11 September 1944, the 
story is not a. happy one .. Apart from tbe fact that owing to lack of the necessary 
technical data the A.I. side of the Boozer set was subsequently found to be 
insensitive to the enemy's A.I. at ranges over 1,500 yards, the visual range 
fighter bomber being about 1,000 yards under average conditions, the sets 
themselves never <;arne forward in anything like the required quantities. Due 
to the comparatively small number of Boozer sorties flown over any given 
period compared with total sorties during that period it was almost impossible 
to gauge the effectiveness of the device, and the most careful analysis by O.R.S. 
failed to produce any evidence that Boozer was making a. useful contiibufion. 

There wexe other difficulties. As late as October J 943, the original design of 
the triple-channel model was still undergoing modification, and it was not till 
the end of that month that a few units of the finalised design became available. 
MoDica fitting had begun in the Bomber force and, as already mentioned, the 
two equipments interfered with one another, though this difficulty was sub
sequently overcome. It was also becoming clear that the enemy was giving 

1 H.Q.B.C. Memorandum : " Particulars of R.C.M. and R.D.F. Equipments" aud 
A.M. File R.C.M./170/Tels. 2, • A.M. File ~.C.M./120/Tels. 2. 
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up the use of A. T. on a frequency of 490 megacycles per second for which the 
Boozer A. I. unit was designed, while the G.L./G.C. I. feature was of limited 
use because the tactics of the Bomber Force (concentration in time and spate 
along a prescribed route) rendered this of value to stragglers only. However, 
in view of tbe potential value of Boozer to stragglers, and since every aircra.ft 
was a possible straggler, Bomber Command still considered Boozer to be of 
operational significance. In January 1944 the Air Ministry was again pressed 
-on the matter, but it was not until March that it was possible to inform Groups 
what pxoduction sets were becoming available., 850 sets being promised by the 
ebd of May. Fitting went on through th~ summer in a desultory fashion, but 
by September 1944 it became evident tbat Boozer could not be further justi..6.ed 
l:le<:ause of changes in the enemy's A.I. equipment, and of the introduction into 
·Bomber Command of other types of R.C.M. which made Boozer redundant. 

There-is no doubt that originally Boozer held great promise and should have 
been more fruitful. It was, however, a faUw-e from the design stage for two 
reasons. There was insufficient technical data on the enemy equipment against 
which it was to work, and it was not until a German night fighter aircraft fitted 
with Lichtmstein was captured, enabling practic-al trials to be carried out, that 
the design error was ruscovered. After that, production was complicated by the 
necessity for further modification, with the result that production sets were 
never up to the original specification which called for a maximum warning 
range of 10,000 feet. In addition, it was found that the pulse recurrence 
frequency in the G.L./G.C.I. section of the receiver had been incorrectly set up. 
It is doubtful whether these warnings ever had any real value. 
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CHAPTER 9 , · 

"WINDOW" 

Window was the code name given to the operation of dropping metallised 
strips from the air to co:rifuse the enemy R.D.F. early warning system and 
R.D.F .-controlled searchlights and anti-aifcraft gl1ns. It was to prove one· of 
the most effective radio counter-measures used against the German air defence 
system. The use of leaflets for this purpose was first mooted in 1941, but it 
was not until the night of 24/25 July 1943 that Window was fust used, and 
then only after the Prime Minister's authority had been obtained . 

. The efforts to interfere with German R.D.F, control of searchlights and anti
aircraft guns by the use of modified I.F.F. sets by Bomber Command, and the 
development of a ja.mmer on 53 centimetres wavelength also for this purpose 
have already been described. As part of the investigation into likely methods 
of interfering with enemy R.D.F. for gun-laying and searchlight control, two 
principal schemes had been considered by T.R.E. and the R.C.M.Committee
tbe transmission of jamming signals and the dropping from aircraft of metallic 
reflectors. It will be recalled that priority had been given to the development 
of the 53 cm. R.D.F. jammer, but it was apparent after experiments had been 
proceeding for some time that a great deal of work remained to be done in order 
to produce suitable sets for the transmission of jamming signals, and that a 
large·effort to equip the bomber force adequately would be.involved. 

On the other hand, experiments jn the dropping from aircraft of suitable 
materials to produce spurious R.D .F. echoes to mask or confuse those from 
aircraft seemed promising. Many suggestions to achieve. this had been 
considered by the R.C.M. Board during 1941 and among the methods which had 
been studied were balloons carrying linear oscillators, crossed oscillators or 
wire netting, towed trains of such responders, bottles filled with iron filings or 
turnings, " arrows " of appropriate lengths of wire with vanes to give good 
gliding characteristics, and parachuted arrows.1 

In June 1942, Air Ministry learnt that in September of 1941 packets of 
20-gauge aluminium sheet in strips 18 inches long and one inch broad had 
been dropped by aircraft of No. 14S Squadron in an attempt to defeat a very 
successful master searchlight situated at Benghazi.2 Only one attempt was 
made and the device was found to be unsuccessful, possibly because the search-

. light was sound-controlled. It is not certain how tbis experiment came to 
be tried, but it is possible that it was attempted as the outcome of some 
investigations carried out by British scienti.sts in North Africa during l 94l , 
when little was known about enemy R.D.F.3 A Naval search receiver had 
been installed l,Il an aircraft fitted with dipoles and was flown over certain 
enemy defended areas during an attack by our bombers. The jnvestigators 
found to their surprise that their aircraft seemed to be constantly singled out 
as the main target for flak. It occurred to them afterwards that their aircraft. 
because of its fitted dipoles, was giving a much stronger echo in the enemy's 

• A.M. File R.C.M. 155, Encl. 12A, 31 August 1941. 
2 A.M. File R.C.M. 120, Encl. 111A, 20 June 1941. 
3 lbid., Encl. 116A, 25 June 1942. 
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,gun"laying R.D,F. equipment than that from the remaining aircraft. This 
gave them an idea to protect the bombers, and the. metal strips were dropped, 
In view of the secrecy associated with the Window project, Headquarters, 
,Middle East were instructed by Air Ministry that no further exper.imeots 
.were to be conducted. 

· Some success had been obtained by T.R.E. with the dropping of metallised 
sheets of paper.} It was possible to d istinguish the indication given by nearly 
stationary sheets from that produced by fast moving aircraft, but for this, 
fnrther careful study of the indications was necessary. It was reasonable to 
assume that if a sufficient number of spurious indications could be produced, 
the operation of enemy R.D.F. gun-laying equipments would at least suffer 
considerable in terference. This information was passed to the R .D .F . ~olicy 
Sub-Committee by the Director of Signals, who stated that although it was 
possible that tbe best form of material had not yet been found, in view of the 
suc<;ess obtained with such simple means it was desired to implement the 
Scheme forthv..ith, 2 The plan proposed was to drop the paper sheets in batches 
of 20 to 40 every minute or so when over an area of intense flak or search
light activity. The need for such a scheme was felt most when attacking 
small heavily-defonded areas such as Brest, 

It was realised that if the enemy discovered the purpose of this device, its 
use by him in a similar manner might be as effective against British R.D.F. 
equipments. The possibility that repercussions might outweigh the advantages 
was to be continually emphasised by the scientists who advised further 
experiment and trials. On the other hand, the Bomber Command offensive 
against Germany was being very seriously affected by enemy guns and search
lights and it was thought therefore that the risk of retaliation should be 
accepted, The Air Staff attitude towards this and simi.!ar proposals was based 
upon the strong view held by the Cbief of the Air S taff th.at we should not 
deny to our bornbe.rs the assistance of any device merely because the capture of 
such a device by the enemy m ight assist him in cornbating our defences.3 

In view of this, the R.D.F. Policy Sub-Committee recommended that as 
insufficient details were available to enable them to make a decision, further 
experiments should be undertaken, and that the Air Ministry should submit 
the considered view of the Air Staff based upon comprehensive trials and the 
aavice of the Technical Departments. Consequently, t_hroughout the early 
months of 1942, tests were carried out against Royal Air Force R.D.F. stations, 

At the same time every effort was made to produce the most suitable material 
for use as leaflets. It was also desirable that the1r purpose should be disguised 
from the enemy for as long~ _possible.4 A possible solution submitted by the 
R.C.M. Board was the printing of propaganda on the leaflets, and on 

· 3 January 1942 approval was given by the Deputy Chief of Air Staff for their 
preparation, but he emphasised that their ultimate use must depend on sanction 
from the R.D.F. Policy Sub-Committee.5 Assistance was sought from the 
War Office Political Intelligence Department6 who had had considerable 
experience in the dropping of leaflets and who were thus able to advise on the 

1 The majority of Window trials at this stage, however: were II).ade by Fignter Command. 
2 Annex to R.P,F. Policy S\lb-Committee Paper. R.D.F, (42) l, 5 January 1942. 
0 R.D.F .. Policy Sub-Committee Meeting, 9 J:i.nuary I 942. 
'A.M. File R.C.111. 120, Encl. I I A, 3 J anuary 1942. 
1 loid., Encl. \ 3A, 3 January 194.2. 
'Ibid., Encl. 15A, 8 January 1942. 
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types of paper used and cm the methoc;ls oi dropping.1 Leaflets of various 
types and sizes were supplied by this Department during January 1942, with. 
information as to the methods of folding and dropping, and how each bundle 
should be tied to ensure unfolding after launching from the flare chute.~ 
Samples of metal foil covered with paper on both. sides had been prepared. 
The propaganda printing of this sandwich material was not a difficult · 
process although supplies at first were small. No difficulty, however, was 
foreseen in the supply of important quantities of propaganda leaflets of which 
the metallic nature was by no means apparent. The proposal presented 
a promising field, especially if the camouflaged metallised leaflets were 
accompanied by an adequate cover of normal leaflets. Already many 
millions o-C leaflets had been dropped over Germany and many thousands had 
been dropped in comparatively close concentrations. f t was likely therefore 
that a dilution by metallised leaflets of which only a small proportion might 
actually be picked up had a good chance of passing undetected. 

Experiments with dropped reflecto.rs continued, and although by the end 
of January 1942 the tests were not finished, the indications were that the 
size of the individual elements dropped bore some definite relation to the 
wave-length. It bad been found that some 40 sheets of metallised paper of 
about 8½ inches by 5½ inches produced on 53 centimetres R.D.F. an effect 
equivalent to that of an aircraft.8 On 200 megacycles per second, however, 
some 60 sheets five or six times as large had not been large enough. It 
therefore appeared probable that the Germans would have considerably greater 
difficulty in interfering with British gun-laying and searchlight installations 
than the Royal Air Force would have in interfering-with German ones. British 
10 centimetre equipments were likely, however, to be more easily affected 
than the enemy's S3 centimetre sets. 

B:9 22 March 1942, the technical investigation of Window by T.R.E. was 
completed and formed the subject of a detailed report.~ The primary 
object had been achieved and it had been shown that for frequencies of 
the order of 200 megacycles per second and above., echoes could be produced by 
jettisoning material from an aircraft and that the quantities of the material 
necessary to give rise to an echo equal in magnitude to that of the aircraft 
were not in any way excessive. The report demonstrated that when 
considering the operational use of Window there were three main points which 
immediately came under consideration :-

(a) The duration of the echoes. 
(b) The weight of the material necessary to produce one spurious echo. 
(c) The time taken in ''laying" a sufficient number of echoes to cause 

confusion to the R.D .F. installations-. 

The report suggested that these factors would determine the possible uses 
of Window as a" smoke screen 1

' to conceal large movements, or as a means of 
protection for individual aircraft. Most of the tests carried out at 5,000 feet 
had indicated a duration of 15 minutes for the echoes produced by the leaflets. 
The quantities ·of leaflets requi.red to produce spurious echoes varied with the 
type ·of leaflet u~ed and the wave-length of the installations jammed. Under 

l A.M. File RC.M_ 120, En.et. 16A., 16 January )942. 
a lbiii. .. Encl. 18A, 17 January 1942. 
a Ibid., Encl. 21A, 27 January r942 . . 
'lbi(l,, Encl. 35A, T.R.E. Report, <.'iated -22 March 1942, 
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factor (c) above, consideration of the densily of ~pwrious echoes needed to 
jam the installations was necessary. It was pos!-ib!e that ten ecJ1or.s per 
~qua.re mile over the taxget area would provide suf-ficiel1t clu tter to conceal 
any aircrait echo. The total weight involvr.cl rnigbt thus be of the order of 
lO lbs. per square-mile (on 650 megacycles per second} and would not be c:-:cessive, 
U1e limiting factor being a lmost entirely tl)e time. :iccessa.ry for the aircraft to 
jettison the ma le-rial. Tlie. most likely immediate applicat[on appeared to be 
as an addition to the normal jinking technique. The aircraft woLild con.tinue 
it!'. n~ual jinking and in::;lrndion:,; would be given to jettison the material at 
~1e ~me lime. 

• The gist of this report was passed by the Director of Signals lo the Air Stuf[ 
to en,t!, lc them to submit their considered view:- on the use of Window as 
·requested by tlle R.D.F. Pol icy Sub-Committee in January 1942.l Meanwhile, 
Ute Chief of the Air Staff had ruled that the Ail' O ffice!' Comm..tnding-in-Chitf, 
Bomber (om111and, was at liberty to use these aids as he thought .fit.~ Some 
misgiving was, however, e~presst:d by Si r Ilenry Tizard, who :;ugg-estecl in a 
note for con:;ideration by the Radio (late RD.f.) Policy Sub-Committee that 
it was possible that. iht> Chief of Air Staff had not been fully informed of the 
repercussions of t his policy on the offensive or defensive power of the at.her 
Services, particularly of the Navy.3 He could not say how far tl1e use of the 
proposed counter-measures would interfere with German RD.F. con trols, 
.but on the as;;umplion that it would iJ1terfcre considerably it foliowed thut 
<this was a counter-measure whi.ch could be L1sf:'.d with even greater efficacy 
again:;t our own centimetre R.D.F. He pointed out lhut we were I'elying 
more and more in the future on centi1netre RD.F. for offensive and defensive 
measures of extreme importance, an<l it was only by lhe use of centimetre 
R.D. F. tha.t we could hope to get, for example, really accurate unseen fire from 
ship to ship. ~aval Type 271 sets were used for coastal watching, for the 
detection of E-boat atta..:ks, and for detection of submarines. f t was tht only 
set which was not effectively jammed du ring the Scharnhorsl --G,Misencm 
episode and, as n. result of tliis, destroyers of the Royal Navy were able to 
intercept efficiently . If the Germans had used this comparatively simple 
counter-measu re that interception would not have been possible. 

This and other representations that the possible repercussions or metallised 
lr.aRcts had not been sufr1cicn t ly explored resulted in the Chief of the Air Staff 
suspending action pending an early report on tlie matter by the Radio Policy 
Sub-Committee who at t heir meeting held on 11 April 1942. invited the 
departments concerned to prepare papers on ,vhich recommendations to t ile 
Chief::; of Staff could be based.4 

Tbe Air S taff Case for tbe Use of Window- Aptil 1942 

Four days latc>r, on 15 April, a meroora.ndnm by the Air Staff on the subject 
of thf. use o( vVindow was submi tted to the Rad io 'Policy Sub-Committee_.; ft 
i11cl11ded an analysis of bomber casual lies over l l1P. period 1 September l 94 1 
to '.28 1'ebmary 1942, based on statistical records, Intelligence source:;, W/T 

1 .-\ .M . File R.G.~l. ! '.l.O, t::nds. 33A and 33s, 12 i\lar<.:h 1942. 
~ Ibid,. Encl. 40.,, 4 April 1942. 
3 l:U'.C. PapcT (42) 34. 10 April 1942. 
• A.M. Fil~ R.C.l\L l'.!r), l:'.ncl. SlA, I I April 1942. 
• A.M. Folt.lcr D.C . .'\.S./0'.l.3{127, 15 April l94'.l.. 
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information from our · own aircraft, rescued crews, and other sources showing 
that Josses, the causes of which were traceable, could be divided up as follows:-

Casualties due to fiak 46 per cent · 
Casualties due to fighter aircraft . . 33 per cent 
Casualties oot due to enemy action 21 per cent 

100 per cent 

These figures were calculated from records of 169 casualties out of a total of 
323, the balance of casualties being due to unknown causes. Thus of the total 
data available, 48 per cent. was incomplete. These :figures suggested that 
enemy flak was the chief cause of casualties due to enemy action, while flak 
and .fighters together might well have been responsible for as much as 80 per 
cent. of our bomber casualties missing on operations. The analysis ignored 
bomber wastage by day and losses occurring on sea-mining ; thus the figures 
covered solely the losses sustained by the bomber force in night operations 
against land targets on the Continent. 

It was known that R.D.F. aids to British anti-aircraft guns and searchlights 
had greatly improved both. This was most marked in respect of searchlights 
where the introduction of R.D.F. had made the whole difference between 
ability to illuminate aircraft targets and failure to do so . There was scientific 
evidence that the enemy also use9 R .D.F. control for anti-aircraft guns. Until 
recently no such evidence had been available respecting R.D .F. clirection of 
search lights. However, operational pilots were unanimous in their reports 
of German sear.chlight accuracy and since our own accuracy bad been achieved 
through R.D.F., and as the direction of searchlights presented the simplest 
of all R.D.F. problems, it was reasonable to suppose that the enemy had not 
overlooked such an obvious application. Recent radio investigation flights 
uodertaken by No. 109 Squadron had confirmed this conclusion. 

rt had been suggested that the enemy might have achieved efficient search
light control through refinements in sound location technique. This particular 
development had received constant study by our own experts without pro
nounced success. It was reasonable to suppose that our own technicians were 
not less skjlful and resourceful than those of the enemy. There was, therefore, 
no reason to seek an abnormal explanation of the enemy's searchlight success 
when a normal one (the effective application of R.D .F . to searchlights) was not 
only possible but probable. ]t was concluded that the enemy's anti-aircraft 
gun and searchlight efficiency was traceable in part to the application of R.D.F. 
methods of control and consequently any action calculated to confuse that 
R.D.F. would resuJt in reducing our bomber casualties due to flak and fighter 
action. 

British night fighting success had been due in considerable degree to the 
employment of A.L fighters operating under G.C.I. control. [t was known 
that the enemy were developing a technique of mterception based on ground 
control employing apparatus akin to the Royal Air Force G.C.I. equipment. 
There was no evidence that he was using airborne R.D.F., but this might be a 
future development. It was concluded that any action calculated to .reduce the 
efficiency of bis ground R.D.F. system would further the bomber offensive. 

From a summary of experiments conducted witb leaflets and dipoles it was 
concluded that it was, technically, comparatively easy to interfere with ground 
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(U).F. equipments operating on 50-cm. wavelengths or less, by -dropping 
bletallised leaflets of appropriate size. This would include the enemy's equip
,Jnents equivalent to the British G.C.l., S.L.C. and G.L. The weight of material 
required by one aircraft to produce 20 minutes interference varied between JS 
pounds and 60 pounds, depending upon the frequency of the R.D.F. equipment. 
(The smaller weight was needed for the shorter wavelengths.) Leaflets could 
not deal adequately with wavelengths much over 50 cm. Metallised cardboard 
dipoles, however, produced promising results. A weight of 140--200 pounds of 
dipoles per aircraft might be necessary to deal for some 20 minutes with R.D.F. 
equipments working in the 150-cm. waveba.nd. 

A single bomber wruch laid a trail of strips or dipoles would help rather than 
.hinder apparatus of the G.C.I., S.L.C. or G.L. type lying on the approaches to a 
target. A number of aircraft maintaining a mass of strips over a limited part 
of a heavily defended area, or over a target area, however, would confuse G.C.I. , 
G.L. and S.L.C. apparatus in the vicinity, and so would decrease gunnery 
accuracy and searchlight illumination. 

A few experiments had also been made to test the effect of the strips on A.I. 
These suggested that it would be negligible, even if they produced pronounced 
reaction in the A.!. equipment. It seemed probable that a trail of strips would 
tend to assist rather than cause jamming, since the path of the aircraft would be 
marked by a series of reflectors which might well give a good response even when 
the target was beyond effective A.I. illwnination. Simple direction from the 
ground control station would inform the fighter pilot of the directjon which he 
should follow. That the echoes were spurious would be apparent from the rate 
of travel of the response in the viewer. It was concluded that strips and dipoles 
would only be of use over limited parts of heavily defended areas and over 
target areas and consequently against G.L., G.C.I. and S.L.C. equipments 
covering such areas. 

The employment of G.L. and S.L.C. type apparatus working on 150 cm. or 
longer wavelengths, enabled the target to be seen " through " the strip screen. 
Suitable methods of correlating this apparatus with that working on higher 
frequencies was possible, the more accurate apparatus being used to make 
measurements on t.he real target selected from the spurious by the lower 
frequency apparatus. It was probable that many other ways of counteriJ,g 
strips could be devised, but the previous example illustrated a typical method 
which could be employed. · 

In deciding whether the use of these strips should or should not be initiated 
.tgainst the enemy, the major tactical factor to be borne in m.ind was that they 
Wfre only likely to be oi value over limited areas. At that time the enemy's 
flak concentrations at the vital areas were heavier than our own and were 
directed by G.L. apparatus of shorter wavelength. Geimanflak was, therefore, 
mox:e dense, accurate and <4ogerous than ours but because of the short wave
length of its controlling G.L. apparatus it was more susceptible to strip inter
ference. In the circumstances, the strips were of greater value to us than to 
the enemy. The British army G.L. rn apparatus with its short wavelength 
(when introduced) would give at least as high a degree of accuracy as the 
German apparatus, and would be at 1east equally susceptible to strip inter, 
ference. By retaining earlier fonns of G.L. equipment in action, however, we 
could counter enemy strips by tactics on the lines suggested above. The 
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enemy, on the other hand, were unlikely to construct large quantities of G.L. 
equipment of longer wavelength to counter our strips. 

The previous considerations related only to the tactical field. ihe crucial 
arguments, however, lay in the strategic sphere. Germany's air force had been 
greatly weakened in the preceding twelve months and her production did no 
more than keep pace with wastage. Her army was fully stretched on the 
Russian Front, where a major land/air campaign had to be fought out after a 
hard wiuter of desperate defensive fighting. In the west Germany was on the 
defensive. The striking J?OWer of the metropolitan bomber force (possibly 
augmented by that of our American allies) presented the main weapon with 
which to assist the Russians in the immediate future during what might prove 
to be the crucial campaign in the Eastern European theatre. Consequently the 
Western allies had to maintain and, if possible, increase offensive action against 
Germany i'n the coming months. The effort that could be exerted with given 
resources depended inversely upon the casualty rate. A device which lowered 
casualties made possible a greater effort. The strips offe1·ed such a device and, 
consequently, would be of substantial assistance to the general effort in the 
oitical months ahead. Furthermore, the comparative freedom from inter
ference w11ich the strips afforded would enable the Allied air attacks to be 
pressed home and delivered w ith greater accuracy. 

Conclusio~ of the Radio Policy Sub-Committee 
In view of the foregoing representations by the Air Staff the Radio Policy 

Sub-committee were able to submit their conclusions to the Chiefs of Staff on 
22 April 1942.1 These conclusions were swnmarised as follows:-

(a) Metallised strips provided a device which favoured ·the air offensive 
at the expense· of the defensive. 

(b) Dt1ring the next six months metallised strips wou1d be more effective 
against the enemy's defences than against our own. · 

(c) When G.L. Mark III equipments came·into general use for the control 
of British anti-aircraft guns, metallised strips would be at least as 
effective against these devices as would be Royal Afr Force strips 
against the enemy R.D.F. equipment. 

(d) The retention of G.L. Mark II equipments in our own defences wouJd 
-provide a means of counteracting the effect oJ enemy strips. It was 
unlikely that the Germans ·would be able to use a similar technical 
counter-measure. 

(e) Metallised strips were unlikely to hav_e any serious effect on naval 
operations. 

(f) Should it be the. strategic policy of the Chiefs of Staff to develop and 
sustai.n the bomber offensive against Germany in the coming months, 
the employment of metallised strips by the bomber force was 
recommended . 

(g) To be effective, metallised leaflets should be used in quantity and con
centrated in vital points and areas, and the tactics developed by the 
Air Staff sho~ld be designed to achieve this aim. 

'A.M. File R.C.M. 120, Encl. 53B, 15 April 1942. R.P. Sub-Committee Meeting,_ 
22 April )942. 
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Is.sue of Instructions by Air Ministry to Bomber Command 
As a result of these submissions tb.e Air Officer Commanding"in•Chief. Bomber 

Command was informed by Air Ministry on 28 April 1942, that metallised strips 
would shortly be issued to bis Command for use at his discretion, and tha.t the 
code word for this operation was Window.1 The Air Officer CommancLing-in
Ch.iei was requested to render a report upon the operation four weeks after the 
issue of the strips, containing his views on thefr success and value, and to 
forward recommendations on their future use and scale of provisioning. 

The inslructions forwarded to the· Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief included 
particulars of the leaflets, and the various methods of use liJ<.ely to prove most 
effective. These were as follows2 :-

(a} When dropped in bundles of about 300 an echo ·would be -produced 
comparable to that from an average aircraft on the screen of an R.D.F. 
installation working on 53 ems., the wavelength used by the enemy 
for his gun and searchlight contwl and for some form of G.C.I. H 
it were desired t o simulate a large aircraft each bundle should t.:ontain 
more than. 300 strips ; when used with Wellington and Stirling air
craft for example, a suitable number would be about 500 strips per 
bundle. 

(b) The rate of fall of the strips was about 300 to 400 feet per minute and 
the duration of the" echoes" was 10 to 20 minutes from 10,000 feet . 
The duration was, however, dependent upon the dispersion of the 
strips and might be greater from a higher altitude where wind 
strengths might be less strong. 

(c) For use as a counter-measure it was necessary to produce a considerable 
number of these spurious " echoes " spaced well apart so that the 
enemy observers might have difficulty in deciding which were spurious 
and which were true. It was. therefore important that the bundles 
should be dropped one by one at suitable intervaJs over an area in 
which protection was desired, due allowance being made for wind . 

(d) Each bundle was backed wi th a sheet of cardboard or made up between 
two sheets of cardboard with a rubber band arranged around the 
bundle at about one inch from toe end. When a bundle was jetti
soned through the ilare chute the rubber band was thrown off 
because of its asymmetrical arrangement, the strips separating under 
the action of the wind. 

(e) It was estimated that considerable protection would be afforded if a 
density of a_bout 10 bundles of strips (i.e ., 10 "echoes") per square 
rn.il e could be built up and maintained, the intention being that the 
strips should be used for the early operations over heavily defended 
areas only. 

(J) The weight of a bundle of 500 strips of the kind mentioned above was 
about 2½ lb. T he "sandwich" form of bund le weighed about 
4J lb. If a suitable quantity for an aircraft to carry were 15 bundles 
o( 500 strips each, the weights of such quantities of these two types 
would be about 40 and 70 lb. respectively. 

1 A .M . Fi le R.C.M. 120, Encl. 68A, and A.M, letter C.S. 14198/D.C.A.S., 28 April 1912. 
2 A.M. File C.S , 14198, 28 April 1942. 
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Bomber Command was also informed that it was ,expected that the leading 
aircraft dropping strips during an attack would itself derive no benefit o-f 
protection, and might be at a disadvantage on account of the trail of "echoes" 
which would be observed astern of it. The enemy would only have to pick 
out the leading '' echo " in order to distinguish the aircraft. Experiments Wei:e 

therefore being undertaken in an attempt to provide means for shooting the 
strips forwards, so that false echoes could b~ produced ahead as well as astern 
of the aircraft. Pending the outcome of this proposal the hazard for the leading 
a ii;craft was unavoidable but for the remaining aircraft the greatest protection 
was likely to be had by flying through areas already filled with strips at a height 
not differing greatly from that of the aircraft. It was suggested to the 
Command that some account of this might be taken by arranging for later au-
craft to fly at suitable distances to leeward and lower than earlier aircraft. The 
experiments mentioned above di.d not, however, proceed beyond discussions 
between the air and technical staffs.1 The most hopeful way of projecting 
reflecting material ahead of an aircraft was by t;Ileans of rockets but 
this involved the fitting of external gear to the aircraft which would affect 
performance, and as no alternative methods could be suggested, the proposal 
was abandoned. 

Meanwhile, acting on the Chief of Air Staff's decision at the beginning of 
April that the Air Officer Cornmandiog-in-Chief, Bomber Command, was at 
liberty to use Window, the Director of Signals had ordered a supply of leaflets . 
through the Ministry of Information.2 It will be recalled that this department 
Wq.S responsible for printing on the leaflets appropriate propaganda3 whereby it 
was hoped to provide a measure of security against the early discovery by the 
enemy of their primary purpose. Although the printing of propaganda on metal 
had been carried out it was doubtful wheth.er this was now possible with the 
present technique and the quantities of leaflets required. The operational 
directors in the Air Ministry did not lay great weight on concealing the purpose 
of the leaflets but it was agreed at this stage to try and print at least 
a slogan on the metal.4. This could not be guaranteed, and when eventually 
strips of very narrow width were manufactured, printing of propaganda was 
abandoned, ' 

_Supplies were maintained, but not without some · difficulty. In April it was 
clea, that the quantity of tin required would not be easy to obtain, and already 
there was only one week's supply of tin in hand , Aluminium was likely to be a 
satisfactory substitute, but experiments were necessary to confirm this. In 
any case, it was considered advisable that as aluminium was controlled, arrange
ments should be made for supplies to be released to the manufacturer's firm 
of Vanesta, Ltd. By mid-May tests with aluminium strips had been completed 
and were successful. By the first week in May the first large consignment of 
operational Window material had been delivered to Bomber Groups. This 
effort was praiseworthy in view of the difficult circwi:i,~tances in which the strips 
had been produced. It was therefore most disappointing when on 5 May 1942 
Air ¥inistry ruled that the use of the metallised strips must be withheld until 
further notice.s · 

l A.M. File R.C.M. 120, Encl. 96a, 23 May 1942. 1 Ibid., Encl. 39A, 8 April 1942. 
3 Ibid., Encl. 681\, 28 April 1942. 'Ibid. , Encl. 571:J, 23 April 1942. 
6 Ibid., Encl. 64A, 27 April 1942. and A .M . File C.S. 14198, Encl. 413, 5 May 1942. 
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Postponement of the Use. of Wi,ndow 
It will be Temembered th.a.t throughout the many discussions arising from 

proposals to apply various counter-measures the scientists had laid great stress 
on the repercussions which might ar:ise as a result oi their use. This point had 
been emphasised particularly with respect to Window, but any fears which 
existed had been allayed by the recommendation o( the Radio Policy Sub. 
Committee, resulting from their conclusions swnmarised above. These fears 
were, however, revived when Lord Cherwell advised the Chief of the Air Staff 
that in .his view the experiments so far carri ed out to determine the effect of 
Wrndow on British RD.F. devkes, particularly A.I., were insufficiently 
comprehensive. H e was concerned that the serious results which might ensue 
µ. the enemy were to retaliate by using suitable Window against British 
R.D.F. bad not been sufficiently appreciated . Consequently, after a discussion 
with the Secretary of Sta te for Air,, Lord Cherwell , the Director of R.D.F. and 
the ' Air Oflicer Commanding-in-Chief, Bomber Command, the Chief of the 
Air Siaif ruled that tr1e use of Window must be postponed until further 
experiments were completed. 1 These trials were to be conducted with the 
greatest despatch. 

·Trials to Determine the ,Effect of Window ou British A.I. 
A programme of experiments was prepared by Air Mi nistry, and the Air Officer 

Commandin,g-in-Chief, F ighte r Command was made responsible for their 
conduct.2 The tests required a pursu it by fighter ai.rcraft fittea with A.I., 
Mark IV, and with IO-cm. A.I. througn a. Window-infected area to determine 
in what manner the A.I. was affected ; a lso an A.I. pursuit of a bomber laying a 
protective Window trail while flying a steady cotuse and while taking evasive 
action, the object being to. determioe whether the A.I. operator could follow 
the bomber during such manceuvres and to nole the effect ot the ·window on 
his interception technique. An important point made in order to preserve 
security was that the trials should take place over the sea. 

The results of these trials showed that the interference caused to A.I., 
Mark VIf, was very serious and that A.I., Mark IV, was also affected although 
not so seriously. 3 The A.ir Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Fighter Command, 
whiJe appreciati.og that the Window wonld effectively reduce the efficiency 
o[ tbe eJ).emy's R.D.F. controlled guns and searchlights, and also his A.I. if in 
use operationally, was cert ain that the enemy would retaliate in kind as soon as he 
was in a position to do so.4 This would mean that Royal Air Force night air 
defence RD.F. devices would be affected adversely. He therefore recommended 
that the dropping of Window by Bomber Command should be prohibited. 

Air Staff Vjews on Window Trials 
These submissions were then considered in detail by the Air .Ministry Opera

tions Directors and their views were summarised by A.C.A.S. (Ops.) .5 Briefly, 
these were as follows :-

(a) The effects on A.I., Mark IV, and G.L. , Mark II, were not such as to 
cause any material r,eduction in the efficiency of these equipments on 
which we relied at that time and would continue to do so for the 
next six months. 

1 A.M. File C.S. 14198, E ncl. 4.-, 5 May i942.. • Ibid ,, E ncl. 5A, 7 May 1942, 
~ Jbia., Encl. 10.- . 'Fighter Command File F .C. S.28647, 16 May 1942. 
iA.M. FileC.S. 14198, A.C.A.S. (Ops.), Minute 11 to V.C.A.S ., 19 May 1942. 
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(b) The effects of the strips on our very high frequency equipments such as 
A.I., Mark VII, and C,H.L.s equipped with P.P.I. were pronounced. 
So far as A.I. was concerned, however, it was probable that there 
would be greater areas of air over this country free from strip than 
areas likely to be infected. Thus the Mark VII A.I. night f1ghters 
could hunt in the free areas, but for infected areas produced on 
approaches to the target, Mark IV A.I. could be used. 

(c) The quantity of strips that could be carried in bomber aircraft was 
limited by weight, approximately 3 lb. per false echo; consequently 
in practice an aircraft could not drop strips continuously but must 
have means for discovering that it was being followed. 

(d) These test results gave the first reaction of A.I. operators to strip counter
measures wbich naturally proved very disconcerting at first. With 
practice it might be possible to avoid the distraction of faJse ecl10es 
approaching very rapidly and concentrate on the aircraft echo which 
was nearly stationary. 

H was felt that the view of the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Fighter 
Command must be accepted with regard to the extent to which the use of strips 
by the enemy would interfere with the efficiency of the air defence of this 
country, and the general conclusion was that the strips would undoubtedly 
reduce it. There were, however, methods of countering the strips which were 
not at that time at the disposal of the Gennans. During the following s ix 
months strips would affect the Germans more than they would affect the Allies. 
After that period both sides would have their defences reduced in efficiency, 
but the enemy was likely to suffer more. It now remained to decide to what 
extent the standard of night defences should be sacrificed for the very con
siderable gains to the offensive. The degree of these gains could be estimated 
from the effect which the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Fighter Command 
believed would be felt by our own defences. 

Other factors to be taken into consideration in arriving at a dedsion were 
as follows :-

(a) Unless the Germans achieved some considerable success in the near 
futu re on the Russian Front there was not likely to be any heavy 
scale of a ttack on this country , at any rate until the next winter 
(1942/13) . 

(b) Gee had been used for the past two months, and 109 equipped airci:aft 
had been lost. We couJd expect enemy counter-measures to become 
effective in three to four months' time. During the next three months 
therefore we should exploit every means to sustain and press our 
offensive to the utmost. 

(c) By the end of the summer of 1942 the German Air Force was likely to 
be very much reduced in strength as a result of major operations in 
Russia. By this time preparations for a large scale Anglo-American . 
offensive should be well advanced. We should therefore be in a much 
stronger position than the enemy and should _profit more than _he by 
the continued use of strips. 

The general conclusion of A.C.A.S. (Ops.) was that Bomber Command should 
be permit ted to use the strips to furU1er the needs of the offensive as early as 
possible. 
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These conclusions were not agreed by Lord Cherwell, who upheld the views 
, of the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Fighter Command.1 He again asserted 

that once the enemy started thinl<ing on similar lines, be would not stop short 
of strips, but would certainly proceed to improved methods which no amount 
of practice by Royal Air Force A.I. operators would be able to overcome. 
Sir Robert Watson-Watt (S.A.T .) also advised against the use of Window.2 

Its use had been recommended on the score that it would make a very early and 
substantial reduction in the Bomber Command casualty rate. and that its early 
use was not likely to prejudice the future to a disproportionate degree by 
stimulating the enemy to defeat Window and to use Window effectjvely 
m retaliation. He suggested that the first implication assumed that such 
R.D.F. aids as might be seriously deranged by Window were contributing sub

·stantiaUy to the casualty rate. He submitted figures of Bomber Command 
losses due to various hazards which were admittedly approximate, but if they 
w~re accepted, he suggested that the very speculative reduction of write-offs 
from operational sorties (0 · l per cent. of sorties or 2½ per cent. oJ write-offs) was 
a poor justification for premature release to the enemy of a device which was 
more effective against all the newest British R.D.F. th.an against his, and to 
which there was no effective reply in sight. 

Si_r Robert Walc;on-Watt concluded by recommending that aH preparations 
for Window operations should be completed; that operational practice at 
home to develop tacti_cal schemes of use were of the essence of this preparation , 
it,nd that use agai11st the enemy should be withheld until the casualty rate showed 
a. significant rise, or until we had an exceptionally difficult major operation 
specifically suited to Window, or until a counter-measure was available for 
Window used against J 0-cm. A .I. ( whichever was the earliest of these three). 

In view of these submissions, both from the Air Staff and the scientists, the 
Chief of the Air Staff decided to withhold any action on this matter until it was 
clear what course the operations on the Russian Front would take- the problem 
to be reviewed some time during June.3 This was done, and a further case for 
Window established by appreciating Bomber Command losses from a summary 

,of the attacks made on Essen for the past three months:i 

The Air Staff Case for Window- June 1942 
Although at first bomber force casualties were slight, later they greatly 

increased until the night of 30-31 May, when the " thousand a ircraft" plan 
supplied the opportunity of attempting to saturate the German defences. The 
percentage losses immediately fell to the earlier low figures. After that, despite 
the fact that the attacks had been made in the dark period, the casualties once 
again increased until on 18/19 June they were as high as nearly 16 per cent. of 
the effort , and all crews reported an immense strengthening of the enemy gun 
and searchlight defences. The · casualty figures were regarded as significant. 
They showed the need and value of concentration to saturate the defences and 
they indicated that we could no longer hope for a Jower rate of casualties in t he 
dark periods. The latter suggested not only a quantitative but a qualitative 
improvement in the gun and Jjght defences which could only be due to an 
increasing use of R.D.F. control methods. 

1 A.M. File C.S. 14,198, Encl. !Sa, 21 May 1942. 
z ]bid ., Encl. 15c, Minute to V.C.A.S. , 23 May 1942. 
31bid., Minute 17, 30.Ma.y 1942. • /bid., l'vlioute20 , ll Ju ne 1942. 
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By the recent attack? on Lubeck, Rostock and Cologne, Bomber Command 
had shown what_ a decisive contribution it· could make to offensive strategy' 
given either the numbers to saturate the defences or the ability to concentrate 
against less well-defended areas. It was felt that there was an outstanding· 
need in strategy to continue to press the air offensive while Germany was so 
heavily committed to her campaigns on the Eastern Front and in the Mediter
ranean. On the other hand, the figures showed how much the enemy had been 
able to strengthen the defences of his vital areas. Unless it was accepted that" 
these defences were now too strong, and that Bomber Command attacks should 
be restricted to the less well defended and therefore the less vital areas, there 
were only three courses of action :-

(a) To confine the attacks to those infrequent intervals when it was possible 
to gather enough strength for a decisive concentration on the principle 
of the ' ' thousand " plan. 

(~ To accept the heavy losses in sustaining attacks with the smallest forces 
normally available. 

(c) To introduce Window, saturate the enemy defences by this means and 
so enable the smaller numbers to press home their attacks without 
disproportionate loss. 

It was the view of the Air :Ministry Operations Staff that there was now a 
strong case for choosing the last of these three courses and not to delay longer in 
reaching a decision to introdu~e Window. 

Meanwhile discussions had been proceeding between Lord Cherwell and the 
Director- of Signals. Lord Cherwell signified that he would agree whole
heartedly t~ the use of Window if a self-destroying strip could be produced. 1 

He suggested the collaboration of other scientists, but it was generally accepted 
that the practical difficulties of producing such a strip would be considerable. 
Obviously, as soon as a crashed bomber containing undisturbed bundles of 
Window had fallen into enemy hands, the proposed self-destruction secret 
would be out. He was entirely in favour of carrying out trials and practice to 
ascertain whether with experie,n.ce and skill night fighter aircraft fitted with 
10-cm. A.I. could defeat Window. He felt that whether or not the Royal 
Air Force used it, the enemy might, and that it was important for Fighter 
Command to be pi:epared. If it could be shown that_ A.I. aircraft would not 
seriously be affected after some practice in the presence of Window, then his 
objections would be withdrawn. These representations were cons.idered by the 
Chief of the Air Staff, who decided that Window should be used as soon as 
either our own A.I. could defeat it or when a large-scale bombing offensive 
against this country was no longer practicable for the Germans in the ligh,t of 
tneir war with Russia.2 • 

As a result of this decision the· Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Fighter 
Command, was instructed to carry out further trials as rapidly as possible in 
order to decide3 :-

_(a) The extent to which the employment of strips by the enemy would 
interfere with the British A.I. night fighting technique using both 
l½ metre and centimetre equipments. 

(b) Any adjustments to existing _ technique which might be necessary in 
order to counter the use of strips by the enemy. 

1 A.M. File R.C.M. 120, Encl. l 10A, 18 June 1942. 
2 A.M. File C.S. 14198, Encl. 23A, 20 June 1942. 
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He was also requested that in the course of these trials G.C.1 . control of the 
A.I. aircraft should be included as part of the test. Arrangements were there
upon made by Fighter Command for trials to be conducted with A.I. aircraft 
equipped with A.I. , Marks IV, V and VII under both G.C.I. and C.H.L. control.l. 
In addition to the normal strips used in previous trials, the Command was 
supplied with leaflets having the longest dimension, three times that oi the 
former type, in order to determine whether they would have a greater effect 
on I½ metre A.I.2 

Cause of Damage to British Night Bombers 
Early in July 1942 the Chief of the Air Staff enquired what proportion of 

disabled night bombers returning to this country were damaged oy flak, by 
fighter aircraft, and by both flak and fighters, respedively. 3 For the period 
January to the end of April the figures were 83 ·28 per cent., 15 ·8 per cent. and 
1 per cent. respectively. The percentage of aircraft damaged by both flak and 
fighter aircraft was very low, and for purposes of comparing the relative 
efficacy of the two enemy methods of defence, they could, in the opinion of 
the Operational Research Section (0 .RS.), Bomber Command, be ignored. The 
monthly percentage figures for aircraft damaged by flak or fighters from 
February to May showed a heavy preponderance by flak (85 per cen't. approxi
mately) against the I 1 per cent. by fighters. The comparative figures for the 
large-scale raids on Cologne and Essen were :-

Gologne---29/30 May 
Essen-1/2 June 

Fighter Aircraft 

12 ·7 per cent. 
14 · 2 per cent. 

Flak 

87 ·3 per cent. 
85 •8 per cent. 

O.R.S., Bomber Command, suggested that on these large-scale· raids there 
appeared to be a tendency for flak damage to be lower. A consideration of these 
figures resulted in the Chief of the Air Staff stating that they supplied a strong 
case for the use of Window. 

Results of Ti:iaJs of Window on Britisb A.I. Night Fighting Technique 
On 15 July the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Fighter Command, reported 

on the latest trials with Window.4 He confirmed that in this second series of 
tests the smaller st rips caused serious interference to A.I. Mark VII making 
interception impossible in all but the simplest cases, and that A.I. Mark IV, 
G,.C,I. and C.H.L. were still affected to a limited degree. With the larger 
strips which had been supplied for the tests, the effect was that A.I. Mark VII, 
A.I. Mark rv, G.C.I. and C.H.L. were all rendered unusable and that it was 
reasonable to assume that S.L.C. would be similarly affected . As regards 
evolving a technique to overcome the effect of the strips, the most experienced 
Observers (Radio) had been employed for the tests, and they had expressed the 
opinion that no amount of practice was likely to lead to any successful results 
in that direction, as the responses from the strips were far too strong and 
obliterated the responses from aircraft. 

l Fighter Command letter F.C. S.28647/Sigs., 29 J une 1942. 
2 Fighter Command Jetter F .C. S.28647/R.D.F .2, l July 1942 aud A.M. F ile C.S. 1<1198, 

Encl. 33A, 8 J uly 1942. · • 
s ibid. , A.M. File C.S. 14198, Encl. 34a, 2 July 1942. 
4 Fighter Command letter F.C. S.28647, 15 July 1942. 
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The Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Fighter Command, considered that 
the results of these trials had proved that the possible use by the enemy of 
metallised strips was a most serious menace to our night defence system and that 
there were as yet no means of reducing or overcoming their effect. The 
corollary to this was that the vast amount of work which had been put into the 
production of the various scientific devices which had enabled night inter
ception to be brought to a reasonable degree of efficiency during the past two or 
three years would be completely wasted; and, as no alternative devices existed, 
the position would become extremely serious were the enemy to discover the 
effect of the strips. He therefore requested that any proposal to use metallised 
strips against the enemy R.D.F. system should be abandoned. 

In a letter to the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Fighter Command, the 
Chief of the Air Staff explained that the results of these trials created a very 
serious dilemma.1 On the one hand, it might be assumed that the idea of 
Window had not occurred to the enemy. On the other hand it was possible 
that he had already the idea. but was afraid to use it because at that time we had 
a stronger bomber force on the Western Front than he had. Under the first 
hypothesis we should be taking serious risks by attempting to train the Fighter. 
Command in tactical methods designed to overcome Window because the news 
of this training might leak to Germany and give them the idea. Under the 
second hypothesis, training on the largest scale could do no harm and might 
lead to a way of at least partially defeating the use of Window by enemy bombers 
when the enemy's chosen moment to use it came. 

The case for giving more weight to the second hypothesis was strengthened by 
the possibility that the enemy might suddenly get the idea without any help 
from us, and if he were to do so, we should have handicapped ourselves to no 
purpose and might be suddenly confronted with a form of defence, to defeat 
which we had made no preparations at all. The question was so difficult and the 
problem so serious that the Chief of the Air Staff suggested he would probably 
have to submit the case to the Chiefs of Staff and the Prime Minister. He 
assured the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief that Window would not be used 
for the present, not only because of the views expressed so far, but also because 
it was thought that other methods were likely to give quite a lot of protection 
against the German defence, which as far as was known, did not include A.I. 

Window Conference, July 1942 
In view of the complexity of the Window problem and in order to determine 

what course of action should be followed, the Chief of the Air Staff called a 
meeting on the 21 J uly2 at which were present the Chief of the Air Staff, Air 
Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Fighter Command, members of the Air Staff, the 
Director of R.D.F., Lord Cherwell and other scientific advisers. At this meeting 
the question was raised as to how far the enemy might or might not be familiar 
with this weapon. A.D.I. (Science) explained that the idea of Window was a 
simple one and that it was unlikely that German scientists were not well aware 
of it. It might however be that it had not yet been adopted by the German 
High Command and pushed forward to a stage of readiness for operational use. 
On the whole, on the scanty evidence available he was inclined to think that this 
was th~ most probable answer. It was, however, possible that the development 

1 A.M. File C.S. 14198, Encl. 38A, 16 July 1942. z Ibid., Encl. 44A, 21 July 1942. 
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had been completed and that the device was being held back for operational 
reasons so long as the German Air Force were not engaged on large-scale nighf 
raiding operations against this country. The Scientific Adviser on Telecom
munications (S.A.T .) was also inclined to the view that the device was known 
to the enemy and was being held back for these same reasons. 

It was imperative that a_ny knowledge of Window development should be 
1prevented from reaching the enemy. Already throughout the many discussi0ns 
and trials, emphasis had been laid on the need to preserve the greatest security 
and avoid any leakage of information. It was the opinion of A.D.I. (Science) 
that reports of the equipment were most likely to reach the enemy through 
prisoners of war and possibly through general Royal Air Force gossip. This 
'was particularly likely in view of the fact that the equipment had been prac
'ticaUy ready for use in Bomber Commana. Lord Cherwell suggested it was not 
likely to be possible to suppress such nrmours completely and that the most 
effective method might be to put it about. with some emphasis on secrecy, that 
equipment of this kind had been tried but had been found totally ineffective. 
This vjew wf!s generally agreed and A.C.A.S.(I) was instrncted to initiate the 
necessary act ion, 

The effects of Window on air defence RD.F. systems were discussed at this 
meeting. Its ef(ect on S.L.C. was not yet known since trials which had been 
commenced eady in 1942 to determine its effects against S.L.G., G.L. Marks II 
and III had not yet been completed , There was a possibility that the effect 
on S.L.C. might not be severe due to the different metl\od of presentation and 
the fact that S.L.C. would be operating from the ground and not directly in the 
path of the enemy aircraft. 

With regard to developing A.I. equipment to overcome the effects of Window 
it was explained by S.A.T. that he saw no means of bringing about any sub
stantial improvement in Mark VIII or eadier marks of A.J. Mark I X, which 
was not likely to come into service before mid-1943, had possibi.lities, as the 
automatic following device would make it simpler to distinguish the objectives 
from the spurious echoes. This, however, would not be a complete answer and 
it was the view of the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Fighter Command that 
at the worst this might force us to return to the use of sound locators. He had 
arranged that one sound locator should be retained at each gun site although 
.he was not confident of the results which could be expected in view of past 
e.xperience. Lord Cherwell, however, suggested that there was stiU consider
able sco_pe for scientific development of sound location apparatus which had 
been set aside when all the emphasis had been laid on the development of R.D.F. 
Si_nce, however, there seemed to be some hope of a solutLOn which would allow 
the continued use of ground R.D.F., the Chief of the Air Staff instructed the 
Diredor of RD.F. to assume general responsibility for following up and report
ing on various technical possibilities which included the possible modification of 
A..I. , G.C.r. and C.H.L. equipment. If necessary, he was to bring the matter 
before the R.D.F. Board, in order to enlist the co-operation of the other services 
in developing other types of equipment. Enquiries were also to be made 
whether the use of sound locators could not be exploited more than nad been 
done in the past. 

1t was most desirable that further development of Window should not be 
neglected because of the decision that it should not be used for the present. 
Lord Cherwell pointed out that existing Window equipment was in a relatively 
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primitive. form. With further development it might be a weapon which could 
be used with great effect at a later stage. He added that there was a 'serious 
danger that new developments of this kind might be put into actjon by subor
clinate formations of one of the services without due regard to the possible 
resulting implications, The use of Window had for instance been prevented 
with difficulty in connection with a recent minor combined operation. The 
meeting agreed that the only remedy was a precise instruction to lower forma
tions, to be issued widely throughout the services, requiring that no such action 
should be taken without speci6c authorisation from some definite body respon
sible to the Chiefs of Staff. This body must be the Radio Policy Committee who 
were to be sent a paper by the Director of R.D.F. for consi~eration ·and for
warding to the Chiefs of Staff. 

Submission of Window Problem to the Chiefs of Staff 
ihe results of this meeting were summarised in a paper submitted to the 

Chiefs of Staff.l This paper described the results of the trials which had proved 
conclusively that leaflets of tbe approprjate size ruined the effectiveness of the 
airborne R.D.F. used by Royal Air Force night fighter aircraft. They also 
had a considerable effect on the ground control apparatus employed in our night 
fighting technique. The Chiefs of Staff were infonned that a comprehensive 
series of tests against all types of British R.D.F. equipment had not yet been 
completed, but sufficient evjdence was available to show that it would be in
advisable to employ these strips until a means had been devised of countering 
iliem, or until the enemy employed them. The Chief of the Air Staff had there
fore issued.io.structions that these strips were not to be dropped over Germany. 
There remained, however, the important matters of :-

(a) Completing experiments to determine the effect of strips on our own -
radio aids to air defence ; 

(b) Devising technical counters to the strips. 

Since the technical data was at that time incomplete regarding the effect of 
strips on G.L. Mark II, G.L. Mark III and S.LC., the conduct of further experi
ments in this field was to be a matter for the War Office. 

The paper then described _the arrangements which had been made :-

(a) Instructions had been issued to the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, 
Fighter Command, to press on the development of tactics designed to 
overcome the effects of .interference by these strips without radio aids 
to night interception. 

(b) The possibility was being examined of modifying A.I., G.CJ. and C.H.L. 
equipment to counter the strips, and if necessary, this matter was to 
be brought before the R.D.F. Board in order to enlist the co
operation of the other services in developing further types of 
equipment. 

(c) Instructions had been issued to the Director of R.D.F. at the Air 
Ministry to approach the appropriate authorities with a view to 
further development o( the sound locator systems in order to provide 
a backing in the event of R.D.F. ground detection devices being 
defeated by the strips. · 

1 A ,M . File C.S, 14198, Encl. 47A, 30 July 1942 
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Finally, the Chief of the Air Staff invited his colleagues to note the action 
mitiated, to develop counter-measures to strips in case the enemy should employ 
them, and to endorse the proposal that experiments with s lrips to develop 
counter-measures should continue on an Inter-Service basis, and that the 
highesl degree of security sh011ld be observed in all such experiments and 
developments. T lte propo::;als were approved by the Chie fs of Staff on 3 1 Ju(y.1 

Act-ion was thereupon initiated. 

Further Trials of Window against Brhish R.D.F. 
Fighter Com mand, meanwhile, had prepared a programme for the trials they 

were to conduct.'2 This programme was accepted by Air Ministry who suggested 
that in order that the effects of Window should be fo lly determined, the actual 

·11umber of aiTcraH engaged in the dropping of Window during a,n a.ttack should 
be considered. The officer in charge o f the trials had visualised that one aircraft 
(or perhaps more) would be detailed specifi.cally for laying Window. It was 
expedient, howeveF, lo consideJ the possibility that all aircraft in a bombing 
raid might carry a given load of \Vindow,3 It had to be determined which of 
these two methods (or possibly a combination of both) would be the most 
difficult to overcome. 

The enemy might attempt to cover both the target area and the approach 
with Window. If tbis were attempted there would very like1y be a t ime when 
Window would be detected before developing to su~h an extent as to upset our 
interception techni9~1e. In such ci.r<;umstal\ces an obvious tactic would be to 
d.estrny the Window aircraft as qu ickly as possible thus preventing the 
development of a Window curtain . 'nds postulated ..J.n ability to detect at once 
bat Window was being laid. Ai r Minislry therefore recommended that the 

experiments with ground equipments sl1ould inclllde the problem of the early 
d~tection and reporting of t he presence of Window. 

Preparation of Plan for Tactical Use of WiJtdow by Bomber Command 
Wbile thes~ trials were in progress H eadquarters, Bomber Command 

suggested that the results so far obtained indicated that il should be possible to 
• make use o·f \;Vindow a.s an a.id to the bomber offensive, but un til tactical trials 
against 53 cm. wavelength R.D.F. equi.pment had beP-n made it was difficult 
to decide the most effective use oi the device .4 While permission had not yet 
peen given for the use of Window in the offensive, it was considered most 
desirable to have complete plans ready fo r i ts use so that operations could be 
carried out ef1"ectively should the ban be lifted. Bomber Command therefore 
requested that a 53 cm. RD.P equipm en t with the German presentation so 
far.as it wri,s known in fh is country, together with suitable operating personnel, 
should be made available for the fu rther tactical t r ials, In their reply Air 
Ministry advised Bomber Command that they should be represented at the 
trials a nd to include such exper iments as would enable lhe Command to arrive 
at the best method for t he tactical use of Window.a Bomber Command was also 
informed that arrangemen ts were being made for the su pply by the Ministry of 
Aircraft P roduction of a suitable 58 cm. equipment. 8 In this connection i:t h.ad 

1 A.tl'f. Flle C.S. 14198, :Vl{nute 50, 3 August J94.2. 
1 Ibid. , Eocl. 48s, 26 July l!t42. 
']bid .. Encl. 49A, 1 August 1942. 
'Bomber Command File B.C. S.26861/Air. 7 August 1942. 
1 A.M. File C.S. 141!>8. Encl. 53.-. . 8 August 1942. 
'Ibid,, Encl. 57.-., 12 August 1942. 
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been hoped to provide the actual German equipment captured .in the Brunevil 
raid, but unfortunately it was incomplete and it would take several months 
to prodQce the necessary display attachments. In its place a Type U set was 
being suitably modified to operate on the required frequency and would be 
shortly available for the trials. 

At his conference on 21 July 1942 the Chief of Air Staff had directed that a 
progress meeting on the trials should be called on 20 August, but although a 
considerable drive had been in train the trials were insufficiently advanced to 
justify such a meeting.1 This meeting was not to take place W1til 4 November , 
1942, when the results o-J tl)e trials would be discussed. 

Results of Trials 
Regarding the tactical trials, the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Fighter 

Comm.and, considered that should the enemy use Window intelligently, no 
tactical methods of using our present air and ground R.D.F. equipments 
could be devised to do more than slightly offset the interference caused,2 If the 
enemy aircraft crossed its own or another trail of Window, the G.C.I. stations 
could not direct the fighter to an interception. H, however, the enemy aircraft 
did not cross a trail , a G.C.I. or C.H.L. station could successfully direct the 
nghter in the early stages of Window dropping, but a:fter Window bad been laid 
for a comparatively short period, interception became unposs1ble. It was 
reasonable to assume that S.L.C. would be affected in a similar manner if the 
correct size of Window was used. 

With regard to Window used against A.I., an interception with Marks IV, V, 
or VU would be possible provided the enemy tactics di<l not involve crossing its 
own or another trail of Window, though a higher degree of_ training would be 
necessary. If a trail were crossed, interception with A.I. Marks IV and VII 
would be rendered ex~remely difficult, and with Mark V impossible. · 

. At an Air Ministry meetirtg held on 4 November 1942, when these results 
were discussed it was apparent there was little hope of modifying existing 
type of A.I., . G.C.I., C.H.L., G.L. or S.LC. equipments to render them less 
susceptible to Window interference. The vulnerability of R.D.F. equipment 
to Window depended to a great extent upon the resolving power or discrimina
tion of the apparatus, and as there was reason to _ suppose that the form of 
presentation used in the latest type of A.I. equipment being developed in the 
United States might effect a slight decrease in this vu1nerability, action had been 
taken to obtain one of these sets from America for examiuation.3 Apart from 
this, the tactical trials and technical examination of the problem had not 
produced any promising suggestions as to possible modifications whereby 
Window interference could be avoided. There was some hope that ground 
equipment could be designed to offer a better compromise between high 
discrimination on the one hand and rapidity of plotting and continuity of 
tracking on the other. The Type 11 equipment might offer some solution and 
fifty of these sets to embody height-finding facilities had been asked for on high 
priority. ' 

· · Regarding the possible greater exploitation of Sound Locators, it ·was 
~arent that the handling of the latest type of equipment required such a high 

1 A.M. File C.S. ·14198, Minute 58, 20 August: 1942. 
9 Figbter Cornmand File, Figb.ter Command letter F.C. S.28647, 5 September 1942. 
s A.M. File C.S. 14i98, Encl. 80A, 4 November 19'12. 
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degree of skill that the prov1s10n of crews was impracticable. Even if such 
crews could be provided its utility for interception purposes would be small. 
Sound Locators t herefore did not offer a solution to the problem. 

The result of this meeting was yet another decision to withhold the opera
tional use of Window, but it was agreed that all preparations for its employ
ment at short notice should be made.1 Apart from the tactical plans being 
prepared by Headquarters, Bomber Command, this entailed the manufacture 
of an adequate supply of material for the initial operations, and the design of a 
suitable launching device. Bomber Command was therefore informed that a 
decision had been taken to manufacture a sufficient quantity of the material 
for one month's intensive operat ions.2 Since this quantity was estimated to 
weigh some 450 tons, and in order that it should be available for operat ions at 

· short notice, Bomber Command was instructed to make the necessary arrange~ 
ments for its storage. This was provided amongst airfields of various Bomber 
Groups, the distribution being accompanied by most comprehensive precaution
ary measures designed to preserve secrecy and security. 

Window Launcher 
The need for a suitable method of launching Window from the operational 

aircraft of Bomber Command was now urgent.3 It had been intended to use the 
flare chute but it was the Command's view that this could no longer be depended 
upon. At an early date consideration had been given to the question of designing 
and installing a special launching device, but in view of the modification 
difficulties and the fact that the Small Born b Container (S.B.C.) could be adapted 
for this purpose the requirement was dropped. But now that Window would 
have to be dropped almost continuously, the bomb doors would liave to be 
open for longer periods, which operationally was unacceptable. Thus an 
alternative to the S.B.C. became necessary, and as Window might be imple
mented at short notice, the design and production of a suitable launching 
device for fitting in a ll bomber aircraft became an urgent operational 
requirement. 

The design of the launching device was governed by several factors, among 
which were the size of the bundles of Window, the weight of Window to be 
carried in each aircraft, and the types of aircraft.4 For technical reasons it 
was considered preferable that the material should be dropped in smaller 
bundles than those originally proposed. Instead of a 9-lb. bundle a smaller one 
of 2 lb. was decided upon as the most suitable. The specifications for the 
launching apparatus were prepared by Bomber Command and by January 
1943 the possibilities of meeting this requirement were being considered by an 
installa.tions section of the Ministry of Aircraft Production (R.D.Q.).5 It soon 
transpired, however, that no automatic device was likely to be available in 
under eighteen months and that reliance must be placed on hand launching 
methods. It was found that standard chutes could be used for all the 
heavy bomber aircraft, and a special chute had been made and found 
satisfactory for the Wellington aircraft. 6 Thus the heavy and medium 

1 A.M. File C.S. l4 I 98, :r-•Iinute 87, 4 Novembe~ 1942 . 
. , A.M. File C.S. 14 198/DB. (Ops.). Encl. 86A, 4 November 1942. 
3 A.i\'I. File C.S. 14198, t-•linute 87, 4 November 1942. 
• Ibid., Minute 88, November 1942. 
• Bomber Command F ile B.C. S .2686 1/Air, 20 December 1942, A~M. File C.S. 17864. 
• A .i.\1. File C.S. 14198, Minute 116, 7 March 1943. 
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bombers 'in Bomber Command could be :rendered operationally suitable 
for dropping Window at short notice. 

Possible Effect of Window ·on H.2.S. 
While these preparations were in ·trai.n, Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, 

Bomber Command raised the question of the possible effects on the perfor
mance of H.2.S. which rnigbt result from the use of Window and requested that · 
action should be taken to determine the nature and extent of such effects.1 

Preliminary enquiries had led to the belief that the effect might be serious, not 
only while the strips were in the air but even after they had reached the ground. 
where it might possibly continue to g'ive misleading echoes. Obviously if this 
proved correct, the successful use of H.2.S. would be seriously prejudiced. 
This prediction was supported by Air Ministry who authorised the early conduct 
of trials to determine the effects of Window on H.2.S.2 The result of these 
trials conducted by Headquarters Fighter Command was that there was no 
dangel." that Window used in the quantities required would interfere with the 
operation of H.2.S.3 

Bomber Command PJao for the Ol)erat.ioo of Window 
By 18 February 1943, Headquarters Bomber Command had worked out a 

plan for a specific operation in order to appreciate what the use of Window 
involved.4 After a prolonged series of discussions with Headquarters Fighter 
Command, who had carried out trials with Window, and with A.D.I. (Science), 
the Operational Research Section of Bomber Command had prepared a paper 
giving the quantities of strips which would be required for an operation involving 
the use of 300 bomber aircraft against a target such as Cologne.5 The 
quantities needed for operations against other targets with different numbers 
of aircraft and concentration could, by using the same data, be calculated 
without difficulty. Apart from the uncertainty about the enemy equipment, 
upon which the actual quantity of material must depend, the Command 
suggested it was desirable to determine the effect of Window on Monica and 
whether the 2-lb. Window bundles were representative of a heavy aircraft, or 
if the size of the bundles could be reduced, The Command recommended that 
trials be undertaken to ascertain these facts. 

The trials suggested by Bomber Command were at once ordered by Air 
Ministry, and Fighter Command, who had conducted all the previous trials 
associated with the effects of Window on our R.D.F. devices. was made 
responsible. 6 These trials were also to determine the effectiveness of the present 
size of material (25 by 2 cm.) against enemy A.I. on 62 cm.,7 and to test the 
performance of strips of l.engtbs 21 and 25 cm. with varying widths of 1, I½ 
and 2 cm. These trials were completed and a report rendered by 15 March 1943, 
indicating t hat Monica at close ranges gave a strong response to Window, but 
providing the density of Window was not too high and range was restricted to 
3,000 feet, Monica could be used satisfactorily in Window-infected areas. 

1 Bomber Command letter B.C. S.26861/Air, 31 De!.'.ecnber 1942. 
2 A.M. File C.S. 14198, Encl. 98A, 6 Jan t:1ary 1943. 
3 Fighter Command letter F.C. S.31389/Sigs. J. 20 January 1943. 
• Bomber Comroaod letter B ,C. S .2686!/O.RS., 18 February 1943. 
5 A.:M. File CS. 14198, Encl. 103A-"8. 
6 Ibid., Encl. 112A, 26 February 1943. 
']bid., Encl. 113A, 27 February 1943, 



On seeing the pla.n s ubmitted by Bomber Com ma nd for the tactical uperation 
of Window, the Chief of the Air Staff ruled that as soon as the Command 
approached readiness to nsc Win.dew, another conference should be called in 
order to d~cide wh("tber it s use shonld be recommended to the Chieis o[ Staff .1 

ks a res11I!. a comprehensive memorandttm on t l 1e use o( Window for bombing 
operations was produced by the Air Minis try Air a nd Tech nical 'Signals Staffs 
fer consideration a t a conference held by lhe Chief of the Air Staff on '2 April 
[943.2 This pa.per w.i_c; to iot m t lte basis of a note by tlie Chief o{ the Air Staff 
to the Chiefs of Staff Oil whicl1 the decision to llSe WindO\\I was ta.ken by the 
~binet. It is abo of great interest because it surnmari::;es t he operational 
COn!:'iclMations both tactical and tt:chnit:al, which were the outcome of the 
~any di~cu;;sions between the Air Staff and the scientists which had ta.ken place 
since the use of rn·ctallised leaflets had betm first proposed in l 941 . 

. >, 

final Case for Window Submitted to the Chiefs of Staff 
; 

I rt will be recalled that on 27 April 194'2, the Cltids of Staff Committee had 
)pproved tl1e proposal to employ Window as a counter-measure against enemy 
~.D.F.3 bul since Sti?sequent experir~ents show~d that the effe<:t of \Vin?ow 
~n our own A.l. was l1kely to prove serious the Chtef of the Air Staff had decided 
that the use of \:Vindow should be wit hheld until-

(a) .British R.DT. air deience equipment could defeat it: or 

(b) There was confidence that a large-scale bombil\g offensive again!:it t11is 
cou nlry would no longer be practicable for tl1e (~errnan!:: in the light 
of their commitments with Russia. 

;In the meantime all p reparatio11s had been made for the employment of \Vind ow 
'3.t short notice and appropriate plans macle by lhe Air Ofncer Cornmandi11g-in
Chid, Bombe r Command. 

After a detailed review of r1tJ the factor,, involved, the Air Stu.'f( ltad concluded 
that it would be advantageous ro introduce this cou nter-mca.sure to operations 
at an early date. Jn view of the far-reac.hi.ng implications of such a step the 
Chief of t he Air Staff asked the Chiefs o( Staff to confirm the decision which 
they gave in April I 94L and to approve the use of W indow Oil operatio_n:; as 
from 15 'day 194~1.~ In v,kw of the Chief of the Air S taff's represe1Hations, the 
Chiefs of Slaff ngreed5 that there were very s trong arguments for introducil\g 
Wi11dow in t l1e near future. T he difficulty in doi!'lg so immediately was that it 
might adversely af-fec t operation " Husky '' (the in vasion o[ Sicily from ~orth 
Afrir.a). If the enem y were lo use Window theni would be a considerable 
redt.u;tion in the effectivene:,s of the 11ight defence of Allied ports and base;; and 
also of lhe !-ihipping and beach organisation dut"ing the operation ilself. The 
Chief~ of Staff view therefore was that nothing should be allowed to prejud ice 
the success of OperaLion H usky, but tl,at as soon as t l1is objection was 
re111oved Window should be usf.d. They accordingly decided that all prepara
tion$ sl1o uld be made for il to be introduced on I July. 

Meanwhile, t he Chief of the Air Staff ltad asked the Joint Intelligence Sub
Committee to provide an estimate of ll\e time that would be like ly to elapse. 
between the introduction of \:Vindow by the Royal Air Force and its use by tl1e 

1 :\ ,~l. Flit: C.S. 14198, J::ncl. \0:iA, Mioute by C. A.5., '.l6 February 1943. 
"!bid., E n cl , 128.~. 27 March 1943. 
3 C.O.S. (43), L32nd ;\kel'ing, i\fin11te 6, 
• The at,>pl'~ciation on. " 'h1 l~h this rcqnest was based is at Appe-ndix "No. I:-. 
•A.ill.File C.S. L419S, Encl. lSlA, 9 Jone 1943. 
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Germans in the Mediterranean.1 Such an estimate would help to determine the 
actual date on which we should introduce Window. The Joint Intelligence 
Sub-Committee found it extremely difficult to give any accurate forecast of 
the time it would take the enemy to copy our methods, but estimated that it 
would take eight week-sat the very least for him to be in a position to use Window 
on a sufficiently ·wide scale for it to be effective.2 

Use of Window Authorised 
A provisional date for the introduction of Window was given to Bomber 

Command in Air Ministry signal AX 874 dated 22 June 1943, but confirmatory 
orders were withheld until instructions from the Prime Minister had been 
obtained nearer the date.~ This matter was eventually to be raised with the 
Prime Minister on 1 July, but it was not until 15 July that the Chief of the 
Air Staff, in a pencilled note from No. 10 Downing Street was able to indicate 
that authority had been given for the use of Window with effect from 23 July 
J.943.4 Headquarters, Bomber Command, was informed accordingly on 16 July, 
and Window was used for the first time on the night of 24/25 July in an attack 
on Hamburg.6 

Window in the Attack on Hamburg, 24/25 July 1943 
The first operational use6 of Window was attended with marked success. 

A report by the Air Operational Research Section of Bomber Command was 
prepared by ao July 1943, based on information which had by then become 
available ; and although there was much analysis still to be done before definite 
information could be gained regarding the effect of Window on enemy defences 
and before any improvements in the tactical use of Window could be confi
dently formulated, there was certainly evidence from the intercepted enemy 
R/T traffic on the night of 24/25 July that the effect of Window on the ground 
control of fighters was most serious. There were strong indications that free
lancing and co-operation with searchlights had to be resorted to because· of the 
confusion caused. Among the many examples of intercepted R/T traffic 
indicating enemy reaction to Window during the first Hamburg raid were the 
follo~ing :-

" The enemy are reproducing themselves." 
" It is impossible, too many hostiles." 
l , Wait awhile; there are many more hostiles." 
" I cannot control you." 
"Try without your ground control." 
" I am searching without your control." 

The losses on this night were very much less than would have been expected 
for a raid on this target. Not only was the enemy night-fighter efficiency 
impaired, as indicated by intercepted R/T traffic and percentage of bombers 
attacked, and also by the low attack/interception ratio, but from flak damage 
sustained it was clear that the guns, too, were not very effective. Searchlights 
were also hampered in operation. 

1 A.M. File C.S. 14198, Minute 151 , 9 June 1943. 
2 Ibid., Encl. 153A, 11 September 1943. 
3 Ibid., Minutes 161, 162, 24 June 1943. 
• Ibid. , Minute 165, 15 J uly 1943. 
5 lbid., Encl. 167A, A.M. Signal AX 829, 16 July 1943. 
A map showing the general plan for dropping Window is given at Diagram 7. 
6 Bomber Command O.R.S. Report S.95, 30 July 1943. 
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No serious difficulties were experienced in the actual throwing. out of the 
Window. 111 the majority of cases the physical effort involved was not found to 
~ excessive. One of the main troubles was the discomfort caused to the man 
t the chute when the aircraft was taking evasion action . "There were reports 
f some Wind.ow packets not opening properly, but to what extent it was not 

possible to determine. Methods for improving the opening of the packets were 
,immediately considered. As had been expected, Window apparently had not 
caused -any difference to the operation of H.2.S or Gee. There were a -few 
reports of indications on Monica caused by Window, but these were easily 
distinguishable from echoes due to other aircraft. 

Window in Bomber Command At_tacks, 24 JuJy-J 1 August 1943 
' A further report was prepared by the Operational Research Section of 
Headquarters, Bomber Command, on 19 August 1943, when they were able to 
cover the period 24 /25 July to 10/11 August after Window had been in use for 
a· sufficient .length of time to enable some preliminary assessment of its value 
to be made and to submit some suggestiohs wh ich might improve the efficiency 
of the operation.l It was seen that a marked reduction in the effectiveness of 
the enemy defences had been achieved by the use of Window. The recent 
Hamburg raids showed reductions compared with the non-Window Hamburg 
.raids in respect of missing (2 • 8 per cent. from 6 · 1 per cent.), fighter attacks 
(1 · 3 percent. from 2 · 6 per oent) and flak and fighter damage (3 ·9 per cent. f~om 
8 ·4 per cent. and .0 · S per cent . from 1 -3 per cent.). In general, these improve
ments were also apparent for each separate raid carried out during the period 
reviewed. The casualties on Essen were considerably Jowe.r than the average 
of those· sustained on raids on aU Gennan targets, and also on Ruhr raids of 
over 600 sorties. The e..x t ent of the reduction in relation to raids on all German 
targets during the period May/June 1943 was about 40 per cent., and this had 
occurred at the time of year when bomber losses normally rose. 

More evidence of -the troubJe caused to the German .fighter control system 
during the first Essen raid on the nigbt of 25/26 July is shown by the -following 
R/T intercepts :__:i 

" Break off contact, hostiles are multiplying." 
, " Search well in your area-there must be many hostiles near you." 
"On higher authority , break off. " 
" Everything has gone wrong." 
"Are hostiles coming from the north or south? " 
" It is a sorry mess ... I will explain everything when you corne 

down." 
" l cannot follow any of the nosLiles, for they are very cunning," 

In the raids which followed, less information was given on R/T, but intercepts3 

of interest were as follows :-
" We cannot work without searchlights.'' 
•' There are too many hostiles-wait until there are single ones." 
" I cannot see hostiles." 
" My Emil is being interfered with ." 

1 Bombe1' Comma.nd O.R.S. ReportS .98, 19 August l943 . 
• A.M File R .C.M. 120/lII. Encl. J46A and 452/N/A .1 .4. 26 July 1943. 
3 A.M. File R.C.!11. 120/lV, Encl. 525, 15 August 1943, 
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In addition to the indications obtained from these R/T intercepts further 
effects of Window noted since its introduction were summarisedl as follows ;-

(a) The rrussing rate on German targets had been reduced by more than 
one-third. · 

(b) The proportion of sorties returning to this country and.rep·orting attacks 
by enemy aircraft had been reduced to a.bout one-half. 

(c) Both of these effects had oocurred at a Lime when past experience 
indicated that the rates would rise. 

(d) The. nwnber oi sorties damaged by flak had been reduced to about 
one-hali of its previous value, and the ex.tent of the flak damage 
received by those aircraft which were hit had also been reduced. 

(e) There was evidence of considerab1e disorganisation in the enemy night
fighter defence, and that the enemy had been using to a large extent 
a: much looser control of his fighters. 

German Reacti.on to Window 
The first effect of Window on tl)e German nigh~-:fighter system was obtained 

from the interception of R/T between enemy ground stations and aircraft, and 
has already been described. Meanwhile, less obvious reactions of the German 
defensive system had beeri made available from other sources. An interference 
report for the first Hamburg raid had come to hand from the R.D.F . station on 
Heligoland, which complained that it was disturbed by many apparent point 
targets looking like aircraft but either ~tationary or slow moving2 . The picking 
up of genuine aircraft was made extremely difficult ; once tbey had been picked 
up,. it was possible but not easy to follow therrl . WhUe this applied definitely 
to the Giant Wimburgs, it was possible that the Freya was also affected. The 
station on the southern tip of Sylt, and others unspecified, had similar trouble 
except that no Freya. reaction was reported. 

After the Essen raid, the German Air Staff Operational Summary, compiled 
early the same morning, claimed 21 aircraft shot down and remarked spe<:iaJly 
that Giant W1,irzburgs and Lichtensteir~ .. A.I. (Freyasnot mentioned) were upset 
by the dropping of metal leaves. On 29 JuJy, the German Staff sent a general 
warning to Flak Brigades telling them of the first two Window raids and stating 
that the entire radiolocation system became impossible. Visual and _sound 
location therefore would again become of decisive significance and barrage fire 
was to be adopted as soon as Window was detected. A new barrage fire 
technique was being worked out, and in the meantime the old sound-controlled 
barrage technique was to be practised exhaustively. It is apparent therefore 
that Window had achieved its .purpose. The Himmelbe.tl control and Flak 
control , both dependent on the Wunb1.trg, had been completely disrupted. 

German Anticipation of Window 
Even before Window was used for the first time there were grounds for 

suspicion that the Germans were aware of its potentialities, but it was not 
until evidence had been obtained from a post~war interrogation of General 
Martini, the Gennan Director General of Signals, that the position was made 
clear3• The Ge011ans were not unaware of the possibiJities of Window as a 

'Bomber Command O.R.S . Report S.98, 19 'August 1943. 
1 A.S..I. Report No, IV. 3 August 1943. 1 A.D.L (K) Report 334/1945. 
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weapon. For a year prior to its use by the British the question had been 
studied by engineers at the TecJmischig Amt, and six months before the Hamburg 
raid their experiments had proved conclusively wbat a menace the metal 
strips represented. When the results of Duppet (the German equivalent 
of Window) research were placed before Goering, he had been so impressed 
by its potential effect as a jamming measure that he had ordered the 
immediate suppression of further research. This course was dictated by the 
fear that only the most stringent measures of secrecy could prevent a leakage 
to the Allies, who could employ it to far greater advantage than the Germans 
themselves. "It was thus extremely difficult,'' said General Martini, "to 
work o_ut counter-measures because we dared not experiment with the little 
beasts f~r fear of their being discovered. Had the wind blown where we 

' dropped the metal strips, people· would have picked them up, talked about 
lhem, and our secret would have been betrayed." It was not until Bomber 
Command had actually used Window that the German research. workers were 
·allowed to tackle the pi:oblem of how to counter the effects. 

British Delay in the Use or Wind.ow 
Some eighteen months had passed from the time when Window was first 

proposed in 194J until its first use in July 1943. So long a delay was 
disappointing to some, particularly in view of its eventual successful operation. 
Nevertheless, the period of deliberation and experiment enabled the Air Staff 
to determine the probable effects of German Window against the many British 
R.D.F. equipments and to make plans for minimising its danger. Had it 
been employed earlier, German retaliation might well have caught us 
unprepared. · 

The postponed use of Window undoubtedly facilitated the production of 
the large stocks of strips needed to meet Bomber Command's requirements. 
1t was evident at a very early date that the quantities that would be required 
were Jar.ge, although it was not until much later when it was realised that 
complete mfection of an area should be a imed at, that the full size of the 
production undertaking was apparent. When fina.Ily the decision to use 
Window was taken , the building up of adequate stocks of material proved more 
difficult than nad been anticipated. The accumulation of the i.nitiaJ stock 
of 850 tons had not been easy, but this was mainly due to the strict security 
regulations which permitted only one or two approved manufacturers to produce 
Window. It was held that once the counter-measures had been used over 
enemy territory. the need for such strict secrecy would no longer apply and 
that it would then be possible to go into tl)e open for supplies. But the 
anticipated consumption of Window was at least 450 tons per moi:ith , which 
was sufficient for less than ten major raids. and this weight then represented 
nearly ISO 'tons of aluminium. Furthermore, consumptions of as much as 
1,000 tons a month by the end of 1943 were being discussed. 

Only in April 1943 was attention drawn to the fact that aluminium and not 
factory space was the limitation. It was estimated that the quantity of 
aluminjum involved would reduce the output of heavy bombers such as 
Lancaster aircraft by 250 a year or Spitfire aircraft by as many as 1,800. The 
effect on production was tersely summed up by Air Chief Marshal Sir Wilfred 
Freeman, the Chief Executive of the Ministry of Aircraft Production, in a 
letter dated 11 April 1943 ; "By using the foil you save aircraft and crews-
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you lose more aircraft off production than y~u save;:." The Air Staff decision, 
however, was to proceed with Window ~d to forgo its equivalent in 
Lancastel' bombers in view of their estimate that this would be more than 
compensated by tb.e economy of aircraft. 

Having regard to the m_agnitude of the task of producing the amount of 
Window required, complicated as it was by the need for security and other 
factors, the delay in the decision to use it carried certain advantages. Ample 
time was gained in which to build up the required stocks, and even then it 
was often " touch and go" whether the requirements would be met punctually. 
On the other hand, of course, earlier approval for the use of Window would 
have caused an earlier acceleration of the produdio11 programme. 

The decision that we should" now open the Window,'' as the Prime M,inister 
expressed it in his executive minute, was evidently a very difficult one. In 
the light of subsequent events and from the purely military point of view, it 
seems that Window might have been introduced some short time, say six 
months, before it actually was, with benefit to Bomber Command and without 
detriment to defence. Judged from the wider angle of national defence, 
however, it is probable that it was brought into use at just about the right 
time. · 

New and improved types of Window were to be produced and used through
out the War as and when new enemy R.D.F. devices became known. HeJp 
was also forthcomin,g from America in Window production in the shape of 
supplies of material, thinner and lighter strips, alternative conducting 
coatings for the papers, together with suitable cutting machines which were 
to prove invaluable in aLigmenting the British effort to produce the stocks 
required. 
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CHAPTER 10 

RADIO COUNTER-MEASURES AGAINST THE 
GERMAi~ NIGHT-FIGHTER CONTROL, 

AlJGUST 1943 TO MAY 1945 

In the German air defence system, there were two stages in the process of 
directing a Gennan night fighter horn his waiting position in the Himmelbett 
(sky-box) to within visual range of a bomber. Jn_ the first stage, the 
grau~d controller, on the basis of Wur,zbitrg information, picked out a single 
bomber and directed his fighter aircraft towards it by radio telephone, keeping 
a check on the fighter's progress by means of a second Witrzburg. In the 
second stage, when the fighter aircrait was judged to be near enough to the 
bomber, the navigator was instrncted to use his A.I., and by that means he 
directed his piJot until the target bomber was within night-vision range. 

The progressive introduction of R.C.M. had made the task of both the German 
ground controller and the night fighter pilot increasingly more difficult. By 
the beginning of August 1943, t l1 e B6tish bombers were being supported by 
Window which was rendering the G.C.I. Wurzbi,rgs ineffective, while Mandrel 
jammers were dealing with the early-warning Freya stations. Tinsel and 
Ground Cigar were j amrning the German R/T night fighter control in the 3 to 6 
and 38 to 42 megacycles per second bands1- respectively, and Ground Grocer 
was spoiling his A.I.-a formidable mai:shalling of R.C.M. against the enemy"s 
night fighter defence system. A change in his plans was consequently 

,expected. · 

Wilde Sau 
It has already been mentioned that shortly ·before Window was introduced, 

the Gennans had been considering the employment of si ngle-engined fighter 
aircraft at night against the bomber stream.2 It was learnt later: through 
1nteUigence sources3 that th,e success of Window accelerated the introduction 
of the new technique, called Wilde Sa.it (Wild Boar). Wilde Saii and daylight 
defensive figntiug were basically similar, the main difference being that each 
Wilde Sau aircraft operated alone, freelance, and was more dependent upon 
special a_ids to navigation. 

The problem of navigation at ,night had been satisfactorily solved by an 
elaborate system of ground W/T and visual aids,4 together with control from 
the ground whereby the fighter aircraft were directed to the scene of operations, 
information beiJ.)g given by a radio running commentary from the Central 
Operational tfeadquarters. During · operatjons the aircraft relied entirely 
upon thi~ fonn oi control. Wilde Sau enjoyed a high mea·ure of success while 
the fine summer weather of 1943 lasted, but when bad weather conditions 
came in the autumn it was less effective. 

1 Part 2, Chapter 8, o( this volume. ~ Part 2, Chafter 9, o( this volume. 
~ Air Ministry A.D.I. (K) Report No. 283/44 . 4 W . . S. Paper, 9 August 1943. 
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Zahme Sau (Tame Boar) 
Meanwhile the Germans bad been considering the more advantageous 

employment of the twin-engined night-fighter aircraft normally employed with 
H'immelbett by. using it for the purpose of long-range night pursuit. It ·was some 
tune before the new method, known as Zahme Sau, was operated with any degree 
oi success, due mainly to the fact that the crews of these aircraft had been 
employed on short-range work within the close confines of the Himrnelbett box 
and were used to landing on the same airfield after each operation. Za.Jwne Sau 
entailed long-range flying and landings on unfamiliar airfields, necessitating 
additional training and a period for assimilation of the new technique. Wilde 
Sau and Zahme Sau used similar ground/air controls and it was against their 
communication channels, interception and navigational aids, and the e<J.dy 
warning system, that radio counter-measures were subseq1,1ently directed. 

Special Tinsel against the Radio Running Commentary 
~t was important to jam the broadcast running commentary which the 

Germans were using for the loose control of their fighter aircraft and which 
gave information as to the position, height, course, and speed of the leading 
bomber formation and a lso general directions to feed the fighter aircraft into 
the British bomber stream.1. lt was therefore hoped that a development of 
Tinsel which had been used since 2/3 December 1942, for jamming R /T in 
the 3 to 6 megacycles per second. frequency band, would be effective. The 
jamming of the German R/T commentary called for a revision of the Tinsel · 
operation since the enemy was no longer using a number of independent 
transmissions for the c9ntrol of individual aircraft but now employed one or 
two high-powered stations for the mass control of all his fighter aircraft. The 
frequency chosen was as hitherto unpredictable, but could be measured by the 
"Y '' Service very quickly. Consequently if aircraft W/T operators could be 
warned while airborne of the frequency being used, it would be possible to 
concentrate on the broadcast frequency a large number of jamming t ransmitters. 
Thus arose a variant of Tinsel known as Special Tinsel . 
. During the operation the' required enemy frequency was found by tlie" Y" 
Service, who informed the Duty Signals Officer at Bomber Command: he jn 
turn instructed the Bomber Groups whose aircraft were operaHng to pass the 
frequency to be jammed to the aircraft W/T operators who would then apply 
the jamming.2 Since it was known foat the enemy had not altogether aban
doned his G.C.I. system it was thought advisable to detail only two-thirds of the 
available jamming for Special Tinsel, and each Group, while briefing all Tinsel 
operators jn the ordinary way, clirected two-thirds of these operators to act on 
the Special Tinsel instrnctions from the ground, the remainder observing the 
normal Tinsel practice of continued searching for transmissions from G.C.I. 
stations.3 

The results obtained with Special Tinsel were well up to expectations, judging 
by the enemy's .reaction reported by the " Y" Service.4 On the night 30/31 
August 1943 (target Muncben-Gladbacb), the German control was fully and 
effectively jammed within thirteen minutes of the frequency having been found 
by the " Y " Service. After seven minutes jamming the enemy controller 

1 Bomber Command File B.C. S.30525, Encl. 2A, 24 August 1943. 
• Bomber Comcnaod File B.C. S.30525/Sigs., Eocl. 6A, 25 August i943. 
3 Ibid., Encl. 12A, 29 August. 1943. 
• laid .. Eocl. l6A, ( September 1943. 
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ordered a change of frequency and all transroissions ceased for about fifteen 
minutes, recomJT)enci,ng on a new frequency which was similarly jammed. Again 
on the night 31 August/l September 1943 (target Berlin). the enemy attempted to 
evade the jamming by transmitting his running commentary on three frequencies 
simultaneously. This move, an obvious one, had been anticipated and it was 
only a matter of splitting the Command effort by Groups over the three channels. 
The jamming effect was correspondingly reduced, but it was still enough to 
prevent control of the enemy aircraft opera.ting in the vicinity of the bomber 
stream. · 

It was reaosed that the enemy could teduee the jamming potential stiU further 
'by i.ncreasjng the number of frequencies for control purposes.1 By this means, 
·combined with the use of high power, the enemy could in some deg(ee overcome 
the effect of the jamming. Nevertheless it would complicate his own problem 
in that his aircrews would either have to be prepared to use any of the fre-

' quencies intended for use during a particuJar operation, or to remain on one 
channel in the hope that it would not be jammed. It was to be expected that 
the use of multiple simultaneous transmissions would be considerably extended, 
and this did happen , although later developments on high-frequency were 
largely dictated by changes in the Genn.m night fighting technique. In any 
event Tinsel and Special Tinsel remained a necessary counter-measure until the 
end of the war. 

Jostle JV. Projected Airborne Jammer against lligh P ower H.F. Transmitters 

Now that the enemy had been ·forced by Tinsel and Special T insel to employ 
higher l?ower H .F . ground transmittefs for raid reporting or running com
meota(y which was transmitted si.multaneous·ly on several channels, thereby 
dissipating the Special Tinsel effort, discussions followed between Bomber 
Command, T.R.E. and Air Ministry how best the problem could be solved.2 

The use of higher power airborne jammers seemed to be the solution, but un
fortunately it appeared impossible to p roduce anything of sufficient power 
within three or four months.J However, steps were at once taken to put in 
hand the necessary development of a suitabJe transmjtter. there was already 

• in existence the Jostle II V.H.F. transmitter, which had been provided as an 
airborne barrage jammer ag~inst enemy to.nk communications, and which was 
to meet the airborne Cigar requirements.4 The low power of this equipment 
involved flying the aircraft very close to the battle area when jamming tank 
communications, while the introduction of high power night fighter control 
stations was expected to reduce its effectiveness in airborne Cigar operations. 
To meet these difficulties Jostle IV was developed to provide an output power of 
two· kilowatts, this being a satisfactory advance on Jostle II and being obtain
able with equipment within the limits of size and weight imposed by aircraft 
fitting. At the same time it was decided to extend the frequency coverage of the 
new equipment to include. the H.F. band in order to deal with the high power 
H.F. broadcasting stations. 

Corooa 

Mean.vhile, in order to apply an im.mediate counter- measure while the 
necessary development proceeded, and to counteract the dissipation of the 

1 Bomber Cornman() File B.C. S.3052S/Sigs., F.nc.l. 19>., 3 October 1943. 
1 Bomber Command File B.C, S .30525. Encl. 23.~. 6 December 1943. 
3 Bomber Command File B.C. S ,30726, Minute 3, l November 1943. 
4 T.R.E, Report No. T.1919. 
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Special Tinsel effort, the Air Ministry (D. of Tels.) decided to employ high power 
transmitters in the United Kingdom, ' to be steered by the" Y" Service on to 
the frequency to be jammed, a counter-measure which became known as Corona. 
Some objections had been raised to the use of ground jamming installations 
on the score of range and jamming area limitations, inevitable when the source 
of the jamming was far removed from the theatre of operations. But in the 
case of Corona the high frequency band was used. Propagation conditions in 
the H.F. band (3-6 megacycles per second) enable the sky or reflected wave to 
be made use of to give communication by night over distances between 300 and 
600 miles approximately. Consequently, if sufficient power were available and 
the Corona transmitters were suitably modulated, a jamming signal could be 
imposed on the receivers of the Gennan fightel" aircraft and ground control sets 
which would be at least as strong, if not more powerful than that which they 
received from their own ground transmitters.1 

There were no spare Royal Air Force radio telephony transmitters of sufficient · 
power and covering the required ·frequency range, so negotiations were con
ducted with the B.B.C., the G.P.0.1 and Messrs. Cable & Wireless.2 These 
resulted in the unrestricted use by Bomber Command at night of three trans
mitters at the G.P.0. main station. at Rugby, and of one at Lea.field. The 
provision of these equipments by the G.P.0. involved the complete reorganisa
tion of some of their most important overseas radio telephony services, as well as 
modifications to the sets themselves, and the building of special wide-band 
aerial systems, directional on the line-of-shoot of 100° to give maximum power 
over Germany. The transmitters were linl<ed with the main G.P.O. Control 
Board (Radio Telephone Terminal) and {rom. there a line was taken to the" Y" 
Control Station at West Kingsdown.a T.he method of application of the 
counter-measure was as follows-the " Y " Service found the frequency and 
informed the RT.T. Board who selected the transmitter to be used, and tuned it 
to thefrequimcy to be jammed. With the" Y" Control Station monitoring the 
frequency for accuracy, the whole process could usually be completed in Jess 
than two minutes, the engineers at the transmitters ·having devoted much 
attention to the detail of quick frequency changing. 

While this preparatory work was going forward a suggestion was made which 
was to have far-reaching coosequences.4 Corona was originally conceived 
purely for noise jamming purposes. It became clear, however, that combined 
with the knowledge possessed by the " Y " Service, it co_uld be used as a means 
of confusing the enemy to the extent of giving the German fighters instructions 
contrary to those which they received from their own ground controllers. In 
other words, instead of modulating the transmitters with noise, it could be used 
as a" Ghost Controller." Before the technique was finally adopted there was 
considerable discussion as to how much the " 'Ghost Controller" (who had, of 
course, to be a fluent German speaker), was to be allowed to say. Should the 
" Y" Service by reason of their '' up to the minute" knowledge of the enemy 
fighter dispositions during a Bomber Command attack, be allowed full discretion 
to .attempt to divert th.e figllters from the real target or should they be per
mitted only to confuse the situation "(ithin certain limits ? In order to appre
ciate the background of this discussion, it is necessary to examine the tactics of 

1 Bomber Command File B.C. S.30726, Minute 3, I November 1943. 
2 Ibid., Minute 1, IS October 1943. 
• Ibid., Encl. lA, 16 October 1943, 
• Ibid., Eo,cl. SA., 20 October 1943. 
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the bomber force at the time, Septeruber -1943~d the methods in use by the 
.enemy to counter these tactics. -Bomber Comm~ attacks were planned on 
the basis of concentration in time aod space with al.l aircraft timed along a 
_prescribed route. For the enemy the main problem ~ that of intercepting 
the bombers and for this -purpose he was in the habit "ef concentrating all 
available fighter aircraft at what he thought would be the target, timing them 
tci arrive shortly before the bomber force. It had been found that the enemy 
could often be deceived as to the target by the use of circuitous and " dog-leg '' 
~pproach routes. ' 

The orders to the enemy night -fighter aircraft were issued through the 
medium of the broadcast running commentary already described, so that there 
were good grounds for believing that it should be possible to contradkt and 
confuse the orders put out by t.lte German controllers. Apart from the 
iDstructions concerning the rendezvous and the target to be protected , the night 
fighter -aircraft were also given information regarding weather at their own air
field:;, whether they were safe for landing and general flying· control instructions. 
A necessary part of the procedure was the constant repetition of tuning signals 
by the enemy ground station to enable their aircraft to keep on frequency. As 
a result of consideration of this tactical background it was eventually decided, 
in a directive issued to tb.e" Y ·• Service on 26 October 1943, that the broadcast 
messages should contain no men_tion of :_J. . 

· (a) Any real o~ imaginary position or routeing of our own aircraft. 
(b) Any reference to a target, whet her genuine or otherwise, or of a place 

name. 

The reasons fQr this decision are interesting. While it was possjble that the 
night fighter crews might be deceived by " ghost" orders it was unlikely that 
the German controllers, working -in comfort with reasonably good information as 
to the actual targets of the attacking force, could be so deceived. To them the 
contradictions of the" GJ,ost Voice" might serve to give indication of the real 
intentions of the attacking force. H, for example, the target was Leipzig and 
the German commander was perhaps still in some doubt as to whether this was 
the actual target, and had ordered his fighter aircraft there, his doubts might 
disappear jf the " Ghost Voice" then tried to divert the aircraft to Brunswick 
or some other imaginary ta.rget. Clearly the danger was that information might 
be given to the controller by impJication. Though many of the German fighters 
might well have acted on the false order;, there could never be any guarantee 
that every one would, and with all doubt removed the enemy controller could 
reinforce the then known target area, not only from the air but also from the 
ground. It can be argued that the possibility of " double spoo.fi.ng" stiU 
existed under these conditions, but in view of the risks which would have to be 
taken, it was agreed that this aspect could not justifiably be entertained. The 
directive still left plenty of scope for ingenuity and the '' Y " Service·exploited 
the possibilities to the fuU. 

Cor:ona ca.Jl\e into use on the night of '22/23 October 1943, and was 
immediately successful. The target was Kassel and before the end of tbe 
night tliere was chaos in the enemy night defence organisation. A furious 
German growid controller was heard to warn his aircraft, " Beware of another 
voice" and, "Don't be led astray by the enemy," and finally, " In the name of 
General Schmidt t order aU aircraft to Kassel." The General Schmidt on 

1 A.M. Letter A.T .4./452/P, 29 October 1943. 
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whose authority he spoke was the Co]Jlmander of the Ge.rman Air Force on 
the Westeru Front who had relieved Gene~•al Kammhuber shortly after the 
introduction of Window. The " Ghost Voice'' not only spoke idiomatic 
German but had also been trained to mimic perfectly the voices oi his opposite 
nwnbers.1 It was the "Ghost" who on one occasion, after a particularly 
violent outburst by the Geiman Controller) remarked into his microphone 
11 The Englishman is now swearing." The German's immediate and somewhat 
fatuous rejoinder was "It is not the Englishman who is swearing, it is me." 
On another night the enemy attempted to beat the .,. Ghost" by putting 
quite suddenJy and in the mi.dd.le of the proceedings, a woman controller at 
the microphone. But this had been foreseen and a German-speaking W ,A,A.F, 
operator was sitting ready against just such a contingency. ""The Germans 
never attempted to repeat this stratagem. 

Various otber expedients were tried by the enemy; for instance, they 
commenced prefixing every R/T message with a diff~rent three figure code 
group as, " '763 all Fighters to beacon P." The immediate answer to this was 
of course, "763 all Fighters to beacon 0." The night fighters were left to 
wonder whether their code was wrong and which was the correct order, while 
the conh"ollers were in doubt as to which instructi.on the fighters would follow. 
Another enemy idea was to have his orders repeated by·a second voice. This 
a lso was quite easy. to counterfeit and the confusion which resulted on some 
occasi.ons can best be imag_ined. 

The operational intention of Corona being to disrupt and confuse the enemy's 
organisation by the transmission of false or contradictoty instructions, one of 
the most fruitful objects for attention was tl1at p;u-t of his organisation 
concerned with the disposal of fighter aircraft after the Bomber Command raid 
was over. Since fighter aircraft were normally drawn from all over Germany 
for these operations, the enemy's problems for foe night did not end with the 
return of the Bomber Command force to it:; base. The night fighter aircraft, 
of which there may have been up to three hundred or more airborne, had to be 
sorted out and instructed concerning the airfields they were to land at. It was in 
connection with this phase of the operations that Corona sowed great confusion . 
If fighter aircraft were instructed by their own Controller to go to Gilze-Rijen 
the "Ghost Voice" soon warned them that the weather was doubtful at 
G*-e-Rijen and that t11ey should therefore land at Stade, some 250 miles away. 
If the Germans said that the weather was bad jn the southern airfield area 
and aircraft would have to return to northern bases, the ' ' Ghost Voice ' 1 told 
the fighters to hasten to the south before the weather closed in. On occasions 
in the middle of operations the "Ghost Voice" would order all :rught fighter 
aircraft to land at the nearest airfield. All this was invariably accompanied 
by a running fire of contradiction and cross talk with the enemy Controller, 
hel-ped out with extracts from Hitler's speeches and urgent req_uests to aircraft 
operators to " re-adjust their receivers. " 2 

The effect of it on the enemy aircrews is easy to imagine. Occupied with 
the nonnal difficulties and hazards of night fighting they could never be sure 
whether they would be correctly controlled or deliberately misled during their 
s.orti.es by the "Ghost Voice" whose patter, terminology and procedure was 
always exactly the same as that of their own Controllers. To be sent off to meet 

1 Bomber Co:i;omand Fil~ .B,C. S ,307,26, E~~l. nA, ~9 .Nov.eJ:n,bcr 1943~ 
3 Ibid., Eocl. lOA, 3 November 1943. 



a'-Bomber Command attack with which they might never be able to make 
c·ontact and then not be sure of landing at a safe airfield undoubtedly under
mined the morale of the hardiest of night fighter pilcts. There is evidence that 
many of the less resolute succumbed, and for them the false landing orders in 
particular were always a good excuse for evading further trouble. 
• The end of Corona was, however, in sight. With the increasing use by the 

enemy of V.H.F., the introduction of W/T control, and another change in 
night fighter organisation whereby individual units controlled their own aircraft, 
its effect began to dwindle. By the spring of 1944 the enemy had become 
.,inured and the last days of Corona came when the Germans were able to 
ridicule the efforts of the "Ghost Voice" before the night's proceedings had 
started. Nevertheless, the Corona organisation was kept in being and instead 
of modulating the transmitters with speech they were modulated with noise 
and used to augment the Special Tinsel effort.1 In this form Corona remained 
in operation till the end of the waF. 

Airborne Cigar (A.B.C.) 
It will be recalled that with the introduction of V.H.F. for R/T control 

channels of communication, the enemy had hoped to ·avoid the Tinsel jamming 
of H.F. channels, and that an immediate counter-measure had been provided 
by a barrage of jamming transmitters sited at Sizewell on the East Anglian 
coast. Although it was known from " Y " Service intercepts that considerable 

, interference was being experienced by enemy fighter aircraft, it will be 
appreciated that the effect of Ground Cigar was limited to that area of enemy 
country over which the jamming was directed. If the Bomber Force was to be 
fully protected, it was essential that V.H.F. jamming should be applied to 
any area over which it operated, particularl;, those out of range of Ground 
Cigar. The solution was to employ an airborne jammer carrying the jamming 
right into enemy territory, thus protecting Bomber Command aircraft over 
the whole route to and from the target. As a result of a suggestion by the 
Ai r Ministry, Bomber Command agreed to earmaPk one squadron of the Bomber 
Force for the specialist role of V.H.F. jamming in addition to its normal function 
of dropping bombs.2 . 

Thus was introduced the counter-measure Airborne Cigar (A.B.C.), first used 
operationally on the night of 7/8 October 1943.3 No. 101 Squadron, a normal 
Lancaster bomber squadron in No. 1 Group, was fitted with modified Jostle 
II transmitters for jamming enemy R/T in the 38-42 megacycles per second 
frequency band. Each aircraft carried a specially trained German-speaking 
operator as an additional crew-member, whose duty it was to find and jam the 
enemy frequencies. It was also the intention that the aircraft, which were to 
accompany the bomber force in order to apply the jamming, should carry a 
normal bomb-load less the weight of the special operator and his equipment, 
which amounted in all to about 1,000 lb. 

In the five months which elapsed during that summer before aircraft were 
equipped for this squadron, the enemy had full and free use of his V.H.F. 
channels operated outside the area covered by Ground Cigar. At times, it 

1 A.M. Letter R.C.M. /208/Tels. 2, 22 January 1944, Encl. 14A, and Bomber Command 
File S.30726. 

2 A.iVI. Letter C.28902, Encl. 3A, 23 April 1943. 
3 Bomber Command File B.C. S.29922/Sigs., 12 June 1943. 
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,.,, 

~eemed that the difficulties of design, /4anufacture, and installation would 
prevent Airborne Cigar ever coming.~(o fruition. Unfortunately, the main 
reason for the delay in keeping to the A.B.C. schedule was a strike at the firm 
responsible for delivering the aircraft for fitting. 1 The need for A.B.C. was 
undoubtedly urgent, particularly as it was becoming probable that the enemy 
was developing the full use of V.H.F. throughout his night defence organisation.2 

In order to establish this point, two preliminary survey :fligbts were carried 
out by aircraft of No. 101 Squadron, fitted with receivers only, and 
accompanying the main Bomber Force on deep -penetration raids. These 
surveys disclosed that the incidence of night fighter V.H.F. in the interior of 
Germany was, if anything, greater than in the coastal belt within range of 
the "Y " Service.3 By that time, the cumbersome code-name of Airborne 
Cigar nad been shortened to A.B.C., by which it was always known afterwards. 

Tbe equipment of each aircraft consisted of three Jostle II transmitters, all 
capa ble of being tuned rapidly to any frequency in the 38-42 megacycles per 
second band, together with one panoramic search recei Ver and the necessary 
power supply.4 The aerials consisted of three 7-foot spars, two along the upper 
fuselage and one below the nose, giving the aircraft the appearance of a pre
historic monster. It was feared that the spars would reduce performance, 
but in fact no appreciable effect was noticed. It was later found, furthermore, 
that the bomb-load was not gre·atly affected in spite of the extra equipment. 
The type of jamming can best be described as a "wig-wog 1 ' noise, which 
produced a constantly varying audio note, running up and down the scale, on 
the speech-channel which was being jammed. 1'he receiver had been specially 
designed for its purpose. While constantly searching the band electricaJly, 
it presented the whole radio frequency range to the operator in _panorama on a 
cathode ray tube. A signal appeared as a blip on the trace and the operator 
could then stop the receiver on this blip, ·check its origin, and if it was to be 
jammed, tune one of his transmitters to the blip. also by visual manipulation. 
The whole process could be carried out in a matter of seconds, and the object 
of each operator was to tun~ big transmitters to active enemy control frequencies 
as rapidly as possible. 

Operational Control 
· In its original form, the A.B.C. operation- involved the close co-operation of 

the " Y " Service, which was to ensure that , ~rule the A.B.C. aircraft were 
within range of the "Y" station, tbe special operators would be instructed by 
,adio as to which frequencies to jam. This was facilitated by providing the 
A.B.C. operators with a gridded map of the area of enemy V.H.F. activity 
which was in II Y" range; the grid references were purely arbitrary a.nd were 
changed for each operation. The" Y" control station had a similar.map and 
when an enemy V.H.F. transmission was identified, its frequency was measured 
and its source determined by D.F. This information, in the form of a short 
message giving the grid reference of the source and frequency of the signal, 
was theo broadcast direct to the A.B.C. aircraft by the " Y " control station, 
using a high-power ground transmitter. Operators could give a particular 

'Bomber Command File B.C. S.29922/Sigs., Eocl. 26A, 8 August 1943, and Minute 28, 
13 August 1943. 

2 lbid., Encl. 31A . i4 August 1943. 
3 1,bid., Encl. 100A, 8 Septerober 1943. 
• Ibid., dated 2 October 1943. 
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transmi$siOn special attention if the source, by reference to the gridded map, 
lay close to the track of the bomber stream. 

The method of control was employed on the introduction of A.B.C. mainly 
to assist the special operators .in selecting the most important frequencies to jam. 
It was thought that there might be a large number of sigpals visible on the 
receiver, the sources of some of which might be so distant that they could not 
possibly be associated with the attack. ln pi;actice, it was found that tbe 
A.B.C. operators, who in any case had necessarily to be left to their own 
initiative when they passed out of V.H.F. range of the " Y" control station, 
could differentiate without difficulty between the transmissions which mattered 
and those that did not. The " Y " control scheme was accordingly dropped 
1_1ot long after the start t>f A.B.C. operations, though for a time active V.H.F. 
frequencies.continued to be passed to the aircraft for their information value. 

Selection and T{aining of Operators 
Special attention was paid to the selection and training of A.B.C. operators. 

No. 101 Squadron contained three flights, and a:ll the aircraft were fitted to 
carry A.B.C. The initial requirement was therefore for at least thirty special 
operators, and in the first instance they were recruited from within Bomber 
Command itself. The various Groups were asked to nominate aircrew personnel 
of quick intelligence of any flying category, the only other qualification required 
being a good working knowledge of the German language. Among the -first 
special duty operators posted to No. 101 Squadron for A.B.C. were navigators, 
lhght engineers, wireless operators and air gunners. They received two courses 
of training. the first lasting a week at the " Y " control station at West 
Kingsdown, followed by a second week spent on manipulation of the equipment, 
with a g.round trainer designed for the purpose by T.R.E. Subsequently, the 
week at West Kingsdown was dispensed with, and all the tr:aining, both in the 
" Y " aspects and in the hand.Jing of the equipment, was given at a training 
centre established for the purpose at Ludford Magn~. where No. "101 Squadron 
was based throughout the A.B.C. period. 

From the outset, the A.B.C. operators showed the utmost keenness for and 
proficiency in their task. The subsequent and continuing success of A.B.C. 
was largely due to their efforts, while the comprehensive reports made regularly 
after each raid were of the greatest value for R.C.M. planning generally.1 

Although an A.B.C. leader, in conformity with the policy of having a leader for 
all the non-pilot aircrew categories, was established in the usual way, the initial 
training and ground organisation for A.B.C. was carried out by a Signals officer 
at Headquarters, Bomber Command, who also undertook the first survey flight 
and acted as the Command Liaison Officer at Ludford Magna until the station 
took over direct control of the operation. 

As to the results of A.B.C., it can be said that the enemy was. deprived 
of effective R/T working on V .H.F. whenever he attempted to operate in the 
neighbourhood of the Allied _bomber force. 2 After the night of 7/8 October 
1943 A.B.C. aircraft of No. 101 Squadron accompanied all main force attacks 
on German targets by night, the number of .A.B.C. aircraft operating on each 
of these· attacks varying from six to twenty-seven. The usual practice was to 
distribute the jamming aircraft througbo.ut the length 0£ the bomber stream, 

1 Bomber Command File B.C. S.29922, 5 October 1943, Minute 1. 
• lbid., End. 18B, 24 October 1943. 
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flying at the same height and conforming in all respects to the mai,n forc.e attack 
plan. Thus, apart from carrying a bomb-load which was nominally 1,000 lb. 
per aircraft less than any of the other Lancaster squadro.n in the main fo-rce, 
No. lOl Squadron carried out its A.B.C. function \Vhilst operating in all other 
respects as a normal component of tbe main bomber force. As time went on, 
the A.B.C. operation under\lvent various changes to keep pace with enemy 
V.H.F. deveJopm~nts. As already mentioned, control from the ground was 
dispensed with when it became apparent that operators were, in the main, 
able to find and jam frequencies without this assistance. When operating 
within range of the "Y" control station, the A.B.C. modulation could always 
be heard very strongly and this served as a valuable cross-check on the efficiency 
of the jamming. On some occasions, under good radio conditions, the A.B.C. 
jammers were audible on the ground in this country throughout the raid. · 

Benito 
It will be reqi.lled that most of the enemy Hinvmelbett patrols had been 

abandoped after the appearance of Window. A few, however, were retained 
to deal with British bombers which, especially on the return route, straggled 
away from the main force, and thus lost the protection afforded by the Window 
concentration. This meant that to a minor degree the Himmelbett system of 
night-fighting could still be employed. A second method of individually 
controlled fighter interception had already made its appearance .over Holland 
dµring the late spring and early summer of 1943.1 Called the Benito method, 
it enabled a controller to follow the position of his fighter aircraft by means of 
range and bearing determination at a ground station. The equipment was 
similar to tl),at of the Benito Bomber Control in that the principle of range 
measurement was the same, but it did not involve the use of a beam. The 
ground station transmitted a V.H.F. carrier wave modulated by an audio tone 
of 3,000 cycles which was received and re-transmitted by the aircraft. By 
measuring the phase difference at the ground station between the transmitted 
and received tones, the r.ange of the aircraft was calculated. Bearing was 
found by direction-finding, and the position of the aircraft was thus determined. 
The advantages of this system were firstly, that it was not subject to the 
interference of Window, and secondly, that a fighter aircraft could be plotted 
over a much greater distance than by the Wurzburg. By using a multiple 
array apparatus, it was possible for the ground controller to keep a check on 
the activities. of up to twelve tighter aircraft. Within a few weeks of the 
introduction of Window the Benito method of control was in limited operational 
use over Holland, where the Wilde Sau free-lance fighter aircraft were not 
operating. 

As a counter-measure to Benito, the Air Ministry suggested that a homing 
device2 capable of locating and following the Benito aircraft transmission should 
be installed in the Mosquito aircraft of two Fighter Command squadrons, as an 
alternative equipment to Serrate. Development of the new homer proved 
slow, however, firstly due to higher priority projects at T.R.E., and later owing 
to technical difficulties associated with D.F. ambiguity and with fitting the 
large_ aerials required to the aircraft. Eventually the aerials were designed and 
fitted to Mosquito VI aircraft, but the work was not completed until 1945, when 
the War was nearly over and the immediate need had disappeared. 

1 Bomber Command Instructions No. 20, 2 October 1943. 
2 A.M. File C.28902, Encl. 30A, 19 August 1943. 
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Although the A.B.C. type of R/T jamming was used against Benito from 
the outset, there was some doubt as to its ·effectiveness. Two possible solutions 
were considered.1 One was the production of an Air Domino, an airborne 
version of tbe Benito jamming technique as used in No. 80 Wing, and the 
other was the easier alternative of modifying one of fhe A.B.C. transmjtters 
in each A.B.C. aircraft to radiate a tuneable Benito note. Thus, the Benito 
audio tone could be simulated and the jamming signal wouJd be confused at 
the ground station with the genuine one, and so prevent the fighter aircraft 
from being ranged. The latter solution was accepted. Sufficient new type 
modulators were produced by T.R.E. to equip six aircraft of No. 101 Squadron,, 
and Benito jamming, which was rather of a stop-gap nature, was carried out 

, on the nights of 27 /28/29 January 1944. 2 No difficulty was experienced by 
the special operators in applying the jamming but the need for further 
modification of the modulators was apparent. Even so, it seemed that the 
1amming, possibly combined with the normal ·A.B.C. operation, was having 
some effect. An examination by the " Y " Service o-f Benito type signals had 
disclosed that an unusual form of signal had been heard on a frequency of 
39 ·9 megacycles per second. It was almost certain that it consisted of 
re-radiation without the usual 3 ,000-cycle note which was only superimposed 
at very low modulation level for a few seconds at a time. 3 The following month, 
signals were heard instructing a night fighter aircraft to go over to Benito, 
and to receive on 40 megacycles per second and transmit on 38·6 megacycles 
per second.4 This, coupled with the fact that the frequencies did not conform to 
the nonnal l · 9 megacycles separation and were both outside the normal 
jamming barrage frequency rnnge of 40 · 2- 42 · 3 megacycles per second, 
indicated ao attempt by the enemy to avoid the barrage jamming. In view 
_of this, '' A.B.C.' · operators were instructed to search for Benito transmissions 
towards 39 mega.cycles per seco..nd, and the special modulators were again 
modined to extend the audio range to cover the lower frequency used by the 
enemy.s 

By July 1944, enemy use of Benito had increased considerably and attention 
was turned to improving lhe Benito jammjng technique as applied by the 
A.B.C. aircraft of No. 101 Squadron. 6 T.R.E. examined the possibility of adopt
ing lhe Air Domino scheme, but after prolonged experiments found that it was 
not possible to receive and re-radiate on channels as close together as those 
used by the enemy for Benito control.' T .R.E. advised that the modified Air~ . 
borne Cigar operation was still the best method of jamming. This resulted 
in steps being take~ to improve the modulator of t he jamming transmitter to 
a higher degree of accuracy, a successful prototype being sent to the Bomber 
Support Development Unit of No. 100 Group where sufficient modulators to 
equip No. 462 Squadron were constructed. 

It has not been possible to assess the degree of success with Benito jamming. 
Theoret ically, the modified A.B.C. jammers should have caused much con
fusion. At least, with all the various counter-measures which were applied 

1 Bomber Command File B.C. S.'29922/J'Sl, Encl. 4A, 23 January 1944. 
2 Ibid. , Encl. 7a, 30 January 1944. 
8 (bid. , Encl. 8,, and A.l.1/452/M, 31 January, 1944. 
• Ibid., Encl . 9A, a.nd A.J.4/352/M, S March 1944. 
• Ibid., Encl. 12A, 2~ Ma.rch l944. 
• Ibid, . Encl. 15A, 3 Ju>y 1944 , and A.,S.T. Report No. 25, 14 January 1944. 
'A.M. Letter Tels. 2/S.S0, }O November 1944. 
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against the German Air Defence System, it probably made some contribution , 
to the difficulties which were created. 

A.B.C. against .V.H.F. W/T 
Benito was not the only V.H.F. development with which Bomber Command 

had to contend. The regular reports from A.B.C. operators after each 
flight drsclosed that the enemy was attempting to work through the A.B.C. 
jamming by the use of W/T.l This had become evident with.in a month of the 
introduction of A.B.C. From the enemy's point of view it was far from being 
the ideal solution. He must now either include a wireless operator in the air
craft or give the pilot extra training in W/T. There was also the need to use 
codes to shorten the messages, and the increased possibility of mistakes being 
:made, accompanied by the inevitable slowing down of the control procedure. 
However, (i].espite these disadvantages, W/T bad been adopted and tests were 
therefore conducted by T.R.E. using the A.B.C. jammers with various types 
of modulation, the conclusion being that no improvement on the normal 
Jostle tone could be obtained, and that the A.B.C. jamming, so successful 
against R/T, would give similar results against W/T.2 This was confirmed from 
intercepts of the "Y" Service.3 Little or no advantage could have been 
secured by the enemy in his use of WfT in the V.H.F. band. 

Ottokat 
Another enemy V.H.F. development for control of night-fighter aircraft 

was indicated in December 1943 by reports4 received from the "Y " Service 
Stations on the east coast, · that during Bomber Command operations enemy 
'R/T intercepts on a frequency of 3l · 2 megacycles per second referred frequently 
to a navigational aid known as Ottokar. An example is given of the traffic inter
cepted on this frequency on the night 2 January 1944. 

" 1345 hours Ottokar is laid on Leipzig. 
0243 hours British bombers on course in left and right of Ottokar 3. 
0408 hours Briti!:,h bombers in Ottokar S. 
0423 hours Ottokar switched off." 

Alternating with thes.e R/T instructions, beam type signals with an audio 
modulation of 1150 cycles per second were received on the same frequency, and 
from a series of investigation flights undertaken by No. 192 Squadron it was 
apparent that the '[:>eam transmitter was situated in the Knickebein 3 (Den 
Helder) area. It was therefore assumed that use was being made by the enemy 
of the Knickebein system in a defensive capacity as an aid .to his night fighters. 

In considering appropriate measures against this aid it was realised that 
as the targets of the British night bombers varied, it would not be easy for the 
enemy to use radio beams to assist his night fighter aircraft to find the bomber 
stream, due to the time taken to set up his aerial arrays in the changing 
directions required. It was, therefore, decided that the most effective counter-

.., measure would be obtained by attacking the R/T control channe1.5 Since 
the Germans were using the beam approach receiver in the Knickebein band 
of 30.megacycles per second, which was outside the frequency band of A.B.C., 

1 Bomber Command File B .C. S.29922/Sigs., Encl. 18B, 24 October 1943. 
• Ibid., Encl. 36a, 8 November 1943. 
3 lb-id. , Encl. 44A, 5 December 1943. 
• Ibid., Encl, 53A," Y ·• Minute, 20 December 1943. 
• Ibid., Encl. 56A, 28 December 1943. 
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three A.B.C. transmitters, one in each. of three aircraft of No. 101 Squadron, 
.were quickly modified to radiate on a frequency of 31 ·2 megacycles per second, 
radiation to take place whenever the other two transmitters ii) the aircraft 
were jamming. Since the panoramic: A.B.C. receiver could not cover t he 
new frequenc.y, this amounted to unmonitored jamming on 31 • 2 megacycles 
per second. This s hortcoming was accepted, however, because the immediate 
creation of interference in the 30-33 megacycles per second frequency band was 
thought likely to lead the enemy to believe that preparations for jamming had 
already been made, and that the continued use of these frequencies would 
not be prontable.l While there is no positive evidence of the results of this 
move, there was no further report of attempts by the Germans to control 
fighter aircraft in this band, and the episod~ may well be instanced of the 
deterrent effect of rapid action. 

Rayoo 
· A further counter-measure was undertaken by Headquarters, No. 80 Wing 

early in January 1944, under the code name Rayon, against the Ottokar R/T 
channel. For this purpose a high-power transmitter s ited at the No . 80 Wing 
Station Mundesley, using Jostle type modulation, was employed. Although 
the efficiency of th1s counter-measure was considered doubtfol owing to the 
long range, there is evidence from prisoner-of-war sources that a measure of 
success was obtained.1 A prisoner stated that Kn:ickebein had been used for 
night-fighter patrols, but that the fighter commentary w-a.s unsuccessful, due to 
jamming by R/T. 

The use of t his method of control was continued sporadically for approxi
mately three months.3 The full number o.f Knickebein stations employed for 
the purpose was not determined, though transmissions from the Kn-ickebein 5 
area were intercepted, and an alternative frequency of 32· l megacycles per 
second was occasionally used. In May 1944, as the enemy ,had ceased to use 
Knickebein for nigbt-fi.ghter R/T and navigational control channels, H ead
quarters, Bomber Command ordered th.e cancellation of R/T jamming on 
31 · 2 megacycle!:! per second. 

Ellemy Measures to Overcome Jam.miDg 
With the enemy change-over from close control to the mass-control system of 

fighter a ircraft-a.lready discussed in connection with Special Tinsel-the 
running commentary broadcast on H.F. was radiated simultaneously on V.H.F. 
/or the benefit of the V.H.F.-equipped fighters. A.B.C. operators found that 
most of the jamming required was against a comparatively few high-power 
R/T channels in the 38-42 megacycles per second frequency band, The running 
commentary was i.tself varied considerably in the endeavour to overcome the 
effects of jamming. On some occasions women R/T operators were employed, 
whose higher-pitched voices gave the German pilots a better chance ·of hearing 
their orders.4 Another ruse was to use a captured A.B.C. transmitter on the 
required frequency and -to fade out the jamming when orders were required to be 
radiated; this was apparently done in t he hope that A.B.C. Operators 
would not t une on to another jammer, whereas in fact they bad instrnctions 
that when there were no R/T signals on their own screens they should reinforce 

1 Bomber Command File B.C. S.29922/Sigs., Encl. 61.A. 8 Ja.n1,1ary 1944. 
• A..D.I. (K) Report S.R.A. No. 5582, 31 Aui:ust 1944. 
3 Bomber Command Fjle ;B.C. S.29922/Sigs., 9 May 1944, 
• Bomber Command R.C.M. Operation.al Suuu:naty No. 1, 14 December 1943, 
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any other jammer which they conld hear. One of the more effective enemy 
moves against jamming was the iotroduction of a greatly speeded-up R/T pro
cedure. For this, the ground transmitter had only to be on the a ir for a few 
seconds, making it often ve-ry difficult to put an A .B.C. januner on before 
tbe enemy transmitter was switched off. This method of working would have 
bad more success if the procedure had not been too fast for many of the German 
night-:fighter pilots, who frequently asked for a repetition. Another subterfuge 
was to transmit a musical programme, brea.ki.og off suddenly to snap out an 
order, the music then being resumed. 

Under these varying conditions A.B.C. had been operated by No. IOl 
Squadron from 7 October 1943. In October 1944, H eadquar ters, B omber 
Command, proposed the transfer of the A.B.C. commitment from No. 101 
Squadron of No. I Group to No. 100 Group, a Halifax III squadron beio.g trans
ferred from the main bomber force for the purpose.1 But it was not until 
March 1945 that the task was taken over by a specially established Halifa.x 
squadron, No. 462, fitted with the latest A.B.C. equipment, a nd capable of 
either R/T, W/T or Benito jamming. By that time the war was nearly over 
and R.C.M·. activity had almost ceased: so that No. 462 Squadron had little 
opportunity in an A.B.C. role. Throughout the long period that No. 101 
Squadron had been engaged in the A.B.C. role, it had p layed a great part in 
the radio WaJ against the German nJght fighter. In all, the squadron had flown 
2,477 A.B.C. sorties with the loss of a total of 77 aircraft. 

Enemy Use of Medium Frequency Band for Fighter Control 
By November 1943 counter-measures against night-fighter R/T control on the 

H.F. and V.H.F. bands had presented the enemy with serious difficulties. Since 
the German night-nghter communication equi_pment could also work on the 
medium frequency band, it seemed that this was a likely alternative, Oh the 
other hand the use of the medium frequency band by aU nations for public 
broadcasts and propagar.da talks introduced certain drawbacks. On the night 
of 3/4. November 1943 it apt°)eared that the Germans had decided to accept the 
disadvan tages, for the h.igb power broadcasting station at Stuttgart was brought 
into use fo:r night-fighter controJ, the instructions being super.imposed on the 
normal programme. The procedure used was similar to that used in the H.F. 
and V.H.F. running commentaries, the transmissions being in fact simultaneous 
on a ll three frequency bands. The use of Stuttgart continued spasmodically for 
some weeks but by the beginning of December it had become clear that the 
permanent use of the station was interyded. 

Dartboard 
The immediate problem was the neutralisation of the 100 kilowatts broad

casting transmitter at Stuttgart-no mean undertaking in view of the power of 
the station and its distance from any similar station in this country whi~h could 
be brought to bear.2 Fortunately a sufficiently powerful jammer was available 
in the shape of an 800 kilowatts set, probably the most powerful M.F . t rans
mitter in E urope, which was under Foreign Office control for propaganda 
purposes. This was installed in H.M. Government Communications Centre at 
Crowborough and was to be known as Aspidistra. Negotiations for the use of 
the transmitter for rad io counter-measures were successful, -and on the night of 
------------------------------

\ Bomber Com,mand Letter B.C. S.29922/Sigs., 7 August 1944. 
~ A.M. Si~. Plan (C) fnstructions C.M.S. 79, 27 January 1944, and No. 80 Wing File 

S.3019/ll/Sigs., :Encl. 3B. 
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6]7 December 1943 the counter-measure which was at first known as Light-up, 
and was , later named Dartboard, \vent on the .air. In accordance with the 
requirements of impending night operatio·ns, prior requests for Dartboard were 
given daily by Headquarters, Bomber Command to the "Y ' ' Service, whi.ch 
were responsible for its operational con trol.1 An over-riding control was 
exercised by the No. 80 Wing Controller (on advice from the No. 80 Wing 
Liaison Officer at Headquarters, A.D.G.B.) for closing down should enemy 
altacks develop over the United Kingdom. Prior to the cessation of hostilities, 
arrangements were completed for No. 80 Wing to assume control of Dartboard 
and, although only one such operation was so controlled, the necessary modula
'tion and land line facilities had been made available. 
· The means of application comprised a listening watch for the Stuttgart radio 

·station broadcast programme and, as soon as the latter was faded out for ene01y 
control instructions to be given, the" Y ' ' operator pressed the key which gave 
direct control of the transmitter. With an eight to one advantage in power, the. 
Dartboard signal was sufficient to nullify the Stuttgart transmission over the 
north em area of Germany, and to interfere seriously even in the south. The 
hours of operation were kept to the minimum owLng to the high priority _pro
pag,mda work on which Aspidistra was normally engaged. Another tr<}.ns
mitter, " Moorside Edge 3" (near Huddersfield) was also available for the same 
purpose and later one of the B.B.C. Droitwich transmitters was employed. The 
procedure was modified in M'arc.h 1944. and unless the listening watch considered 
the jamming was not effective, .Aspidistra radiated its normal .. Calais" or 
"Atlantic'' propaganda. programme, " Moorside Edge" only being keyed . It 
was anticipated that this change would put the enemy in a quandary. He had 
the cl\oice of accepting unjammed propaganda covering the whole of Europe 
from the powerful Aspidislra, probably causing nearly as much int.ederence as 
h'e was already experiencing, or of attempting to jam Aspidistra, which course 
would entail spoiling his own fighter control transm'issions. 

The Anna Mt:trie Programme 
Some idea o-f the straits in which the Germans found themselves can be 

. gauged by the extraordinary method adopted after the use of Dartboa.rd.2 It 
was reported that the broadcast programmes radiated by the German Forces 
Station Anna Marie at Muhlacker , Stuttgart, were completely out of balance. 
Investigations revealed that the programme wa.s coded, the nature of the music 
indicating in which of the eight main defence areas Royal Air Force bomber 
aircraft were flying. The key to the code was as follows-3 :-

Defence Zone 
Quelle . . 
Kurfurt 
PhiUip 
Otto 
9 
JO 
Berta 
Ponto 

Nature of Music 
Wurlitzer Oi;-gan. 
Marches. 
XyJophone. 
Violin. 
Piano. 
Soldiers' Songs . 
Waltzes. 
Accordion . 

1 A..M . Sigs, Plan (C) Instructiohs C.M.S. 79, 16 M-arcb l944, and No . dO Wing E-'ile 
S,3019/11/Sigs ,, Eocl, 48. 

1 Bomber Coromand Operational Summary oi R.C.M. No. 3, 8 April 1944. 
~ A.D.I. (I) Report No. 491 D/1944, 28 August !944. 
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lf, for example, bomber aircraft were flyin,g into the Quelle area, the broad
casting station A1ma Marie would play cinema organ music as long as the 
bombers remained in that area. Instructions were given that the musical 
items would be interspersed with orders to the fighters. The code was put into 
effect on 26 December 1943, and according to captured information was intended 
to be used only when the Corps and Divisional commentaries were jammed. 
When this occurred and no verbal o,;-ders were given by Anna Marie the fighter 
aircraft were to fly to the W /T beacon in the area indicated by the type of music 
broadcast. The areas Quelle, Kurfurt, Phillip and Otto were sub-divided into 
northern and southern halves. When bombers were in the northern half of 
these areas each piece of music was announced individually, but when in the 
southern half two pieces of music were announced at a time. Finally, the con
c1usion of operations was always indicated by the station playing the German 
march " Old Comrades." In the event of Allied aircraft not entering any of the 
eight defence areas the radio station Anna Marie was to broadcast its 1:1sual 
dance music. 

The Germans may have hoped that the introduction of this novel but clwnsy 
method of fighter control would escape notice by the Allied radio counter
measure organisation. It was an open admission to their own fighter pilots of 
serious embarrassment. Dartboard jamming was applied to the transmissions 
and they were discontinued after a few more operations, 

Other important developments on medium frequency we.re, firstly, the use 
of nav:igatjonal radio _beacons by the Germans for passing plots and control 
instruct ions by W/T, and secondly, the establishment of comparatively high
power M.F. control stations in each German night fighter Divisional area, of 
which four mainly concerned Bomber Command.1 The radio beacons provided 
a serious problem ; there was a number of them and their , function in the 
enemy night fighter organisation was an important one. Each beacon site 
comprised an M.F. radio transmitter associated with a visual beacon flashing a 
characteristic recognition code group. They were used as rallying points for 
the night fighter aircraft which were directed by the ground control from beacon 
to beacon ; the fighters homed by radio to the particular beacon to which they 
were ordered and checked tbeir :position by observing its visual characteristic.2 

When the enemy began to use th.ese beacons for --passing plots and control 
instructions, the situation was firs t met by the introduction of counter-measure 
Fidget, which is discussed later in this narrative. . 

In summarising M.F. development, it is probably true to say that by increas
ing the number of frequencies in use, the enemy was able to evade to some 
extent the full effects of M.F. jamming. Such an evasive measure may also 
be . applied for alJ wavebands. Nevertheless, the general disorganisation and 
complication caused by the jamming was such as to make it ..,in the highest 
degree improbable that more than a proportion of aircraft operators were able to 
nnd a clear channel. Jn effect, a situation had been reached in which the 
wireless operator of tl).e German night fighter aircraft was required to search his 
allotted frequencies over the whole range from V.H.F. to M.F., involving the 
use of two separate aircraft receiving instaJlations, in order to find an unjammed 
channel and knowing that it might at any moment be engaged by a jammer. 
This was the situation by the end of 1943, brought about by the combined effect 
of Tinsel, Special Tinsel, Corona, A.B .C. and Dartboard. 

1 A.S.L Report No_ 79, 16 November 1944. 
i A.H .B./ Il.E/76. " War in the Ether." An account of R.C.M. in Bomber Command. 
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By the adoption of a very wide selection of frequencies within the M.F., H.F. 
and V.H.F. bands, the German night-fighter control was probably able to retain 
fighter communication to some degree. Nevertheless, the Lt1.Jtwaffe night 
control organisation was very seriously handicapped by RC.M. This was 
!;QOwn not only by the enemy's resort to so desperate a measure as the Anna 
Marie programme, but was directly confirmed by prisoners after the War.1 

Intenogation of a number of experienced and reliable night-fighter pilots of 
the German A.ir Force confirmed that by 28 October 1944 , only high-power W/l 
beacons were of any real use to them. The very experienced pilots couJd 
operate only in the most favourable conditions, and night-fighter aircraft could 
no longer operate as units. All German night-fighter crews confirmed this 
experience of frustration. On the other hand, the enemy showed great resource 

·and flexibility, requiring a considerable effort by Bomber Command in attempt-
ing to neutralise it. The jammers, moreover, deprived the Allied " Y " Service 
of a good deal of infonnation. 

The early policy of mixing all the A.B.C. jammers with main force bombers 
had its dangerous side, as it not only gave the Gennan Raid Tracking Service 
a, further source of information, but a lso provi.ded the enemy night-fighter 
_aircraft ,vith potential radio beacons by which to home into the bomber stream. 
Fortunately, the enemy exploited neither. but it would have been more effective, 
and more econ0mical if this task had been allotted much sooner to a specialist 
f{.C.M. Group. The vulnerability of higl1 frequency communications to ground 
jammers situated at skip distance from them, and the corresponding advantage 
of V.H.F. to the Gennanb, were brought out. There are claims th.at the success 
of jan;imi,ng on high freq uencies forced the enemy to use V .H.F. Having regard 
to the distinct techpical and tactical advantages otherwise to be derived by him 
from such a change, these claims are probably exaggerated, 

Before proceeding further with the history of offensive radio co\rnter-rneasure 
operations. it w,ould be appropriate to trace the origin of the Royal Air Force 
specialist radio counter-measure formation, No. 100 Group. which came into 
being at the end of 1943 as a result of the realisation of- t.he significance of 
offensive radio counter-measures in support of the Allied night bomber offensive. 

1 Air Ministry A.D.l . (I<) Report No. 599/44, and No. 700/44 , 
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CHAPTER 11 

THE FORMATION OF No. 100 GROUP 

Throughout 1943, a belief grew that RC.M. requirements for Bomber Com
mand could best be met by the provision of specialist squadrons to provide the 
airborne counter-measures for the bomber force. The use of specialist units 
was not new, for in 1942 No. 515 Squadron of Fighter Command had been 
employed for'' Moonshine'' and airborne" Mandrel" operations. In Bomber 
Command too, a similar arrangement had been the e!Tiployment of No. IOI 
Squadron on Airborne Cigar duties, which had been amply justified. Despite 
the additional weight of a special operator and the Jostle II apparatus, this 
squadron had been able to carry out the dual function of jamming and bombing. 
The need was now arising, however, for apparatus of greater complexity, 
increased size and weight, and involving problems of increased power supply. 
Moreover, a factor of greater importance was the growing realisation that the 
extent and comple'xity of R.C.M. required to keep Bomber Command's losses 
within acceptable bounds undoubtedly called for specialist R.C.M. units to 
accompany the main _bomber force.1. 

In June 1943, Headquarters, Bomber Command had made enquiries as to the 
feasibility of countering all forms of enemy radio-controlled night defences by 
the employment of a few specialist . aircraft carrying high-power j ammers.2 

The need for specialist R.C.M. squadrons had been strengthened by a desire to 
avoid the inevitable complication of aircraft instal lations and their maintenance, 
and the need for training every bomber wireless operator in their operation. 8 

The tendency was to favour a separate formation which could be made solely 
responsible for radio counter-measures. It had become clear that radio warfare 
in Bomber Command, jf it were to be successfully appliedJ would call for day-to
day control and t.b,e undivided attention of the signals staff concemed with the 
technical and operational aspects of R.C.:M.4 But it was not only in Bomber 
Command that R.C.M. requirements had to be met. There were also those of 
all other Royal Air Force"Comrnands, th.e Director of T elecom.munkations under 
the Director Ge1:1eral of Signals being the co-ordinating authority responsible 
to the Air Staff. This responsibility bad been exercised by the Air Ministry 
since 1940 when the need for counter-measures had first arisen :in connection 
with the German rndio beams. 

Before any counter-measure qn be taken, information must first be obtained 
on the methods and devices employed by the enemy- Until these are discovered 
the enemy will possess undisputed use of the aids he employs, the period of 
such use being govemed by the time taken i'n determining their nature and the 
best comse to adopt in order to nullify them, and in the design and production 
of the necessary equipment. It was clear that this period should be reduced 
to _a minimum. The closest possible liaison was therefore maintained with the 
Intelligence branches concerned, with Scientific Advisors in the Air Ministry, 

1 Narrator's Interview with A.V.M., E , B. Addison , A.O.C., No. 100 Group. 
2 Director of Telecommunications Folder. Minute from the Director-General of Signals 

t9 the Deputy Chief .?£ Air Staff: . 3 A.M. File C.28902, EncL 3A. 
• A.H.B./ll .E/76 (a)- " War in the Ether, !939-1945. Signals in Bomber Command ." 
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with physicists and radio engineers of the Research E stablishments and with . 
the Radio Industry. Moreover, an intimate liaison was required with the 
~mmands who were to appJy the counter-measures. Tl1is in turn meant the 
formation of R.C.M. Sections within the Signals Staffs of the Commands. 

Thus there were many reasons for the trend towards the formation of an 
operational R.C.M. organisation. The necessary impetus was given by a letter 
to the Air Ministry on 31 August 1943 in which the Air Officer Commanding-in
Chief. Bomber Command referred to the night fighter and intruder operations 
carried out by Fighter Command in support of. the Allied bomber offensive.1 

Ere stated that these operations were excellent as far as they went, but did not 
exercise more than a minor effect upon the enemy's defensive organisation, 
Which was expected to become even more powerful in an attempt to reduce the 
·efficiency of Bomber Command operations. He contended that if the bomber 
offensive were to be given the best chance of fatally weakening Germany, it 
was essential that complementary offensive action of all kinds calculated to 
disorganise the German night fighter and flak defences, should be given the 
highest priority and organised in the most effective manner. This action 
consisted of :-

(a) R.A.F. night :fighter operations. 
(b) R.A.F. bombing intruder operations. 
(c) R.C.M. against the GermanR/T system. 

It'was the view of the A ir Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Bomber Command, 
that as long as such act ion remaiued a side issue for Fighter Command, air 
offen~ive action on the sea.le required was unattainable. He advised that 
night fighter and intruder squadrons should be formed into a Bomber Command 
Group whose specific duty it would be to conduct offensive measures in support 
of bomber operations. He also suggested the inclusion of a radio counter
measures squadron responsible for operations against the German R/T system 
on which the enemy's night' fighter aircraft were largeJy dependent. 

1n a further letter the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief suggested that the 
offensive against German controlled night fighter aircraft in 1944 should take 
the form of barrage j amming of the whole radio defence system, including 
R.O.F. tracking and fighter RJT."' T ile introduction of Window was seriously 
interfering with the ground control of German night fighter aircraft, but the 
retie{ thus gained was only partial, in that Window only affected part of the 
ground tracking system and the A.I. tactics employed by enemy nigh t fighter 
aircraft. It could not prevent the neight of the top laye,r of the bomber stream 
from being determined OI' confuse that part of the enemy G.C.I. system which 
made use of Freyas. There might aJso be a limit to its usefulness in the case of 

· deep penetrations into German territory set by the quantity of Window which 
would need to be carried and the physical effort required to maint-ain the 
necessary rate of discharg·e, especially at great altitudes. Moreover, it was now 
time to aim at reducing to the minimum the number of counter-measure devices 
carried by individual aircraft and to replace them by specialised jamming 
equipment capable of dealing w:ith the entire enemy system and thus giving 

1 Bomber Commp,nd Letter BC/S.30522/Air/C.-in-C., dated 31 August )943, Encl. 'h, aod 
AJ1I. File C.M. S.265. 

" Bomber Command Letter BC/MS.27933/Si-gs./C.-in·C., Encl. 7A, 7 September 1943, and 
A.,M , File C.28904, Part I. 
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protection to the force as a whole. Of the devices employed, all aircraft used 
Tinsel, about 12 per cent. carried Mandrel, a proportion were fitted with Boozer, 
and No. 101 Squadron was being equipped with A,B.C. He recommended that 
the specialised equipment to supersede these devices should be carried in a small 
number of special high fl,ying a,ircr:aft and be capable of. obliterating the radio 
defence system over the whole bomber Jane. It was apparent that these 
aircraft wit)i their ban-age jamming equipment would be vulnerable to homing, 
so, that height anq. speed should be their chief defence. These requirements 
demanded an aircraft with an effective operating height of 28-30,000 feet, a 
speed and endurance at least equal to that of the main bomber force, and having 
the space, lift and power supply needed for the equipment. The aircraft which 
suggested :itself for this purpose was the American Fortress, which met tbe 
technical specification, and which as an additional recommendation possessed 
a powerful defensive armament. The Air Of-ficer Commanding-in-Chief, 
Bomber Command, therefore recommended that sufficient Fortress aircraft 
should be obtained to equip and maintain one squadron, and that development 
on the highest priority of barrage jamming equipment against enemy V.H,F., 

. R/T, A.I., Freyas, and G.L./G.C.I . should be instituted immediately. 

The matter was fully examined and brought up for discussion by the Air 
Staff on 29 September 1943.1 A memorandum was prepared pointing out 
that whereas up to date the enemy's air defence system had been attacked by 
means of various radio equipments installed in Bomber Command aircraft, 
·by aircrnft of Fighter Command, by ground radio stations i,n this country, and 
by Intruder and Serrate2 Squadrons, so far tp.ei;e had been no central ·operational 
organisation solely responsible for the co-ordination of the applicabon of all 
possible means for breaking down the enemy 's air defence system. The 
inclusion of the Serrate squadrons in such an organisation "Yas need~d on the 
grounds that more rapid development could be e:;<.pected both tech □ ically and 
operationally. Similarly, as the night Intruder operations would have to he 
dovetailed into those of Serrate and other squadrons proposed for radio counter
measures, there was a case for these also to be operated and controlled in the 
same organisation. While the American bomber fo rce was increasing rapidly in 
effectiveness, the main offensive force was Bomber Command. This Command 
would accordingly have the most urgent demands on the proposed R.C.M. 
Group and should, therefore, have operational control of it. For matters 
relating to the new Group's technical administration it could best be d_irectly 
under Air Ministry. 

A conference was held at Air Ministry on 29 September 1943 to discuss this 
memorandum. Among those present were the Deputy Chief of Air Staff, 
Deputy Commander-in-Chief, Bomber Command, Major General Eakel 
Commanding the Amerkao 8th Air Force, the Air Officer Commander-in-Chief. 
Fighter Command, and the Air Officer Commanding 2nd Tacticai Air Force. 
The following decisions were made :-

(a) that the air offensive would be more effectively supported than ai 
present by the formation of a central organisation for the operationa 
employment of radio and other counter-measures to the enemy': 
defence system, and that such an organisation should cover th1 
technical and intelligence sides; 

1 A.M. File C.M.S. 265, Encl. 12B. 
~ Night-fighter aircraft employing homers for homing to enemy wght-figbter A.I. 
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(b) that the decision as to whether the Intruder squadrons of Fighter 
Command should be transferred to the Operational control of the 
ne.w organisation, should be deferred ; 

(c) that the following tmits shoulq. come within the operational control 
Qf the new Group. 

No. 141, 169, 239 Squ,;1,dron (the Serrate squadrons). 
o. 515 Squadron. 

The Radio Development Unit at the Royal Air Force Station, 
Drem. 

No. 1473 Flight. 
No. 192 Squadron; 

(d) that a development unit should be jncluded within the Group, in order 
to carry out research work on radio attack on the various types of 
enemy ground stafaons ; 

(e} that the new cen tral organisation should undertake both ground as 
well as air jamming; 

U} that the operational control of the Group should be under :Samber 
Command and the technical control under Air Ministry ; 

(g) that General Eaker should ask General Arnold for an allocation of the 
required number of Fortress aircraft with which to form the Group, 
and that in the meantime, two Fortress aircraft should be made 
available immediately out of existing resources for the initial 
development work and the commencement of operations. It was 
estimated that an initial Fortress force of six to ten aircraft would 
be required to accompany each major raid, which meant that a , 
squadron of 16 I.E. aircraft would be the ultimate object . 

.Tue authority for the necessary action to be taken to . form the Group came 
on 28 October 1943, when the Secretary of State for Air, in a minute to the 
Chief of Air Staff, described the proposed Group as "a most important and 
hopeful projec.t which should be vigorously pressed forward .'' Acting on tbis, 
the Director General of Organisation and the Director of Policy submitted a 
paper to the J;:xpansion and Re-equipment Poljcy Committee at its 49th Meeting 

, asking that a decision should be taken as to which Royal Air Force Command 
should provide the personnel, , 

At its 49th Meeting on 29 October 1943, the Committee agreed that the 
forma ion of the new Group should not be met by adding to the already 
considerable deficiencies of manpower in the Horne Commands, and that it 
could only be formed by -a corresponding reduction of units.1 It was 
considered that this was a matter for Ajr Staff decision. In a letter from the 
Director of Policy to the Director General of Organisation on 5 December 1943, 
the former stated that, as regards the manpower position, the be.c;t way would 
be to instruct Bomber Command to re-equip one of their Stirling squadrons 
with Fortress::-s.2 This would not diminish Bomber Command's impact upon 
Germany since the Command had already stated that they intended lo withdraw 
the Stirling aircraft from the line. · 

On 8 ovember 1943 instructions for the formation of the Radio Counter
Measures Group had been issued, to the effect that No. 100 Group was to form 
forthwith to establishment WAR/B.C./386 at the Royal Air Force Station, 

~ A.M.- File C.M.S. 265, Eocl. 30A . 
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West Raynham, at which station accommodation was to be improvised pending 
a move to Bylaugh Hall, East Dereham, Norfolk, as soon as the latter was 
vacated by Headquarters, No. 2 Group, 2nd Tactical Air Force. The locations 
for all the units were to be decided by Bomber Command. Consequently the 
full layout of the Group was given at a· meeting by the Deputy Commander-in
Chief of Bomber Command on 8 November. The new :No. 100 Group became 
established officially from that date, and t en days later No. 80 Wing was 
incorporated in it. Air Commodore E. B. Addison was appointed to 
command it. Full terms of reference for the Group had, however, yet to 
be decided. 

It was intended to have two Fortress squadrons in No. 100 Group, viz. :-
(a) The 8th Air Force would provide one squadron consjsting of 12 + 2 

Fortresses. This United States squadron was already in being and 
two Fortress installations were undergoing trial at Defford. This 
squadron was entirely a Vnited States unit, fully administered by 
the 8th Air Force although under the- operational control of Bomber 
Command. 

(b) The second squadron, No. 214 (R.A.F.) was to be armed with 12 + 2 
Fortresses, and application for these, plus wastage, would be made 
to Washington by General Eaker. Britain possessed no other 
squadrons of Fortresses except two in Coastal Command which 
could not be diverted. 

At a conference he1d at Air Ministry on 29 September, General Eaker had 
agreed to ask General Arnold for an allotment of the required number of 
Fortress aircraft. Meanwhile two Fortresses were made available and were 
undergoing trial installcltions at Defford. As no reply was forthcoming from 
General Eaker, the Deputy Chief of Air Staff brought the matter to his notice 
in a letter on 12 November 1943.1 In a further letter to General Eaker on 
the 27 November 194$, the Deputy Chief of Air Staff· stated that, on the 
assumption that General Arnold would approve of General Eaker's provisional 
offer to contribute to the squadron to the extent of SO per cent. of aircraft, 
the British representative in Washington had been asked to obtain allotment 
of the necessary number of aircraft to equip 50 per cent. of the squadron 
initially and to meet 50 per cent. of wastage. The Deputy Chief of Air Staff 
now requested General Eaker to ask permission for an immediate allotment. 
It was intended to repay" the U.S.A,A.F. when the 1944 consjgnment of 
Fortresses from the United States became available. It was not expected, 
however, that this would arrive before March or April, and as the urgency 
to equip the Fortress Squadron was such that it was impossible to wait until 
then, the only way in which these aircraft could be got in time was by means 
of a loan from the 8th Ai.r Force. 

The War Depa1iment in Washington approved by cable on 4 December 
1943 General Eaker's recommendation that 12 Fortresses with crews be made 
available for the formation of ari American section in the Radio Counter
measures Group.2 General Eaker, after discussion with the Deputy Comm~nder 
in-Chief, Bomber Command, concerning the organisation for the Fortress 
Squadron in No. 100 Group, felt that there was need for a conference to discuss 
its formation, a nd the responsibilities of the U.S.A. authorities towards it.3 A 
r;neeting was subsequently arr~nged at the Air Ministry for IS December. By 

1 A,M. File C.M.S. 265, Encl. 38A. ~ Ibid., Eocl. 43s. 
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20 December 1943, the Air Ministry had still made no headway wit h tl1e 
American 8th Air Force in the matter of a.nanging a loan oi the Fortress 
aircraft to form No . 2l4 Squadron. A meeting was, however, held on 
21 December 194.3,1 in response to a request by the Air Officer Commanding
in-Chief, Bomber Command, for a speed-up of the formation of the Group, 
but no decision as to the allotment of the Fortresses .was made. The meeting 
met to discuss whether sufficient priority was being given to the formation of 
No. 100 Group, and if not, what further action sh ould be taJcen. The meeting 
decided that, in order to speed up the formation of No. 100 Group, represent
atives of Air Member for Supply and Organisation, Director-General of Signals 
and No. 2 Group should visit Mongewell Park, Walliogford, Berks, immediately . 
after Christmas in order to fix the target date for t11e transfer of the nucleus 
operational staff of -No. 2 Group to Mongewell Park and so allow the 
Headquarters of No. LOO Group to move '1n to Bylaugh Hall. 

The Deputy Chief of Air Staff on 27 December reviewed the delays in the 
formation of No. 100 Group in a minute to the Chief of Air Staff. 2 Be pointed 
out that, while the Group 1'1ad already been formed, it was handicapped by 
the lack of aircraft for the two Fortress squadrons and the three Se1Tate 
~uadrons, and lack of accommodatioo for the Group Headquarters. Further
more, Washington had not as yet replied to the request by the Air Member 
for Supply and Organisation for the Joan of 14 Fortresses. Whereas full radio 
jamming equipment for these Fortresses would not be available until March 
or April,- 1944, a start could be made by fitting the equipment which had 
already been obtained as soon as the aircraft themselves were ava,ilable, 

The position of th~ Ser;rate squadrons was no better. Only one was operational, 
lhe remaining two being short of ai.rcr.aft on account of a hold-up of Mosquito 
aircraft equipped with A.I. S.C.R. 720 which had prevented the Mesquita !Is 
from being handed over to the Serrate. squadrons from Air Deience GI"eat 
Britain (A ,D .G,B.). In ·reply , the Chief of Afr Staff, on 28 December, in a 
mint1te to Assistant Chief of Air Staff (Ops.) requested a fortnightly report on 
lhe progress of No, 100 Group.8 

Themoveof ·H.Q. No. JOO Group toByJaugh Hallwascompletedon 8January 
·1944,j and by 9 January the first British Fortress squadron, No. 214, was form 
ing at Sculthorpe. On 24 January 1944. eight Fortress aircraft had ·been 
received from the American 8th Air Force, three being used in No. 214Squadron 
to convert the Stirli.ng crews, h-1,·o being installed wjth h.igh-power jamming 
e.quipment, and one undergoing tiial installation of Monica. As an interim 
oieasare against the use of Knickebein frequencies by the en.emy for night
~ghter cont rol, six of No. 100 Group's Fortresses were to be equipped wilh a 
;pecial form of Airborne Cigar. As for the Serrate squadrons, 18 Mosquitos 
1vere carrying out operations by 24 January. 5 o. 515 Squadron was, however, 
mcountering delay in re-equipment with Beauflghtet If airaaft fitted with 
Bi-Mandre), Bi-Moonshine and Carpet as a result of failures of the trial 
'nstall atinns. 

- By 5 February 1~44, 13 out of 14 Fortresses on loan from the 8th Air Force 
1ad be~n delivered to the British squadron at Sculthorpe, 6 and arrangements 
lad been ·completed with Washington · for the delivery of enough aircraft to 
:over estimated wastage in the ,next six months. The aircra-t:t, whid1 

1 A.M, File C.M.S. 265, Eo,;I. 53A. 1 Ibid ., Minute 5. 3 Ibid., Minute 52. 
• lbid .. Encl. 54A . 6 lbid. ,End. SSA . l Ibid., Encl. 56A. 
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unfortunately, were B.17G5, had to be exchanged for B.17Fs, as the former, 
being fitted with chin turrets were unsuited to R.C.M. purposes. Nine of these 
aircraft wei;e being used for conversion training, and the remainder were fitted 
with the interi-JJ1 Air:borne Ci,gar equipmeot. Twenty-five folly-fitted aircraft, 
now operational in the three Serrate squadrons, encountered fresh trouble over 
the unreliability of the Merlin XXI engine and the age of their -Mosquito II 
aircraft. It was decided consequently to have .a number of Mosquito IIs over
hauled and to install Merlin XXII engines. Meanwhile one Serrate squadron was 
to be re-equipped immediately with Mosquito VI aircraft which had become 
available on account of ('educed Operational Training Unit requirement9', 
while the other two were to continue with the reconditioned Mosquito !Is until 
the latter half of 1944. 

The fitting of equipment in No. 515 Squadron was now stopped as the 
increased number of frequencies on which the German radar stations were 
working made the use of Moonshine difficult, if not impossible . The r6le of 
No. 515 Squadron, pending investigation, was accordingly modified to that of 
Night Intruder with an alternative role of R/T jammer. As No. 515 Squadron , 
like the Serrate squadrons, suffered from old aircraft, the Vice-Chief of Air 
Staff agreed that they also should be re-equipped with Mosquito VI aircraft, 
second in priority to the Serrate squadron!>. Re-equipment was expected to 

. start about April. By 6 March 1944, as the B.17F Fortress was no longer being 
made, it was decided reluctantly to use the B.17Gs which Washington were 
delivering .1 

By 20 March 1944, aU crews in the R.C.M. Fortress squadron were flying 
Fortress aircraft by day and night for training purposes. 2 The order of battle in 
No. 100 Group was then as fol lows :-

Squadron 
No. 

141 
169 
239 
515 
192 

214 

Location. 

West Raynharn 
Little Snoring 
West Raynham 
Little Snoring 
Foulsham 

Sculthorpe 

Type. 
Type to which 
te--equipping. 

Remarks. 

16+2. Mosquito II Mosquito VI Operational. 
16+ 2 Mosquito II No change Operational. 
16+2 Mosquito II No change Operational. 
16+2 Beaufighter II Mosquito VI Non-Operational. 
6+ i Wellington X } 
3+0 Mosquito IV No change Operational. 
8+2 Halifax IV/V 

12 +2 Fortress Fortress Non-Operational. 
B.17F. B.17G. 

Seventeen crews of the Fortress Squadron were operational by 12 Aprit 
1944.3 Six aircraft with the interim Airborne Cigar equipment were delivered to 
the squadron at Sculthorpe, but fresh delays over the delivery from Scottish 
Aviation Ltd. of the universal jammers for the main R.C.M. programme 
occWTed. Difficulties with the Serrate prototype installation in the Mosquito VI 
aircraft continued. Trouble was also encountered over the transmitter aerial 
system of the Monica IIIA installation as, on account of its projection into the 
slipstream, the poct half of the reflector had broken. No. 515 Squadron, how
ever, had completed its re-equipment with Mosquito VI Aircraft. Certain crew~ 
were detached to No. 615 Squadron for coaching in Intruder technique, and thf 
first sorties were carried out by this detachment. 

1 A .M. File C.M.S. 265, Enct 61A . • I t>id., Encl. 64A. 
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~ By 18 April th.e trouple over the 'aerial ·system of Monica IIIA had been 
overcome and six Fortresses of o. 214 Squadron, fitted vtith the interim 
f'\irbome Cigar, operated for the first time .oh the night of 20/21 April 1944.-', 
ibe for,mation of the American squadron was also making headway--:--fi.ve 
:American Fortress rurcraft,- fitted with a 1.1ariety of Mandrel and Carpet, and 
one American Fortr ss fitted with a search receiver, .all six aircraft having 
1\rn-erican crews, had now arrived at Sculthorpe. As the U.S.A.A.F. did not 
require these aircra(t for their day raids at that time, the crews began training 
in night-flying i.ri support of B·omber Command. By l May the American 
Fortresses were incorporated in No. 803 Squadron, U.S.A.A.F. and four air
craft first operated with jarnmers on t he night 5/6 June against the German 
long-range radar warning stations to cover the landing of the American forces 
in North-West Europe. Moreover. several additions were to be made to No. 100 
Group. No. 199 Stirling Squad.ron was to be transferred to the new Group or) 
·l May 1944. 2 The squadron was to be located at North Creake, and was to be 

• fitted with a battery of Mandrel in each aiicrafL It was also proposed to 
employ·it for spoof purposes using the new Frey_a type Window. This squadron 
fost operated on the night of June. 5/6 in support _of tb.e 1)-d~y lan_cµng Qf 
airborne forces. Two other squadrons, os. 157 and 85, both night-fighter 
Mosquito squadrons, were to be transferred to No. 100 Group on I and S May, 
respectively. No. 157 Squadron was to be re-equipped with Mosquito XIX 
aircraft and No. 85 was to have its Mosquito XV1i fitted with A.I. , Mark X. 

Role of No. 100 · Group 
Thus.the beginning of May1944 saw the elimination of most of the difficulties 

besetting the formation of No. 100 Group. It was to be primarily responsible 
for supporting the forces operating under Bomber Command, but had i-n 
addition to rneet a proportion of the requirements of other formations. including 
the Allied Expeditionary Air Force and Air Defence Great Britain. Its function, 
therefore, was to co-ordinate the activities of its airborne and ground units, 
and its role was summarised in a directive issued by Bomber Command on 
21 March 1944 as follows :-3 

(a) To give direct support to night bombing or other operations by attack 
of enemy night-fighter aircraft in the air, or by attack of ground 
installations. 

(b) To employ a1rbome and ground R.C.M. apparatus to deceive or jam 
enemy radio navigational aids, enemy radar systems and certain 
wireless signals. 

(c) To examine all Intelligence on the offensive and defensive radar, radio 
navigation, and signalling systems of the enemy, with a view to future 
action within the scope of (a) and (b). 

(d) From the examination o{ th is Intelligence, to plan for use in future 
operations means of disorganising the enemy offensive and defensive 
radio systems. 

(e) To provide immediate information, additional to normal Intelligence 
• information, as to movements and employment of enemy fighter 
aircraft to enable the tactics of the bomber force to be immediately 
modified to meet any changes. 

1 A.M. File C.M.S. 265, Eocl. 74A . 2 lbid. .. ·Encl. 7511. . 
l A.M. File C.M.S. 265. 
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The task of forming a new Group with unique and peculiar functions during . 
the six months period which preceeded the landing in Normandy was a 
strenuous one. The formidable undertaking of fitting squadrons of aircraft 
of the heavy bomber type with special electronic gear, of re-equipping night
fighter squadrons with mo,:e ser-viceable types of engines and aircraft also 
carrying special radio equipment, and the training of aircrews in their new 
role, required great efforts. During the same period the Gr:oup was 
operationally active, achieving not only valuable jamming and radio 
investigation but also more tangible res:ults in the shape of German aircraft 
destroyed by the fighter units. Accounts of the varied operational activities 
are contained in appropriate succeeding chapters. 

A noteworthy feature in the formation of No. 100 Group was tbe successful 
blending of bomber and fighter activities under t he same command, and also 

. the ~bsorption of American units within the organisation. The smooth 
amalgamation of elements which were bound to be di.verse in thejr approach 
fo the common end shewed a measure of the esprit de corps of the new Group. 
The constant personal attention given -to its formation by the Chief ol Air 
Staff testified to its opera.tional importance. 
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CHAPTER 12 

RADIO COUNTER-MEASURES AGAINST ENEMY 
AIRBORNE INTERCEPTION DEVICES 

Investigation of German A.I . 
. From information disclosed by R/T intercepts, Air Ministry (D.D.I.4) issued 
a report in July 1942 that an interception device, known to German aircrews as 
'Emil-Emil, which at the beginning of 1942 appeared to be used by night fighters 
in .the Flushing area only, was being used on an increased scale and that this 
increase seemed to coincide with the decrease in searchlight co-operation.1 

_ Though it was evi_dent that Emil-Emil was an airborne interception device, it 
was not clear whether it was A.I. or infra-red, and little information was avail
able to indicate its performance. By October, it was apparent that the opera
tional use of this device had spread considerably, and that enemy night fighters 
were being equipped with it as soon as it became available. The security of the 
German R/T, however, was very high and there was still no indication of its 
nature. 

A search for German A.I. transmissions was made by T.R.E. from the East 
Coast, where it was expected that transmissions would be intercepted from 
enemy fighter aircraft operating in the Flushing area. As a result, radiations 
received on a wavelength of 61 centimetres and having a pulse recurrence 
frequency of 3,000 cycles per second were st rongly suspected as being con
nected with the enemy's A.I. The importance of confirming this suspicion 
became paramount and steps were at once taken to use wireless investigation 
aircraft on special flights over hostile territory in areas where night fighters 
would be encoun tered. In order to obtain this vital information the investigat
ing aircraft had to invite attack by night fighters. 

Several sorties had been carried out by an aircraft of No. 1474 Flight, but 
. with no success.2 However, on the night of 2/3 December 1942 the aircraft 
·was attacked several times by an enemy night fighter, signals on 61 centimetres 
wavelength being received at maximum intensity throughout the attacks.3 In 
spite of the crew (including the special operator) being wounded, the radio 
and pulse recurrence frequencies were checked three times, and the information 
successfully conveyed to the appropriate intelligence branch. The report4 of 
this investigation flight describing how the frequency of the Lichenstein B.C. 
was established follows. 

The operation took place across the north coast of France to an area near 
Frankfurt. The aircraft was engaged on its eighteenth sortie on this par
ticular investigation, which necessitated· the aircraft being intercepted by an 

.enemy night fighter, and up to this sortie all efforts to get such an interception 
had failed. At ·0431 hours the special operator reported that he had been 
receiving signals on his special wireless equipment which he though t were the 
ones to be investigated. He warned the crew to expect a fighter attack. The 

1 R.A.F. Wireless Intelligence Senrice" Little Screw" Report No. S, A.M. F ile R.C.M. 103, 
Encl. 103A. 

2 A.S.I. Report No. 1. a A.M. File R.C.M. 151, Encl. 29A. 
• Operations Record Book (O.R.B.) No. 1474 Flight. 
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signals grew stronger and PDot Officer J ordan repeated his warning. A code 
had previously been arranged to ensure that, if the signals were picked·up, the 
frequency would immeaiately be sent back to base by W/T, it being absolutely 
vital that this information should reach base at all costs. The special operator 
passed the coded message to the wireless operator for transmission to base, 
giving in the message the required frequency and that this frequency was very 
probably the correct one. 

Jordan then warned the crew that his receiver was being saturated and to· 
expect an attack at any moment. Almost simultaneously the aircraft was hit 
by a bursl of cannon fue. The rear gunner gave a fighter control commentary 
during the attack and identified the enemy aircraft as a ju.88. Violent cork
screw turns were used as evasive action. Jordan was hit in the arm on this first 
attack, and, realising that now there was no doubt at all about the signal being 
the correct one, he changed the coded message, a change that would tell base 

, that the frequency given was undoubtedly correct and that it applied to the 
signal being sought. Although hit in the arm he still continued to work his 
sets and to note further characteristics of the signal. The rear gunner fired 
about 1,000 rounds at the attacker, but his turret was hit and made com
pletely unserviceable and he was wounded in the shoulder. On the second 
attack Jordan was hit in the jaw, but he still continued to work his sets and log 
the results and told the captain and crew from which side to expect the next 
attack. On. the third attack the front turret was hit a,.nd the front gunner 
wounded in . the leg. The wireless operator went forward to Jet him out 
of the turret but be was hit in both legs by an exploding shell and had to return' 
to his seat. Pilot Officer Barry, navigator, then went forward and let Grant out 
of the turret. Jordan was hit once more, and this time in the eye, and although 
he continued operating his equipment and noting further details of the signal, 
he realised that he could not continue with the .investigation moch longer, 
owing to his condition. Realising that his inter-cam. had also been shot away, 
he went forward and brougbt back the navigator and tried to explain to him 
how to continue operating the equipment and so bring back some more informa-' 
tio'n. By this time he was almost blind, but although he tried hard to show 
Barry what to do, he realised that it was an impossible task and in the end gave 
up the attempt. 

Flight Sergeant Vachon had by this time come out of the rear turret and had 
ta.ken up position in the astro hatch, from where he continued to give evasive 
control, but he was hit again in the-hand and Barry went back and took over 
from him in the astro dome. During this period the aircraft had Jost height 
from 14,000 feet down to SOO feet above the ground, violent evasive acti9n stiJJ 
being taken by the captain, After ten or twelve attacks the enemy aircraft 
broke off his engagement and disappeared. The Wellington had been damaged, 
both engine throttles, being jammed and both gun turrets unserviceable, in 
addition to other controls and instruments out of action. 

The wireless operator, Sergeant Bigoray, in spite of his injuries, transmitted 
the coded message back to base; but receiving no acknowledgment for it, 
continued to send it in the hope that it would be picked up. It was received at 
0505 hours.. .The captain· kept the aircraft on the course for home and managed 
to climb ·up to 5,000 'feet, at which height he came back. At 0645 hours the. 
aircraft crossed th~ enemy coast at about ten miles north-east of Dunkirk, where 
searchlights tried to pick it out but these were dodged by evasive action and by 
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coming down low over the sea. When they were swhched off, the pilot again 
managed to gain height. 

At approximately 0720 hours tne English coast was reached. The pilot 
tested the landing light to see .if he couJd "ditch " using it, but decided it was 
impossible. He decided to wait for daylight before " ditching " and asked -the 
crew if anyone preferred to bail out rather than " ditch." The wireless operator 
stated that he preferred to jump, as one of his legs bad stiffened up to such an 
extent that he thought he would not be able to climb out of .the aircraft in the 
water. He made his way to tbe escape hatch in the rear of the fuselage, from 
wllere he intended to jump, but having reached that position he remembered 
that he had nbt clamped down the W /T tTansmitting key, and in spite of his 
injury he returned to his set, clamped the key do,vn, and warned the crew not to 
.touch it. He jumped out over Ramsgate and made a safe landing. The pilot 
' ditched" the aircraft at approximately 0824 hours in the sea about 200 yards 
off the coast at Deal. The dinghy inflated but had been holed by canno.n fire. 
The special operator tried to make it airtight by holding some of the holes, but it 
was impossible and the crew got out of the d.ioghy and climbed on to the aircraft. 
About five minutes later a small rowing boat appeared, took them off .iWd rnwed 
ashore.1 

A Counter-Measure to Lichtenstein B.C. ( 4,' Ground Grocer") 
The existence and transmission characteristics of the German A.I. Lichten

stein B.C. having now been confinned2 it was urgent that radfo counter-measures 
should be taken against it. T.R.E. had examined the prob1em of jamming the 
Gennan A.I. in November 1942 and as soon as the frequency of the A.I. became 
known, designed and produced a suitable jammer in ground station form known 
as Ground Grocer, which came into operation at Dunwich, near Southwold,8 

on 26 April 1943. Originally it had been intended to employ the form _qf 
jamming known as Railings, but so much research was involved in the perfec
tion of this, that it was eventuaUy abandoned in favour of ,noise jamming. 
Operating on a frequency between 486 and 501 megacycles per second a para
boloid aerial was used to pick up th,: Lichtenstein pulses, which were panoramic
ally displayed t6 the operator.4 The latter, by means of remote control, tuned the 

· Jammer transmitter to the same frequency. The transmitter fed into a similar 
aerial, ,orientated in the same direction, thus modulating a beam 16° ·wide. 
It was estimated that Grocer would reduce the range of Lichtenstein B.C. 
to SOO yards if the aircraft were as far distant as 140 miles, at a height oi J2,000 
feet and within the beam of the paraboJojd and flying towards the station. With 
tile aircraft flying away from the station , J:iowever, the effectiveness of Grocer 
was greatly reduced,5 the power required to jam as effec;tively as head-on, for a 
given range, being some 2S0 times as great as for the head-on case. Tb1.1s 
Ground Grocer was. mainly a cover for Allied bombers, on their return journey. 
In o:rder not to giv~ the enemy early warning o( the approach of AJJied bombers 
Ground Groce( was. not switched on until the leading aircraft were withln 
30 miles of the enemy coast. The beam was S\vung to cover both the outwa;rd 
and return journeys. 

1 The (91lowio.g immedia.1:e awards were made to personnel concerned io this flignt :-
P/0 Jordan-D.S.O., P/0 Paulton- D.;F.C .• F/Sgt. Bigoray-D.F.M. 

• K.RL,/J.H./V.R., 28 November 1944, A.M. File F.C.M. 15S, a.nd SOW/S.3032/2/Sigs: 
~ A,M. File R.C.M./f75/Tels, 2. , 
• H .Q.B.C. "Partjculars of R.C.M. a.nd RD.F . Equipments.'' Novt-mber l 943. 
1 A.M. File R.C.M./175/Tels. 2, Part JI. 
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That this counter-measure achieved some success is supported by the· fact 
that of. the seven cases of interference reported by German night fighters to 
their ground control and intercepted by our " Y " Service dwing the period 
ended 30 June 1943, six took place after Ground Grocer went into operation. 
It was estimated that effective cover against the German A.I. had been given 
at least up to, and over, the enemy coast. 

Use of Window again.st Lichtenstein B.C. 
Meanwhile, intensive preparations for the first use of Window were being 

made, and it came into use on the . night of 24/25 July l913. The main 
use of Window was against the German 53-centimetre (560 megacycles per 
second) ground search radar, but there was good reason to believe that 
it would also give some protection to a bomber aircraft from the 60-centimetre 
(490 megacycles per second) Lichtenstein B.C.1 The use of Window against 
an airborne radar equipment could never be so effective as against ground 
radar because the strips did not remain for moJe than a brief time in the narrow 
beam. A great deal of Window was therefore required and it was necessary to 
keep up a high rate of discharge. Furthermore, unless the rate of discharge 
was sufficient to keep the whole of the Lichtenstein tube fully covered, it 
was possible for the operator to distinguish the echo of the bomber aircraft 
from those made by Window, because the aircraft appeared as an almost 
stationary object relative tQ the pursuing Lichtenstein, while the Window strips 
appeared to be approaching at high speed. While it was generally accepted, 
therefore, that Window could be an embarrassment to fighters operating 
Lichtenstein B.C., it was considered probable that a competent operator would 
be able to work through it.2 

Airborne Grocer and Tuba 
An airborne version of Grocer, a barrage jammer developed from the ground

station version, was also planned to work against Lichtenstein B.C.2 This 
jammer was calculated to reduce the effective range of the set to about 900 yards 
when the enemy aircraft was less than 22 miles behind our jamming aircraft. 
It was estimated that 11 aircraft carrying Airborne Grocer were needed to 
protect a bomber lane 180 miles long by 20 miles wide, the jamming aircraft 
flying some 5,000 feet above the main bomber stream. Much ingenuity was 
put into the design of this counter-measure and especially the aerial system. 
The transmission was beamed in the form of a.. 60° cone, tilted slightly 
downwards, with its apex at the tail of the aircraft radiating it. 

Airborne Grocer was long delayed from coming into operation. Although 
available in June 1944, it was decided to postpone it, as its use as a homing 
beacon or a plotting beacon to the enemy was considered to outweigh its 
anticipated value as a jammer during the summer nights. In mid-summer, 
conditions of absolute darkness never occurred on fine nights at the altitude 
of operation of the bomber aircraft, and once the enemy night fighter had 
been directed into the bomber stream he had little need of radar to complete 
his _interception, which could be done visually. On the other hand, the enemy 
could have used the Airborne Grocer transmissions both for tracking the stream 

1 A.S.I. Report No. 79, Part Ill. 
z No, l 00 G,:oup " Reports of Activities, Decerube,: 1943-April 1945.'' Reference: 

A.H.B./II Hl/45, and A.H.B./II E/76. 
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and for homing fighters into it. By the time the dark nights came round 
again it was clear that Lidilensfoin, for which Airborne Grocer was designed; 
was obsolete. In a similar manner, a high-power version of Ground Grocer,. 
called Tuba, of American design , became available j\Jst too late to be of use. 

S.N.2 
By the end oi April 1944 L~chtenslei1t B.C. was almost out of operation in 

lhe. European theatre ; yet it was evident from the scale of GeFman successes 
with bomber interception on the darkest nigbts that they had developed a oew 
radar equipment or radio homer for use in night .fighter aircraft. Infotmation 
received suggested that the use of a much lower frequency was to be expected.1 

WHh the simpler aerial system and wider beam to be associated with a change 
of trus sort, the enemy fighters' task would be· somewhat simphfied, and also 
a much lower frequency would probably be free from any form of Allied 
jamming then in use. 

The new development was eventua11y coupled with the code name S.N.'2. 
Until the frequency was known, effective counter-measures could not be taken . 
An air search for signals with the appropriate charn.cteristics was accordingly 
made by No. 192 Squadron in a11 likely frequency bands, but it was not until 
a blurred photograph of a German night fighter standing at a dispersal point 
on an enemy airfield was obtained by the camera gun of a ground-strafing 
American aircraft, t hat the first reliable clue was obtained. The photograph 
showed that in the nose of the fighter was an exceptionally large aerial system 
of a kiJ1d likely to be used for A.I. working on what appeared from its dimensions 
to be a frequency of about 100 megacycles per second. The use of such a 
frequency seemed most unlikely, but when signals which were airbome in 
origin and with A .I. characteristics were heard on a frequency of about 
160 megacycles per second, it was concluded that they might emanate from 
the new A.I. set. This conclusion was strengthened by knowledge of the 
existence of a German bomber l"ear-waming device, on about this frequency,' 
which. it was then thm.1ght comd easily be modined to be forward-looking and 
use<l for interception purposes. 

Decision to use Window against S.N.2 
Bomber Command accepted the evidence as sufficiently conclusive for 

counter-measures to be taken, and put into force two methods of jamming 
an A.I. set on such a frequency.2 One method wa.s the ·use of a Mandrel type 
of signa-l, giving direct electrical interference, and the other was the use of 
Window to conJuse the operator. As the first step, all Mandrel sets were 
removed from main force aircraft and modified to work on 160 megacycles per 
second. Pr~parations were also made for the alternative method, for it had 
become clear that if manufacturing and launching difficulties could be over
come, Window could be used successfully against -all types of search radar. 
The particular problem was that associated with the design. production. aud 
launching of long lengths of Window. On 6 May 1944, Bomber Command 
asked t-he Air Ministry to produce, as a matter of the utmost operational 
urgency, a large q11antity of Window for use on the pre umed new A.L 
frequency band 156-176 megacycles per second. 

1 )'. .NL A.D .I. {Scieoce) Reports, April J9H . 
'A.H .B ./IJ E/76 . "War Lu the Ether." Ao acco11ot of R .C.M. in .Bomber Command, 
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These measures were never, however, puL into effect because information 
abouf tne true frequency of the new Germa.o A.I. set came into British hands 
shortly afterwards. On the night of 13 July 1944 a Junkers 88 night-fighter 
aircraft which had been engaged on a routine patrol over the North Sea made 
an elementary navigational error when setting course to return to base and 
made landfall over the coast of Suffolk, believing it in the dark to be Holland. 
,:\fter circling Woodbridge airfield the aircraft was given the green signal 
from the Watch Office, and the pilot, thinking himself in the neighbourhood 
of Venlo, made a nonnal approach and landing, taxied to the end of the 
runway and S'!','itched off his engines, It was not until the Royal Air Force 
Flight Sergeant who went out to meet the aircraft found himself face to face 
with the Gennan crew, with mutual astonishment, that anyone realised that 
a mistake had been made. 

The enormous value to the Royal Air Force of this occurrence became 
apparent when the Jwnkers 88 was found to be fitted with not only the S.N.2 
set but also the 'Flensburg, a. device for homing to Monica. The crew 
<;!isclosed that Naxos, of which they did not know very much, was the code 
name for the Gennan homer to H2S. On the initiative of the Cltief Signals 
Officer, Bomber Command, agreement was obtained from the ControlJer of 
Research and Development, Ministry of Aircraft Production tb.at the Junkers 88 
should be held by the Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough at the 
disposal of the Command for such tests and experiments as might be considered 
necessary. Stringent security precautions were taken to prevent the enemy 
knowing that the aircraft had arrived safely in ~his countiy, even to the extent 
of keeping t.he crew segregated for some months. The value of the information 
repr,esented by the aircraft was very much the greater because of the paucity 
of jntelligence of German radio equipment at the time. The names S.N.2, 
Flensbitrg and Naxos had been mentioned in connection with night-fighting 
but no useful details were available. It was difficult to gain ntuch information 
now that the air war was being carried on over Gemian territory, and the 
Germa ns were normally careful to avoid any risk of their night-fighter equipment 
falling into British hands. The fortunate acquisition of the Junkers 88 was 
therefore a remarkable stroke of luck. 

The immediate result of the capture was to enable Bomber Command to 
~djust their counter-measures against S .N.2 to the proper frequency of 90 mega
cycles per second, and the use of Window was thought likely to give the speedier 
success. A good supply of Window, Type MB, was happily available, having 
been surplus to requirements fo1· the landing in Normandy. This material 
had been designed for use against enemy r,i.dar in the frequency range of 
60- 200 megacycles per second, and there was every hope that it would give a· 
good enough response on 90 megacycles per second to make S.N.2 difficult to 
operate, if not unworkable. 

First Use of Window against S.N.2 
Window, Type MB, was first used on the night 23/24 July 1944 in the raid on 

Kiel, and again on the two folJowing nights when Stuttgart was attacked. 
There is no doubt that on a ll these raids the enemy would have inflicted heavier. 
loS!ies had he had the unrestricted use of his A.J.l It would, however, be wrong 
to attribute the extraordinarily light losses experienced entirely to Window. 

~A'.ir:Ministry A.D.I. (K) Report No. 416/1945. 
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A new·version of Jostle IV (a'n R/T night fighter control jammer) was i.ntrod-uc~d 
by No. 214 Squadron at the same time, and by chance its se~ond harmoni<? 
seriously affected S.N.2.1 Whilst it is impossible therefore to _assess precisely 
the effect of Window, it seems that Window and Jostle IV together had good 
results against S.N.2. Some credit for the lightness of the losses must also be 
given to diversions which took place on the first two oj the three nignts. 

Experiments made later showed that the maximum range of' Lichte1istein B.C. 
was reduced by Window to about half a mile, and that S.N.2 was completely 
ineffective with.in the bomber lane.2 Nevertheless, it was found that S.N.2 
could be effective against bombers above, at the head of, or on the windward 
edge of the stream, and against stragglers. Althougb.t it is possible tllat thEl 
more experienced A.I. crews eventually learnt to read throu.gh Window of t'his 
'type, it seems more probable that the majority of claims to this effect arose 
from unusuaJly,good optical visibility coupled with the high density of bombers 
in the vicinity of the contacts,3 

Use of Piperack 
It was becoming evident, however, especially to the R.C.M. Group, that the 

failure of Window to protect the fringes of the bomber stream and the stragglers 
was a serious weakness. Electronic jamming such as had been accidentally 
caused by Jostle, on the other hand, had no such limitations. Furthermore, it 
could be delegated ·to a. small specialist R.C.M. force, thus relieving the main 
force bombers of a considerable Window task. 

In November 1944, prototypes_ of a new · airborne jammer of the type 
required·, called Piperack, were put on trial in Nos. 214 and 233 _ Squadrons.4 

The installation, designed to jam S.N.2, comprised an American jammer
called Dina (origioally used to reinforce Mandrel), coupled with an amplifier. 
It thenceforth became customary for Nos. 214 and 23..1 Squadrons to operate 
Piperack to cover the main bomber force and the No. 100 Group spoof 
force.5 A number of sorties were :flown in the early stages by No, 192 
Squadron for the purpose of -analysing the effect.6 The squadron's analysis 

· and the low bomber loss at the bands of Ge,rman A.I. fighters showed that 
Piperack was proving very effective. That held good until the end cif 
January 1945, by which date it was becoming clear from the nature of 
enemy A.I. successes that he wa..s again enjoying a measure of immunity from 
radio counter-measures. Both Intelligence Service and No. 192 Squadron 
reports indicated that S.N.2 was being operated on frequencies outside the 
range of Allied jammers and covering a band from approximately 70 to 120 

. megacycles per second.7 Arrangements were accordingly made to double the 
number of jammers in each aircralt and i:o extend the fitting of jammers to the 
Mosquito aircraft of No. 192 Squadron. In addition, Piperack was being 
modified to a T.R.E. design for operation below 85 megacycles per second, and 
this change finally enabled it to cover the enti.re S.N.2 frequency band. By 
February the modified j_ammers were operational Fortress aircraft of No. 214 
Squadron were operated in pairs with their jammers -set up on aHema'te 

1 }lo, 100 Group. ., Report on Activitiei;," J uly 19H (A.H .B./Il Hl/45). 
1 H.Q .. No. 100 Group File IOOG/IS.1223/2. 
• A.S.I. Report No. 79, Parts IU, 1V and V . 
~ A.H . .8. /lI-Hl /45, Novem.beT 1944. ".No, I 00 Group MruitbJy Report of Activities.' ' 
• See Part 2, Chapter 12, of this volume, 6 A,H ,B ./II Hl/45, December 1944. 
7 Ibid., January 1945. . 
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frequencies, thus covering the required frequency band without having, to 
change aerials. The normal procedure was as follows. Specialist Piperack 
aircraft _ flew to the target area over routes well clear of the bomber 
stream, gaining information and recordings of enemy R/T communications 
en route. When they arrived at the target they remained there to jam German 
A-.I. with Piperack until the bombing mission had been completed and the 
bombers had left on their return to base. Thus the bomber stragglers were 
covered. 

There are two especially interesting points in the enemy's use of S.N.2. The 
first is the adoption of a lower frequency band which would appear to have been 
a retrograde step in development. The simple type 0£ aerial employed gave a 
" floodlight" coverage and was easier to jam, either by Window or electronic 
means, than was a narrow-beam system. A possible reason for its adoption is 
that having been deprived of his close fighter control by Window, the enemy 
required a wide-beam type of equipment to enable .fighters to search in the 
bomber stream without close con trol. · 

The second point is the great advantage which a radio weapon can confer, 
as long as the .secret of its employment can be maintained. The crew of the 
Junkers 88 captured on 13 July stated that the S .N.2 was fi tted in 80 per cent. 
of the aircraft of the German night fighter force and .had been in operation since 
December 1943.1 The enemy had been using the S.N.2 for six months before 
it was successfully jammed, and during that_ period it gave excellent results. 
By the spring of 1944, also, the German ground search radar stations had been 
modified to enable them partiallJ to overcome the effects of jamming, and the 
enemy's air defences had thus almost recovered from the initial set-back caused 
by Window. D oring the raid on Nuremburg on the night of 30/31 March 1944, 
for instance, the enemy scored one of his biggest defensive successes of the War. 
Supremacy in the radio war, together with a lower rate of losses for Bomber 
Command, was only gained after a wider outlook had been adopted on radio 
counter-measures, and tactical use was made of the technical advantages which 

·were at hand.2 

Development of' German Metric A.I. 
After the neutralisation of the S.N...2, a radical change in the technical form 

of enemy A.I. was to be expected. It was known that the Germans were aware 
of the potentialities of centimetric technique and that they had captured a 
Royal Air Force centimetric H2S, and hence it might be expected that they 
would produce an A.I. set operating on centimetric wavelengths. Before doing 
so, however, the enemy made attempts to modiiy metric S.N.2 to defeat Window 
and Piperack jamming.3 At the same time hemanaged· to reduce the minimum, 
range from 400 metres to 200 metres- an essential requirement from the time 
when Bomber Command commenced its bad visibility massed raids. 

In pursuance of the general anti-jamming policy of the Germans, the S.N.2 
-sets were manufactured to make a series of different wavelengths available. 
Change of frequency in the a ir was not possible as· it involved the use of a 
diffiirent receiver and transmitter, in addition to which alterations to the aerials 
were necessary. As Window and later electronic jamming increased in intensity, 
new frequencies were prepared in an attempt to escape interf~rence and in all 

. 1 A.M. A.D.l. (K) Report No. 416/1945. para. 44. 2 See Chapters 14 and 15, 
• A.M. A.D.L (K) Report No. 370/1945, paras. 35-37 and 56-60. 
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some ten Streuwellen1 were '. prepared, though only about four had been used up 
to tl1e time of the capitulafion. During the 6,nal stages of the war, the Germans' 
apprehension of jamming was so pronounced that an S.N.2.equipped with wire 
aerials (Drahtanlennen) and operating on a frequency of 34 megacycles per 
second was undergoing trial . The on1y attempt to install an anti-jamming 
component in the S .N.2 was made towards the end of the war when Taunust 
was ernptoyed to obtain better resolution against Window, but no conclusions 
as to its effectiveness had been drawn. 

In early 1944 a new tactical requirement was put forward foe a metric A.I. 
set, the frequency of which was to be ca_pable of being changed in the air. The 
resulting set wa_s the S.N.3, which offered ten alternative frequencies. Only 

- one specimen was completed during 1944 which ga.ve every promise of success 
wheri under test. The first sets were to be a.vai!able early in 1945, but pro
duction ,;vas not started as towards the end of 1944 German A.I. policy was 
changed and concentrated on centimetric equipment- · 

The modifications of S.N.2 enabled the more experienced crews to operate 
through Window jamming and in considerably worse conditions- of visibility. 
Similarly, they could operate, but with difficulty, through Piperack electronic 
jamming, which normally reduced maximum range to half. At the same time, 
the aerial arrays needed for metric A.I. reduced the performance of the fighter 
aircraft and the various presentations of response from the target aircraft tried 
were never easy to interpret. 

Only a few S.N.3s were ever completed. At the last moment the S .N.3 
was abandoned, firstly because the band on which it worked was heavily 
jammed· as it included Freya frequencies, and , secondly, because a new equip
ment, the Fu.Ge. 218 (Neptun V.R.), operating on the ·1 · 60-1 ·85 metre band 
and offering six alternatiYe spot frequencies, was not jammed. It was-therefore 
decided, as tong as centimetric equipment was not available, to use the 
Neplun V. R. in place of the S.N.2 in night fighter aircraft. 

The Fu .Ge. 218 was originally developed as a pi.lot-operated A.I. set for single
seater night fi.ghters. As it operated on a frequency band which hitherto had 
been unjammed and had six alternative frequencies which could be selected in 
the air, it was proposed to install the Fu.Ge. 218 in both single and multi-seat 
night fig,hters with a forward-looking and backward-looking antler-type aerial 
array, instead of the Yagi type usually used with the Neptun series. The last 
big effort to rnal<e metric A.I. effective appears to have been the introduction 

, of a fat more powerful transmitter for the N eptun. 

Piperack against Neptun V.R. 
The new German A.I. began to be effective in February 1945, drning which 

month enemy night fighters had more -successes against bombers than for 
some considerable time .3 At the same hm~, Mosquito successes against the 
fighters, together with numbers of Serrate contacts, declined appreciably. By 
the end of Marc:h it had grown clear that, but for the very small number of 
Luftwaffe fighters engaging British bombers-due mainly to No. 100 Gro1.1p 
spoof4...:...:.the new A.I. was a serious menace. 

t S.N .2 equipments coveriog different frequency ranges. 
~ An anti -jamroing modificatioo to S .N.2 . 
• A.M. A .D.J . (Science) Reports, February 1945 and A.H .B./IT Hl/45. February/March 

1945. 
• Su Part 2, Cbapter 15, of tbis volume. 
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As soon ·as .the frequency of Neptun bad been measured, work .was begun 
in March in No. 462 Squadron on a new version of Piperack to operate against 
the new enemy' A.I. In this installation, a non-directional aerial was mounted 
on the fuselage at an angle of 45° to the horizontal in order to enable it to deal 
with horizontal as well as with vertical polarisation. The new Fiperack became 
operatfonal in the following month, but with what success it was not possible 
to judge. So many factors entered into this as the enemy became rapidly 
overrun by the advancing Allied forces in North-West Europe that a reliable 
analysis was found to be impractica,ble. 

German Ceotimetric A.I. 
During the final stages of modifications to metric A.I., -on which comment 

hl);S just been ~ade, the enemy was working hard to produce a centimetric A.I. 
~qu1pment:. . The Germans discovered the existence of the Royal Air Forc·e 
9 cm: H2S set in January 1943, a.nd in July of that year, parts of the latest 
~.-9.~i~l;i,c~.~t.imetric set, A.I., Mark VJII, were captured by them from a crashed 
MosR,;uito_ aircraft. A German 9 cm. A.T.· set was quickly developed from his 
reconstruction of the H2S set and was called Berlin N .l.A. It had the dis
ad~antage of being ~ manual scanning type and of being under-powered, b11t 
plans were in hand when the war endeg to introduce automatic scanning and 
3 cm.. operation. There is no doubt that but for the capitulation of Germ<1:ny 
in May 1945, the Allies would have had to wage a serious radio counter-measure 
campaign in thi~ new field of A.I. operation. 
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CHAPTER 1.3 

RADIO COUNTER-MEASURES AGAlNST THE 
- GE'RMAN RAID-TRACKING SERVICE 

Radio counter-measure·s. against the German air defence radar hid left :the 
Luftwaffe without an adequate sµpply of infomiat~on about tl).e approach and 
movements of the Allied bomber forces. Having thus lost the use of their '. 
eyes, in the electronic sense, the Gennans µ,pplied themselves more·energeticaUy_ 
to the use of their ears, also in the electronic sense, taking the greatest possible 
~d,vantage of the infonnation to be obtained from listening for aU wireless and 
radar, transmissions made by Bomber Command au-craft. 
· A Jarge raid-tracking organisation. called the Horchditmst (Listening Service) 

was formed for the purpose of providing information of the approach; direction 
and route of the bomber stream. The building up of this servic_e was the result 
of much improvision by Gen~ral Martini, Head of the ~rma.n Signals Service, 
for the organisation of the Luftwaffe Signals Intelligence at the beginning of 
the War had been merely sufficient for the needs of Blitzkreig tactics. The-.great 
value of the service was impressed on the Germans by the success of the British 
radio counter-measures. The Horchdienst gained a new importance with the 
adoption of free-lance ·ru~ht-fighter tactics by the German air defence, 

The Horchdienst was a distinct part of the enemy's general Intelligence 
Service and, more particularly of that part of it responsible for purely signals 
matters .called the Chiffrier-Stelle, Oberbejehlshaber der Luftwaffe.~ It was . 
maintained as an organisation wholly separate from the German Air Defence . 
Command, information from the former being fed to the J agddimsio-n Operations• 
Room in which a special Signals IntelHgence section examined information 
from central Intelligence sources and from individual Horchdienst stations in 
the Division area. The officer in charge of this section was responsible for 
'seeing that information so obtained was properly displayed on the main · 
operations map and that it was fully available to the Chief-Operations Officer 
and to the Air Situation Control Offic~r. This close link was, however, only 
achieved by General Schmidt after a long struggle with General Martini, the; 
Head of the Luftwaffe Signals Services, to whom the Ho_rchdienst (Listening 
Service) " belonged ". 2 

The Germans eventually attached great importance to the information derived 
from their signals and radar listening stations. This•service had three distinct 
'functions, namely, the reception and analysis of :-

(a) Allied R/T and W/T aircraft transmissions. _ 
(b) Allied radar transmissions, 
(c) Allied jamqdng .transmissions. 

A network of intercept stations was spread over all probable areas of approacb 
for Allied bombei:s.3 Eacb. station had a group of 45 ft,. wooden towers 
associated with small huts in which intercept-receivers with D.F. aerja)s were 
.fostalled. In addition, ·each· site had a Flammefreya installation for triggering 

l"}\,H.B./II E/88A. Report oa· an investigation c;,f a _porbon oI the Cen:nan Raid. 
Reporting and Control Organisation. · · 

t A.D. L (K) Report No. 416/45, Part vn. a A,.H .B./ Hf:/8~A. AppensJ ix, C. 
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Allied I.F.F. sets and for measuring their range and bearing, together with 
Korfu apparatus to obtain bearings on H2S and 10 centimetre transmissions 
from Allied bombers.1 The minimum range of each station of this kind 
was of the order of 100 kilometres. They were .accordingly spread at intervals 
of 200 kilometres. 

Every form of transmission to and from and on behalf _of Allied bombers 
was capable of interception with D.F. and, in some instances, of being measured 
for range by the H(JYchdienst. The trao,srnissions intercepted included A.I., 
A.S.V., H2S, H2X, I.F.F., Monica, Oboe, and radio telephony and tele
graphy on all used frequency bands. The signals from A.I. and Oboe were 
obtained from interrogation by German as well as British equipments. 

It was realised by the Royal Air Force that every wireless and radar equip
ment employed in connection with bombing operations would sooner or later be 
made use of by the Germans to ascertain the intentions and movements of 
raiders. The only way to ensure that the enemy did not make any such use of 
transmissions by radio equipment was to place rigid restrictions on its 
employment. This course was invariably incompatible with the · effective use 
of the equipment. The decision as to the most advantageous compromise 
between rigid restriction and the unlimited use of a set was a very difficult one. 
Similar problems, of course, occurred in other directions, as for example the 
choice which tbe Germans had to take between non-interference with Allied 
transmissions for the benefit of Horchdienst, and the more direct action of 
jamming which was sometimes favoured by other sections of the enemy air 
defence organisation. 

The obvious line of action for a bombing force against a raid-track~ng 
listening service of this type was to refrain from transmitting during cer,tain 
phases according to the strategic and tactical plan. The importance of planned 
"radio silence," as this practice was termed, was brought home to the Royal 
Air Force from the very start of bomber operations. As early as December 
1939 a force o{ W elt-i'ngton bombers attempted a daylight raid on Wilhelmsha ven. 
In the approach flight its·radio traffic wa.s picked up by German intercept units 
which immediately passed the results (location, height and course) direct to 
the German Air Force Fighter authority concerned.z As a result, German 
fighters were directed to a favourable pou1t for interception and were enabled 
to inflict heavy casualties on our aircraft. 

It was the normal practice ·in those days for the Royal Air Force bomber 
to make a brief transmission to test his transmitter (W/T Go procedure) 
immediately aft"er take-off. As a result of the incident just described, an effort 
was made to intersperse dummy transmissions between those of genuine 
sorties. Even so, the enemy was able to discriminate between U1em to a great 
extent in spite of careful simulation of airborne transmitter characteristics in 
dummy ground transmissions. Even daily inspection tests on aircraft at dis
persal points, in which check and calibration tests on open aerials were made, 
afforded the enemy valuable evidence of the intentions of Bomber Command. 
Furtbermor~, wireless discipline in bomber aircraft was initially bad and the 
enemy obtained tracking information from D.F. bearings on illicit traffic._ 
Bomber Command was quick to improve signals discipline, to stop all 

'See A.H.B./II E/88A, Appendix D, paras. 51 to 53, and Appendix E for Technical 
details. 

2 A.D.I. (K) Report No. 406/1945. 
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tra.nsmissi~s on the outward journey, and to have all ground checks made on 
art.ificia1 ae~s. But even the apparently innocent process of back-tuning the 
R.1155 receiver from the master-oscillator of the T .1154 transmitter while 
over enemy terr1t_ory was detected by D.F. and used by the enemy to good 
p1.1rpose. 

ft has been found from post-war examination of L1,ftwajft records and 
11ersonnel lhat, after 1941, signals discipline in Roya1 Air Force bomber airc.ra-ft 
in general was considered by the enemy to be of a high. standard.L Activities 
of other services, however, often gave useful information away through un
guarded transmissions or by virtue of the amount and nature of their trans
mission activities. W/T and R/T activities at bases, meteorological messages, 
D.F, section tuning, Air/Sea Rescue traffic and later specific messages from 
·the Allied Expeditionary Air Force Aircraft Reporting Centre broadcast for 
the warning of anti-aircraft and night-nghter units on the Continent of the 
imminence of arrival of Allied bombers all contributed something useful to the 
German raid tracking service. The Germans claim that no rnajorraid by United 
States Army Air Force aircraft ever came as a surprise. Their aircraft signals 
traffic, especially during assembly, gave them away, ·and air-to-air R/T traffic 
between bombers and escorting fighters provided a reliable track to the enemy. 
Day-to-day aircraft codes were readily broken down by the Germans if used 
much during the day : hence only complete W/T and R/T silence on the way 
to the target ~ould hope to afford immunity from the watchfulness of the 
Horchdienst . · · 

When the Allied landing in North-West -Europe became imminent, and 
again later when it had become quite clear to the German High Command 
that they were overwhelmed in the air, the insistence by German Signals 
Intelligence that Allied aircraft W/T and R/T should not be jammed. was 
resisted.ta The ground jammcrs intended for use agai{lst Allied invasio~ forces 

' on D-day were, however, destroyed by Alliea fighter-bombers, and the 
large jammer offensive planned dming 1945 was mainly forestalled by the 
capitulation. · · 

I.F.F. Transmissions 
A ground radar station capable of triggering the I.F.F. set of an aircraft 

could obtain response from very much"greater range than was obtainable with a 
radar reflection from the aircraft in the normal way. At the same time, both 
range and bearing of the airc1·aft so triggered could be ascertained. Further
more, the radiation. from I.F.F. sets .in Royal Air Force aircraft, when trfggered 
by British ground radar stations, was capable of being received by ordinary 
V.H.F. D.F. stabons to give a bearing (employing one station) or to give a fix 
when two or more D.F. stations were employed. The enemy early became 
aware of the existence and main characteristics of British I.F.F. sets and it was 
immediately clear to him' that he could exploit in this way any use by the Allies 
of J.F.F. during the outward flight to Europe. • 

The anxiety of the .Air Staff to e1,sure absolute discrimination between 
fri~dly and enemy aircraft in order to avoid casualties to friendly aircraft 
from Royal Air Force fighters, can easily be appreciated. · Orders were issued 
that I.F.F. sbould be used in all operational Commands as soon as aircraft 

i A.D.I. (I<) Report No. 406/45, paras. 7-19. 
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crossed the British coast. Thus I .F.F. was used ·Jiberally fr9!]1 •the btftset of 
the Bomber Command offensive. Whether, and if so to what extent, the 
enemy could glean any information from the I.F.F. was at that time considered 
hypothetical, whereas the import<).nce of discrimination between friend andi 
foe was real Furthermore, at that time Bomber Command raicliµg was 
normally in waves. and massed concentrated raids were not yet being used, 
so that the main bomber intention was ··not so easily to be cli\rulged to the . 
enemy tracking . service as it became fcorn rnid-1943 onwards. Thus on 
27 October 1940, Air Ministry ordered that bomber aircraft were to keep their 
I.F.F. sets switched on until they reached thf:ir home ,bases.1 This regularised 
i.F.F. procedure. In February 1941, by which time all concerned had become 
more conscious of the tracking and homing danger of I.F.F., Bomber Command 
limited its use to within fifty miles of the English coast on the way out and one 
hundred miles from the coast on return. There were exceptions ; aircrew 
discipline in this matter was not always good, and there were technical faults. 
It is known now .that the enemy were able to get an excellent picture of the 
British bomber rendezvous and early tra.cks from tracking of outward-bound 
transmissions from I.F.F ... 

_ It has already been recounted how, in October 1940, Bomber Command came
to the conclusion that I.F.F. interfered with enemy radar searchlight directors, 
thus affording protection to the bombers, and how I.F.F. was used over enemy 
territory for that purpose.3 Ultimately statistics appeared to show that no 
real benefit was being derived in the way jntended. Having r~gard on the 
one hand to the apparent failure of the " J Switch II procedure and on the 
other, to the .increased vulnerability of Royal Air Force bombers to German 
night-fighters when massed raid tactics had been adopted, Bomber Command 
asked the Air Ministry on 7 July 1943, for permission to discontinue use of 
LF.F. througtiout the outward journ.ey.4· Air Ministry and Fighter Command 
at once agreed, provided that the bombers kept above 5,000 feet. 

Monica Transmissions 
The danger that the transmissions of Monica might be used as a beacon to 

which enemy fighters could home has already been mentjoned. The same 
transmissions also offered an opportunity to the enemy of plotting the move
ments of bombers which carried tbe equipment. It was therefore necessary 
to decide whether -the value of Mop.ica as a warning device was outweighed by 
the ad vantage .it gave to the Germans. Trials in which a captured J U.88 air
craft fitted with Fknsb14rg horned to Monica transmiss10ns from a bomber in the 
face of a Window screen, so emphasised the danger of Monica on balance of 
all considerations that, on l2 September 1944, lvfonica was withdrawn from 
service. It was the homing threat, however, which brought about this last 
measure, but in the meantime the early-warning and tracking threat led to a 
}imitation of the use of Monica to periods while flying over enemy territory. 
There is no evidence to show that tracking on Monica played a very important 
part in enemy plotting as a whole, but the1;e is evidence that it made a 
contri_bution to the final picture. This was probably because tracking on 
HZ& and I.F.F. was already adequate from the time when the Rorckdienst 
raid-tracking became an integral part of German. air defence. · . 

. 1:.A.M. File S.6430 .- En.cl. JOA. . 
In Part 2, Chapter 7, of thl.s volume. 

2 A.D .. J , n<-) ,Report No. 4 l6/45. 
' A.M. File C.S. 3062/II, Encl. 72s: 
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H2S Transmissions ' . 
H2S was.of the highest importance to Bomber Command. It enabled British 

bombers to reach and identify their targets in almost the worst type of weather 
on any line of approach and without the n~ed for communication between 
the ground and air. Finally, it enabled the bombers to bomb many targets 
fairly accurately in blind conditions, irrespective of range from base. It is 
therefore easy to appreciate why the Air Staff should have resisted any proposal 
not to use H2S on t,he grounds that it would probably afford the enerny bo~ 
tracking and fighter homing facilities. Effective use of H2S called for a good 
deal of practice on the part of aircrews in the air and their confidence in the 
new equipment had to be established. The tempo of operations from mid-1943 
onwards left inadequate time for training, and advant~ge was taken of 

·. optrational flying for this purpose. The additional operational use of H2S in 
this way did not appear to increase the casualties of bombers fitted with this 
device (which were low, over-all) . although analysis by the Operational 
Research Section was confused by the multitude of factors to be taken into 
account. All of the arguments combined to make a good case against restriction 
of the use of H2S. 

But the counter-argwnents were equally cogent. In the first place the 
enemy, by using H2S for long-range plotting of the. movements of the bomber 
force in areas where Gee · cover existed, was deriving more immediate benefit 
from H2S in those areas than was Bomber Command. The bomber force, 
on the other hand, only derived training value over those areas and that could 
be gained on the retum flight. Secondly, whereas it was true that the over-all 
casualty loss rate was Jow,· that was not so if operations against Germany 
alone were considered. For the month of July 1944 tbe Bomber Command 
-loss from all operations was only l ·6 per cent., but taking German targets only, 
the loss rate was 4 per cent. Furthermore, the homing risk had to ·be weighed 
in this balance : whereas there was probably little risk to individual bombers 
from Naxos homing, the bomber force as a whole could be endangered by l:I2S 
transmissions over Germany enabling Naxo~-equipped enemy fighters to home 
into the bomber stream generally, and so to complete their interceptions of 
individual bombers by means of German A.I. Thirdly, the proposal to 
switch off H2S while within Gee cover could not affect bombing accuracy, 
which was the primary consideration. As there was ample opportunity for 
practice during the return flight, considerations of security and secrecy on 
.the outward flight outweighed those of additional training to be derived from 
H2S practice on the way to the target. · 

The Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Bomber Command was well aware 
that the Command might lose some of the effectiveness of H2S if crews came 
to regard it as a source of danger. On the other hand, it was imperative to 
deny to the enemy the ability to plot the bomber force at long range. With 
the Air Officer Commanding No. 100 Group pressing continually for the 
maximum of H2S silence, discussion and argument swayed around all these 
points until 22 July 1944, when the Air Staff decided that H2S should remain 
switched off until within 40 miles of enemy territory. This restriction was put 
into force· on the night of 28/29 July 1944 (target Hamburg)., when radar 
silence was to be observed up to 06° 00 E, together with a height restriction of 
~.ooo ·feet for the S'ea crossing. · ·Unfortunately these orders were not obeyed 
by all aircrews and this nest experiment was accordingly a failure. The 
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p~inciple was nevertheless recognised to be sound and, when the foll co-operation 
of aircrews was eventually obtained, the procedure proved most effective. 

In some quarters, however, _the opposition to restrictions on the use of H2S 
continued and the Command wa<, indeed accused of mismanaging its affairs 
in thi.s respect. There was considerable uneasiness RIU0ng aircrews over the 
situation and the Command Air Staff was warned by Groups that confidence 
in H2S was rapidly being lost. As a result, on 13 October 1944, Command 
Headquarters gave Groups a full appreciation of the subject and instructed 
them to inform aircrews fully in the r11atter.1 Professor P. I . Dee, who was 
in charge of H2S development at T.R.E., was appointed to investigate this 
vexed question. His findings were a complete vindication of Bomber 
~ommand's policy. 

Lack of co-operation between the Luftwaffe listening service (Hordiaienst) 
and the Ftiegerkorps XII a-t one time jeopardised the benefit to be derived by 
the German night-fighter force from raid-tracking signals intelligence informa
tion and from interception of H2S in particular. General Schmidt (command
ing Fliege1'/wrps XII) tried to break the barrier which had risen between the two 
organisations by unconventional ,means, and has recounted how a "tragi
comical " situation- as he termed it then arose. When the possibility of 
tracking raids by their H2S transmissions first became known Schmidt " took 
up " an officer belonging to a neighbouring Horchdienst unit, a certain Ober~ 
leutnant Ruckheim. Their meetings, ostensibly for the. dispensing of schnapps, 
were kept secret as Genera~ Martini's orders forbade official contact. Bringing 
about unofficially what Martini refused to sanction officially, Schmidt intro
duced Riickheim to the J agdkorps 1 operations room during the course of several 
night operations. These visits bore fruit and, up to November 1943 Ruckheim 
was able to reciprocate Schmidt's hospitality by supplying him-with up-to-the
minute reports on HZS concentrations. Schmidt ; however, was not allowed 
to continue this arrangement as Horchd£enst Battalion West-the intercept unit 
which covered the area from the Heligoland Bight to the Channel coast- was 
subordinated through a superior formation in Paris to Luftjlotte 3 and its reports 
had therefore to b_e passed back to Paris before distribution to outside com
mands. v\lhen. General Martini heard of the evasion he ordered removal of the 
radar personnel and equipment to Paris. General Schmidt countered this by 
himself providing the necessary sets and personnel, and, after a period of intense 
training, the work went on as before. The struggle reached its climax when 
General Schmidt, by direct approach to Goering, obtained Riickheim's promo
tion to Hauptmann and commanding officer of a Horchdienst A bteilung. But he 
never succeeded in obtaining the subordination of Horchdienst Battalion West 
to his own command. 

H2S plots covering the area up to the line Bremen-Stuttgart were collated at 
Zeist and a. further station was set up in Berlin to cover from Bremen to Stettin 
and was later extended to take i,n Southern Germany. This latter was subor
dinated to Bejehlshaber M·itte (later Luftflotte Reich) so that once again Schmidt 
was obliged to · receive H2S reports at second.hand. All these difficulties 
occurred at a time of intense British night bombing activity, when delayed or 
wrongly interpreted H2S reports might have bad a serious effect on decisions of 
the German night-fighter command. . 

1 As tbis appreciation sets out fully the -arguments .surrounding- this decision, it is 
reproduced -at Appendix No. 16. 
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With the liberation of France in the late summer of 1944 a considerable 
number of s~ts employed for plotting Allied H2S transmissions were allowed, 
by negligence 0~ the German Air Force signals personnel, to fall into Allied 
hands. A large number of expert Luftwaffe listening service pei,-sonnel were 
taken prisoner and•a _gap was tom in the Horchdienst organisation between the 
Eifel and the Swiss frontier. The effectiveness of the new radar silence drive 
found much testimony. For example, on 9/10 July 1944 when the Germans 
\vere still in France, No. S Jagddivision reported ' that, as no H2S signals were 
intercepted until the Royal Air Force bombers were over the Channel, the 
German defensive fighters could not take off in time.1 In a raid on Cologne on 
13/14 October 1944 the bombers were not picked up at all until they bad dropred 

- their bombs. An outstanding example was the breakdown .of the German 
defences during the. twin attack 0n Dortmund and Bremen on 6 October 1944. 2 

-The ,Bremen raid made a low approach under radar silence and covered by a 
Mandrel screen. As a result enemy fighters were only able to come into action 
at the target ten minutes after bombing had begun. The Dortmund force flew 
low over France, turned north and climbed towards the Ruhr, while a Window 
force and some Mosquito aircraft went on to threaten Mannheim. Only 13 
bombers were lost out of a force of 949 aircraft. General Schmidt's castigatory 
diatribe against his defence organisation is almost unprintable, but in it he makes 
it quite clear that information from the radar and raid-tracking services was 
" wholly inadequate " and, in particular, that the H2S picture was obscure. 
Ife stated, " I am astonished that, in spite of pains, admonitions and orders 
throughout a whole year, I have not succeeded in bringing the Jagddivision at 
least to -the point of being able to distinguish in what strength and from what 
direction the enemy are approaching. In roy view there is no excuse for this 
failure." It is significant that the General's displeasure was expressed mainly
to the raid-tracking organisation, and that the Germans started to complain of 
lack of early warning as soon as raclar silence measures were properly estab
lished. 3 Of all radio silence measures, those concerned with H2S made the 
biggest contribution.4 

Oboe Transmissions 
Commencing in January 1941 there was developed a British ground-con

trolled ·radar blind bombing device known as Oboe. It ultimately conferred 
upon the Royal Air Force Pathfinder Force the ability to lead a bomber raid 
through aJl but severe icing or the worst cumulo-nimbus conditions v.rith deadly 
accuracy against pin-point targets within Oboe range. The principle of Oboe 
was that tbe aircraft was kept on a constant-range track relati.ve to a Cat radar 
station, the bomb release point and ground speed being determined by range 
measurement from a second radar station, the Mouse, aba{t the aircraft in 
celat.ion to its run in to the target. W/T signals were given to the pilot in the 
form of a dot-dash modulation to enable him to keep on track, and to the 
navigator to indicate his position along the track and the point of bomb release. 
Aircraft had to be ground-controlled for at least ten minutes. For short-range 
operation the normal radar " echo " from the aircraft could be used for both 
range measurements but at longer range a higher power I.F.F.-type repeater 

1 A.S.l. Report No. 79/1944, Patt III (3) . 2 lbid., Part IV (4). 
3 A.D.I. (K) Report No.416/1945, pa'ra. 106. 
• The Germans often heard H2S signals after the silence had been imposed, but these 

were signals ,deliberately made by the No. 100 Group spoof force to mi~lead the enemy. 
Tb.is aspect-of radio counter-measures is dealt with in Chapter 15. . 
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was required in the ai.tcraft. Oboe, Mark I operated on the 200 megacycle per 
second· frequency band, and later marks used much higher frequencies. 

lt will be evident, thei:-efore, that Oboe ·gave the 'enemy a furthei; raid_
tracking means. By reception by D.F. of the transmissions from the bomber's 
repeater, he could track the Pathfinders and ascertain their target and. hence 
that of the main bomber force following. This he ,proceeded to do effectively, 
helped by the inadequacy of spoof in the use of Oboe for our attacks. The 
first Oboe, Mark I raid was made against Lutterade on the night 20/21 Decem.
ber 1942. In the autumn of 1942 a German monitoring station at Calais had 
intercepted a new type of signal in the 200 'megacycles per second band.1 

Statistics were kept and it was observed that these transmissions ·occurred 
mainly at night and seemed to be .associated with British M.T.B. activity in the 
Channel In June 1943 the same type of radar signals were heard in Essen during 
a very heayy bomber raid on Cologne and Dr. Scholz was able to correlate them' 
with the dropping of target indicators. It was realised at once that these 
signals were the same as those heard at Calais and an iromediate investigation 
was made. For this purpose a " noise investigation " commission was formed 
and· a spedal experimental Freya with a number of D .F. receivers was set up. 
The Freya was used to plot the cotirse of the target indicator carrying aircraft 
while the receivers took bea,rings on the signals. Some six to eight weeks after 
this discovery had been linked with Royal Air Force Pathfinder aircraft, a 
satisfactory theory had been worked out by the Germans as to how Oboe-
called b)'. them Bumerang-worked. From this: time onwards Oboe ratds were · 
systematically monitored by the normal monitoring service. 

In September 1943 the centimetric Oboe, Mark II commenced operations. 
1n the following month the German coastal interception stations picked up 
9 cm. transmissions but were unable to identify them as emanating from the 
new Oboe -system.2 It was some 6.ve months later before the new phenomenon · 
was understood and raiq.-tracking was again made possible. 3 The enemy 
was never able to discover technical details of the centimetric Oboe system. He 
could find no explanation, for instance, as to why certain aircraft transmitted 
pulses which did not appear to have normal Oboe coding, although those air
crait flew along tracks and at heights which identified them -with Oboe pro
cedure. It is significant that the enemy raid ,tracking service .obtained no 
advance infoi:-mation of the· target from these aircraft but did so instead from the 
transmissions from associated W /T ground stations. 

The vulnerability of Oboe, Mark I to jamming was fully appreciated by 
T.R.E. and the Royal Air Force, and the relative immunity of Oboe, Mark I, 
and Mark II (centimetric) .from jamming throughout their operations is a . 
matter foT wonder.4 Thei:-e was a scare, however, when No. 109 Squadron, 
operating Oboe, Mark I, on 17 August 1943 experienced interterence sufficie.itly 
severe to. make the equipment wholly inoperative. Patient- research revealed, _ 
however. that this interference came from other British rada( equipmen.ts, 
amongst which were Monica, Rebecca and from harmonics from grou'nd stations, 
wnich. amply demonstrated the vulnerability of ·Oboe, Mark I, to jamming, . 
both intentional and unintentional. Attempts made to remove or reduce 
unintentional interference met with little success but served to· hasten· the 

1 A.D.I. (l{) Report No. 380/1945, paras. 78-105. 2 A.M. File C.28852, Part I . 
• 3 A.D.r (K) Report No. 380/1945, para. 92. . 
'A.M. File C.S. 16261/Radar 3A, "Oboe Interleren~." 
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introduction of centimetric equipment, whlch was calculated to be consider
ably less vulnerable to unintentional jamming.l The remarkable freedom from 
.jamming by the enemy seems to bear out that, in the drcwnstances prevailing, 
Gen11an intelligence had more to ga:in by permitting the Allies to continue un
restricted use of Oboe than the German night defences had to lose thereby. 

General Schmidt, Commander of the German Air Force night fighter force in 
Western Europe, has stated t hat from November 1943 until May 1944 the 
German Signals IntelJigence Service was able to follow the tracks of the Allied 
main bomber stream from the take-off to the target and back again' to base. 0 

As an illustration of the invaluable advanced warning this provided, he stated 
that on the occas'i6n of a raid on Berlin in March 1943, when the first bombs 
dropped at 19:30 hours, he was informed at 17.18 hours that Royal Air Force 
bombers were assembling over the British mainland . Following this, he 
recei-ved a repo~t every three .minutes on the progress of the born.her stream 
enabling him to plot tJ1e track with ease, making allowance for a time la,g of only 
five minutes. The enemy's raid tracki.ng service was, .- however, to become a 
two-edged weapon ; his very dependence upon it made him more vulnerable to 
spoof radio counter-measures by the Allies.3 

1 A.M. File C.S. 28852, Parts I and JI. 
1 See Part 2, Chapter 15, ol this volume. 

t A.O. I. {K) Repo rt No . . 4.l6/1945. 



CHAPTER 14 

HOMING BY ALLIED FIGITTER AIRCRAFT TO 
GERMAN AIRBORNE RADAR 

Up to the end of 1942, the users of radar had enjoy.ed the advantages 
of their equipment without jucurring corresponding repercussions; but -by 
that time both the Germao.s and the Allies were searching for some means 
whereby radar transmissions could be turned to the disadvantage of the 
side making them.1 J amrning merely neutralised the transmissions, depriving 
everyone of any benefits to be gained. Tactical advantages could be gained 
by recording and plot ting the transmissions of enemy bomber aircraft to 
obtain infortnation of the course of their raids. A more direct exploitation 
of an enemy's use of radar was to utilise the transmissions of his radar sets 
as beacons to which offensively-armed aircraft might home. Applications 
of this technique being envisaged by the Allies were the horning of fighter
bomber aircraft to en_emy ground radar stations (Abdullah) , and of Fleet Air 
Arm aircraft to radiations emanating from enemy surface vessels,2 Another 
form of offensive-homing was Serrate, employed in night-fighter aircraft to seek 
out . German night-fighters using airborne radar for the interception of Royal 
Air Force heavy bombers. 

Both the Germans and the Allies were slow to introduce air-to-air homing 
devices. As far as the Royal Air Force was concerned, the demands of air 
defence in the first years of the War had been too heavy to allow either aircraft 
or scientific research effort to be diverted to operations which would be dependent 
on the enemy's initiative in the use or radar. Later, the slackening of the German 
bombing raids enabled defensive fighter aircraft in the United Kingdom to be 
released for offensive homing operations. It appeared from_ first consideration 
of the tactical problems that it would be difficult for .fighters to operate at night 
.outside the range of G.C.I. cover, but no obstacle was found in practice. The 
effective range of the homer in detecting enemy radar ,transmissions was con
siderably greater than that of an A.I. set dependent on reflected energy from 
the target, and it was shown that free-lance interception could be achieved 
when operating over enemy territory as well as over the United Kingdom. 
Identification of the target could be obtained by means of identification of the 
radiations. 

Further examination of the homing technique showed far-reaching possi
bilities for the future. German bombers used at various times a rear warning 
radar, a radio altimeter, a form of I.F.F., and Benito, all of which gave an 
opportunity f9r homing to be practise<;! against them. Experience in the free
lance .interception technique might have proved an advantage to the Royal 
Air Force in certain conditions, such as those forced on the Germans during the 
massed raid tactics at the end of 1943 when Hirnmelbett or G.C.I. control 
became impracticable because of sa!uration, except against stragglers.3 

1 T.R.E. MonogTaph "The Radio War." 2 T.R.E. ReJlort No. 3/M/6/D.R. 
2 T .R.E. Report No. 14/M/6/EHCY. 
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An important argument in favour of the adoption of offensive homing 
operations at the end of 1942 was that Bomber Command could not expect to 
keep their losses low for an indefinite period by relying wholly on tactics of 
evasion. A wide introduction of centimetre equipment by the Germans on the 
ground and in the air was inevitable in the Jong run, and when that occurred 
the advantage was likely to pass to them if an offensive policy against their 
oight•fighters were rot adopted. 

The Technical Problem of Metric Wavelength Homers 
The aerial syste1:ns adopted for offensive horning in the metQC wavelengths 

were, by nature of the principle they employed, very inflexible in the matter of 
~requency and dependent in characteristics on their fitting in relation to the air
frame. Each requirement for change of operational frequency or type of aircraft 
involved a very big desjgn and development effort .1 It soon became clear that 
speci,il measures would be required for the development of homing equipments 
i1 the enemy's initiative in changing frequencies were to be followed promptly 
enough for operations to be effective. The delay caused by the need to obtain 
adequate information about the enemy transmissions, together with the three to 
six months necessary to design and fi.t the homing sets, would largely nullify 
the effectiveness of the coun ter-rneas1,1re. In order to reduce this delay, the 
group responsible for homing development at T.R.E. was transferred to the 
l'.R.E. R.C.M. Division in November 1942, and a thorough revision of policy 
and tecnnique took place. The first aim was to produce a D.F. system covering 
a wider fre-quency band, and independent of the type of airframe. There had 
been a tendency to utilise the A.I. type of aerials for homing : but by 
sacrificing some of the sensitivity essential for A.I. purposes, aerial systems of 
wide-band characteristics were developed for homers. These took the form 
of loaded heavily damped di-poles located symmetrically relative to t he. ai,:
frame and remotely on the wing tips. Facilities for easy change of aerial heads 
without disturbance of th.e instalialion were also provided. This aerial develop
ment work was started in J anuary 1943 and by June, homing aerials above a 
frequency of 150 megacycles per second became available with predictable 
' performance, able to cover half an octave of frequency and to give D.F. m 
azimuth and elevation.z 

The Technical Problem of Ceotimetric Wavelength Home.-s . 
Centimetric A.I . \yas considered to be virtually unjammable. Had, therefore, 

the Germans been able _to use it from the beginning of Bomber Command's 
massed raid tactics, our bomber losses would probably have been enormous. 
T.R.E. actually estimaled on 30 March 1943,3 a potential casualty figure of 
~5-50 per cent. and the experiences of escorting night fighters flying in or near 
our bomber stream amply testified to this probability. The only feasible 
counter-measure was a direct offensive by -Royal Air Force fighters homing to 
centimetric A.I. transmissions of enemy fighters. In cooseguence, high priori ty 
was accorded to research and development -for centimetric homers. The 
problem :was technically a.nd operationally more difficult than for V.H.F, homing 
1:)ecause of the highly-beamed and intermittent nature of the scanning signals 
to be received,_ the wide frequency band to be covered, and tbe confusion 

1 A.D.r, (Science) Rep<>rts. i Reference T.R.E. File D.1606. Encl. 128A. 
~ T.R.E. Report Reference 5/M/7S/RC of 30 March 1943. · 
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caused by friendly transmissions. Fortunately· the war ceased before the 
enemy introduced centimetric A.I., but there is little doubt of the importance· 
of research in this direction for the future. · · 

Serrate Operations, June to November _1943 
The offensive homing operations by our long-range fighters against enemy 

fighters were known as Serrate operations,1 a code word also applied to the 
homing equipment employed. After the discovery, towards the end of 1942, 
that the enemy night-fighters were using A.T. in the 490 megacycles per second 
frequency band , the new homing equipment, Serrate, was installed in Beaufighter 
aircraft of No:'141 Squadron, Fighter Command. These aircraft carried A.I. 
Mark IV for completion of interception. Serrate operations began in June 
1943. The German Himmelbett fighter control organisation was then in full 
swing a.nd from the start there were ample contacts with the Lichtenstein A.I. 
in use in the German night fighters. During the first three montbs of these 
operations, one successful combat resulted on the average from every eleven. 
sorties dispatched or from every nine sorties completing a patrol. All except 
one contact-an initial visual- resulted from Serrate homing. Only rarely was 
an initial A.I. contact obtained on a presumed enemy and none of these contacts 
Jed to ao interception. 

During the second three months of the operations, up to November 1943, the 
success declined. One combat on the average resulted from every thirty-five 
sorties despatched, or from twenty-six sorties completing a patrol, in spite of 
the mounting experience and practice of the aircrews. The difference between 
results for the two periods was caused by several factors. For one thing, the 
Hinimelbett system of night-fighter control had been dislocated by the intro
duction of Window by Bomber Command, and the looser form of control 
adopted by the Germans gave fewer opportunities for homing by Serrate 
aircraft. This difficulty emphasised the shortcomings of the Beaufighter air~ 
craft of No. 141 Squadron which were no match in speed and perfoimance with 
the newer types of German night-fighters. Interference from Window with the 
A.I. Mark IV equipment was also reported. 

A,npther point was the forwai:d beaming of the Lichtenstein which made the 
direction of flight of the enemy aircraft with respect to the Ser.rate aircraft a 
critical factor. There was a big reduction in Serrate range, when the target 
aircraft was flying away, from fifty miles obtainable ln the head-on posjtion, 
to ten. One of the most successful tactics of the Beaufighter was, therefore, · 
after picking up a Serrate contact from astern, to allow the enemy aircraft to 
close until within backward cover of tf1e A.I. Mark IV, and then to whip round 
and attack it from astern: The proportionately small number of crews responsible 
for the majority of the successful interceptions jndicates how difficult Serrate 
tact ics were at that time . . One pilot (Wing Commander Braham) had nine out 
of twenty-three successes and two other crews had five each. 

Transfer of . Serrate Operations to No. 100 Group 
In December 1943 responsibility for Serrate operations was transfer-red to the 

newly-fo,rmed No. 100 Group.2 The Beaufighters of No. 141 Squadron were then 
being replaced by Mosquito II aircraft. Nos. 169 and 239 Squadrons were 

1 No. l00 Group Review of Operation~- Part 1, November 1943-May 1945. 
a A.H .B./Il HI/45-N.Q. No. 100 Group " Review of Operations" and " Reports of 

Act1 vities," December 1943- April 1944. 
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also taken over to be re-equipped and trained with Serra te. Th~ crews of these 
two squadrons were experienced in defensive night-fighting but needed training 
in long range navigation. During the following months from Dece.II\ber 1943 
to April 1944 No. 100 undertook a heavy task in the refitting of the three 
Serrate squadrons. They were aU to be equipped with Mosquito II aircraft 
which~ were by no means in good condition and needed constant effort to keep 
them serviceable. The fitting of backward-looking A.I. was undertaken to 
increase the A.I. cover, and the adapting of the Serrate gear, and especially the 
aerials, to work in the Mosquitos gave considerable trouble. 

With regard to operational tactics, there was little information available 
on which to base the night fighter plan. The system of control of enemy night 
.fighters was changing and as yet the " Y " Service was unable to give rapid 
and adequate reconstruction of the enemy fighter movements and tactics. 
This, together with the efficiency of the German early warning service and the 
vast areas to be covered by British night fighters, made it rufficult to calculate 
what would be the best disposition of the limited night fighter force to give 
maximum support to the Bomber Command force. Consequently a number of 
~ifferent types of- patrol were tded as follows :-
' (a) In tbe target area during and after the attack. 

(b) In escort of the bomber stream. 
{c) At fighter assembly beacons. 

After only_ a few sorties within the target area it appeared that th~ fu:st 
tnethoo was impracticable, . The large number of Serrate contacts obtained 
made it generally impossible to follow up any one of them to within A.I. range, 
and even when this was achieved it was difficult to transfer the Serrate contact 
correctly to the A.I. tube. The same confusion of contacts resulted when 
operating in or close to the bomber stream. Although Serrate or A.I. contacts 
c.ou1d sometimes be obtained on enemy fighters remote from the stream and 
~ying towards it, by the time close contact has been made, the target A.I. 
blip became confused with the numerous bomber blips as the enemy aircraft 
intered the stream. . 

•· Patr9ls over trie enemy assembly beacons proved at first not SQ profitable as 
had been hoped. The beacons and times of p.atrol were chosen from careful 
consideration of enemy fighters' movements in previous operations as-reve~led 
by intercepted signals traffic. Sometimes the enemy-used beacons other than 
those forecast or he used them at unpredicted times . . Even when both factors 
were g:uessed correctly, Serrate aircraft generally reported few contacts. One 
reason for this was the difficulty they had in finding the visual beacons, and 
another was evidently the A.I. silence on the part of the enemy when 
assembling. Moreover, the Mosquito observer was usually too pre-occupied 
with the Serrate equipment to have enough time for accurate navigation and 
the Mosquito aircraft was not equipped with facilities for homing .to enemy 
tadio beacons. On a few occasion.s during this phase of operations, Serrate 
aircraft_ di4 make' contact with a group of enemy night fighters by means ot 
either Serrate or more rarely, A.I. The great majority of interceptions were, 
however, of air_craft operating indi_vidually and ~emote from groups of aircraft. 
· The most successful type of patrol during this phase proved eventually to 
be in tl1e target area after completion o{ the bombing raid. T n most instances 
the Mosquitos patrolling the target area ·after bombing, repor'tea-·many A.I. 
contacts of which ·they were able to .rec0gnise several as being ahnost certainly 
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enemy aircraft. The number of Serrate contacts obtained there however was 
small. It appeared that some aircraft remained in the target area but without 
their A.I. on, and that these aircraft were preparing to land. It is interesting 
to note that among the first six enemy aircraft destroyed within the target · 
area after bomb.ing. two were single-engined with navigation lights on. 

The lessening opportunity for Serrate homing in the first months of 1944 
is shown by a comparison between initial contacts made by Serrate and by 
A.I. equipment. F rom December 1943 to April 1944 nearly twice as many
successes resulted from contacts ma.de initially by A.I. sets as irom initial 
Serrate contacts. The figures for _ Serrate sorties operating on nights of 
major operations during this period are as follows :-

Sorties completing a patrol .. 
Serrate chases leading to A.I. contact 
Resulting successful combats 
A.I. chases without previous Serrate 
Resulting successful combats 

(* Initial contact was visual on a tail light.) 

220 
44 
9 

220 
17 + 1* 

The chief reason foe the small number of A.I. contacts obtained from 
Serrate chases was probably that the enemy fighters only used Lichtenstein 
to any extent when in the vicinity of ·the bombers. and the Senate aircraft 
ha~ cliffi.culty- in operating there owing to the saturation of their A.I. tubes.1 

At the beginning of the year the observations of the Serrate crews showed that 
the_ enemy fighters were somefunes using their A.I. at the beacons and when 
moving between beacons, but this practice soon became less common. The 
enemy :fighters remaining in the ta1:get area after bombing were certainly not 
using their A.I. to any great extent. How much enemy fighters were deliberately 
limiting the use of their A.I. in order to avoid Serrate attacks was not known. 

The fitting of backward-looking A.I. certainly made a considerable improve~ 
ment , _and between December 1943 and April 1944 neariy as many combats 
resulted from initial backward A.I. contacts as from initial forward A.I. 
contacts. Considering all operations in this period, one successful combat 
1esulted on the ave1age from every .fifteen sorties despatched, or from every 
eleven sorties completing a patrol.2 The scale of 511.ccess was higher on nights , 
of major bombing operations (main force attacks on targets in Germany) 
than on nights of minor operations (attacks on targets in France, Mosquito 
attacks and minelaying). When only nights of major bombing operations 
are considered, one successful . combat resulted from every eleven sorties 
despatched or from every eight sorties completing a patrol. 

It is an interesting point that the chance of an A.I. contact being converted 
to an attack was apparently much higher if the A.I. contact were obtained by 
a Serrate chase than if it were obtained directly. On the average one in five 
A.I. contacts following Serrate chases resulted in combats (this was 
approximately equal to the figure prior to December 1943). The reason for 
this is probably that in most cases an enemy aircraft with its A.I. operating 
would be looking for hostiles and consequently flying along reasonably steadily, 
making a good target for A.I. interception. Secondly, if A.1. contact were 
lost during the later stages of the interception it could often be regained after 
switchin,g back to Serrate. 

l No. 100 Group ' ' Review of Operations "-November 1943-May 1945, paras. 16-20. 
2 A.H .B./II HI/45, December 1943-April 1944. 
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The Serrate operation was undoubtedly causing the enemy considerable 
trouble,1 Not only were enemy fighters being shot down but many others 
were being engaged in A.I. dogfights when they should have been attempting 
to intercept bombers. The enemy controllers were broadcasting frequent 

· warnings to their aircraft to beware of the '' long-range night fighters " (wh.i;::h 
would also include the Fighter Command intruders). The con:6dence of the 
German night fighter crews must have been.seriously affected by the knowledge 
of the presence of hostile night fighters : every Lichtenstein contact they 
obtained might well turn out to be an offensively armed night-fighter inslead 
of a hea.vy bomber. Neverthel~ss, the operation had considerable limitations, 
the chief of which was that no close escort of the bomber stream could be 
effected, due to the swamping of the A.I. Mark IV tube by masses of friendly 
aircr~t. It was during these early monlhs of 1944 that tb.e enemy was 
achieving very considerable success at interception of Bomber Command 
aircraft en route. .Du.ring March the night bombers suffered two of the heaviest 
losses ' they ever sustained, Seventy-two aircraft were lost out of a force of 
810 when attacking Berlin on 24/25 March and ninety-six aircraft were lost 
out of a force of 795 when attacking Numberg.on 30/31. Interception on the 
route in was the major cause of loss in each case. 

Apart from being so easily swamped, A.I., Mark IV was not an ~fficient 
equipment against aircraft takjng violent evasive action. More important 
stiJJ, interference by enemy jaromers was becoming more and more serious 
when 0ver enemy terri tory, parhcularJy in the region of strongly-defended 
targets and near the bomber stream. It was clear that improvement in the 
standard of success of the bomber support operation could be expected only 
if a new form oi A.L could be obtained which could be used near the stream 
and be more efficient in followJng evasive action. Such an equipment was 
the 10 cm. A.I., Mark X which was not yet allowed to be flown over enemy 
territory because of the danger of it falling into enemy hands. 

The equipment of the three Serrate squadrons consisted o{ rather old 
Mosquito, Mark IT aircraft, which. had already given of their best. 2 The 
exacting Serrate operations soon proved too much for these aircraft and the 
the number of abortive sorties was large. In February, -it was decided 
to take a long-term view, which involved a temporary reduction of the 
o_pe.rationaJ effort, in order to give the Mosquito aircraft an overhaul 
and to re-fit v.,itJi Merlin XXII engines. This policy soon began to bear 
frult and in Marrh the serviceability showed a remarkable improvement. 
The scale of effort of Serrate squadrons grew from 41 sorties in Jan ua1y to 
I 75 in April. 

Serrate Operations r.-om March 1944 to D-day8 

Between March and D-day, our bombers rnade a growing number of attack~ 
agaJnst targets in France as a preliminary to the landing in N'ormandy. In 
March these attacks were almost unopposed by enemy fighters, but there was 
a. tendency for the enemy to use certain fighter groups independently, which 
foreshadowed increased resistance. In April the attacks over France did 
meet with a somewhat greater opposition, and in May the fighter opposition 
became serious and the loss rate for the more strongly defended areas of 

1 A.H .B./11 Hf/45, paras. 21-24. 2 11:tid., para. 2S. 
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enemy-occupied territory rose to 4 ·3 per cent.1 From the point of view of 
high-level fighter support, the important factors in these operations against 
targets in France were:-

(a) Several attacks were made simultaneously against_ targets fairly close 
to each other, so that there was no well-defined bomber stream but 
rather an area over which bombers flew ; 

(b) the attacks were of short ~enetration. 

The changed bomber tactics made it practica,ble for Serrate aircraft to operafi:; 
as escort to the bombing force, not only by flying parallel with the bombers, 
but also crossing and re-crossing their tracks. The escort was successful and 
during May- eighteen· enemy aircraft were destroyed and one damaged in tpe 
course of 212 sortie's, an average of eleven sorties despatched per successful 
combat. The Serrate equipment played a greater part than hitherto in the 
successes. Twelve of the successful combats were from initial Serrate contacts, 
'si.x fi:001 initial A.I., and one from an initial visual on an enemy aircraft illumin
ated by searchlights, One successful chase was carried out on Serrate alone, 
th.e enemy aircraft flying too low for A.l., Mark TV, to be used. On two 
occasions enemy fighters were attacked while they themselves were in the act 
of attacking bombers. ' 

The escort plan was thus a great success, but certain other helpful factors 
should also be mentioned. The increasing skill of the crews certainly played a 
part and the good visibility conditions prevailing on certain nights may also 
have contributed . The fact that most of the patrols were short was an 
advantage, ·for crews could afford to be more persistent in their chases when 
there was plenty of petrol and time in hand. There was another possibility : 
most of the operations in May took place in areas where German night fighters 
would not have had the experience of those based in Germany. A fresh 
offensive fighter plan tried was a sweep by Serrate aircraft prior to the attack 
over a wide area where enemy fighters might be flying in preparation for early 
interception of the bombers. These were, in most case!., not very profitable in 
terms of aircraft destroyed but the moral effect was considerable. 

In May, a decision was made to equip Mosquito, Mark II, squadrons with 
Mosquito, Mark VI, aircraft, No. 169 being the first squadron to receive new 
aircraft. The old type A.I. installation proved unsatisfactory, and a great 
deal of test and experimental flying, as well as structural modifications to 
aircraft, was undertaken by No. 169 Squadron, 
· A successful installation was eventually designed and by the end of July all 
Serrate squadrons were re-equipped with Mark VI aircraft. 2 The important 
feature of the Mark VI was the drop tanks which could be carried, thereby 
increasing the radius of action and the time spent on patrol. 

Airfield Introders3 
·In the early par-t of April 1944 it was decided to extend the scope of No. lOQ 

Group's bo111ber support activities by the inclusion of low-level Jntruder 
operations over Lujt1,£Jajfe. airfields. The operations were carried out in close 
co-operation wit!) Fighter Command (Air Defence of Great Britain) which had 
been operating low-level Intruders for a considerable time. It was hoped_ 
th~t the kno-..yl~d_ge and experience of tbe enemy night fig~ter system that w~s 

1 A.H.'B./II HI/45, May !944. • Ibid., July 1944. 
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being gained by No. 100 Group through the growing Intelli_gence and through 
the operation of high-level fighters would help to increase the success of air
.field intrusion, which our own experience in this country showed could be a 
very serious embarrassment indeed to night defensive operations. No. SIS 
Squadron were transferred to No. 100 Group from No. 11 Group equipped 
with Defiant ajrcraft. Their role in fighter Command had been that of R.C.M. 
airer.aft. They were at first re-'equipped with Beaufighter Mark II aircraft 
for certain operations which never materiafised, but afterwards re-equipped 
with Mosquito Mark VI aircraft without any form of radar, A period of 
intense training was undertaken to /it them for the role of low-level intruding, 
and in April they commenced " nuisance" intruding on enemy airfields, 
carrying high explosive ano incendiary bombs. They were joined by No. 23 
Squadron from the Mediterranean theatre, in June. This Squadron was also 
equipped with 11on-radar Mosquito, Mark VI aircraft. During the first few 
months· of the operations of these two squadrons, only a small number of enemy 
aircraft was attacked, but their activities around enemy airfields were known 
lo be a_source of considerable worry to the enemy. 

Use !)f Monica io A.I. Mark X Operations1 

Efforts to acquire A.I. Mark X resulted in the arrival in No. 100 Grou.p of two 
squadrons, Nos. 85 and 157, -at the beginning of May 1944. A .I. Mark X, 
unlike Mark IV, had no backward coverag~ and from the point of view of the 
aircraft's own protection, some kind of backward warning equipment was 
necessary before it could be used on high level operations. In this rOle the tail 
warner would have the further purpose ot enabling the Mosquitos to exploit 
offensively contacts obtained from the rear. To provide a quick interim 
fitting, Bomber Signals Development Unit (B.S.D.U,), the experimental unit 
of No. 100 Group, began a modification of Monica I. Until the tail wamer was 
fitted, A.I. MarJc X squadrons were trained for low-level airfield intrusions, This 
meant that they would eventually be in a position to play a dual r51e-either 
high level or low level work, which was to help considerably in the planning of 
bomber support operations. 

Nos. 85 and 157 Squadrons officially began operations on D-day (S/6 Jnne),2' 
and until ~he end _of June, they carried out low level airfield intrusion. Towards· 
the end of June, however, pa.rt of their effort.was g.iverted to anti-flying-bomb 
work, and from 21 July until the beginning of September both squadrons were 
withdrawn from Intruder operations and moved to West Malling for full-time 
flying-bomb interception. The fust airfield intrusion results with A.L Mcl!k X 
were very promising and it was found that at a height of l ,500 to 2,000 feet, A.I. 
contacts at ranges of five miles or so could be obtained and held. During J une, 
from 176 sorties despatched, of which 131 were completed, tl1irty-eight A.1. 
contacts were reported, leading to the destruction of ten enemy aircraft and 
damage to three others .. All these combats, save one of those leading to damage 
claims, resulted from sixty-two sorties flown between 11/12 and 16/17 June. 
A few high level sorties ·wece flown by A.I. Mark X aircraft equipped with. 
rearward warning equipment before the squadrons were taken over for
anti-flyi.ng bomb duties, but the number was not sufficient for any definite 
conclusions to be reached concerning th_e potentialities of A.I-, Mark X 011 high 
level patrols, ' 

1 A.H.B./II 111/45, May 1944. 
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Serrate Operations Subsequent to D-day 
In June and July the num.ber of Senate contacts fell considerably . .i _ In July 

only one in every ten sorties, on the aver;age, reported a Serrate contac-t. In 
May it had been one pe.r sortie, and in the early part of the year each sortie had 
been reporting a large number of contacts. This decline was due to the replace
ment of the Lichtenstein by the new Getman A.I. set, the S.N.2. The number of 
A.I. contacts obtained directly on enemy aircraft increased, however, in June 
and July, but on the whole the degree of success of the operation declined in 
proportion with the withdrawal of Lichtenstein by the enemy and for every 
aircraft destroyed or damaged eighteen sorties were required. The increased 
number of A.I. contacts obtained directly on enemy aircraft during June and 
July was due to the success oI patrols over enemy beacons. In June the enemy 
was making more and more use of his assembly beacons in France and a rnund 
of these beacons proved to be the most profitable typ~ of p~trol fo1· the Serrate 
!;quadrons. Many of the successes at the beacons were obtained before the 
enemy fighters had attempted to intercept the bombers, and so a valuable 
measure of direct support was thus given to the bomber operation. 

By July, enemy jamming of AJ. Mark IV was a serious handicap. It was 
reported by most crews to be effective during the whole of the time they were 
over enemy territory, and particularly at the enewy coast and in the Ruhr 
area. Not only_ did it mean that a large number of contacts were not obtained 
at all, but frequently it prevented the successful follow-op of contacts which 
had been , achieved. Th.is added fuel to No. 100 Group's clamour for A.I. 
Mark X. The next two months, August and September, saw the eclipse of the 
Serrate/A.I. Mark IV operations.2 The number of Serrate contacts 
obtained dropped practically to zero and at the same time it became_ increasingly 
difficult to achieve combats from A.I. Mark IV contacts. In August 331 
Serrate/A.I. Mark IV sorties yielded nine successful combats. In 
September, 240 sorties yielded one successful combat. In September the 
frequency of A.I. Mark IV was altered in an attempt to evade the interference, 
with some slight success. The following table shows how the nwnber of Serrate 
contacts decreased between May and September as Lichtenstein was withdrawn, 
and aJso how the enemy jamming of A.I. Mark IV made it more and more 
ineffective. 

1944. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. 
Average number of Se1Tate contacts 

per sortie completed 1 · I 0·2 0-1 0 ·02 0·005 
Average number of A.I. contacts 

(without initicU Serrate) per sortie 
completed 0 ·3 0 ·5 0·8 0 ·5 0 ·3 

A.I. contacts per successful combat .. 9 9 10 16 60 

O~eosive Fighter Operations using A.I. Mark X 
The decrease in the average number of contacts on enemy aircraft obtained 

with A.I. Mark IV by the three Serrate squadrons may _have been partly due to 
the Jack of enemy fighter opposition experienced by the bombers on many 
operations. In contrast, however, was the success achieved with A.I. Mark X 
by Nos. 85 and ~57 squadr.ons when they returned to offensive fighter opera
tions from anti-flying bomb operations at the end of Angust. During 

'A.H.B./11 HI/45. June-July 1944. 2 [bid., August-Sepb;mber 1944 , 
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September they took_ part in both high and low level _patrols with good results. 
From a total of 167 lugh-leveJ sorties tbey reported forty-seven enemy contacts 
leading to twelve successful combats. Patrols were flown over assembly 

- beacons and in target areas after bombing, and escort of the bomber stream 
was also tried, flying from ten to fifteen miles wide of the mean track. 

A nu,mber of contacts were also obtained on the rearward-looking Monica 
equi_pment carried by A.I. Mark X high-level intruders. It was found that 
these contacts could, in general, be evaded fairly easily but that it was often 
difficult to convert 1.o a forward A.I. Mark X ·contact. Only about one-quart.er 
of the total of Monica contacts reported were so converted. The main value of' 
Monica was thus in prevention o.f attacks from the rear rather than as an' 
additional interception aid. 

Mutulll Identification 
· With the growth in the number of bomber support fighters and the shrinking 
of 'the territory held by the enemy due to the Allied advance on the Continent, 
the waste of time caused by chases between friendly fighters became con
siderable, and there was cleady great need fot some form of mutual identifica
tlon.l It was decided to fit a mod-ifi.ed form of I.F.F. Mark III in certain air
craft, and also the Type F infra-red identi6cation system. The fitting began in 
May 1944 with the Serrate aircraft of Nos. 141, 169 and 239 squadrons and 
alth9ugh fitting was not general for several months, the identification devices 
showed their great value immediately they were used. 

Use of Serrate during Spoof Operations1 

During Spoof operations employing airborrte Mandrel screen and Window 
feint forces, Serrate •aircraft and the low level intruders were also given a part 
to play in the deception. Serrate aircra(t accompanied the diversionary forces 
in order to give the fejnt rnore realism and also to be in a position to intercept 
enemy fighters airborne in reaction to the feint. Serrate aircraft and low level 
intruders were also on occasion sent to patrol areas well away from the main 
attack in an attempt to deceive the enemy as to the area in wruch the. _attack 
could be expected. 

Planning of Serrate Fighter Operations8 
As the Allies advanced on the Continent, the No. 100 . Group counter

'measures and.feint attacks became more effective and the German early warning 
system was ofless value. The enemy was forced to limit the area of operation 
of his fighters, and in response to a threatened attack only those aircraft in the 
particular operational area would be used. No longer couJd reinforcements be 
flown in from grea,t distances. This fact was of great assistance in planning the 
Allied supporting fighter disposition because the area 'of operation could now 
be safely liruited. Also the reduction in the enemy early warning meant that a 
large part of the bomber route in and out could be considered safe. The 
'' Y " Setvice in No. 100 Group had, during the preceding months, become a 
highly-efficient organisation and tb.e movements of the enemy night fighters 
were followed during the actual operation. A full reconstruction of the night's 
activities was available th_e following morning, on wruch the planning for 
the next night's operations conld be based. 

'A.H.B./Il HJ/45, August-September, 1944, pa.1-a. 43, 
2 A.H.B./U HI/44, June 1944-March 1945. 3 Ibid., paras. 47-50. 
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Later still, during the final rapid advance into Gerinany, with the consequent 
disorganisation of the enemy night fighter system, there was no opportunity 
for precise planning. The Mandrel aircraft were no 'longer used as a screen but 
were flown with the bombers in order to confuse the enemy plotting system as 
far as possible, and the fighters carried out mainly close escort of the bombers 
and attacks on the few remaining enemy airfields. 

Perfectos 
By June 1944 it was known that the enemy was fitting the FuGe.25A-

a. form of I.F.F.-in his night fighters for identification purposes and for use 
in the Egon system of fighter control.1 It was thought that if an airborne 
interrogator for ,the FuGe.25A could be made and fit.tc.d with a directional aerial 
system, it could serve a similar purpose to Serrate with the added advantage 
of giving indications of range. Accordingly, the Bomber->Support Development. 
Unit was instructed to modify an SCR. 729 (the American interrogator equip
ment for use with Mark III I.F.F.) so that it would transmit on a. frequency of 
125 megacycles per second and r~ceive over a small band a,bout 156 megacycles 
per second-the frequencies of the enemy's l.F.F. For ,:1.n aerial system, the one 
designed by T.R.E. for use with· another homing system known as Meerschaum 
was proposed in order to provide D.F: in azimuth. It was not possible to provide 
D.F. in elevation with this system, but this was not considered to be a serious 
disadyan,tage and the simple nature of the aerial allowed it to be installed ill the 
Mosquito aircraft without any great modifications to tl1e fuseh,1ge or wings. 

The first model, developed for use with A.I. Mark IV, allowed the signals 
to be displayed on the A.t tubes, and thereby still further simplified develop
ment since _separate display units were not required. This model, which was 
given the code name of Perfectos I, was tested operationally in October 1944 
with very encouraging results, and arrangements wBre made for it to be 
installed in aircraft of No. 169 Squadron.2 The installation work was com
pleted in November 1944. A number of Perfectos contacts were obtained 
in November 1944 and December 1944, at ranges generally of ten to ftfteen 
miles, and occasionally more. A few were converted to A.I. Mark IV 
contacts, but no combats resulted.3 • 1l1is was due to the limitations of 
the A.I. Mark IV which was no longer suitable for bomber support .work 
and_ was also at this .time suffering severe interference over enemy territory.' 
The value of Perfectos had, however, been established, and development . 
cif a model with separate presentation units·.whicb could be installed in' 
Mosquitos fitted with A.I. Mark X was carried out. ·Perfectos II, the model 
for use with A.I. Mark X, was given satisfactory trials in January 1945 and was 
installed iri aircraft of No. 85 Squadron during February 1945.i In March 
1945, seventy A.I. Mark X Perfectos sorties were flown, wit]:i very encouraging 
iesults.6 About thirty Perfectos cont-acts were obtained, five of which -Were 
converted to A.I., leading to three enemy aircraft destroyed and damage to one. 
The initial range of most Perfectos contacts was eight to fifteen miles, but one 
contact was reported at a range of fifty miles. 

Perfectos was also installed in Mosquitos fitted with A.I. Mark XV (ASH 
or AN-APS4)_. In this case the signals were displayed as an alternative to tail 
warning signals on the Monica IX tube. The equipment was -installed in 

· 1 B.S.D.U. File S.5194/Sigs.-100 Group.Letter lO0G/S.1201/4/Sigs. dated 30 June 1944. 
2 A.H.B./U HI/45, October 1944. 3 Ibid., November-Deteo:iber 1944. · 
• B.S.U.U. F ile S.5194/Sigs, 6 A.H.B./II f!l/45, March 1945. 
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No. 23 Squadron in March 1945, but by this time the enemy fighter activity had 
diminished considerably and no outstanding results were achieved. Perlectos 
was also used on a few occasions just before the end of hostilities by the Eighth 
United States Army Air Force in daylight operations. In this case, however, a 
separate and more powecful transmitter than that of the SCR. 729 was used. 
This gave a.. greatly increased range, contacts being obtail)ed at alrnost 100 miles. 
The Bomber Support D evelopment Unit was worl<ing on a similar equipment 
for night fighters, but it was not completed before t he end of hostilities. 

Serrate IV 
In July 1944 the frequency and other details of tbe enemy's S .N .2 A.I. 

b~ame known and arrangements were made for the development of suitable 
homers. It was decided that as an immediate measure the Bomber Support 
Development Unit should produce a homer by modification of standard equip
ment, to be used until Hookah, the universal homer being produced by T .R.E., 
was. ready. T he homer for S.N.2, which became known as Serrate lV, was 
intended for use in Mosquit o aircraft fitted with A.I. Mark X. The difficuhies 
of presentation were overcome by adopting ao aural method which gave the 
pilot indications of D .F. in the form of dots and dashes in a Lorenz beam. 
It was considered that this system might have advantage over the visual method 
as it would allow the pilot to carry out the homing side of _an interception 
without having to watch the cathode ray tube, and without the assistance of the 
navigator, who could concentrate on looking for A.I. contacts. 

, For Serrate IV, i t was proposed t hat the intermediate frequency stages of 
the V.H.F: R/T set should be used, together wi.th a radio frequency unit cover
ing the frequency of the German S ,N.2, and aerials of the opposition type. 
Th.is aerial was one designed by the Royal Aircraft Establishment fo.r homing 
to enemy jamrners of the British V .H.F. R/T. Operatibnal trials with the first 
model of Serrate IV were carried out in August.1 The aural presentation proved 
to be satisfactory, but it was found extremely difficult to pick out A.I. signals 
from among those from Freyas which were of greater signal strength, and which 
w.ere spread over the whole frequency band, and the next step was to devise a 
.means of reducing the interference from Freya signals. As Freya had a pulse 
recurrence frequency of SOO pulses per second, and S.N.2 as far as it was known 
290- 300 and possibly 800 pulses per second, it was th.ought t hat this could be 
done by constructing a filter to pass pulse recurrence frequencies of 750- 950. 
This would pass the third harmonic of 250-315 cycles per second, but the basic 
a.nd all harmonics of SOO cycles per second would be rejected. The development 
of the filter proved extremely difficult but a model was eventually produced and 
satisfactory operational trials were carried out in December 1944, A few 
sorties were carried out by aircraft of No. 157 Squadron in January but no 
contacts were reported. 

· By this time _it seemed that the enemy had moved to frequencies outside 
the range of the captured S.N.2 equipment, and therefore beyond the scope of 
Serrate IV. Three equipments were accordingly modified to cover different 
frequency .bands, and work was started on a new version-to be known as 
Serrate IVA_:which, with interchangeable aerials, could be pre-set to cover a 
frequency band of about 5 megacycles per second within a frequency range of 
70-105 megacycles per second. Success was achieved in February 1945, when a 

1 A.H.B./11 HI/15, A.ugust 1944. 
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crew of the Bomber Support Development Unit destroyed two Me.J,10s with 
with the aid of Serrate IVA on a frequency of about 77 megacycles per second. 1 

An intensified search was. made both by aircraft and ground listening stations 
to determine the frequencies most used by the enemy for S.N .2 and as a result 
the majority of the Serrate aircraft was set to operate on 103 megacycles per 
second, whiist the remainder were adjusted for operation on the other band of 
S.N.2 frequencies-83 and 73 megacycles per second. By March 1945, 
Serrate IVA had been fitted in a number of aircraft in Nos. 141 , 157, and 169 
Squadrons. All these squadrons were equipped, or were in process of being 
equipped, with Mosquitos carrying A.I. Mark X. A further model- known as 
Serrate IVB-was produced, which could be used in the frequency range 103-
119 megacycles per second. This enabled the Serrate equipment to cover what 
was considered to be the maXJmum possible frequency range for the S.N.2. 
The operational use of the equipment was, hoyvever, very small since the enemy 
night-fighter reaction at that time was falling off considerably and no outstanding 
successes were, therefore, achieved. 

An installation, which combined Serrate IV with a Mandrel III jamming set 
modified to sweep over a frequency band of 60-120 megacycles per second, 
was also deveJoped by the Bomber Support Unit . It was intended to jam 
the tail wamiflg equipment which was being installed in enemy night fighters, 
and, it was believed, was enabling them to avoid interception. Fighters 
fitted with the combined homer/jammer were expected to be able to home to 
within A.I. range and then jam the tail warning radar of the enemy fi.ghter, 
preventing it from taking effective avoiding action. The installation was 
known as Meerschaum II. A similar device known as Meerschaum I had 
bad been developed previously for use against enemy bombers : it worked well 
but was not tried out operationally. 

The numerical total of kills attributable to Serrate and Perfectos was not 
impressive in relation to the operational effort involved, but it would be 
misleading to judge their value by figures -alone. The first stage in the Air 
War in Europe was the defeat of the German bomber offensive, after which 
the Germans were forced to put their main effort into defensive fighters to 
protect their country from Allied bombers. The offensive homing campaign 
carried the war a stage further by striking at the Germans' final defensive air 
weapon, the night-fighter, whilst operating .over their own territory. The 
kills achieved may not J1ave been very great in number, but they occurred 
with persistent regularity and bad great deterrent effect. 

Immediately before and after VE-day a good cross-section of the German 
Air Force's most experienced and reliable night-fighter pilots were closely 
questioned on the matter. They were unanimous that the Serrate Mosquito 
aircraft caused great consternation amongst the night-fighter crews who, 
hitherto the hunters, were now also the hunted .2 Instead of being free to 
concentrate upon the bombers, they had to keep the closest vigil for the Allied 
fighters. Many crews refused to operate their I.F.F. for fear of being homed 
on, and on some occasions this led to Gennan night-fighters being shot down 
by their own flak. Captain Kramer (with twenty-nine 1' kills" to his credit} 
referred to the Gennan night-fighters being thrown on to the defensive and 
even using Ditppel (German Window} in self-protection. The bringing home 

1 A..H.B./11 Hl/451 February 1945. 2 A.D.I. (I<) Reports Nos. 599/44 and 700/45. 
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to German night-fighter pilots that their airborne radar was being used as a 
beacon by Allied homing fighters was a finishing stroke to their morale. 

GERMAN AIR-TO-AIR HOMING 

The subject of radio silence has already been discussed in so far as it concerned 
denial to the enemy of early warning through the mediam of the German Air 
Force Raid Tracking Service.1 It would now be appropriate to consider the 
advantage the enemy derived from British aircraft radio transmissions by 
horning to them. The technical and tactical homing problems facing the 
German Air Force were substantially the same as those facing the Allied forces. 
In the main, however, German homing operations were employed defensively . 

. The lead the Allies kept in the introduction of new radio techniques, and the 
ascendancy gained and kept in the air offensive with the help of many radio 
devices made homing operations of great potential importance to the enemy. 
The Germans therefore lost more than the Allies did by tardiness in the intro
duction of homing techniques, and it is of interest to study their attitude to 
this matter. 

General Martini has stated tl\at members of his staff often repeated a catch 
phrase" Aller Jimkverkehr ist Landersverrat " t' AU radio traffic is treasonable ")2 

The Luftwaffe in general was well aware that a transmission of any type could 
be listened to by the AJlies and D/F'd. It was therefore fully aware of the 
opportunities of homing to transmissions from Allied aircraft. When airborne 
counter-measures were taken against Freya stations, a German firm named 
Kathen developed an apparatus which would enable a German night-fighter 
to home to the jamming aircraft. The equipment was called Freya-Ha/be 
(Halbe = half, signifying that it was a radar apparatus consisting of the 
receiver only without the transmitter) and was tried out at Werneuchen in 
1943. The trials were successfully completed by about June of that year and 
it was then· demonstrated to the authorities for use by fhe German Air Force 
night fighter units. 

At that time, the German night tighter force was commanded by General 
Kammhuber, the creator of the Kammhuber Line,3 whose night fighter organisa

. tion depended essentially upon closely ground-controlled aircraft operating 
in "boxes. " He saw in air-to-air homing a powerful threat to his form 'of 
control. Being a strong opponent of all forms of free-lance methods, 
Kammhuber bn1shed aside air-to-air homing and insisted on strict adherence 
by his aircraft to the limits of their " boxes." Even· with the discovery of 
Monica and the production of homers for it, Kammhuber maintained his stand 
and it was not until General Schmidt took command of the night fighter forces 
in November 1943 and encouraged free-lance methods, that D/F homing to 
transmissions Irom bombers was used operationally. 

Although the technical experts were satisfied that air-to-air homers working 
on transmissions of metric wavelengths were successful, it took a long time to 
convert a ircrews to their use. A prejudice against " new fangled gadgets" 
persisted and minor electrical troubles quicklydiscredited this form of equipment. 
Although,Naxos the homer for H2S was available in January 1944, for the first 
three or four months comparatively little use was made of what proved to be 
an excellent homing device. In the meantime aircrews gained confidence in 
homers as results from Nai'OS increased, and reliance on all types of homing 

1 Part 2. Chapter 13, of this volume. 2 A.D.I. (K) Report No. 369/45. 
11 A broad chain of air defences across N. W. Europe. 
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equipment increased proportionately. Unfortunate]y for the enemy, thi~ change 
came about too late for him to exploit our use of Monica which by then had 
al.most ceased to be used. 

After the change of policy brought about by Genera] Schmidt, experimental 
receivers known -as X-Halbe were designed, capable of adaptation to any 
metric wavelength that might be used by the Allies. In addition, one of the 
operational requirements for A.I. stated after 1943 was that it should be 
-possible for its transmitter to be switched off and for its receiver tben to be 
capable of use as a D/F air-to-air homer to any airborne jammer. Naxos 
and Korfu Z homers which covered tbe 1 ·5 centimetres to 20 centimetres 
wave band, already existed. 

As R/T and W;T jamming intensjfied, free-lancing in general and homing 
into the bomber stream in particular became even more widely used in spite 
of the disadvantage that none of the homers employed could enable the fighter 
to home to an individual bomber within a stream. The ability of homers such 
as Naxos to pick up bombers at as great a range as 100 miles often proved a 
disadvantage in that it led to useless chases. Estimate of range had to be by 
deduction and even with experienced crews this was not a reliable method. 
Both for reasons of limited supply.and of the need for special skill in using homers, 
it was normal for enemy night-fighter leaders to do the homing, leading their 
formation into the British bomber stream to a point where each fighter could 
resort to the individual use of his own A.T., assisted by visual contact, to 
complete the interception. Leaders have, however, testified to the difficulty 
of keeping their formation together by night.1 

Use of Receiver of S.N.2 for Homing to Jammer AircraftZ 

Several attempts were made to use the specially adapted receiver of the 
S.N.2 A.I. equipment to home to Allied aircraft jamming the S.N.2 but few 
succes.ses were obtained owing to the lack of range presentation. lt was 
found that to home successfully, gain had to be reduced considerably in 
order to avoid chasing distant aircraft. Nor were the orders of the Liiftwajfe 
High Command helpful, for in the belief that jammer aircraft could be quickly 
and easily replaced, they ordered that only bomb-carrying aircraft were to 
be attacked.3 

Freya-R albe4 
Tbe Freya-Halbe, officially known as the FuGe.221, was designed in early 

1943.5 When free-lance tactics were eventually permitted at the end of 1943, 
it was intended to employ the twenty-five of these sets which had been 
manufactured, but when they were required it was found that the makers 
had used various parts of them for the manufacture of other apparatus and 
that. the sets had thus virtually been consumed as spares. Freya-Halbe was 
therefore never used in operations. 

Rosendahl-Ha/be 
The :first Monica set obtained by the Germans was recovered from a British 

bomber which had been shot down.over Rosendahl in Holland. The FuGe .221A 

1 Air Scientific Intelligence Report No. 109. 2 A.D.I. (K) Report No. 370/1945. 
8 A.D.I. fK) R eport No. 416/1945, para. 166. • 
• Part 2, Chapter 8, of tbis volume for reference to anti-homing devices for Mandrel 

airborne jammer.s. 
6 A.D .J . ('K) Report No. 369/1945. 
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whicl1 was subsequently developed for homing to Monica was accordingly named 
after this town. It seems that this homer gave good D.F. until within four 
kilometres of the target, after which the D.F. became unreliable. For this 
reason the introduction of Rosendahl-Halbe ·was delayed.1 The Germans 
ultimately discovered that the polarisation of the receiver aerials was at 90° 
to that used by the bombers and it was assumed that this was the cause of the 
bad D.F. For technical reasons it was not found possible at first to re
orientate the aerials of the homer in order to obtain the right polarisation, and 
by the time these difficulties had been overcome the use of Monica by the Royal 
Air Force had ceased. 

Flens burg 
The Flensburg homer, officially called FuGe.227, was another attempt to solve 

the pmblem of homing to Monica transmissions.2 The D.F. properties gave 
some 'trouble but the set was adequately selective and could di.scriminate 
between a number of signals by tuning both the r.f. and p,r.f. controls. Flensburg 
was used to a limited extent .i,n German Air Force night fighter operations but 
came into use too late to be of maximum va]'3e. The use of bomers was then, 
however, well confirmed in principle and the .next step was to extend the scope 
of the FuGe.227 to cover the entire wavelength band of the Mandrel screen and 
of other Fre:ya jamrners.3 the various forms of Flensburg homers designed 
were as follows :-

Flensburg I, 1 · 3 to l · 75 m. 
Flensburg II, l ·7 to 2·6 m. 

against Monica. 
against Freya A and B band and 

J agdschloss j ammers. 

Flensburg III, 2·3 to 3,8 ·.: lfagainst S.N.2 and Preya C jammers. 
Flensburg IV . 
Flensburg V, 25 cm. band against 25 cm. radar jammers. 
Flensburg VI , SO cm. against Wurzburg jammers. 

These homers were considered to be a successful solution to the airborne jammer 
problem except for objections to the higb aerodynamic resistance of the aerials 
on the longer wavelengths. Flensburg equipment continued to be fitted up to 
"November 1944 although by then it had almost ceased to be used by aircrews 
carrying it.4 At one time attempts were made by Luftwaffe squadrons to 
remove parts of the homer from their aircraft in order to save weight, buf a 
sharp reprimand from high quarters caused the equipment to be restored. 

Trials with a Flensburg-Utted Jq. 88 Aircraft 
The story of the landing in Suffolk on 13 July 1944 of a Ju.88 aircraft fitted 

with Flensburg has already been related.6 At that time, although it was 
understood that Flensburg was a homer for Monica it was not clear whether it 
was usea for homing into the bomber stream generally or for seeking out 
individual aircraft. The Ju.88 aircraft had only just been fitted with the equip
ment and the crew had not been fully instructed in its·operation. A practical 
test of the Flensburg as fitted in the Ju.88 was arranged, using a few Monica
fitted ai~craft as targets. The trials were flown from the Royal Aircraft 
Establishment, Farnborough. At the same ti.rrie the Operational Research 
Section at Bomber Command investigated whether Monica was still having any 

1 A.D .1. (K) Report No. 369/1945. • Ibid .• para. 16. a ll>id .• I?aras. 17-18 . 
' A.D.I. (K) Report No. 700/44. 5 Part 2, Chapter I 2. . 
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influence on the loss-rate oi the. bomber force. Briefly the first trials showed 
that Flensburg was capable of homing to an individual Monica operating amongst 
others from a distance of SO miles. The trials carried out had been against a 
few aircraft only, each carrying Monica tuned to a slightly different frequency, 
and there were good hopes that by modification it would at least be possible to 
prevent Flensburg from being effective against an individual Monica. It was 
intended to vary the pulse recurrence frequency and to set all Monica trans~ 
mitters on exactly the same radio frequency as far as technically possible. 

It was then found necessary to arrange for much more comprehensive trials 
of the proposed modifications to Monica. In conjunction with the Operational 
Research Section the R.C.M.staff of Bomber Command planned a test involving 
the flight across England of a miniature bomber force. The route was Cam
bridge-Gloucester-Hereford-Cambridge, in a height band of 15,000-18,000 feet 
at a speed of 140 knots, and the timing was arranged to simulate the normal 

··concentration of a bomber · force under operational conditions. In additiop, 
half the aircraft were to discharge Window, Type MB, at the rate of one bundle 
per minute on the last leg of the route. The ]1,1,.88, with a specially competent 
radar operator aboard, was to make approaches to the bomber stream to deter
mine the. effectiveness of Flensburg against Monica with pulse frequency sweep
ing and all transmitters tuned to the same frequ.ency, and also the value of 
Window, Type MB, against S.N.2. 

The trials as planned were approved and the orders were framed in such a way 
as not to disclose to i:he aircrews taking part that a Monica homing test was to 
be carried out. On 30 August 1944 the trial took place with a total of seventy
one aircraft. In brief, the results showed that Flensburg homed efficiently to 
Monica, an·d that Window, Type MB, was completely effective ~gainst S.N.2. 
Using Flensburg it was possible to home into the stream from at least 45 miles 
away and then to select an individual aircraft and complete the interception. 
On the other hand, any attempt to intercept by means of S .N.2 alone was. 
frustrated by Window, Type MB, except at the head of the stream. This was 
an interesting result in itself, and it confirmed that the rate of discharge chosen 
for Window MB, which had been arrived at immediately the purpose of S.N.2 
became known and before any tests wer-e done, was adequate. 

On the basis of this trial flight, the Air Staff accepted the recommendation to 
discontinue the use of Monica, which was finally withdrawn from operation on 
12 September 1944. It bad already been restricted by reason of the plotting 
risk and of the need for maintaining strict radio silence during the approach to 
enemy territory. The attempt to make Monica a satisfactory tail-Warner, 
however, did not end there. During the winter of 1944/45, No. 5 Group in 
Bomber Command produced a modification which enabled the radic_> frequency 
of the transmitter-receiver unit to sweep continuously throogh a given range ; 
this prevented Flensburg from homing effectively to an individual transmitter 
but it could not prevent homing from a distance to a general concentration of 
Monica hansmitters. 

C~ntimetric Wavelength Homers1 

The first cent.i.metric wavelength homer produced for the German Air Force 
was called Naxos and known officially as FuGe .350.2 It was a detector set able 
to receive all transmissions on the 8-12 centimetre waveband but it could not 

1 A.D.I. (K) Report No. 367/1945. 2 A.D.I. (K) Report No. 369/1945, para. 21. 
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discriminate between different wavelengths in the band. The problem of 
designing a set to home to a beamed transmission rotating at sixty revolutions 
per minute such as produced by H2S was fusf tackled in March 19431 some two 
months after the Germans discovered that the Royal Air Force was employing 
H2S. Little progress was made until an engineer hit upon the idea of obtaining 
continuous presentation of the signals received by employing aerials rotating 
about twenty t imes faster than those of the transmitter. The Luftwaffe Signals 
Staff was so impressed with the ease with which it was possible to home to a 
slowly rotating beam such as that of the H2S, that one of the requirements for 
the German Air Force equivalent of H2S, called Berlin A, was that its rate of 
rotation in searching should be very high to ensure that the Naxos solution .to 
the homing problem could not be employed against it. 

The first trials with Naxos were flown in December 1943 at Werneucben and 
the first operational Gruppe to be equipped with the set had it installed in all 

· their 1aircraft by 25 January 1944. The real value of Naxos was first -appre
ciated by German aircrews in the early summer of 1944 when the increase in 
Allied jamming of ground-to-air communications had made it most difficult for 
them to :find the bomber stream by those means.1 The picture obtained by 
Naxos was not discriminating enough, however. to enable a fighter to track down 
one individual bomber unless the target were well separated rrom others in the 
stream. On the other hand Naxos made it easy to locate the bomber stream 
generally, which at that period was t he main preoccupation of the German Air 
Force. A rough estimate of range could be gained if the height at which the 
bombers were flying was known, since by climbing and noticing at what height 
the H2S signals ceased· to be heard, the fighter could judge the approximate 
distance of the target bomber. 

First news of the introduction of Naxos began to trickle in from Luftwaffe 
prisone;s in mid-July 1944.2 The first German night-fighter &rupj>e to be 
equipped with Naxos was completely fitted by· the end of January 1944. Naxos 
training was done at Weneuchen where a captured Liberator aircraft and a 
Ji,.88, both equipped with H2S were used as target aircra(t.3 The first a ir

. crews to be trained at this school all went into Grnppe II, and after they had 
become proficient this formation became known as the Schwerp1mkt Gru,ppe 
(Centre of Gravity Group), a tenn denoting a unit which, on the expectat ion or 
frrst warning of a raid, was positioned as near as possible to the expected track 
of the main bomber stream. Gruppe 11 continued in this r6le until the 
American attack on Quakenbruck on 8 April 1944 when all the Na.xos equipped 
aircraft were destroyed, and for a time the Oruppe had to operate without 
Naxos: a good example of the value of direct air action as a counter-measure. 
It was not until 7 July that replacements of Naxos fitted Ju.88 aircraft began 
to arrive. 

Na.xos Constru~tion4 

The Naxos aerial was housed in a plexiglass dome, flippantly referred to as the 
"Cheesedish Cover," some 40 or SO centimetres in diameter and protruding 
above the top of the fuselage midway between the tail unit and th.e trailing 
edge of the wings. The aerial consisted of two metal-sheathed cylindrical units, 

1 A.D.I. (K) Report No. 369/1945, paras. 25 and 26. · 
'A.D.I. (Kl Report No. 407/1945, para. 36, 
~ A.D.T. (K) Report No. 599/1944. ' A.D.I. (K) Report No. 580/1944. 
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each about ten to fifteen centimetres apart on either side .oia porcelain insulator. 
They wece connected at their base by a horizontal rod, to the centre of which 
was fastened a vertical rod, coupled in tum to an electrically-driven turntable. 
The presentation unit consisted of a single -cathode ray tube some twelve cer,iti 
metres in diameter. vVhen the apparatus was switched on, a circular t race 
appeared near the perimeter of the tube and when aircraft using H2S were 
within Naxos range, a series of dots, one for each aircraft picked up, appeared 
on the trace. The position of a dot on the trace i.ndi.cated the position of the 
target aircraft . T he range of the Naxos eq uipment depended upon the relative 
heights of the fighter and the target bomber. When the former was l.,000 
metres below the latter,_ the range was 50 kilometres and when 2,000 metres 
below, the range was lOO kilometres.1 

Naxos Homing Technique2 

In a homing operation, the German radio operator obtained th.e height of the 
bomber stream from the broadcast commentary and closed in usually well 
below the height given. He then endeavoured to keep on the fringe of the 
cone formed by the H2S transmissions, gaining height and closing _ with the 
target at the same time. The reason for this technique was to ,avoid having his 
presence betrayed by all indication on the H2S screen . When the first Naxos 
contact had been made, the commentary was again referred to in order to 
confirm that the target belonged to the main bomber stream and was not a 
decoy. 

When homing to a formation of bombers, amongst which was a number 
using H2S, each aircraft transmission appeared on th.e presentation screen of 
the Naxr,s. Tn order to select an individual target, the operator decreased gain 
so as to eliminate all signals except that of the nearest bomber. As the fighter 
closed with the target, gain was progressively decreased so as to keep only the 
target dot on the screen. This dot widened and spread round the circular trace 
until, when the fighter was directly beneath the target, the trace formed a 
complete circle. The procedure accordingly gave the fighter an excellent point 
of vantage for use of an upward firing gun. Frequently the final stage of 
approach was effected mainly by use of A.I. Although a few German air~ 
crews claimed that a very experienced crew could complete an interception 
by the use of Naxos alone, it was generally considered that the function of 
Naxos was for homing to within A.T. range.9 

~ A number of variants of Naxos were produced, a:s follows:-
" Naxos Z " (Z = Uzi,tanptug = Target Approach) : tho oc-igiual homing device 

operatlng in the 8-12 centimetre band, It could not dl.fferentiate between f.reqQencies 
in the band, so that if there was more than one l:12S aircraft in the- vicinity. the
presentation ',YaS con-fused . 

"Na:fos ZR" (R = Ruckwarts =Backwards) : This employed aerials both above 
and below the aft part of the Jtt ,88 and served as a backward warning device for the 
approach 0£ British night fighters using Mark VIII or Mark XA.I. 011 the 9-centimetre 
wavelength. 

"Naxos ZX " (X = X-band): This was a 3-centimetre version of the original 
"Na:fos Z" and operated on the 2· 5 -4-centimetre baQd. 

"Naxos RX" ; This was a 3-centimetre version of the "Naxos R" and was used 
as a tail -warner against 3-centimetre A.1. 

•· Na-:,;os ZD" : This was a combined homer fo r both the 9- and the 3-centimetre 
baods. The 3-ccotimetre aerials rotated on the same axis but above the 9-centimetre 
-aerials . 

i A.D.I. (K) Report No. 580/1944. 
3 A.D .I. (K) Report No. 580, para. 81 , and A.D.I. (K) Report No. 620/1944. 
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N a.xos-Shadowing T echniqne 
Mention has already been made of the use of the more expert crews as leaders, 

eac.h being responsible for homing the less experienced crews into the bomber 
stream. One feature of U)is technique was sltadowing the bomber stream. Up to 
mid-August 1944 in II/N.j.G.1, the Naxos-equipped aircraft flown by the 
Gruppen Kommandeur was employed as a shadowing aircraft to home to 
H2S transmissions of the incoming bombers and to report their position and 
composition to the Gruppe.1 The shadowing aircraft--called the Fuhrer or 
sometimes Aufklaner (Reconnaissance)-took off at the first indicatjons of a 
Royal Air Force attack before the remainder of the Gruppe. and homed to and 
remained with the bomber stream . The method of reconnaissance reporting 
varied , but -..vas llsually by V.H .F. R/T from the Ieaderto Division headquarters 
in a special code which changed from day to day. Tbe leader thus re.ported 
course, height and, as far as possible, composition of the bomber fon;e. The 
Division in turn passed such i..nformation as was n_ecessary to the night-fighter 
Gruppe11, under its control and the information was received on the airfield loud
speakers. When the night fighters took off to i11tercept the bombers t hey were 
not always in direct communication with the leader but usually received 
.guidance ,from him by way of the ground control. In all cases, however, once 
the fi'ghters had been conducted into the bomber stream, the leader aircraft 
was informed and each fighter thereafter operated individually, assisted by 
flares dropped by the leader. 

Single-Engined Wilde Sau ·Fighters with Air-to-Air Homers2 

Single-engined Wild~ Sau night-fighter aircraft employed on free-lance 
operations were . equipped with a bomer called FuGe.16Z for homing to 
navigational radio beacons. They used this equipment also for homing to 
British jamrner aircraft 1n bomber streams. As with most homers, this one gave 
no indication of range or height, and pilots had to depend upon general in
formation supplied by ground control.3 Me.109 ana F.W.190 aircraft were 
equipped with Nrt,tos for similar free-lance operations against Royal Air Force 
H2S aircraft. In the F. W.190 the Naxos aerial dome was fitted to the after 
.part of the sliding portion of the cockpit cover. 

Infra-Red llomers-Kiel4 

A most interesting feature of the enemy horning programme was the develop~ 
roent of an infra-red air-to-air homer equipment for homing to bomber exhausts, 
known as Kiel. It was alleged to have a range of .five to six kilometres on twin
engined fighters, which is considerably greater than anything achieved with 
infra-red by the Allies. There were few models of this equipment in operation 
by the time of tbe German capitulation in Europe. The moon and burning 
targets proved to be an embarrassment, and the use of Kiel in the neighbour
hood of the target area. was made impossible by the interference. It seemed 
that this form of '.homing nevertheless had great possibilities in the matter of 
suitability for homing to individual a.ircra[t. Constructionally K iel was simple 
and consisted essentially of a photo-cell detector placed at the focus of a para
boloid reflector which was arranged to scan in the manner of centimetric A . I. 
aeria[s. The photo-cell operated a cathode ray unit which provided the normal 
form of presentation. 

'A.D.I. (K) Report No. 599/1944. 2 A.D.I. (K) Report No. 426/1944, 
• A.D ,L (K) Report No. 416/1945, paras. 14~150: 
1 A.D.I. (K) Report No. 336/1945. 
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Counter-measures against German Air Force Homers 
The best counter-measure against German homer operations was the greatest 

degree of radio si lence compatible with effective operational use of all airborne 
radio equipment. The e'Oemy was thus deprived as far as possible of the me<!,ns 
oh which his tactics depended. Radio silence measures were directed equally 
against the night-fighter and against the German raid tracking service.1 The 
best effect was achieved by consideration of radio silence, jamming, and 
spoof transmissions combined in such a way as to outwit the enemy air defence 
system as a whole. 

t See Chapter 13 of this volume. 
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CH APTER IS 

THE EMPLOYMENT OF RADIO COUNTER-MEASURES 
IN FEINT BOMBER ATTACKS- SPOOF 

The employment 0£ radio counter-measures in feint bomber attacks provided 
a fresh approach to the tactical problems of the Bomber Offensive. The 
technique became known as Spoof, and as catried out by aircraft of No. 100 
Group in Bomber Command it was a very great factor in reducing the power 
of the German Air Defence. The full-scale introduction of Spoof was only 
effected after some delay caused by misgiving as to the wisdom of allowing 
aircra.f t to be diverted from the bomb-carrying role to the special force 
necessary to perfonn the operation. 

Many devices of a technical and non-technical nature had been empl<:>yed 
in the endeavour to minimise bomber losses. The raiders approached the 
target by indirect courses, feinting at other possible targets on the way in order 
to mislead the defences. Bomber aircraft were concentrated in time and space 
in order to saturate the radar and a nti-aircraft guns and thus reduce their 
effectiveness. Such tactics were successful for a time, but by a readjustment of 
defensive methods the Germans were able to a great extent to overcome their 
effect. Individual radio coW1ter-measures against certain radar and com
munications equipments enabled the Allies to neutralise or nuUify t he 
advantages they gave. This use of counter-measures. however, merely denied 
the services concerned to the enemy, and t he Germans regained the initiative by 
changes of equipment, frequency, or tactics.1 

Spoof was the co-ordinated use of several radio counter-measures, combined 
to produce a calculated deception oi the;,~emy's raid r-eporting system, and 
employed in conjunction with the tactics ~f the main bomber force. It aimed 
generally at inducing the Germans to commit their fighters to engage an 
imaginary simulated raid at a place or time remote from that of the genuine · 
bomber attack, but was also used in a variety of ways, including the causing of 
false alerts to fatigue the enemy's defences. 

Moonshine 

Mention has already been tnade2 of an airborne radar responder called 
Moonshine t uned to be responsive to enemy Freya early warning stations, and 
designed to produce on the cathode ray tube of Freya equipment a multi
aircraft . echo from each individual Moonshine transmitter. By this means a 
small, widely dispersed formation of Moonshine-fitted aircraft could appear to 
the enemy as a large bomber force. This spoof device could be most effective in 
areas in which the enemy relied entirely on Freya for early warning. It had, 
however, certain limitations in use. The Moonshine response was Jirnited to 
about five miles in length which corresponded approximately to a daylight 
bomber raid.8 To simulate a night operation, however, a much more extended 

1 The Bomber Command Loss Rate against German targets is sbown at Diagram S. 
t P art 2, Chapter 7, of this volume. 
~ A.M. File R.C.M./ 155/Tels. 2, Parts I and 2. Encl. 129A. 
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response would be required1 and this would enable the deception to be un
masked by D.F., as all the responses would have the same bearing. Moonshine 
was not suitable, -therefore, to simulate night operations. Furthermore, the 
Moonshine aircraft were not in general flown nearer to the enemy territory 
than 30 miles for fear of the deception being detected by the Wurzburg radar. 

It was decided on 11 May 1942 that No. 11 Group should exercise full opera
tional control of Moonshine aircraft and should be advised technically by No. 80 
Wing who would be responsible for the maintenance and set ting up of the 
special equipment.1 Air Ministry (A.I.4) provided Headquarters, No. 80 Wing 
With the details of enemy radar stations and made arrangements for this 
information to be kept up to date from day to day. 

1t was planned to use Moonshine for the following purposes :-
(a) To create an enemy reaction at a place and time suitable for our fighters 

to engage at a tactical advantage. 
(b) To draw enemy fighters away from the day-bomber_ attacks which 

were then being made.over enemy-occupied territory. 

In order to cover up the inherent limitation of Moonshine just mentioned, 
operations had so to be designed as to induce the enemy to despatch their 
fighter aircraft before the feint force had reached the 30 miles limit.2 In some 
circwnstances, Moonshine aircraft were to lose height steadily soon after 
setting course for the point of rende2,vous, so that by the time they reached the 
30 miles limit they would be at an altitude of 3,000 to 5,000 feet. They were 
then to fly fast down to sea-level and return on selected tracks at sea-level 
while other aircraft gained a great altitude and swept a carefulty selected area. 
This was intended to lead the enemy radar and observer corps to confirm the 
reports they would probably by then have given. During the sweep the 
aircraft engaged on it were to spread in order to increase the area, and hence 
the number of stations by which they would be reported. OccasionaUy a 
few bombers were to be included in the sweep. They were to make a shallow 
penetration and to drop a few born bs in order to reinforce . the spoof. It was 
further planned that, on occasions, No. 11 Group would despatch a small 
escort of fighters with the Moonshine aircraft with the objects of :-

(a) Helping to fortify the impression that fighters were joining up at the 
rendezvous. 

(b) To give life to the fake echoes. 
(c) To orbit the Moonshine aircraft in order to reduce the possibility of 

the spoof being unmasked by D.F. methods. 
(d) To maintain some echoes after the Moonshine aircraft had returned. 
(e) To confirm the impression given to enemy radar and observer corps 

stations that real aircraft were actuaUy flying._ · 
(/) To protect the Moonshine aircraft. 

The first occasion on which Moonshine was used was on 6 August 19423 

when eight Moonshine aircraft . (Defiant aircraft of No. 51S Squadron), 
ac<;ompanied by a monitoring aircraft, took off from Northolt at 1904 hours 
and orbited over Portland Jrom 1952 to 2003 hours before returning to base. 
These aircraft entered the enemy radar detection zone on the outward journey 

1 H ,Q. No. 11 Group File llG/S.600/~/Ops. and A.M. File R.C.M./155/Tels. 2, Part 1. 
2 A.M. File R.C.l'vl. /186/Tel.s. 2, M.;S. 3 A.M. File R.C.M./121/Tels. 2, Pad 1. 
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16 miles south-west of Middle Wallop at 1925 hours and left . il near 
Southampton on their return at 2025 hours. The enemy fighter force which 
took off as a result of this flight was plotted as 2~plus aircraft, which was 
believed to be a maxi.mum effort for the sector concerned. The enemy balloon 
ban-age at Cherbou.rg was raised. 

In order to confirm whether the enemy's reaction was, in fact, due to 
Moonshine, a similar flight was earned out on 12 August between the hours of 
1108 and 1245, but this time without using the Moonshine apparatus. No 
enemy aircraft was airborne for action against this sortie and no balloon 
barrage activity was reported. Moonshine was from then on used for 
opemtional purposes. In all, Moonshine was operated 29 times. 26 of which 
were successful in creating an enemy fighter reaction at the time and place 
planned. On the three other occasions no enemy reaction was observed
on two when the weather over the enemy aerodromes was unfit for flying and 
on the other, during the Dieppe operation, when it was impossible to plot the 

· enemy reaction owing to jamming and it was probable that the whole available 
enemy fighter force was engaged on the major operation. 

The following are examples of the effects produced. Of these (a) was one 
of the best results produced, (b) and (c) were usual average reactions and (d) 
was one of the least successful. 

(a) 2 October. Attack by lZ Boston aircraft on Le Havre. Main 
formations consisted of a total of 132 Brit ish fighter aircraft. The 
enemy reaction was 16. 

Diversion.- The Moonshine diversion consisting of 72 aircraft, 
including the nine Moonshine Defiants, produced a reaction in the 
St. Omer and Courtrai areas of 50 enemy aircraft. -

(b) 20 August.- Attack on Amiens by 12 Fortress aircraft. 
Main Formations.-Consisted of 264 British fighter aircraft. 

The bombers had a cl.ear run to the target. Total enemy 
reaction 83. 

Diversion.-The Moonshine Defiants joined with 128 fighters in 
the Beacb.y Head area. Enemy reaction 60. They then joined 
with 76 fighters in the Clacton area. Enemy reaction ,100. 

(c) 17 August.-Attack on Rouen by 12 Fortresses. 
Main fonnations.-Consisted of 180 aircraft. Enemy reaction 78. 
Diversion.-The nine Defiants joined with three Fortr~es and 

97 Spitiires O'ler Walton-on-Naze area. Enemy reaction 144 plus. 

(d)·7 September.- Attack on Rotterdam by 36 Fortresses. 
Main formations.-60 British aircraft. Enemy reaction 48. 
Diversion.- t08 British aircraft including the Defiants. Enemy 

reaction 30. 

No. l l Group InteJligence analysed sixteen of the Moonshine operations and 
calculated that they had caused an unstated number of enemy -fighters to be 
airborne for a total of 837 i:ninutes-an average of 52 · 4 minutes per operation. 
A further analysis of nine operations by No, 11 Group Intelhgence pr:oduced 
an average of 65 enemy aircraft airbor:ne by the Defiants as opposed to the 
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41 · 8 enemy aircraft produced by the main formation and its fighter escort. 
A further analysis carried out by No. 11 Group Intelligence gave the following 
comparisons;-

(a) 11 Circus" 220 (2 October 1942)-58-70 per cent. of the enemy's 
available forces were airborne. 

(b) " Circus " 224 (9 October 1942);--63--81 per cent. of the enemy's 
available forces were airborne. · 

(c) " Rodeo " 101 (11 October 1942)-a sweep by Defiants-92 per cent. 
of the enemy's forces available were airborne. 

(d) "Circus" 227 (15 October 1942)-59 per cent. of the enemy's forces 
available were airborne. 

144 plus enemy aircraft were reported against the diversion on 17 August 
1942. The enemy control initiated action as soon as the Defiant formation 
left Clacton. An extract from the official report for that day gives the following: 

" This operation stirred up German rea~tion on a considerable scale. 
Aim:aft of the N. Section of the Pas de Calais were airborne by 1720 and the 
recall to one wing was heard at 1747. The raiders were designated as 
bombers, main formation, second formation , and withdrawal cover. An 
announcement sent out by control at 1730, and notable for its departure 
from the usual jargon, reported bombers at 2/3,000 feet, covered by fighters 
in serried mass. Control's analysis of the attacking force was not clearly 
laid out : the. formations were often inaccurately labelled and it was only 
in the latter stages that control avoided confusion by concentrating on the 
movement of on1y one of the formations." 
Moonshine was operated for the Jast time on 22 November 1942, after whjch 

date No. SIS Squadron was required exclusively for R.C.M . . operations of 
another kind in support of Bomber Command. When it again became 
available for Moonshine operations, the frequency band of the enemy early 
warning system had extended considerably beyond the coverage of the 
Moonshine equipment and it was considered impracticable to produce 
the equipment required to cover all the enemy's frequencies.1 Furthermore the 
immunity of the German 53 centimetre G.C.I. from Moonshine limited the 
usefulness of those aircraft. 

The use of Moonshine was always restricted by precautions to ensure that 
it should never fall into the hands of the Germans. It is important as an example 
of the use of radio deception to secure a tactical advantage. Moonshine was, 
however, a relatively minor feature in comparison with the much greater 
scale of feint achieved tJy the employment of radio counter-measures in support 
of Bomber Command in the later stages of the War. 

The Beginning of S poof Raids in Support of the Night Bomber Offensive 
After the use of Moonshine in 1942 to simulate a decoying force of day

bornbers, more than a year elapsed before attempts were made to draw German 
defensive fighters away from the night bomber force by means of planned 
dumnw attacks. It became apparent during 1943 that it might be possible 
to induce the enemy to commit his defensive night-fighters to action by the 
threat from a dummy raid, provided that the threat was aimed at an area 

1 A.M. F,ile R.C,M./121/Tels. 2, Part 1. 
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COfltafoing important or vulnerable targets. If this could be achieved, the 
feint would have the valuable reslllt of enabling tbe main bomber force to 

.complete its task with greatly reduced losses. 
Between October 1943 and February 1944, Berlin was frequently and 

heavily raided. The enemy accordingly became sensitive to threats against 
the Berlin area, and by February it was considered that h.is reaction in defence 
of it was almost automatic. This finally convinced Bomber Command that 
feints should be begun. 1 The first Bomber Command feint attacks were 
made by training aircraft, and although radio counter-measures were not 
used at first, the German dependence upon radar was exploited.~ The object 
was to alert the German e'arly warning radar organisation in order to draw 
night-fighters against an imaginary raid in an area remote from that in which 

. the main attack ~as intended. The feint forces did not actually make an attack, 
nor Were they even exposed to combat, as the plan ensured their withdrawal 
at ~ safe time and distance from the enemy coast. 

The mounting of these feint attacks was made possible by the existence 
of the large operational training establishment in Bomber Command at the 
beginning of 1944. Many of the aircraft were four-engined types used by 
Heavy Conversion Units (H.C.U.s} and flown by crews in the last stage of 
training before entering operational squadrons. The H·.c..U.s in the Command 
could together muster from 150 to 200 aircraft and they provided the feint 
forces, augmented on occasions by Operational Training Unit (O.T.U.) aircraft. 
One .of the regular night flying exercises at the O.T.U. stage was a long flight 
en masse, usually fl.own round the British Isles. An incidental object of this 
exercise was to keep British air defences iii practice and when this was included 
in the programme, the flight was known as a Bullseye. 

The Bullseye Feint 
The ruse first tried on the night of 20/21 February 1944, was to route the 

Bullseye force out over the North Sea as far as 54 ° 30' N ., 05° 00' E. , from 
whtch point it returned to the Humber. The bomber force was to cross 
Northern France and Southern Germany to attack Stuttgart on the same 
night. The movement of both forces was timed to bring the Bullseye force 
well into radar view of the enemy before the real attack could be plotted. The 
plan worked well. The enemy despatched practically the whole of his available 
night-fighter force to the area o( Southern Denmark to await what was 
evidently supposed to be an 1mminent attack on Berlin or some other target 
in the area about which he was particularly sensitive. The Germans realised 
their mista¥e only when the Bul lseye force turned for home and the main 
bomber force was reported to the north-west of Stra.Sbtirg. The fighters in 
Southern Denmark were immediately ordered to Augsburg to intercept-an 
impossible task, as the distance was 400 miles. In the meantime the bomber 
force reached Stttttgart with 598 aircraft and delivered a heavy atfack for the 
loss of only nine bombers, compared with .the 78 aircraft lost against Leipzig 
the njght before, The success of Bomber Corornand in this attack in 
February 1944, set the Germans a new problem. They had now not only 
to contend with radio counter-measures in all the many forms .hitherto 
experienced, but they also bad to recognise the difference between a feint and 
the real attack. 

1 A.M. (A.l.4 (f)) Reports PEARL/ZlP/TAC/N.11 and 15. 
~ The Ge.rmao long-range radar waroiug system is shown at Diagram 9. 
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Later, fejot raids on the same lines were successful in varying degrees, but 
H was not until the liberation of North-West Europe allowe<l greater freedom 
for the :manreuvre of feint forces that the enemy was reduced to the point 
where he was compelled to hold his fighters back until he felt certain .of the 
real attack. Until the German retreat across France began, the only area in 
which Bullseye forces could safely operate was over the North Sea towards 
Heligoland. As this was also the best, and indeed the only practicable routeing 
for the bomber force when attacking targets north and east of Berlin, there 
was not very much scope for the Bullseye fdnt technique. Nevertheless, 
considerable success was achieved on some-occasions and in general the Germans 
became exceedingly nervous abo\lt committing night fighters until the situation 
was entirely clear to them. 

O.T.U. Spoof Force Combined with a Window Force 
By the end of June 1944 the possibilities of Bullseye in its original form were 

fairly exhausted. The mai11 disadvantage of the simple O.T.U. spoof tech1'ique 
was the need for the unarmed force to t urn back before reaching the enemy 
coast, which limited the period during which it appeared as a threat. At this 
stage the long-overdue radio counter-measure form of spoof was introduced to 
give to Bullseye a short new lease of life, and to feint bomber raids generally an 
effectiveness whlch they retained and progressively improved up to the end of 
the war in Europe. The addition of a small Window force which flew outward 
with the Bullseye and carried oo when tbe latter had to tum back, removed the 
main weakness of the original Bullseye feint. 

Window in its original role as a G.C.l./early-warning radar "ja.mmer" had 
demonstrated that the German radar was unable to distinguish between the 
echo from a genuine aircraft and one from a bundle of Window. This element 
o'f deception, as opposed to mere jamming by saturation, offered the most 
promising possibilities. By employing a small force of aircraft to drop Window 
according to a pre-determined pattern, it became possible to simulate to radar 
ground stations the approach of a bomber force comparable in size to the large 
scale .Bomber Command raids, the presence of which would inevitably cause 
major German air defence forces to be committed to action. This stratagem was 
first used on the njght of 14/15 July 1944, the small Window dropping force 
consisting of only about six heavy bomber aircraft. Thus was inaugurated the 
Special Window Force of No. 100 Group which wa.s. to _play an important part in 
future operations. · 

Th.e best method of employing Window-dropping aircraft was not arrived 
at without much calculation and deJiberation.1 When the Air Officer 
Commanding, No. 100 Group, after considerable time spent in working out the 
V•lindow. spoof theory, formally placed his proposa)s2 before Headquarters, 
Bomber Command, on 11 May 1944 he. advocated that 15 aircraft d isposed in 
three lanes five· miles apart, with a 20-mile interval between aircraft i.n each 
lane, each aircraft dropping Window of both the Wurzburg and the Freya 
varieties at the rate of 20 units (each equivalent to one aircraft) per minute, 
would appear as a mass of 800 aircraft. This represented a startling economy 
in aircraft, but involved complicated weaving by the aircraft in azimuth and 
elevation in order to fiH the gaps that would otherwise appear between ttie lanes 
of Window, and also to give the correct appearance of depth . Headquarters, 

1 Part 2, Chapter 9, o! this volume. 
2 H.Q. No. 100 Group File lOGG/TS. 1210/Sigs, 
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Bomber Command, on the other hand, advocated the employment of 
25 aircraft flying in a more straightforward deployment and representing 
about 400 aircra,f t.1 

Employment of Window in Feint Air Attack 
The dropping by a special force of aircraft of a carefully calculated and 

steadily maintained quantity of Window in such a way as to simulate 
formations of bomber aircraft was probably the most important radio counter
measure of the whole war. Used in conjunction with the Mandrel screen it 
became a feint tactic of very great value in the bomber offensive. 

Different types of Window spoof were developed as foUows2 and in this order 
of appearance :-

(a) Combination of a small special Window force with an O.T.U. Bullseye 
force. 

(b). Window spoof force. This consisted of a somewhat larger force of 
special Window aircraft by themselves. It thus dispensed with the 
0.T.U. aircraft which by May 1944 had become ineffective. 

(c) Window spoof force with Mosquito fighters. The addition of Mosquito 
fighters at the head of the Window spoof force increased the resem
blance of the spoof force to a real raid. It also provided the Mosquitos 
with an excellent opportunity to attack the German fighters airborne 
against the spoof threat. This was done by fanning out when the 
Window force turned back. 

(d) Window spoof force with Mosquito fighters and Mosquito bombers. 
The enemy attached much importance to reports of bombs having 
been aropped as indicating that a raid was genuine. Bomber 
Command exploited this by combining the last-mentioned type of 
spoof with Mosquito bombing missions. 

The Window force was generally employed in one or more of three different 
ways. Either it simulated a separate bomber force acting independently, or it 
accompanied the· main bomber force and broke away from it, or, thirdly, it 
· saturated an .area on the route or around a •target . Combinations of one or 
more oi these tactics were frequently employed during one night's operation, 
much care being taken to avo1.d repetition. 

The first method, the simulation of a separate force, was used with the dual 
object of attracting fighters based in the area in which the Window force 
opl;!rated and drawing them away from areas in which bombing raids were being 
made. It was also used on nights when no major raids were planned, in order 
to cause unnecessary activity by night fighter contrt>ls and their flying units, 
thus increasing wastage and undermining the morale of crews and controllers. 

The second method, the splitting- of routes by means of a breakaway by a 
Window force, was des{gned to lay a false trail for the confusion of fighters 
attempting route interception or to divert others which were being directed to 
possible targets. This tactic was particularly useful for the protection of 
bomber forces which had to make deep penetrations over enemy territory. 

1 No. 100 Group File TS. 1210/Sigs. aod RQ.B.C. O.R.S. Report No. S.148 (Bomber 
Command File B.C./S.28806/1/O.R.S .. 11 April 1944). 

2 A.M". (A.I.4 (f)) Report PEARL/ZlP/TAC/N.11 of 22 November 1944, 
3 ibid., July 1944-May 1945, and No, 100 Gtoup "Review of ,Operations." 
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The Window force normaUy Jeft the main force at one of its turning points, 
often to continue on a straight path towards a possible alternative target. 

The third method, the saturation of an area with Window, was used principally 
in the Ruhr when it was accepted that there was little likelihood of deceiving 
the enemy as to the area in which operations were intended ; the object of 
saturation was to conceal the identity of the actual target for as long as possible. 

The three methods must be considered in relation to the particular conditions 
in which they were employed. The separate feint force, operating in an area 
away from bombing attacks, might have only limited choice of areas in which 
t o operate. On nights when a number of targets was attacked, these areas were 
often restricted to those parts of Germany where the weather did not allow a 
bombing force to go with any great hope of success. Consequently an enemy 
who made intelligent use of his own meteorological information could discount 
tbem in advance. On the other hand, the saturation method, which showed 
most satisfactory results, was employed in an area which was geographically 
ideal-the Ruhr, where there were many Like1y targets only a few minutes flying 
time inside enemy territory. The enemy, seeing an attack developing in that 
directjon, bad only a very short time in which to decide exactly where the attack 
was to fall. This method was not usefully employed in any other area, mainly 
because conditions were not suitable. 

Mandrel Screeo 
· The Manfu-el screen technique which had been in abeyance for about twelve 

months was brought into use again by No. 100 Group on the night of 5/6 June 
1944. Its use had previously been discontinued as a result of the Germans 
spreading the frequencies of theit" early warning radar beyond the capabilities 
of the jamming equipment then available. L This disability having now been 
overcome, Nos. 199 and 803 Squadrons were equipped, and from this time 
onwards the No. 100 Group airborne Mandrel screen gave cover to Bomber 
Command's raids, screen aircraft being disposed at 80 miles from the enemy 
coast with pairs of aircraft of No. 199 Squadron spaced at intervals of 28 miles, 
jamming the entire Freya frequency band (70- 200 megacycles per second), and 
aircraft of No. 803 Squadron halfway between them, covering the frequency 
band of the enemy long-range narrow beam stations (120-140 megacycles per 
second).z Thus the narrow beam stations were covered at intervals of 14 miles 
and the Freya stations at intervals of 28, miles. These intervals were designed 
to prevent the enemy radar stations from seeing between adjacent jammer 
centres, thereby effectively reducing the range of German early-warning radar 
to about 30 miles. The use of the Mandrel screen was, however, somewhat 
limited because of its interference with army and navy communications, and 
screen operations in the English Channel were therefore normaHy precluded. 

On three occasfons in June the screen was operated close to the enemy coast 
but it was concluded3 that this probably enhanced the chances of the German 
Air Force radar to see through or behind the screen, as the distance between 
the stations of the screen was determined relative to the beam width of the 
enemy's early-warning radar. A problem was set ea rly by the shortage of 
aircraft for screen operation. The need to fly the aircraft of No. 199 Squadron 

1 See Chapter 8 above for origin and farther details. The "Mandrel ·• screen was,started 
on 5 December 1942, using Defi.a.nt aircraft of No. 515 Squadron, Fighter Command. 

• No. 100 Group "R.evie,v of Operations." 
3 laid.. 
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in pairs in order to cover the Freya fr~quency band made heavy demands on the 
squadron1 . Furthermore, the need to put up the screen for spoof purposes on 
nights when the main bomber force was resting, was an additional drain on 
aircraft and crews. 

At first each pair of aircraft in the screen tried to keep station together by 
visual means; but this was found to be either very difficul~ or impossible ' on 
most occasions. A plan for station keeping was accordingly worked out by the 
navigation section at North Creake. In this, known as the "Racecourse" 
pattern, the aircraft flew circuits up and down selected Gee lattice lines per
pendicular to the enemy's coast , The first circuit was ten miles long, rate one 
tum being made at both ends of the straight legs, and each circ1,1it being adjllsted 
according to wind conditions to take exactly ten minutes. The aircraft of each 
pair started at opposite ends of the circuit in order to maintain a strong average 
jamming intensity over all frequencies. A very high standard of flying and 
navig11-tion was called for, especially as the Stirling s1ircraft always flew at their 
maximum operational height, often in cloud. Some Gee chains were jammed 
by the Mandrel, so that there was then no means of windfinding once the Race
course pattern had been started. Many of these difficulties were overcome 
when Halifax aircraft were substituted for the Stirling aircraft, but this change 
did not occur until March, 1945. This screen technique was not peculiar to 
spoof operations only, but was the usual one for straightforward jamming 
operations also. Flying as they had to in such a methodical manner, 
.Mandrel aircraft would indeed have been relatively easy prey to enemy fighters 
-fitted with Fr.eya-Halbe homers had they been used extensively. · 

During July 1944 No. 100 Group's Mandrel screen was operated on -five 
occasions ·when a. mass bomber raid was not intended, the purpose being to 
cause the Gem1an Air Force defences unnecessary and wastefuJ activity2• 

It was hoped that these dummy rnids would not only tire the enemy, but would 
result sooner or later in the defences failing to react efficiently on the night of a 
genuine Bomber Command raid. 

Employment of Mandrel with Window Spoof Force 
· For feint attacks to be wholly successful they .had to contain, ostensibly, . 
all the ingredients of a genuine bomber raid. Airborne Mandrel ja:rp_rners had 
been brought into use against the German early warning and G.C.I system in 
December 1942-, and thereafter were regularly eroployed in Bomber Command 
aircraft. A Wjndow spoof force without support of this kind would soon have 
raised doubts in the minds of the enemy as to its vaHdity. At the same time, 
it could be used skilfully to enhance the general effect. During August the 
Mandrel screen occasionally moved forward whilst jamming, to give additional 
protection to an approaching force, and also intentional "breakdowns'' of the 
screeu were so arranged as to give the German early-warning radar a glimpse 
of the Special Wfodow Force corning through it3• Both devices worked 
successfully and demonstrated how flexible was the new weapon. 

Evidence was soon forthcoming from Intelligence sources to show that the 
Mandrel screen was being effective4• An example is taken from the raid on 

1 No. I 00 Group "Review of Operations" and Narrator's interview with the Officer 
Comm.anding, No. 199 Squadron. · 

2 No. 100 Group "Review of Operations," JuJ:y 1944. 
'A.NI. (A.I.4 (!) ) Report PEARL/ZIP/TAC/N, August 1944. 
4 Ibid., PEARL/ZIP/TAC/N.6. 
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Sterkrade, on the night of 16/17 June 1944, which began crossing the enemy 
coast at 0045 hou:rs. German fighters from Belgium, Holland and North-west 
Germany were airborne 33 minutes before this, at 0012 hours. An early 
reaction of this kind was not unusual but when fighters were airborne so early 
it was usual for the enemy fighter: controls to issue a series of plot$ on the 
Royal Air Force bombers as they flew out over the Norfolk coast until it was 
clear which route they were taking. A concentration of plots would next 
appear where the fighters were in a position to intercept the bombers. It 
was therefore noteworthy that op. this particular night the fighters were not 
given plots on the bombers until the raid began to cross the enemy coast. In 
confirmation of the enemy's apparent ignorance of the movement of this raid 
was an intercepted wireless message from the Brussels safety service main 

. station, passed to an aiI:craft believed to be operating from Ei.ndhoven. It was 
sent when fighters were being ordered to assemble at beacon K, south-east of 

. Deelen, at 0012 hours, and stated that a danger of air attacks had been 
announced covering a wide area from Northern France to the Frisians and inland 
as far as the Ruhr. 

The absence of plots or the lateness of their commencement and their inter
mittent nature from tbat date, together with confusion of control orders, testified 
to the effect of the Mandrel screen upon the German Air Force defences. During 
the last week of June-, messages indicating the tracks of the bombers were 
intercepted on four nights1• On the remaining nights, no attempt was made to 
issue either a track or .information of bomber movement, as had been 
customary, over England. 

9n the night of 21/22 June, Bomber Command did not employ the :Mandrel 
screen.2 The bombers, en route for Scholven and Wesselin, were .first plotted 
only a few miles from the Norfolk coast, then across the North Sea. and 
over the Dutch Islands, almost to the targets. The two raids crossed the Dutch 
lslands together, then divided to follow a northerly and a southerly route. As 
a result of this, the enemy was not compelled to choose a suitably-placed beacon 
and to concentrate there, but was able to hold his fighter force in being until 
he was quite clear as to the intention of the bombers, and then to direct groups 
of fighters directly into the bomber stream. Thirty~seven Lancaster aircraft of 
the southerly stream and eight of the northerly raid were lost on this occasion, 
and it is interesting to notice that the former raid passed nearer to airfields 
where most of the enemy night fighters were concentrated (Eindhoven, St. 
Trond, Cologne and Florennes). Events of this night contrast sharply with 
those of the night of 16/17 June, just related, and bring into relief the efficacy 
of the Mandrel screen in its new role. 

Despite the advantages already gained, R.C.M. spoof was still being handi
capped by lack of radio silence. It was only because the Allied invasion of 
Europe had dislocated the hitherto efficient German raid tracking service3 that 
tell-tale radar transmissions by Bomber Command aircraft were not disclosing 
all the positions of main force bombers which the spoof was designed to protect. 

During June and July 1944 when the German raid tracking service was 
str.uggling to reform itself inland, it did occasionally recapture its old efficiency 
in plotting the bombers by listening methods, as for example on 27/28 June.4 

~ A.M. (A.I.4 (f)) PEARL/ZIP/TAC/N.7. 
2 See Diagram 10 for diagrammatic illustration of the raid mentioned. 
a See Part 2, Chapter 13, of this volume. • AJvt (A.I.4 (f)) PEARL/ZlP(fAC/N.7. 
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On ~hat occasion, although the Mandrel screen and Window spoof were in opera
tion, the German night-fighter control began to receive scattered plots of the 

, bombers over Essex and off Harwich. A good track plot began to develop froro 
the Hastings area and this was continued across the Channel and beyond the 
French coast. 

On the following night the enemy raid tracking service issued only one plot 
before midnight-at 2358 hours in a position east of Cambridge. At 0012 hours 
the Mandrel screen was put up, and yet one minute later the service began 
broadcasting a series of plots. A number of scattered ones were given over 
East Anglia, and a track which started in mid-Channel was carried across 
France as far as TouJ.l 

R.C.M. spoof was thus employed under considerable disadvantages until 
. radar silence was imposed upon the bomber force on 28/29 July 1944 to be 
effective during the early stages of thei.r outward journey. All the more 
significant, therefore, was the success obviously achieved by spoof in the mean
time. While it is probable that eventually the enemy came to understand how 
the Mandrel screen and Window forces were operated, he could rarely afford to 
ignore them, nor could he be certain that a feint attack was all he had to fear. 
There can be no doubt that, due to the favourable tactical situation after the 
German retreat to the Rhine, which allowed the Mandrel screen and the 
Window force considerable freedom for manceuvre, these particular stratagems 
played a great part in deluding and confusing the enemy. · 

Features of Window/Mandrel Spoof Operations 
Operation of the Special Window Force became almost a day~to-day feature 

of the general air offensive after its first appearance on the night of 
14/15 July 1944 and it is worth while-to give a few more detailed examples of its 
employment. Originally the Force was made up from all available spare heavy 
aircraft of No. 100 Group, rarely amounting at first to more than ten in number.2 

Even so it achieved considerable success from the outset. At that time the 
Force operated only over the sea and turned back when still a short distance 
from the enemy coast. At the same time, the Mandrel screen continued to be 
used with great effect, having been strengthened during July 1944 by the 
addition of some Fortress aircraft of No. 214 Squadron. Towards the middle of 
the same month it became a well-established tactic to combine Window with 
Mandrel for spooi; purposes. 

The Mandrel screen was_ used on sixteen nigbts of the following month-on 
several occasions over south-east England to give cover to bomber attacks on 
the Pas de Calais area. It was found that, when other targets in France were 
c.hosen, the mere presence of the screen in front of the Pas de Calais was 
sufficient to hold fighters in that area. 

On the night of 17/18 August 1944. No. 100 Group achieved one of its most 
outstanding successes with the spoof force, a big attack on Kiel and Stettin 
having taken place on the preceding night. No major bombing raid took place 
on the night mentioned, but the Window Force strengthened in numbers by a 
Bullseye force and covered by a Mandrel screen, headed towards North 
Germany. The Window aircraft flew almost to the Schleswig coast and created 
in the mind of the enemy an impression that the previous night's attack was 

1 See Diagram 10. . 
1 No. 100 Group" Review of Operations," November 1943-May 1945, and A.M. (A.I.4 (£)) 

PEARL/ZIP/TAC/N Reports, July 1944-May 1945. 
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to be repeated. No less than twelve squadrons of enemy fighters were deployed 
against the Windowers. A still more important result of this feint attack took 
place on the following mght when the main force actually bombed Bremen by 
a route similar to that previously taken by the spoof force. The enemy, 
thoroughly deceived, assumed this to be another spoof and left it entirely 
unopposed by night-fighters. 

With the advance of the Allied armies further into Europe, September 1944, 
there were new developments in Window/Mandrel spoof technique. For the 
first time, the spoof. force was employed over Europe. It could now be advanced 
nearer to the heart of Germany with comparative safety, delaying still further 
the detection of the main bomber force by the enemy radar. This handicap was 
additional to the loss of radar stations and observer corps posts in territory 
from which the Gennans had recently been driven. A fresh problem was the 
possibility of the enemy seeing behind the screen which now often operated.. 
east of the Hague, which was still in enemy hands. In order to guard against 
this, the length of the screen was increased and the more northerly part was 
bent back so as to smother sightings from Holland. At tbis time No. l 71 
Squadron was formed at. North Creake, equipped with Halifax aircraft and 
fitted for either Mandrel or Window roles. 

It became increasingly evident in September 1944 that the spoof attacks were 
having great success. Enemy controllers were becoming more and more sus
ceptible to deception even to the extent of seeing a spoof attack where none 
existed1. As an example, on the night of 11 /12 September a small minelaying 
force in the course of a secondary operation in the Baltic evoked heavy fighter 
reaction, which however made very few contacts. It was evident that the 
enemy had taken the minelayers to be forerunners of an attack on the Berlin 
or Stettin areas. Another successful night was that of the 13/14 of the same 
month when a Window force, feinting at Karlsruhe, brought a heavy force of the 
L'l!ljtwaffe post-haste down to Southern Germany although no main force was 
operating. 

As the enemy became more competent in seeing through the Window, it 
became necessary to increase its density, although owing to the shortage of 
specialised spoof aircraft, this was only achieved by robbing Mandrel and other 
jamming forces.2 About the same time the practice was begun of following a 
feint attack by a genuine attack on the same target, the latter being timed to 
open just when the enemy had decided that the first was a feint, and that the 
night's work was over. By February 1945 this had become a confirmed practice 
and the part was played by the 492nd Bombardment Group, United States Army 
Air Force, equipped witb Liberator aircraft and trained both in night bombing 
and Pathfinder teclrn.ique. Their role was to make bomb attacks in conjunction 
with Window forces and this was done with good effect. 

The depth of main force penetrations increased during the month, making it 
still more difficult to stage a convincing feint because the distances to be covered 
over enemy territO(y made the differences between main and feint attacks more 
obvious. However, some success was restored by Windowing lavishly at turn
ing P,Oints in order to mask the new direction of the force._ So much importance 
was attached to the accuracy of navigation by the Window. force that in 
February 1945 two navigators were attached to each Window station solely for 

1 A.M. (A.I.4 (f)) PEAJ.U,/ZlP/TAC/N Reports. 
a No. 100 Group" Review of Operations," November 1943-May 1945. 
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I 
the purpose of analysis and checking the navigation logs of Window aircraft. 
l t was snown .that even a single Windowing aircraft helped to confuse the enemy 
controllers and it was made a rule, accordingly, for aircraft to complete patrols on 
-dead reckoning when radio aids-to-navigation failed. Until then it had been 
considered that an individual aircraft off track was liable to give the enemy a 
true indication of the nature of the nearby force. The advantages of added 
confusion were now, however, believed to outweigh this consideration. On one 
occasion an aircraft which had failed to receive a recall to base completed its 
sortie alone and was plotted throughout by the enemy as a force of 20 to 
30 aircraft. 

Towards the end of March it became the custom to split the Window force and 
to operate fhe Mandrel aircraft in the dual role of Mandrel and Window. By 
this means, with the co-operation of the 492nd Group (U.S.A.A.F.), ·it was 
possible to make several feint attacks simultaneously in different directions and 
areas\ as for example, on the night of 20/21 March when no less than three feint 
attacks we.re made in support of the main force a,ttacking Bohlen. One Window 
force left tbe main stream shortly after crossing the front line and made for 
Kassel, which was bombed. Further on, when closer to the true target, another 
Window force broke off and bombed HaUe. The third feint force was provided 
by the Mandrel screen which, after the passage of the bombers, re-formed into a 
Window force and attacked Frankfurt with flares. 

The heavy spoof aircraft worked throughout this month at maximum effort. 
In the course of feint operations, more tban two hundred tons of Window were 
dropped in addition to over five hundred tons of bombs. On one particular 
operation, for example, each aircraft discharged nearly two tons of Window. 
This was all done by hand in full flying kit, under conditions of extreme cold 
and using oxygen ; a strenuous task when the automatic launching machine was 
not available. 

When the feint forces operated in a different area from the main force, the 
Command wind-broadcast was usually of no value to the feint forces. A No. 100 
Group wind-broadcast was therefore instituted in March 1945, the wind-finder ' 
being normally an HZS aircrait of the Mandrel screen which found and broadcast 

· wind velocities for areas between base and patrol for the benefit of Window .and 
Mandrel aircrnft.1 This was done immediately jamming had begun , by which 
time the presence and position of the aircraft could no longer be concealed from 
the enemy. It proved successful : on the first night of the scheme, a Window 
aircraft carried out a Window patrol entirely on dead reckoning based upon 
broadcast wind velocities and, at the estimated twie of arrival, the aircra{t was 
within five miles of base. 

Authority for the leint force to be increased to a size compatible with its use
fulness and responsibilities was only slowly forthcoming, but in April 1945 the 
Mandrel squadrons Nos. 171 and 199 were increased by four aircraft each.2 On 

·several occasions a small force of about twenty to twenty-four heavy bombers 
was allocated from either No. 4 or No. 6 Group to support the Window force . 
The old Liberator aircraft of No. 223 Squadron had shown themselves to be too 
slow to keep up with the British bombers, and they were replaced during the 
month by Fortress aircraft. Later in the month, when the frontage of the Allied 

1 No. 100 Group " Review of Operations,' ' 1945. 
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armies was constantly moving, the Mandrel screen formation was discarded 
and instead, these aircraft flew on three occasions with the main bomber force, 
with uncertain effect. Only one important operation was undertaken by No. 
100 Group spoof aircraft during May 1945. On the night of 2/3 May eighty-two 
four-engined aircraft-a record number for the Grou~took part in a 
Mandrel/Window feint in the Schleswig area, 1 one of the few remaining 
strongholds of the enemy. Kiel was attacked by Pathfinder aircraft at the 
same time. Little fighter opposition was encountered, probably due to the 
disorganisation of enemy plotting by the feint attack. 

German Radio Counter-Measures against Window and Mandrel 
While the Germans were remodelling their night-fighter- interception tech

nique, their scientists and radio technicians made great efforts to enable radar 
stations to discriminate, between bomber aircraft and Window echoes.2 The 
.first step was to introduce new Freya frequencies in bands less susceptible t o 
Window and Mandrel. Additional Freyas were installed to operate in the 150-
200 megacycles per second frequency band, some being in the Allied I.F.F. band 
of 158-186 megacycles.3 These stations were able to see through Window and 
Mandrel interference, and although they were not numerous enough to_ provide 
a complete picture of the night-bomber movements, they vitiated to some 
extent Allied Window/Mandrel 'spoof and jamming cover. 

Intelligence reports indicated that German G.C.I. stations continued to be 
manned after Window had rendered them ineffective, and that they were held 

\
in readiness for instant action should the opportunity again arise. Earphones 
were fitted to the giant Wurzburgs in order that operators could listen to the 
audio characteristics of radar echoes received. It was found that the propellers 
of a genuine bomber aircraft produced a characteristic hum in the earphones 
which did not accompany the echoes from Window, but this distinction could 
on]y be heard when the bomber was at close range. Nevertheless the 
Nuremb11,rg procedure, as the new acoustical method was termed, was a factor of 
some account. Furthermore, two electronic discriminators were produced at 
the same time for discriminatory purposes,4 the Wurzlau,s and Taum/.S: Wurz
laus took advantage of the fact that echoes from bombers were fast moving, 
whereas those from Window moved slowJy over the display. Use was made of 
the Doppler principle, the precise frequency of th.e echo received from a moving 
target being varied by an amount proportlonate to the speed of the target 
along the line of sight. The display on the cathode ray tube showed the faster~ 
moving farget producing an echo which extended on both sides of the time-base. 
fn the Taunus system an electrical circuit controlled the size of the echo accord
ing to the "suddenness'' with which it was received. This had the effect of 
splitting up the ragged serrated blips and enabling an echo from any aircraft 
within the Window cloud to be distinguished. 

After the value of both Wurzlaus and Ta·ztnus had been somewhat enhanced 
by a subsequent modification called Fakir, the German authorities considered 
them jointly to be about 80 per cent. effective against Window. This figure 
was arrived at from theoretical calculation, however, and in practice, after 
all~wance had been niade for technical and operating inefficiencies, the 

1 No. 100 Group "Review of Operations," 1945. 
• H.Q. No. 100 Group File iOOG/TS. 1260/Sigs. 
~ Minutes of Sub-Committee of Tactical Counter-Measures to Enemy Night Fighter and 

A. A. Gun Defences, 3 March 1944. 
' H.Q. No. 100 Group File I00G/TS. 1260/Sigs., Encl. 9A. 
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equipments were about SO per cent. effective, except against the thickest 
Window clouds, when they were apt to prove unsatisfactory. A more effective 
German counter-measure than Wurzlaus, Taunus and Fakir was the develop
ment of a policy of wide frequency dispersal, higher power, and a more 
concentrated beaming of early-warning radar, made possible mainly by the 
adoption of higher frequencies. 

The German development plans for early-warning radar in 1944 and early 
194S showed that they were then fully alive to the threat of Window and 
electronic jamming} Techniqi.l counter-measures to such jamming would 
automatically equip them against spoof which involved Window and Mandrel. 
Thus when the war .in Europe ended the Germans were about to introduce 
early-warning radar stations ot greater range and of far greater discrimination. 
· Amongst them, of particular note, were Michael-BJ agdschloss (600 megacycles 
per second- ZOO kilowatt), Forsthwus Fk. (1 ,200 megacycles per second-70 kilo
watt), and Forstltaus Z . (3,300 megacycles per second-100 kilowatt). 

T.R.E. made careful calculations as to what effort would be required _to 
operate Window and electronic jammer spoofs in the face of these new statio11s. 2 

It appeared th,at, with every aircraft of the bomber force dispensing Window at 
the highest useful rate (one unit per pulse .width), the protection given to the 
bomber force against any of these new .radar stations would be of doubtful value, 
as in all cases the :first 30 or 40 aircraft could be accwately plotted even at a 
range as great as 45 miles. To provide such a Window concentration .as this 
would have involved each aircraft dispensing Window at a rate of seven and a 
half pounds per minute for each frequency band to be covered. Thus for every 
hour 0yer enemy territory, each aircraft would have to carry a weight of 
approxµnately 450 pounds for each frequency; or 1,350 pounds if all three 
types of radar were in use si:uultaneously. -

Electronic jamming in the main force would have involved the use of sufficient 
equipment in every aircraft to provide self-protection, and since the ground 
radars would be unlikely to use continuous rotation, automatically tuned 
jamming equipment would hardly have been effective. It would in that case 

. have become necessary for every aircraft to carry a special operator with 
·manuaJly tuned jarnmers and panoramic receivers. It was therefore unlikely 
that effective Window spoofs against any of these radar stations would be prac
ticable unless more than 100 Window aircraft could be made available fot each 
force. Similarly, operntion of Mandrel with the spoof force · would involve a 
prohibitively large diversion of aircraft . It thus appears that had the war con
tinued for some months beyond V,E. day, Window/Mandrel spoof in its cus
tomary form might well have become an uneconomical operation. On the other 
hand, the only known alternative-direct action with fighter-bombers against 
the early-warning stations-was amply demonstrated in combined operations to 
be almost equally problematical. 

Exhaustive post-war trials, in which the German Air Force night fighter 
defence system was operated under Allied supervision and control against 
large-scale Allied bomber forces supported by spoof forces, enabled the Allies 
to " see" and " hear " the effects of R.C.M. on the German early-warning and 
raid-tracking radio stations. Although this was a somewhat academic test, 

1 /\.M. A..D.L (Science} Report, 11 April 1945. 
2cT.R.E. Memorandum 5 M.l 12/M.R, l May 1945, in If.Q. No, 100 Group File 

I00G/TS. 1252/Sigs. 
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it proved conclusively that the Allied radio spoof devices were, technically., 
just about as effective as they were designed to be. That they were equally 
effective tactically is adequately borne out by reactions oi the Luftwaffe night
fighter control to them and by post-war interrogations of the German staffs 
concerned. 

Nevertheless, when the war ended, the latest centimetric technique had 
endowed radar early-warning and raid-tracking services with a new lease of 
life in the face of the most advanced contemporary radio spoof devices. It 
seems, therefore, that the 1939-1945 War le~t the Royal Air Force with a 
most important and urgent need for further research into and development 
of this form of radio warfare. That this would be a profitable field tor research 
was clearly dempnstrated by tbe fact that the diversion of a number of bombers 
from the main bomber force for radio spoof purposes effected a marked overall 
economy in both .ah-craft and aircrews, and increased the effectiveness of the 
bomber offensive in Europe to a proportionate degree. 
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CHAPTER 16 

THE OPERATION OF MOBILE RADIO 
COUNTER-MEASURE UNITS OF No. 80 WING 

IN NORTH-WEST EUROPE, 1944-1945 

The diminut ion of German long-range born.her activity during the latter 
haJf of 1944, combined with the landing in north-west Europe and the 
rapidity of the Allied advance on the Continent, called for an e::1..-pansion of the 
ground R.C.M. organisation for bomber support. In September l944 proposals 
were made by Headquatters, No. 100 Group for the establishment of ground 
R.C.M. units in Western Europe.1 The equipment and personnel for th.is 
commitment were, in general , to be obtained from the resources of No. 80 
Wing and frorn those units previously fonned for Operation II Neptune '' 
whose use in a defensive ro).e had ceased due to the Allied advance . . The 
units, which would be in mobile form, were to be used against the enemy's 
early warning and night .fighter control systems to supplement the airborne 
radio counter-measures alre·aclybeing carried out by Headquarters. No. 100 
Group. The following radio aids employed by the enemy were to be countered : 

(a) Radar early warning. 

(b) Fighter control communications system. 
(c) Aircraft Interception (A. T.). 
(d) M(F Beacons. 

These proposals were submitted to Air Ministry by Bomber Command, and 
were agreed by Supreme Headquarters AJHed Expeditionary Force.2 Supreme 
Headquarters was much concerned as to the effect of the jammers on their 
communications and a comprehensive study of the problem was carried out 
by the S.B.A.E.F. Mutual Interference Committee,~ which resulted in certain 
frequencies being barred for jamming operations. 

Meanwhile, discussions had been taking place between representatives of 
Headquarters No . 100 Group and No. 80 Wing to determine the composition 
of tl1e Continental element of No. 80 Wing. It was decided that this was to 
consist o{ a mobile headquarters (adminfotrative and operational) to operate 
six Communication Jamming and eight Radar Jamming Units. The Com
munication Jamming Units were to be formed from existing Mobile Meacon 
Units expanded with S.J. (V.H.F. Jamming) Units, and the Radar Jamming 
Units to be formed by converting existing but redundant Ground Mandrel 
stations. It was also planned to incorporat e those units employed in a defensive 
rnle against rockets when they could be released. 

The Headquarters on the Continent was to be known as Headquarters 
No. 80 Wing (Main), the Communication Jamming Units as Mobile Signals 
Units, ,Type S.C. Nos. 80 to 85, and the Radar J amming Units as M.S.U.s, 
Type S.F., Nos. 70 to 77. The units already on the Continent were Advanced 

1 No. SC Wing File T.C.3075/Sigs. ~ No. 80 Wing File S.3076/Sigs. 
• No. 80 Wing File S0W/M/TS/3155/3/Air. 
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Headquarter:s No. 80 Wing, Nos, 60 to 62 M.S.U.s, Type S.R. (Watcher/Monitor 
Units) and Nos. 40 and 46 M.S.U.s, Type S.J. (V.H.F. Jamming Units).1 The 
two latter were ultimately re-formed into three units, M.S,U.s, Type S.J. 
Nos. 51 and 53, when incorporated in the Continental element for Bomber 
Support, and were later augmented with Nos. 50, 54 and SS Units from the 
United Kingdom. Communication Unit No. 5328 M.S.U., Type D attached 
to Advanced Headquarters was to be absorbed into Headquarters 80 Wing 
(Main) . 

The S.F. Units were to be deployed at intervals of 20 to 30 miles along tbe 
Western Front from Eindhoven in Holland to the Swiss border, and the S .C. 
Units at intervals of 60 to 100 miles along the same f.ront. 2 With this disposition 
it was-anhcipated that each Radar Jamming Unit would be capable of dealing 
simultaneously with at least three enemy G.C.I. stations within a range of 

. .not more than 50 miles. 1t was expected that the S.C. Unjts would be effective 
against German high-power Central Emopean and Big Screw beacons when 
their distance from the night-fighter aircraft was equal to the distance from the 
night-fighter to the beacon, and against low~power Little Screw beacons when 
their distance from the night-fignter aircraft was equal to three times the 
distance from the night-fighter to the beacon. When not used for jamming 
medium frequency W /T traffic being broadca!,i: from beacons (Fidget), the 
Communicahon Jamming Units were to be used for m~oning or mimicking 
these beacons, thus depriving t:he enemy of their use as navigational aids. 

In the high frequency band, six }-kilowatt A.wy type No. 16 transmitters 
were to be used to jam night-fighter control on high frequency and these 
tra.n.smitter:S were, for convenience, to be operated from the Communication 
Jamming Units, However, when H/F jamming operations on the Continent 
were ultimately banned by S.H.A.E.F. these transmitters were omitted from 
all S.C. Units, except tbe first to be deployed. Against the enemy 100-watt 
R/T transmitters. it was considered that the No. 16 transmitter available would 
be effective until its distance from the enemy control station was more than 
twice the distance of the control station from thE: night-fighter being jammed. 

In the very high frequency band, 24 T .U.4 transmitters of SOO watts power 
were to be provided and operated frqm the Communication Jamming Units, 
fow- transmitters beiJJ.g aJJotted to each S.C. Unit. The operation of these 
jammers would be limited by their ability to receive the enemy ground station, 
but provided this could be heard, it was expected that jammiJJ.g would 
be effective uotil the distance between the enemy night-figh,ter and the jammer 
was more than twice the distance of the night-fighter from its control station. 

' Details of tbese units wem as follows :-
(12) Mobile Signals Units, Type "S.C." , Nos, 80 to 85, eacb comprising tbree M/F 

Meaconing channels (M.24 transmitters). one H/F Meaconing channel (Type 
U90 transmitter) and four V.H.F. Jamming channels (T.U.4 transmitters). 
No. 80 Unit was also equipped with one P.rrny Type 16 set for H /F jan1miog. 

(b) Mobile Signals Units, Type" S.F .", Nos. 70 to 77, each comprising oinc cbaWlels 
(plus two spare) covering a frequency band 20-600 megacycles per second 
(G .M.C., T . l659A , 1636 and RUG transmitters). 

(c.) Mobile Signals Units , Type" S.R. ", Nos. 60 to 62, each comprising three w.itcber 
channel,; and D/F . 

(,l) Mobile Signals Unit, Type " S.J .", No. SO, compr ising one SO-kilowatt GRQ/1 
transmitter. Mobile SJgnals Units. Type "S. J .' ' , Nos. 51 to 55, each 
comprising two lS~kilowatt V.H.F. jammer channels (M.R.T./ 1 transmitters). 

2 No. 80 Wing File S.3076/Sigs. 
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Five IS-kilowatt SrnaJl Cigar Units (10 Transmitters) and one 50-kilowatt 
Unit (Type GRQ/1) were to be considered for use in the V.H.F. band, should 
tliese transmitters ev~ntualJy be reJeased from the " Big Ben " {Rocket) 
commitment. • 

The rapid supply of the intelligence with respect to enemy transmissions to 
night-fighter aircraft was essential if the jamming or these c<.:>mmunication 
channels was to be applied :inunedi.ately.l Intelligence for the S.C. Units 
was to be provided on a minute,-to-minute basis by the II Y '' organisation1 

augmented by Nos, 364 and 365 Wireless Units, already on the Continent. 
There was considerable doubt whether this arrangement would be adequate 
to keep the operatjonal Headquarters of No. 80 Wing (Main) and its associated 
S.C. Units fully and immediately informed, mainly on the score of distance 
and the Testricted communications between the United Kingdom and the 
Continent. Headquarters o. 100 Group pressed strongly for the expansion 
of he 1" Y" detachments on the Continent, but it was eventually decided that. in 
view of the extensive watcher system existing in England, sufficient information 
of the enemy M.F., H.F. and V.H.F. chann~ls could be supplied provided 
good land-line communications could be est~lished with the Operations 
Room of o. 80 Wing (Main}. No. 364 Wire!~ Unit would also supply 
intelligence mainly on the V.H.F. channels direct to No. 80 Wing {Main} as 
tlready intended. 

The supply of minute-to-minute intelligence to the S.F. Units did not arise 
since these units were equipped with their own watching apparatus. This 
was the practice which had been successfully employed with the original 
ground Mandrel Units. It was decided therefore that it would be sufficient 
to supply these Units wjth n. general directif as to the type of signal they were 
lo search for and jam the jamming to be appl ied without further authority. 

The operational control of jammers on the Continent was to · be vested in 
Headquarters o. 100 Group, but Headquarters No. 80 Wing (Main) was 
permitted to operate independently on information available to them from the 
'' Y" organisation_ Headquarters No. 100 Group was to be notified of all action 
being taken. Local control of operations at Headquarters No. 80 Wing (Majn) 
was to be effected from an Operations Room situated at a site most convenient 
for communications to all Units. This site was also to be the headquarters of 
the whole organisation. Provision was made for the use of a Mobile Operations 
Room which, together with mobile offices, was constrncted in three articulated 
trailers. A considerable staff was planned for the Operations Room which 
was to be fitted with the usual display boards, plott ing table and telephones. 
Owing to the possibility of ja.mmers on the Continent seriously interfering. 
with AJlied communication channels, S.H.A.E.F. placed the januning organis
ation under the direct control of Headquarters, 2nd Tactical Air Force to 
enable them to exercise power of veto if transmissions proved to be <:ausing 
interference.2 Headquarters., 2nd T.A.F . represented the British 21st Army 
Gr:oup for the same purpose. A comprehensive system of communications 
was essential for the successful dissemination of intelligence and for operational 
control.3 • Telephone or teleprinter tie-lines were to be provided where pos ible. 
W (f, using the simplest possible code where security was not important, was 
to be used as a stand-by. 

1 No. 80 Wing File S.3076/Sigs. ~ Ibid. 
~ No. 80 Wing File SOW/M/S.3155/4/Air. 
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Siting 
At the conclusion of the planning stage, and whilst units were being mobilised, 

two officers from Headquarters No. 80 Wing proceed.ed to the Continent on 
4 December 1944 to select sites foe Bomber Support Comh1-~ication and Radar 
Jamming Centres. After a short liaison visit to S.H.A.E.F., d uring which it 
was decided as a preliminary me~ure that definite siting should only be con
ducted in the northern (British) sec'oor of the front, the party, accompanied by 
a representative of S.H.A.E.F., carried out a tour of this zone. Sites for the 
Units comprising the first phase of the operation \Vere selected and clearance for · 
their use obtaine.d. Suitable accommodation for a Main Headquarters was. 
requisitioned three kilometres south of 'verviers, but the German counter
offensive which was launched at this time enforced the abandonment of the 
p roject. As a result, a search was made for alternative accommodation for 
Headquarters No. SQ Wing ·and the "Y" Service in the Brussels area. Siting 

· for units to be established within the southern (American) sector was carried out 
as required prior to the arrival of the -units concerned. 

The first part of the Continental Ground Jamming organisation consisted of 
Headquarters No. 80 Wing (Main), No. 80 M.S.U. Type S.C. (Communication 
Jammer) and Nos. 70 and 71 M.S.U.s Type S.F . {Radar Jammers) which landed 
at various ports in France and Belgium and completed concentration at Wen, 
duine, on the Belgian coast, on 15 J anuary 1945.1 This site wa.s already in use 
as Advanced Headquarters No. 80 Wing, which had been set up for the defensive 
Big Ben organisation. and proved invaluable as a transit centre where. all 
Units could be overhauled if necessary after the channel crossing. 

No. 80 S.C. Unit was deployed as soon as snow and icebound road con• 
ditions allowed at Uden in Holland. No. 70 S.F. Unit was deployed a t Leende 
and No. 71 S.F. Unit near a site of No. 80 M.S.U. Meanwhile, since it was 
essential that the operational Headquarters should .be as near as .possible to 
No. 364 W.U. situated south-east of Brussels, a search in the Brussels area 
disclosed a suitable site for Headquarters No. 80 Wing (Main), namely the 
Chateau Brifaut at Schepdael, eight miles west of Brussels. Thjs building had 
apparently been used by the enemy as a signals intelligence interception station 
aod had ample accommodation with excellen t telephone connections to 
Brussels, undamaged except for the telephone exchange.2 Work was 
immediately put in hand to make the chateau ready to accommodate Head
quarters and the latter moved in on 9 February. The phasing in of units from 
United Kingdom took place at short intervals, the units being concentrated 
and inspected at the transit centre, and thence deployed at their respective 
sites. 

Medium Frequency Operations 
No. 80 S.C. Unit became operational on· 18 February and radiation was fi'.st 

authorised by Headq\larters No. 100 Group on 21 February. For the remainder 
of the·month its three M.24 transmitters were employed on rneaconing, Mimic, 
Fidget and Special Fidget. Special Fidget entailed a modification to the normal 
meacon circuit whereby the incoming signal was made to control a local 
oscillator so that, whereas during the " mark '· condition of keying the in
coming signal became the drive for the transmitter (normal meaconing action), 

1 No. 100 Group "Review of Operat-ions," January 1945, and A.H.B./lI Hl/45, 
J a.nua.ry I 945. . · 

11 No. 100 Group " Review of Operations," Febtuary 1945. 
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during the "space" condition the transmitter was driven by the local 
oscillator. In addition the .oscillator was keyed in dots, thus producing a 
,nutilating effect whenever the enemy beaco~ which the meacon station was 
tuned commenced to send morse signals. It was essential, of course-, that the 
frequency of the local oscillator drive was identical with that of the 1ncoming 
signal, · and · this was achieved by adjusting -the osc-illator to give a zero beat 
with it, reduction of receiver gain enabling both signals to be heard at the 
same time. 

No. 81 S.C. Unit became operational at Bree on 3 March 1945,1 o. 82 S.C. 
Unit on 31 March in the Gddern area and No. 83 S.C. Unit on 9 April in the 
Julich ' area. It was evident after the first five weeks of operation that the 
n:ieaconing and jamming was proving a nuisance to the enemy. Excellent 
radfation took place on meaconfog and Mimic, and monitoring reports from 
Head~uarters No. 80 Wing (Main) showed that w;T traffic being passed by 
beacons could not easily be read through the Fidget jammers. Special Fidget 
operations ceased at the end of March 1945, This method of jamming had 
proved unreliable as it was dependent on the enemy signal being received 
clear of interference, and interference had proved excessive at all units. More
over, Fidget action was frequently being taken by Headquarters No, 80 Wing 
(Rear) on the same beacon, thus making Special Fidget :impossible to operate . 

Nos. 84 and 85 S.C. Units were deployed near Coblenz and in the area west 
of Worms -respectively during the month, ,but the break-through across the 
Rhine was advancing so rapidly that Headquarters No. 100 Group ordered the 
withdrawal of these Units before they beca.n:ie operational. No M.F. operations 
took place after the night 26/27 April 1945. 2 

High Frequency Operations 
No H.F. operations were carried ont on the Continent as S.H.A.E,F. and 

Headquarters, 2nd T.A.F. stated that jamming of this band could not be 
tolerated due to the extensive use made of these frequencies by Allied Anny 
and Air Forces. 

Very High Frequency Operations 
All S.C. Units were provided with SOO-watt T.UA transmitters for jamming 

, German V.H.F. fighter control channels, but the. authority from Headquarters 
No. 100 Group to use these could not be given until March 1945. This frequency 
band (38 to 42·5 megacyclEIS per second), however, was invariably completely 
jammed by airborne jarnmers during operations, and few signals were heard.3 

Moreover, as the traffic requiring to be jammed was mostly German R/T with 
occasional W/T, and as no Gennan~speaking operators were available in the 
Wing, t he jdentification bf suitable signals to jam was cliflicult. Occasional 
signals we.re passed to Headquarters Operations Room by No. 364 W.D., which 
had German-speaking operators, and these signals were then " told " to S.C. 
Units. A total of sixty signals were jammed by Nos. 80 and 81 Units during 
March and twenty-seven signals were jammed by Nos. BO, 81, 82 and 83 Units 
in April, but in many cases the evidence on which jammers were brought up
was slight, due to causes mentioned above. 

1 No. 100 Group ·' Review of Operations. " March 194 5. 
2 A.H.B./ll HI/45, No. 100 Group " Review of Operations," April 1945. 
3 No. 100 Grnup ' ' Review of Operations," March 1945. 
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Nos. 40 and 46 M.S.U.s Type S.J. (three transmitterS each) were released from 
their defensive role against rockets in March and were re-formed at Wenduine 
into Nos. Sl, 52 and 53 M.S.U.s Type S.J., each Unit comprising two l5-kilowatt 
small Cigar transmitters. Nos. 54 and 55 M.S.U.s Type.,.S.J. were deployed 
at Leende and full power tests were carried out on two transmitters to enable 
them to be adjusted to cover between them the frequency band 38 to 42 · 5 
megacycles per second. 

'The high power (SO kilowatt) GRQ/1 transmitter of No. SO S.J. Unit, was 
installed and tried out for the first time on the night 21/22 March, the trans
mitter being located at Wenduine, and having a half-rhombic aerial system 
beamed on Dusseldorf. Several tests were carried out with this transmitter 
during the month, but it wa5 found that the range was too great for jamming to 
be effective over the Ruhr with th.e transmitter sited on the Belgian Coast. It 

. was found that a high degree of mis"match occurred in the transmitter tuned 
circuits when being frequency :modulated over the whole Crtinnan night fighter 
V.H.F. band. Headquarters, No. 100 Group therefore approved modifications 
to enable the transmitter to cover the frequency band 40 to 42·2 megacycles 
per second only and the move of the transmitter nearer to the Ruhr. It was now 
intended that the lower half of the band should be covered by one or more 
small Cigar transmitters (15 kilowatt) which were already designed for a 
3 megacycles spread. Work was proceeding on these lines and the GRQ/1 
had been moved forward to the Leende area in Holland when all operations 
ceased. 

Radar: Ja1mning Ol}erations 
On 18 February. Headquarters, No. JOO Group ordered radiation from 

S.F. Units for the first tirne.1 Instructions were given to Nos. 71 and 70 Units 
(located near Uden and Leende respectively) to jam all signals heard within the 
band 70 to 200 megacycles per second and 430 to 600 megacycles per second 
(i.e., the German. Freya and W1,trzburg bands) . Only signals having pulse 
.i:ecurrence frequencies of 25, 500 and 1,000 cycles per second were to be jammed. 
The limitations of p.r.fs. were relaxed 0\1 the following day to permit a 10 per 
cent. latitude on either side of p.r.fs. 25, 500 and 1,000 to allow for possible 
inaccuracies of measurement and variations in p.r.f. from those actually used 
by the enemy. The 10 per cent. tolerance allowed proved an accurate estimate 
as many signals which fell within this tolerance were covered from the night of 
19/20 February. All signals jammed throughout the operations· on the Continent 
were confined to the Freya band. No Wurzburg band signal was heard. 

No. 72 M.S.U. Type S.F. became operational near Neerglabeek on the 25 
February. Early in March, due to the Allied advance, it was apparent that 

. Nos. 70, 71 and 72 S.F. units were rapidly becoming too far behind the front line 
to be effective against enemy radar, and consequently these units were moved to 
positi;::ms near Schaephuysen, S'hertogenbosch, and Julich respectively.2 No. 71 
Unit moved on 31 March. No. 72 Unit became operational on its new site with 
No. 83 Uojt nine miles north-east of Julich on 2 April 1945. 

Meanwhile No. 73 Unit became o_perational on the old German Knickebe1:n I V 
site at Kleve on 25 March, and No . 74 S.F. Unit west of Bonne on 27 March. It 
is a matter of interest that the aerials of No. 73 S.F. Unit were suspended from 

1 No. 100 Group " Review of Operations, " February 1945. 
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the large rotatable gantry of the German KN.4 station, t hus giving additional 
height and enabling this unit to remain effective for a 1longer period than the 
remainder. l{N.4 was the equipment whose activities in June 1940 began t he 
Knickebein t hreat which resulted in the institution of R.C.M. and t he formation 
of No. 80 Wing. -

No. 75 S.F. Unit moved up to the site occupied by No. Bl S.C. Unit, pre
paratory to moving to the Durembach area. Owing to the rapidJy-changing 
military situation the site became too far to the rear and a siting reconnaissance 
in the Worms area was carried out. The unit became operational on 
13 April 1945 but was ordered to be withdrawn on the same day, -as the 
military advance had progressed so far by this time as to make operations in 
this area useless.1 

Special Investigation Watches 
. Early in Febrnary an order was received from Headquarters, No. 100 Gro11p, 

for a watch to be kept for S.N.2 (enemy A.I.) signals. I t was known that 
modifications had been made to the S.N.2 equipment which extended its work• 
ing -frequency from a narrow. band in the vicinity of 90 megacycles per second to 
a possible band from 65 to 110 megacycles per second.3 Information was 
required on the extent of the new band .and whether some frequencies were more 
commonly used than others. No. 62 S.R. Unit was despatched to a site near 
Leende and carried out watches nighUy from dusk to dawn. Reports were 
_despatched to Headquarters, 80 Wing (Main) and forwarded to No. 100 Group. 
These were analysed, and disclosed information which had hitherto not been 
supplied from the nonnal signals intelligence sources. Owing to the close 
proximity of No. 70 S.F. Unit to this site, considerable interference was experi
·enced during opera6onal periods and a move to the south-east was therefore 
'agreed. Further deployments were made as the front line moved forward, but 
each change of location was kept to such a distance that t he unit could operate 
every nigbt. On 1 March3 a move was made toTongres, on4 March to J onckeur, 
on 17 March to Aachen, on 22 March to Kendenich, and on 31 March to Sinzig. 
~o. 60 S.R. Un it was also deployed to carry out this watch and was site? near 
:Vugbt after a short period of operation near Uden. Analysis of logs of these 
watches was not carried out by No. 80 Wing, but all logs were forwarded to 
Headquarters, No. 100 Group . 
. Instructions were received from Headquarters, No. 100 Group, early in March 
to watch for Bernhardin-e transmissions and instroctions were given t o Nos. 
60and 62 S.R. units to carry out a watch for these enemy signals in the fregu·ency 
·band 30 to 33 ·2 megacycles per second. All signals heard in t he band other 
than from · local AJlied transmissions were logged and reports forwarded to 
Headquarters, No. 100 Group for analysis and comparision with informat ion also 
being obtained from investigational flights by a_ircraft of No. 192 Squadron. 

Operational Control 
The ~ tiroate controrof jammers on the Continent was veste<;l in Headquarters, 

No. 100 G:roup, with Headquarters, 2nd Tacti.cal Air Force, exercising a m easure 
·or control in cases where j ammers might cause interference with essential AUied 
·communications. Certain frequencies were barred for jamming purposes and a 

1 No. 100 Group" Review of Operations.'' April l945, 
a Ibid., February 194.S. 3 Ibid. , March 1945. 
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daily r:eport wa-s required by Headquarters, 2nd T:A.F., on the jamming which 
bad been · carried out, in order that any reports received by them of unusual · 
Interference could be examined to detetmine whether such jamming was caused 
by No. 80 Wing op-erations. A jamming organisation in the vicinity of signals 
centres is inevitably suspect, but suspicions fortunately proved unfounded. 

Tests were arranged in conjunction with Headquarters, No. 85 Group, to 
ascertain the effect of radar jammers as follows :- 1 

(a) The effect of trans~issions on anti-aircraft radar interrogator trace, 
and whether I .F.F. responses could be seen through interference from 
jammers (if any). 

(b) Whether the aircraft transponder was apparently triggered by No. 80 
Wing jammers so that it saturated and gave uncertain responses. 

(c) Whether the aircraft transponder was apparently triggered by jammers 
to the e>..'ient of becoming a jammer itself on the 1.F.F. frequency. 

(d.) Effect of jamrners on interrogation of Mark VIII A.I. aircraft by 
Mark X A,I. 

(e) Effect of jammers on interrogation of Mark X A.I. aircraft by Mark 
VIII A.I. aircraft. 

(/) Effecf on observation of known A.I. beacons. Difficulties (if any) in 
homing to various beacons. 

Only one of these tests was successfully carried out and this showed that no 
!lerious interference was experienced by anti-aircraft radar when interrogating 
I.F.F. in aircraft.z As a result of this report permission was granted by Head
quarters, 2nd T.A.F .. to opernte jammers in the !.F.F. band (157 to 187 mega
cycles per second) which had previously been barred. The remaining tests 
were abandoned because of the difficulty of co-ordinating flight triaJs. No 
restrictions other than a bar on the jamming of Gee frequencies were placed on 
No. 80 Wing operations in the V.H.F. bands. 

Procedure for M.F. and V.H.F. Control at Headquarters, No. 80 Wing (Main) 
Information on beacon acti_vity was received by telephone from No. 364 W.U. 

and from the 1-Ieadquarters Monitor Section. The information was written on 
a pad and handed to a W.A.A.F. (Clerk S.D.) supervisor. The latter displayed 
the information, on the display board by hanging up a suitable plaque showing 
the type of beacon and the details of frequency and call $ign. The Operations 
Officer then gave the order to the W.A.A.F. supe_rvisor as to what action should 
be taken. The latter then hung up further plaques showing the site or sites 
concerned, the number of transmitters and type of action to be taken, thus 
displaying the orders to be passed to the jamming units. Othet W.A.A.F. 
personnel, manning head-and~breast-set telephones in direct communication 
wit.h jamming units, kept watch on this display board and passed the order to 
the units concerned. When a unit had been given an order, the orde;r was dis
played on the board in white lettering on a black backgrnund. When the unit 
reported that tJ1e order was jn force the plaque was turned over, showing black 
fettering on white ground. Thus the Operations Officer at an times had a fuU 
q.jsplay of what beacons were active and what action had been ordered or was 
llcing __ CJJ.Uied ou.t.~ _ __ ... .. . . · 

1 File BOW (M) S.3155/6/A_ir, EocJ. 21.1,. 
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"Radar Jamm_er Unit Control at No. 80 Wing 
_No direct control of S.F. units was carried out from the Headq,uarte.rs 

Operations Room as these units were self monitoring, but jn the early stages of 
their operations, every signal which a S.F. unit jammed was reported by tele
phone and full details were logged . As no useful purpose was served by this 
minute-to-minute reporting, and as the available telephone lines and operators 
were fully occupied with instructions to the S.C. units, S.F. units were later 
instructed to render a complete report of their activity at the end of operations-. 

Careful thought was given to the method by which the Bomber Command 
operational period for the night should be made known to all units. It was 
arranged Ulat the times should be received from Headquarters No. 100 Group 
by telepri.nter in high grade cipher using a code wor d in the message followed by 
the times. The information was then relayed to the units concerned in high 
grade, cipher. · 

Intelligence 
It had been planned that all M.F. intelligence required for operations should 

be received from the " Y" organisation, together with information from 364 
W.U. located on the Continent at Genval (20 miles south at Brussels). Com
munications were organised for this purpose. Further intelligence was to be 
passed to Headquarters, No. 80 Wing {Main) Operations Room from Head
quarters, No. 100 Group Operations Room. 

Headquarters, No. 80 Wing (Main), had an important requirement for .in
formation about the activity of German beacons, and especially the times at 
which they began to radiate W/T instructions to night-fighters. The German 
beacons radiated according to a call sign and frequency rota which changed 
periodically. lt soon became apparent that to obtain this information rapidly 
enough for useful action to be taken by the S.C, units, a monitor section at 
Headquarters, No. 80 Wing (Mafo), was necessary in order to overcome the 
unavoidable time-lag in obtaining the information from the United Kingdom 
through the existing channels of communication. A monitor section was there
fore established in the Chateau Brifaut consisting of 15 receivers, each of which 
was allotted a portion of the M.F. band in which to search for enemy beacons.1 

Call signs and frequencies of the beacons were analysed in conjunction with their 
locations and it became a simple matter for the operators to identity the beacons 
active and report them to the Operations Room. The necessary details of 
a German beacon transmitting instructions by W/T were thus made available 
and the Operations Room could order radiation (meaconing, mimicking or 
Fidget) from S.C. sites as necessary. A further function of the monitor section 
was to provide information concerning any jammers which were not correctly 
tuned to the enemy signal. Such monitoring was carried out both for the 
Continental transmitters and for those being used for jamming under cont rol 
oi Headquarters. No. 80 Wing (Rear}. 

The information required for V.H.F. jamming consisted of de~ails of German 
R/T and W /T transmissions between 38 and 42 , 5 megacycles per second, the, 
enemy night-fighter V.H.F. band. To obtain this, German-speaking operators 
were m:cessary, but as they were not available to S.C. units the information was 
supplied by No. 364 W,U. As has already been stated, comparatively little 

\ No. 10~ Group " Review of Operations" (A.H-.8./H HI/4.S). 
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V.H.F. jamming was carried out because the V.H.F. band was adequately 
jammed by airborne jammers.1 Occasionally signals could be read through the 
jamming and were reported by 364 W.U. and a ground jammer was ordered to 
radiate. S.C. units were also given permission to jam independently if they 
heard German R/T in the band. 

Radar Jamming 
It was not possibfe to provide minute-to-minute intelligence for the operation 

of the S.F. Units because this would have required a very large number of 
watcher units in view of the limited range at which the enemy radar signals 
could be heard. S.F. Units were therefore self-monitoring and were instructed 
to jam within certain limits of-frequency and pulse recurrence frequency. They 
were provided with a frequency spectrum to assist them to identify signals of 
doubtful origin. 

Provision of D.F. Equipment 
The value of D.F. equipment was realised for identifying friendly from enemy 

signals, and also for fixing the position of enemy stations by combining the 
bearings supplied by two or more units to give a point of intersection. Such 
information would be valuable to Headquarters No. lOO Group, and would also 
enable the Operations Room to allot the jamming of particular signals to the 
S.F. Units most suitably placed for the task. For these reasons a D.F. equipment 
was planned for each S.F. Unit. The Marconi D.F.P.5 set was tried out but 
proved too insensWve for the purpose. Two H. Adcock D.F. aerials were con
structed for use with the Type S.27 receivers and the first set oi aerials was 
issued to No. 61 M.S.U. Type S.R. (a watcher unit), which was despatched to 
operate in the vicinity of No. 73 Unit. On test, an accuracy of ±5" was obtained 
for the 150 megacycles aerial and ±10° for the 75 m~gacycles aerial. The 
second set of aerials was issued to No. 62 M.S.U. Type S.R. but .this unit could 
not b_e deployed before operations ceased. A foll test of a system of D.F. 
installed at each S.F. Unit was therefore not carried out. 

Communications 
Rapid communications were important. A ·tandline system was essential for 

successful ground R.C.M.1 but little hope had been held out by S.H.A.E.F. for 
its provision, due to heavy AUied commitments in the field. The arrival of 
additional Air Formation Signals Units_. however, secured the provision of a 
reasonably efficient land.line system. There were many interruptions during 
the early stages but these difficulties were overcome by the attachment of an 
Air Formation Signals Unit to Headquarters No. 80 Wing (Main) at SchepdaeL 

Telephones were provided by Air Formation Signals to all units when possible, 
but the l'apid advance and the lim.ited number of trunk lines available made this 
not always possible. Where telephones were not supplied W/T was used. 
Headquarters No. 80 Wing (Main) used an M.F. broadcast channel which was 
watched by all M.S.Us. It proved most satisfactory and all M.S.Us. received 
instructions without delay by this means. The M.S.Us. also had an H.F. 
channel of 01uch lower power which was continuously manned by those units.not 
in telephone communication. I t was used for acknowledgements or queries. 
Some interference was experienced, but eventually a frequency (2,560 kilocycles 

1 No. 100 Group " Review of Operations." 
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per second) was allotted which gave reasonable reliability. The inevitable 
drawback of using W /T was the delay involved in cyphering and decyphering. 
This delay was minimised by the use of a special code developed for the use of 

~ No. 80 Wing (Main) from the Bomber Code. This code was only used, however, 
when the considerations of speed outweighed those of security. 

The Withdrawal of No. 80 Wing (Main) from Europe 
With the virtual cessation of hostilities in Europe at the end of April, Head

quarters, No. 80 Wing (Main) was instructed by Headquarters, No. 100 Group 
on 4 ~fay to withdraw all units to Wenduine in preparation for their return to 
U.I{. and by 13 May all units had concentrated at the Transit Centre. Head
quarters closed down at Schepdael at 1600 hours l l May and withdrew to 
Wenduine.1 Embarkation at various ports in France and Belgium took place 
between 13 and 16 May. The destination in the United Kingdom for both 
Headquarters and units was No. 100 Group airfield at Swanton Morley, 
Norfolk. 

Disbandment of No. 80 Wing 
Concurrently with the return of Headquarters, No. 80 Wing (Main) and units 

from the Continent, steps were taken to close down the remaining sites in the 
United Kingdom and to dispose of the very large amount of equipment of all 
types belonging to the Wing. In view of the number of stations built almost 
on a permanent basis, many with high masts, this task proved lengthy, but by 
the middle of August all outstations had been cleared, and on 22 August 1945 
the main body of Headquarters No. 80 Wing left Radlett for Swanton Morley, 
thus joining up with Headquarters, No. 80 Wing (Main) and its mobile units. 

During this closing-down period arrangements were made by Air Ministry 
and Headquarters No. 100 Group for the formation of a peace-time R.C.M. 
organisation, which in part was to be built up frotn personnel and equipment of 
No. 80 Wing which disbanded on 24 September 1945. The new organisation was 
to be known as The Radio Wadare Establishment and formed at the Royal Air 
Force Station, Watton. 

1 No. 100 Group " Review of Operations" (Summary). 
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PART ill 

INTRODUCTION 

Large scale amphibious ope·rations of the type launched against Sicily and 
Italy, Normandy and the South oi France offered considerable scope in the 
use of radio counter-measures. The chief task was that of helping to actiieve 
tactical surprise, partly by neutralising the enemy's means of detecting th~ 
attacking fprce during concentration and approach, and partly by simulating 
'threats in areas remote from the chosen place of landing. 

The counter-measures employed were generally the same as those previously 
used in defensive and offensive air operations. The choice and planning of them 
for aJ1Jphibious assault purposes depended on the main tactical plan of which 
they naturally Conned a part. Prepara tion was made in great detail and the 
counter-measures were supplemented by direct air at.tack on the enemy radio 
stations required to be neutralised. 
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CHAPTER 17 

RADIO COUNTER-MEASURES IN SUPPORT OF 
OPERATION "HUSKY" 

After the collapse of France in 1940 there had arisen the threat of a rapid 
German advance through Spain to the western gateway of the Mediterranean. 
From December 1940 accordingly, Mr. Churchill had been seeking a means of 
rousing and assisting the French in North-West Africa to resist German control. 
f\llied control of that territory, with or without French co-operation, was an 
urgent requirement but until the United States of America entered the War in 
December 19411 the British were neither strong enough to convince the French 
that they had a good chance of survival, nor to take over north-west Africa 
by force without French co-operation .1 On the entry of the U.S.A. into the War, 
however, a new impetus was given to the British plan, until in July 1942 it 
was de<;ided to occupy north-west Africa, by force if necessary, in order to 
forestall a similar German occupation in force and to safeguard the western 
gateway. 

This landing (code name "Torch") was planned to be made on 8 November 
1942 coincident with an offensive by the Eighth Army from El Alamein to 
Tunisia which would contain the main German forces in North. Africa. When 
the Allied forces landing in this operation had become firmly established, they 
would be required to drive towards Tunisia to support the Eighth Army. Caught 
in ·the pincer movement, the Axis forces in North Africa were finally defeated 
by 13 May 1943 and there fo1lowed an Allied landing in Sicily (under the code 
natne of" Husky " 2) on 10 July 1943. This landing was followed by landings 
on the Italian mainland in Calabria on 3 September, and at Salerno on 
9 September 1943 (under the code name "Avalanche"). There followed a 
bitter contest in Italy in which by degrees the Allies established themsel.ves in 
that country, until by August 1944 they were ready to mount an invasion of 
Southern France from the Italian theatre in support of the main allied 
campaign in north-west Europe. The final Mediterranean landing, originaUy 
called" Anvil.'' went under the code name of" Dragoon. " 

'Radio Counter-Measures in Mediterranean· Landing Operations 
When operation "Torch" was in the planning stage, R.C.M, was in the early 

throes of development. At that time R.C.M. was primarily a technique for 
defence and, like the Home Chain of radar stations, was fairly static in 
conception, consisting of Meacons, navigation beam " deflectors," high-power, 
long range R/T and radar jamrners and similar devices. The impending landing 
in north-west Africa could not be assisted by such equipments based on Allied 
territory, nor were tbe landing beaches going to be in range of enemy radar 
wver and radio aids-to-navigation based on the continent of Europe. There 
was accordingly_ no call for radio counter-measures. 

In the Allied landing in Sicily, however, the situation was different and gave 
ample scope for the exercise of RC.M. by both belligerents. Sicily and th.e 
mainland of I taly were defended by a well-equipped enemy force of all arms, 

1 See Royal Air Force Narrative ·• Operation Torch," prepared in the Air Historical 
Branch, Air Ministry. 

2 Air Ministry File C.32153/46. 
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having a network of early-warning radar, aircraft fitted with A.I. and A.S.V. ," 
and a very comprehensive R.C.M. organisation of its own which was strong in 
jammers. Furthermore, enemy early warning radar and R.C.M. jammers-gave 
a fair degree of cover against Allied air movements over Malta and Tunis and· 
were powerful factors to be reckoned with. For the first time, therefore, R.C.M. 
became an integral part of a major Allied landing and, hence, an important 
prec.edent for the forthcoming landing in north- west Eu.rope. 

R.C.M. Plan for " Husky " 1 

In order to appreciate the R.C.M. plan for the invasion of Sicily it is neces
sary to have a broad picture oi the air plan.2 Preparatory measures for the 
main_ operatfon included the following :-

(a) Neutralisation of enemy air forces. 
(b) Development of Ma,1ta and Gozo as bases for fighter support. 
,(c} Occupation of Pantellaria as a figbter base for support of the assault. 
(d) Occupation of Lampedusa as a base for convoy protection purposes 

and for air/sea rescue and R.D.F. facilities. 
Eight simultaneous sea-borne assaults were then to be made on 10 July 1943 

with the object of capturing airfields and secondary ports in south-west Sicily 
on a 90-mile coastline between Licata and Syracuse. Fighter protection for all 
landings was to be given from Malta and '.Pantellaria.3 British and American 
landings during the night 9/10 and on the foUowing night were to be supported 
by airborne .landings from North Ah:ican bp.5es. 

The operations involved the convergence and co-operation of a number of 
major Allied formations widely separated geographically, and presenting a 
complication of command and control.4 The enemy, on the other hand, was 
operating on internal lines, compactly. The Air Commander-in-Chief was to 
control air operations from a '' Command Post" (C.P.) and the Commanding 
General, North African Air Force (N.A.A.F.) , was to control that force from the· 
same post, where st_affs were to be combined. Advanced Headquarters, North. 
African Strategical Air Force (N.A .S.A.F.), North African Tactical Air Force 
(N.A.T.A.F.), and Norlh African Coastal Air Force (N.A.C.A.F.), were to be 
established near C.P.5 The Air Officer Commanding, N.A.T.A.F. (controlling 
Desert Air Force, and XII Air Support Command (A.S.C.)) was to command 
all forces providing direct support to British and American assaults. When 
air forces first became established in Sicily, they were to be controlled 
operationalJy by the Air Office.r Commanding, Desert Air Force. Later the 
Commanding General XII A.S.C. would control air forces operating with 
the 7th Anny and the Air Officer Commanding the Desert Air Force those 
with the 8th Army, both subordinate to N.A.T.A.F. 

Success depended to a great extent upon tactical surprise as to the points and 
times of Allied landings in Sicily. 8 It was therefore the Supreme Allied Com
mander's (General Eisenhower's) plan to attempt to convince the Axis forces 
that his intention was to make a two-pronged .assault in the Balkans and the 

1 .See Diagram 11 , 
2 For details see. North African Air Force Headquarters Report {23rd S,C.0.R.U.), 

.Part I , parn . 2. 
• Headquarters, M.A.A.F., 11 Out:lioe, R .C.M. Plan-Operation •Husky'," in A,H.Q, 

Malta Fi le M.S. 5386/Si~s., Eo,cL 78.-. . 
• A.M. File C.32I53/4ti , page 10, para. '3. 
• Headquarters, N.A.A .F. Report (23rd S.C.O.R.U.). 
a Ail: Ministry File C.32153/46, Encl. IA. 
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S9uth of Franc~· by a,.n imaginary" 12th Anny" from the Middle East and h¥- -
General Patton's American forces from North Africa: a difficult feint to make 
convincingly, having regard tb the distance of actual and potential .fighter bases 
from the landing beaches . 
. It was -at once obvious that achievement of surprise could be helped by the 
use of radio counter-measures of a kind capable of jamming enemy early-warning 
radar by which the enemy would otherwise get several hours warning of the 
approach of Allied sea convoys, together with a track of its progress. It was 
realised that cover of this kind had to be complete in any given area to be worth 
while, since, if only a small proportion of the early warning network were left 
immune, it would be able to " peep behind the screen " and render useless the 
jamming of the rest of the network, from the point of view of securing tactical 
surprise. This necessitated the neutralisation of enemy stations in Sardinia as 
we11 as .in Sicily. · 

· One hundred per cent. success was considered too much to hope for in the 
jamming of early warning radar, and it was decided to re~y mainly upon des
truction of enemy stations by aµ- attack, but to supplement that by airborne 
jamrni,ng, employing Mandrel and Carpet. In order to complete neutralisation 
of early~warning cover, Rug1 and Type 91 transmitters were to be used against 
enemy coastal ship-watching stations. Force 343 (destined for the Western 
beaches) was to have Rug fitted -in United States Navy ships, and Force 545 
(destined for the eastern beaches) was to have Type 91 jammers fitted in its 
Royal Navy trawlers. · 
·. Furthermore, it was desired by the same means and at the same time to jam 
enemy early-warning radar and G.C.I. equipment in order to neutralise the air 
defence against the Allied ai,r offensive and, especially, against the airborne 
forces which were destined to play a major role in securing Axis lines of com
munications between the Strai_ts of Messina and the enemy's southern and south
eastern beach defences. The operation of Mandrel and of Carpet for the pro
tec.tion of troop-carrying aircraft presented no problem from the point of view 
of co-ordination between the Services. On the other hand the operation of 
Carpet to protect shipborne forces together with Rug and Type 91 , required 
co-ordination. It was cakulated that airborne Carpet could be used to conceal 
from the enemy the size of convoys from a range of about 45 miles from the 
enemy coast and thereafter to prevent accurate plotting and gun-ranging down 
to a range of about seven miles. 

The timing of the attacks against enemy radar stations and the initiation of 
R.C.M. action was of the greatest importance.2 Premature actioo was liaJ?le to 
disclose the direction and object of om ·attack, and also to give the enemy 
sufficient time to make good materiaJ damage caused by direct air attack and 
sufficient time aJso to overcome "R.C.M. -interference.3 Consequently it was 
decided to delay air attack to the latest possible time before the landings, 
consistent with the -preservation of tactical surprise. 

P1an of Air Attack4. 
Although the Allied attack against enemy radar was not technically a radio 

counter-measure, the two operations were so closely related as to justify some 

1 Naval shipborne early warning radar jaromers. 
2 The Commanding General. North African Ai:r Forces, was made responsible for initiat ing 

ii.nd co-ordinating action against enemy radar stations. 
8 A.H.Q. Malta File M.S. 5386/Sigs., Encl. 78A. t Ibid. 
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account of the former. It was intended to attack radar installations at AJgheri 
and Puna, in Sardinia, on D -6 day, at Palermo, Marsa:la, Passaro and Catania 
·on D -3 day, and at Licata, Cape Scaranida, Passalo, Cape Passaro, Syracuse 
and Noto, as late as possible on D -1 day. From th.cn onwards. to D-day air
borne forces were to disable other radar stations in the areas in which they were 
dropped. 

Mandrel Plan1 

Mandrel for Operation "Husky ' ' was available in No!-. 420, 424 and 425 
Squadrons on a scale of six a,ircraft per squadron for Mandrel screen operations. 
For use against the German G.C.I. system, it was instaDed on a scale of four 
aircraft in every night-bomber squadron. Six Royal Air Force Mandrel aircraft 

· were ordered to patrol at equally spaced intervals at 8,000 to 10,000 feet, 30 
miles off the coast of Sicily from Marsala lo Catania. Transmissions were to 
begin 30 mi.nu tes before the leading troop-carrier aircraft crossed the coast of 
Sicily, and this screen was to be maintained until first light on D-day. Mandrel 
aircraft were permitted to carry bombs and to attack targets in Sicily after 
compJetion of their Mandrel patrol. · 

Carpet Plan 
As a further cover for the airborne landings, twelve aircraft equipped with 

Carpet and Mandrel were to _precede the leading troop carr'ier aircraft and to 
patrol at SOO to J ,000 feet at a distance of seven to eight miles from the coast of 
$icily on the ma.in line of approach, from 30 minutes before the leading troop
carrier aircraft was due to cross the coast of Sicily, and they were to maintain 
transmissions until all troop carrier aircraft had so crossed.2 Thereafter these 
aircraft were to patrol between 500 and 1,000 feet, equally spaced between 
Licata and Syracuse. Patrolling would continue until 0400 hours on D-day 
and both Carpet and Mandrel transmissions were to be maintained throughout 
the flight. 

For shipping cover, four groups. of six Carpet aircraft were each to precede 
. the convoys until seven and eight miles off the Sicilian co_ast. Tbese groups of 
aircraft were to patrol between 500 to 1,000 feet at equally spaced intervals 
between Licata and S)'Tacuse. Because of the great difficulties of aircraft 
recognition, aircraft were to be at ail times at least five miles ahead of the leading 
ship in the convoys and during the .final stages to bteak off to the flanks of the 
assault and to continue transmissions there. These operations required most 
careful co-operation with. the Royal Navy during the planning stages, 

Rug and Type 9 1 P lan3 

It was originally intended that the Rug jarnmers should cover the western 
approach primarily allotted to American forces, and that the Type 91 jammers 
should cover the remaining approaches, which were primarily allotted to British 
forces. But on 3 May 1943 when the Supreme Commander ch.anged his plan 
.and threw all his •effort into .the south and south-eastern assault, the Rug and 
Type 91 effort were similarly amalgamated and became, of course, a naval 
responsi.bility_4 

1 A.H.Q. Malta File M.S. 5386/Sigs., Appeo.dix "B.'' 
z H.Q. N.A..A..F. Lette~ A,P.O. 650 U.S. Army. 4 July 1943. 
~ File H.I.F./R.A.F./207/1/Air (P). ' A.M. File C.32153/46, page 10, para. 3. 
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The problem of immunis~g Allied R.C.M. aircraft from being fired at by 
Allied ships has already been mentioned. The low altitude prescribed for the 
R.C.M. aircraft made them extremely vulnerable to small arms fire should they 
wander over the convoys, and naval gunners were apt to fire whenever there was 
the slightest doubt as to identification. The problem of keeping the prescribed 
distance ahead of or to the flank of a moving convoy while flying to_ and fro 
alongside the convoy, on a multi-leg track in darkness and without suitable 
radio aids-to-navigation, was indeed a difficult one for the R.C.M. aircraft. 
The Air Officer Commanding, Mediterranean Air Command, acquainted the 
Naval Liaison Officer, Headquarters, Force 141, with the natl,lre of the R.C.M. 
patrols, pointing out that they ~hould be fairly easy to recognise on ships' 
radar plots from the nature of their tracks and by the fact that the low-flying 
aircraft would be four-engined (Fortress B-17F type), and a,,sking for steps to 
be taken to ensure that these aircraft would not be fired upon.1 The Royal 
-~avy and United States Navy agreed to this request provided that the ajrci:aft 
would keep well away from the convoys and would move clear of the beaches 
by 2330 hours on the night D-1/D-day at latest.2 The absence of jamxning 
cover for ships thereafter was accepted. 

Meacon P1an3 

It was intended to form two mobile Meacon stations, Nos. 21 and 22 M. 
Units, in o. 80 Wing at Radlett from experienced Meacon men of that Wing, 
·and to deploy orie at Bordj Menaiel (35 miles east of Algiers) and the other on 
the Cap Bon Peninsula, respectively, with a view to meaconing eoemy M.F. 
radio beacoT)s and M.F. and H .F. aircraft D.F.4 These two stations were to be 
reinforced by a third, No. 20 M. Unjt, from Middle East Command (Heliopolis), 
to be located near Benghazi. No. 21 M. Unit was to be responsible for action 
against beacons on Sardinia and along the west coast of Italy and Southern 
France, together with aircraft meaconing against aircraft using the M.F. and 
H.F. D.F. system covering this area, and including Sicily for this purpose. 
No. 20 M. Unit ~as to be responsible ·for action against beacons in Crete, in 
Greece (including the broadcast station at Athens) and along the south coast 
of ltaly, together with aircraft meaconing action against aircraft using the 
M.F. and B:.F. D.F. system covering this and again including, for this purpose, 
Sicily. Pending installation of No. 22 M. Unit on its allotted site, both Nos. 20 
and 21 M. Units were detailed to cover beacons within Sicily in so far as they 
were within radio range. No. 22 M. Unit was to assume this responsibility as 
soon as it was ready. 

It was stressed that it would be the primary function of all stations to Meacon 
homing signals from convoy-shado'W"ing aircraft in their respective areas when
ever such procedure was heard to· be in operation. A special watch. was to be 
established on one channel at each station solely for this purpose whenever the 
local convoy position was sucn that the procedure was likely to be adopted. 
No. 380 Wireless Unit (W.U.) was to inform No. 21 M. Unit on this matter, 
and local Naval units were made responsible Jikewise for No: 20 M. Unit. For 
these operations, all Meacon stations were placed tmder operational control of 
Headquarters, North African Air Force. 

1 File H.I.F./R.A.F./207/1/Air. 2 A . .H ,Q. Malta Signal A.S.4, 8 July. 
3 Diagram 12. • H .Q. M.A.C. Letter S.8656jSigs., dated 17 May 1943, 
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Assessment of Results 
Jn general, R.C.M. operations went according to plan , but there was no 

real effort to record, collate and then analyse results eWier at the time or 
later when prisoners, enemy station logs, and all relevant documents fell into 
Allied hands. Indeed, lhe official report complains that there was too much 
demand. on prisoner oi wa r interrogation generally to result in any light being 
shed on this question. There was, moreovec no real planned Intelligence/ 
Operational Research, Section drive to investigate this important matter a nd 
to assess p(operly the effects of R. .M. I nstead, the key Signals staff officers 
were either dispersed to other commands upon completion of the landings or were 
heavily engaged in preparation for and conduct of the next operational phases. 

Meacon Stations 
The operations of Nos. 20, 21 and 22 M. Units wei·e routine in nature and 

varied greatly in results and, of course., -according to enemy activity , "vhich was, 
on the whole , somewhat less t han anticipated. The interception logs of the three 
sta ions show th4t on several occasions both enemy ground D.F. stations and 
co-operating aircraft being meaconed w'ere in considerable difficulty, being 
frequently unable to take a reliable bearing. 1 Whether this was due to the 
meaconing was, unfortuuately, never det ermined, but the circumstances were 
such. as to suggest strongly that il was. As a number of aircraft distress incidents 
culminated from fa!lures to eslal.Jlish effective D.F. service, it seems that the 
operation of the thrne M. Units was worth while. They were di sbanded on 
4 November 1943. 

Result of Afr Attacks 
Between 5 July and 8 July, inc1usive. one hundred and thirty-one SOO-lb. 

bombs were dropped against the enemy early-warning radar, but investigation 
revealed that no damage had been SllStained by any Freya, Chi·mney or 
Wi, rzburg Station s.3 Those stations which were put out of action ceased 
operating because of damage to t l1 ei.r operations hut, 

Result of A .B.C. MaodreJ Jamming 
An observer aircraft t ook off shortly before t he jamming began in order to 

observe the effect, and tlew north. from Cap Bon at an altitude of 10,000 feet.3 

Unfortunately no Wurzburg observations could be made, but continuous watch 
on the I'n.yas was kept. When i l1 e jam ming commenced it was noticed t hat 
several unusua l t hings occurred at the rreyas Stations. At least one enemy 
radar station shut down c:ompletely ; a new frequen cy of 143 megacycles per 
second appeared and the pulse repetition rates were increased from -approxi
mately 500 to 1,000 cycles per second. These were symptoms that the Freya 
system was at least being considerably affected by the Allied jammers. 

R.C.M. had made its first large-scale appearance in support of Combined 
Operations. Although it had done so somewhat inconclusively, such evidence 
as fhere is suggests thal it had been successful. At least the Allies had gained 
valuable experience in a new field, and that was to stand them in good stead 
when the time came to embark on the Uberation of north-west Europe. 

1 O.R,13 .s for No~. 20, 2) and 22 Meacon Un1ts-appenu ices operating log!:! . 
t A.M. File R.C.M./155. 
• See Com bined Communications Board Counter-Measures Committee. R .C.M. Board 

Library J 4 1. 
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CHAPTER 18 

RADIO COUNTER-MEASURES IN THE ALLIED 
LANDING IN NORTH~WEST EUROPE 

By the time the full-scale planning of the landing in Normandy was in 
progress, the technique of J:adio counter-measures had been established and its 
effectiveness, especially in the offensive, was weU understood. Much thought had 
already been given to this type of operation, and in August 1942, No. 80 Wing 
had worked out an R.C.M. plan £or a projected Operation" Round Vp "intended 
to be directed against north-west France. The scheme included the use of 
Window, Mandrel, Moonshine, Carpet, J ostle, Meacons, and the navigational 
beam jammers Aspirin, Bromide and Benjamin, although some of these devices 
were not then in use. By 1944, this plan was well out of date, but it was valuable 
as a starting point for planning for the forthcoming operation. 

The strength of the Allied Air Forces supporting operation "Neptune,'' as the 
landing was called, was such that Allied air superiority was assured.1 The A11ies 
were accordingly anxious to bring the Gennan Air Force to battle in order to 
inflict the maximum casualties, but nevertheless wished to avoid giving the 
Germans any opportunity to retaliate effectively. It was therefore planned to 
use R.C.M. in the following circumstapces during the assault :-

(a) To prevent the enemy obtaining early warning of, and accurate plots on, 
approaching surface forces. 

(b) To prevent enemy coastal batteries from using radar-controlled gunfue 
against surface forces. 

(c) To support airborne.operations by-
(i) Reducing and confosi.ng the enemy's early warning system, thus 

delaying both the arrival of fighters amongst troop carriers 
and the alerting of the threatened dropping zones. 

(ii) Interteri.ng·with enemy fighter control R/T, thus affecting both 
the movement of night fighters into the area of operations 
and the vectoring of intercepting fighters. 

(iii) Producing diversionary threats and thereby dividing the 
enemy's available fighter effort. 

(d) To delay the movement of enemy reserve ground forces by producing 
threats of apparent assaults, both airborne and seaborne. 

Air Attacks on Enemy Radio Installations Prior to the Assault 
Although direct air action against enemy radio stations is not a counter

-qieasure effected by radio means, it nevertheless should be considered part of· 
the general radio counter-measure pJan which aims at denying to the enemy the 
benefits of his radio services as a whole. The programme of air attacks on · 
selected enemy radio stations.as a preliminary to the landing was intended to 

1 Air Signals Report on Operation " Neptuoe," PJa.ru,iog and Assault Phase. 
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lower the morale and efficiency of the operators, and thereby to _increase the 
effects of the electronic jamming to be applied later. It ~as also hoped _to 
destroy the very long-range radar installations which, partly on account of their. 
narrow beam width, would be most <lifficult to jam. Thirdly, the attacks were 
intended to damage as far as possible those radar sets which were in position . 
to overlook the approach of the assault forces both surface and airborne. 

The density of the German early warning radar stations was such that tbete 
were m·ajor sites, each containing an average of three pieces of equipment. 
situated at ten to eleven mile intervals along the coast between 9stend and 
Cherbourg.1 This chain, it will be remembered, was backed by an inland 
system of lesser density, It was decided, as a security measure, to attack two 
radio stations outside the assault area for every one attacked within that area.2 

To that end, all information conceming enemy radio stations covering the vital 
area available to all servi_ces was collated. A section of the Air Ministry Branch 
D.D'.I.43 was attached to Headquarters, Allied Expeditionary Air Force, for 
several weeks before D-day for the purpose of providing expert advice on 
the enemy .radio targets and on the results of our air attack upon them.4 Much 
valuable work was done by this section and the tactical surprise achieved when 
the landings were made was dne very largely to successful destruction of most 
of the enemy radar warning stations on the Channel coast during the preceding 
weeks.6 

AbdoJJah 
In view of the relatively small target offered by enemy rndar stations to 

bomber aircraft, and because of the need to make the attack duriug the iriihaJ 
run-up to the t<).fgets iIJ. the face of their considerable light anti-aircraft defences. 
it was decided to equip at least the leading aircraft with a homing device tuned 
to the transmissions from the target stations. A homer called Abdullah was 
consequently adapted for this purpose and fitted to six Royal Air Force 
Typhoon aircraft of a specially formed flight. 6 

Typhoon and Spitfire aircraft qf the Allied Expeditionary Air Force flew some 
. _1,700 sorties in attacks on radar installations, which were pressed home with the 

utmost determination. Dive bombers dropped over one thousand two hundred 
500-lb. bombs, and in low level attacks over three thousand five hundred 60-lb. 
rocket projectiles were fired. In addition, the sites and equipment were sprayed 
with •many thousands of rounds of cannon shell and machine guns. As a result, 
seven of the extra-long~range installations were destroyed, including all six 
south of Boulogne, and at least fifteen other installations were rendered com
pletely unserviceable.7 In addition to this destruction, the morale and 
efficiency of the enemy radar operators were lowered by these Allied attacks 
to such an extent, indeed, as to cause them to close watch on the approach of 
Allied aircraft. It was therefore assumed that these attacks had reduced the 
efficiency of the enemy early-warning system in the vital area to a point at which 
R.C.M. and Spoof were likely to have the maximum effect.8 -

1 A.E .A.F. File A.E.A.F./S. 13052. 
a Allied Expeclitionary Air Force File A.E.A.F ./S .13052. 
1 Deputy Directorate of Jotelligeoce. 
'Air Staff Operational Monograph No. 1 (C.S. 22270) . 
"A.H.B./II E /85 - A.D .1. (Sc.) Report" Intelligence oo Enemy Scientific Development." 
• A.E .A.F. File A.E .A.F./S.13163. . 
7 A.H.B. llE/85. 
e A.D.I. {Science) Report on" The R adio War." 
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Chimneys 
The most important enemy long-range radar installations to be destroyed 

were the Chimneys.1 A trial of the effectiveness of 60-lb. rockets against this 
type of stat ion was made by-No. 11 Group aircraft on a Chimney in the Ostend 
area on 16 March 194.4. The attack, made in two waves by aircraft of No. 198 
Squadron, was a complete success, at least four hits being obtained on the aerial 
supporting cylinder. This compelled the enemy to dismantle the entire station 
~nd a new aerial systern was seen to be still in process of reconstruction on · 
9 May and again on 24 May. It was therefore evident that the equipment, 
which had taken a year to construct, couJd not be made serviceable in less than 
three to four months. · Many similar attacks were made on other Chimneys and 
by D-day not one of the four installations south of Boulogne was in operation. 

Hoardings 
'The form of at tack appropriate to · Hoardings was diffi.cu)t to decide and 

rockets, cannon fire and bombs were all tried.2 Of the three large Hoardings 
in the vital area, by D -4 ohe had been made unserviceable by cannon fire and 
another by a combination of all three forms of attack. The only surviving one 
was not thought likely to be able to help the enemy because of its situation. 

Freyas8 

Because of the small target presented by the Freya and its relativeJy high 
susceptibility t o electronic jamming, it was not made a primary objective in the 
majo1ity of attacks. At least one Freya, however, that at Cap de la Percee, 
su.ffex:ed a direct hit by a rocket projectile and a number of other Frryas also 
suffered to varying extents. Machine-gun bullets were.stated by some prisoners 
to have been most effective in damaging the apparatus. 

Giant Wurzburgs 
Rockets and cannon were found to be h.igh.ty effective against Giant W1trzburg 

s tations. At least five of these stations are known to nave been seriously damaged 
necessitating replacement of major parts, and it is believed that many others 
were damaged to a co.nsiderable extent. 

Small Wurzburgs 
Because of their small size, and t-heir m_obility and quantity, the Small 

Wurzburgs with their very limited range were not considered to be useful 
targets but at least one was destroyed incidentally in the course of air attack on 
a neighbouring target. 

Coast Watchers 
These installations were also relatively invulnerable to air attack but pilots 

claimed many strikes on them and air photographs suggested that a good deal 
of damage had been d9ne to th.em. 

W /T Stations 
A number of W /T stations of importance were attacked by Bomber Command. 

These attacks were examples of p recision bombing and, so far as can be judged, 
c·ompletely . acbieved their object. Much of the credit for this goes to the Oboe 

1 A.E.A.F . File A.E.A.F./S. l 3052. :t Air Signals Report on Operation "Neptuoe.'' 
! f'or details, see A.ir Signals Report on' Operation •· Neptune." -
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technique. The W/T station at Boulogne/Mt. Couple, for instance, contained 
about sixty transmitters. The first attack was unsuccessful, but two nights 
later on 31 May/I June in an attack by over 100 aircraft, at least 70 heavy bombs 
were put on the target which measured only 300 'yds. by 150 yds. After 
this attack only three transmitters remained serviceable. 

The W /T station at Beaumont Hague/ Au Ferre was a1so attacked on the night 
of 31 May/I June 1944 by about 120 aircraft. Although the main concentration 
of bombs fell just outside the target area, an adequate number _scored direct 
hits. The attack on the Dieppe/Bemeval-le-Grand W/T ~ation was adjudged 
to be completely effective. Most of the eight or nine blast-wall protected 
buildings received dfrect hits and the remainder suffered so many near misses 
that their operational value was greatly diminished. In addition, the aerial 
masts appear to have been completely demolished and· the two dispersed sites 
were also hit. 

\ 

An important W/T station at Cherbourg/Urville Hague was attacked on the 
night of 3/4 June by 99 aircraft. Once again Oboe was employed and the results 
were remarkable, .the centre of a very neat bomb pattern coinciding almost 
exactly with the centre of the target area. The buildings and aerial system 
were annihilated and the site rendered unsuitable for rebuilding without a huge 
preliminary effort in levelling ancl filling craters. This station proved to be a 
German " Y '' station and its loss doubtless caused serious inconvenience to the 
eneiny. 

Enemy Jammers 
Air attacks on enemy early-warning radar and W /T stations were not the on! y 

counter-measures of this forrn. 1 Encouraged by the success they ·believed to 
have achieved in support of the escape of the Scharnhorst and Gneisena1~ from 
Brest, the Germans had increased their jammer stations. They were a pros
pective danger to the Allied landing forces, for they could have neutralised the 
night-fighter control ships and jammed the Gee Chain upon which a large part 
of the Allied air forces depended for navigation. The jammers were found to 
·be clustered in five large groups and, with th.e use of Oboe, Bomber Command 
destroyed them. Attacks were also made by Mosquito aircraft of the British 
Second Tactical Air Force against a Knickebein navigational aid station at 
Sortosville on 3 May 1944, in which a 500-lb. bomb scored a direct hit within 
the circular track of the station. 

The curou.lative effect of these attacks was of great value in the Allied assault. 
At no time on th.e night of D - 1/D-day were more than l8 per cent. of the 
previously available enemy radio installations working. For a part of the 
night only 5 per cent. were operating and the task of applying electronic counter
measures to the remainder of the system was simplified. 

Machinery of Radio Counter-Measure Control 
The application of radio counter-measures in support of Operation 

" Neptm1e " carried greater possibilities of interference Wlth the Allies' own 
radar and communications than ever before. A't a vitally critical time a vast 
number of radio instaUations of all kinds and all services were to be crowded 

1 A.D.I . Science Paper " The Radio War." 



into the small area of sea and land in the assault area, and in the air above it. 
The chances of mutual interference alone were very serious, apart from 
deliberate counter-measures. 

In vjew of the experience of Bomber Command in offensive radio 
counter-measures, aud of the part which they were to play during the period 
of the landing. the Chief Signals Officer, Bomber Command, was made 
responsible for the R.C.M. Plan for D-day.1 He and his working committee 
were in close co-ope,ation with the Air Signals Officer in Chief, Allied 
Expeditionary Air Force, to this end. Special arrangements were necessary to 
provjde advice on the problem of mutual interference. A Mutual Interference 
Sub-Conimittee2 of the Combined Signals Board was accordingly set up under 
the chairmanship of the A.ir Signals Officer-iu-Chlef, A.E.A.F. to ascertain the 
technical limitations in this respect . It operated through a Technical Working 
Sub-Committee uhder the chairmanship of the Groi1p Captain Signals Plans, 
Headquarters, A.E.A.F._ 

It still remained to set up machinery to ensure adequate control of R.C. M. 
with regard to its effect during the assault and to have expert advice dose at 
hand for commanders in the field. Control of R.C.M. from H -30 to I-I-hour 
was vested in the Allied Naval Commander, a nd from H-hour onwards, in 
the Air Commander-in-Chief A.E.A.F.3 They were advised by a Combined 
Counter-measui;-e Adviso,y Staff at Stanmore under the Director-General of 
Signals, containing one member from each of the Services, and drawing upon 
the Mutual Interference Sub-Committee for technical information of a detai led 
nature. Obviously such a committee, sitting inland at Stan.more, was not in 
itself well situated to advise commanders in the field. An Interference Advisory 
Staff was accordingly put at the disposal of the Signals Officer-in-Chief of 
21 Army Group, Portsmouth, with a further similar staff each for the Chief 
Signals Officer, 1st U.S. Army, and Chief Signals Officer, Znd British Army, 
at the bridgehead.4 

There was some dispute as to whether the measures taken to prevent chaos 
in the ether to our own forces were too elaborate and comprehensive, but the 
magnitude of the problem and the bogey of this unknown factor were adequate 
reasons for a generous provision.5 The fact is that this machinery achieved its 
aim : its first estimation as to the restrictions needed was good, although man_y 
matters of detail arose for clearance in the light of experience Jater in the field. 

kadio Counter-Measures against Early Warning ana Fighter R/T Control 
Stations 

Direct air assault on the enemy radar stations had been so effective that a 
relatively easy task was left for Allied radio counter-measures in comparison 
with that normally presented ·in the night-to-night support of the strategic 
bomber offensive. But in this instance, in which deception was of more impor
tance during the initial stages of the invasion than provision of cover to-the 
ground forces from air attack, radio counter-measures had to be whoUy effective 
over selected large areas. One peep behind the screen by a single immune 
enemy radar station might well have nullified the entire counter-measure 
effort. 

1 A.F!.B./lIB/76---•. War in the Ether." 
2 Air Si_goals Report oo Operation •• Neptune "-Appendix "E " of Section IX. 
a Ibid. • Air Signals Report on Operation •· Neptune." 
b A.H.B. IIE/76. 
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The main purpose of R.C.M. immediately preceding and during the assault 
was as follows :-

(a) To protect ports of embarkation by · depriving the enemy of the 
assistance of his radio aids-to-navigation. This was the role of ground 
R.C.M. stations in 80 Wing. . 

(b) To provide cover for the airborne forces and to sjmulate the landing 
of airborne troops elsewhere in enemy territory. 

(c) To cover the approach of surface forces against early detection and 
against radar-controlled gunfire. 

R.C.M. operations in the air involved over a hundred aircraft of Bomber 
1 Command. The diversion plan armed to delude the enemy into believing that 
: we were attempting landings op the beaches near Cap D' Antifer and Boulogne . 
. This was to be achieved by two combined naval and air operations known as 
' "Taxable '' and " Glimmer " respectively. Meanwhile, R.C.M. cover for the 
' . entry of the airborne forces which were being landed in two distinct areas east 

-and west of the main assault beaches was to be maintained by means of a 
, JvfandreJ barrage covering the whole range of enemy coastal early warning 

frequencies, supplemented by feint landings away from the area of actual 
operations. Further, to cover the airborne forces and also to lend realism to 
the feint landings at Cap D'Antifer and Boulogne, a curtain of V.H.F. jamming 
was to be put down between the area of the actual assault and the direction 
from which the enemy fighter reaction was expected. There were thus the 
following five distinct R.C.M. tasks :-1 

(a) /I Taxable " A combined naval/air diversion against Cap 
- D 'Antiier. 

(b) ' ' Glimmer ' 1 

(c) Mandrel 
(d) A.B.C ... 

A similar diver~i-0n against Boulogne. 
Jamming barrage to cover airborne forces. 
V.H.F. jamming support for '' Taxable " and 

" Glinuner ' 1 and cover for airborne forces. 
(e) "Titanic" I, III .Feints for airborne forces. 

and IV. 

Operation "Taxable " 
The aval plan for 1 1 Taxable" involved thesimulati_on of a convoy approach

ing Cap D'Antifer a( 7 knots on a 14-mile front)! Eighteen smaU ships were to 
be used in co-operation with aircraft dropping bundles of specially prepared 
Window in such a manner as to give the appearance on the enemy's coastal 
Wurzburg/Seetakt radar equipment of a large convoy of ships approaching. 
The effect was to be heightened -by our ships towing balloons fitted with 
refl.ectors designed to give radar echoes of the kind normally associated with 
big ships, the whole being elaborated by Mandrel type jamming intentionally 
of sufficiently low intensity to allow the enemy radar just to see the spoof 
con'voy through it. 

o. 617 Squadron8 was selected for this reile, which presented two practical 
problems, namely, a method of creating and sustaining surface-vessel echoes 
by means of Window dropped from these aircraft, and a :flying technique that 

1 Diagram l3 .. 1 A.i:r Signals Report on Operation" Neptuue," paras. 38--44. 
s 0.R.B. for No. 6l 7 Squadron, June J 944. 
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SECRET DIAGRAM 13 

R.C.M. - OVERLORD - NIGHT 5/6 JUNE 1940. 
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would give an effective ground speed of only sev~n knots advance of the 
Window spoof. A solution to those problems was propounded by T.R.E. and 
trials made in the north of Scotland proved conclusively that it was possible to 
produce upon radar equipment similar to that used by the enemy the illusion 
of slow moving vessels, by means of Window ejected from aircraft. 

The type of manceuvre adopted by the aircraft was to fly in elongated orbits 
of which the major axis was perpendicular to the coast, each orbit being slightly 
more advanced than the preceding one. The rate of advance of successive 
orbits was thus adjusted to equal that of the convoy simulated. Jn Operation 
' ' Taxable ,. 24 miles had to be covered. The aircraft were disposed in two lines, 
four abreast, forming a box 12 miles wide and 8 miles deep over the naval 
"convoy" area. A total of thirty orbits, each gaining ·82 nautical miles on the 
previous one, was made by No. 617 Squadron over a period of three and a half 
hours. Eight different sized bundles of Window were used and they were dis
charged consistently from a height of 3,000 feet at a rate of twelve bundles a 
minute throughout the three and a half hours of the operation. This system 
prevented diffusion of the Window and. yet allowed time for echoes to appear 
on the enemy radar warning devices. The Window was discharged on a schedule 
which caused the echoes seen on the enemy radar to be maintained on the colTeCt 
line of approach, while growing in size as the imaginary convoy drew near to the 
coast. The Southern Gee-Chain was employed for the very accurate navigation 
required, the "B " lattice being used for tracking and the " C " lattice fot 
positioning. As a precaution against the effects of fatigue and the danger of 
failure, two navigators and an extra Gee set were carried in each aircraft. 

In order to allow time for the intensive training required for operation 
"Taxable " No. 617 Squadron1 was taken out of the line on 7 May, and was 
ready for the operation on 31 May. A suitable ground radar station was 
establishec_l. at Flamborough Head against which the squadron was able to test 
and perfect the -technique involved for the operation in conditions exactly 
similar to those obtaining in the actual" Taxable "area. · 

Operation " Glimmer " 
The execution of Operation" Glimmer" was, allotted to No. 218 Squadron,2 

and intensive training was carried out between 20 and 31 May. The operation 
was similar to " Taxable" but the method of execution differed in the following 
respects :- 3 

(a) Fewer orbits were necessary as the distance across the channel to 
Boulogne was less than that to Cap D' Antifer. 

(b) The Gee cover in the " Glimmer " area was inadequate for the high 
degree of accuracy required. It was therefore decided to use the High 
Street G-H beacon for tracking and the south eastern Gee chain for 
positioning. 

(c) Only six aircraft were employed as compared wjth the sixteen for 
"Taxable" and as no relief aircraft were used, each aii;-craft carr;ie<l 
two pilots, three navigators, four Window crew and an additional 
Gee receiver for positioning. 

' O.R.B. No. 61 7 Squadron, May 1944, . 
i Details will be found in O.R.B .. No. 218 Squadron, for May and June 1944. 
8 Air Signals Report on Operation" Neptune," para. 4~. 



Support· of Airborne Forcesi 
There was an Army requirement for aircraft to drop dummy paratroops in 

certain areas. The number of aircraft available for this was limited and so it 
was decided to use Window to make each aircraft appear to the enemy radar 
to be a considerable force. The diversionary aircraft approached the enemy coast 
on a course adjacent to that of the Allied airborne forces, but broke away close 
to the enemy coast to approach the diversionary dropping zones. The operation 
was divided into several sections known as "Titanic l, III, and IV," and 
was designed to saturate and confuse those enemy sites which were best located 
to provide the enemy with intelligence of the movements of the real forces, and 
to divide any available fighter effort between the real and tbe diversionary 
forces. In addition, bomber forces were routed, whenever possible, in such a 
way as to assist in the saturation and confusion of the radar sites referred to 
above. 

" Titanic I ,, 
This phase was carried out by fifteen aircraft of No, 3 Group2 which had the 

two-fold task of discharging large quantities of Window, Type M.B. and N., 
to deceive the Freya, Seetakt and Wurzburg coastal watc:hing insta llations, and 
of droppin_g dummy paratroops in the area behind Cap D' An tifer and Le Havre.3 

The object of this operation was to delude the enemy into believing that this 
was a main airborne forces dropping area. 

" Titanic ID and IV " 
These operatioIJ.S were similar to "Titanic I·• but were further to the west. 

Nineteen aircraft of No. 3 .Group were allotted to this tas_k.4 Leaving the 
south coast just west of Portland Bill, they were routed almost due south behind 
a Mandrel screen flown by Nos. 199 and 803 Squadron, turning in due east, so 
as to pass south of the Channel Isles and south of the Cherbourg Peninsula, the 
" Titanic I.II " force destinerl for the Caen area and the " Titanic IV " force to a 
zone just south west of Carenta.n. 

The method employed in dropping Window was to discharge two bundles of 
·Type M.B.5 every .twelve seconds and one bundle of Type. N every six seconds. 
This had the effect of magnifying the " Titanic .. force, as seen on the enemy 
radar, twenty-fold. In addition Window, Type O was discharged at the rate oI 
three bundles per minute by main force aircraft employed in bombing targets 
to the east of the assault area. The object of this was to cause general con
fusion to enemy radar on the coastal belt between Le Ha:vre and Cap D'Antifer
Fecamp. 

Electronic R C.M. ' 
Many types of electronic jamming eqwpment were employed as counter

measures, Mandrel and Carpet being extensively used against ground radar 
stations and A.B.C. against the enemy's V.H.F. fighter control system. 6 

1t was suggested that the most efficient method of screening Allied surface. 
forces wo_uld be to drop large quantities of Window from aircraft flying at 20,000 ft. 

1 A;r Sigoals Report on Operation •' Neptuoe," para. 46. 
~ O.R.B. of H.Q. No. 3 Group for May and June 1944 . 

. 3 Air Signals Report 1;m Op~,ratioQ" Neptune," para. 48. ' Ibid., paras. 49-50. 
• Chapter 9 of P,irt 2 above, for further details of variOU!! types of WJndo'W. 
1 Air Signals Report On Operation " N~ptune," para. 51. 
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By the time this fell into the beams of the enemy's ship-watching radar it would 
be sufficiently dispersed to produce an interference level so high that Allied 
shipping could not be seen through it. This scheme was not accepted because 
the Royal Navy had decided to fire upon all aircraft within range, and because 
Allied shipborne radar would have been seriously jammed by the Window. It was 
decided therefore to use electronic methods for the purpose of jamming enemy 
Seetakt, Freya and Wurzburg equipment which would be used by him for detect
ing surface forces and for controlling gun.fire against them. Shipborne Mandrel 
and Carpet jammers were used for this purpose. As the German very long range 
reporting radar had been effectively destroyed by air attacks, it remained to 
counter the Freya chain, which might be expected to pick up the approach of our 
airborne forces at a range of about seventy miles. 

No. 199 Squadron1 of the Royal Air Force, aided by aircraft of No. 803 
Squadron· of the United States Army Air Force, was designated as the Mandrel 
barrage and screen squadron and was fitted with Mandrel equipment capable 
of covering the entii:-e Jrnown Freya frequency range. It was not possible, in 
view of the limited time available, to cover every spot frequency within this 
wide band, extending from 60 to 200 megacycles per second but as there were 
comparatively few spot .frequencies in use between 170-200 megacycles per 
second, this band was dealt with by modified I.F.F. sets which could be moni
tored to required frequencies. As this involved finding the frequency of any 
Freya set looking at the aircraft, a special operator was carried to keep the four 
modified I.F.F. sets in each aircraft correctly set up. Mandrel radiation 
between 80-86 meg-acycles per second would bave jammed Gee seriously, and 
the navigation of the air operation depended upon this .Gee chain. The 
frequency range to be jammed by Mandrel was accordingly limited to 88-200 
megacycles per second. 

Because of the limitations of power supply, equipment and aerial spacing, it 
was found that single aircraft could not be so fitted as to cover the range. The 
difficulty was overcome by employing aircraft in pairs. Each aircraft was able 
to cover one half of the required range so that complete cover was provi_5led by 
each pair, or" jamming centre." The object was so to dispose jamming centres 
as to provide a Mandrel screen which would reduce the effective range of a 
Freya to 30 miles. 

Of the many considerations affecting the use of A.B.C., the following were 
the main ones :- 2 

(a) The diredion from which enemy night fighters could be expected to 
attack. 

(b) The R/T control system employed by the enemy. 

(c) Whether A.B.C. jamming should be applied as for a normal bomber 
raid or whether a special patrol area should be organised. 

(d) The possibility of using A.B.C. as a diversion to assist the operations 
"Taxable" and '' Glimmer." 

It was finally decided that No. 101 Squadron, reinforced by No. 214 Squadro~, 
should patrol in the area shown on the map attached.3 The objects of this 
patrol were to provide a protection screen of V.H.F. jammers between the 

1 O.R.B. No. l99 Squadrnn, May- June 1944. 
a Air Signals Report, on Operation" Neptune,".paras. 59-62. a Diagram 13. 
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assault n.rea and the direction from which enemy fighters could be moved into 
that area, and also to create the impression that the patrol was acting as 
top cover for "Glimmer.' ' 

No. 101 Squadron, each aircraft of which was fitted witb three A.B.C. trans
mitters for spot frequency jamming in the 38-42 megacycles per second band, 
carried an extra crew member specially lrained to apply A.B.C. jamming. In 
aU other respects i t was a normal Lancaster main force bomber squadron and 
tl1e A.B.C. jamming operation was undertaken as an additional function. On, 
the nigllt of 5/6 June, twenty~four aircraft of No. 101 Squadron1 and five of 
No. 214 Squadron operated, giving a total of 82 jammer t ransmitters on the 
38-42 megacycles per second frequency band, each capable of radiating about 
SO watts _per channel. These aircraft patrolled the A.B.C. area between Dieppe 
and the mouth of the Som_me for four and a half hours at heights between 
24,000 and 27-,000 feet. 

' 
R.C.M. against Enemy Radio Aids to Navigation 

The task of conducting radio counter-measures against enemy radio aids-to
navigation, including, in particular, blind bombing aids, was allotted to No. 80 
Wi.ng.2 It was intended that this wing should operate from stations in the 
Onited Kingdom just prior to and during the landings, and that it should detach 
R.C.M. echelons to operate in the bridgehead and in Europe during the sub
se~uen_t advance. This mobile sub-formation of the. wing was termed No. 80 
Wing (Main). 8 

In view of the marked air superiority of the Allied air forces over the Genn:;i.n 
Air Force, it was anticipated tb.at the enemy would t ake full advantage of bad 
visibility cover for air attack uporr the bridgehead and that he would depend 
upon radio aids to navigation, and especially 1.1pon blind bombing aids, for th~s 
purpose. The following aids were those concerned:-

Benito. 
Knickebein. 
Mobile Track Guides. 
M.F. Beacons. 
Sonne Elektra. 
M.F. and H.F. D .F. Fixers. 
Fighter Benito. 
Fighter Born.her Control. 

Mobile R.C.:M. units were formed to counter all these aids and their function is 
described in more detail below. 

The high power of many of these aids made it either difficult or impossible
to jam them' by means of t ransmitters based in the Unite.d Kingdom. It was 
therefore necessary to have jammers established on the bridgehead at the 
earliest opportunity.4 On toe other hand, the shipping capacity of the firs t 
convoys was severely limited and a very large nwnber of enemy aids .had to be 
covered. It W<\S important to concentrate on only the most important -aids 
and these were decided to pe the enemy's blind bombing aids- Benito and 

'O.R.B.s Squadroo.s Nos. 101 and 2l4 for June !944. 
2 H.Q- 80 Wfog Appreciation. 25 February 1944. aod Operation Order, in Appendices 

" R" and•· S '' of No. 80 Wiog Report. 
a Pa.rt 2, Chapter 16, of this_volume. 
'H.Q. 80 Wiog Appreciation, 25 February 1944, and Operation Order , para. 8. 
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J<.nickebein in particular.1 There were fewer Benito track beam uansmitters 
than range transmitters and the foCTner were more easily jammed. It was 
consequently decided to jam only the track beams in the first instance. extend
ing the R.C.M. operations as quickly as the build-up of units on the bridgehead 
would permit. ln this connection the plan2 provided for mobile units to move 
to the Continent in three echelons as follows :-

(a) First Phase. The first echelon to land on D + 7 to provide limited 
R.C.M. cover of the bridgehead against accurate enemy blind bomb
ing aids. This echelon to be attached to No. 83 Group for adminis
tration. It became operational near Bayeux on 19 }lUle 1944. 

(b) Second Phase. The second echelon to land, when port facilities were 
avaj}able, to prnvide R.C.M. cover for the port. In this phase the 
first and second echelons to be attached to No. 85 Group for 
administration. 

(c) Third Phase. The third echelon to land at a later stage of the opera
tions when it became necessary to provide R.C.M. (meaconing} 
against enemy navigational aids. The units to be attached to No. 85 
Group for administration. 

As soon as Advanced Headquarters, No. 80 Wing, was established on the 
Continent, liaison communications with. Headquarters, No. 83 Group, were 
installed.3 By this means, plots of enemy aircraft movement were obtained 
from Headquarters, No. 83 Group, for purposes of co-ordination of such move
ments with beam activity. It was found that No. 80 Wing jammers on the 
Continent rarely interfered with other operational radio activities, an ample 
testimony to the effectiveness of the preliminary work done by the Mutual 
Interference Sub-committee of the Combined Signals Board and by the con
tributors of the Interference Advisory Staff and the Combined Counter-measure 
Advisory Staff at Stanmore. 

It was necessary to combine the use of the R. C.M. Watch Organisation based 
in the United Kingdom with that of the limited facilities at the bridgehead. 
Consequently operational control of the No. 80 Wing detachment remained with 
No. 80 Wing with a proviso that the Air Force Commander ou the Continent 
could exercise overriding control in the event of R.C.M. operations interfei:ing 
with his communications. This arrangement also facilitated the integration of 
tactical R.C.M. requirements in connection with the landings with R.C.M. 
operations in support of strategic bombing which at this tiroe, although it 
temporarily changed its direction somewhat, nevertheless contmued to conform 
with the long-fenn strategic plan. · 

R.C.M. Stations Operating frolll the United K.ingdom4 

Cigar ;,vas installed at Brighton to jam enemy fighter R/T on the frequency 
band 38 · 5 to 42 · 3 megacycles per second and was effective over a large part of 
Northern France. In view of its high power (fifty kilowatts) and the 
.risk of interference with radio services in England, this transmitter had not been 
used before. Eighteen ground Mandrel stations were installed at Ventnor to 
jam enemy early-warning ·Freya stations in the bridgehead area in the frequency 

' H.Q. 80 Wing Appreciatio_n, 25 February 1944, and Operation Order, paras. l2J 22s, 
24, 25. 

1 Ibid. , para. 3. a Air Signals Report on Operation "Neptune," para. 80. 
• Ibid., para. 75. · 
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band 70 to 220 megacycles per second. As the distance of these 'transmitters 
from the enemy coast was excessive, their effectiveness was problematical. 
The equipment was considered likely to be more nuisance to Allied radio than 
to that of the enemy and so was not used for the assault. · 

Numerous Aspirin stations on the south coast of England were used effectively 
against Knitkebein beams intended as blind-bombing aids. Similarly No. 80 
Wing operated Benjamin successfuHy against the enemy Benito blind-bombing 
system which he attempted to employ in air altacks on south coast harbours. 
Although Cigarette and Special Ciga•rette stations on the south coast s tood by 
throughout for operation against enemy fighter R/T control, the need for their 
use did not arise . 
. Royal Air Force Meacon stations were continuously active against enemy 

M.F. beacons and the So,me Elektra system, which all enemy muJti-seater 
aircra{t used, and against the enemy H.F. D.F. service. Enemy aircraft which 
might have attacked the ports of embarkation or concen.tration areas were thus 
deprived of navigational assistance while operating wi.thin the Meacon zone. 

Effect on the Enemy 
The various component s of the R.C.M. were closely inter-dependent, and the 

results can best be summarised by giving an indication of the enemy reaction 
to the plan as a who1e.1 The first and most important fact is that the Germans 
did mistake the Glimmer convoy simulation for a genuine threat and, iucther
more, they believed that the A.B.C. patrol was cover for operations in the 
Somme area . Consequently tbe enemy took action with searchlight and guns 
against the imagin-ary convoy. In the filter room at Stanmore, it cou.ld be seen 
that the greater part of the German night-fighter force was sent into the A.13 .C. 
area, obviously under the impression that here was the main bomber stream of 
a major attack. On arriva l in the area, the night-fighters found that they were 
subjected to serious jamming on their R/T communications channel. They 
returned towards their control points and appear to have received instructions 
to continue hunting i'n the supposed main bomber stream. Sporadic fighter 
activity continued in the A.B.C. area between 0105 hours and 0355 hours. Nos. 
101 and 214 Squadrons had between them a total of seven combats as weU as 
a nwnber of visual contacts on enemy fighters, and claimed oneriight :fighter as 
destroyed and two damaged. 2 One aircraft of No. 101 Squadron was shot down 
into the sea but all of the crew were subsequently rescued. 

The enemy also sent a number of E-boats against Glimmer which from all 
points of view was a successful spoof operation , No. 218 Squadron completed 
Glimmer exactly to schedule with no casualties. The Taxable ·convoysimulation, 
although it was accurately flown , drew only slight attention from the enemy. 
Shortly before the main " Overlord" operation commenced, enemy coastal 
radar activity was checked and found to be less than usual, due no doubt .to 
the extent of damage recently inflicted by Allied air attacks. The Mandrel 
screen flown by Nos . 199 and 803 Squadrons undoubtedly jammed effectively 
those stations which remained active. 

The '' Titanic" operations also went exactly to schedule and drew some 
reaction from the enemy. Two Stirling aircraft were lost on "Titantic III." 

1 Air Signals Report on Operation "Neptune," paras. 4-3--70. 
• O.R.B.s fo r Nos. 101 aod 214 Squadrons, June 1944. 
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The simulation Was watched by radar in England and was seen to give an excel.:. 
lent picture of a large force of low-flying aircraft. There is now ample evidence 
that these operations delayed the reactions of the enemy ground forces to the 
real -airborne operations. When the war was over the head of the German 
Signals Corps maintained, on interrogation , that although his radio installations 
suffered considerable damage from bombardment prior to D-day, there were 
still sufficient left to maintain a service.1 Similarly the Chief of the Luftwaffe 
Intelligence claimed to have foretold the approximate• place of the Allied land
ings, but that his advice was ignored by the High Command.2 I t is easy to 
clai.rn not to have been deceived after the event. The fact remains that tactical 
surprise was achieved in a very great measure by the main force, and this 
c;lespite the magnitude of the operation and the vast electronic organisation at 
the disposal of the Germans for gaining information of the assault. 

~ Air Ministry W eekly Intelligence Summary (A.M.W.I .S.) No. 308, page 49. 
~ Tbi.d., No. 325, page 7. 
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CHAPTER 19 · 

RADIO COUNTER-MEASURES IN SUPPORT 
LANDING IN THE SOUTH OF 

(OPERATION ANVIL/DRAGOON) 
'ALLIED 

OF THE 
FRANCE 

The Allied Chiefs of Staff decided at the conference called Quadrant in 
September 1943 to plan an assault on Southern 1'rance to coincide approxi
mately with the main landing operation in Normandy. 1 It was calculated that 
the former would assist tl1e latter in several ways. It would contain a con
siderable portion of Axis forces in France and Italy in the South of France and 
so lessen resistance to " Overlord " and it would put a considerable Allied force 
on a flank of the German lines of communication and would open alternative 
ports and routes by which to reinforce the Allied northern forces. Finally, 
it would stiffen the operations of the French Maquis against the enemy. 

On 12 June 1944 it was decided that final plans for operation " Anvil " 2 should 
be produced and that the operation would consist of an amphibious assault 
mounted from North Africa, Corsica, Sicily and Italy against Southern France, 
east of ,Toulon, with the object of seizing a suitable port as a base and sub
sequently advancing towards Lyon and Vichy, or westward to the Atlantic 
coast, as determined by developments. The ultimate object was to join the 
Allied forces operating in Northern France. 

The army forces to take part in operation "Anvil" were planned to be one 
U.S. corps, two French corps and an airborne force consisting of British, U.S. 
and French airborne formations. 3 The main assault was to be launched at 

. H-hour on D-day by three U.S. divisions between Cap Cavalaire and Agay, 
, the left flank to be secured by a landing of French commandos near Cap Negre. 

An airborne force was to be dropped in the Argens valley between Le Muy and 
Carnoules, and later a French parachute regiment might be dropped in localities 
held by the Maquis from about D +s to D -t-,10. On the night of D -1, a 
Special Service force was to be landed immediately after dark on the islands of 
Port Cros and Levant with the object of neutralising the enemy defences on 
these islands in order that shipping might enter the Bay of Cavalaire. The 
forces for the operation were to be placed under the command of Major-General 
A. M. Patch, Commanding General of the VII U.S. Army. 

The naval forces planned to tak~ part in the operation were a composite task 
force comprising 4 battleships, 2 heavy cruisers, 14 light cruisers, 11 aircraft 
carriers; 105 destroyers and numerous supporting craft, cargo ships and assault 
craft.4 Their tasks were to establish the army forces ashore on the beaches 
selected, to make diversionary movements outside the assault area, to land 
commandos and Special Service forces at selected landing points and to provide 

· carrier-based aircraft to augment the scale of fighter cover over the beaches 
and shipping lying offshore and to observe for naval gunfire. · The Naval 

1 A.H.B./II Jl/90/29A, Encls. 31B and 16A, para. 2. 
2 A.H.B./II J 1 /90/34 (Signals Report on Operation " Dragoon"). para. 2. 
3 Ibid., para. 3. 4 Ibid., para. 4. 
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Co:nmander for t he operation was to be Vice-Admiral H. K. Hewitt, U~S. Navy, 
Commander 8th U.S. Fleet, and during the period of the operation he was to use 
the title "Naval Commander Western Task Force ' '. 

The air forces available comprised the Mediterranean Allied Tactical Air 
Forces (M.A.T.A.F.) and the Mediterranean Allied Strategical Air Forces 
(M.A.S.A.F.)1 M.A.T.A.F. included American, French and British formations 
and squadrons containing day and night fighters and fighter-bombers, medium 
and light bombers, tactical reconnaissance aircraft and troop carriers. The 
strategical forces consisted of American and Royal Air Force heavy day and 
night bombers, medium night bombers and long-range escort fighter aircraft. 
In addition, certain day and night fighters, anti-submarine, shipping recon
naissance and strike squadrons and air/sea rescue aircraft and launches under the 
Air Officer Commanding, M.A.C.A.F. , were to be employed in support of the 
operation, while certain tactical air forces were to be operating solely in support 
of the Italian campaign, and two United States photographic reconnaissance 
squadrons were to meet requests for photographic reconnaissance from Com
_manding Generals of the XII T.A.C. and M.A.S.A.F. 

Air Force Tasks2 

The task of the air forces was broadly sub-divided as follows :

(a) to neutralise the enemy air forces, 
(b) to provide air protection to the assault convoys, the assault and to 

subsequent operations, 
(c) to prevent or effectively retard movement of enemy forces into the 

assault area, 
(d) to assist the assault and supsequent operations of the ground forces 

by air action, . 
(e) to transport and drop airborne troops engaged in the operation, and 
(!) to support operations by the Maquis by air action and air supply. 

These tasks were in addition to the nonnal air commitments of the air forces 
in M.A.A.F., such as long range strategic bombing, support of t~e battle in 
Italy, and operations over the Balkans. Also, air forces were to be allocated 
certain tasks in support of the cover plan and diversionary operations. 

Radio Counter-Measures Plan for Operation " Anvil "/" Dragoon H 

The R.C.M. planning staff was, of course, an integral part of the signals 
planning staff, generally, for "Anvil " /'' Dragoon." It was fortunate to have 
at its head an experienced R.C.M. officer from No. 80 Wing in the United 
Kingdom and who had planned the radio c·ounter-measures for operation 
"Husky," 3 This staff moved from La Marsa to Algiers on 4 December 1943, 
and on 8 J uly 1944 to Caserta (Italy)4 in or-der to be alongside Allied Forces 
Headquarters, Commander-in-Chief Mediterranean, Commander United States 
Naval Forces North-West African Waters,·. and Headquarters VII Army, 

1 Combined Operations H.Q. BuUetin Y.42, Operation " Dragoon," page 2. 
'I. See II J 1/90/34, para. 6 . 3 See Part 3, Chapter 17, of this volume. 
4 A.H.B./rI Jl /90/34, para 12 refers. 
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and to remain with them during their moves .. The planning staff was 
thus remote from the executive. staff, a disadvantage which was outweighed 
by the advantages of proximity to certain other headquarters and which was 
largely overcome by frequent liaison visits to the executive staffs. 

Plans were sufficiently advanced by Febmary 19441 for them to be referred 
for more detailed examination to the lower formations. By the end of March. 
plans were advanced enough for decentralisation to lower formations and for 
co-ordination to be effected wi~h other Services as far as was possible in the 
absence of fi.rm advice on the air plan and the probable date of D-day. In 
the first week of July it was decided that the operation would take place 
about the middle of August.i Obviously a_ more precise date would, for 
t~e time being, have to await events in Northern France. The benefit of 
having completed an outline plan and preliminary co-ordination so early 
bdore the event was, however, not to be enjoyed by the RG.M. Staff. Receipt 
of preliminary rnports on the Jarge-scale R.C.M. operations in Operation 
11 Neptune" made it e,vident that developments in R.C.M. technique and pro
duction of R.C.M. equipment had taken place. which were not known in the 
Mediterranean theatre.8 It was, . therefore, decided that ·the Senior Signals 
Planner should visit the United Kingdom as soon as possible after the launching 
of Operation " Overlord " to 6.nd out how RC.M. had beeo employed in that 
operation and to what extent sim ilar employment in operation " Dragoon ". 
was possibte. UnfortW1ately, the visit couJd not take place until 28 June 
1944, which left very little time for the production of detailed R.C. M. plans and 
the procurement of equipment to implement them or 'training required to carry_ 
them out., It was evident that assistance would be required from experienced 
personnel in the United Kingdom and that all delays entailed in submitting 
R.C.M. plans to various staff sections for approval should be cut down to a 
minimum, It was accordingly decided to set up an inter-Service R.C.M. Planning 
Board with Air Staff repi:esentation to produce detailed plans. Some assist
ance was forthcoming from the Unite(j Kingdom; experienced R.C.M. personnel4 

were sent out arriving at .fieadquarters, Mediterranean Allied Air Forces, on 
20 July 1944. UltLJ11ately their assistance proved invaluable. and without it 
practically no effective radio cou nter-measures could have been carried out in the 
time then available. 

The couoter-measures against the enemy early warni.ng radar and fi.ghte.x: 
control organisation in Northern Italy and Southern France were to qe effected 
in three main phases, t he scheme beiog similar in broad outline to that adopted 
during the invasion of Northern Franoe.6 These phases were:-

Phase " A " Direct act.i.on against enemy radar jnstallations. 

Phase "B" 

Phase '' C" 

Radio counter-measures in support of diversio~a.ry 
operations, and · 

Radio counter-measures against enemy radar and radio 
for the protection of Allied convoys, ajrbome forces 
and assault craft. 

1 A.H.B.[II Jl/90/34, para.: 13 . ' llnd., para. 14 , 1 lbid., paras. ~9 and 40. 
d These represectatives from the United Kingdom were Dr. Cockburn from the 

Telecommunications Research Establisb.me1it, Major Tait fro01 Headquarters, A:Uied 
E"-pedit;ionary Air Force, and Squadron Leader Ricketts of Air Ministry, D.D.I.4. . 

6 The Radio Co\loter-Mea.sures Plan for Operation " Anv_il "/"Dragoon" is given in full 
.i.t Appendix No. 17. Diagram 14 relers. 
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Direct Air Action against Enemy Coastal Radar1 

Co-ordination of this programme among the interested Services proved to be 
very difficult, since the interests of the Navy, the Ann.y, the Air Forces and 
"A" Force (responsible for the cover plan) wer~ conflicting at all stages. The 
cover plan called for maximum effort in the Gulf of Genoa area right up to 
D-day, and dispersal of attacks in any other area along the whole length of the 
coastline from the Spanish border to the eastern limit of our front in Italy ; 
the effort of the air forces was limited with maximwn demands on it immediately 
preceding D-day and therefore called for concentrated attacks on targets vital 
to the assault with no dispersal of effort; the Navy called for maximum air 
effort against coastal defence batteries; the Army were interested primarily
in surprise and, therefore, called for. maximum support to the cover plan b~t 
also effective action against coastal defences. It was finally decided that no 
attacks on coastal batteries or radar stations would take place before D - 5 
and that, even then, the attacks would be dispersed along the whole coa-stline. 

Diversionary Operations and R.C.M.2 
In fu rthera.nr.e of the cover plan, which was aimed at leading the enemy to 

believe Genoa was the threatened area, a small diversionary operation was 
planned on the right flank of the main assault forces. The force was to ·consist 
of two gunboats and several personnel tenders and motor launches to be routed 
within enemy radar range towards the Gulf of Genoa, then to swing at the 
last moment westward to bombard the Nice/Cap D'Antibes area. No air forces 
were to be involved in this' diversion and the R.C.M. was to consist mainly of 
shipborne jammers covering coast watchers and coastal gunpery radar 
frequencies. 

The main diversionary operation was planned to simulate a large-scale attack 
on the left flank of the actual assault forces timed to go in a few hours before 
H -bour, simulate a withdrawal to the main assault anchorage and repeat 
the operation the next night and again a few days later. The naval force 
involved consisted of a destroyer and a small number of personnel tenders and 
motor launches. Detailed planning of the R.C.M. to support this operation 
involved close liaison with the naval personnel involved. This was made diffi.cult 
by tb.e air signals planning being carried out at Caserta and the naval planning 
in Naples. Ultimately, an agreed course and disposition of the diversionary 
forces was settled after considerable discussion and was a compromise between 
Air and Naval requirements. 

The R.C.M. in support of the di.version consisted of shipborne jammers to 
cover coastwatc-bers and coastal gunnery radar frequencies. In addition, the 
ships towed reflector balloons to confuse coastal radar, and were fitted with 
A.S.V. Moonshine to deceive enemy airborne A.S.V. reconnaissance by giving 
a response compatible with a much larger force. The fitting of the A.S.V. 
Moonshine was to be carried out by a special team of T .R.E. scientists. To 
complete the simulation of a large convoy, Window dropping by aircraft orbiting 
over the diversionary force and keeping station on it was planned in a mannet 
similar to that employed in operation " Overlord ". This was .to be carried 
out by A.S.V. Mark III Wellington aircraft of No. ·36 Squadron making paralle. 
orbits six miles by two miles, dropping specially packaged Window from a 

1 11 Jl/90/34. Slgnals Report on Operation" Dragoon,'' para. 41. 
• Ibid., paras. 41-45. 
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fteight of 3,000 feet.. The orbit was to move forward one and three-q-uarters 
miles each time giving an apparent rate of advance of l2 knots to an illusory 
convoy 10 m iles wide by 6 rniles deep. The convoy simulatio.n was to Jast a 
-total of seven bours, being limited by navigational problems and shortage of 
available Window. 

To simulate an airborne operation in support of this diver sion and also to 
provide a diversion for the actual airborne operation, simulation of a large 
troop carrier force was to be carried out on the night of D/D _ - 1 in t he inland 
area north-east of the Baie de•La Ciotat. This was to be undertaken by five 
C-47 aircraft using vVindow to simulate a force of some 200 aircraft and dropping 
dummy paratroops and rifle fire simulators over the dropping zone. 

Methods of Attack on Enemy Radari. 
Some of the main difficulties in attacking tar~ets as small as early-warning 

radar 'stations have already been discussed in connection with Operation 
''Neptune". The Operational Research Station of Allied Expeditionary Air 
Forces had made a detailed study of this problem of air attack upon German 
early-warning radar in Northern France, and this information was placed at 
the disposal of the ai.r and RC,M. planning staffs in the Mediterranean 
t.heatre.2 For exam_ple. it had been found that 670 single bomb attacks would be 
required to ensure a 75 per cent. hit on a Hoarding type of enemy radar s tation.3 

Thus the air effort required to disable the extensi.ve early-warning screen along 
the coast between the Spanish and Italian borders can well be appreciated. 
Airborne jamming would be far more economical in so far as it could be employed 
effectively. Since, however, it was essential to ensure that no part of the radac 
chain should be able to give su fficient :information of tbe approaching landing 
forces to endanger success, reliance could only be placed on a combination of 
direct .:i.ir attack, jamming, and spoof. 

Clearly, economy and efficiency could only be achieved in dealing with such 
1ninute targets by the closest liaison between the a ir and R.C.M. staffs on the 
one hand and Intelligence on the other. The following Intelligence facilities4 

were therefore placed at the disposal of Headquarters, M.A.A.F., and collated 
there for this purpose :-

(a) Information from" noise-watchers" and investigational .flights. 
(b) Combat films from s t riking aircraft. 

(c) P.R.U. photographs of equipment before attack . 
(d) Pilots' re_ports. 
(e) Relevant .intelligence from other sources. 
(/) Information as to the exact time of proposed attacks. 

(g) Notification of change of plans as to time and point of air attacks. 

Method of Simulating a Diversionary Ampb.ibious Force by Window-laying 
Aircraft 

The diversionary feint attacks planned for ''Anvil/Dragoon" s Jent themselves 
admirably to the employment of Window in a manner similar to that adopted 
for operations " Glimmer " and "Taxable. 11 The problem of navigating the 

l St~ Part 3. Chapter LS, o( l his volume. 
1 A.H.B,/II J 1/90/34, pai:a. 4 l refers. 
3 Juid., appendix " E '' R.C.M. Instruction for Operation " Anvil:' Annexure '' A," 
• Ibid. l See Pa.rt 3, Chapter 18, of this volume. 
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Window aircraft was, however, different from ''. Taxable " and " Glimmer " in 
that the Allied Italian G!'!e chain did not provide cover over the operational area, 
nor was G-H available. It was anticipated that the required degree of accuracy 
could be achieved by use of AN/APS-15, H2S or A.S.V., Ma.rk III. Whereas 
in Operation" Neptune" Window aircraft used Gee lattice pinpoints for marking 
t he area covered by the convoy, in operation "Anvil/Dragoon" the ships com
prising the feint convoy force were used as reference points for navigation. This 
method had much to recommend it, as the Window laying itself had to be done 
in relation to those same vessels, so that automatic provision was made for any 
unpredicted diversion of the convoy from plaMed course and speed, It followed 
that the limits, and in particular, t he front of t he feint convoy had to coincide 
with those of the real convoy, frontal flank marker ships being used as reference 
points. 

Window Force Required1 

It was calculated that three aircraft equipped with centimetre radar and 
P,P.I. presentation could lay sufficient Win.dew to simulate a convoy with a 
frontage of ten miles and a depth of six miles, representing several hundred 
ships, for a period of four hours. As the simulations could only be maintained 
during the hours of darkness, a maxim.um of six aircraft would be required . for 
each diversion. As Nos. 36 and 458 Squadrons were experienced in night-flying 
G.R. ,operations, were equipped with A.S.V., and were not required for a more 
:important rble, it was decided to draw this Window force from them. In the 
event, the task fell upon No. 36 Squadron. 

Naval Co-opetation2 

Window alone would have ,been i.nadequate as a radio counter-measure for 
this feint. The diversionary convoy consisted of some 20 to 25 small vessels 
accompanied by a destroyer. These vessels were carrying equipment designed 
to jam enemy radar, in much the same fashion as the real convoy, and yet to 
leave a sufficient part of the enemy radar screen immune in order to afford it 
just enough view of t he Window fei.nt to be deceived by it. In addition, certain 
of the vessels were equipped with Moonshine R.C.M. equipment to present the 
appearance of a large convoy to enemy aircraft equipped with A.S,V. should 
they be used to reconnoitre the sea areas of operation. The gen eral aim was to 
sim'lllate a convoy of 400 to 600 ships. 

Technique of Wiodow~Jaying 
It had been found that bundles of Window were only successful for simulating 

shipping during the first 6 to 10 minutes of their fall, after which each bundle 
became too dispersed to afford further deception , although still effective as a 
jamming device.~ Each bundle had therefore not to be visible to enemy radar 
for a longer period than 6 to 10 minvtes, and to achieve this, a dropping height 
limitation of 3,000 feet was imposed. In order to preserve the: appearance o{ a 
convoy the Window screen had continually to be renewed before each bundle 
had dropped below the enemy radar screen. To accomplish this, each dropping 
aircraft had to complete each orbit in seven minutes. It was decided to employ 

1 A.H .B./II J 1/90/34, Appendix" E.'' Aonexure" C." paras. 6 , 8, 9. 
i H .Q . M.A.A.F. C,M,F .-0.RS. Report Nu. N .20 (Appendix " G ") to A.H .B./JI J I/90/34~ 
'A.H.B./U Jl/9-0/34 O.R.S. Report on Convoy Simulation of "Wiudow" (/1:ppendix 

,, G "). 
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three elongated orbits along the direction of the convoy, with the six tracks 
spaced at two mile intervals. These spacings and the dropping rate of 15 
bundles per minute were calculated on the basis of enemy beam widths and 
pulse lengths to make the whole orbit pattern merge into one solid mass when 
viewed by enemy radar. At closer range it was anticipated that, the separate 
orbits might be resolved, but this risk was accepted for the sake of giving a life
like-appearance of a convoy made up of six lanes of ships. This arrangement.1 
then, would produce a simulated convoy with a frontage of ten miles, and a 
length determined by the seven minute orbit time and the speed of the aircraft 
employed. Since the Welli.ngtons flew with an indicated air speed of 130 knots , 
this represented a convoy approximately seven miles long. 

When a ship approached a shore-based radar station from long range, the 
e"cho and the rate of growth of the echo were, at first, both very small, but as it 
passed into "radio optical ,, rarige, the echo size and rate of growth increased 
rapidly until very large responses were achieved at close range.2 The behaviour 
of aircraft responses differed markedly from this as, for normal flying heights, 
they were lai;-ger at long range, had a much more. uniform rate of increase and did 
not achieve such high values at close range. It was, therefore, necessary to 
employ Window bundles of graded sizes to be used at diffe,ent ranges from the 
enemy coast in order to simulate reality in this respect. The bundles and ranges 
at which they were to be used were worked out by T.R.E. taking into account 
the probability of anomalous propagation conditions, and suitably bundled 
materials were supplied by Air Ministry for the operation. Very small bundles 
were to be used at long range from the coast gradually increasing as the range 
diminished, maintaining the same dropping rate throughout. The effect was to 
simulate a smooth growth of the ' ' convoy" response from zero to jts maximum 
value without showing any serious discontinuities. 

Differences between Simulation in " Dragoon " and " Overlord " 
In the particulars mentioned so far, the operation was following closely along 

the lines of two similar diversionary operations employed in the landings in the 
north of France, but partly because of the different conditions and partly due to 
the fact the T.R.E. considered that the accuracy attempted in "Overlord" was 
unnecessarily high, a number of changes were introduced. In '' Overlord ," a 
much longer convoy was simulated and it was considered necessary to vary the 
type of bundle employed between the back and front of each orbit according to 
the distance of the aircraft from the enemy coast. In " Dragoon." because of 
the shorter "convoy " and because of the relaxation in accuracy requirements. 
this varjation was omitted and, as the" convoy "moved forward. only a general 
periodical increase in bundle size, appropriate to the mean distance from the 
coast, was employed. The difference in method of navigation has already beev 
mentioned. The fact that this simulation called for a turn through about 80 
degrees in approaching the enemy coast, was another strong point in view of the 
A.S;V. method employed in this instance. 

Trainiog3 

It was h,oped that the squadron would be able to train for this operation over a 
period of two weeks, and experience has shown that this would have been most 
.desirable but, owing to difficulties in withdrawing the squadron from other 

1 See A.H .B./Il JJ/90/34, Appendix " G,'' para. 7. 
3 Jbid ., paras. 16-21. 
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urgent commitments, only four or five days training were possible.- A Type 14 
ground radar (3,000 megacycles per second) set was moved to a suitable site 
on the coast near Reghaia (near Algiers}, the base for No. 36 Squadron, and 
arrangements were made with the Royal Navy to place three vessels at the 
disposal of the squadron as practice marker vessels. These were a trawler and 
two motor launches, which were instructed to patrol along east and west 
courses four miles apart within the coverage of the Type 14 for aircraft at 3,000 
feet during the practice periods. (The range on small ships from this site was 
insufficient to permit continuous observat ion of the marker vessels.) Practices 
were begun by day and later continued by night, and it was possible to allow 
each crew at least one night sortie of two hours to practice orbiting and station 
keeping, in addition to day practices. 

Practice Window was dropped at a rate of 15 bundJes per minute during one
haJf to two-thirds of each run and it was thus possible to observe tbe orbit 
shapes and general quality of station keeping on the P .P.I. of the Type 14station. 
The combination of P.P.I. presentation with the high resolving power of the 
Type 14 prevented this equipment being useful in studying the effectiveness,pf 
the Window laying as a deceptive measure. This problem had been thoroughly 
studied wi.th the aid of captured and simulated enemy radat in U.K. in pre
paration for "Overlord," and it was considered t hat the recommendations on 
dropping rates, sizes of bundle and spacing of orbits could be accepted without 
further experiments. It was possible -in this way to form some opinion 
of the relative merits of the crews and to study the problems of handing over 
to a second detail while sbll maintaiJ)i.ng the orbits. Not only did No. 36 
Squadron gain valuable practice from these exercises, but important lessons 
wern learnt. It was found tbat the A.S.V. response from the motor launches 
and other smalJ vessels was insufficient, even in a calm sea, and would therefore 
be unsatisfactory for use with a rough sea. It was accordingly decided to fit 
corner reflectors lo the three marker ships and a Lucero beacon to the centre 
marker ship. Owing to the shortness of time, however, it was unfortunately 
not possible to incorporate either of these aids to navigation. This convoy
simulat..ion problem has been written somewhat fully here because of the 
relative novelty and importa.nce of the technique. 

The Employment of Moonshine! 

Three differeJ1t Moonshine sets were employed, differing mainly in frequency 
cover, thus:-

(a) 540 to 590 megacycles per second-designated '' H.F." 
· (b) 89 to 95 megacycles per second-designated "M.F." 

(c) 75 to 85 megacycles per second-desjgnated "L.F.'' 

Only in the H .F. band had this equipment ever been used before successfully, 
so that an atmosphere of experiment surrounded the operation of the others. 
Six motor launches were involved in the fitting programme. It was found 
that the wardroom was the only place capable of accommodating the sets and 
for this purpose a large table was bnilt and fitted along the entire length of the 
wardroom, together with a shelf above it. Each ship installation comprised 
two H.F. sets and one M.F. or L .F. set and, because of the shortness of time 
available, was a very improvised arrangement. 

J A .H.B./ I l JI /90/34, Appendi.x" F." Report on Fitting and Operation of " Moonsbine." 
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Prior to unpacking for -fitting, the equipment had suffered some 400 miles 
of road travel. six weeks in storage, and 2,000 miles of air travel _with consequent 
loadings and unloaclings, packing and unpacking. Hence it was n◊t surprising 
that few of the sets worked on first being tested, but all original fauJts were 
cleared just in time for the convoy operation. 

Plan fo.r Airborne Diversion1 

It has been mentioned that an airborne diversion, so arranged as to simulate 
five waves of troop carriers, was to be a part of the cover plan, with the aim of 
diverting enemy forces away from the main Allied assaulting force. Five 
Dakota aircraft, each simulating a serial of troop carriers by means of con
tinuous dropping of Window, were to approach the Baie de La Ciotat area from 
the south from a point outside the enemy radar detection range. These aircraft 
were to proceed to a dummy drop zone (D.Z.) north-west of Toulon and to drop 
SOO miniature parachute dummies. They were then to withdraw on a reciprocal 
bearing, conlinuing the use of Window until again outside enemy radar range. 
This diversion was to simulate a force of approximately 200 aircraft flying in 
norm;i.l troop carrier formation of five serials each o"f 40 aircrait. 

The airctaft were provided by No. 216 Squadron and each was to carry 
1,200 Units .of Window type N and 600 Units of type CH R - 1 (Rope) and 
100 dummy parachutes.i Galera was chosen as the loading airfield. Aircraft 
were to be there by 0900 hours D - 1 and upon completion of loadi,ng, were 
to proceed to Ajaccio by 1700 hours D -1, which airfield was to be the base of 
operation. Flying at 1,000 feet above sea- and ground-level and at an indicated 
air speed (I.A.S.) of 140 miles per hour on a four-legged course, the drop was 
to be made from 600 feet above the D.Z., both types of Window being dispersed 
oontirluously from a point 90 miles s01,1th of the intended landfo.U on t he inward 
journey until again reaching tb.e same point on the return. Type N was dropped 
at the rate of one un it every six seconds, and type CHR-1 at one unit per 
12 seconds. 

Associated Mandre] Jamming3 

In order that the diversion should be as realistic as possible, Mandrel jamming 
was associated with the Window dropping. But this jamming had to be skilfu lly 
left incomplete; just sufficiently to enable the enemy cadar to get such a glimpse 
of the Window force as would su ffi.ce to confirm the belief that it was a genuine 
airborne force. The commencement of Mandrel jamming was arranged to be 
de-ferred until 10 miles south of the landfall on the inward flight to the dummy 
D.Z. and timed to cease at the same point on the return flight. T his arrangement 
was calculated to maintain the reality ot the diversion d uring the period when 
the aircraft had to gain alti tude for crossing the coast. with the consequent 
change in appearance ot the Window column. Headquarters, M.A.A.F., 
provided for every coastal radar on both sides of the diversion force to be 
neutralised by Mandrel jammers froin a separate source, in order that t hese 
radar statjons should not be permitted to "peep behind the screen " , and 
thereby spoil the iJlusion. 

The five Dakota aircraft had to be diverted from transport duties for this 
diversionary operation4 and this was done on D -3 so as to have time for special 

1 A.H:.B./ll J i /90/34, Appendix "H " and Annexl\re, H .Q. M.A.T.A.F. Operational 
Tnstruction No. 8. 

• /bid. 3 Ibid., Appendix" H," Annexure, para. J2. • Tin-rt .. Appendbc ' ' H ." 
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overhaul and repair. The four-legged course, together with an ~bsence o{ 
normal radio aids-to-navigation in the operational area set quite a stiff task for 
the Dakota navigators, esl?ecially as accurate track- and time-keeping were 
necessary. As normal dead-reckoning and astro-navigational methods would not 
alone have been accurate enough for the purpose, it was arranged for the 
contro.ller at A.M.E.S. Station No. 8001, by means of an SCR. 299 type station, 
to give course corrections out to SO miles and a ground speed check at this 
point. Thereafter navigation was to be continued by dead-reckoning, astro
navigation being 'impracticable on such short legs. The controller was to 
call any aircraft that deviated appreciably from its track on the first leg of the 
outward journey and to indicate the sign and extent of the deviatioJl. 

Airborne Mandrel Jamming Screen1 

Airborne jamming by Mandrel as a supplement to the main air attack upon 
the enemy coasta/ radar network in support of the naval and troop carrier 
aircraft was to be flown continuously from 0030 until 0600 on D-day. It was 
to be maintained by forty type ZN/APT~3 transmitters installed in eight air
craft of the No. 34 S.A.A.F. Squadron, M.A.S.A.F . The transmitters were t o 
be tuned in accordance with the latest reconnaissance information as to what 
frequencies the enemy was operating. The aircraft were to fly cm four different 
patrol lanes approximately 40 miles from the enemy shore and at altitudes 
from 9,000 to 11,000 feet. 

Air Action against Enemy Radar 
· In general, the R.C.M. operations went accurately to plan. Signals intelligence 

of enemy radar was coUected by ground watcher stations under the Command 
Signals Intelligence Officer and the Beaver station and Investigational Squadron 
under the control of the Chief Radar Officer. Infonnation from these sources 
was co-ordinated and issued in the form of a monthly report, but it was deemed 
necessary for the day-to-day intelligence required during progress of attacks 
on radar stations to set up a small group in Corsica at Headquarters No. 63 
Fighter Wing to control all the investigational work and analyse the results. 
This group was in touch with M.A.T.A.F. who were mainJy responsible for the 
attacks on enemy radar. The high accuracy D.F. Ping-Pong equipment 
ordered from the United Kingdom to implement intelligence information did not 
become operational until D -1 day. 

Because of cover plan requirements, attacks could not start before D -5 
and, in fact, occasioned by bad weather conditions on D -5, they did not start 
until D - 4. Attacks were carried out by fighter and fighter-bomber aircraft 
under M.A.T.A.F., and escort fighters of the United States XV Air Force. 
OJ a total of twenty-two sites attacked nine were probably unserviceable on 
D-day. This does not appear to be a very satisfactory result but it must be 
remembered that the sites to be attacked were spread out from the Spanish 
border to Italy and further that, in the actual assault area between Toulon 
and Nice, it was claimed only one Wurzburg and one Seetakt remained undamaged 
on D-day. Results were nevertheless disappointing because of.severai-!actors, 
the chief of wb.ich were lack of oblique photographic cover,. Jack of train
ing in radar recognition on the part of the pilots and, of course, the shortness 

1 A.R .B./11 J 1/90/34, Appendix '' J ." Report of Fitting a.nd Operation ol Airborne 
"Mandrel." 
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of the period in which attacks were permitted. It was hoped that prisoner
of-war interrogation would yield information on the efficiency of the direct 
action programme, but because of the huge numbers of prisoners captured it 
was found impossible to conduct interrogations and practically no information 
from this source was obtained. 

Efficacy of Moonshine Diversions1 . 

One of the allotted ships did not participate because of engine trouble. 
On both days (14 and 16 August) a large number of signals, characteristic of 
enemy airborne radar, were received and enemy aircraft were observed flying 
close to the ships, coincident with strong signals being received on the 
Moonshine receivers. 

In the ten H.F. sets only one fault developed. This was in the transmitter of 
H.F. No. 9 which failed at 2200 hours on the first night. It was still unservice
able on· the second night, but on test afterwards it worked again satisfactorily 
without the fault being found. 

The M.F. situation was not satisfactory. Several faults developed, the first 
set going unserviceable towards the close of the first operation at 0310 hours. 
Only one L.F. set took part in the first operation and two in the second. The 
only failure was one on the first night, which was soon rectified. In addition, 
two of the petrol-electric sets gave some trouble, but otherwise the equipment 
in general functioned well. 

Mandrel Operation2 

Except that one aircraft returned early with petrol trouble (quickly replaced 
by a spare aircraft), the operation went on without untoward incident. On 
31 July one of the No. 34 Squadron aircraft which had been allotted to this 
operation, was ferried to No. 4 Base Signals Unit at Maison Blanche for pro
totyping of the special Mandrel equipment. This was satisfactorily completed 
by 4 August, whereupon the aircraft was ferried back to its base. By 12 August, 
nine more aircraft had been ferried to the Base Signals Unit. All but one were 
so fitted and a party sent from No. 4 B.S.U. to the operational base, Celore, 
completed the final installation. The final tuning and checking was done at 
Celore. The aircraft were stacked on patrol lines in such a way as to rule out the 
possibility of collision. Three aircrews reported some evidence of transmitter 
failure during flight but, on check after landing, only one transmitter proved · 
to be faulty, due to an unserviceable valve. 

Window (Convoy S imulation) Operations3 

In the event a shortage of Window made it necessary to curtail the dropping 
to 0400 hours, when the withdrawal was beginning. It was felt, however, that 
it would have been impossible to continue the deception beyond that point, as 
the convoy then did too large a change of course to make it possible to maintain 
a suitable pattern. Various alternative drop patterns were considered carefully 
for use during this critical phase, but no adequate solution was found. It was 
convenient to cover the seven-hour period in two details, the change-over 
occurring at 0100 hours on the turn. There was a seven-minute overlap of 

1 A.H .B.; JI J 1/90(!4. Appendix "'l'." Technical Report on "::VIoonshine" Equipment, 
paras. 4--7. 

• Ibid., Appendix " J." Airborne :\fandrel in Operation .. Dragoon." 
• Ibid., Appendix " G," paras. 28-43. 
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Window-Jay,ing on the relief and the second detail orientated its orbits on 
the new bearing. This was possible because the formation of shipping was 
rectangular (almost square) and the tum was about 90°. Navigation lights 
were used during the take-over period. 

Each detail consisted of four aircraft, three Window-laying and one reserve. 
The reserve was briefed to take any of the three roles and patrolled a few hundred 
feet above the centre position, A W/T code was arranged to call for the relief, 
and any aircraft requiring to be relieved was asked to attempt to complete 
another full orbit before leaving patrol. The second detail was instructed not 
to approach nearer than ten miles to the enemy coast, as height-measuring radar 
could expose the deception at very short range. Since the vessels were to 
proceed close in-shore, it was Jiecessary for the aircraft at this stage to range 
themselves on the shore and maintain their stationary orbits in this way. They 
were each provided with large-scale maps of the coastline and allotted :marker 
points for horning. This method proved to be very satisfactory. 

The fact that first rendezvous was made with the shipping before dark proved 
tt> be of considerable assistance. There were, in fact, no clearly de.fined rnarkei: 
vessels. Station-keeping had to be carried out on the rectangular shipping 
fonnation as a whole. The presence of a destroyer in the group was a great 
help, and each detail was briefed concerning the position in which it must expect 
to find the destroyer relative to the rest of the " convoy," It will be seen 
from the above that the accuracy achieved fell very far short of that achieved in 
'' Overlord" and probably fell somewhat short of the standard which had been 
hoped for in this operation, It is nevertheless felt that i t was w~thin the 
tolerances, and that any deficiencies would probably be masked oy the .jamming 
screen from the surface vessels. 

Window /Mandrel (Airborne Diversion) -Operation 
Five aircraft took off from Ajaccio at five-minute intervals and made an 

accurate landfall in the centre of the Baie de la Ciotat. Average landfall dis
persion did not exceed five miles, which, after an over-water flight of 250 miles 
on dead reckoning, is considered to be excellent. Weather was good except for 
low stratus cloud off the coast. Actual wind was 90° off that predicted but 
was, however, fortunately very light. No opposition was encountered except 
for a single incident of red tracer fire from Ciotat observed by the last aircraft. 
The bombing of Toulon and Marseilles were observed by all aircraft, with fires 
seen at the latter and heavy flak bursts at Toulon. · 

Aircraft were over the drop zone from 0349 to 0419 hours. Dummies and. 
fire simulators were dropped from 600 to 700 feet above land at a speed of 110-
120 miles per hour. The actual drop of dummies took an average of 30 seconds 
and the many flashes, coloured lights and small explosions observed by all 
aircraft after the first drop, indicated that simulators and dummies functioned 
properly. · 

Window was laid during the en.tire 100-roinute period between, the turning 
point and the drop zones without incident. The six-man r:e-supply crew proved 
adequate for this without undue fatigue, even though packages were being 
opened and dropped every six seconds during the entire period. All aircraft 
returned safely to base. Crews afterwards testified to the usefulness of the aid 
to navigation given by A.M.E.S. No, 8002 both on the outward and the return 
flight. 
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As nearly perfect as was tbe a.i[bome diversion operation itself, the real 
criterion was, of course, the protection it gave to the main airborne operation, r 
which went as. follows. The first wave dropped exactly as planned at 0430 hours 
with the exception of some 450 troops who landed outside the dropping zone 
near Le Luc. The second wave, due to drop at 0430 hours, was cancelled 
because of the weather, but they went in as late as 1200 hours and were well 
concentrated in the dropping zone. By last light they were well established 
and working down to join the 36th Division. The main glider force went in at 
1810 hours wholly successfully. This highly satisfactory result,. coupled with 
the fact that only one C.47 aircraft and three gliders became casualties. before 
reaching the dropping zone, testifies to the efficacy of th,e diversionary -airborne 
operation, as well as to that of the fighter escort. -

Although accurate assessment of the effectiveness of the RC.M. programme 
is n~t possible, it appears from interception ot enemy broadcasts that the 
diversionary operation on the left flank deceived the enemy and forced him to 
withhold from the main assault area a large proportion of mobile reserves to 
meet the imaginary threat aimed at the Toulon/MarseiUes area. It can also be 
said that the degree of tactical sll(prise achieved was due in some measure to the 
radio counter-measures employed by both ships and aircraft. The· airbowe 
diversion also appeared to have been successful in that Berlin broadcast that 
" thousands of enemy paratroops were dropped in an area north-west of 
Toulon.'' a statement which was corrected some,five hours later, when it was 
stated that the paratroops had been found to be only dummies. The following 
excerpt from Allied Forces Headquarters Weekly Intelligence Summary is of 
interest in this c;onnexion :-

The progress of ope,rahon in Southern France has greatly exceeded 
expectations ... though the Germans were not taken by surprise by the 
actual fact of an Allied la,nding. their Intelligence was much at fault, both 
as to the exact timing and as to the target area . .. reliable (enemy) 
reports, supported by troop dispositions at the time of the invasion, indicate 
that Genoa was regarded as the most probable objective with the Sete/ 
Narbonne coast as a favourite alternative ... the full force of the Allied 
assault was accordingly met by a single low-established .division supported 
by the coast defence and static forces in the assault area ... this despite 
the presence of mobile troops stationed between Marseilles and Toulon 
which were apparently ordered to remain in their assigned sectors.2 

1 Combined Operations Headquarters Bulletin Y/42, Operation •• Dragoon," pa.ra. 9. 
i A.H.B./J 1/90/34. Signals Report on Operation" Dragoon." 
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APPENDIX No. 

KNICKEBEIN 

Knickebein was the aame give,n by the Germans to a radio navigation aid 
employing a narrow beam which could be directed to any desired position with an 
accuracy of O· l degree and which could enable the pilot to reach a target area 
under conditions of bad visibility. 

Aerial S ystem 
T he aerial system used in the early installations consisted of two arrays containing 

an an_gle of 165 degrees, each comprising two stacks of eight vertical centre-fed 
full wave-length aerials with reflectors. These opeTated on fil<:ed frequendes of 
30 and 31 · 5 megacycles. They were carried on a framework which was capable of 
rotation about a central vertical axis, the weight being taken o;n bogies running on 
_two concentric sets of rails, one at the perimeter and a smaller set near the centre. 
The framework supporting the arrays was 315 feet i11 length and JOO !eet high. 
These arrays radiated interlocked dots and dashes on an audio frequency of 
!, J 50 c.p.s. as complementary ,si.gnals, so that along the eq u i-signal line a cont inuous 
note was heard, while at points to one s.ide of the equi•signal dots were heard and 
on the other side dashes would predominate. Discrimination in de.termining the 
equi-signal gave the effect of a "beam". The rate of keying was 60 per minute 
and the ratio between the length of dot and dash was 1/7. 

In the later installations the size of the arrays was reduced to two arrays of twe 
stacks of four full wave-length aerials with reflectors ; this enabled a lighter carriage 
to be used with a single circular track. 100 feet in diameter. The overall w idth oi 
the aerial system was 139 fee.t. These installations were fitted with large diameter 
tubular aerials instead of wire, thus enabling t h em to be 1.1sed over the band of 
frequencies 30 to 33· 3 megacycles without loss of effidency. The same angular 
displacement between the two arrays was retained. 

Beam Width 
The effect of reducing the number of elements in the arrays resulted in a widening 

of the" beam". From a document and diagram captured in, July 1940 the width 
of the equi-sigoal in the first installation was given as 0 · 3 degree, and this width 
was confirmed by air tests. Tests carried out on the later installations showed that 
the beam width was app,oximately doubled. Air tests con.firmed the positions of 
the beams, and showed that they were sensibly the same for the smaller installations, 
a.lthough changes of freq11ency caused a small displacement. 

Knickebein Raoges 
The following table from a captured document shows the norrnal ranges which 

the-Germans expected to obtain using the standard aircraft blind-landing receiver, 
Fu.Bl.1 (E.Bl.1) :-

Height of Ai ,-craft. 
100 metres 
500 metres 

1,000 metres 
2,000 metres 
3,000 metres 
4,000 metres 
5,000 metres 
6,000 metres 

Positioos of Knickebein Installations 

Ra,nge. 
100 Rm. 
160 Kro. 
210 Km. 
230 Km. 
330 Km. 
375 Km. 
410 Km. 
430 Km. 

Thirteen Knickebein installations were identified and photographed . Tbe positions 
of these and the dates on which they were first photographed and w·ere heard to 
transmit are given in the attached table. Three of these, Stollberg, Kleve and 
Lorrach Holstein were large installations and were all on German territory. 
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They were evidently erected at the beginning of 1940 or e;.dier for use against 
targets in France and England when tbe collapse of France was not expected. 
The installation at Lorrach Hollstein was not d iscovered until May 1944. 

Knickebein Beam Predictor 
The earliest form of p redictor consisted o,i copies of the German diagram made on 

transparent material so that they could be placed on small maps and adj,usted until 
the characteristic dot or dash s ignals obtained by the listening stations fitted the 
pattern; the d irection of t he main equi-signal line tbeo. showed the setting of the 
beam. 

As the number of Knickebein a□d listening stations jncreased this method beca,ne 
unwieldy -and a more com_pact form of predictor was introduced. It consisted o! a 
baseboard carrying a number of cards, ooe for each Knickebein, and a pivot cart;! 
with the beam pattern d rawn on it. The cards had the names of the listening stations 
arrangecl. io a vertical column with lines drawn to a degree scale at the bearing of 
th.e stations from the particular K1iickebein. Having determined which Knickebein 
was active by D/F and the frequency on which it was operating. the characteristic
received (i.e. dot, dot edge, dash, dash edge or equi-signal) was inserted against the 
station, recording it with chinagraph pencil. By rotating the beam pattern, the 
setting o{ the main beam could then be read off from the degree scale. The average 
accuracy of the predictor was of the order of one or two degrees, but it was often 
possible to .obtain a setting to an accuracy of O · 5 degre.e. 

A third model, using the same p rinciple but with the rotating pattern replaced 
by a sliding pattern in the manner of a slide-rule, was brought into use in the last 
year of the war. By laying out the beam settings on a map for two or more 
Knickebeine obtained in this way, it was possible to obtain an intersection and so 
determine the target or turning point for an attack. 
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r:.n 
CJ) 

KNICKEBEIN 

Place. 
Frequency. 

Position. 
First First Heard . (megacycles) Photograph. 

Kn. l. Klepp, Stavanger 30 or 31 · S 58° 46' 10' N., 05° 37' 30" E. 29. 9.40 
CN 

~ *Kn. 2. Stollberg 30 54° 38' 42" N., 08° 56' 42" E. 1. 9.41 
h 

Kn. 3. J ulianadorp . . 33·3 52° 54' 40" N., 04° 43' 00" E. 10. 3.41 November I940 a 
~ *Kn. 4. Kleve 31 · S 51° 47' 24" N. , 06° 06' 12" E . 15.10.40 June 194.0 h 
~ 
:::i Kn. 5. Ber.gen-op-Zoorn 31 · 5 or 33 ·3 51 ° 27' 03" N., 04° 18' 02" E. 24. 9.41 October 1941 
i--l . 

Kn. 6. Mt. Violette 30 or 31 · 5 50° 37' 05" N., 01° 40' 58" E . 21. 6.41 May 1941 
C') 

Kn. 7. Greny 30 or 31 · 5 49° 57 ' 42" N ., 01° 17 ' 30" E. 1. 10.40 August 1940 
~ 
1--i Kn. 8. Mt. Piocon .. 30 or 31 ·5 48° 58' 22" N., 00° 37' 13" W. 17. 6.41 May 1941 
a 
~ Kn. 9 . Beaumont-Hague 
f-.r 

30 or 31 · 5 49° 40' 29'' N. , 01° 51 ' 16# W. 18. 9.40 August 1940 

1-l. I<n. 10. Sortosville-en-Beaumont 30 or 31 · 5 49° 25 ' 04" N ., 01 ° 42' 32" W. 3. 7.41 May 1941 :::i 
...j 

Kn. 11. Morlaix 30 or 31 · 5 48° 40' 00" N., 03° 43' 501' w. 4. 1.41 October 1940 

*Kn. 12. Lorrach Hols-tein 47° 38' 01" N ., 07° 45-' 54" E . 13. 5.44 

Kn.-. Noto, Sicily 36° 55' 44" N., 14° 58' 45" E. 6. 8.42 

Note 1.-Knickebein marked * were the large type. 
Note 2.- Numbers were those used from 1941 onwards. Frequencies were those used b~fore the multiple frequency scheme in 1941 

was introduced. 



APPENDIX No. 2 

WIRELESS INVESTIGATION AIRCRAFT UNITS 

Investigation flights for the identification of enemy radio aids and the testing of 
the counter-measures taken against them have played a very important part 
th.rou.ghout the operations of No. 80 Wing. From June 1940, when the recently 
disbanded Blind Approach Training and Development Unit (B.A.T.D.U.) reformed 
at Bascombe Down, until the cessation of hostilities in May 1945, the Airborne Unit 
l!nderwent many changes in title and establishment but its primary function, 
support to the Wing both in a defensive and offensive role, remained unchanged. 
Brief details of the history of the Unit, together with a short account of the various 
types of work undertaken, are given below. 

Blind Approach Trni.oing alld Development U nit 
The Blind Approach Training and Development Unit reformed at R.A.F. Bos

cornqe Down on 18 June 1940 for the purpose of investigating the Knickebein beams 
known to be operating from Western Europe as a radio navigational aid. 

Wireless Intelligence and Development Unit 
After the formation of the special R.C.M. Section with.in the Directorate of 

Signals the B.A.T.D.U., which was operationally controlled first by Air Ministry 
and later by the newly formed No. 80 Wing, was renamed the Wireless InteUigence 
and Development Unit on 14 October 1940. and in December 1940 became No. 109 
Squadron. 

No. 109 Squadron 
In February 1941, coincident with the offeosive attacks against the beam 

transmitters in the Cherbourg Peninsula, a "striking flight" was added to tlte 
establish.ment. and in August of that year, in preparation for the greatly increased 
scale of activity expected during the coming winter, the Squadron was reorganised 
with an increased establishment to a total of three flights, employed respectively 
on the development of Oboe technique, investigations for T.R.E. and the "Y " 
Service, and R .C.M. investigation flights. · 

No. 1473 Flight 
The Squadron operated until July 1942 when the R.C.M. investigation flight 

became known as No. 1473 Flight, the remainder of the Squadron being transferred 
to other duties unconuected with No. 80 Wing. In June 1943 changes in aircraft · 

· and personnel establishments were made to enable the flight to undertake a number 
of commitments which, due to aircraft limitations of height, speed and ran.ge, had 
previously been deferred. 

No. 192 Squadron 
FinaUy, with the formation in December 1943 of Headquarters 100 Gro1.1p, and 

the growing need fo, investigation in connection with offensive R..C.M., No, 1473 
Flight became part of No. 192 Squadron whose activ(ties both in an offensive and 
defensive role continued until the end of the European campaign. 

The work undertaken by the Unit at various stages of its history is described 
below, mentioning various enemy aids and the part played by the Unit in the 
development of appropriate counter-measu,res. Brief details are also giveu. of certain 
work undertaken by the Unit for formations other than Headquarters No. 80 Wing. 

Knickebein 
The fast task allotted to the re-formed B.A.T.D.U. was t he identification and 

plotting of the Knickebein beams operating from Western Europe in the 30 mega
cycles per second band. For this task the aircraft were fitted wi.th S.27 receivers, 
the first beam being identified and plotted on 21 June 1940. Subsequently, numerous 
test flights were carried out to determine the efficacy of the various early forms of 
counter-measures devised, both British and captured German airborne equipment · 
being employed. · 
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During the early development of the Knickebein system, routine flights were made 
during enemy operations against this country in order that the beam settings might 
be obtained and passed to the Operations Room, Headquarters No. 80 Wing. At a 
later date it became possible to determine these settings from observ~tions from the 
ground watcher organisation, but flights to test the efficiency of Aspirin action and 
to assist in the identification and determination of the radiation pattern of the uew 
Knicfubein beams as these become operational, were continued at intervals until 
1944, when, dudng the final phase of Jong-range bomber activity against this 
country numerous flights were undertaken by No. 192 Squadron to test the jamming 
of Kn. 8 and 10, in use during the large-scale attacks o.o London. During these 
later flights pilots were briefed to fly out towards the s01,1rce of the signal until it 
could be identified as free :from jamming and then to return down the beam a long 
the equi-signal until jammiug action made this impossible. Reports on these 
flights showed varying results, but in the main, a general confusion of signals for 
many miles beyond the coast was observed . 

Ottokar 
Beam signals in the 30 megacycles per second frequency band alternating with 

German R/T were first intercepted in January 1944. The transmissions appeared 
to originate from the Den Helder area and it was suspected that 1(1-,. 3 was being 
used in a defensive role as an aid to German uight fighters. Numerous flights 
subsequently made by No. 192 Squ~dron confirmed this fact. 

Ruffians 
With the anticipation in September 1940 that the enemy intended to make use 

o f a second beam system in the 70 megacycles per second band, an experimental 
j,amm.er, consisting of a modified gun-laying rada, transmitter was set up at 
Harpenden and air tests commenced immediately to determine the range at which 
this counter-measure might prove effective. By October: 1940 the W .l.D.U. had 
identified a new system of beams from Calais, Cberbourg and Le Havre areas, thus 
confirming information already x:eceived from the "Y" Service and other sources. 
Routine fl ights were made nightly to determine the frequency and position of 
approach beams, the information obtained being relayed to the Operations Room, 
Headquarters No. 80 Wing, in order that counter-measure action might be taken, 
These fl igbts, undertaken dming periods o1 enemy activity and often under hazardous 
flying conditions, provided v ital information often unobtainable from other sources. 

Further flights were undertaken to assist the Scientific Analysis Section then 
investigating the complex Ruffian System which consisted of an elaborate beam 
pattern . The pinpointing at night to a degree of accuracy required foI this work 
was a most exacting navigational task. Flights were also made for T.R.E. with the 
dual purpose of (i) estirnati.o.g Ruffian field strength and (ii) testing the efficiency of 
Bromide (counter-measure) action , 

Attacks on CherbQurg Ruffians 
In November 1940 flights were made to ascertain whether it was possible to 

dete:rmine"with a degree of accuracy sufficient foy bombing purposes the "cut-out" 
when flying over tbe beam transmitters in the Cherbourg Peninsula. In view of the 
successful results of these tests a deeision was made to take offensive action against 
these transmitters. The first attempt was made in November 1940 during one of 
the heavy raids on Coventry; but the smallness of the target made this an exceed
ingly difficult task, and although direct hits could not be established, a measure of 
success was obtained in that during this and mapy subsequent attacks the Ruffian 
transmitters ceased radiation for a considerable period. The attacks were continued 
until the summer of 1941, the establishment of No. 109 Squadron being jncreased 
in February of that year to .include a striking flight for offensive purposes. The main· 
objectives were tl\ose Ruffians situated in the Cherbourg Peninsula but attacks 
were also made during May 1941 against the Ruffians at Modaix. 

Extensive investigation.s were carried out to devise more accurate methods of 
determining the target and experiments were made in the use of (i) luminous 
marker bombs, and (ii) a narrow ·beam system similar to the German Knickebein. 
Attacks agai·nst the Ruffian transmitters were discontinued before either of these 
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systems was developed sufficiently to eoable it to be used operationally but narrow 
beams were employed e~-tensively at a later period and played an important part 
i~ the " Trinity" Operations. 

Benito 
Although the properties of this enemy beam systeo1 and the method of using it 

were n.ot folly understood until April 1941, sign.a.ls in the 40 megacycles per second 
frequency band had been intercepted by aircraft of B .A.T.D .U. during a routine 
investfgational flight in the autumn of the previous year. By December 1940 the 
system had been established as consisting of a form of beam plus some method of 
ground conhol ; flights by No. 109 Squadron gave two pinpoints on a beam in 
Norfolk and indicated the Poix area as a possible source of the transmission. 
Observations during this and subsequent flights suggested also that some form of 
visual presentation was used. In May 1941 flight tests were mad'e to determine 
whether it was possible to interpret the signals a-urally or by cathode ray tube when 
pinpointiog the setbng of the bearu; attempts to utilise a captured German receiver 
(" Y " Geriit) were made but proved unsuccessful. Routine flights to investigate 
ne~~ l3enito beam and range transmis~ions as _these occurred were made by aircraft 
of No. 109 Squadron and No. 1473 Flight during the penod 1941- 1943. Tests were 
also made to estimate the efficacy of counter-measures Domino (Meaconing of range 
tone) and Benjarn.in (jamming of Benito beam). 

Meacons 
The Meacon scheme was ready for operation io July 1940 and air tests were made 

immediately by the B.A.T.D.U. to test the efficiency of the first Meacon station at 
Flimwell (Tunbridge Wells). By September of that year numerous flights had been 
carried oat and results obtained, showing errors varying from 9 degrees to 59 degrees, 
had established the system as highly satisfactory. Air tests continued during the 
building up of the Meacon organisation and comparative field strengths of German 
beacons and R.A.F. Meacon stations were obtained. 

F idget 
With the introduction in April 1944 of Fidget as a counter-measure against the 

passil)g of instructions to enemy night fighters by Big Screw high-power beacons, 
flight tests made by aircraft of No. '92 Squadron over eoemy territory provided 
valuable evidence of the success of tl1e scheme. 

Elektra/Sonne 
Evidence of the Elektra system coll5isting of a fan of equi-si.gnal beams separated 

by a lternate dot and dash sectors wa.:; first obtained .in August 1940 and flights were 
inaugurated immediately to investigate this new navigational aid. These tests were 
i nvaluable in establishing the beam pattern of Elektra 1 (481 kilocycles) . A captured 
map obtained several weeks later confnmed io every case of lhe accuracy of the 
results obtained. Meaconing action was taken immediately against the Elektra 
system, air tests being carried out to determine at what range this couoter-measore 
was effective ; periodical flights were a lso made to confirm the characte,istics of 
the new Elektra as obtained by ground stations and to assess the effects of Meaconing. 
With the introduction in February 1943 of Sonne, a development oi the Elektra 
principle enabling this aid to be used by aircraft or submarines to obtain bearings, 
flights were made during March of that year to con.firm ground observations made 
on Sonne. Results indicated that Sonne provided a most useful and easily employed 
navigational aid of which use might advantageously be made by Coastal Command 
aircra1t. A further series of air tests was carried out to determine the area over 
which Meaconiug would be effective. 

Activity in Connection with Allied Transmissions 
Misce'llaneous activjties by the Airborne Unit in connection with allied tra-ns

missions in the medium frequency band included the following:-
(a) Flights to investigate enemy interference with the Splasb.er system. 
(b) Ex.amination of the effective range of Allied radio range jnstallati0ns. 
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(c) Investigations of a prisoner-of-war statement suggesting that good bearings 
were obtainable on the supposedly masked Droitwich B.B.C. transmission. 

(d) Flights to investigate the possible use of certaio unsynchronised B.B.C. 
transmissions as a navigational aid to enemy airci:aft launching flying 
bombs. 

R/T Jamming 
Flights to investigate the possibility of jamming enemy R/T in the 38---42 mega

cycles per second frequency band were instigated in the autumn of 1942. In April 
l943 tests were made of transmitters proposed for Cigar barrage jamming in this 
band, and to ascertain i.o particular the interference caused to S.B.A. beacons on 
adjacent frequencies. Flights were also made during the summer of 1943 to investi
gate the effectiveness of Cigarette, a development of Cigar, for the purpose of jamming 
control instructions to enemy fi,ghter bombers over this country. 

Operation " Trinity " 
This operation, which took place in December 1941 consisted of the offensive use 

of a beam-ranging device, somewhat similar to the Benito syst em, for the precise 
biind-bombing of the German battleships Scha-rt1horst and Gneisenau and the 
cruiser Prinz £14gen then lying in Brest dockyard. Although under the operational 
control of H.Q. No. 3 Group the formation oI the requisite organisation and the 
control of foe technical side of the operation was vested in H.Q. No. 80 Wing. 
A narrow beam apparatus whose development had just been completed by Messrs. 
Sta.ndard Telephone & Cables, Ltd., in co-operation with H.Q. No. 80 W ing was 
utilised to give "line", and a ranging device, known as the Broody Hen was 
supplied by T.R.E. 

No. 109 Squadron had been associated with the development of both these 
devices having carried out all tbe flight tests. Special operators from this squadron 
were accordingly chosen to operate the S.27 type receivers fitted for the reception 
of the beam signals, and the Broody Hen equipment used for ranging. The squadron 
also supplied pilots highly skilled in beam flying to act as second pilots iJt the aircraft. 

Jamming of Tank Communications 
During the autumn of 1941 preparations were made to jam the enemy's 

· tank-to-tank V.H.F. communications (28-34 megacycles per second band) during ' 
the expected offensive in Libya. Barrage jamming from aircraft was considered to 
be the only practicable method and No. 109 Squadron was given the task of designing 
manufacturing and fitting into six "tropical type" Wellingtons the special aerial 
equipment to be used in conjunction with standard aircraft sets modified for this 
purpose. T his work was carried out in a remarkably short period a nd after flight 
trials the aircraft proceeded to Egypt, one o[ the crews being composed of No. 109 
Squadron personnel and fhe whole party being under the command of an officer 
from H.Q .. No. 80 Wing, These aircraft were extensively used during the opening 
phases of the Libyan campaign and an appreciable measure of success was achieved. 

Airborne W /T Station 
During December 1942, at the request of H.Q. Fighter Command, extensive tests 

were carried out by No. 1473 Flight on a Whitley aircraft equipped as an airborne 
signal station and designed for use in combined operations overseas to act as a 
Flying Repeater Station to relay by W/T, messages to distant stations, as an 
emergency ground station for use in fprward areas and as a semi-permanent Group 
Signals Station. 

Miscellaneous 
Miscellaneous activities undertaken by the Unit included the following:

(a) Tests of the effects of Barrage'Ba)loon cables on V.H,F. beams. 
(6) An inve.stigation to determine whether the terminal equipment at 

submarine cable stations radiated waves capable of being used as position 
indicators. 

(c) Window trials. 
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(d) Tests undertaken for A .D.G.B. to investigate the ultimate range and 
jamming susceptibility of their new high powered R(T ground transmitter 
unit. 

(e) Investigation of Oboe jamming for the Pathfinder Force. 
(/) Observation flights in connection with the use of Starfish (decoy fires). 

Beacons 

APPENDIX No. 3 

GERMAN MEDIUM FREQUENCY NA YlGATIONAL AIDS 
AND COUNTER-MEASURES APPllED 

At the outbreak of tbe European war, the enemy possessed some 24 medium 
frequency radio beacons throughout Greater Germany. Those beacons were used 
for navigation by the German Air Force, and by March 1940 the number io use had 
increlsed to 46, the new beacons being mainly located a long the German western 
frontier. In addition to the beacons, several German broadcast stations had 
recognition letters superimposed on their programmes, and were used as beacons. 
Advances by the enemy thTOugh Denmark, Norway, Holland, Belgium and France 
resulted jn tbe movement of most of the Western German beacons to new locations 
tluoughout the occupied countries, the use of several captured broadcast stations, 
and tb.e erection of several higher powered beacons along the European coast from 
Norway to Bo:rdeaux. 

The development of beacons had been followed by the " Y " Service from the 
early days of the war. It had been established that alJ beacons operated on certain 
frequencies in the band 176-G00 "kilocycles per second. Transmission was in the 
form of a call sign followed by a 20-second continuous note for ease of direction 
finding. All call signs were of five characters (figures and letters). Addition of the 
figures in the call ·signs, known as ' · totals," was found to be the key to a rotation 
of " totals " and frequencies, each beacon using a different " total" arid frequency 
on each day of the month. Cha.nges of ' ' total" and frequency were made at midnight 
German time. Such rotations became known as "Systems " of which immediate 
infonnatio.n was required, particularly when changed, for the successful application 
of Meaconing. The supply of this rapid intelligence played a very important part 
in the operational control of counter-measures throughout the war. The limited 
resources of the " Y " Service were often unable to supply immediate information 
on new call signs and frequencies when a new system was introduced. If the enemy 
had used a " hatted " method of distributing his call signs and frequencies the 
efficiency of Tadio counter-measures would probably have suffere.d considerably. 

The navigational use of beacons and broadcast stations now included homing, 
fixing of turning points and offensive bombing operations against the United 
Kingdom. It was therefore decided by Air Ministry to take offensive radio counter
measures, and deny the use of these stations to enemy aircraft, whilst nearing or 
tlying over this country. The Experimental Department oi the Post Office had 
l:)een working for some time on a scheme by which any " 5th column " radio beacon, 
which might be operated in the larger towns of this country, could be re-radiated 
by another transmitter away from the town , thus preventing enemy aircraft homing 
to tl1e beacon. This system was described by the Post Office as Meaconing. 

1t was decided to erect a number of stations along the south.and east coasts of 
this country. Eac.h station was to be equipped w ith three channels, each of which 
would be able to receive, amplify and re-radiate an enemy beacon. On 14 August 
1940, three Meacon sites were completed and ready to take counter-measures. A 
Control Centre had bee)l set up and the immediate interchange of information 
bet~een tbe " Y" Service and the Cootrol was possible. The system of changing 
call signs and frequencies had been broken down and it was also possible to recast 
ensuing sets of call s igns a.n<l frequencies. Information as t o the power of each 
beacon was compiled from measurements taken at the Air Ministry Research 
Station, Great Baddow. Headquarters, Bomber Command were taking advantage 
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of the information on beacons, their aircraft often using them for navigatipn. 
Arrangements were made that all beacons in the occupied countries should be 
subject to Meaconing with the exception of a limited number required by Bomber 
Command duriug any particular operation. 

The allocation of Meacons against beacons was made from a knowledge of the 
beacon activity, of the enemy intentions io raiding this country or the actual raid 
in progress, the power of Meacon transmitters, and the area over wnich each Meacon 
transmitter would affect the bearings of beacons of different power. Care had to be 
taken that the Meacon was not " in transit " with the beacon and raiding force. 
Certain technical difficulties had to be takep into consideration. A Meacon site 
with three channels could not operate any two channels with a frequency spacing 
of less than 20 kilocycles per seeond; one channel could not radiate near the 
harmonic of another; certain differences in frequency (!.F. of M.eacon receiver) 
caused interaction; 'also one type of receiver would not cover the band 
400- 500 kilocycles per second. 

Elektra· 
• During August 1940 the enemy introduced a new type of navigational aid in the 

form of an Electra Beam. The first of tbese was located at St. Peter, N. W. Germany, 
and operated on 481 kilocycles per second. This type of beam was Meaconed in 
the same way as the G.A.F. beacons but a Meacon site receiving dashes was most 
suitable. 

On 1 September 1940 the disposition of the enemy M /F navigational aids was as 
follows:-

Norway 
Denmark to N. France (Luftlotte 2) 

2 beacons and 4 broadcast stations. 
15 beacons, 3 broadcast stations and 

1 Elektra beam. 
France (Liifltotte 3) 21 beacons and 4 broadcast stations. 

One high power beacon, at Cherbourg 
was reported by " Y" Service to have 
a power of 20 kW. 

This formidable array of navigational aids had to be countered by an increasing 
but still insufficient number of Meacon channels. Careful allocation of these 
channels was made against the beacons most lil<ely to be used during any partieular 
raid. Speed of intelligence in advising the activity or inactivity of the beacons 
was very important. 

On 1 December 1940 the first complete change of system of call signs and 
frequencies of the beacons occurred. Such changes did not affect the recognition 
letters sent by broadcast stations or the frequency of the medium frequency beams. 
The change introduced a new set of frequencies in the band 176-----600 kilocycles per 
second together with short wo1·d call signs mainly of four letters. Call signs and 
frequencies changed between the beacons once per day, during the hours of daylight, 
and at different times each day . The reason for this change seems to have been 
firstly to avoid changes of can sign and frequency at night when the German Air 
Force were operating, and secondly on security grounds. Forecasting of call signs 
and frequencies was now impossible and proved a serious handicap to counter
measures since effective Meaconing depended upon a knowledge of the call sign, 
frequency and location of the beacon. A pei-iod of delay was inevitable while the 
'' Y" Service iu.tercepted and .fixed th.e beacons as they became active. 

By the middle of December 1940 it became apparent that the new system 
comprised 4 1:0tas o f call signs and frequencies, each rota being employed for one 
day. Once the daily change of rotas had taken place and the new .rota established 
all that was neceSsary was to have the activity of the beacons followed. Pre• 
operational planning and allocation of Meacons was again possible with a marked 
increase in efficiency. The 4 rotas continued to be used until 31 March 1941. 

During this period the number of high-power coastal beacons which operated 
outside the rotas had increa.'ied from one to five. A1so in December 1941 a new 
Elektra near Bayeux (France) operated on 296 kilocycles per second, and on 8 March 
another new Elektra at Stavanger operated on ·319 kilocycles per second. Broadcast 
stations in Germany had been formed into synchronised groups but several in 
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occupied countries still operated as beacons during periods of activity. Indications 
of activity were sometimes 'Obtained by hearing the broadcast stations commence 
keyfag recognition letters. 
- To counter each of the higher-power -beacons, Elekfra and broadcast stations it 

was necessary to employ more than one Meacon channel against the enemy beacon 
to be masked. This multip1e Meaconing introduced several technical difficulties 
such as" sing round " between sites. Charts were therefore prepared by- the G.P .O. 
showiog which Meacon sites, by reason of their rejection angles, were suitable to 
work together. 

The term "Rejection Angle" as appli.ed to a Meacon installation denotes the 
bearing of the line join ing the receiver to the transmitter site and, for practical 
purposes, includes the 45-degree sector on either side of the line. Successful 
Meaconfog cannot be carried out from w·ithin these sectors owjng to the impossibility 
of rejecting the re-transmission from the local transmitter and the resultant " sing 
round " effect. In the case of multiple Meaconing unless the sites are chosen with 
care as regards their relative rejection angles, "sing rc»und " can be caused by one 
Meacon transmitter driving another member ,of the group in operation instead of 
the enemy signal. Use of the G.P.O. charts referred to above, combined with 
practical experience. rnabled this new application of Meaconing to be used 
success!ully and. in general, the use of two sites was found to be sufficient. In the 
case of the high-power beacon at Chei:bourg which was at first much used by the 
enemy, the area of effective Meaconing had to extend over the whole of the south 
of England and as many as five o'f the highest-powered Meacons available were used. 

Meaconingstrength and tactics seemed to be worrying the enemy. Many references 
to the failure of D/F equipment were being intercepted by the" Y "Service. Enemy 
aircrews were frequently lost and craslied or landed their aircrait in this country 
with no idea as to where they were. Several instances occurred of aircraft flying 
around a Meacoo looking for the airfield which they knew was near the beacon 
being covered. Some discovered their mistake, others were either shot down or 
crash landed. 

On 1 May 1941, a Spanish broadcast station at La Coruna radiated a carrier 
after midnight when normal p rogrammes ceased. This transmission was continued 
until the morning when programmes were again radiated. The statior~ was 
obviou~ly being used as a beacon and captured maps showed bearings marked off 
up the west coast and western approaches of England.' Meaconing counter-measures 
were taken. 

Changes of Enemy Beacon '' System " 
_ On 1 April 1941 another complete change in call sign and frequency system took 

place. Five new rotas were introduced, rotas being changed daily during t11e hours 
of daylight. l September 1941 saw the introduction of yet another new set of 
6 rotas. Up to thjs time the battle between medium. frequency navigational aids 
and counter-measures had mainly been on the basis of the numbe,; of aids and the 
power used. The enemy must have watched the Meaconing and realised that after 
a call sign and frequency change some time elapsed before all Mea.coning was again 
fully applied. On 10 October 1941 he took advantage of bis discoveries and 
introduced a complicated system of 20 rotas with 6 changes of rota each 24 hours. 
during the houi;s of darkness. Two-letter call s igns were now employed and a few 
changes made in the set of frequencies in the 176-600 kilocycles per second band. 
The tigh-power fixed-frequency beacons were now reduced to four. Reduction of 
power of several inland beacons near airfields was also noticed. Owing to range, 
Meaconing was difficult on these lower-powered beacons but was continued in case 
attempts were made to use them over this o~unt,:y. 

The "Y" Service increased the number of direction finding stations engaged on 
beacon work but it was difficult to reduce the period of delay, before re-allocation 
of Meacon channels had been made, to below 15 minutes. Various forms of 
autonomous working were considered but owfog to the importance of the Meacon 
being correctly placed geographically, in relation to the beacon, indiscriminate 
Meaconing was not attempted. ' 

Early in November 1941 the system in use was broken down. A different 
t-wo-letter call sign was used for each frequency in each of the 20 rotas. A chart 
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was prepared listing the frequeocies down one side and all the call signs for each 
frequency recorded in 20 columns, each column being a rota. The sequence of 
rota,s was " hatted " but with an accurately frequency calibrated receiver it was 
possible, after each change of rota. to intercept two or three beacons, measure their 
frequency, and find the rota they fitted. 

On 14 November 1941 an instruction was issued to all Meacon sites containing 
the chart of rotas and describing how the rota in use could be determined. Further 
charts were issued which allocated Meaconing of the various beacons to the most 
suitab1e 'Meacon sites under each rota. It had always been considered advisable 
not to Meacon continuously any beacon from one site ; knowledge of the position 
of the Meacoo might in certain circumstances enable it to be used as a beacon. The 
alloca.tion charts described a.bove varied the Meacon site for the beacons operating 
within the :system, but not the Meacooing of fixed frequency beacons, Etektra beams 
or broadcast stations. Two charts were, therefore, prepared and each one was 
brought into use at irregular intervals. 

The new method of Meacofl control relieved the control centre of much work in 
passing instructions. More attention. than had been possible in the-past was paid 
to finer points. The efficiency of the organisation improved to the extent that all 
beacons were being re-Meaconed within an average of three minutes from a 
rota change. 

During November, the Elekt,ya near Bayeux was last heard and on 11 November 
1941 a new Elektra on 291 kilocycles per second was plotted in the Brest area. 
Another change was tbe high-power fixed frequency beacon on the Island of 
Schenvren ; this beacon now worked alternatively with a new high-power beacon 
just south of Dunkirk. The change was pt,"obably made because Bomber Command 
had decided after some airborne tests that enemy beacons could saf~ly be used over 
the Continent when defensive Meaconing was being carried out in the United 
Kingdom. Enemy beacons had proved to be of considerable value to R.A.F. 
ai~cnut. 

The efficiency of the new Meacon Control Scheme seems to ha.ve been proved by 
another change .in the beacon system on 20 December 1941. This time 20 rotas of 
wedded caiJ-sigos and frequencies were employed, 15 changes of rotas taking place 
daily, 12 of the changes being during the hours of darkness, at 45 to 70 minute 
intervals. The constant use of one call sign for each frequency prevented rota 
identification without D/ F facilities. New allocation charts wue issued to all 
Meacon sites and each rota numbered. As soon as the" Y" Service had discovered 
the rota number in use, this was passed by Meacon Cont rol to each Meacon site. 
This system saved full instructions having to be given over the telephone and full 
Meaconing was effected within 5 to 10 minutes of a rota change. 

The beacon system again changed on 1 April 1942, selected frequencies in the 
b<1nd 176-600 kilocycles per second and changing two-letter call signs being employed ; 
15 changes of call sign and frequency took place daily, mostly during the hours of 
darkness. The " Y" Service allocated every D/F Station they could possibly 
spare to the fixing of beacons. This was later helped by a partial breakdown of n 
corrupt sliding scale of call signs and frequencies. Fifteen to 25 minutes were now 
taken before all beacons in the system were effectively Mea.coned after a change. 
Auton,omous working or self direction finding by the Meacon sites was again 
considered but the D/F loops available were not thought to give sufficiently accurate 
bearings at night. Tests were, however, carried out certain Mea.con stations being 
made responsible for covering selected beacons whatever their call sign or frequency. 
The Meacon stations were advised of the bearings of the beacon to be covered and 
searched the band until that beacon .was d iscovered. Some slight success was 
achieved being partly belped by the inactivity of beacons not directly connected 
with flights or raids by enemy aircraft, and in a tie-up by "Y" Service between 
German W/T and beacons which enabled forecasting of beacons activity to be 
made. The existence of several beacons whose bearings from Meacon stations were 
rather close did not help this scheme. 

On 1 June 1942 another system of 20 rotas with wedded two-letter call signs 
and frequencies was introduced. Changes of rotas during operational periods now 
took place as f,requently as every 25 minutes. Self-fixing of beacons by Meacon 
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sites, combined with instruction from the Meacon Control on information from 
" Y " Service, enabled Meaconing to be continued. Considerable reductions in 
beacon power made Meaconing difficult but at the same time must have made it 
very difficult for enemy aircraft operators to obtain bearings. Such frequent 
changes of rotas must also bave made it necessary for long lists of beacons with 
call signs a.nd frequencies to be c~rried. Re-shuffles of the call signs and frequencies 
in the 20 rotas took place on 10 July, 1 August. 18 August and 7 September. 

On 15 September 1942 there was yet another complete change in tb.e beacon 
systems. All beacons including those· on fixed frequencies now operated in the 
narrov,r band of SOO to 600 kilocycles per second. This denied the use of enemy 
beacons to British aircraft whose receivers did not cover this band and was one 
example of enemy defensive measures being introduced. The number of beacons 
in the western coiu,tal strip was now reduced to 19. The new system was made up 
of three programmes, each programme covering ten days and containing ten rotas 
of call signs wedded to frequencies. Rotas changed at midnight daily and contained 
ten sub-rotas of changes of call sign and frequency to beacon locations, tllese ten 
changes being spaced out over th.e 24 hours. Repetition of programmes was in 
irregular order but once the new programme was identified all rotas were repeated 
in the same order as when the programme was previously used. Fi:equent inactivity 
of many beacons left gaps in the rotas but forecasting on a limited scale became 
possible. 

During October 1942 a new Elektra on 316 kilocycles per second was beard and 
fixed at Quimper (France), and on_the 11th of the month the Elekt1'a at Stavanger 
changed frequency from 3 19 to 297 kilocycles per second. On 81 December 1942, 
there was a slight change within the three programmes previously used, wedded 
call sign and frequency rotas remained the same but the sub-rotas of beacon 
locations were. changed. At this time there were .six broadcast stations in Norway 
operating as beacons. A broadcast station in North HoUand was somelimes heard 
superimposing recognition letters, and two stations in France were more frequently 
active. Meaconing action was always taken during likely or actual periods of enemy 
activity. 

A return to a 20-rota system was made on 1 February 1943, two-letter call signs 
being wedded to frequencies in the 500 to 600 kilocycles per second band. Fifteen 
changes of rota took place daily but forecasting was possible as the rotas were 
changed in the same order as that of the beacous in Central Germany employed 
some months earlier. New sets of rotas were introduced on the 8th and 16th of 
the month. On 26 February 1943 the Elektra on 316 kilocycles per second at 
Quimper changed to a. Sonne. This station was the first to adopt this new form of 
Medium Frequency navigational aid. Meaconing proved an effective counter-measure. 

On 1 March 1943 another complete change io beacon locations and operating 
procedure took place. Beacon locations were -now ana.nged in 14 groups. each 
group comprising three sites located at the points of a triangle with .roug}lly SO to 
80 mile sides. Ten of the grnups were spaced along coastal areas between Southern 
Norway and Bordeaux. The other 4 groups operated further inla.nd in France, 
The call signs were now three figure groups which were tb.e same as the actual 
frequency being employed. The frequency band 500 to 600 kilocycles per second 
was used with the exception of two frequencies near 250 kilocycles per second. The 
three sites of each group operated on the same frequency throughout March, each 
site radiating in tum for 15 minutes. The sequence of rotation around the sites 
was changed 10 times per day, more frequently during the hours of darkness than 
in daylight. A further general reduction in the power of the beacons was noticed, 
this often ma.king interception and identification difficult. Each of the various 
bomber and reconnaissance unit~ of t he G.A.F. appeared' to be allocated certain 
beacon groups which only became active when aircraft of the unit were in the air. 
Indications of enemy activity and units concerned thus became possible by observing 

. tbe activity of beacon groups. 

On 1 April 1943, further changes were made. The fourteen groups were divided 
up as follows:-

(a) Nine groups interchanged frequencies ten times per day at the same time 
as the change of sequence of rotation of sites within each group. 
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(b) Four coastal groups in Holland and France increased the number of 
transmitters at each mast site to three. Four sets of three frequencies 
rotated around the groups with i:en changes per day. Each set of 
frequencies rotated around the mast sites. 

(c) One group in the Cherbourg area rem,ained on a :fixed frequency. 

Several changes in Elektra and Sonne transmissions took place as follows :-
8. 4.43. Sonne on 481 kilocycles per second;tt Petten liJ-st heard. 

10.4.43. Elektra on 297 kilocycles per second at Stavanger last heard. 
19.4.43. Sonne on 297 kilocycles ·per second at Stavanger 1:irst heard. 
27.4.43. Elelitra on 481 kilocycles per second at St. Peter last heard. 

6.5.43. Sonne on 297 kilocycles per second at Stavanger ch~nged to 
319 kilocycles per second. 

18.5A3. Sonne on 303 kilocycles per second at Lugo (Spain) first heard. 
24.6.43. Sonne on 297 kilocycles per second at Arles (South France) first heard. 

On 1 July 1943, eleven of the beacon groups added a further site and the period 
of operation of each site was reduced to ten minutes. During August a new practice 
arose of Sonne stations changing to Elek-tra transmission during periods of enemy 
activity over this count ry. Such changes djd not affect Meaconing but were often 
one of the indications of enemy activity. 

25.B.43. Sonne on 306 kilocycles per second at Bayeux first heard. 
8,8.43. E lektra- on 291 kilocycles per second at Brest last heard. 

30.9.43. Sonne on 311 kilocycles per second at Seville (Spain) first heard. 

In December "Radio Paris" broadcasting station, which had not been used as 
a beacon for some long time, was again heard sul?erimposing- recognition letters. 
The group system continued in operation until 6 February 1944, but on the. nights 
of 21/22 and 29/30 of J anuary one site of each group operated continuously during 
a period of enemy activity over this country. · 

On 6 February 1944 the group system was practically abandoned. Two groups, 
one in the Cherbourg area and ·the other in South France, remained in operation on 
fixed frequencies. AU bea,cons were withdxawn from the Brest peninsula and a 
qmited number operated in two systems. Nine beacons i)l Southern France used 
word type call signs wedded to frequencies and thirteen beacons in the western 
coastal area used the figures of their frequency as call signs. Rotas now only 
changed once per day at l JOO G.M.T. The power of the beacons remained at a 
low level and offensive use appeared to have been abandoned. The use of these 
beacons in a defensive role is described later in this Appendix. 

On 26 February 1945 the Sonne on 316 kilocycles per second at Quimper changed 
ftequency to 325· 5. After the AlLied landing in North France there was a slight 
increase. of beacons in North France but as the beacon locations were overrun they 
were not replaced at other locations. During air launched Flying Bomb attacks on 
this country use of beacons which were operating in a defensive beacon system was 
made. Ele/ltra andSO'l'me transmissions in enemy held territory continued to operate 
until the end of tb.e war, Meaconing action was taken whenever the German Air 
Force took offensive action. 

" Meaconing " of the German Wireless Safety Service Organisation 
One of the wireless services of the German Air Force was a network of high grade 

direction-finding stations, which operated in the 150 to 600 k ilocycles and 3 to 
6 megacycles per second bands. This organisation became known as the " Safety 
Service" and its functions were to assist any aircraft in distress and unable to fincl 
its position by any other means. Communications between aircraft and ground 
control stations was carried on in a simple " Q " code. Wheu. told to do so the 
aircraft transmitted long dashes whilst toe ground stations took their bearing, the 
bearings were then passed to the Control and a "fix" g iven to the aircraft in a 
coded map grid reference. The Safety Service was independent of all other W fr 
organisations such as airfield •· Homing." From listening observations of the 
operating by the ground personnel they appeared to be highly skilled and capable. 
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After the German occupation of Western European countries the Safety Service 
was extended so that any aiccraft flying over the United Kingdom or Western 
Approaches cou1d be given assistance. As rad io counter-measures against navigational 
aids used for attacks on the United Kingdom became more effec;tive a new use for 
the Safety Service Organisation was found ; instead of being rather an II S .0.S." 
organisation, it now started giving " fixes " to aircraft operating over this countxy. 
The Safety Service Organisation used one frequency in each of the M/F and 
H/F bands. The call signs were grouped so that a Control Station would have a 
three,letter call sign and each outstation under that Control would use tb,e same 
three-letter call sign with an additional Jetter to identify the outstation. Six 

-Control stations were set up along the coastal area betwP-en Denmark and Bordeaux 
and each Control had two or more outstations. 

The threat of the use of the Safety Service Organisation to assist bombing had 
been .considered and specially sensitive Meaconing equipment had been designed. 
This equipment was know11 as Aircra;ft Meaconing (A.C.M.) and by a lucky 
coincidence became operational at the first Meacon site to be fitted with Medium 
Frequency equipment on 7 December 1940. On the following day the Service was 
in fact used as expected, and some 20 aircraft called for " fixes " whilst over 
this country. 

A.C.M. circuits were originally constructed so that the receiver normally operated 
with the continuous wave oscillator "on," and the enemy signals could be heard 
by the operator. A switch was provided which cut off the oscillator and switched 
the output of the receiver to the Meacon channel for Meaconing. This arrangement 
meant that the operator was unable to follow the traffic whilst Meaconing was in 
progress, and resulted in the Meacon being switched ''off" intermittently, to be 
sure the aircraft was still radiating its signa1 for D(F. It was feared that the above 
~onditlons would ~nable the enemy to detect Meaconing, and also that more effective 
Meaconing could be provided if a monitor receiver was a vailable. A monitor 
receiver was, therefore, provided and fitted so that during Meaconing the headphones 
of the operator were switched over to this receiver and the enemy transmissions 
heard via the Meaconing transmitter. Results so obtained were excellent and further 
improvement in the A.C.M. became possible with these monitor receivers insofar _as 
the complete a ircraft transmission, including calling the ground station, could be 
Meaconed and the enemy thus prevented from obtaining bearings on any signal 
radiated by the aircraft. · 

The operators requiced for A.C.M. had to be highly skilled in Meaconing signals 
of varying frequency aod strength and of short duration. A morse speed of at least 
20 words per minute and full knowledge of operating procedure was required to 
follow the enemy transmissions. Valuable assistance was rendered by the "Y " 
Service, firstly by the loan of two officers who trained the operators on No. 80 Wing 
sites, and later by a short course. 

Meacon Cont-rol at H .Q. kept the A.C.M. stations informed of all changes in the 
enemy organisation : they also issued plotting maps showing the position of the 
enemy D(F stations with compass degrees marked around them, the German Air 
Force coded map grid and a \lst of " Q " codes used and their meaning, Each 
A,C_M. operator was therefore ab1e to follow the el).emy_ plotting and judge the effect 
his Meaconing was having on such plotting. Meaconing strength could then be 
increased or decreased as necessary. 

All A.C.M. work was analysed at Meacon Control, intercepted bearings passed 
by the enemy outstations to his Control; "fixes," stations Meacouing, a,nd Fighter 
Comm.and radar or Royal Observer Corps' plots were all available and whenever an 
aircra(t flying over the country was Meaconed, errors of up to 200 miles in the 
position given were noted. Aircraft approaching or .flying away from the country 
were affected in a less degree according to their distance from the 'Meaconiog stations. 
Meaconing was causing the enemy control stations to instruct aircraft to repeat 
their transmissions for check bearings. Many doubtful bearings and "fixes" were 
being given and delay and confusion resulted. 

By April 1941, an alternative frequency was introduced so that if unable to 
obtain a good " fi.x" on the first frequency the aircraft changed to the alternative 
frequency. The four A.C.M. channels then available were divided to cover both 
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frequencies. During May 194 1, the alternative frequency was cbanged each nigh t 
but remained between 410 and 430 kilocycles per second. The new frequency was 
quite easy to find in this narrow band. 

During the summer of 1941 , Meaconing equipment to cover the h igh frequency 
band and on which the Post Office bad been working for some time was installed 
at certain Meacon sites. Aircraft operating over the Western Approaches, or using 
this band as an alternafo,:e to the M/F band whilst flying over this country, were 
effectively Meaconed. 

In August 1941, A.C.M. operators reported that after the aircraft had been sending 
Its long dashes for bearings for a few seconds it switched off for about a m inute, 
and then switched on again. After a careful watch it was discovered that during 
this minu te of silence the a ircraft was radiating its long dashes on another frequency; 
/;ometimes this second transmission was identified by the aircraft sendiJlg its call 
sign once at the beginning of the new t ransmission and sometimes n0 call sign was 
sent. Some oi the A .C.M. sites were set up on this new alternative frequency, the 
operator being provided with a receivu with which he could monitor the maio 
frequency. The enemy soon fou.nd it just as d ifficult on either frequency to g ive 
the aircraft " fixes." 

His next move was to introduce a number of different alternative frequencies, a 
different frequency bein.g used each night. Combined efforts of the "Y" Service 
and A.C.M. stations usually resulted in the alternative frequency being cliscovered 
as soon as one aircraft used it. Meacons were then ready for all the following 
aircraft. The use of alternative irequencies continued until JuJy 1942 when, 
instead of all the stations in the Safety Service Organisation operating on one main 
frequency, they split up so that each contro1 station and its outstations had their 
own frequency. Sufficient A.C.M. channels were available for two to cover each 
frequency. The enemy gained nothing by dividing the Meaconing st rength. A 
disadvantage he now suffered was that the aircraft had to change frequency to 
contact djfferent control stations, and did not always choose the best one to 
minimise the effects of Meacontng. 

The enemy .ga'lle up the battle in August 1942, after which date h is aircraft only 
used the Safety Service when over tlrn Continent, all transmissions being on 
considerably reduced power and often the ground stations instrocted the aircraft to 
reduce power even further. On the few occasioris wbeo aircraft attempted to 
obtain" fixes" over or near this country they were Meaconed . It seems that when
ever the ground control stations suspected Meacoo,ing they would only give doubtful 
" fixes " and bearings and often none at all. Airfield '' hom ing,, frequencies were 
also watched and when aircraft were any distance from the ail:field and signals 
were sufficiently strong to Meacon, such action was taken. 

Various odd attempts to use the Safety Service Organisation were made, the 
A.C.M. sites dealing with the activity as it arose. The most interesting attempt to 
use the Safety Service Organisation to assist bombing was on the n ight of 4/5 J une 
1943, when the Control station at Villacoublay controlled five aircraft of III K.G.6 
on 367 kilocycles per second and gave them ·•fixes" together with bearings and 
times to their targets. a procedure similar to that employed on V.H.F. with 
fighter-bombers. · Each aircra£t appears to have been given its own target since 
incidents were reported from the Warminster, Leamington, A:ldersbot, Maidstone 
and Gravesend areas. The precise targets were not determined however. "Fixes" 
giveu t o the aircraft differed by distances up to 40 miles from the pinpoints at 
corresponding t imes as shown on · the Records Research track charts. The 
discrepancies were probably caused by Meacon.ing and no similar attempts to use 
the Organ isation were again made. 

Defensive Use of Medium Frequency Beacons by German Air Defence 
For the successful defence by fighter a ircraft against air attack over a lai:ge area 

it is essential not only fhat the detection and estimate of strength, compositioo. and 
direction of the attacking force should be possible but that, when obtained, this 
information should be available to each a ircraft responsible for interception. In 
.addition, altl.}ough it is desirable to have fighters airborne at operational height it 
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is advisable to b.ave these waiting at pre-arranged positions for eas-y vectoring 
towards an attacking force at the most opportune moment. 

The enemy therefore provided a low power M/F beacon near to each G.C.I. s ite 
over which each aircraft to be controlled could circle until operational instructions 
were passed. After each sortie or interception the fighter was able to "home '' 
to this low powered beacon and circle until new instrnctions were issued. These 
beacons, known as G.C,I. or Little Screw beacons, employed a power of some 
100 watts only. Airfields were also equipped with low power beacons of the same 
type which were employed to aid " homing " to airfields when patrols were 
completed. 

As the Allied raids increased in intensity the German Air Force tu.rned its attention 
more and more towax:ds defensive action. So many fighters were made airborne 
during each operation that individual ground control of all of them becameimpossible, 
th!! majority of them being Jett to make their own interceptions using information 

. broadcast in th.e form of a running commentary. This meant that large fleets of 
fighters would need to navigate and rendezvous all over the Reich and occupied 
Europe, and some naV'igational aid had to be prov1ded. Central European High 
l'ower Beacons, previously used for internal transport and training duties, were 
utilised for this p urpose. In addition high powered beacons were provided in areas 
of Western Europe not adequately covered by .the Central European Beacons. 
These were known as Big Screw Beacons and operated with a power of approximately 
1 ·5 kW. After take-off, each fighter could rendezvous with the many other aircraft 
by " homing " to a pre-arranged Big Screw or Central European Beacon and 
there circle awaiting general instructions or information. This system enabled 
lai;ge numbers cif aircraft to be d irected to waiting areas suitably disposed for 
intercepting an attacldng force, by directing them from beacon to beacon as more 
detailed information became available on tne course of the attacking bombers. 
Associated with certain Big Screw and Central E uropean Beacons were low powered 
beacons known as Bruilerfunk-Feuer. Each of these was located near a Big Screw 
or Central ,European Beacon and made use of the same call sign. The purpose 
served was, however, never determined. 

As already stated, for the fighter aircraft to make successful interception it was 
necessary for the aircrew either to receive explicit instructions as to the direction 
in which to fly or to have up"to-date information available as to the whereabouts 
and direction of the attacking bombers. In either case good ground to air 
communication was essential and this was normally achieved on H/F or V.H.F. 
until Allied radio counter-measures made these communication channels unreUable. 
Early in 1944, therefore, commenced the policy of using the Big Screw and Central 
European. Beacons for broadcasting brief details of the location and direction of 
the attacking forces. The information was given in W /T. the normal beacon keying 
being suspended for the short duration of tl:le message. Operating det(L..ils of beacons 
are summar ised in Table I to this Appendix. In addition to the beacons outlined 
above, two high power beacons were installed during January 1944 in the Ruhr 
and :were used solely for passing tactical W/T traffic to night fighters. These were 
known to the Germ.ans as Paute aud Ackm.ed. They each made use of a ,fixed call 
s ign and frequency and were situated at Dortmund and Dusseldorf respectively. 

When, at the beginning of 1944, the use of beacons for passing tactical W/T 
messages was observed steps were taken to institute counter-measures fa the form of 
Fidget. Th.is was first employed on 28 April 1944 when action was taken against 
three beacons, and by January 1945 Fidget had increased to such an extent that it 
was often applied to as many as twelve ene.my beacons simultaneously during an 
attack by Bomber Command. Mimicry was also introduced against Big Screw and 
Central European Beacons which were still acting as such to make navigation of 
night fighters from waiting a rea to waiting area more difficult. 
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Types of Beacon. 

G.C. L (Little 
Screw). 

Purpose. Power. 

Rendezvous for indiv ·- Low power, 
dual control. 50 to 100 

watts. 

Safety Service Air- " Homing " to air- Low power, 
SO to 100 
Watts. 

field Beacons. iields after operation. 

Table I 

Frequency. 

32 frequencies within 
band 200-1.200 kc/s. 
Changeddaily,several 
beacons sharing com
mon frequency . 

As for G.C.I. beacons 
and inc luded in the 
same rota. 

Big Screw Rendezvous in force ; 
large scale waiting 
areas ; also used to 
pass tactical W /T 
traffic. 

1 to 1 ·S kW. 200 to 600 kc/s band. 

Centrai European 
(O.B.D .L.) . 

Bmderfunk-Feuer 

M for Big Screw. 500 watt to 
1 kW. 

Low power 

Frequency wedded to 
call sign, changed 
twice· daily. 

As for Big Screw. 

Fixed. 

Call Sign. 

Fixed for each location. 
Usually 2-letter call 
sign. 

3-letter oall signs iden
tical w ith the local 
Safety Service D /F 
Organisation ; chang
ing twice weekly. 

4- or 5-letter call sign 
wedded to frequency 
which changed twice 
daily. 

4~ or 5-letter caU sign 
wedded to frequency 
which changed twice 
daily. 

Same as currently used 
by associated Big 
Screw or Gen tral 
European Beacon. 

Remarks . 

Some of these have been 
known to pass tactical W /T 
traffic. A number of airfield 
beacons did not operate on 
t he G.C.I. frequency rota. 
but always made use of 
fixed frequencies . 

Each Big Screw and Central 
European shared a common 
frequency within the 26 
frequencies available. 

A different set of call signs 
was used by each. type of 
beacon but in each case t he 
call sign was wedded to the 
frequency. 

Situated very near to a Big 
Screw or to a Central 
European Beacon. 



APPENDIX No. 4 

OPERATIONS ROOM- ORGANISATION AND PROCEDURE 

When No. 80 Wing was first formed its operational commitments were l imited 
to the following radio counter-measures :-

(a) Meaconing-to re-radiate enemy beacons used by the enemy for navigation 
over the British Isles. 

(b) Aspirins--to jam enemy Kn·ickebei,n beams, which were radiated on two 
.fixed frequencies (30 ; 31 · 5 megacycles per second) used for blind a rea 
bombing. 

An operations room was set aside at Aldenham Lodge. Under the Commanding 
Officer, a Duty Wing Commander was in control of operations, assisted by an 
Operations Officer and two junior officers each in charge of the Mcaconing and 
Aspirin sections, respectively, the latter being known as the Headache Control Officer. 
In addition, a Scientific Analyst was present to aid the Duty Wing Commander in 
determining the azimuth of each Knickebein beam detected. The duties of the 
Operations Officer a nd each of the sect~ons are de.5cribed below. 

The Operat ions Officer was in charge of the Operations Room and supervised 
the dutfcs of all sections, warning the Commanding Officer, Duty Wing Commander 
and officers in charge of sections immediately activity was indicated. During an 
operation, close contact was maintained with each section and information W'cl.S 

obtained from H.Q,, Fighter Command, as to tl1e general air situation. In addition 
the Operations Officer was responsible for passing information to ootside formations 
intimately concerned with the Wing activities, e.g., advising the Duty Air Commodore 
at Fighter Command of beam settings which indicated a probable target, also the 
Duty Group Captain at Air Ministry of the general situation. 

Headactie Control 
T hroughout the hours of darkness all Aspirin jammers radiated dashes on· the 

frequency on which they had last been instructed to radiate. This radiation was 
continuous except for pre-arranged breaks of ten minutes dttration three or four 
times each night. These breaks were known as listening periods and enabled all 
jamming sites equipped with receiv~rs together with special listening sites situated 
round the coast, t o listen on 30 and 31 · 5 megacycles per second for any enemy 
s ignals which might be active. After each listening period each site reported by 
public telephone to Headache Control the characteristics of any signal heard. Nll 
reports were required. 

Four clerks (special duties) were responsible for receiving t hese reports, logging 
them and subsequently charting them in a form suitable for a later detailed analysis. 
In addition. each report was displayed for immediate analysis. D.isplay was by 
means of maps showing the location of each. Hstening site-a separate map being 
used for each frequency. As each site reported, a coloured pin, representing the 
cb~acteristic heard, waS inserted in the appropriate map at the position of the 
.reporting site. 

Reference to the maps showed those Knicket,ein beams which were active and 
enabled the azimuth on which each beam was set to be determined by the Duty 
Wing Commander and Scientific Analyst. Additional maps were prepared as and 
when new Knickebein frequencies came into operation. 

As the settings of each beam became apparent they were indicated ou a fu rther 
map by means of coloured cords. Any beam intersections thus became evident and 
probable targets illustrated. This map was known as the Aspirin map since, besides 
showing beam settings, it displayed all Aspirins and the frequency on which they 
were radiating. Coloured flags, each colour representing a particular frequency. 
were used in this display, As K'>zickebeine were swung on to different targets it was 
therefore possible to observe any dangerous gaps in jamming caused by the new 
disposition and to order a su itable jamming cover. 
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1t was the duty of the Headache Control Officer to organise the above work, 
SUJ?Ctvise and ensure that reports were quickly and accurately received, logged and 
d isplayed, and to order a redistribution of jamming if required. In addition the 
Headache Control Officer organised under the genexal direction of the Duty Wing 
Commander and in conjunction with the Commanding Officer of No. 109 Squadron, 
any investigation flights which might be necessary. After each fu,ght tbe crew would 
be interrogated by telephone tie line and a preliminary report submitted to the 
Duty Wing Commander and Scientific Analyst. 

The enemy Ruffian type beams were at this time coming into use, operating on 
frequencies between 66 · 5 and 75 megacycles per secood. Suitable receivers had 
been installed at certain listening sites, where a watch for this type of signal was 
continuously maintained. Reports were made to Headache Control where they were 
logged and charted for futurs: analysis. No counter-measure was yet ready and the 
work was of an investigational nature. Many of the investigation flights organised 
by the Headache Control Officer were in connection with this activity. 

M eacon Control 
This section was responsible for all R.C.M. against enemy M/F aids and consisted 

of a Meacon Control Office:r assisted by four clerks (special duties). Information 
concerning enemy beacon activity was obtained from the "Y '' servfoe at Cheadle 
and a tie line was installed for this pt,rpose. · Enemy beacons interchanged call-signs 
and -frequency at intervals in accordance witn a pi:e-arranged rota. As each change 
took place it was necessa:ry for the "Y '" service to establish by D/F the source of 
each enemy call-sign heard. This information was passed to Meacon Control 
immediately it was determined, and was logged by a clerk S.D . I n addition a 
beacon activity sheet was maintained which had provision for planning the distribu
tion of counter-measures. 

All enemy beacon and counter-measure activity was displayed on a map of the 
British Isles and western Europe. On this map the position of each Meacon station 
with its rejection angle was shown and given a reference letter. Every ;Meacon 
tra.nsmitter available at each site was numbered. Thus, Flimwell had the reference 
"A" and its four transmitters were numbered "Al", "A2 ", etc. These references 
were printed on large headed display pins and stuck into the map at the appropriate 
Meacon site, thus showing what transmitters were available. As each enemy 
beacon became active a small coloured pin was inserted at its location on the map. 

When a Meacoo s ite was ordered to cover a beacon its call sign and frequency were 
given and the transmitter number to be employed was specified . The appropriate 
transmitter reference pin was then removed from its previous position and stuck 
ou the map at the position of the enemy beacon. A list of the relative powers of 
Meacon t ransmitters at each site was displayed for easy reference so tb.at dis
criro ination could be used when allocating cover of beacons of varying operational 
importance, or power. 

It was necessary for the JWeacon Control Officer to remain familiar with the current 
air situation, particularly the route by which enemy aircraft were approaching the 
target or were likely to approach, bearing in mind the Knir;llebein beam settings. 
This was to avoid choosing a Meaco11 site so placed that it was on the bomber route 
in line with the target and the enemy beacon. In view of the small number of 
N,{eaconing transmitters available, discrimination had to be used in taking R.C.M. 
against those beacons, which from their disposition, seemed of most use to tbe 
enemy. R.C.M. was vetoed on certain enemy beacons which were to be used by 
Bomber Command aircraft and this information was reeeived each evening and 
,displayed by a clerk S.D. 

Expansion of the Operations Room 
By the end of Octobex 1940 the first Bromide (jainmers of Ruffian type beams), 

was in operation, and during November and December the operational a.ctivities of 
the Wing grew apace. Mobile watcher sites operated on the south coast to pinpoint 
quickly aod accurately the position at which Ruffian beams from Cherbourg crossed 
the coast ; Bromide jami;uiog was active, tb.e jammers being djspersed to afford 
cover of major target areas ; a few hjgh power Aspirins with rotatable aerial arrays 
to enable jamming to be directed towards the beam intersections had become 
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available ; Glowwonn (later known as Starfish) bad become operational ; blind 
bombing by the use of Benito beam and -range signals was coming into use and 
co·unter-measures were being planned. The Mea.coning of aircraft requesting fixes 
had a lso been instituted. 

\Vith this increase in commitments the operations room had to be expanded. 
This was achieved by placing Meacon Control in an adjoining room and (emoving 
part of the intervening waJI . The organisation of the work was based on the 
following general plan :-

COMMANDING OFFTCER 

I 
I I 

DUTY WING COMMANDER Sc1ENTJFIC ANALYST 

OPEll~TIONS OFFICER. (for co-ordination) 

j 
HE!i\DA.CHE. CoN.:RoL 

I 
MEAC0N CONl'ROL 

I 
STARFISH 

I 
I 

REPORTS 
I 

ASPIRIN 
FLJGHTS BROMfOE: 

I I 
lNVES1."1GAl'ION BOMBING-

I 
1,IAlSON OFFICER 
FIGHTER COMMAND 

It V{ill be seen that the general organisation remained the same, but with the 
addition of the new section Sta.dish. Modifications were chiefly made with in sections 
as set out below. 

Headache Control 
This was divided into subsections dealing with incoming information such as 

reports of enemy signal <1-cti.vity, and outgoing orders such as redistribution of 
Aspirin j;;i.mmh1g and the ordering of Bromides to radiate. The re_ports were handled 
as outl~ed previously except that reports of Ruffian activ.ity were taken in duplicate, 
the copy being handed to the Scientific Analyst direct for immediate study. 

Aspirin 
. In addition to. the display ah'eady mentioned, displays were instituted for each 
Aspirin having a rotatable aerial array, showing a compass rose with a pointer to 
indicate tlie setting on which the transmitter was radiating. One Clerk S.D. was 
responsible under the direction of the Headache Control Officer for telephoning all 
orders to Aspirin sites and keeping up to date all displays of this section. 

Bromide 
A small display board was installed showing Bromide transmitters. Against each 

t ransmitter provision was made for hanging a plaque giving the frequency on which 
i t was requ ired to radiate. As each Ruffian frequency became active the Headache 
Controller under the direction of the Duty Wing Commander decided what jamming 
should be instituted, and displayed this by hanging the appropriate frequrncy 
plaque opposite transmitters which were to radiate. A Clerk S.D. would then 
telephone each site -required, and pass instructions to radiate giving the transmitter 
number and the frequency to be used. The Headache Control Officer, who sti\l 
continued to organise investigation flights, also intlfrrogated by telephone crews of 
No. 109 Squadron aircraft on return from bombing Ruffian beam transmitters on 
the Cherbourg Peninsu.la. A preliminary report was then prepared and sub111itted 
to the Duty Wing Commander and the Scientific Analyst. 

Meacon Control 
As stated above, this section was now installed in a room adjoining the main 

operations room. Its method of control remained the same, but i~ duties were 
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growing as 01ore and more Meaconing sites pecame operational. In consequence of 
the earlier success of Meaconing considei:able use was being made by the enemy of 
their safety service network. Only one frequency was employed and special equip
ment was installed at Henfield to Meacon the aircraft radiations. Speed and the 
very special nature of the work required tbat. this Mcaconing should be autonomous. 
1'he Meacon Control Officer was fully informed as to the action taken from 
in-formation supplied from Cheadle and Henfield. To increase power and to make 
Meaconing even more efficacious. enemy beacons were dou ble-1\IIeaconcd. Technically 
this introduced considerable complications in Meaconing due to interaction, and to 
enable suitable sites to be chosen, a chart devised by the G.P.0. was used. Clerks S.D. 
were beginning to understand increasingly the intricacies of the work, and as 
additional facilities became available, and as more commitments devolved on 
Meacon control, some of the allocation of the necessary Meaconing was placed in 
charge of a Senior Clerk S.D., general indication o.oly comi.ng from. the Meacon 
Control Officer. 

Starfish Control 
This section was manned by a single officer. but in the evening before any major 

operation took place, it was possible to sen<l a Clerk S.D. to this section to assist 
in taking routine serviceability and weather reports from all Starfish sites. During 
an operation Starfish Control came under the direct orders of the Duty Wing Com
mand of the Comm.anding Officer. It was necessary for the Starfish ControJler to 
be completely conversant with tJ1e existing air situation and probable line of approach 
towards any estimated targ-et. This information was obtained by liaising with the 
Operations Officer and the Headache Controller. Advice could also be sought from 
the Scientific Analyst for precise information regarding beam settings. As evidence 
accumulated, contact was cootiuually maintained wHh Starfish sites or their local 
control in the areas affected, arrangesnents made with the G.P.O. trunk supervisor 
for calls to the affected _areas to be connected with immediate priority and a very 
intimate knowledge of local weather conditions thus obtained. As the operation 
developed and bearing in mind all information at his disposal, the Starfish 
Controller would prepare a pJan showing all evidence and details of site possibilities, 
for the Duty Wing Commander or the Commanding Officer and only on their 
instructions were such orders p assed to a site. Q.L.s and other dummy lighting 
were controlled by the Starfish Controller on bis own authority using his intimate 
knowledge of the general air situation. 

A card index was ma intained giving details and all relevant information concerning 
each site under Starfish Control. A map of the British I sles was displayed showing 
the disposition of all s ites with cross reference to the card index ; i.n addition 
large-scale maps were available of the area of each Starfish so that the location of 
each site could be stu died in detail when preparing to set off a dummy ire. 

Communications 
During February 1941 anangements were made whereby trunk sub-lines to main 

watcher sites were left permanently connected -and voice-operated relays were 
fitted so that contact could be made immediately the receiver was lifted. This was 
t o speed up reports and enable Bromides to be g iven new frequencies as quickly as 
possible. This innovation was necessitated by tbe enemy making sudden changes 
in his Ruffian frequencies, during an operation, in an attempt to a.void tb.e Bromide 
jamming. 

Expansion due to Benito 
During February 194 1 counter-measures to tbe Benito system were instituted, 

first in the form of Domino and later in the jamming of Benito beams with 
Be;ijamin jammers. A further subsect ion of Headache Control was therefore 
introduced to deal with order and display for Benjamins similar to that instituted 
for Bromides. Domino action was institut ed by the Headache Controller or Duty 
W ing Commander personally by advi1,ing the Domino sites of enemy grou nd station 
frequencies which were to be covered. The subsequent operation of Domino was 
handled independently by the site concerned, although liaison was maintained with 
the Headache Control Ofllcer or the Operations Officer to enable Benito traffic and 
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"a,ction taken to be correlated with aircraft tracks. It had already been found that 
many of the telephone calls dealing with intelligence information and reports from 
outside formations concerning signal activity could be handled only by officers. 
This became even more obvious with the introduction of Benito and its counter
measure Domino. It was, thei:efore, neqessary for the Operations Officer to assist 
the Headache Controller by dealing with many of the telephone calls which the 
latter was too busy to take. In fact the Headache Controller and the Operations 
Officer began to work more a nd more as a team, the Operations Officer taking over 
the organisation of flights,. and many of the telephone calls on Benito and Domino. 

Introduction of Enemy Aircraft Plotting Table 
To relieve the Operations Officer of the frequent te1ephoning with the Liaison 

Officers of Fighter Command, a plotting table was installed and a Clerk S.D. was 
engaged continuously plotting t racks of enemy aircraft as passed from the Liaison 
Officer. Reference to this plotting table gave all the latest information available 
concerning enemy air activity, and more detailed plots could be obtained on any 
tracks1of particular interest. Meacon Control made slight changes in the method of 
display although the general principle remained. The modification was chiefly in 
the nature of equipment used in oi-der to avoid damage to the display map caused 
by continual insertion of pins. Hooks were fitted in the map at any position where 
d isplay would be required and small ivorine tallies, which could be hung on the 
hooks, were used instead of the display p ins. 

It was sometimes found that enemy beacons were operating on reduced power 
which did not give sufficient drive to permit a Meacon site to operate without self
oscillation. In this event a Meacop site might be instructed to "stand-by" until 
conditions were more favourable. This situation was indicated by hanging a green 
tally over the transmitter tally where it was shown against the beacon location. 

Transfer of the Operations Room from AJdenham Lodge to Newberries 
During the summer of 1941 it was appreciated that Aldenham Lodge was no 

longer capable of housing the rapidly expanding administrative and technical staffs 
as well as the operations room. Crowding was so severe that the security of the 
highly secret work dealt with in the operations room was liable to be jeopardised. 
A new operations block was therefore decided upon and a nearby house
" Newberries " -was chosen for this purpose. 

I t was also appreciated that in many ways the organisation of control required 
re-planning to increase speed in assessing enemy signal activity and the speed of 
application of counter~measures. This was very necessary as it was anticipated that 
during the coming winter months the enemy would increase the scale of his attacks 
and try to overcome radio counter-measures by maintaining radio silence as long as 
possible aud by employing rapid frequency changes. It was therefore decided to 
exa.mine the existing methods of control and to develop new systems and lay-out 
where desirable. Due to the unsuitable nature of the r,ooms available at Aldenbam 
Lodge, sections of the operatfons room were unavoidably too dispersed. Displays 
wl1ich were quite useful to the sections concerned could not be seen from any central 
position. The result was that the Duty Wing Commander or any other officer 
desiring to appreciate the work as a whole was required to·make a tour of inspection, 
and officers were continually moving about the room trying to pick up the threads 
of the work of individual sections as related to their ow:n particular function. 

Headache Control was the most hard worked a..nd most rapidly expanding section, 
but its co-ordination was breaking down with the, glut of new commitments. 
Telephone calls were- being duplicated unnecessarily by using three distinct sub
sections (Aspirin, Bromide and Benjamin} since all these types of transmitters were 
often available on the sam.e sites. Th.is disadvantage would obviously be aggravated 
as the enemy brought into use his extended Knickebe.in service which could employ 
any of the 34 frequencies in the band 30 to 33·3 megacycles per second. This 
innovation wouJd prevent automatic radiation by Aspirins and implied that 
J(nickebein and A,spirins would ri.eed control similar to Ruffians and Bromides. 
Starfish Control a.lso required to be in a position where continued reference could 
be made both to the plotting table and to the Starfish records and, displays. 'The 
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experience of Clerks S.D, engaged on Meaco.n Control had increased to such an 
extent that it was considered possible to leave the work in their hands v.ith only 
cursory sµpervisiop by an officer. 

It was decided therefore to introduce considerable modifications in both display 
and procedure immediately the new accommodatioo was available. With this 
object in. view the new operations room was planned and became operational 
on 19 October 1941. 

Improved Meacon Control 
As mentioned above, Meacon Control could be operated with only cursory super

vision and this section was made comparatively independent of the rest of the 
operations room. General direction was made the responsibility of the Operations 
Officer and a display was evolved which enabled the Controller and 'Operations 
Officer to see at a glance details of enemy beac0n activity and the state of counter
measures applied. The display method consisted of a board divided into two 
sections:-

(i) Transmitter Availability and Allocation Board, and 
(ii) a Beacon Activity Board. 

The plaques used on this board were sufficiently large so that details shown thereon 
could be seen from a considerable distance. 

The" Y" Service reported the location, callsign and frequency of each beacon as H 
became active. This was recorded as already described and in addition a pJaque 
showing tb.e location of the beacon by name, was bung in fhe Beacon Activity section 
of the Displai Board. On allocating a l;>eacon to a Meacon site, a beacon plaque, 
similar t o the one displayed in the Beacon Activity Section, was hung in the 
appropriate ~ite column of the Availability Section against the correct transmitter 
number. A white ivorine disc was hung on top of this plaque to indicate when 
allocation had been made. This disc was removed when the site reported that it 
was re-radiating satisfactorily. 11 satisfactory .Meaconing co1,1ld not be achieved, 
and a s ite was -instructed to stand-by pending more favourable conditions, a green. 
disc was hung over the allocation. , 

The number of sites dealing with aircraft Meaconing bad considerably increased 
and operators at these sites were given standard frequencies to watch and cover 
whe11 possible. These allocations were displayed by a frequency plaque against 
the site A.C.M. channel. Transmitter numbers commenced <1-t 12. This was to make 
a definite distinction from V.H.F, transmitters whose numbers commenced at on.e, 
and thus avoid possible misunderstanding at sites which incorporated both 
Meaconing and V.H.F. jamming transmitters. A map was displayed showing the 
location of aU enemy beacons. Each Meacon site was also shown togethe, with its 
angle of rejection. This map was used for re"ference purposes wl1en arranging alloca
tion but as all personnel on Meacon Control were familiar with the details showu, 
reference to this map was seldom necessary. 

Records were maintained as foUows :-
(a) Beacons Activity Log.-Beacon names, callsigns and frequencies, times of 

activity as reported by '' Y" Service, 
(b) Meacon Transmitter Sheets.~ne sheet was maintained for each Meacon 

transmitter availabJe. On these were recorded all allocations and 
radiation details. This information was afterwards transferred to a dail>y 
record book: for permanent record. 

Starfish Control 
The organisation of this section remained the same as at Aldenham Lodge except 

that it was more conveniently situated. The Starfish Officer was near the Controller 
tor consultation and discussion, whilst baving easy access to his maps, site records 
and a clear view of the p lotting table which was maintained as at Aldenham Lodge. 

Headache Control 
The remaining and major part of the Operations Room was devoted to countering 

enemy V.H.F. aids and considerable modification was made botb. in the methods oJ 
display a nd control. It was divided into two sections- incoming information known 
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as ''Reports", and outgoing orders for i.mplernenti.ng counter-measures, known as 
"Orders•·. Co-ordinahon was maintained by the Operations Officer and the 
Scientific Analyst who assessed the iuforrnation received from " Reports " and passed 
if on to the Headache Controller for " Orders " . · 

Report Sectioo 
The Report Section was manned by a total of five Clerks S.D. under the direct 

supervision of the Operations Officer. Three oi these Clerks S.D. were engaged 
continuously in receivi:ng by telephone reports dealing with signal activity, the 
fourth was engage<l ma.intaioiog a permanent log of all such reports received, 
whilst the other Clerk S.D. cha-rted the i.,aforma.tion for future analysis. No display 
was employed but all reports were taken in duplicate, each report giving the 
following information :-

Origin of Report: Odgi.nator's initials ; Recipient's initials: Time Report 
received. 

Sign'<tl frequency in megacycles : T ime heard: Modulation frequency employed ; 
· Characteristic (i.e. dots, dashts, continuous note and carrier, etc.) : Keying 
' speed : D/F bearing if available. 

These reports were handed to the Clerk S .D. enga.ged on logging who retained the 
carbon copy and immediately passed the original to the Operations Offi.cer. 

The Operations O.fficer filtered al I reports, passing any which had Knickebein or 
Ruffian characteristics to the Scientific Analyst who gave ,the 6.nal decision as to 
,what bea.ms o'{ this type were active, and their source. This information was passed 
to the Controller for c-0unter-measu..re action . The setting on which each beam was 
directed and jf possible the ~stimation of target was also obtained and passed to 
the Operations Officer for forwarding to Fighter Command. The Controller and 
Stadish Officer were also informed so that suitable modification or adjustment 
could be made in preparation o! counter-measures. 

All Benito type signals, both beam aod range, were assessed by the Operations 
Officer, the source·of each being determined from D/F bearings obtained by No. 80 
W.iDg sites together with bearings obtaineu from the II Y " Service organisation at 
Kingsdown. It was not posslbfe to estimate targets from Beoito beams and the 
information which was passed to the Controller for action was merely as follows:-

(a) Benito beam : Signal frequency: Source. 
(b) Benito control : (or range) : Signal frequency 1 Source._ 

Iu addition, by liaising ,vith the Kings<lown ' ' Y" Service, the Operations Officer 
was able to supply information to the Controller concerning Benito aircraft operati.ng. 
·l:he freqoeucy on which the ai.craft radiated, and tbe position of the aircraft. 
The Operations Officer also advised Fight.er Com!Iland oi any Benito beani and 
range signal active on their source. 

Orders 
In addition to maintaining general control of all operations in the room, the 

Controller directed personally all a.ctivities through the'' Orders" section. 

Two main display boards were employed :-
DIRECTIVE-Maintained by the Controller personally and known as 

"Contrnller's Order Board". 
EXECUTTVE-Known as " O_rderS Board " . 

Controller's Order Board 
The design a.nd lay-out of this board, which was instaUed on t he Controller's dais, 

showed those enemy signals which were active and the aUocation of counter-measures 
required. · Although the board bad main divisioos to distinguish J{nitkebein, Ruffian, 
Benito Beam and Benito Control, the priI).Ciple of display was the same throughout 
and will be described in detail as applied to the Knickebein section of the board. 
'the Board was divided foto columns each representing a known Knickebein site, 
the respective headings being" Kn. I",' ' Kn , 2 '',"Kn. 3 ", etc. Horizontallioes 
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drawn across the board intersecting the vertical columns provided small sections 
which would contain a display- plaque, two pins being fitted in each section -on 
which these plaques could be hung and easily visible froin the opposite side of the 
room. 

As each enemy signal became active a plaque showing the radio frequency em
ployed was hung a.t the top of the appropriate column. The frequency plaque was 
printed on both s ides, black on white ba<,kground and white on black background 
respectively. In the column be:neatb eac)l frequency, plaques showing sites and 
transmitters required for counter-measures were then displayed. Display of the 
frequency plaque as black on white background indicated that sites were to be 
ordered to line their transmitters up on the frequency specified and then stand by 
for further instructions. As soon as radiation was required the Controller turned 
the frequency plaq~1e over so as to be white on black bax;kground. This enabled 
preparation to be made fo1· speedy and effective jamming and yet postponing actual 
jamming until all information likely to be of use for analysis and advice to other 
defensive organisations could with safety be obtained. 

" Ol'ders " Section 
Tbjs Section was manned by four Clerks S.D., each having a telepho11e exten,sion 

from the Operations P.B.X, Act ion taken was displayed on the "Orders" boards 
making use of plaques similar i11 design to those used on the " Controller's Orders 
Board" i.e. printed on both sjdes. Four boards were used, each showing ia.mroing 
sites available in a particular area. Each board was divided into main vertical 
sections to distinguish between Aspirin, Bromide and Benjamin transmitters. 
As each board was further divided by vertical and horizontal intersecting columns 
it was possible to display by means of removable plaques the type ·and nu.1'nbeTing 
of transmitters available in each frequency band opposite the site which was printed 
at the left of each horizontal column. 

The Clerks S.D. engaged on " Orders " observed auy directions displayed on the 
Controller's Order board, contacted the sites required and passed apprnpriate 
instructions in the following form :-

,, Orders here. On Transmitter l, l ine up and stand-by on 31.3. The time 
is now 2125." 

Or 

"Orders here. On Transmitter I, radiate 31.3. The tirne is now 2125." 

The details of instruction passed were logged for permanent record and by banging 
a display plaque showjng tbe frequency allocated on top of the appropriate trans
mitter on the "orders" board tbe action taken could be indicated to the room at 
large. r, Standby" was shown with frequency printed black on white background, 
whilst" Radjation "was shown on the reverse side. Each Clerk S.D. was responsible 
for one board and therefore for a particular number of sites. Familiarity with the 
name of these sites enabled discrimination to be used while watching the 
' ' Controller's Orders Boai:d "~o.d avoided unnecessary duplication in telephone calls. 

As instructions had been give11 to outstations concerning the normal modulation 
frequency. keying speed and mark-space ratio to be employed wh.en jamming as a,n 
Aspirin, Bromide or Benjamin, it was unnec~<:sary for " Orders " to specify these 
details when passing orders to sites, consequently telephone calls were very brief. 
There was at this time one exception to .the tule. Some of the Benjamin. jammers 
were used to jam Benito Control when a modulatioo would be used consisting of 
jumbled morse signals recorded on a single tape. This tape was known as the 
"M" tape. When required it was indicated on the Controller's Order Boa,d 
immediately beneath th~ frequency by means of a plaque printed capital " M ", 
" Orders " would then instruct an outstation as follows :-

. "Orders here. On Transmitter 8, radiate 43.0, 'M' for 'Mike' Tape". 

It will be noticed that no provision was· made on the " Orders " Board for Domino. 
This was handled by the Controller who personally communicated with the 
outstation concerned. 
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Extensions to hand instruments were provided as follows i-
Meacon Contrnl 3 
Reports 4 
Operations Officer 2 (one scrambler) 
O~en 4 
Starfish Control 2 
Plotting 1 (magneto ringing and normally 

bed to Fighter Command). 
In addition Meacon Control made use of a tied line, magneto ringing, to H.Q. 
receiving room, responsible for checking the efficiency of Meaconing. 

There was, however, no provision which would enable the Cont(oller of Operations 
Officer to monitor or break into any telephone conversation being held on any of the 
opei:ations room extensions. Any query which required the Controller's attention 
necessitated the call being transferred by the P .B.X. The Controller wishing to 
ameud any order being passed to ao outstation by a Clerk S.D. had to attract the 
Clerk's attention by sJ1outing. This proved a particular disadvantage when 
everybody was fully occupied during busy periods. 

I 

V.H.F. Jamming Control- First and Second Line Jammers 
Although large-scale enemy attacks did not m<\terialise it became obvious that 

with the large increase in the number of Benito and Knickebein trarn;mitters, there 
would be insufficient jamming transmitters avaUable to cover all the targets which 
r,\light be attacked, A change of jamming policy was therefore adopted in 1943 
which aimed at preventing enemy aircraft using beams accurately anywhere over 
the country. Th.is was known as "area jamming" as distinct from "target 
jamming" and is dealt with fully elsewhere. The p.rocedure ensured that one, or in 
some cases two jammers suitably deployed to cover a particular enemy transmitter 
site would cover the country with a jamming signal comparable in power to the 
eq_ui-sigoal zone of any beam. 

Control of V.H.F. jao,.ming changed in conception slightly as a result of this 
inn.ovation. Having established ·which jammer, by itseH, was capable of providing 
the most effective area cover of a particular enemy transmitter, th'e Controller 
ahvays ensured that this jammer was ordered to radiate first, it being quickly brought 
on to frequency and thus made fully effective. Any other jamming transmitters 
which were available were subsequently ordered on in support. These func tions 
were known a.s first and second line cover respectively. 

The technicalities and organisation of monitoring have been described elsewhere 
and until this time did not materially affect the operations room. Immediately 

-the principle of first and second line cover was adopted, however, it became impera
tive that first line cover be allocated priority in monitoring, every facility being 
given to monitoring sites by withholding the second line jammers until the first line 
cover had been effected. 

It was therefore arranged that the transmitter specified on the Controller's 
Orders Board at the top of each frequency column would be the first line cover and 
would be treated as "priority." This expression was used by ''Orders" when 
contacting the outstation conc-erned. which would repeat the word "priority II to 
its monitor site. This epsured preferential treatment over any second line jammer 
which the monitor site might be dealing with on other frequencies. Immediately 
monitoring was compJeted the monitor site advised " Reports" that a certain 
transmitter had been monitored on to the enemy signal specified. This infotlllatiou, 
coming to the Operations Officer in the normal way with other reports, was passed 
to the Controller who could then order on second line jammers. These second line 
jammers would already have been instructed to line up and stand by i.n accordance 
with the instruction displayed on the "Controller's Orders Board." To cope with 
this more complicated display, ff.g. 1 transmitter to radiate while others were 
standing 'by, it was arranged that any transmitter plaque banging at an angle (by 
one pin only) indicated •· standby." 

The enemy, endeavoming to avoid the effects of jamming, delayed radiation of 
his beam and navigational aids until his aircraft had reached the B ritish coast. 
As this pra:ctice developed, still further speed was required in effeeting counter-
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measures. One of the chief difficulties encountered was the delay at outstations in 
effecting large changes 1n V.H.F. transmitter tuning but this was overcome by 
introducing a new control procedure. 

- Each transmitter, whether Benjamin or Aspirin, was allocat ed a basic frequency 
to which it was always tuned pending operational lnstrnctions. Basic frequencies 
~ere chosen such that all sites, particularly those responsible for :first line cover, 
would have a transmitter available already tuned within · 5 megacycles of any 
likely enemy signal frequency within the Knickebein or Benito bands. A map was 
prepared on which was displayed all the jamming sites, the position of each being 
shown by a circle d1vided into segment">. In each segment was indicated the 
reference number o,( a particular transmitter, the number being in a colour code 
which de.fined its" basic frequency," This d isplay was situated near the Controller's 
Order Board so fbat as eacb enemy s ignal became active the Controller was able to 
select the transmitter most adjacent in frequency and situated at tbe site which 
vvas known to be suitable for .nrst line cover. Transmitter operators were therefore 
a ble to commence radiating oh the desfred frequency very quickly without the need 
for major chaoges in coupling and aerial matching. 

The V.H.F. display system was expanded to provide for Cigarett-e jamA1ing, 
when Fighter Bo:robec and Egon controlled attacks were introduced, but the 
principle remained the same. The procedure, information flowing into the Operations 
Officer. who passed it on to the Controller. also contioued. The control of all 
subsequent V.H .F. counter-measures introduced became less and less the responsi
bility of No. 80 Wing Headquarters, outstations operating autonomously, or on 
direction from other formations, For example :- ? 

(i) Meerschaum wa.s o rdered by No. 11 Group Filter Room Controller via 
No. 80 Wing Controller. 

(ii) Briar "H " and Briar "R" were withheld until Air Defence of Great 
Britain gave orders to proceed when the Controller directed the out
stations concerned. In the case of Briar " H •• the operations room kept 
the outstation informed of the position of the leading aircraft and 
suspected target area. Otherwise the tactical operation was handled 
locally with infonnaiion passed direct from the "Y" Service. 

Ground Mandrel used defensively in connection with Egon controlled attacks was 
an exceptiion to normal procedure. The Controller ordered this counter-measure to 
•• barrage-jam " immediately aircraft plots indicated that an attack was developing. 

With the inception of Operation " Overlord " all V .H.F. jamming radiation was 
dependent npon approval by the Allied Expeditionary Air Force, whose responsible 
representative was at H.Q. A.D.G.13. No change in No. 80 Wing operational 
procedure was necessary except that befo1-e any frequency was Jammed " Orders" 
contacted the A.E.A.F. representative by tied line and obtained approval. It was 
soon a pparent that ho.ri:nonics of jamming transrn.itters in this country were not 
causing the anticipated interference to communications concerned wHh ''Overlord" 
and control procedure reverted to normal. 

After D-day the enemy opened his " V" weapon campaign. These were first of 
ali ground-launched from the Pas de Calais area and a percentage canied a small 
M/F transmitter. Th1s was to enable enemy D/F stations to check accuracy of 
aim and wind variation. Meaconing of tne signals was instituted, the control being 
situated at Ditchling. As all the bases suitable for launching flying bombs against 
this country were captured, the enemy began to launch them from aircraft coming 
from north-western Germany over North Sea. The use of beacons to aid the 
afrcraft in determining tbe correct launching point was countered by Mimicry. 
Action takeu was shown on the Meacon display board as for Mcaconing except that 
a yellow disc was hung over the allocation. The procedure remained t he same as for 
Meacon Control but the instructions to sites were passed io the following manner:-

" On your Transmitter 12 Mimic 248 on 248 kilocycles." 

Big Ben 
This operation involved H .Q. Operations Room only so far as correlating 

information and keeping interested branches such as A.I.2 (g) advised. T he work 
was handled entirely by the Operations Officer. . 
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Bomber S upport Operations 
From the Spring o.f 1942 onwards, lhe Operations Room and No. 80 Wing out

stations were responsible for certain Bomber Support Operations. These duties 
were incorporated in the normal work of sections of the Operations Room. Io many 
cases the work merely entailed forwarding to sites instructions received from higher 
formations such as H.Q. Bomber Command. The support provided was io two 
forms, navigational aids and radio counter-measures. These are set out below in the 
order in which they were introduced, and in each case the way-in whicl1 contro1 
was dovetailed into the defensive organisation is described. 

Splasher 
The overall times for Splasher to o perate each night were passed by Bomber 

Command who also signified by weaus of a code letter the degree of importance 
attached to the operation. The Operations Officer informed each site when it would 
be required. Sites changed frequency and call sign at irregular intervals in accor
·dauce wjth a scrambled schedule. Meacon Control decoded this scramble and 
displayed the frequencies, in numerical order, on a Splasher Display Board, a plaque 
indicil,ting the name of the appropriate site being shown against each ftequency. 
In addition, the transmitters engaged on Splasher at each site were shown by a 
plaque priuted Splasher hung on the Meacon Control Display in the Transmitter 
Availability and Allocation Section. 

Availability, and Allocation Section 
The CoutroUer, bearing' in mind the reJative effort by the enemy and by Bomber 

Command, had to decide whether these beacons were a danger or an asset. 
Consideration al.So had to be given, since Meacon equipment was used for SpJasher, 
whethe[ Splasher should be cut to enable important enemy signals to be Meaconed. 
The Controller was aided in the decision by the category of importance given by 
Bomber Command when requesting Splasher. 

Enemy intederence with Splasher, either by Meaconiog or by imitations, was 
countered by "mutilation." A Monitor D{F site was provided at Aldington where 
every Splasher transmission was kept under constant surveillance. Immediately 
enemy interference was detected Meacon Control were advised by tied l ine, . 
e.g. " Mutilate 248 kilocycles.'' Meacon Control, by reference to the Spla.sber 
Board, identified the Splasher sjte and passed Aid ington's message to the appropriate 
site verbatim. The site then distorted its call sign on the specified frequency so 
t hat aircrews were immediately advised not to use that partict1lar beacon. When 
interference ceased Aldiogton advised Meacon Control- " Return to normal on 
248 kilocycles," which was again repeated to tb.e site verbatim. Each message 
received from Aiding.ton was Jogged and frequencies being mutilated were shown 
hy coloured discs hung over the appropdate frequencies on the Splasher Display 
Board. 

Oboe Narrow Beams 
These beams were maintajned and operated entirely by No. 80 Wing personnel. 

H.Q. Bomber Command specified when they would be required, and the azimuth 
on which they were to be set up. The Operations Officer encoded Bomber Com
mand's requirements and passed the instruction by telephone to the sites concerned. 
No display was used but the details were recorded in the Operations Officer's diary. 

Oboe-Splasher II 
This was a means of passing operational instructions to Oboe airnraft on M[F. 

Its primary function was to distract the enemy's attention from the two master 
channels on M/F used for control of Oboe aircraft. Modified Meacon equipment 
was used, two Meacon sites being connected. Operational times required were 
advised by H.Q. No. 8 Grot1p and immediately before and throughout the operation 
liaison was maintained between the Operations Officer and the two master stations 
at Trim!ngham and Winterton. This was to ensure that H.Q. No. 80 Wing 
synchronised with H.Q. No. 8 Group throughout the operation. Transmitters 
engaged on Splasher II were indicated on the Meacon Display Board by red Splasher 
plaques hung oo tbe Transmitter Availability and Allocation Section. This was 
merely to show that the transmitters were not available for other commitments. 
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Radio CQunter-measwes 
Groitnd '' M andrel ·,' 
Overall times required were passed by Bomber Command to the Operations Officer 

who recorded the details in the diary and forwarded the times to the outstations 
concerned. 

Grocer 
This was requested by H.Q. Bomber Command who gave the Operations Officer· 

the azimuth on which the insl-al)ation should be set up together with the overall· 
times of operation. This information was encoded by the Operations Officer and 
passed to the site concerned by telephone. 

Cigar 
Overall times required wer-e passed by H.Q. Bomber Command. Depending on 

enemy night fighter reaction Cigar could be used in two ways :-
(a) Barrage of the whole FuGe.16 band by 15 transmitters. at Slzewell. 

, (b) Several of the jamroers radiating on specified frequency. 
· Normally the operation was handled by the Operations Officer. It necessitated 

liaison with the "Y" Service, who gave information as to the frequencies being 
employed by enemy night fighters. 

Wo.en activity was on a large scale, Cigar was ordered to" barrage,''.but when 
reaction was small the acti"e frequencies were more heavily jammed by concen
trating several transmitters on to each frequency. No display was necessary. 
The Cigar installation at Sizewell could not be effective on bomber routes soutb of 
Calais. Use of high power Cigar transmitters on the south coast was vetoed as it 
was feared too much interference would be caused to friendly communications . 

. For bomber routes south of Calais, therefore, Cigarette transmitters, if available, 
were emp1oyed, and the normal method of displaying action required and orders 
given was used. 

Fidget 
The" Y II Service advised Meacon Control immediately any enemy beacon began 

sending W /I-traffic. Meacon Control allocated the beacon to a Meacon transmitter 
instructing the site concerned. '' On Transmitter 12 jam Fidget, caU sign 
11 BEATE" on 248 kilocycles." Meacon Contrnl recorded the action taken both 
in the Beacon Activity Log and on the appropriate Meacon 'Transmitter Sheet. 
Action taken was also displayed on the Meacon D.isplay Board as for l,\/Ieaconing. 
except that a red disc was hung over the allocation p laque. 

Rayon 
ln a further effort to improve ground to air communication and direction o( 

night fighters, tbe enemy made use of a Rnichebein type beam near Der) Helder. 
This signal would change from its normal beam characteristics. to sending R/T 
instructions to night fighters. The usual frequency was 31 · 2 megacycles per second. 
A high power jammer modulated with "S" tape--a record of a mixture of German
speaking voices-'.and fitted with a directional aerial, was installed in Norfolk. 
Reports indicating that Rayon was required were received by tbe Operations Officer 
from outstations. in the normal way ao.d the ControUer was informed. Counter
measures required and ordered were displayed as for Knickebein and Aspirin, 
except that the modulation was indicated on the "CootroUer's Order Board" 
immediately beneath the frequency by a plaque printed·• S." 

Re-planning of Operations Room. 
In the latter part of the War, the absence of enemy attacks against this country 

together with the continual stepping up of the British air offensive resulted in a 
complete change in the operation.al function of No. 80 Wing, resulting in its main 
activity being devoted to Bomber Support. By the end of 1944, the enemy defences 
bad been pushed back so far that ground-based V.H.F. counter-measllres frorn this 
country in support of Bomber Command were no longer required. This aspect of 
Bomber Support was being covered very effectively witb. airborne equipment and 
with the deployment of ground-based jammers in Western Europe. 
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With the exception of Special Mandr-el on the east coast, dealing with new Freya 
equipment operating between 32-38 megacycles per sec01;td the use of ground-based 
Mandrel in this country had ceased. Grocer had been abandoned with the enemy's 
A.I. change of frequency, and Rayon was rarely required with the disappearance of 

· the appropriate enemy signaJs. Splasher II had been discontinued and Cigar was 
hardly eve, i:equired. Fidget, however, had become increasingly important as the 
enemy developed tbe system of using beacons for communicating instrncti.ons or 
•information to his fighters. Meacon Control, which had .tor a Jong time been the 
'' poor relation " of the Operations Room, became the most important section. 
As attempts were made to extend the effect of Fidget further and further east, tbe 
number of enemy beacons on which information was required increased until the 
existing Meacon Display system became inadequate. 

In replanning the Operations Room on offensive lines it was necessary to evolve 
a system of display boards to show the following information :-

(a) Indication of Bomber Command routes and feints so that counter-measures 
could be applied with most effect. 

1
(b) Indication of tlle number of night fighter beacons active as such or for 

passing control tra,.ffi.c, their location in relation t o the bomber routes, 
and their caU sign and frequency. 

(c) Allocation of counter-measures, either Mimic or F idget. 
(d) Meaconiog of enemy long•raoge navigational aids such as Sonne. 

In addition, provision had to be made to meet the foll~wing new commitments:

(a) Running commeotary on operations to H.Q. No. 100 Group to c-0-ordinate 
Bomber Support by No. 80 Wing (Rear) and No. 80 Wing (Main). 

(b) Moni_toring of Fidget and Mimic. 
(c) Int roduction of H.F. Fidget to aid Drum:3tick. 
(d) Receiving reports from watcher sites on V.H.F. with particular reference 

to S.N.2 and I.F.F . used by intruders. 
(e) Analysing reports received with a view to jamming any transmitter of tb.e . 

Knickebei,n or BeYnhardine type which might be used by flying bomb 
launching a ircraft. 

To obtain a quick and general appreciation of the offensive operations for the 
night, a display map, edge illuminated and covering an_.area ex.tending from the 
British coast to the east of Be.rlin, was provided. On this map the intentions of. 
Bomber Command and airborne R.C.M. aircraft could be plotted. In addition, the 
position of all M/F beacons which m ight be used by the enemy in the defensive 
operation was indicated by different coloured elecb::jc pea lamps which could be 
switcb.ed on or off fron;i a remote pa11el. 

Meacon Control 
This department was now sub-divided as follows :-

(a) Meacon RepOYts Section.-Responsible for .receiving and displaying repor ts 
of enemy beacon activity-was manoe.d by two Clerks S.D. A display 
board, known as the Meacon. Reports Board , was provided. Each hoxi
zontal column was devoted to one beacon, whilst reading from left to 
right, the vertical columns being as follows :-

(i) Reference number of beacon. 
(ii) Function-to indicate whether active and for what purpose. 

(.iii) Location of beacon. 
{iv) Ger man code name of beacon. 
(v) Frequency. 

(vi) Call sign. 

(vii)} 
(viii) Allocabon and type of counter-measure to be applied. 

(ix) 
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Each section of the board \vas provided with pins on which could be hung 
a, plaque bearing the information to be displayed. The enemy beacons 
with which counter-measur-es were concerned operated on systems of 
wedded call signs and frequencies. These systems ·were kn.own so that 
immediately one beacon became active the system was establisbed and 
the call si.gn and frequency of every olhei: beacon could be displayed. 
The change of system took place at regular intervals and before each 
night's operation it was possible to display the call signs and frequencies 
on Which each beacon would operate should it become active. In the 
three columns reserved for counter-measure display, plaques showing 
each Meacon site and transmitter number could be hung in accordance 
with the allocati.oo planned. To distinguish between the three types of 
counter-measures, co)oured discs hung on top o.f the allocation had the 
following significance :-

Red Fiaget. 
Green Mimic. 
NiJ Meacon. 
White Standby. 

Each Clerk S.D. was provided with a pad of proformae on which could 
be noted all details reported. These wex-e known as " Reports Forms ·• 
aud were designed to :reduce writing to a minimum. 

(b) Meacon OYdM's Section-responsible for issuing in.strnctions to outstations . 
.A display board was provided similar to the Transmitter Availabilil-y and 
Allocation Section of tne earlier Meacon C(.)ntrol Display. It was, however, . 
extended to include the availability of transmitters at No. 80 Wing (Main) 
and the use of coloured discs was modified to be in line with that employed 
on the Meacon Reports Board described above. 1 t was further arranged 
that display plaques should be double sided, black on white to show 
orders given, and white on black to Show orders had been carried out. 
A further modification was introduced, where possible, to indicate the 
allocation by means of beacon numbers correspondiug to the reference 
numbers on the Meacon Reports Board. In this Section also, pads of 
proformae known as " Orders Forms " were ptovided -for the two Clerks 
S.D. carrying out the duties of "Meacon Orders." Oo these forms 
notes could be .made of a ll orders issued to sites and all radiation details 
as they were obtained. 

(c) Meacon Reco,,di11g Se-clion.-This Section was provided with a large cardex 
panel fitted with record sheets each referring to one particular beacon 
and on wh.icb aU details of beacon activity and the counter-measures 
applied could be pe.rmanet1tly recorded throughout each 24 hours. 
One Clerk S.D. wa.s responsible for the duties, the required information 
being obtam,e.d from the Meacon Reports forms and Meacon Orders forms 
passed continually from the respective sub-section of Meacon Control. 

Over all these sections an N.C.O. presided. The duties of the Meacon Control 
N.C.O. were as follows :-

' (a) Under the di-rectioo of the Controller, ensuring that -all appropriate 
counter-measures were applied. 

(b) Liaising with H.Q. No. 100 Group to ensure lhat 4lCtion taken by No. 80 
Wing was appreciated and in conformity with action taken by No. 80 
Wi.ng (Main) . 

(c) Rece\ving teleprinter reports from No. SO Wing (Main) giving details of 
MfF counter-measures applied on tbe Continent and ensuring that such 
action was displayed on the Meacon Reports Boa·rd. 

(d) Operating the display ~a_p switchboard to iodicate beacon activity. 

So many enemy beacon transmitters were at this time used for passing instructions 
or commentaries t o their fighters that it was found that " Y" Service was uoa.ble, 
wh.ilst still carrying out its many other d uties, to observe each be-.acon continuously 
and thus be certain of knowing immediately when any of them changed function 
to sending W/T traffic. It was decided therefore to make use of all M/F receiver 
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sites w.ithin the Wing to prnvide an additional check. This is one of the reasons for 
the expanded section of Meacon Control dealing with incoming information. 
The effectiveness of this step was itnmediately established when it was fotind tbat 
the,sot1rce of the first intimation that these beacons were operating p.S communication 
channels, was distributed evenly between No. 80 Wing outstations and Cheadle. 
Of course, without D/F, this additional source of information could only be employed 
whilst the enemy continued to use his existing systems of beacon call sign and 
frequency allocation_ Any chl!>nge would have necessitated relying again entirely 
on Cheadle until they were able to establish the new method. 

A chirt was prepared and distributed to a ll No. 80 Wing outstations showing the 
method by which wedded call signs and frequencies were related to beacons in each 
system employed. There were twelve such systems and these were numbered l - 12. 
Immediately the system number was established by Cheadle D/F all outstations 
were advised by Meacon Control thus---'' System No. 6 in force". Outstations then 
'Watched the M/F frequency band and reported immediately a ny of the specified 
bea,cons becoming active as such or for passing intelligence. The charts referred to 
the beacons by reference numbers corresponding to those shown on the Meacon 
Reports Board. With these charts at all outstations it was therefore possible for 
Meacon Orders to pass instructions giving beacon reference numbers instead of 
giving the call sign and frequency. Time on the telephone was thus reduced. 
The use of the beacon number on the Meacon Order Board, when showi og allocations 
made, assisted cross-reference to the Meacon Reports Board, and reduced writing 
on, "Reports" and "Orders'' forms. 

Knowledge ot the proposed bomber route enabled the Controller to estimate 
with some degree of accuracy which of the enemy beacons were most likely to be 
used for passing traffic. It was therefore possible to concentrate the outstation 
listening watches. This was implemented by issuing instructions through Meacoo 
Control to " Guard " the selected b~acons, thus: ., Meacon Co.ntroi-Guard 
Beacons, 21 8, 9, JO and 11." 

:Even when be~cons were being used as such it w~s sometimes considered that 
justifiable annoyance could be caused to enemy night. fighters and navigators upset 
by employing Mimic. Unfortunately, the operation had repercussions in that the 
signal strength of Mimic in this country, compared with that of the enemy beacon 
being covexed, prevented any observation of changes in the beacon function. 
Whenever Mimic was used, therefore, .frequent cuts were made at specified times 
to enable checks to be made on the enemy beacoo activity. Since it was necessary 
to inform all listening stations including '' Y " when each Mimic would be cut, 
a schedule of staggered cutting times, each column being given a :reference letter, 
.was produced and circulated to al l concerned. It was then only necessary for Mea,con 
Control to allocate a letter to each Mimic and notify all concerned of the appropriate 
letter. This again saved considerable time on the telepl'1one. The cutting time 
letter was indicated on the Meacon Reports Board by a plaque hung on any vacant 
column opposite the applopriate beacon. 

General considerations of Control wb.icb had to be considered during each operation 
included the following :-

(a) The number of counter-measure transmitters was insufficient to deal with 
every enemy beacon which might possibly be active. Discrimination was 
therefore necessary. In an offensive operation, however, discrimination 
might give the enemy prior warning of the a,rea of attack. 

(b) In order to be effective against far distant beacons the power of jamming 
was· jncreased by using two or three transmittei::s. ·This aggravated the 
situation in (a) above. 

(c) Some of the transmitters available had cert.ain frequency limitations which 
again complicated allocation. 

(d) Some of the counter-measure sites we,e located near friendly Safety Service 
· D/F Stations whose frequencies were ad jaoent to those of enemy beacons 
which might be covered. In such cases counter-measures had to be 
applied Jrom sites as remote as possible from the Safety Service D/F 
Station. 

As the operation was offensive in character, planning enabled many of the 
difficulties mentioned above to be overcome. 
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1mmediatelythesystem o.n wbich tbe enemy beacon would operate was est.ablished, 
the Controller would plan an allocation of counter-measures against what were 
considered to be tbe most dangerous enemy aids. This plan took into consideration 
frequency limitation of equipment and reduction of interference to friendly chaonels. 
Having decided on the allocation which would create the greatest difficulty to the 
enemy when a.1:temptwg to oppose the Bomber Force, the following steps might be 
taken by the Controller:-

(a) With.hold Mimic, keeping planned allocation on stand-by and concentrate 
all effor t ori Fidget as and when beacohs changed to seodi.ng traffic or 
until the bomber stream bad emerged from the Mandrel screen and the 
area of attack ·was already divulged. 

(b) Reduce any double or treble cover on important beacoos and use trans
mitters so released to Mimic beacons remote from. the planned attack, 
Immediately tbe extra .cover was required on the important beacons, 
tbey were re-allocated in accordance with the original platt, thus cnsuriog 
that no technical dif6.culties would bold up the operation . 

To disguise from the enemy any such signs of pla.ru:iing, similar procedure would 
be adopted even when no majo, raid was planned, aod only No. 100 Group aircraft 

. were opcratiJ:ig_ Jt was found that by adopting this planned method, much of the 
o;>eration could be left to t he Meacon Control N.C.O., tactical changes of plan being 
the responsibility of the Controller. 

There was one further complication which was e.ncouotered and which involved 
monitoring of Fidget jamming. E.nemy signals were so weak that they were 
inaudible at Meacon site receivers once their own tTaosmitter site was radiating. 
Monitoring therefore had to be centralised at a site remote froxn a.oy of the counter
measure outstations. It was decided to install this Monitor Section in the Operations 
Room itself where Monitor operators could observe what was required and where 
operators were immediately available for explicit detailed instructions from 
the Controller. 

Each receiver operator responsible for a small section of the . M/F band was 
provided with split beadphones--one earpiece b;:1ing connected to the receiver 
out_put whilst the other was connected to a telephone line. Tbe telephone m,icrn
phone was fitted t o a .flexible stand so that it could be moved to a position near the 
operator's mouth. A switch circuit provided for returning the split. headphones 
to nonnal, i.e. both connected to the receiver output, and connectwg the telephone 
line to a normal hand telephone set. Th.is arrangement had the advantage that, 
"'hilst monitoring a transmitter on to an enemy signal, the mo~1itor operator could 
hear tbe ja.mm,er moving on to frequency whilst cou.versing with tbe transmitter 
opera.tor and advising bun what .frequency adjustments were necessary. 

It was found, however, tllat where several t-.a,nsmitters wer~ Teq_uired to Fidget 
one frequency, co.nsiderable time was wasted in the Monitor Section trying to estab
lish which Fidget station was off :frequency. The following procedure was therefore 
adopted:- . 

The roost powerfol transmitter of a group allocated to F idget one beacon was 
in.strvcted to "Master Fidget." Tbis i:rnplied that the Master Fidget would 
co.otinuously key a. callsign allocated to that outstation . Immediately it had 
been monitored, tl1e keying would be mutilated except for 30 seconds during 
every five minutes. Meanwhile, the remaining outstations of the group allocated 
to the same beacon. would be instructed to" Slave Fidget" th.e Master Fidget. 
The Master Fidget gave sufficient signal strength for any Slave Fidget to hear 
the ca.llsign and to adjust frequency so as to be on the zero beat. Each Slave 
Fidg~t station also used its callsign continuously but mutilated except for 
30 seconds every five minutes. An occasional check by the Slave Fidget ensured 
'that it remained on zero b!at with the Master. In this way, as any drift 
in frequency by the Master Fidget wa.s corrected by the Monitor Section, all 
the Slave Fidgets followed suit and reduced the work required by the Monitor 
Section. 

Any Slave Fidget, however, which failed to make the necessary :frequency corrections 
was quickly identified by its callsigo and brought into line by the Monitor Section. 
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Tile whole of the above wo,k can be summarised a,s follows ;-

{a) " Y " established the beacon system and uotified ":Meacon Reports". 
(b) "Meacon Reports" advised Controller and all sites oi Beacon System and 

set up callsigns and frequencies on Meacon Reports Board accordingly. 
(c) Bomber Command and G:roup intentions received and plotted on Display 

Map. 
(d) Controller prepared plan of counter-measures and directed N.C.O. in charge 

oi Meacons accordingly. 
(e) Controller advised Guard beacons to all sites via Meacou Control. 
(/) " Me,acon Reports " received information of various beacons becoming 

active from" Y ,, a:nd outstations. The details were displayed and noted 
for the information of Recorder. 

(g) N.C.O. i/c Meacons operated switchboard to display active beacons on map 
and m<1-de allocation on Meacon Reports Board in accordance with 
prepared plan. 

tfi) "Meacon Orders " instructed outstations in accordance with details on 
Meacon Reports Board. 

(i) Outstations telephoued Monitor Section for checking. 
/j) Outstations reported to "Meacon Orders" when radiating, giving aerial 

circuit and other radiation detaiJs. These details were noted for informa
tion of the Record Section and dfaplay altere<!I accordirigly. 

H/ F Control 
As in Meacon Control, it was planned that this Section would be provided with 

facilities for receiving and displaying information on enemy sigoal activity both 
from " Y " Service (iu tbfs case via No. 100 Group) and from the No. 80 Wing 
listening organisation. Provision was also made for displaying counter-measures 
which might be ordered and for permanently recording all details of the Section's 
work. · 

As it was anticipated that No. 80 Wing (Rear) might become responsible for 
several existing types of H .F. Bomber Support counter-measures s uch as Drumstick, 
Corona, H.F. Jostle and Special Tinsel, arraogem,ents were made to allow for display 
of these activities and for the rapid expansion of the H/F Control Section, on the 
Hoes of Meacon Control. Cessation of hostilities, however, occurred before No. 
80 Wing undertook any of these commitments. A limited number of transmitters 
which cou1d operate effectively on the H/F band, 3-6 megacycles, were available 

• withio. the Wing, however, and, with effect frorp, 20 Ma·rch 1945, these transmitters 
were used to support Drumstick. The operation was known as H/F F idget. 

As to the display board provided , this was only used for H/F Fidget. The Control 
procedure described below therefore will assume that the board only provided for 
the display of the following information ;-

(a) H/F Fidget Reports and Allocatio•n which displayed the frequency, call
sign, and type of each enemy signal reported active and the jamming 
transmitters allocated to cover each s ignal. 

(b) Transmitter Availability, i.e. every H/F Fidget transmitter available to the 
Wing. Since all these transmitters could be eqoally well be used on M/F 
by Meacon Control, some indication had to be provided to show for 
which department each transmitter was available. This was achieved 
by covering the appropriate transmitter plaque with a further plaqi1e 
reading M/F when earmarked for Meacon Control. (The Meacon Control 
Boa-rd displayed H/ F plaques for all transmitters earmarked for H/F.) 

(c) Bomber Comrnand Restricted Fn~quencies which were frequencies used by 
. Bomber Command for Communicati,on purposes, and were therefore not 

to be jammed. 

The activities came under the direct supervision of the Operations Officer, assisted 
by H/F Reports and HfF Orders, manned by one Clerk S.D. respectively. This was 
adequate to deal with the limited duties existing at the time. Monitoring of H/F 
Fidget was most important and, as in the case of M/F activity, a Monitor Section 
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was installed io the Operations Room equipped with three B/F receivers and 
employing the split headphone tech.oique previously described. 

Reports of enemy H/F activity concerned with running commentary or control 
for night fighters were passed to "H/F Reports " by No. 100 Group and by the 
HJF Monitor Section. The information included tb.e frequency, call sign, and if 
possible, whether running commentary or control, and by which particular j.D, or 
Gmppe. All details were recorded in a log for permanent record and immediately 
displayed io the first three columns of the H/F Fidget and ,Allocation Display Board. 

The Operations Officer directed " H/v Orders " to aUocate a specified jammer to 
cover each signal. '' H/F Orders'' contacted the site specified and passed the 
necessary instructions, at the same time removing the app.ropriate transmitter 
plaque from the Availability Section of the Board and hanging it against the enemy 
signal to be covered. The plaque, printed on bothAides, would be displayed black 
on white background to indicate that the instruction had been passed and wou1d 
remain thus uotir the site reported that it was radiating jn accordance with the 
instructions. The plaque would then be reversed to appear white on black 
background. · 

Meanwhile, the H/F Monitor Section wotild search for the Signal reported so that 
the jammer could be monitored on to it as quickly as possible. When each jammer 
was monitored, the s'ite would be tl'ansferred to ' ' H/F Orders ' ' so that radiation 
details could be obtained to complete the log entries dealing with the enemy signal 
concerned. Knowledge of th.e function of each enemy signal enabled control to 
utilise the fev;, jammers available to the best advantage. 

V.H.F. Control 
As a lready mentioned, Special Mandrel was the only active ground-ba.sed V.H.F. 

-counter-measure controlled by No. 80 Wing (Rear) in support oi Bomber Command . 
'.This was handled autonomously by the Special Mandrel Monitor Station during 
the overall periods ordered by the Controller, who in turn received the directions 
from No. 100 Group. A continuous watch was maintained, however, by the No. 80 
Wing V.H.F. watcher sites for any enemy signals which might become B'Ctive. 
Pa.rticvla.r a ttention was paid to signals of an s~N.2 type which might indicate 
intruder activity. Any signals observed were reported 3n detail to the Operations 
Officer via V.H.F. Reports Section (which now consisted of onJy one Clerk S.D.). 
Careful analysis of all these reports was carried out by the Opera t ions Officer to 
distinguish S .N ,2 type signals from any radiated fro.m friendly G.L. and other 
radar stations which were very similar jn character. 

Although a number of G.M.C. transmitters had been modified in preparation for 
countering S.N.2, none o f these was deployed until the enemy had already carried 
out large-scale.intruder attacks. On tbe other band No. 100 Group were providing 
facilities at aerodromes for barraging the whole S .N.Z band when necessary. 
'Therefore any S.N.2 type signals observed were immediately reported by the 
Operations Officer to No. 100 Group as warning. 

All the r~maining V.H.F. organisation was iri readiness for defensive operations. 
Because the threat of V.H.F. navigational aids against this country, howevec, was 
by now -insignificant, the V.H.F. counter-measure organisation was proportionately 
reduced, but the Operations Room procedure was basically the same. 

APPENDIX No. 5 

TYPICAL R.C.M. NIGH't O PERATION 
8/9 MAY 1942 

As an attack became apparent R.C.M. was ins_tituted and an example of how this 
was put into effect as the operation developed is illustrated below ln diary form. 
This bas been compiJed after re'ference to the Operations Officer's Diary, Starfish 
Controller's Diary, Meacon Control Logs, V.li.F. reports, charts and jamming logs 
for the n ight of 8/9 May 1942. 

2208 Cheadle report to Meacon Control tbat enemy beacons changed to system 10 
at 2200 hours. Re-allocation of Meaconing instituted. 
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2209 No sign of enemy air activity. 
22 lO Reports being received of Benito Beam active on 42 · 8 megacycles per 

second, source-Cherbourg. Ruffians active on 71 · 1 megacycles per 
seconds, 70 · 5 megacycles per second a nd 68 · 0 megacycles per second, 
all from Chetbourg. Reports to S.I. (1) for a nalysis. Control advised 
and preparing suitable R.C.M. on standby. 

2215 Upper Heyford contacted and two flights (Nos. 1386 and 1387) arranged 
to investigate any Ruffian Beam which may become active and to 
report on effectiveness of jamming. Advised of present frequencies. 
Routes and other details passed to No. 80 Wing Liaison Officer, Fighter 
Command, for clearance. 

2216 Lorenz type signal reported by Radlett Receiving Room on 33·025 mega
cycles per second. All other watcher sites contacted but none of these 
can hear the signal. --. 

2220 Bolt Head watcher site reports the l ine to their D/F site at Bolt Tail is 
U/S. - G.P .O. already advised. 

2220 A further R uffian Beam active from Checbourg on 73 · 7 megacycles per 
second, Reports to S.I. (1) for analysis. Controller advised and 
preparing suitable R.C,M. Still no sign of enemy air activity. Flights 
advised. 

2230 All Starfish sites have reported "serviceable " except S.F. 10 (C), which is 
hand-operated only and would take 20 minutes to get going, and 
S.F. 11 (K) , which. reports Trunk Sub. line U/S. Weather over whole 
country is good with good visibili ty. 

2230 Carrier on 65 · 75 megacycles per second reported active, source-Boulogne.
S.I. (I) and Controller advised. 

The present Ruffian position is :-
4 beams from Cherbourg 70·5, 68 ·0, 7l · l and 73 megacycles 

per second . 
Carrier from Boulogne 68· 75 megacycles per second. 

S.I. (1) is now obtaining reports from Soothbourne Mobile Unit so that 
fina l ana.lysis is possible. 

2230 Delabole report modifications to G.M.C. transmitter No. G now completed 
a nd equipment available for operations. 

2230 Splasher sites all active as instructed. 
2235 . Bolt Head report the line to D/F site now O.K 
2236 73 · 0 megacycles per second now inactive. 

Reports being received of carrier on 70' megacycles per second occasionally 
keying Ruffian type s ignal , source-Cherbourg. S.I. (l), Controller and 
Flights brought up to date. 

2243 Louth report failure on R.C.A. transmitter being used for Splasher. Fault 
be ing investigated. Radlett Receiving Room advised. L outh are still 
radiating Splasber on three frequencies. 

2250 68 · 0 megacycles per second from Cherbourg now off. S,l. (l) Controller 
and 'Flights advised, 

2251 Sidmouth report dots on 31 · 8 megacycles per second. No bearing available. 
Alt watcher sites asked to. check but signal only heard by Sidmouth. 
No action taken. 

2252 Signal activity at present is as follows :-
Cberbourg 42· 8 megacycles per second. Benito Beam. 

70 · 5 megacycles per second. R uffian. 
70·0 megacycles per second. Ruffian. 
71 · I megacycles per second. Ruffian. 

Boulogne 68 · 75 megacycles per second. Carrier. 
No jamming has been instituted yet and there is still no enemy air activity, 

2306 Receiving Room , Radlett, report Louth R.C,A, transmitter again audible 
on Splasher. 
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2310 

2310 

2315 

2320 

2323 

2325 

2330 
2331 

2331 

2332 

2334 

2345 

2347 

2358 

2358 

Cheadle report to Meacon Control that enemy be.aeons are now working 
on system 8. Re-allocation of Meacouing being arranged .. 

7 1 · 1 megacycles per second Ruffian now inactive.
1 

Controller and Flights 
advised. 

74 · 5 megacycles per second Ruffian from Boulogne now reported active. 
S.I. ( I) receiving report. Controller allocating R.C.M. i,n readiness. 
Flights advise.d. 

Louth report R.C.A. transmitter has been temporarily repaired and is 
serviceable to-night. Full overhaul and repairs will be carried out 
to-morrow. 

First plots of enemy aircraft on table-two raids 30 miles south of Dunkirk, 
flying north. 

Controller orders Benjamin jammers to radiate on 42· 8 megacycles per 
second. Still no sign of Benito range signal. 

Controlle.r orders Bromide jammers to radiate on 70· 0 megacycles per 
second and 70· 5 megacyci.es per second. Radlet Receiving Room 
advised of: jammers ordered on. 

Cherbourg Ruffian on 72 • 5 megacycles per second now active. 
Boulogue Ruffian on 74 · 0 megacycles per second now active. 
Carrier on 68 • 75 megacycles per second now keying as Ruffian Beam from 

Boulogne. S.I. (1), Fligh.ts and ControUer advised. 
Controller arranging cover for 73 · 5, 7 4 and 68 · 7 5 megacycles per second 

bu t holding back until sufficient reports are available for S.L (!) to 
analyse setting. 

Four enemy aircraft now p lotted, 
31 · 8 megacycles per second now reported off. This signal was heard by 

Sidmouth only. 
Home Security reports via Liaison Officer, Fighter Command, fire 25 mjles 

S.W. of Norwich. Th.is is the remains of one started by enemy action 
during the last raid. Starfish Controller advised, who· is contacting 
Norwich Local S.F. Control for further details. 

Controller now orders jammers to radiate on 73 · S megacycles per second. 
Receivil1g Room, Radlett, advised. 

Cassel Benito range ground station active on 42• 4 megacycles per second. 
Controller advised. Parliament Hill Domino ordered to standby on 
this frequency. No Benito aircraft heard yet. 

Raids mentioned above now heading north of Dutch Isles. Starfish 
ControUer liaising with Star,fish site on East Coast. There is no sign 
of 1-(.nickebein activity. 

Beacon Hill Domino also b.rought to standby on 42·5 megacycles per 
second. Benito Ground Station. 

Present signal activity position :-
Ruffians Cherbourg 73 · 5 megacycles per second. Jammed. 

" 
Boulogne 

Benito Cherbourg 

70 · 5 megacycles per second. Jammed. 
70 · 0 megacycles per second. Jammed. 
74 ·0 megacycles per second. Jamming 

withheld. 
74·5 megacycles per second. Jamming 

withheld. 
68 · 7 S megacycles per second . Jammed. 
42· 8 megacycles per second. Beam. 

Jammed. 
42 · 5 megacycles per second. Control. 

Domino standing by. 
S.J. (1) advises that complete set of Ruffians are active and laid in Norfolk 

area. D.A.C., Fighter Command, and D.G.C., Air Ministry, advised. 

" Y " Service, l{ingsdown, confirm no Benito aircraft beard yet. 
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2359 · starfish Controller concenfrating liaison with sites in Norfolk. 
0002 Benito Beam reported on 43 ·0 megacycles per secoud, source-Cassel. 

Controller orders jammers to radiate on 43· 0 megacycles per second. 
Receiving Room, Radlett, advised. · -,, 

0005 Controller orders Bromides to jam 74· 0 megacycles per second. 
0010 Cheadle report enemy beacons on system 12 at 0005. Re-allocation of 

cover instituted. 
0018 Four enemy aircraft left enemy coast neat Dutch lsles flying N.W. as far 

as latitude of Norwich, then turned West. 
0020 67 · 25 megacycles per second. Ruffian Beam active from Boulogne. 

Controller orders Bromides to jam 67 · 25 and 74· 5 megacycles per second. 
Receiving Room, RadJett, advised. Fin-al analysis by S.I. (1) indicates 
beams laid in Norwich area. 

0030 There are now three enemy ai.rcraft coming iu towards Norwich. 
0035 Parliarnent Hill report bearing an aircraft B.D. calling the Ground 

Station T.2. 
0040 First enemy aircraft has crossed Norfolk Coast. AH jamruers are radiating. 
0043 Starfish Controller iu cont-act with Norwich get report that flares have 

been dropped about 3 miles S.E. of Cfty, just South of S tarfish 
Site 43 (B). 

0050 Parliament Hill report aircraft re-radiating 42 · 5 megacycles per second. 
Denito range signal. Domino action taken. 

0052 Aircraft now concentrating on Norwich. 
0057 Norwich report to Starfish Controller flares and fire South of City ; a lso 

H.E. dropped. 
-Instructed Local Control of set off Short Starfish 43 (B) at Bramerton. 

About eight enemy aircraft now approaching from East . 
0105 Cheadle report enemy beacons obanged to system 13. 

Meacon Control re-a1locating cover. 
0106 Norwich report to Starfish Controller that Site 43 (B) Short Starfish was 

set off at 0102. No report of any more flares. 
Flares and bombs dropped South of Norwich. Will advise if 43 (B) is 

attacked. 
0110 There are now approximately 16 enemy aircraft approaching Norwich from 

East a.nd North-East. 
01 18 There are now 10 enemy aircraft over Norwich and nine more coming in. 
0 120 Flights report jamming effective. 
0125 Starfish Controller cannot raise Nof'!ViCh Starfish. 
0140 Scole Splasher ordered to cut. Bomber Command advised. 
0140 Starfish local Control at Norwich now contacted on tieline. 

Norwich exchange evacuated and forgot to switch over to emergency board. 
Norwich report eight H.E.s and one U.X.B. collected within 800 )'ards of 

Short Starfish 43 {B). 
About 30 bombs dropped in vicinity of Norwich, mostly io outskirts. Fire 

reported at Stoke Holy Cross but no .fires in Norwich. Enemy aircraft 
appear to be between Norwich and coast but are wandering. 

0 148 Tbere are still seven enemy airc.raft near Norwich. Remainder have gone 
home. 

0155 There are now three enemy aircraft crossing coast on way home. T b.ere 
appear to have been some 30 enemy aircraft involved in ton ight's raid. 

0200 Table now clear. 
0210 Beacons changed to system 7 at 0200. 

Cover re-allocated. 
Bromides switched off' as Ruffians became inactive. 
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APPENDIX No. 6 

No. 80 WING LIAISON SECTION AT HEADQUARTERS, 
FIGllTER COMMANl> 

Formation of the Liaison Section 
In September 1940, the No. 80 Wing Liaison Section, composed of four Technical 

Signals Officers on a 24 hours watch-keeping basis, was installed in the Fighter 
Command Operations Room, at Stanmore, in the position adjoining the War Time 
Cont rol of the Radio Transmissions Section. 

The primary d t1ty of the section was to pass to H eadquarters, No. 80 Wing, at 
Garston, and from 14 October 1940, at Radlett, all available information 
concerning hostile tracks appearing on the Fighter Command Operations Room table, 
and to pass to the J:'ighter Command Air Staff information from H .Q. No. 80 Wing 
w)licb.. might be of assistance to them in the defence of the country from air attack. 

The Fighter Command Operations table received its information from R.D.F. 
and Observer Corps sources, and purported to show all aircraft, both hostile and 
friendly, approaching or flying over the United Kingdom. As time went on aud 
hostile a.ir attacks developed, the duties and responsibilities of the section increased 
and varied. 

Amalgamation of No. 80 Wing Liaison Section with the RadiQ Control Section 
At the end of November 1940 the No. SO Wing Liaison Section, and the Radio 

Control Section composed of four A. & S.D . officers who had previously been under 
tne control of the Chief Air Raid Warning Officer, were amalgamated-two officers 
being retained from each section. The section continued to be so constituted until 
April 1941 when it was decided that it could effectively be manned by four A. & S.D. 
officers, and it was so constituted until its final termination in June 1945. 

Liaison Section Log 
It was the duty of the Liaison Ofiicer to record in the section's log all items of 

information passed to and received from H.Q. No. 80 Wing, and elsewhere, during 
his watch, and it is largely from these logs that this account is ta.ken. The first 
item appears on 24 September 1940, shortly after the section had taken up its 
position in the Operations Room. 

No. 80 Wing Investigation FUght~ 
The Airborne Units of No. 80 Wing carried out investigational flights in connection 

with its radio counter-measure organisation . :Details of these flights were received 
tram H.Q. No. 80 Wing and passed by the Liai.son Officer to the Fighter Command 
Operations Officer, to those Fighter Group Filter Controllers concerned, if they 
were crossing the coast, and .to the Movement Liaison Officer. Xt was the duty 
of the Liaison Officer to pick out these 11ights, when possible, on the table, and to 
pass to·H.Q, No. 80 Wipg at the tim e any information required as to position, 
height and SJ?eed. The Liaison Officer either k.ept OT obtained tracings of the tracks 
of these flights if so requested by H.Q. No. 80 Wing. He a lso obtained from F ighter 
Command pennission for any proposed flights over prohibited and other special areas. 

Discrioµnation of Information 
In the early days before No. 80 Wing opex-ated its own Listening stations most 

information concerning enemy beams was passed by the " Y " Service to the 
Liaison Officer, who in tum passed it to R.Q. No. 80 Wing. 

On 27 September 1940, the Liaison Officer was ordered to send daily by telepri.oter 
a ·signal to the Duty Staff. Officer, Whitehall, with copies to O.C. No. 80 Wing, and 
the D.D. of S. ·• Y," Air Ministry, stating particulars of beams identified, giving 
origin. bearing, frequency, times on and off, general outline of counter-measures 
taJcen by No. 80 Wing, the period covered, general information ot investigation 
flight reports, unusual characteristics and observations, and a list of M/F bea.C-Ons 
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meaconed and those left for Bomber Command. This responsibility was, however, 
taken over ·by H.Q. No. Su Wing as soon as its organisation was sufficiently equipped 
to undertake it. 

The Liaison Officer continued to receive a report from H.Q. No. 80 Wing before 
0500 hours daily, of the hostile beams active and the counter-measures ta.ken during 
that night. This was presented to the Duty Air Commodore each morning for 
inclusion in bis report, t ogether with a. report of any Stai:fisb employed during the 
period, giving the general situation, the type of Starfish used and the time on. 

H eadache Report 
The Liaison Section sent a report by teleprinter to H.Q:· every twelve hours, 

giving a resume of all enemy activity d uring the period and any other operational 
infonuation of interest to the Wing. The report was sent at 0700 and 1900 hours 
daily, and was called the Headache Report. 

On 28 September 1940 it was decided that the Liaison Officer should pass to the 
Duty Air Commodore at Fighter Command the following beam information;-

(a) Time on . (c) Point of origin. 
(b) Freq~ency. (d) Time off. 

On 30 November 1940 the Liaison Officers were instructed to keep a special 
watch for possible aircraft of K.G. 100 and K.G. 26. These aircraft generally 
preceded the main attack, and at that time approached from the Brest and Channel 
Islands areas. It was their practice to fly ou a n:iea-0dering course to within about 
20 to 30 miles of their target, and then to fly absolutely straight to it, The Liaison 
Officer was. on numerous occasions, able to pick out enemy aircraft of the above 
type, and to give early warning to H.Q. No. 80 Wing that they were on their way. 
Negative beam information was also passed to Fighter Command from H .Q., e.g. 
" 80 Wing has reason to believe that K.G. 100 will NOT operate to-night." 

On 30 November. 1940 it was laid down that the Liaison Officer would also, 
between 1500 and 2359 hours, pass to the Duty Night Operations Sta.ff Officer, in 
addition to the Duty Air Commodore, the Naval Liaison Officer, tbe Duty 
Intelligence Officer and tbe Anti-Aircraft L iaison Officer, all information of suspected 
or confirmed beams, and other information concerning targets received from. 
No. 80 Wing, On 13 December 1940, the Admix:aJty asked to be informed of suspected 
enemy targets in this country as early as possible, to enable their Bomb Disposal 
Squads to be despatched well in advance. 

Security of Information 
l t was found by the Air Ministry that this distribution of information of such. a 

highly secret nature was too wide and was, by some means, actually reachi.ng 
certain authorit ies in the actual target areas before the attack took p lace. It was 
ther efore decided on 26 February 1941 that the Liaison Officer should only 
give his beam infonnation to the Duty Air Commodore by day, and by night to the 
Duty Night Operations Staff Officer. Th.e Duty Air Commodore's Instruction 
No. 18 of 3 June 1941 again stressed the secrecy of this beam information and 
continued similarly to restrict the distribution. 

The Duty AiTComm.odore's l n,structionNo. I9of 9 August l941 litnited distribution 
t o the C.-in-C., S.A.S.O., D.N.S.Q., Anti-Aircraft Liaison Officer and the Group 
Commander concerned or his representative. This distribution continued for some 
long time, until beam information was finally authorised to be passed by one 
Liaison Officer to the Duty Air Commodore, tb.e No. 11 Group Filter Controller (if 
the beam passed through their areas), the Intruder Controller (during hours of 
darkness), A.A. Command Int~ligence and " Y" Service Liaison Section ·at H.Q., 
Fighter Command. A record was kept by the Liaison Officer in addition to the log 
entry, of the time, type of beam approach, target ao.d remarks under the b eading 
B.A. (Beam Activity). 

There· is no doubt that this target information service was of great assistance 
'lo the Air Staff at Fighter Command, especially fo the days when No. 80 Wing 
knew Jong before.band what the target was hkely to be. As time went on, the 
enemy must have become aware of some of the workings of tbis organisation, when 
he adopted the pmctice of not bringing up bis radio aids until just before, or during, 
a.a attack. 
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Daylight Enemy Reconnaissanc.e Aircraft 
No. 80 Wing were especially interested in the tracks of any enemy reconnaissance 

aircraft during the daytime which might give some indication of the target for a 
comin,g night attack. These raids were told through to No. 80 Wing in detail as 
they proceeded, and were often associated with the testing of the enemy's navigational 
radio aids. 

Interpretation of the PlottiJ>g Table 
During all rajds, it was tlie duty of the L iaison Officer to outline on the tie-line 

to No. 80 Wing, in addition to g iving every track from its start to its fin ish, tb.e 
progress of the raids and the apparent intentions of the enemy. It was not unusual 
for two or more lines of approach to be developing at the same time. Ability to 
assess t he table could only be acquired by experience, and it would have been 
possible for an inexperienced obsewer to have given an altogether incon:ect summary 
of the position as appearing on the table. Early anticipation of the intention of the 
raiders was of special assistance to the Stariish Controller, and saved him from 
needlessly lighting decoys. 

'In order that a Liaison Officer should have the complete operation picture in his 
mind, jt was found expedient for one officer to be on duty for the whole of each 
night, and this practice was adopted. It was not possible for the table to give a 
completely accurate picture of the position at aoy given time, and in assessing 
the table all available extraneous .information, height, speed, ~.number of aircraft, 
weather, bad to be taken into consideration to give a b earing on the intentions of 
foe enemy, and to result in the accurate interpretation of the table. I t was not an 
infrequent occurrence, dur.ing times when a large nu-mber of friendly bombers was 
going out or returning, for a number of hostile aircraft to appear on the table for 
the first time overland. It was o_n such oc<;;asions that the Liaison Officer had to 
keep an especial wa.tch, especially for his radio control commitments. At the end 
of each phase of hostile activity. the Liaison Officer gave a resume of thai: phase to 
the Operations.Officer at H.Q. No, 80 Wing. 

Throughout the war, the Liaison Section " told '' to No. 80 Wing the tracks of 
well over 100,000 hostile aircraft. This figure does not include those plotted over 
the Normandy beach-head from D-day onwards. No. 80 Wing_ was interested in 
these t.cacks in connection with some of their commitments, and all such tracks 
appearing on the Fighter Command Operations table were." told." Owing to the 
large m,1mber of aircraft present, most of the plotting had then to be of the area 
variety. This form of plotting, although inevitable, made accurate assessment of 
the position extremely difficult. No. 80 Wing was particula rly interested to see 
the effects of their counter-measures on tbe enemy tracks, and the Liaison Officer 
unmediate)y in.fanned the Controller whenever such success was apparent. During 
very p10longed periods without hostile attacks, the Liaison Officer "told "dummy 
rn[ds to H.Q. in order t o keep the plotte-rs in training. 

MAIN DUTIES OF THE LIAISON SECTION 

Tracings of Hostile Tracks 
Fighter Command kept, during the whole of the war, tracings of all hostile tracks 

appearing on their Operations Room table. Composite tracings of these tracks were 
prepared by Intelligence and sent to No. 80 Wing. As these con,1posite tracings 
did not reach there until several days after the raids they recorded had taken place, 
the Liaison Officers made their own small tracings during each raid, showing the 
times, number of enemy aircraft, general lines of approach, targets, any unusual 
features. homeward tracks, -etc .. and for the sake of completion all beams active 
during the activity. These small maps were sent over each morning following 
enemy night activity to No. 80 Wing by D.R.L.S. thus perrpitting an immediate 
analysis without waiting for the composite phone enquiries, and were undoubtedly 
of great assistance . 

.Ministry of Home Security 
The Ministry of Home Security Liaison Officer sat next to the Liaison Officer in 

the Operations Room, and passed to him, as it was received, all available information 
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concerniog )lost.ile flares, fires, h igh explosives, and other incidents :reported. The 
Liaison Officer immediately passed thi-s infonnation to No. 80 Wing who were 
thus able to follow the trend of the raids, and the success or failure of each attack. 
A special "F~ghter Priority" was instituted in August l942, whereby all incidents 
were reported by special lines to Fighter Command with the minimum delay. 

Information concerning fires was similarly received fr<>m the Fire Control via the 
H.S.L.O., and passed to No. 80 Wing for use by the Starfish. Controller. 

After the night's activity had concluded, the Liaison Officer passed to No. 80 Wing 
a complete list of all incidents during the period. This was followed up by the daily 
" Green Form " issued by the Ministry of Home Security. 

The Liaison Officer obtained from the Key · Points Intelligence Branch, a 
department of the Home Office, · a complete map of all potential targets in the 
United JG.ngdom. This map, which was kept up to date, enabled No. 80 Wing in 
cortj:inction with the hostile tracks to anticipate the less important t.trgets the enemy 
might attack. 

Th~ Lia ison Officer pa~sed every night to No. 80 W.ing from the Fire Control 
via H.S.L.0., reports of any fires not due to enemy action which showed a light 
visible from t he air and might be used by the enemy as beacons in the event of a 
raid . The Liaison Officer also obtained from the H.S,L.O. reports oi any crashed 
enemy aircr.:aft or captured crew. No. 80 Wing was thus a'>Sisted in their quest for 
hostile radio equipment, and sometimes information bearing on the success of their 
counter-measui::es was obtained. · 

Weather Reports 
H .Q. No. 80 Wing relied on Fighter Command for its weather reports. It was the 

Liaison Officer's duty to see that a da·wn to ctu·sk and dusk to dawn, weather forecast 
was despatched by the Meterological Section to No. 80 Wing by teleprinter. These 
reportswerefrequentlyalsopassed by telephone by the Liaison Officer to No. SO Wing. 
lo addition, the Liaison Officer, on request, passed particular weather conditions, 
both here and on the Continent, which were obtained from the six-hour chart in the 
Operations Room, Weather was often required by No, 80 Wing for their investi
gational flights, and was then specially obtained by the Liaison Officer from the 
Duty Fore.castei-. Daring the invasion period, frequent weather reports were 
requested and obtained. 

Cloud Forecasts 
On 4 April 1942 the G.A.F carried out three successful single aircraft raids. at 

intervals of about 30 minutes, on the Brockworth Factory a nd airfield near 
Gloucester duriug daylight, taking advantage of the cloud conditions existing at 
the time. On 5 April 1942 the Director-Genetal of Signals issued instructions that 
radi.o counter-measures similar to those then employed by night should be employed 
during the daytime. 

In May 1942, in order to reduce wastage of valves anticipated by a 24-hour 
service, it was decided that only under certain cloud conditions would daytime 
counter-measures be initiated. The Liaison Officer and Duty Meteorological Officer 
at .H.Q. Fighter Command were ordered to co-operate, and it was arranged that the 
Liaison Officer should obtain from the Duty Forecaster at 0500 hours, for onward 
transmission to No. 80 Wiog, a forecast when pre-fronta1 altostratus cloud or 
stratocumulus cloud was expected for that day. Oo. days when no operational 
cloud was expected negative reports were obtained. 

England and Northern Irelaad were divided into nine areas. A Qopy of the area 
map was held at No. 80 Wing, and tbe various districts were referred to by the 
number in their respective areas. On days when a warning was given, special 
hourly maps were maintaioed by the Forecaster, in order that the Liaison Officer 
roigh.t be kept informed of the cloud movements. It was the Forecaster's duty to 
inform the Liaison Officer of any change in cloud conditions not covered by the 
forecast, The Duty Air Commodore was instructed to advise the Liaison Officer in 
cases of doubt of difficulty. 
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In October 1943, it was arranged that the Duty Forecaster should advise the 
Liaison Officer, for onward fransmissi0n to H.Q., wb.en frontal cloud conditioas
ex.isted at night. This was very useful, in view of the enemy's growing practic.e of 
b ringing up radio aids at the last minute. 

" Albino " and H Mutton " 
The Liaison Officer passed to H.Q. prior warning of the balloon operation 

"Albino," and the aerial mine operation •· Mutton,'' primarily to prevent investi
gational flights from being sent over prohibited areas, or those likely to be affected. 
At the request of No. 80 Wing, the Liaison Officer-, on a few occasions, successfully 
artanged for "Mutton " to be postponed so that it did not interfere with vital and 
specially arranged flights. 

Smoke Screens 
In order that the Controller and Starfish Controllers at No, 80 Wing migh t be in 

possession of tbe full picture of defensive measures taken against the enemy during 
an attack, -the Liaison Officer obtained and passed to the Wing the times and sites 
cii all smoke screens laid. Tb.is ioform.ition came via the H.S.L.O., when smoke 
screens we,·e under Home Office control, aod from the Operations Officer at H.Q. 
Fighter Command, from 1 April 1943, when the R.A.F. took over the control of 
smoke screens and allocated t heir operation to A.A. Command. 

Bomber :Programme 
Each morning, the Liaiso11 Officer passed to No. 80 W ing the number of bombers, 

targets and casualties of Bomber Command for the preceding night. 

" Y " Section at H.Q. Fighter Command 
A close liaison was maintained between the Liaison Officers and the ' ' Y " Liaison 

Officers. In this way, rouch useful infon;natio!'l was passed to No. 80 Wing as to 
enemy ;units likely to operate, bases, beacons, and areas of operation. It was 
suggested in 1942 that t he two sections should be amalgamated. The Officer 
Commanding No. 80 Wing raised strong objections, informirig H.Q. Fighter 
Command that the results obtained from his counter-measures organisation depende.d 
largely on the efficiency of his Liaison Section which must operate as a separate 
entity. 

No. 80 Wing had a direct line to Cheadle in m·der to obt.ain essential infommtion 
immediately, but there were numerous occasions when tile Liaison Officer obtained 
the information via tbe " Y '' Officer at H.Q., Fighter Command, befo.e it had 
been passed by Cheadle to No. 80 W ing, 

" Trinity " 
Briefly, this. was a.n operation at the end of 1941 for the bombing of the German 

warships at Brest with the aid of approach beams. The Liaison Officer gave, from 
No. 80 Wing, prior details of these attacks to the Duty Air Commodore and the 
Operations Officers could be informed, The Duty Air Commodore also informed 
the A.O.C. No. 10 Group in order that certain R.D.F. equipment in h.is Group which 
was found to interfere with the operation could be switched off. 

During t he attacks, the Liaison Officer "told " to No. 80 Wing the complete 
tracks, where possible, of all th.e aircra{t taking part in the operation, from the time 
they left their bases until 1:hefr return. Tracings of these tracks were made by tbe 
Liaison Officer at the time and sent to No. 80 Wing. 

R.A.F. lntruder Aircraft 

Soon after the R.A.F. Intruder Operations commenced, it was foun.d advisable 
that the IntC'uder Controller should be informed as early as possible of the target 
likely to be attacked by the G.A.F., so that the intruder targets could be chosen as 
early as possible. It was therefore arranged, on 27 June 1942, that all No. 80 Wing 
information sbould be passed via t he Liaison Officer aud the Duty Air Commodore 
to the Duty " Y " Officer, who passed it, together with any " Y " information, to 
the Intruder Controller. This roundabout method was abolished eventually, a:nd 
No. 80 Wwg information was passed direct to the Intruder Controller. 
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Washtub 
At the beginning o[ 1942, the enemy began to interfeJe with the R.A.F. M/F 

beacon system. Before the multiple beacon system could be worked out to 
:counteract this intederence, the B . B.C.s aid was sought. Droitwich V unsynchronised 
was made available to Bomber Command as a beacon. It afforded excellent 
"homing" facilities for aircraft within 150 miles, and be.io.g of such high power 

. could not be easily jammed jn the districts of the United Kingdom to which Bomber 
Command aircraft wished to navigate. On request from BomlJer Command through 
No. 80 Wing, the Liaison Offi.cer advised the Senior Control Room Engineer, at the 
B.B.C. when the transmitter was required. The transmitter, however, always 
remained liable to be closed down by the Radio Control Officer 1n the event of 
hostile raids making this advisable. 

Fighter Command Bullseye Operations 
· From about Ju.ly 1942, Bomber Command, in conjunction with Fighter Command 

and A.A. Command, carried out practice interception exercises at night. In order 
that No. 80 Wing investigat.ional flights should not be con(osed with aircraft takjng 
part in these exercises, the Liaison ·Officer passed to Headquarters particula'l"s of 
them beforehand. 

Interference with R.D.F. 
Early in 1942, th e e·nemy started to interfere with R.D.F. This interference 

varied in intensity, and was usually experienced before and/or during ar1 attack 10 
the South-East of the operational area of No. 11 Group. No. 80 Wing was interested 
in such intederence, inasmuch a.c; it indicated future enemy aircraft activity and 
enabled them t o be ready with their counter-measures, especially as it had become 
the frequent practice of the enemy not to bring up his radio aids until the very last 
:minute. Interference was, however, not always accompanied by raids, " spoof" 
interference being quite a normal practice. 

It was t_he L iaison Officer's duty to obtain from the Fighter Command Operations 
Officer and/or the No. 11 Group Filter Room Controller notification of any 
interference, its extent, and stations affected. This was immediately passed to 
No. 80 Wing who were notined as soon as it had ceased. Befoi:e 0645 hours daily, 
the Liaison Officer obtained from the No. 11 Group Filter Room, for onward tram,
mission to the Director of Telecommunications, via No. 80 Wing, all interference 
·occurring during the preceding 24 hours. This information comprised the periods 
within which each interference took p lace, and the. extent each station was affected. 
The codeword for interference was "Visitors." This interference continued until 
the middle of September 1944. 

Starfish 
When a Starfish was ordered off by the Starfish Controller at No. 80 Wing, details 

of the time, type aod location were passed to the Liaison Officer, who passed tbem 
to the Duty Air Commodore in wdtiog and to the H.S.L.O. verbally. The Starfish 
Controller required tjmes when areas in which their Starfish were ignited received 
" Red" and "White" warnings from the Air Raid Warning Sections. This 
iofounation was obtaiped by the Liaison Officer and passed to No. 80 Wing on the 
follow ing day, when requested. 

The Liaison Officer had an elaborate wall map, showing all the decoys it was 
proposed to emi;>loy in connection with the Normandy irrvasion. He was to be 
responsible for operating this map during the invasion aud for keeping No. 80 Wing 
informed of the decoys employed. This map, however, was never brought into 
operation, and was returned to Colonel Turner's Depa.rtment. ' 

Meerschaum 
In Febrnary 1944, it was known that enemy aircraft raiding this country were 

equi@ed witb. backward looking A. I. (Neptun Gerat) by which they were able to 
detect the presence of intercepting fighters. A scheme was worked out for jamming 
this device by specjaJ group equipment located at certain C.H., G.C.I. and certain 
No. 80 Wing stations. Immediately enemy aircraft likely to raid this country were 
plotted on the No. 11 Group Filter Room table, the Duty Controller passed the 
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following message to the Liaison Officer : " Meerschaum on." The Liaison Officer 
passed this message immediately to the No. 80 Wing Controller who was responsible 
for passing all executive jammer messages to the jamming units located on 
No. 80 W lng Sites. The countcr -m,easur,e was concluded by the passing of '. 
"Meerschaum off" by tbe No. n Group Fllter Controller and onwards in a similar 
manner. The operation continued until 14 May 1944. 

:Fighter Command Ops. 3 Conference 
From March 1944, the Liaison Officer attended the Ops. 3 Conference each 

morning at 0915 hours, at which the hostile activity for the preceding night was 
discussed, The Liaison Officer furnished the Conferepce with full detaiJs of any 
hostile beam or beacon activity which had taken place during the period, and any 
Starfish data. The Liaison Officer on duty during the period prepared corn prebensive 
de,tails of the enemy operation, including a list of flares which usually preceded an 
attack at that time, in addition to the No. 80 Wing information. 

" Bareback " 
In May 1944, the B.B.C. transmitters at Washforcl and Broo"kman's Park were 

.made available between 2330 and 0600 hours daily fur counter-measures against 
Gen.nan instructions to aircraft emanating in W/T from Calais I, wb.ich operated 
on frequency of about 583 kilocycl.es. As soon as the Liaison Officer had· any 
indication of impending afr raids against the United Kingdom, it was his duty to 
advise the Duty "Y" Officer who in turn advised Kingsdown. Immediately 
Kingsdown received this warning. they passed the following advice to the Senior 
Control Room Engineer at Broadcasting House: "Operation 'Bareback '- B.B.C. 
Transmitter stand by." When the transmitters were actua11y required, Kingsdo\vn 
gave the Senior Control Room Engineer the following immediate message : 
"Operation · Bareback '-Control required." The Senior Control Room Engineer 
then connected the key lines and held the transmitters ready for radiation when 
reqqired. At tbe end of the raid, or when the Liaison Officer: considered a raid 
un1ikely, he passed this message to the D uty "Y" Officer "'Bareback' country 
clear." The transmitters were then stood down, or if the Liaison Officer anticipated 
further raids shortly, he requested " •Bareback' to stand by." As all the transmissions 
on this operation were short and intermittent, it was not thought that enemy 
aircraft could make use of them a s oavigatio11al aids. This operation was finally 
merged into the operation. called "Dartboard.' ' 

" Dartboard " 
Under this operation, the P.I.D.'s transmitter Aspidistra at Crowborough, Sussex, 

and the B.B.C.'s transmitter, Moorside Edge 3, near Huddersn.eld, were made 
avaUable to Bomber Command for jamming German medium frequency broadcast 
instructions to night fighters. 

The Liaison Officer was only concerned in this operation by reason of his Radio 
Control duties. In the event of enemy raids occurring while Aspidistra was 
radiating continuous programmes for " Dartboard," the Ra.dio Control Officer co11ld 
close it down in the normal way. As soon as Aspidistra received '' close down-" 
instructions from the Senior Control Room Engineer, they immediately ceased 
programme radiation and banded over the transmitter to Kingsdowo, so that the 
latter might key io the short bursts necessary to jam enemy lighter inst.TUctions. 
The need for strict control of the Radio Control Officer of programme transmissioh 
is obvious, since Aspidistra was a very powerful beacon in a most dangerous situation. 
Tbe keying oi "Dartboard" in short bursts did not deprive Bomber Command of 
its use, and was oi doubtful use to the enemy. 

Flying Bombs (Diver) 
Betweeo. 13 June 1944 and ·29 March 1945, 8.804 flying bomos were plotted, 

5,605 crossed the coast and 2,302 reached the target area. Of these, 753 were 
air-launched, 526 crossing the coast and 106 reaching the target area. 
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Io order to Meacon these flying bombs fitted with W/T apparatus the Liaison 
Officer passed to No. 80 Wing, and to Ditchliog also when that station was operating, 
the following information concerning each of all these flying bombs during each 
phase:-

(a) First plot and time. 
(b) Track. 
(c). Crash pin-point. 
(d) Time of crash. 
(e) Home Secretary details of damage and casualties. 

Every three hours the Liaison Officer also passed a complete list of flying bombs 
<luring t,hat period, giving-

(a) Raid number. 
(b) First plot. 
(c) Landfall. 
(d.) Fate. 
(e} Time. 

The Liaison Officer gave in his 12-hourly report details of each phase of flying 
bombs during the period. Details required were-

(a) Times of phase. 
(b) Number despa:tched. 
(c) Number crossing the coast. 
(d) Number reaching the Greater London area, and 
(e}. Claims by : 

(i) Fighters, 
{ii) Guns, and 

·(iii) Balloons, 

During the air-launched attacks, tracks of the parent aircraft, if plotted, were 
passed. 

Wind Speeds 
To ena:ble No. 80 Wing to work out the possible drift of flying bombs caused by 

wind, the Liaison Officer obtained from the Duty Forecaster at H .Q ., Fighter C-0m
mand, tbe wind states at surface, Z,000 feet and 5,000 feet every three hours. This 
was passed to No, 80 Wing from 24 June 1944 onwards. 

Rocket Projectiles (" Big Be11 ") 
At 1843 hours on 8 September 1944 the first rocket projectile aaived in this 

country at Chiswick. Between this date and 1654 hours on. 27 March 1945, when 
the last 011e fell at Orpington, some 1,115 were reported by the Ministry of Home 
Security. 

Many of these projectiles were radio controlled, consequently an R.C.M. 
organisation was set up at Beachy Head. The Liaison Officer: passed <to No. 80 Wing, 
from the H.S.L.O. and the Scientific ObseTVer in the No. 11 Group Filter Room, a1l 
the crash points, and faing points of these m issiles, as they were received. Details 
of damage, craters and casualties were at first passed in detail, but this was 
found unnecessary, and damage information was only passed on request after 
13 February 1945_ 

A.E.A.F. 
During the time that A.E.A.F. maintained a Signals Security Section at Stan more 

(i.e. from February 1944), the Liaison Officer passed to that Sect.ion each morning 
a copy of his Duty Group Captain's report of any beam active dur'ing the previous 
24 hours, and counter-measures taken. 
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The Liaison Officer also obta ined, from 4 J anuary 1945, from tbe" Y '' branch of 
the A.E.A.F . a report each afternoon of any strategic or mine-laying operations 
under taken by the G.A.F. over the Continent on tbe preceding night, Details 
required were-

(a.) Time. 
(b) Scale of attack. 
(G) Target (bombing or mine-laying) and, if possible, 
(d) Type of aircraft and Unit emp loyed. 

This information was passed to No. 80 Wing between 1400 and 1500 hours daily. 

Coastal Command Operations 
In February 1945 No. 80 Wing became interested in any Coastal Comm.and 

operations over the area from Norway to Dover which might invite hostile reaction. 
The Liaison Officer therefore obtained from the Coastal Command Liaison Offi_cer, 
between 1700 a1\d 1900 hours daily, detaj!s of all such operations orders for the 
coming night. This information was then passed by Scrambler telephone to 
No. 80 Wing. 

APPENDIX No. 7 

WAR-TIME CONTROL OF RADlO TRANSMISSIONS 

f ormation of S ub-Committee for the Control of Radio Transmissions 
' In 1936, the Committee of Imperial Defence formed a Sub-Committee called the 

Control of Radio Transmissions Sub-Committee. This Sub-Committee on which 
all interested parties were represented, was under the chairmanship of the Director 
of Signals, Air Ministry, and its object was to inquire into the action necessary in 
the event of war to prevent radio transmissions in the United Kingdom, with special 
emphasis on b roadcast ing, from being a definite aid to navigation to the enemy. 

Radio Control Decisions 
The Sub-Committee decided that a ll wavelengths between 200 a nd 10,000 metres 

with radiated power of over 500 watts would constitute a danger, and wo,uld have 
to be controlled. This involved stat ions operated in the United Kingdom by 

(a) the G.P.O . ; 
(b) Cable and Wireless, Ltd. ; 
(G) the Admiralty ; 
(d) the Arrny ; 
(e) tbe R.A.F. ; 
(J) all Civil Aviation; 
(g) the Home Office (i.e., the Police) ; and 
(h) the British Broadcast ing Corporation, 

It was decided that broadcasting should be suspended during enemy raids on 
the United Kingdorn, and that aJJ other stations should also be closed. Lists of the 
stat ions which the Sub-Committee recommended to be closed in the event of raids 
were prepared. 

The Admiralty reserved to itself the right to break silence in the event oi Naval 
needs making this imperative. 

Cable and Wireless, Ltd., were, in fact, at no time affected during the wax fo;r the 
reason tbat no enemy aircraft was ever found whose D/F apparatus operated on 
wavelengths used by Cable and Wireless, Ltd .• namely between 2,000 and 
10,000 metres. It was, however, thought in December 1940 that their transmitter 
at Ongar might be assisting the enemy, but this suggestion was finally discredited. 

All Civil Aviation wireless' was taken over bythe R.A.F. and became pa,t oftbe 
Service M.F . D/F organisation, and was as such liable to control. 
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Admiralty Beacons 
The coastal radio beacons operated by the Admiralty were suspended on the 

outbreak of war. The Admiralty subsequently were allowed to restore the services 
o[ certain of these beacons covering the North-Western Approaches, which were 
found to be essential for marine navigation. Wb.ere possible, the beacons brought 
into service came under control-some, however, were too remote and without 
telephone or R/T facilities, and were therefore Meaconed by No. 80 Wing to prevent 
their being used by the enemy over vital land areas, or operated on an·' oo request" 
basis only. By the end of 1944 all West Coast beacons were operating. 

French Broadcasting Stations 
A scheme to control tbe French broadcasting stations was introduced but this 

did not in practice prove satisfactory, and was soon dropped. 
Recommendations of the Sub-Committee were finally approved by the Committee 

of Imperial Defence, and are briefly summarised as follows :
(a) Broadcasting should be synchronised. 
(b)• The Air Ministry should be responsible for the control of radio transmissions. 
(c) Lists of all stations likely to be affected should be prepared. 

Formation of Radio Control Section 
The above recommeucjations and a decision by the Air Ministry to delegate the 

authority for the issue of executive close-down iostntctions to Headquarters, 
Fighter Command, led to the formation of the Radio Control Section in the Operations 
Room at Headquarters, Fighter Command, in September 1939. 

The Section was composed of four A. and S.D. officers on a 24~hours watch-keeping 
basis, and ea.me, until November 1940, under the control 0£ the Chief Air Raid 
Wa rning Officer. 

Amalgamation of Radio Control Section with No. 80 Wing Liaison Section 
I n November 1940, the Radio Control Section was amalgamated witu the 

No. 80 Wing Liatsoo Section. but the responsibility for the control of radio 
transmissions remained vested in Fighter Command. 

Transmitters Controlled by No. 80 Wing Liaison Section 
The following transmitters were controlled by the No. 80 Wing Liaison Section:-

(a) All B.B.C. high-powered transmitters. (The remaining lower powered 
transmitters were closed by the British Broadcastlng Corporation itself 
on an alert being sounded in the area in which the transmitter was 
situated.) 

(b) All Naval transmitters and coastal beacons. 
(c) All Police transmitters. 
(d) All G.P.O. transmitters. 
(e) All R.A.F. beacons, mobile and otherwise, and the M.F. D/F organisation. 
(f) From November; 1942 the transmitters, known under the code word of 

Aspidistra belonging to the Political Intelligence Department which had 
been installed near Crowborough in Sussex for propaganda purpose. 

Commun.icatio11s . 
The Section was provided with tie-lines to the British Broadcasting Corporation's 

Control Centre in the basement of Portland Place, and to its stand-by Control 
Centres at Maida Vale, Wood Norton in Worcestershire, and at Aldeobam in 
Hertfordshire. Except for test purposes, on very rare occasions only was it necessary 
for the Radio Control Officer to communicate with the stand-by by Control Centres. 

Close-down Instructions to B.B.C. Control Room 
The Control Room at Portland Place was under the direct control of a Senior 

Control Room Engineer wuo was under instructions to accept all close-down orders 
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from th·e Radio Control Officer without comment. The Senior Control Room 
Engineer was able to switch off any transmitter practically simultaneously with his 
instructions from Fighter Command. 

A remarkable liaison was estabTished between t he Radio Control Officers and the 
Senior Control Room Engineers, and it would be fair to state that on less than a 
half-dozen times during nearly six years did any misunderstanding arise. 

Orders for Control 
All close-down messages from the Radio Control Officer were passed in a 

prescribed form, viz., " Fighter Command speaking-awake---close (e.g. Brookman's 
Park 1) Clodat," and to open " F ighter Command speaking- awake- reopen 
(e.g. Brookman's Park I} Clodat." During the period that Fighter Command 
ceased to exist under that name, the title Air Defence of Great Britain was, of 
course, substituted. 

In the event of the code word Clodat becoming compromised, reserve code words 
Castop or sec0ndly Kerbit were provided by Signals, Air Ministry. It was never, 
however, necessary to use either reserve code word. 

Radio Control Section Records 
A record was kept by the Section's Duty Clerk of all closing and opening times 

and tallies were put on a wallboard containing all current stations in their respective 
groups which were subject to control. It could therefore be seen at a glance what 
stations were closed at any moment. As time went on, experience was gained, a nd 
an excellent system was evolved both for recording and displaying close-downs. 

B.B.C. Synchronised Groups 
On I September '1939, the British Broadcasting Corporation divided their 

transmitters subject to control into three synchronised groups, v iz. :-

North Home. South Home. Foreign. 
767 kilocycles per second 668 kilocycles per second 804 kilocycles per second 

(391 metres) . (449 metres) . (373 metres). 
Lisnagarvey. Moorside Edge. Brookman's Park. 
VVesterglen. Droitwich. Moorside Edge. 
Burghead. Brookman's P ark. VVesterglen. 
Stagshaw. Wash ford. 

Irish Free State Transmitters 
Shortly after t he outbreak of war it was found impracticable, chiefly on account 

of telephone difficulties, to attempt to request the Irish Free State to close their 
100 kilowatt transmitter at Athlone, so spoilers were erected by 9 December 1939 
by the British Broadcasting Corporation at Penmon (2 k ilowatts), C!evedon 
(2 kilowatts) and Redmoss (I kilowatt), and these spoilers came under Fighter 
Command control. 

This system, however, proved unsatisfactory, since RedoJoss in particular gave 
good signals for navigational purposes over the North Sea, and Penmen also was 
dangerous owing to its close proximity to Liverpool. Further, the cost of the 
organisation proved out of proportion to the doubtful benefit derived from it. 
The system was therefore abandoned on 3 February I 941. · 

Arrangements were concluded on 8 October 1940 with the Irish Free State whereby 
they themselw,s ran spoilers in Cork- and Dublin. Later, on 18 March 1941, an 
additional spoiler, designed to protect the Belfast area, was installed by the British 
Broadcasting Corporation at' Ramsey in the Isle of ;Yfan. These three spoilers 
operated successfully until 29 February 1944 when they were discontinued, due to 
dimin ishing enemy air activity over the British Isles. 

B.13.C. Transmitter Danger Areas 
Synchronisation fails as a safeguard against enemy navigational use when enemy 

aircraft come within a certain distance of any hjgh-powered transmitter. Theory 
and tests indicate that for aircraft loop D/F the unprotected area usually lies within 
the field strength contour wherein the local transmitter g ives a signal of four times 
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or more of that of th.e combined fields of the other members of the group. Therefore 
in order to prevent the eoemy from being able to D/F, areas were worked out and 
marked on maps showing the four to one contour, i.e. the area round a synch-ronised 
transmitter in which a hostile aircraft could D/F on that transmitter. These areas 
varied during night and day, due to propagation effects, and it was therefore 
necessary to work out two areas of danger for each transmitter, one for use during 
daytime and the other for use during the night. 

At the beginning of tbe war a number of mica templates was prepared with the 
danger areas of the transmitters it was required to control cut from them. A 
framework was erected on the balcony overlooking the Operations Table at Fighter 
Command. During the daytjme the mica templates containing the d~ytime danger 
areas were slipped in~o the framework and the Radio Control Officer could, by looking 
through ·these templates, see the areas on the table in which the enemy could D/F 
on the transmitters which each particular area surrounded. Njgbt danger area 
templates were also prepared aod similarly used. 

It was the duty of the Rndio Cont.rol Officer to close down tbe traosmitter whenever 
a hostile aircraft was plotted inside the danger area of that transmitter. 

/\:s time went on, the Radio Control Officers familiarised themselves with these 
areas, and did not have to use the mica templates. It was always left to the 
discretion of the Radio Control Officer, bearing _in miod all the circumstances 
existing at the time, e.g. prevailing weather, scale of the attack, direct ion of hostile 
tracks, whether a particular transmitter should be closed or .oot. · 

The rule, however, grew up that transmitters should not be closed during a 
programme of extreme national importance, e.g. a speech by the Prime Minister, 
unless in the opinion of the Radio Control Officer, witb bis k.oowledge of the table, 
it w.as of paramount importance to close the transmitter. 

The rule also grew up and was finally laid down on 15 October 1941 that 
transmitters should not be closed during. News periods; but here again this was 
left t o the sole discretion ol the Radio Control Officer. In adiliticn, it became the 
practice to re-open closed transmitters for the News periods. 

Radio Control Officers were always to assume that all transmitters were operating 
for 24 homs each day, regardless of published programme schedules. 

In choosing the site for a transmitter, regard must primarily be paid to the public 
whom the transmitter is intended to feed, and it is for that reason that all high
powered broadcasting transmitters are to be found adjacent to thicJdy populated 
industrial areas, which in their turn were the area in which the eneO)y was most 
interested. Unless a system had been evolved to deprive the enemy of navigational 
aic;l from broadcasting, the enemy would have found himself in possession of a radio 
aid of great valt1e in locatin·g the precise areas to which be wished to navigate. 

Increase of Transmitters by the B.B.C. 
The British Broadcasting Corporation, as time went o n, greatly increased the 

number of its transmitters, which in turn resulted in a far greater number oi 
synchronised groups. This increase made the task of the Radio Control Officers 
more difficult in as mucb as the number of danger areas to be watched was increased. 
It was found impossible to continue the mica template method of ascertaining the 
danger areas. 

Preparation of Transmitter Field Strength Maps 
In about August 1940 50-rnile circles roilnd the broadcasting transmitters were 

taken to be the danger areas. This method continued for some time, but was found 
to involve unnecessary closings, Areas were therefore worked out based on the 
four to on_e .field strength principle, and imposed on .some ten two-sided gridded 
maps of. the-area shown on the flghter Command Operations Room Table (one side 
'for use at n ight and the other by day). Each map contained all the synchronised 
transmitters in each group. 

As time went oo, even th.is method proved unsatisfactory and was impossible to 
handle. So finally, in March 1944, the Air Minisuy evolved a more simple method 
of reducing the danger areas to handy maps. Each large square of the Fighter 
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Command grid w~ divided into 25 smaller squares, and in each square were written 
the numbers of the transmitters that should be closed in the event of an enemy 
aircraft flying over that small square. 

At that time no less than tb.irty-four high-powered t ransmitters, divided into some 
ten groups, were under the Radio Control Officer's cootro.l, and it can easily be seen· 
that it would have been physically impossible for him to catT}' on without some 
sucb g1.1lde, especially as he had .his No. 80 W ing Liaison duties to perform. 

The United Kingdom was d ivided into two halves, North and South, and th.ree 
maps were prepared for each half, for Condition " A." Condition "B " and 
Dartboard respectively. 

Condition ' 'A'' was used when the P.I.D. transmitter Aspidistra was radiating 
synchronised with Brookman.'s Park 3 in Group "E." Cond'ition "B" was used 
when Aspidistra was radiating unsynchronised outside Group" E." The Dartboard 
map was used when Aspidistra and Moorside Edge 3 were being used by Bomber 
Command for jamming German Medium Frequency broadcast instructions to tbeir 
night fighters under an operation the code word for which was Dartboard. 
. The repeated re-grouping of the British Broadcasting Corporation's transmit ters,,. 
and their closing by tb.e Radio Control Officers, made the euemy distrust them as 
reliable aids to navigatiou, and there is DO evidence of the attempted general use 
1:;>y the enemy of any of the British Broadcasting Corporation's tra,nsmitters for 
navigational purposes, although one or two transmitters are mentioned in Prisoner
of-war reports. 

Flying Bomb AJerts 
It bas p1·eviously been said that the British Broadcasting Corpor<;1,tion closed its 

low powered transmitters whenever an alert was sounded in the ·area in which the 
transmitters we.re located. When the Flying Bomb attacks started it was, of course. -
unnecessary to close down for a lerts occasioned by the Flying Bomb. It therefore 
became the duty o( the Radio Control Officer to advise the Senior Control Rooin 
Engineer whenever a Flying Bomb attack was developing and the area likely to be 
affected . The Senior Control Room Engineer did not then close the low-powered 
transmitters unnecessarily, and the public ,vas not deprived of its broadcasting 
service. 

High Power Transmitter, Patrington-Control Precautions 
On I 2 February l943 a very h.igb-powe1·ed transmitter of 600 kilowatts on a 

frequency of 200 kilocycles per second (1,500 metres) was opened by the British 
Broadcasting Corporation at Patrington near Hull and was known as OSE S · 5. 
It was synchronised in Group " L " with Droitwich and Daventry V. Owing to 
its position and high power, it was necessary to devise special rules for the closing 
and/or reducing the power of the transmitter, In the event o{ a hostjle or X-raid 
appearing north of the line Harwich-Dutch Islands, the Radio Control Officer 
would instruct the Senior Control Room Engineer to reduce the power of OSE 5 · S 
from 600 kilowatts to 400 kilowatts, thus cutting down over the North Sea the 
relatively large unspoiled area given by its 600 kilowatts. OSE 5 · 5 had similarly 
to be cut to 2()0 kilowatts if a hostile ai,craft entered the danger area bounded by 
the Wash and Newcastle, and to be cut completely if hostile activity occurred in 
the H uU area, or if such activity was judged by the Radio Control Officer to be 
imminent. Further, if large scale hosti le activity took place io other areas coincident 
with a major activity in the Hull area the complete Group "L" would be cut. 
Hostile activity in the Midlands-Gloucester danger a,ea also necessitated the 
cutting of the complete Group '' L." 

A single high-powered t ransmitter, i .e. ooe of five kilowatts or over, -was never 
allowed to transmit a lone in any synchronised group. Ji the Radio Control Oflicei 
had closed all the hign-powered ttansn1itters but one in a particular group, it was 
the duty of the Senior Control Room Engineer to close it together with all the 
remaining low-powered transmitters not subject to control as a " consequent " 
shut-down,. Tl1e Radio Control Officer was not concerned with this "consequent " 
shut-down, and had to issue do.sing and re-opening orders without regard to it. 
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Introduction of Horizontally Polarised Aerials 
There was another method beside frequency synchronisation for preventing enemy 

aircraft from navigating over the United Kingdom by the aid of British Broadcast 
St.ations_ This was by employjpg aerials radiating horizontally polarised waves, . 
wbich are unsujtable for aircraft loop D/F: Start Point S.21 is an example of a 
h lgh-powered station so adapted. E ven this type of transmitter came under the 
control of the Radio Control Officer (owing to the possibility of some residual 
vertical polarisation appearing. fortuitously due to aerial "out of balarJce" effect}, 
but being a propaganda transmitter had not to be closed unnecessarily. J'he nature 
and extent of the enemy activity and prevaiUng weather were the governing factors, 
bearing in mind that high.powered stations may be a very dangerous beacon in 
indust6al areas. The distance of each transmitter from nearby towns was contained 
in the Radio Control Officel'S' instructions. 

During the war the Radio Control Section gave orders to the Senior Control Room 
Engineer to close down transmitters on no less than 3,555 occasions. 

Admiralty 
At the

1

begirming of the war, all long and medium wave W/T station~ belonging 
to t he Admiralty were placed under tb.e control of Fighter Comm.and. Individual 
close-down arE;as were, however, never prepared for the Admiralty stations which 
were all closed by the Radio Control Officer under an omnibus order when he 

·considered thc•scale of enemy attack warranted jt. The order to close was passed 
by the Radio Control Officer to the Naval Liaison Officer in the Operations Room 
at Fighter Cotntnand in the following terms :- 1

' Fighter Comma.ncl speaki11g. 
Req~est close W/T stations Clodat." Re-open inst.ructions were similarly passed 
with the word " re-open" substituted for "close.'' 

In December 1943 t wo seabor'(le radio beacons belonging to the Admiralty ea.lied 
··scarweather and Nab, situated in the Bristol Cha.o.oel off Swansea, and off the Isle 
of Wight respectjvely, were also brought under Fighter Command control. In 
practice c.Jose•down instructions were only passed when an attack of exceptional 
size was taking place, or when the Radio Control Office-r had specfa.J reason to 
suppose that the enemy wished to obtain some navigational aid from. these Admiralty 
stations. As time went on, the Admiralty carried out most o f its t.ransmis.sions on 
frequencies lower thao those covered by tbeenemy's D/F apparatus. and synchronised 
its high-powered station at Cleethorpes as a further safeguard. jn case the enemy 
extended the frequency range of his sets. Between 150 and 200 closings were made 
during lhe war. 

Police 
At the beginning of th.e war, all Home Office W/T stations were placed under the 

control of Fighter Command. Experience showed that this precaution was 
unnecessary and, on 20 September 1940. the control was removed and never 
re-imposed. 

General Post Office Transmitters 
At the outbreak of war, the following G.P .O. medium or Jong wave W/T trans

missions were put uoder the control of Fighter Commaod ;-
Leafield, Rugby, Portishead, Cullercoats, Humber, Land's End, Nit.on, 

Noti;h Foreland, Portpatrick, Caernarvon, Ongar. Parkeston Quay, Stonehaven, 
Seaforth, Wiclc, She igra, Calloo Head, Tiree, Sanday and North Ronaldshay. 

This control wa.'> maintained until the end of the 'Nar in E urope, but the Hst of 
stations was from time to time amended, 

The Radio Control Officer was provided with an" Awake" line to the Supervisor 
in charge of the London Trunk Excha.nge, and passed an omnibus close-down 
instruction it? tbe following terms when he considered that hosti le activity demanded 
it. " Fighter Command speaking--awake--close down all stations- Clodat." 
The statioos were re-opened in a simil'a.r manner by sul;,stitutirig "re-open" for 
" close down.' ' 

In the event of the destruction of the London Trunk Exchange, it was provided 
that close-dowo instructions would be relayed by the Duty Air Raid Warnings 
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Officer at No. 9 Group to the Supervisor in charge of the Binningham Truok 
Exchange, but it was never found necessary to resort to this alteroative. When 
the Air Raid Warning Section at No. 9 Group was closed about March l944, i t was 
not con.c;idered necessary to provide any other altemative arrangements. 

The Radio Control Officer did, in fact, close down aJl the G.P.O. stations when 
raids of exceptional size were taking -place against the United Kingdo(O. Over · 
100 closings were made during the war. 

The intermittent traffic of tbe G.P.O. was not inconvenienced by omnibus closures: 
T here was not sufficient traffic to warrant syncbroojsation, but the G.P .O. was 
ready lo adopt such a system if closings had proved too ti.eavy. If Fighter Command 
did not issue close-down instructions and enemy activity occurred in the vicinity of 
G.P.O. stations, it was feit to the G.P.O. to close down and re-open at their 
discretion, dependent on the extent of tb.e enemy air activity. When close-down 
instructions had been issued from Fighter Co-,nmand they could only be re-opened 
by Fighter Cornmand. 

M.F. 0 /F Organisation and R.A.F. Beacons 
The M.F. D/F organisation can be divided under two heaq.ings :

(a) D(F security and identification systems, and 
(b) Radio beacons. 

D /F Security and Identification S ystem 
This system provided t\vo aircraft navigatiooa.J services, Security, the provisfon 

of oav-igatio.oal aid to aircraft in. tbe form of bearings and fixes, and 1denWication, 
the est;i.blisbment oi identity of friendly aircraft returning to the British Isles. 

The twc;i services consisted of twelve separate D/F sections, each comprising two 
Or more D/F :receiving stations. Each station had its own M.F. tralismit.te.rs for 
cothm.unicat.iog with aircraft, and for passing bearings and control messages between 
D/F stations. when landlines were not available. 

Two sections employed syncbronised transmitters to prevent the enemy from 
using their signals for navigation. The original intent.ion had been to synchronise 
a ll the sections, but tbe provision of landlines was not possible. 

It was the gene:ral rule that D/F sections should not be closed down by the Radio 
Control Officers, except on occasions of vital emergency, ·when it was considered 
that the denial of navigational aid to enemy aircraft was of such vital importance 
i n the interests of national security as to justify depriving British aircraft of their 
security service. This decision requ ired the weighi ng-u-p of such factors as the 
extent of the enemy raids, the number of friendly bomber aircraft in the air at the 
t ime, and the prevailing weather conditions. 

The synchronised sections radiated simultaneously when passiog messages to 
aircraft, and tberefore offered no navigational aid to the enemy at cl ist ances greater 
than 30 to SO miles irom the transmitters. When hostile aircraft appeared within 
this range of any synchronised transmitter, it was the duly of the Radio Control 
Officer, if he considered jt necessary, t o close down tbe t-ransmitter-in which event 
the other transmjtters iu the group coobnued to transmit. · 

Special attention had to be given to the transmitters at Barton near Manchester, 
and Borough Hill near Daventry, owing to their higb.-power and locations. 
Close-down areas for these two stations only were held by the Radio Co1'trol Section, 

If it should happen that. enemy aircraft --were reported within 30-50 miles of all 
transmitters in any section. a decision had to be made as to whether the circumstances 
j'ustified closing the whole section, and so d.epriviog those of our a i.rcraft. to whom 
the sectfon had been allotted, of nav~gational aid . The route by wbjch close-down 
instrnctions bad to be passed was set ou t opposite each stat ion in the list beld by the 
Radio Control Section. It was the duty of the Radio Control Officer to advise the 
D uty Signals Officer at Bomber Command whenever any transmission of the M.F. 
D/F organ isation was closed, so that alternative arrangements could be made to 
prov lde na vlga tional assistance. The closing o f transmitters i o the noo-sy ncbr on ised 
sections was only :resorted to in conditions of emergency. During periods of raids, 
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however, instead of completely closing any section, the Radio Coutrol Officer might. 
at his discretion, take the followjng action to restrict to a minimum the aid that the 
transmitters were likely to offer to enemy aircraft :-

(a) Instruct the D/F control station to use a transmitter in its section remote 
from the area of the enemy raids, and/or 

(b) Instruct the D/F control station to restri.ct its transmissions to aircni.ft to 
the absolute minimum during the period of the raid. 

Control messages were passed in the following form:-" Awake----close down 
(restdct) . . . t ransmitter Clodat." 

Radio Beacons 
A radio beacon service was available to provide navigational facilities additional 

to the M..F. D/ F organisation. The Radio Control Officer held a list of the radi_o 
beacons (static and mobile) which were subject to his control. The decision to close 
was taken in the light of prevailing circumstances. The Duty Signals Officer at 
Bomber Command had to he advised whenever a radio beacon was closed and the 
rules were more stringently applied to beaconS used for training aircraft only. 

Eventually it was found inadvisable t.o close down the M.F. radio beacons as with 
increasiog numbers of airborne aircraft there was now insufficient time to plan 
alternative arrangements. A security scheme was thereupoo e volved whereby 
beacons were grouped and allocated for use to a changing schedule, so tbat enemy 
aircraft could never be sure from which site any transmission was coming at a 
particular time. It would have been possible for the enemy to break down this 
change-over system, but there is no evidence that he was successful or even tried. 
The Radio Control Officer, in practice, very seldom closed down radio beacons, 
except the one at Borough Hrn, iu view of their paramount importance to Bomber 
Command, and they were finally removed from Control. 

The M.F, transmitter at Borough Hill which, as stated above, was used both as 
a beacon and in theM.F. D/F organisation, was always a source of great apprehension 
to the British Broadcasting Corporation, owing to its high power and close 
proximity to their Daventry transmittei:s, which were used for the Empire and 
Overseas Services. 

The Daventry area was, of course, o,o.e in which the enemy was highly interested, 
and the Borough Hill beacon, unle$5 controlled presented an admirable help to the 
euemy. Borough Hill was closed down whenever an enemy aircraft came within 
its unspoiled area on instruction to the Senior Control Room Engineer. Eventually, 
to overcome the British Broadcasting Corporation's apprehension, aod to avoid 
the frequent close-downs. the transmitter was re.sited near Hull, and replaced the 
one in the Borough Bill organisation. Eventually the Director-General of Signals 
r eleased all the R.A.F. M.F. D/F organisation from the Radio Control Officer's 
control, largely on account of the difficulties inherent in control. 

Aspidistra 
In November 1942, His Majesty's Government Communication Centre acquired 

froro Messrs. R..C.J\, in the United States of America, and erected underground near 
Crowborough in Sussex, one of the highest powered M.F. transmitters in tbe world. 
Incjdeotally, this station, as a whole, with its high power of 750 kilowatts, marks a 
step forward in design aud equipment of a broadcasting station in this country. 
It operated on a frequency of 804 kilocycles per second (373· 1 metres) and was 
sponsored by the Political Intelligence Department for propaganda purposes. This 
t ransmitter, and its subsequent off-shoots, came under Figbter Command control. 
The transmitter soon took on the additional duty of radiating .normal Min istry of 
Information propaganda, synchronised in Group " E " on $04 kilocycles per second 
with the British Broadcasting Corporation's Brookman's Park 3 and Moorside 
Edge 3. For tbe last four months of the war i-11 Europe, the propaganda progr~mme 
was carried by Aspidistra a,Jone, unsynchronised, except for sbort periods when it 
was used for the Political Intelligence Department's purposes, when Brookrnan's 
Park 3 was brought up to carry tbe propaganda programme. As far as the Rudio 
Control Officer was concerned, Aspidistra was closed by close-down instructions to 
the Sen ior Control Room Engineer similar to those issued to the British Broadcasting 
Corporation. 
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From 24 April 1944, it was the duty of the Radio Control Officer to advise 
Aspidistra via the Senior Control Room Engineer of impending enemy air raids on 
the United Kingdom, and so assist them wlth various other commitments. 

B.B.C. Monitoring Station at Tatsfietd 
From time to time, especially after the Americans came into the War, the Senior 

Control Room Engineer reported from Tatsfield interference from friendly sources 
to some of their programmes. The Radio Control Officer obtained the frequency 
and callsign of the offending transmitter, and passed them to the Operations 
Officer at Headquarters No. 80 Wing who in turn advised the offender. This 
set'vice was much apprecia.ted by the British Broadcasting Coi;poration. 

APPENDIX No. 8 

RUFFIANS AND THE H X ,, GERA'T 

The Ruffian system of beams in conjunction with the "X" Gerat was an elaborate 
system by which selected targets could be bombed coropleteJy blind with a high 
degree of accuracy. 

In its simplest form which is shown in Fig. l, the system required ao approach 
b~am to enable the pilot to maintain a straight course to the target and two cross 
beams aligned so as to cut t)le approach beam (P) and (Q) a fixed d istance apart 
and at a fix~d distance from the target (X). The time taken to pass fr0m one cross 
beam to the other along the line of approach gave the ground speed of the aircraft, 
and this in conjunction with the position of the second cross beam (Q) relative to 
the target gave the correct instant for bomb release (R). 

This process was carried out automatically by a " dock .,. in the aircraft. 
f.. descriptio_n of the dock is given later in this Appendix. 

Since the beams used in the system were very narrow (about 0·05 degrees) and 
therefore difficuJt to identify, a . more elaborate arrangement of beams was used by 
the Germans. A schematic lay-out of this is given in Fig. 2. From the diagram it 
will be seen that a wide ( or coa,se) approach beam (about four degrees} was provided 
with a narrow (or fine) approach beam laid approximately up the centre of the 
coarse b~am. A second fine approach beam was also set up probably as a stand•by 
to the first in case of failure or other reason. A coarse cross beam was also provided 
a.nd set up to cut the approach beam (0) approximately 30 kilometres before the 
first fine cross beam to give warning that the aircraft was approaching the" run-up ' 1 

to the ta1·get. Finally a. third fine cross beam was used as a stand-by to the second 
fine cross beam, both of th_ese being adjusted to be 15 kilometres from the :first 
fine cross beam and five kilometres from the target when measured along the 
approach beams. All these seven beams operated on a · different radio frequency. 
They were modulated at two kilocycles per second and keyed at a rate of 120 per 
minute with a dot/dash ratio of 1/7. 

Two receivers were provided in the aircraft each with its own aerial and with 
' ' kicking•• course meters, one for the pilot and one for the observer, and it was the 
duty of the wireless operator to tune these to the .frequencies required. These 
receivers had selective audio filters adjusted to a frequency o! two kilocycles per 
second with a tolerance of 50 cycles per second. At a later date, in an attempt to 
overcome jamming a supersonic modulation was added to the system and alterations 
to the receiver were made to accommodate this. 

At the beginning of an operation the receivers would be tuned to the frequencies 
of the coarse approach and coarse cross beams respectively, the airctaft having been 
flown from base by dead reckon.ing in the direction of the target. As soon as the 
observer reported that he had reached the coarse cross beam, the pilot of the aircraft 
at its correct operatioual height would manceuvre his aircraft until his indicator 
showed that he was in t)ie coarse approach beam. The wireless operator would 
then retune the pilot's receiver to the frequency of the fine approach beam along 
which the pilot would fly at a constant airspeed and height towards the target. 
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Meanwhile the wireless operator would have tuned the observer's receiver to the 
frequency of the first iine cross bea~. As ·soon as the course meter or .indicator 
showed that the aircraft had reached the first fine cross beam the observer pressed 
a key on the dock which set it-in motion. The observer's receiver was then retuned 
to the frequency of the second fine cross beam, and again as the indicator showed 
that the equi-signal was reached, the observer pressed the key on the clock a 
second time. 

The clock had now received two impulses in a certain period oftime during which 
the aircraft had made good exactly 15 kilometres. From this tlle ground speed was 
worked out automatically, and the clock having already been adjusted for a knowu 
height and type.of bomb, released the bombs electrically at the correct instant for 
these to hit the tar.get. 

Although Figs. 1 and 2 show each t ransmitter radiating a single beam, this was 
n?t iu fact the case. Each transmitti11g array produced a fan of beams . 

In the case of the. coarse beam a flight test, i,:1 which an aircraft of Nq. 109 
Squadron flew round a transmitter at the Cherbourg site at a radius of very 
approximately 10 miles, showed that there were two pairs of equi.-signals, the angles 

· between' these being about 40 degrees and 140 degrees respectively. Fig. 3 show:; 
the diagram which was obtained from the flight tests and also a theoretical diagram 
of the radiation from two aerials spaced a half wave-length apart when excited in 
and out of phase. These were io sufficient agreement to suggest that this type of 
array was being used. 

From an analysis of a large number of flight tests and ground ob5ervations the 
approximate pattern of the radiation of the fine approach and ·cross beams was 
determined. The general pattern is shown in Fig. 4 (a) from which it will be seen 
that there were pairs of beams separated by · 10 to 15 degrees. the separation between 
beams being two to four degrees. Dashes were received in the narrow zone and 
dots in the wide zone. The angles between the beams did not remain constant, but 
there appe,ned to be limits beyond which they did not extend. It was believed 
that the reason for tbis pattern was to avoid ambiguity between the various beams 
when the observer switched over from the coarse cross beam to the fiTst fine cross 
beam and again from the first t o the second i\ne cross beam. 

It was found that both tbe coarse and fine approach beams were always the right
hand beam of the pair, i.e. with dots to the right and dashes to the left wben 
considered from the aspect of an aircraft flying away from the source. 'The coarse 
and fine cross beams, however, were left beams. i.e. the aircraft received dots before 
dashes as it crossed these beams when flying along the approach beam. At a later 
stage in the use of Ruffians the second nne cross beam was cha nged to a right beam, 

lt was found possible front photographs obtained by the Photographic Inter
pretation Unit to make a rough sketch of the struct ure of a Ruffian station. and to 
obtain some approximate dimensions. 

The length of the structure can:ying the aerials for the fine beams was of the 
order of 16 metres and that of the cross arms 1,1ear each end about one metre. These 
cross arms probably carried the aerials and reflectm·s, the length giving a spacing of 
the right order for the frequencies which were used. 

No evidence could be found from photographs of aerials capable-o.£ producing the 
coarse beam.. It was possible that these were mounted on the same structuTe near 
the centre. · 

A distance of 16 metres between aerials gave a spacing of 3·5 to 4 wave-lengths 
for the frequency band of 66·5 to 75 megacycles if the aerial systetll were a fixed and 
rigid one. The effect of this -resulted in an increase of angular separation of the 
equi-signals with change of frequency, 

A theoretical diagram of the radiation from such ao aerial system was made for 
aerials excited in and out of phase. It was found that if the aerial current weTe 
made deliberateiy unequal during alternate periods of excitation a radiation pattern 
could be produced which would give values of angular separation of equi-signal 
zones similar to those obtained from t est flights and ground observations of fine 
beams. Fig. 4 (b) shows the pattern of sucb a system with reflector. 
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Although there is no evidence except from the photographs that such a si,nple 
aerial system as described was in fa.et used,. the practical and theoretical results 
were sufficiently similar for it to have been considered. 

There were three groups of Roffian stations. They were sited near Calais, Cher 
boUig and Morlaix. In the early phase of the war the Calais transmitters were 
always used as cross beams with the Cherbourg transmitters prnv,iding the approach. 
The station near- Morlaix was used only for approach purposes with the Cherbourg 
and sometimes the Calais transmitters supplying the cross beams. In the later 
phase of Ruffian activity in 1943 the Calais transmitters opernted as approach 
bea,ns on occasions. 

A table attached gives the location of the arrays in each group and the code name 
which was given to them. In the- early phase these an-ays were spaced sometimes 
several miles apart, but later they were regrouped so as to be within a hundred yards 
or so of each oth:er. 

The " X " Gerat " Clock " 
The ground speed registeriug the bomb release mechanism consjsted essentially 

in a high grade clock mechanism on which the equation involved in this method 
of blind bombing is semi-automatically worked out and the stick of bombs re-leased 
automatically at the correct moment before the target, using the second fine cross 
beam as a datum line. 

It has already been explained that the distance between the Jirst and second fine 
cross beams was adjusted to mark off a distance of 15 kilometres along the lei:igth 
of the fine approach beam and that the second fine cross beam crossed the approach 
beam at a distance of five kilomet.res from the target, a rat~o between the two lengths 
of three to one. 

It will be appreciated then that if a constant speed stop-clock mechanism is 
arranged to drive, two independent pointers, one of which moves at an angular 
velocity of one-third that 0£ the other, and if both · pointers are originally set in 
coincidence with the slower moving pointer allowed to move for the time taken by 
the aircraft in passiog from the first to the second cross beam, wh·en it is stopped and 
the oormal speed pointer allowed to move, both pointers will again be in coincidence 
when the aircraft passes over the target. The aircraft is assumed to have mado 
good a constant speed during these times. 

If now the slower moVing pointer does not start 1n coincidence with the normal 
speed pointer but is originally set back by an angular amount corresponding to the 
length. of the horizontal p1ot of the born b's trajectory i r) the absence of air resistance, 
according to the height from which it is to be dropped, the two pointers wi11 come 
into coincidence at a point before reaching the target from which t he bomb, if t hen 
released, will just reach the target neglecting resistance. 

It will be noted tbat as tbe slower moving pointer has been set back it will pass 
the constant speed pointer once dudng the 15 kilometre run. This coincidence of 
the two pointers has no 'significance. 

The effect of air resistance is to sborten the horizontal plot of the bomb's trajectory 
thus requiring a longe1· run after passing the second cross beam. Allowance can be 
made for this by slightly reducing the speed ratio of the slower moving pointer to 
the constant speed pointer so allowing it to move a greater angular distance before 
being stopped at the second cross beam.. If now in addition the two pointers are 
provided with electrical contacts a ci rcuit can be completed on the pointers reaching 
final coincidence which can be used for the automatic release for the bombs. 

The effect of the n.rst coincidence noted above. wbilst th,e slower moving pointer 
is moving during the 15 kilometre run, can be overcome by providing a master 
switch is not closed until this pointer has reached its final position. In actual 
practice three pointers were provided, the third normally moving locked to t he 
slower speed pointer bnt set back initially by the amou nt required to allow fat the 
bomb's trajectory. 

The clock mechanism was contained in a drurn with a Perspex window mounted 
in a location convenient for operation and observation by the observer. The 
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cloc!5:Work was wound by means of a spindle through the lower end and there were 
two seH.ing knobs projecting through opposite sides of the case. The operating press 
lever was also mounted on the side midway between the two setting knobs. 

Tbree concentrically mounted pointers moved over the main dial which was 
engraved from 0-120 in divisions and half-divisions (numbered at every tenth 
division). These pointers were painted black, green and red· respectively, the black 
being undermost, the green in the mlddle an<l the red on top. The green pointer 
was short~r than the other two which were of equal length. The large black and 
red pointers carried contacts near their tips which, when they coincided, completed 
the bomb release circuit. 

The green pointer was driven by the clock through a variable speed fl;iction gear ; 
the gear ing ratio between this pointer, the slower moving pointer noted above, and 
the red being set initially by means of one of the two adjustment knobs and the 
setting indicated by a small red poioter moving over a scale graduated every 0·5 
from a ratio of 1 · S to 4, The variable speed friction disc also operated as a clutch 
device, allowiug the green pointer to be disconnected from tbe clockwork drive and 
locking,it. 

The red pointer was driven directly by the clock again through a clutch and moved 
continuously so lo.ug as the clockwork was released and the appropriate clutch 
allowed to engage. 

The iblack pointer was frictionally locked to the green in such a manner that the 
black could be preset to a definite position on the dial, whilst the green was held 
in position ; thereafter the two pointers moved as one with tbe preset angular 
displacement. The second adjustment knob was used for this setting operation. 

Tille starting and stopping of the cl.ock and the operation of the two pointer drive 
clutches ·was controlled by a cylindrical cam which was rotated one step each time 
the operating lever was pressed. On the completion of a full sequence of operations 
the pointers were returned to their initial position by stop clock mechanism ready 
for a second run. 

The sequence of operations during a bombing run in so far ·as this _clock was 
copcemed was as follows, .it being assumed that the black pointer had been set to 
the appropr iate dial reading for the height at which bop1b release was to take place 
and that the speed ratio betiveen red and green pointers had been adjusted, both 
in accordance with a card of tables provided:-

(a) On hearing the first :fine beam the observer pressed the operating' lever of 
the clock mechanism. -This released the clockwork, engaged the clutch 
of the variable speed gear and fixed the safety locks of the adjusting, 
knobs. The green and black pointers then commenced to move together. 

(b) On hearing the second fine beam the observer again pressed the lever. 
This disengaged the clutch of the variable speed gear so stopping the 
green and black pointers and, the ground speed having now been registered 
on the dial, the clutch of the red pointer was engaged and this pointer 
now commenced to move over the dial towards the black one. At the 
same time the main switch of the bomb release circuit was closed. 

(c} On the red pointer reaching the black pointer the bomb release circuit 
was completed through the contacts and the observer could now press 
the lever a thiI:d time so stopping the clockwork. 

(d) Pressing the control lever a fourth time disengaged all drive clutches and 
locks thus allowing the pointers to fly back to their original positions. 

Two different sizes of clock were captured, one ten inches in diameter and a later 
improved model seven inches in diameter. In the.later model there was an additional 
sma.11 scale and pointer to indicate the running time of the clock. The scale was 
engraved up to lour bours. 

R uffian Beam Predictor 
From a knowledge of the radiation pattern of equi-signals obtained from practical 

and theoretical consid_erations a Ruffian beam predictor was devised. 
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Although the handling of this was a much more difficult process than that of the · 
Knickebein beam predictor owfng to the very complicated nature of the beam 
patterns, it is found on many occasions to be of value in obtaining beam -aod target 
settings. 

The predictor consisted of a baseboard, with two rotatable discs and a card with 
the listening stations arranged in a vertical column with lines drawn to a degree 
scale at the bearing of the listening station from the Ruffian transmitter. The to_p 
rotating disc was engraved with the radiation pattern of the equi-signals for the 
frequency band of 66 · 5 to 75 megacycles per second. Coarse beams were marked 
on one half of tbe disc and fine beams on the other. As it was found that tbe a ngu1ar 
spacing of the equi-signals from the different beam arrays in the system was not 
exactly the same, interchangeable rotating discs were provided. Also, since in the 
early use of the system the arrays were separated by a few miles, the bearings of 
these from the listening stations differed . A rotatable disc below that carrying the 
radiati.on pattern was therefore provided so that the correct bearings from the 
particular Ruffian transmitter to tb.e listening stations were obta.ined , A separate 
-.instrument was required for each group of arrays. 

Having determined tue group to which the particular ~ignal belonged by D/F 
or by frequency discn:mination, tbe method of use consisted in ma,rking the card 
i'1. coinograph pencil with the cbaracterjstjcs (dot, dot edge, dash, dash edge, or 
equi-signal) received alongside the particular listening station, a separate column 
being used for each frequency. 

By a study of the characteristics a11d by rotating the upper djsc, it was usually 
possible to select which one of the three or four frequencies of a group was radiating 
a coarse beam. Jn the case of the approach beams this gave a rough indication of 
the line of approach, and i t enabled the main fine beam to be determined and a 
more accurate value for the beam setting to be obtained. 

Having obtained the line of approach, if the cross coarse beam and its setting 
could then be determined, a rough indication of the target was obtained since it was 
kDown that the coarse beam was set approximately 50 kilometres from the target. 
This enabled the main fine cross beams to be identified , thus giving -a more accurate 
setting for the target. 

POSlTIO S OF "RUFFIAN" TRANSMITTERS 

CALAIS AREA 

HJMMLER 
Coarse and Fine 

1940-41 
RIBBENTROP 

Fine 50° 52' 20" N., 01° 42' 26" E. 

HESS 
Fine 50° 50' 25" N., 01 ° 38' 32" E. 

LEY 
Coarse and Fine 50° 50' 14" N., 01 ° 38' 01~ E. 

1942 
GOEBBELS 

Fine 50° 50' 21" N ., 01° 38' 21" E. 

HESS 
Fine 50° 50' 25" N,, 01° 38' 32" E. 
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CHERBOURG AREA 

IGOERING 

Coarse a11d Fine 
1940-41 

1HITLER 
Coarse a,1d Fine 

GOERING 
Coarse and Fine 

1941-42 HITLER 
Coarse and F ine 

QUISLING 
Fine 

MORLAJX AREA 

SHIRACH 
Coarse and Fine 

49° 41' 51" N., 01° 55' 38H W. 

49° 42' 19H N., 0 1° 51' 25• w. 

49° 4 1' 51" N., 0 1° 55' 34" W. 

49° 41' 52" N., 01° SS' 32" W. 

48° 24' ssn N., 03° 53' 22u W. 

APPENDIX No. 9 

BENITO AND THE " Y" GERAT 

A new system for the blind borobipg of selected targets was first observed to be 
in use over England in November 1940, stations in the Cassel, Cl;lerbourg and Poix 
areas being employed. Stations were also used at Mont de Boursin, St. Valery, 
Commana, Montdidier and Stavanger, This system was given the code name 
Benito. Basically, the system made use of a single beam to enable each aircraft 
fitted with the " Y" Gerat to remain on course to t;he selected target together with 
ll. method of ranging to enable a ground control station to order the release of 
bombs at the correct position. Using the " Y" Gerat equipment Benito operated 
in the frequency band 42·2 to 47·8 megacycles per second. Any desci:ipl:ion of 

. Beoito involves two distinct snbject:s, viz., "Benito Range Measurement" and 
"Benito Beam,'' and tbis distinction is adopted in the following explanation, 

Benjto Range Measurement 
Range measurements .in the Benito system relied on the measurement of the phase 

difference which existed between a tone radiated by a ground station and the.same 
tone on its return when re-radiated by an aircraft. The following equipment was 
therefore required :- • 

(a) A ground station transmitter which operated on a frequency in the band 
42-2 to 45 megacycles per second. 

(b) An airborne receiver (Fu.Ge, 17) tuned to the frequency of (a). 

(c) An airborne transmitter operating on a frequency in the baud 46 to 
47·8 megacycles per second and which could -be t11odulated by the 
a udio-output of tl1e airborne receiver. The power qf this transmitter was 
of the order of five watts. 

(d) A ground station receiver tuned to the frequency of the airborne transmitter. 

{e) A phase analyser at the ground station for comparing the phase of the 
outgoing and returning mo<1:ulation. 

The manner in which this equipment was disposed and the method of operation 
is illustrated i11 schematic form in Flg. 1. 
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Since the ·signal travels to the aircraft and back at a speed of 3 x 108 metres 
per seco.od the distance travelled in one complete cycle of the modulation frequency 

3 X 108 

{f cycles per second) is f metres. Any phase difference which exists is a 

measure of the proportion of one complete cycle and if this phase difference is 

t d . I . 6 3 X 108 t 0 degrees, hen the distance travel1e by the s~gna 1s 
360 

X / me res. 

Half of this total distance which the sjgnal bas travelled gives the range of the 
aircraft returning the signal to the ground station thus :-

0 3 X l08 
Range of aircraft = D metres = 

360 
;x Z/ metres. 

An ambiguity occurs if the phase sbift is 360 degrees or more, but this ambigu,ity 
can be resolved by employing a lower modulation frequency. 

Phase shift could be measured easily to within two degrees, and the foUowing 
table gives tb,e accuracy of range measurement for variqos modulation frequencies 
and tbe ranges at which ambiguity occurs for each modulation frequency :-

Modulation Frequency. 

10,000 cycles per second 

3,000 cycles per second 

300 cycles per second 

Acwracy of Ranging. 

· 083 kilometres 

· 280 kilometres 

2· 8 kilometres 

Range 
at w/tich Ambiguity 

Occurs. 

15 kilometres 

50 kilometres 

500 kilometres 

It will be observed that by using a modulation frequency of 10,000 cycles per 
second (wbich · was that normally used for_ fine measurement) range could be 
measured very accurately to within 83 metres whilst measurement using a 300 cycles 
per sec011d modulation could resolve any ambjguity as to which multiple of 
15 kilometres was being measured with the higher modulation . 

By taking bearings on the aircraft radiations the ground station could vector the 
airc.raft to tbe beam -as it approached the target area and thus avoid the necessity 
for flying along a narrow beam for a long period. All instructions passed to the 
aircraft,, including the bomb-drop signal, were radiated by the ground station 
ranging transmitter using R(f or morse. The ranging tone was sometimes, but not 
always, discontinued while the instructions were passed. 

Benito Beam 
The beaJJJ station was situated near the ranging station and employed an aerial 

array .mounted on a rotatable turntable. The output oi the transmi.tter, amplitude 
modulated at 2,000 cycles per second, was keyed to prnduce dashes at 180 per minute 
with a mark-space ratio of 8 : 1. This keyed output was fed to the aerial array, the 
elements of which could be phased so as to produce two sets oi alternating lobes, 
which overlapped. Aerial phasing· was switched in synch.on ism with the transmitter 
keying to take place in the middle of each dash. This gave a very narrow main 
beam or equi,iignal zone with numerous weaker subsidiary beams on each side. 

The beam was therefore of the Lorenz type except that tbe equisignal consisted 
o f dashes 180 per minute with a mark-space ratio of 8 : 1 instead of the usual 
continuous note. The :first or second half of each dash would become relatively 
weaker as an observer facing the transmitter moved to the left or right of the 
equisignal zone until eventually the mark-space ratio would appear to be 4 : 5. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 3. The high keying speed made aural analysis almost 
impossible and the apparent change in the mark~space ratio accounts for the many 
reports of either dots or dashes which were received in the early days. 
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The <' Y " Gerdt 
It was therefore necessary for the aircraft to carry a form of mechanical analyser 

for interpreting the characteristics of the beam. This instrument, tbe Fu.Ge. 28A, 
was known as the " Y " Gertit. Briefly, the apparatus operated as follows :-

(a) A motor-driven switching mechanism on the analyser was kept synchronised 
with the beam transmitter switching by the short breaks in the 
transmitted signal, i.e. the space after each dash. 

(b) This switching mechanism provided for the rectified voltage produced by 
each balf dash to cbarg~ two equal condensers in series but with opposite 
polarity. The relative strength of each half dash therefore decided the 
i;:elative charge on each condenser. 

(c) The resultant voltage across the condenser network as a whole was, 
therefore, positive, negative or zero, depending on tbe relative strength 
of. each half-dash. The resultant voltage, used to control the grid of a 
valve, decided the position of the pointer on the anode current meter of 
this valve relative to a mean or standing current position. The mean 
position of the meter needle was arranged to indicate " ON" course, 
whilst any rnovement displayed the angle and direction " OFF" course. 

It will be appreciated from the foregoing description of the Benito system that 
it was more versatile than any bombing aid previously encountered. Some of the 
ways in which it was possible to use- the system being-

(a) One beam and one range station operating aircraft, i.e. ranging them along 
the beam. 

(b) Vectoring over a target using two or more range stations on a wide base line. 
(c) Intersection of two or more beams over the target as with Knickebei11 .. 

Domino 
In view of th,e high degree of accuracy which could be obtained by the ranging 

system and since the first "two of the above possible ·methods of operatiol). relied 
entirely on the accuracy of range measuxe:ment, it wa~ decic!ed that the first 
counter-measures should be directed agai.nst this part of the system. The very 
nature of the ranging system laid itself open to the application of subtle counter
measures. A study was made of the economics of using subtle as opposed to crnde 
jamming methods at a time when the need for conserving material and trained 
personnel was par-amount, and it ;.vas decided that the employment of.subtle methods 
difficult for the enemy to detect would delay his conversion to new systems or the 
development of anti-jamming devices. 

Subtle counter-measures, upder the code name of Domino were accordingly 
introduced in February . 1941 and operated as described below. As each aircraft 
re-radiated tbe ranging tone received from -its ground station, it was detected by 
the Domino receiver site and the tone so obtained was used to modulate a Domino 
transmitter tuned to the same freque11cy as the enemy gro4nd station. The enemy 
aircraft therefore received two interlocked ranging tones simultaneously but of 
different phases owing to the different d·istances which eac;h had travelled. 
consequently the re-radiation from the aircraft was modulated by a tone whose 
resultant phase, due to the combination of the two signals received, was i,n no way 
directly related to the true distance of the aircra{tfr.om its controlling ground station. 
The ground control station would therefore obtain incorrect range measurement. 
For the subtlety of tbis Domino system to be Tetained, it was necessary to ensure 
sufficient attentuati,on in the system for the aircraft receiver to be energised mainly 
by its own control station. ff this were not the case then the Domino transmitter 
wonld continue. to energise toe aircraft receiver (by " singing round ") even when_ 
the enemy control station had ceased radiation. The Domino system would then. 
be divulged-. 

The fast Domino station to be operated was situated at Alexandra Palace in 
North London, using the B.B.C. Television Sound Transmitter, and its associated, 
r eceiver site was located nearby at Highgate. It was prim.arily designed to protect 
London from Benito aircraft operating with the Cassel control station. 
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A schematic diagram indicating the layollt of the system, and how it dovetailed 
into the Benito network, is given in Fig. 2. :Provision was made whereby an 
artificial phase shift could be introduced on tl\e tone received from the aircraft to 
increase the errors caused by the enemy range measurement and an analysis of this 
pri11ciple, among others, is made ju a mathematical paper on the subject produced 
by T.R.E. 

The Domino installation was also provided with a tone source which could be 
used to generate a replioa of the enemy ranging tol)e on occasions when, due to 
interference or weak signals received from the aircraft, it was impossible to implement 
the subtle Domino method. This procedure of jamming was only put into effect 
as a last resort and after the enemy had become aware that counter-measure action 
was being carried out. A full technical description of the apparatus at Domino 
sites is given by T.R.E. in the following papers issued in, October 1941 :__; 

(a) General Description of Domino Installation. 
(b) Technical Information of Domino Operations. 
(c) Domino Operator's Instructions. 

Benjamin 
Attention was then directed towards applying counter-measures to the beam 

signals a nd various transmitters were earmarked for this purpose. Although 
analysis of the bea= signals heard had indicated th.e wave form of the keying, it 
was not until an enemy beam mechanical analyser was found in a crashed aircraft 
in May 1941, that the type of jamming signal could be designed on a scientillc basis. 

It was decided to adopt a drifting dash method of jamming produced by radiating 
dashes similar to tbose of the enemy beam, but witb a. slower keying speed. Such 
a s1stem would produce a variable intensity o( dashes received by the aircraft, and 
would also make the synchronising break in the enerr;y keying appear to be 
irregular. Tu th.is way the synchronising device on the Fu, Ge. 28A beam analyser 
would be upset and thus make the system inope.ative. This type of jammer, known 
as Benjamin, keyed dashes at 160 per minute, and was modulated at 2,000 cycles 
per second . Benjamfo jammers were installed near important target areas and 
first came into operation on 27 May 1941. 

It became apparent that the existing method oi target jamming, which required 
several jammingbansmitters for each enemy channel , made it possible for the eneo;iy 
to outbuild the defensive organisation. Ao expansion of the Domino scheme to a 
total of 14 stations was cons_idered, but in view of the complicated natuz:e of the 
Domino equipment required , it was decided to adopt a programme of crude jamming 
the Benito communications channel by using transmitters available within 
No, 80 Wi.ng. 

Tests were carried out and it was decided that jamming should take the form of 
recordings oi scrambled morse using Marconi-Stille tape reproducers of which a11 
ample supply was available. lt 'Yas also decided to discontinue the sy~ero of target 
ja.mxnillg hitherto employed and to concentrate on providing, where possible, one 
transmitter of sufficient power and suitability located to deal with each of the 
enemy beam or range transmitters. It was estimated that this method would 
prevent t~e enemy signals be_ing _used as an accurate rud anywh_ere o~er the British 
lsles. This system of allocating 3ammers was known as '1 area Jamming." 

Reference to Fig. 3 shows that the signal strength or power o{ the enemy signal 
in the equisignal zone of the beam is much less than it is a few degrees off course. 
This point was taken into consideration when deciding what power would be 
required for a jammer to prevent accurate use of the beam. The redistribution of 
transI)'.litters aud where necessary th.e erection of high gain aeria.Js designed by 
T.R.E. to ensure distributi.cm of the maximum possible power-over the desired area 
was the-refore put into effect. Although this scheme was itself capable of frustrating 
t)le enemy's use of Benito it was appreciated that in practice a certain amount 
of secondary jamming would be desirable. This was provided near important 
targets. 
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Fighter Benito 
Finally, no descnptioo oi Benito would be complete without men,tioning its 

a_ppli9ation to enemy Fighter Control which was first observed in August 1942 
being used over Holland. Only the range technique was used and employed 
frequencies in the band 38·4-42·3 megacycles per second. Vectors were given to 
the fighters by the ground control station after measuring the range and using 
ordinary D/F methods to locate the .fighter which carried the receiver/transmitter 
type Fu.Ge. 16 ZE or Fu.Ge. 16 ZY. In the case of Fighter Benito a standard 
practice was adopted whereby the ground station frequency and, ,its associated 
aircraft transmitter frequency were always separated by l · 9 megacycles per second, 

In Western Europe. it was the practice for the ground stations to radiate on the 
upper half of the Fu.Ge. 16 band whilst the aircraft re-radiated the ranging tone 
employing frequencies in the lower half of the Fu.Ge. 16 band. Owing to the 
distance jnvolved the ground station transmissions could not be heard in this 
country witb any certainty but by making use of the knowledge oi the <l:bove
mentioned l · 9 megacycles separation a ground-based jammer in this country could 
be tuned to cause interference to the enemy aircraft receiver. The jamming 
employed aimed at preventing the operational messages and instructions being 
received by each aircraft and for the purpose tra11smitters using di_rectional aerial 
a.rrays concentratip.g tb.e jarpming towards the east were situated at Sizewell on 
the east coast of England. This operation was known as Cigar. 

APPENDIX No. 10 

ORGANISATION OF No. 80 WING OUTSTATIONS 

R .C.M. installations involved the erection of a large number of very small 
outstations throu.gh.out the country often situated in remote districts. As the 
number of personnel mannio.g these stations was usually small, and mai11ly technical, 
it was obviously uneconomical to make these units sell-contained with domestic 
and administrative staffs. Consequently it was decided to billet all ranks with. 
subsistence oo local householders. 

This arrangement~was not entirely satisfactory since a difficulty arose with·the 
accommodation and feeding of the watch-keeping personnel. In the case of certain 
outlying stations it was only possible for these airmen to have one hot meal a .day . 

. the remainb.1g meals, which could easily- be heated on the site, being provided by 
the householder. Except for the mobile units despatched to Western Eurnpe and 
for certain large outstations formed in the last year of the war, in conn.ection with 
Big Ben operations. the personnel of all stations of the Wing were accommodated 
and fed under th,ese private billeting arrangements. 

Normally administrative, clothing arid barrack services for small outstations are 
obtaiued by attachment t o a reasooably near parent station. For security reasons 
this was not acceptable in the case of No. 80 Wing. Conseq!lently, besides ·providing 
for technical supervision, it was necessary to devise an organisation capable of 
meeting all the administrative and provisioning requirements for outstat{ons 
spread over an area extending from the north of Scotland, North-East England, 
and throughout the whole of the country south of the Humber and including 
South Wales. 

-
To meet these technical requirements, and as very few of these outstations had 

resident officers, it was necessary to maintaio at' Headquarters a relatively large 
staff of visiting technical officers who were made responsible for the supervision of 
the various jamming equipments in th,e outstations. At first the delegation of this 
responsibility was made in T'espect of the function for which the equipment had 
been provided, such that an officer was responsible either for Aspirins, Bromides or 
Meacons respectively. Tb.is however was changed with the introduction of the 
Area Sche1I1e. Moreover in view of the small staff of Administrative and Equipment 
Officers available it was necessary that the technical officeliS should frequently 
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undertake such duties, particularly with regard to technicat"and barrack equipment. 
Clothing was issued by employing an Equipment Officer continuously touring the 
country with what virtually amounted to a mobile clothing store. This organisation 
could not be considered wholly satisfactory and in April 1941 it was decided that 
the area to be administered had become too large for one central Headquarters at 
Radlett. Consequently the so-called Area Organisation was commenced with 
resultant decentralisation of administration. 

The Area Scheme was at first principally confined to technical supervision and 
administration, though this, by the very nature of the outstations, had to include 
many normal administrative functions which later grew in volume as the general 
organisation of the Wing became stabi1ised. At this early stage, however, each 
Area Headquarters consisted of an Area Officer and an Area N.C.O. who now to◊k 
on duties ◊f visiting the outstations of their areas and were responsible for all the 
techn ical equipment, regardless of the type of equipment or function. These Area 
Officers and N .C.O.s were assisted in the case of special equipment by specialist 
offi.cers from Wing Headquarters. Siting, installation and openitig of new outstations 
was in all cases the duty of Wing Headquarters, such a station not being handed 
over to the Area conoerned until it was fully established. 

The functions of Area Headquartei:s steadily grew ~ it became necessary to 
decentralise more and more the adroiJ)istratfve and equipment responsibilities of 
Wing B.eadquarters. Area Headqu.arters staffs had necessarily to be increased to 
cope with the growing administrative duties until finally the establishment of a 
typical staff comprised the following officers and other ranks :-

1 S/Ldr. (Sigs. G). 
I W/0 W/0 (Admin.). 
l Cpl., l A.C. Clerk (G.D.). 
l Sgt., 2 A.C.s Equipment Assistants. 
1 F/Sgt. W/Op. (Area Technical N .C.0.). 
3 A.C.s D .M.T. 

The final development consisted in the com_,Plete decentralisation of eq uipment 
stores, each Area Headqua,ters then. dealing directly with the appropdate 
Maintenaz.ice Unit for all stores and equipment other than that peculiar to t he Wing. 

Diag. 4 shows the boundaries of tb.e six Areas into which Great Britain was finally 
divided under the Area Organisation. Except for very minor modifications, these 
boundaries were not materially altered from the commencement of the scheme. 
The six Area~ were known as the Northern, the Eastern, the Midland, the South 
Eastern, the Southern and the South Western Areas, with Area Headquarters at 
Marske, Braintree, Hagley, Windlesham, A.shmansworth and Fairrnile respectively. 

The following were the Police Stations in which small emergency jamming 
transmitters were installed during the summer of 1940 :-

Pickering, Cleethorpes, Wisbech. East Dereham (later moved to Reepham), 
Eye, Epping, Whitstable, Uckfield1 Chichester, Wimborne Minster, Newton 
Abbott, Glastonbury. 

The following were the No. 60 Group Stations in which Watcher operations ·were 
carried out, on a lodger basis, during 1940 :-

Staxton Wold , Ottercops, West Beckham, Bawdsey, Dover, Hawldnge, 
Swanage, Douglas Wood, Hillhead, Pevensey, Stenigot, West Prawle, Drone 
Hill, Stoke Holy Cross, High Street, Canewdon, Poling, School Hill, North 
Foreland, So1,1t}1 Foreland and Portland (three Naval Stations), Peterhead, 
Hartley, Coverack. 
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APPENDIX No. 11 

R.C.M. EQUIPMENT 

V.H .F. Transmitters Used by No. 80 Wing in Quantity 
(a) Diathermy with H.F. D·rive and A .F. Power Supply.-A simple push-pull 

clinical Diathermy oscillator using H.F. 300 valves, modified for frequency and 
provided with a drive circuit and a rt;iodulation unit. Modulation was obtained by 
supplying H.T. from a power pack at 1, 150 cycles per second. 

(b) Diathe•rmy with Crystal Drive, Type No., Drive Unit, Type 8.- As immediately 
above but with crystal and doubler drive and Thyratron keying device (dots or 
dashes) : spot frequencies, 30 · 0, 3 1 · 5 and 33 · 29 megacycles per second. A half
wave dipole attached to a suitable chimney was used with the above equipments 
when first installed. 

(c) Diathermy (modified). Type No., .Drive Vnit, Type 8.-The clinical Diathe.rmy 
P.A. stages were eventually returned to the manufacturers for reconditioning aod 
return to the l1ospitals and replaced by a special P.A., using the same valves 
(H.F. 300) and certain components, manufactured by Messrs. Peto-Scott. The 
critical crystal drive, now provided with a.lteroative variable frequency M.C. drive, 
was still used. Spot freque,ncies_ 30·0, 3l·S and 33·29 megacycles per second or 
continuously variable 28-3_4 megacycles per second . Output approximately 
150 watts carrier. 

Peto-Scott, Type No., Drive Unit, Type 9.-Similar in circuit to Diathermy but 
with·separate P.A. stage power supply giving greater output aod assembled as one 
consolidated r.ack unit: :frequencies as before ; carrier output approximately 
300 \Vatts. 

S .T. & C., Type No. T.112.-Star.dard ear ly pattern S.T. & C., S.B.A. trans• 
mitters modified for keying and mounted in impressed vehicles ; sp<>t frequencies 
30·0, 31 ·5 and 33·29 megacycles per second with small adjustment as first, late, 
modifi.ed to cover with three changes of crystal, 29-34 megacycles per second: 
output 500 watts carrier. Five fi~ed S.B.A. beacons (S.T. & C. or Lorenz) of s imilar 
pattern were also used du.r ing 1940-4 1. A single half-wave dipole, approximately 
.half-wave from the ground, was used with the normal S.B.A. equipment feeder. 

G.M.C., Type No. T.1388,- Modined from Army gun-laying radar transmitter, 
GL/Mark L After va;ious tests using different repetitioh notes, with and without 
keying, and with and without additional modulation it was ultimately decided to 
modify these transmitters for nonnal C.W. operation with automatically keyed 
grid modulation the tone being obtained from external A.F. oscillators. Except 
for changes in wave band coverage and the incorporation of many minor improve
ments dictated by experience and for- special operations, this general pattern was 
continued in all the many G.M.C. transmitters u ltimately supplied to the Wing. 
A "J " matcbed half-wave dipole approximately half-wave. from the ground was 
the standard aerial used although a simple Sterba array bad been employed in the 
first instance, aligned on to the target to be protected. Elevated cage aerials were 
used for Cigar. The rated carrier output varied from 600-750 watts over a. !re_quency 
band, in the final model, of 20- 75 megacycles per second. 

S. W.B.8, T ype No. T.127", Type No. T.1491 , S . W. D.11, Type No. T.1278.
Standard H.F. communication transmitters modjfied in wav:elength coverage and 
provided with anode .modulation and tone source equipment together with special 
Adj ustable automatic keyfag devices. Twin rotable ¾ wave tuned_ aerials, with or 
without parasitic reflectors, were the standard aerial equipment used in th_e mobile 
versions of the-se transmitters in which the frequency coverage was 29-3.4 megacycles 
per second increased lat-er to 4.8 megacycles per second in the case o·[ S.'W.B.8 and 
28-36 megacycles per second in the case of S.W.B. 11. Certain static S.W.B. S's 
were converted to cover from 38-4.8 megacycles per second and were used with. 
haH-w<1.ve dipoles on 60-foot lattice masts. The carrier output power was 1 ·8 kilo• 
watts in the case oi S. W,B. 8 and S · 5 k ilowatts in the case o f S. W. B. 11 transmitters. 
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S. W.B. 4, Type No. T.1281, Type No. T.1493.-Two early Marconi television 
transmitters modified to cover 38-48 megacycles per second and 42--4$ meg-acycles 
per secon.d respectively and provided with anode modulation and tone source 
equipment together with special adjustable automatic keying devices. They were 
used with. half-wave dipoles on 60-foot lattice masts. The rated ca,rrier output was 
1 · 4-l • 6 kilowatts. 

T. U. 4, Type No. 1284, Type No. 1284A (Tr~ical).-Th.is was the first transmitter 
speciaJly designed for R.C.M. purposes and built on a production basis. The original 
requirements, not in all cases completely obtained, which were considered to be 
universally applicable to an kn.own enemy radio a ids, were as follows:-

- (a) R.F. C(?ver.-20-120 megacycles per second continuously variable. It was 
obvious a number of bands with coil change would be required inside the 
total coverage but frequency change was to be easy and rapid within 
any one band. 

(b) A.F. tone generator to give full modulation 100-10,000 cycles per second. 
(c) Kcying.- Uoit to provide keying rates of 50-200 per minute (dashes or dots). 
(d) Mark-space ratio to be continuously variable from l ; 1 to 12 : 1. 
(e) R.F. setting accuracy to 0· 007 per cent (five kilocycles at 60 megacycles 

per second) from calibration cards to be provided. 
(/) R.F. stability to 0·015 per cent. (10 kilocycles at 60 megacycles per second) 

over normal temperature range after five minutes run. 
(g) A frequency stability to 1 per cent. 
(k) Keying and mark-space ratio to 1 per cent. 

lo the models as finally produced the requirements were slightly modified in 
accordance with the experience gained with the prototype. 

(a) The total R.F. cover was reduced to 27-100 megacycles per second. 
(b) Twin tone sources were provided enabling simultaneous modulation to be 

produced at from 100-30,000 cycles. 
(c) A keying note of 60-200 per minute was obtained. 
(d) The mark-space ratio was continuously variable from I ; l to 7 : 1. 
(e) The average carrier power output ranged from 600 watts to 1,000 watts, 
(j} These transmitters were in all cases fitted in Brockhouse trailers with a 

quarter-wave aerial mounted on the roof, adjustable for frequency from 
inside the van body. -

G,E.C. 100 A.M., Type No. 1264.-These transmitters were originally produced 
for police purposes but were handed over to No. 80 Wing after modification for- use 
as low power universal transmitters covering the band 27-120 megacycles per 
second. Keying and modulati.oo were as for the T.U.4 except that only a single 

_ tone was available covering from 100 to 10,000 cycles per second. The variable 
speed mark-space ratio keying device was a separate component and not incorporated 
in the traosmitter proper. A '' J •· matched half-wave dipole was used with the 
static models and a quarter-wave dipole on the roof of .the vehicle in those cases 
where the transmitter was mounted in a vehicle. A suit<1,ble P/E power unit 
(Peters J • 5 kilowatts) was installed in the. mobile vehicles, making these eutirely 
self-contained units. 

U.S,B.2, (H.P.} Type No. T.1298, (H.P.) Type No. T.1298A, (H.P.) Type No. 
T.1307, (L.P:) Type No. T.1336, (L.P.) Type No. T.1492.--There were two forms 
of this transmitter (a high power model and a low power model) both of which were 
based on a series of S.B:A. transmitters in hand by Mess,s. Marconi for South Africa. 
The general cha,acteristics were, on the whole, similar to those of other general 
purpose R.C.M. transmitters, but coverin,g a smaller range, being ; R.F. coverage 
29--80 megacycles per second for the high power transmitter and 29-48 megacycle·s 
for the low power transmitter-; variable keying speed 60-180; variable mark-space 
ratio 1 : J· to 7: 1; siogle audio tone 200-3,200 cycles per minute. A .five-eighth:; 
wave tuned vertical aerial was used. The rated carrier output of the high power 
model va-ried between 2·0 and 3·0 kilowatts, and was approximately 600 watts 
in the case of the low power model. The various type numbers refer- to changes in 
valve types, necessitated by difficulties of supply and to other small rnodilications. 
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Single V .H.F. Transmitters or V.R.F. Equipment desigtied for Special Purposes. 
H .M. Signal School Bromide.-An emergency 500-watt transmitter produced at 
short notice for the Ruffian threat; covered the band 65-75 megacycles per second 
with alternative modulation frequencies of 1,150 and 1,500 (la ter modified to 
2,000) cycles per second and dot or dash keying at 120 minute, the mark-space 
ratio being 7 : 1. 

Gtocer.-A jammer against enemy A.I. in the 480-505 megacycles per second 
frequency band, having a beam aerial system which was set .in azimuth to cover the 
bomber stream. Monitoriog was carried out from a, near-by site using a panoramic 
receiver, and separate rotatable aerial, scanning the band 475--515 megacycles per 
second. The transmitters, two to each monitor as originally laid out, were spaced 
about 100 feet apart and each fed into an independent paraboloidal m irror mounted 
on a turntable on a gantry erected above the respective transmitter hut. The 
frequency of each transmitter was rem otely controlled, by means of push buttons, 
from the monitor site so that the jamming signal could be laid completely over the 
enemy signal by a v isual method. Each transmitter consisted of an R.F. self
oscillator having tuned lecher cathode output and grid l(nes, using fourV.T. 99 valves 
in push-pull (diagonally opgosite tubes in phase) . Tuuing was achieved by a 
variable grid capaeitancein the R.F. stage operated by a tuai.og motor controlled by 
the push buttons at the monitor. The common anodes of the valves were driven 
by a power amplifier fed from a. noise modulator, the noise being produced by a 
crystal detector having a D.C. voltage applied in the direction of greatest impedance. 
Each transmitter was capable of delivering 100 watts R.F. power through open wire 
feeders to borizootal slot rad iators, giving vertical polarisation. Each mirror was 
divided into a top and bottom section and had a total vertical aperture of 40 feet, , 
giving a five-degree beam width 1>od again of about 700, the whole structure weighing 
about 10 tons. 

Tu,ba.-American A .500B and A.500C.- A V .H .F. transmitter designed for use 
against A.I. in the first instance, the A.SOOB model covering roughly the same band 
as Grocer,- namely 480-510 megacycles per second and the A.SQOC model with certain 
electrode modifications covering 330..SOO megacycles per second. Cavity resonator 
tubes known as Resnatrous or Sloan-Marshall tubes Type le aod Type · 21. 
respectively,, were used for obtaining the power whicJ1 was 18 kilowatts modulated 
in the case of tbe Type le tubes and 38 kilowatts in the case of the Type 21 tubes. 
These tubes were completely demountable, and as was to be expected with s,ucb a 
new techn,ique directly applied for field llSe in mobile unit s a large number of 
teething troubles was experienced. The first unit, howev"er, with Type le tubes 
carried out about 100 hours on operations with one failure only, but owing to its 
limited frequency range was restricted in scope. The later units with Type 21 tubes 
w,ere never used operationally. Various types of aerial fed by 16,inch wave guides 
were tried from an experimental net " horn " produced by flaring out the last 
150 feet of wave guide to 30 feet high and si:x feet wide to rotatable wide-band 
"Hog Horns ' ' designed by R.R.L. T hese were half" cheeses" and were found to 
be much easier to handle over the whole frequency band from 330..SQO megacycles 
than the original T.R .E. "cheeses'' which, though only designed for the original 
limited frequency, were very sensitive to small frequency changes. 

Etephant Cigar.-·American A .3600 R/T Jammer.-Tbis traosmitter designed for 
R/T jamming consisted of a pair of resonant line oscillators each capable of being 
t.un.ed over a frequency range of approximately 30-50 megacycles per second and 
each having a carrier output of 50 k ilowatts. Each oscillator employed a tuned 
grid, tuned catl)ode circujt

1 
tuned by means of shorting bars and two Type 880 

water-cooled valves in push-puU. The cathode lines were made of 2-inch copper 
tube, the line itself forming one lead of the filament circu it and a heavy rubber 
~nsulated cable running through the centre of the tube, the return. Each oscillator 
was freq1J.ency modulated by means of a "wobbulator " which consisted of a 
motor,driven four-bladed rotary loop (inductance) placed between the shorted ends 
of the grid lines, and which gave a frequency sweep at about 400 cycles per second, 
depending on the mean frequency of the osciJlator, between two megacycles at 
30 megacycles per second and 4 · 5 megacycles at 50 megacycles per second. 
Vertically stacked t_riple cage dipoles on 105-foot wooden towers fed in parallel 
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were used, with wire netting screens to increase the forward gain. For Big Ben 
operations it was necessary to modify this equipment to cover down to l8 megacycles 
per second and to provide tone amplitude modulation. The reduced frequency was 
obtained by fitting condeose-rs at the high frequency ends of the grid and cathode 
lines and using the " wobbulator" as a manually operated tuning control. This 
control, in conjunction with.a variation of the additional grid condenser, enabled the 
oscillator to be tuned over five megacycles per second without switching off for 
adjustment of the shorting bars. The modulation was obtained by utilising the 
modulator oi a T. U. 4 transmittei:, the modulation voltage being introduced into the 
grid bias circuit of the osciUator to give Class " C " grid bias modulation. 

T 

Briar" H ".- This was a method, produced by No. 60 Group, of using a Type 12 
radar station for spoiling the effective control of the enemy Freya stations used for 
ranging in his Ruebezahl bombing system. In this method a receiver was tuned 
to the 125 megacycles per second frequency band and received the pulses from the 
Freyas concerned. These pulses were then widened to about 100 microsecoods, 
squared, modulated at 200 kilocycles per second, delayed for an appropriate period 
and iiuaUy re-transmitted to the Freya on 156 megacycles per second, thus covering 
~bout 10 miles of the trace which could be adjusted to cover the target area. 

Briar" R ".- A second method devised as a counter-measure to Ruebezahl which 
consisted in a modification to A.S.V. Mark II tr-a.nsmitters in order that these cou Id 
be used to trigger the Fu.Ge. 2DA equipment in the enemy aircraft at a rate sufficient.Ly 
high to prevent any useful response being obtained by the interrogating Freya 
station. Four transmitters, each using a simple dipole aerial system, were intended 
to be installed at each station. One experimental station only was completed and 
this was never used operationally; 

" J" Beams.--The narrow beam equipment was produced originally in an 
endeavour to achieve some satisfactory means of guiding bombers to small targets, 
ln particular such targets as the Ruffian beam stations whicn were being attacked 
by No. 109 _Squadron using the techniques described in Appendix 2. ft was in 
other words to bea British Knickebein. Besides the operational results to be achieved 
it was also proposed to use the "J " beam system, as it was called, as a " spoof '.' 
scheme to cover the early phases of Gee, T.his was to be implemented by aligning 
the beams on the targets to be attaeked in any given operation. 

The prototype, of which two were produced, the second incorporating the 
experimental experience of the fast, consisted of an aerial system mounted on 
a G/L cabin which was rotatable on a turntable, the transmitter, a T .U.3 (T.1254) 
being jn the hut. The aerial system consisted of three concentric half-wave dipoles 
spaced O· 95 wave1engths apart and fed from the bottom, the two outer aerials being 
180 degrees out of phase with the middle aerial keyed 67½ degrees from a vector 
at 90 degrees to the two outers. After a lengthy period of experimental development 
the first prototype was used for Trinity operation. An improved equipment based 
on the lessons of the two prototypes was later produced in which the aerial system 
was mounted on a separate rn·tatable cabin, the transmitter being a standard T.U.4 
(T.1284) jn the usual Brockhouse trailer. The new phased array system could a lso 
be steered electrically over a few degrees and consisted of a four-element array, the 
central component consisting of two aerials spaced fore and aft along the centre 
line of the beam path. A number of these improved equipments were produced and 
used in conjunction w ith Oboe operations as well as for the original" spoof" purposes. 

Alexandra P(l,lac;e.-B.B.C. Television T-ransmitters.-Sound Trausmitter.-This 
transmitter was modified to provide a high power transmitter for use in the ·London 
area in connection with the Domino scheme in the band 42 to 4·5. 5 1-oegacycles per 
second. The associated Teceiver site from which the necessary enemy atidio tone 
was obtained and where the monitoring equipment was installed was in the first 
place at Swains Lane (an emergency B.B.C. station)· a mile or two from Alexandra 
Palace, but was later moved to a more suitable site on Hampstead Heath (Parliament 
Hill). The normal sound circuit aerial system on the tower at Alexandra Palace was 
used, The modification required and the provision of the necessary receiving 
equipment were carried out by the B .B.C. Th.e carrier power was rated at 
approximately 3 · 5 kilowatts. 
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Vision Transmitter.-This transmitter and its aerial system were modified to 
provide a high efficiency Knichebein jammer, capable of rapid frequency change 
O'{er 34 channels, adjacent channels being separated by 1,000 kilocycles in the 
band 30 to 33 · 3 megacycles per second . . Sixteen channels could be covered 
simultaneously from the one transmitter. The various channels were obtained by 
modulating a carrier fixed at 31 · 65 megacycles per second by means of 17 H.F. 
o,scillators each giving two channels, any eigh.t of which could be selected at will 
and plugged to the input of eight mixers. The frequencies of these oscillators were 
50, 150, 250, 350 kilocycles per second and so on up to the total num):)er required. 
The carrier was thus situated ln frequency midway between the frequencies of the 
two middle channels in the band required. The carrier was not suppressed but did 
not actually serve any useful jammiQg purpose. Three audio-frequency oscillators 
were provided each covering a separate audio-frequency band and adjustable as 
required. Any one of these three oscillators could be selected to modulate any of 
the eight H .F . oscillators selected for use at a given time. All channels were keyed 
simultaneously, Th.e carrier power of the transmitter was four kilowat~, aisd 
modulated with a single H.F. oscillator gave one kilowatt peak power per side-band 
availaple. This transmitter was also later modified to cover the bands 38--42, 
42-46, 48 megacycles per second, as required when used against the enemy Benito 
sys·tem. 

American G.R.Q./1 Tfansmiller.- Th1s transmitter was originally obtained for the 
"Big Ben" operation tor use on a static site, but was· never used for this purpose 
and was ultimately mobilised for use in western Europe on Bomber Support. 
The ti:ansmitter consisted of a high-power push-pull oscillator using two Type 8009 
water-cooled valves producing a 50-kilowatt carrier over a frequency range of 
20 to 55 megacycles per second. The oscillator itself consisted of a double Hartley 
circuit with an untuned grid and adjustable feed-back condensers. Adjustment of 
variable condenser for fine tuning. An electronic keying unit was provided to 
produce I.C.W. , the number of pulses per second being controlled by an ordinary 
A.F. oscillator, the whole unit being capable of adjustment from 100 to 15,000 pulses 
per second. Power supply ~yas obtained from three D/E 62 KV.A., 230-volt, 
th.ree-phase, 60-cycle alternators run in parallel. 

The transmitter could be operated into either a balanced or an unbalanced load 
and was actually used with portable half Rhombic aerials. The design of these 
could of course, be varied according to requirements but in the first instance., for 
1

' Big Ben" purposes, two separate aerials each with four wavelength limbs giving 
a beam width of 30 degrees in azimuth were provided to cover the full band, one cut 
to 25 megacycles per second and the other to 50 megacycles per second. An absorp
tion loading liae was connected at the remote end 0£ the aerial giving an input 
i'mpeda.oce substantially constant over the full frequency band. This line, 
disconnected from the aerial at the remote end and directly connected to the 
transmitter at the near end was used as a dummy load. 

America.» M.R.T./1 Transmitters.-These transmitters were designed originally 
for R/T jamming and were, in general, similar to the Elepbant Cigar but using 
a ir-cooled valves and having an output carrier power of 15 ldlowatts. Later for 
" B~g Ben ., purposes, a modulator and tone source were added and modifications 
made similar to those for Elephant Cigar. Each transmitter unit consisted of an 
oscillator cabin, a power and modulator cabin and a petrol/electric power source 
and when mobilised these three components were mounted on to three 3-ton vehicles. 
Single, wide-band, cage, dipole aerials, mounted on portable 70-foot towers were 
used in the fust place but these were later exchanged for portable full Rhombic 
aerials supplieq from U.S.A. · 

M·cmdrel, Ty pe No. T.1431.- The first transmitter employed was designed by 
T.RE. and consisted of a single V.T . 62 master oscillator valve and two V.T. 62 
valves in .push-pull as a power amplifier stage. These transmitters· were used in 
batteTies of six to cover th.e requisite "barrage" band and had only semi-variable 
frequency control by means of lecher shorting bars. On accouot of the wide fre
quency band requ,ired (up to ± I megacycle per second) series modulation was 
employed, thereby necessitating · a 2,000-yolt high tension supply. The noise 
jamming signal in these first models was produced by means of a conventional neon 
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striker time base circuit genera_tjng three independent and random frequency saw 
tooth wave forms. These were amplified in a wide bao.d ampli.fier and distributed 
from a cathode followe. output circuit to the inputs of toe modulators on the. 
individual transmitters fonning the barrage. The original aerial array consisted of 
two vertical dipoles, spaced horizontally, half a wave apart, to each transmitter. 
Each pair of dipoles was mounted i.o front of an electro-static screen, 13 feet lot1g by 
eight ieet high, the whole assembly for one unit consisting of six arrays in a line of 
three vertically spaced pafrs. Various methods of mounting the arrays were tried, 
ranging from telegraph poles . to ligh.t collapsible masts, but eventually the most 
successful solution found, in order t o withsta.nd the severe coastal gales experienced, 
was the employment o{ standard two-inch steel scaffolding which could be erected, 
braced as required, to form a hoarding without the necessity for concrete foundations. 
The waveband covered by this original barrage system was 118 to 128 megacycles 
per second and the power output of each transmitt er was rated at 10 watts, fed 
through twin screened feeders (duradio 11) to the aerial screen system and estimated 
to be concentrated by the latte.r into a 60 degree sector. 

With the increase of the enemy Freya operational frequencies over wide.r bands 
and with the requirement to cover other radar transmissions froo1 30 to 600 mega
cycles per second it was necessary to modify the first transmitters, -to add additional 
transmitters to the unit, and to revert to spot fTequency monitored jamming as 
opposed to the original fixed barrage. · 

Mandrel, Type No. T.1636.-The T.1431 described above was modified into a 
push-pull tunable self-oscillator circuit with a frequency range of 90 to '160 megacycles 
per second but retaining the same modulation and power supply arrangements. 
Tbe noise jamming signal was now obtained, both for this and all other Mand·rel 
transmitters described later, except the G.M.C., from a cold cathode pht>to-electric 
cell and etectron multiplier (R.C.A. valve, Type No. 931A) excited by means of a 
pea lamp whose brilliancy could be controlled. The simple dipoles were now 
replaced_ by wide-band cone dipoles. 

Mandrel, Type No. T.1659 and T.1659A.-These transmitters were standard 
T.1131 transmitters modified to cover 50 to 90 megacycles per second (T.1659) and 
90 to 100 megacycles per second (1659A). The estimated power .output of these 
transmitters was 10 watts and suitable cone dipoles and screens were used as for 
transmitter, Type Y.1631. 

Mand-rel Rug TransmiUers.- An,ie•r-ican A PQ/2. - This a irborne type of transmitter 
was used for the frequency bands frorn 160 to 600 megacycles per second. The 
unmodified form was used for the bands 200 to 530 megacycles per second, and two 
modi.fi.ed forms for covering the bands 160-200 megacycles per second and 530 to 
600 megacycles per second. The estimated power output varied from 10 to 15 watts 
aod again suitable cones and screens were employed. 

Jvfandre,, G.M.C., Type No. T .1388.-Normal G.M.C. transmitters with vertical 
"J" matched dipoles were provided for the frequency bands down to 30 megacycles 
per second, gas discharge tube ·noise generators being em'ployed. 

Carpet.~ix modified Admiralty Type 91 transmitters were provided at tbe 
Dover Man,drel site for use against aircraft co~tal radar operating on 53 centimetres_ 
These were locally monitored for R.A.F. purposes. They were employed for 
training of personnel as a component of the existing Naval Sonth-Ea.st Coast 
Jamming Screen against gun-laying radar and ultimately handed back as a Unit 
to the Naval authorities at Dover. 

Type 651.- A twin transmitter and monitor jamming equipment specially 
designed for shipboard use agaio,st H.S. 293 radio-controlled glider bombs. 
A battery of ten units (20 transmitters) was installed on a coast site for- possible use 
against rockets but it was never used operational1y. 

Purple.-Army W ireless Set No. 16.-A specially des-i,g,oed equipment for mobile 
field jamming operations in the band O · 86 to 7 · 5 megacycles per second, Tbe 
circuit was s implified to give rapid tuning faci-1.ities and consisted of a single valve 
oscillator giving about 2 kilowatts power into a 46-foot telescopic aerial when 
modulated. Unmodulated carrier or carrier amplitude modulated by single-tone or 
multi-tone oscillators, a microphone or a g,ramophone pick-up could be used. 
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R.C.A. 50-kitowaft Transmitters at Crowb'oroi,gh (H.M.G.C .C.) (Loaned to Air 
Ministry by the B.B.C.).-These were originally normal short-wave broadcast 
transmitters operating on the B.B.C. Ovel"Seas Service. As obtained, they were 
crystal controlled, with two separate channels, having separate exciters with a 
tommon P .A. When modified the crystal drive units were discarded, only the 
JQodulators ao.d P.A.s being retained . In o:rder to obtain very rapid tuning over a 
wide frequency band of approximately 30 to 70 megacycles per second, the P.A.s 
were converted to self-oscillators, operated in push-poll with lecher tuning and 
D.C. motor drive for the tuning arms. The output was taken from the .cathodes, 
the anodes being tied t-0 ground so far as R,.F. was concerned. The valves used in 
both P.A .. and anode modulator stages were water-cooled R.C.A., Type 880s, 
◊perati.ug with 12,000 volts on the anodes. As planned for "Big Ben " operations 
these transmitters were in the first instance controlled from the Ea'itboume site 
by means 9£ a remote control systei:n. TJ).is system, operated over either G.P.O. 
landlines Qf over an ultra--short wave (5,000 meg,i.cycles per second) radio link giving 
eight separate channels for speech or control, was designed to tune the transmitter 
over its full range, and to switch the, main H.T. on or off. This was accomplished 
by sending tone to line from a B.F.O. situated at Eastbourne Control, a 1,000-cycle 
note op~rating the driving motor in one direction and a 2.000-cycle note driving it 
in tl1e reverse direction. The audio tones were fed to a discriminator, where they 
were rectified a nd amplified by a D.C. amplifier, the output of which wa_s fed to 
a D.C. generator having a special field to give current of the desired polarity to 
operate the tuning motor. This motor was of very high speed and could sweep the 
lechers in a matter of seconds. A 300-cycle tone wa.s used to operate tbe Post Office 
relay which controlled the main H.T. ,elay of the transmitter. In order to indicate 
to Eastbourue Control the frequency to which the transmitter was tuned, a tele-

•meter was installed there, controlled b y the output of a photo-electric cell, the 
amount of l ight falling on the cell being governed by the position of the lecher
tuning arms. 

The foltowing M/F and·H/F T1'ansmitters have been used/or Meaconing and Special 
Purposes.-In general these are standard transmitters with small modifications only 
in connection wi.th the drive circuits. 

G 

G 

G 

G 

G 

Type. 

·.12 (T.1259) .. 
. 12A (T. l 302) .. 

.12B . . . . 

.12E (T.1197) . . 

.12F (T.1331) .. 

T 

T 

FM. 1 (T.1210) 

EM.l+Amp. 
(A.1262) .' 

T EM.2 (T.1212) 

Frequency 
Range in 

kilocycles. 

110--1 ,200 l 
150-6.000 

150- 1.200 

150-1,200 

150-6,000 

160-1,020 

190- 1,050 

160- 1,050 

Mast Mast 
Height Spacing 
in feet . in {eet. 

- -

150 250 

150 300 

150 250 

150 250 

- -
150 I 250 

70 220 

32S 

Type Type Normal _out-
of of put power 

Aerial. Earth. into Aerial. 

- - 2·0 kilowatts 

2-wire 30-wire 2·0 kilowatts 
T rndial 

2-wire 12-wire I · 5 kilowatts 
T radial 

2-wire 12-wire. 1 · 2 kilowatts 
T radial 

2-wire 12-wire l · 7 kUowatts 
T radial 

- - 100 watts 

3-wire 36-wire 3 · 0 kilowatts 
T radial 

4-wire 12-wire 250 watts 
T radial 

+4 mats 



Frequ~ncy M;J,st Mast Type Type Norma1 out-
Type. Range in Height Spacing of of put power 

kilocycles. in feet. in feet . Aerial. Eartb. into Aerial. 

RCA. (T.1206) .. 150-1 ,050 70 220 4-wire 12-wir-e 500-750 
T radial watts. 

+4 mats 

T.77 .. . - 150-1,200 70 220 4-wire 12-wire 200 watts 
T radial 

+4 mats 

T .77 + Amp. 150-550 150 250 4-wire 12-wire 2 · 5 ll:ilowatts 
(A.1111). T radial 

' 
+4 mats! 

M.11 (T.1267 .. 150-600 100 300 2-wire 8 mats 2 · 5 kilowatts 
T 

M.24 (T.126I) .. (a). 150-600 100 190 2-wire 8 mats 2 · 5 kilowatts 
(b) 150-l,OOO T 

T.1087 .. . . 3, 000-6. 0 00 70 - 54 feet 12-wire 350 watts 
6-wire radial 

I 
vertical +4 mats 

cage. 

Weste,,n EleC,triC,, Type 401A-3 Broadcast T1ans1nitter.-This traosmitter- consisted 
of a crystal oscillator opera.ting 1nto a three-stage RF. amplifier ; a three-stage 
audio frequency amplifier ; a modulated amplifier having two Type 342A water
eooled valves in parallel and a final power amplil\.er using two Type 298A water
cooled valves in a high efficiency Doherty circuit, giving an unmodulated carrier 
output of 50 kilowatts. The output of the transmitter was designed to feed the 
aerial by means of a toO-ohm nitrogen gas-filled coaxial feeder. For speed of erection, 
however, the down lead of the aerial was brought through the roof of the transmitter, 
building, its 40-ohm impedance being matched to the 100-ohm output frorn the 
t ransmitter by means of a T network built externally to the trans1nitter and adjacent 
to, the power ampli..6.er uriit. Owing to the complexity of tuning the power amplifier 
no attempt was made to tune the transmitter over a large frequency range . 
Instead a variable freq\Jency roaster oscilJator was used as an a.lteraative to the 
crystal oscillator and it was fouod that by th.is means tb,e transmitter would operate 
from I, 170 kilocycles per second mernly by swinging the .frequency' of the master 
oscillator. 

APPENDIX No. 12 

RADIO COUNTER•MEASURES AGAINST " BIG BEN " 

Introduction 
The launchio.g of Jong range rocket projec.tilts (" Bfg :Sen") against this country 

and Allied targets on the Continent took place during the period September 1944 
to March 1945 and a total of over 3,000 incidents was reported. T his total, wbich 
does hot include abortive launchings, consists of 1,115 rockets launched between 
8 Septerober 1944 and 27 March 1945, against England, and 2,050 between 
14 September: j944 and 28 March 1945, against Continental targets, 

In July J.944 No. 80 Wing was directed by .t\.ir Ministry to prepare to apply radio 
Munter-measures against "Big Ben" after the remains of a long range rocket had 
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been found in Sweden whic;h had apparently been launched experimentally from 
Northerl;l. Germany. These remains were found to include parts of various types of 
radio equipment in damaged condition, and the organisation of radio counter
measures was for ·some time restricted practically t o whatever could be done in the 
light of information obtained and surmised from an examination of these relics, as 
very little other intelligence was available on the radio used in connection with 
"Big Ben.'.' 

General Counter-measures against "Big Ben " 
The radio counter-measures adopted fanned only a part, of course, of the variety 

of counter-measures-offensive and deiensive-:-which were planned and applied 
against "Big Ben." The principal offensive counter-measu.re specifically aimed at 
" Big Bep " v.ra.s air attack against rocket launching and Storage sites, centres 0£ 
production of rockets' components and propellant fuels, and related transport 
fadlities. The salient defensive counter-measures were an elaborate warning system 
and au R.C.M. organisation neither of which were in fact•brnught into full use. A 
complex system of special radar stations provided tbe warning ·information. It 
c.laims to have detected every rocket launching which was followed by an incident ; 
also many others, and, in association with a sound ranging system, provided ·data 
from which launching areas were computed. Fall of shot was observed by various 
organisations, the most accurate of which was .flash spottjng by a n Army Field 
Survey Unit. 

Aim of R.C.M. against '' Big Ben'' 
The £onnation of a plan for the provision of effective radio counter-measures 

against "Big Ben" was dependent upon sufficient intelligence being available to 
enable tolerable estimates to be made of the types and purposes of the rndio used 
in the rocl(et and that on the grotind for its control, Such intelligence was not 
initially available. 

lt was ·assumed that the radio used in and with the rocket would be designed to 
direct it so as to follow a desired .trajectory in elevation a.nd azimuth, to obtain a 
desired range, and perhaps to cause the detonation of the war- head if air burl;lts 
were required. 

It was therefore the aim of these radio counter-measures to prevent or interfere 
with the proper functioning of such radio devices a.nd, if possible, to cause the 
rockets to be mi-sdirected so as to miss their targets and preferably to fall harmlessly 
or, better still, to cause inju.ry to the enemy. 

lnteUigence· on Radio used with "mg Ben" 
The intelligence available on " Big Ben" radio prior to the operational use of 

rockets against this country was confined mainly to that obtained from examining 
the relics of the Swedish incident and surmises made thereon ; no signals identified 
with or suspected of being associated with " Big Ben" we.re heard. These relics 
indicated the presence of various pieces of damaged and. incomplete radio equipment, 
namely:-

(a) A receiver-transmitter (hereafter called "Rx-1 ' ' and '' Tx-1 ") linked 
together with a common oscillator, the receiver being capable of being 
pre-tuned in the frequency band 18 · 8-27 megacycles per second and the 
transmitter being pretunable over 45-54 megacycles per second. 'When 
operated together, the operable band was seen to be more limited, but 
the exact band and the principles of co-operation of the two sets were not 
initially clearly determined. 

(b) A receiver (hereafter called "Rx- 2 ") type E.230 (a type already known as 
being used in the H.S. 293 radio controlled glider bomb) : capable of 
being pre-tuned to any spot frequency in the band 47-50 megacycles per 
second, also suspected of having been used in a version operating on 
frequencies down to about 40 mega.cycles per second. 

(c) A recejver (hereafter called "Rx-3 ") with a pretunable cove.rage of 
46-53 · 5 megacycles per second. 
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(d) Some components which, it was thought, might indicate the presence of 
a transmitter (hereafter called '' Tx- 2 ' '} working somewhere in the 
band 30-100 megacycles per se~ond . 

(e) A box with spaces for 12 valves aod some associated resistances and 
condensers. 

(/) A box cootaining fi.ve plug-in generators then found operating in the band 
6·S-1l·S k.ilocycles per second tunable to ±0·5 kilocycle by varying 
associated inductances and five plug-io modulators; later suspected of 
being associated with Rx-3 . 

. Very little other intelligence necessary to the development of an R.C.M. system 
against '' Big Ben " radio was available beyond tentative estimates such as :-

{a) Range of rockets which might be up to about 200 miles. 
(b) Launching sites which might be a nywbere on the Continen t within 200 miles 

of targets in t he United Kingdom. 
(c) The projectile was likely to be ftred at an angle of elevat ion of abovt 

70 degrees, its inclination gradually changing to a.bout 45 degrees under 
full clrive. 

(d) That wireless control of the rocket was likely to be exerted during the first 
10 miles of flight, the duration of which might be between 45 and 
70 seconds. 

It was speculated that the purposes of the equipment referred to above might be 
intended respectively to provide:- . 

(a) Indications oi range, on Benito ranging principles by comparing the pha.-se 
relationship of the modulation of a signal transmitted by the radio 
control on the ground and a re-radiation of that modulation on another 
frequency, from the rocket. 

(b) Azimuth and elevation control comparable to that in the H.S. 293 glider 
bomb. 

(c) Possibly for control oi fuel throttles to cut of{ fuel or to vary the rockets' 
speed, or perhaps to cause detonalion of its war hea:d. 

Io the next iew months little further intelligence came to l.ight although tbe 
examination of remains of rockets landing in tb is country showed that some of them 
conta,ined rad io equipment, but that in these cases only two types of set were io 
fact installed ; and for a considerable period after about the middle of October. l 
wireless control does not appear to have been used at aU, reliance being placed · 
instead upon an" integrating accelerometer." 

Planning of Radio Counter-measures 
Acting on the foregoing assumptions, it was decided that mea ns should be 

provided to apply R.C.M. :-
(a) Primarily on the 19-25 megacycles per second and 40-55 megacycles per 

Second frequency bands. 
(b) Using plain carrier or modulation (A.M. or F.M.) with tone or noise. 
(c) Employing maximum possible power. 
(d) Wbeo rocket signals were beard but if not intercepted when rocket launchings 

(flash) were ceportecL • 
(e} From bases as far forw-.ud as practicable. 
(j) Aimed towards any areas stiU ava.ilable to a retreating enemy within 

200 miles from London. 
(g) On the assumption th~t up to 20 signals (whether genuine or false might 

not be immediately porceptlble) would be active simultaneously. 

In early J\1ly, i t was estimated that rocket attacks on a limited scale were 
imminent ; it was therefore necessary to prepare, as quickly as possible, to apply 
such few radio counter-measures as were thought migbt be of some possible effect 
a nd which could be set up by the use of existing equipment with hastily made 
modifications, and to expand the R.C.M. organisation from this very limited 
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beginuing as rapidly as availability of "B!g Ben " intelligence, special equipment, 
suitable personnel (requiring trajning), and the elaboration of suitable operational 
procedures, wquld allow. 

The provision oi the ground based R.C.M. system in the United Kingdom was 
planned in thxee successive stages. the advancement of which was to proceed as 
rapidly as the limitations mentioned above would permit. In each stage the search 
for enemy signals was ,nade by all the available effort of the " Y " Service and 
No. 80 Wing resources, and was controlJed from a jointly run operations room 
~evoted ·exclusively to " Big Ben" radio intelligence and R.C.M. Control. The 
R.C.M. transmitters were operated and controlled by No. 80 Wing. 

In addition to investigation aircraft of No. 192 Squadron, specially equipped 
aircraft up to a total of tour squadrons to operate under Headquarters No. 100 Group 
were also planned to be eqtlipped with search receivers and jammilig transmitters. 

The initial stage of the ground R.C.M. organisation to be work ing by 23 August 
1944- involved the following :-

(a) Radio Intelligence and R.C.M. Watch (Search and D/F). 
Beachy Head (East- "Y " Service and Eight search ~nd two D/F 

bourne). No. 80 Wing Joint sets, cathode ray tube 
Control. analytical and photo

graphic equipment. 
Gorleston (Yannouth). "Y" Service Out- Three search and one 'D/F. 

station. 
Capel (Dover). 

Beach Farm (Lowes-
toft). 

Eagle's Nest (Dover). 
Sout hbourne. 
Worth Matravers. 

" Y " Service Out- Three search and one D/F. 
station. 

80 Wing Outstation. Three search and one D/F. 

80 ·wing Outstation. 
80 Wing Outstation, 
80 W ing Outstation. 

Three search and one D/F. 
Three search and one D/F. 
Three search and one D/F. 

(b) R.C.M. Control and Monitor.-Beachy Head-with tie lines to all receiving 
and transmitting outstations and Headquarters No. 80 Wing. 

Tbe second or interim stage--to be working by the beginning of September-was 
to extend the foregoing facilities as follows :- -

(a) Radio Intelligence and R.C.M. Watch.-As for in.itia1 stage. 

(b) R.C.M. Control.-The erection of a new building at Beachy Head with much 
increased facilities including 15 sets of receivers each equipped w.ith 
auxiliary cathode ray tube visual presentation, extended tie lines enabling 
two-way speech and tone transmission for. transmitting stations, and 
" Big Ben" alarm circuits opei:ating two-way between No. 11 Group 
Filter Room, Beachy Head and Radlett. 

(c) R.C.M. Transrnitte,rs . 
The third or final stage, to be working by about t he encl of September, was to 

provide much more special receiving and high-power transmitting equipment, and 
a more complex control organisation. 

(a) Radio hztell-igence and R.C.M, Watck.- As for preceding stages augmented 
by (b) below, and controlled by Canterbury instead of Beachy Head. 

(b) R.C.M. Control and Monitor. 
(i) Control at Canterbury (replacing Beachy Head). 

(i i) Two associated sub-controls at St. Margaret's Bay near Dover for 
Hope Point , Whitfield Tower and Crowborough. 

(iii) Land line system linking controls, sub-controls, _receiving and 
transmitting sites by two-way speech (over 200 · circuits) and 
high-fidelity tone lines (about 100 circuits). 
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(iv) St. Margaret's" A" and " B " to be provided with a total of about 
60 receivers fitted with auxiliary cathode ray tube presentation, 
landli..rie circuits for speech and high-fidelity tone (up to 16 kilo
cycles) connecting receivers and transmitters (each manned by 
an opecator), on which circuits controllers in Operations Control 
Room and supervisors at transmitting stations could also monitor 
and speak at will. 

(v) " Big Ben, " two-way warning system between No. 11. Group Filter 
Room and R.C.M. Controls at Cant'erbury and St. Margaret's Bay. 

(c} R.C.M. Transmitters. 

Provision of Radio Counter-measures 
The plan in the tbrne stages mentioned above was not in fact implemented in full 

due to the rapid advance of All.led forces across France and Belgium into Holland. 
By the beginning of September, stages 1 and II of tlle plan had been substantially 
carried ioto effect to the extent that equipment was in place and operable and a 
sufficient quantity of personnel had beeo found, although the efficiency of the 
systern bad never been tried operationally and only very Limited trial transmissioos 
( essential to operational efficiency) were possible du~ to security consjderations. 

By the eod of August arrangements had been made fm· the provision, at varyfog 
dates io September and October, of all the transmitters, receivers, auxiliary gear 
and telephone circuits and personnel required to achieve Stage III. Most of the 
receiving equipment and the 25 t ransmitters, types AN/GRQ-1, A- 3600, AN/MRT-1 
and modified R.C.A. were provided and promised from American sources, 

In vfow of the military situation then prevailing, eady in September No. 80 Wing 
was directed by Air Ministry to stop all work on the following components of 
Stage· III :-

Canterbury 
St. Margaret's 
Whitefield Tower 
Crowborough 

Ops. Control. 
1

' A " and " B " sub-controls. 
Transmitting station. 
Four of the six transmitters. 

The result was a modified final stage having :-

(a) Radio Intelligence and R .C.M. Watch.- As planned for Stage II. 

(b) R.C.M. Conlrol.- As planned for Stage II. 

R.C.M . (;ooti:ol FaciJities 
The R.C.M. control :facilities for the final stage were planned as follows :-

(a) A receiver for searching and monitoring was provided for operation in 
conjunction with each R.C. M. transmitter, and landl.ine circuits were 
arranged to liJ;Jk any receiver with any transmitter. 

(b) The ·control Station at Canterbury was connected by landlines to the 
receiver-monitor sub-control stations '.' A " and "B" at St. Margare~·s 
Bay which were in turn associated with the R.C.M. transmitting stations 
at Hope Point, at Wbitfield Tower and Crowborough, ,espectively. 

(c) Receiving equipment was provided at the Canterbury Control Station for 
analytical purposes and to enable general observation of " Big Ben " 
signals and R.C.M. activity. Sufficient receivers were arranged at St. 
Margaret's " A " and " B" to provide for one to be associated with each 
R.C.M. transmitter at Hope Point, Whitfield Tower, or Crowborough as 
the case might be. Each receiver was provided with a panoramic adapter 
enabling the visual display on a cathode ray tube of signals active within 
100 or 500 kilocycles on either side of whatever the frequency might be 
to which the receiver was tuned ; a udio oscillators, waverneters and other 
ancillary equipment were also available. 
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Landline circuits and P.B.X.s were specially arranged by the G.P.O. to provide 
the following facilities:-

(a) Two-way speech between control stations (Canterbury and St. Margaret's), 
and to transmitters. 

(b) Two-way speech between controllers and receiver-monitor operator_s at 
control stations and supervisors and operators at transmitting stations. 

(c) Transmission of receiver output(" tone") at the control to the sub-controls 
and vice versa and from either to transmitters; these tone circuits 
would cover frequencies between about 100 and 16,000 cycle$. 

(d) " Speech " and " tone " l·ines were separate ; receiver and transmitter 
operators were supplied with head aJ1d brea.st sets. The receiver operator's 
phones were switched so that they could either be used with both 
listening to the receiver, or" split" so that one remained associated with 
the receiver while the other was used for intercommunication with the 
controller and/or transmitter operator. The transmitter operator's 
phones we.re similarly ''split" to allow intercommunication with the 
transmitter supervisor without losing touch with the receiver-monitor at 
the associated control station. 

(e) Although eacb receiver was arranged so that it would normally be associated 
with a particular transmitter, arrangements were made whereby any 
receiver could be associat ed with and " drive" any transmitter or any 
number of transmitters. 

(f) Personnel in charge of transmitter watches could call and speak to any 
operator and vice versa and all calls by operators could be listened to and 
broken into by personnel i/c watches. 

A plan for inter-station landline provisions planned for Stage · III, including' 
those required during the change-over {rom .Stage Il, was drawn up. Further 
i11formation. on the telephone circuits facilitating control is included in a G.P.O, 
Memorandum dated 25 July 1945 referring to the facilities provided by the Post 
Office Engineering Dept., a copy of w'bicb is attached to this Appendix. 

The control a rrangements • at Beachy Head in the intermediate stage were 
arranged io the same general way as, and formed the prototype for, the fir1al scheme. 
The two salient differences were :- · 

(a) The "tone" lines to transmitting stations were only of normal telephone 
fidelity (going up to about 3,000 c/s). 

(b) A radio link was provided between ·Eastbourne and Crowborough using 
a pair of Army Type 10 equipments. This link which .employed pulse 
communication methods on centimetric wavelengths provided six two-way 
circuits. The transmitters at Crowborough were specially modi.fied to be 
remotely tunable by the application of various audio tones from 
Eastbourne. Thus the radio link could be used in lieu of landline to 
enable 

(i) two-way speech ; 

(ii) transmission of receiver output to transmitter to aid manual 
tuning and/or as a modulation source ; 

(iii) remote control of tra,nsroitter tuning. 

A two-way "Big Ben " warning circuit was provided between No. 11 Group 
Filter Room , Sianmore (the focal J_>Oint of reports of" Big Ben " radar observations) 
and the control and sub-control stations, and to Headquarters No. 80 Wing, Radlett. 
This warning operated a special bell and a lamp signal and was acknowledged by 
i;-eply signal (lamp) ·plus speech circuits if required. Circuits to the Scierrtific Officer 
at Stanmore were also provided for intelligence purposes. The " Big Ben" warning 
bell signals were immediately acknowledged by the Controller. It was also arranged 
(but did not occur) that warnings should be passed to No. 11 Group Filter Room 
from Canterbury or St. Margaret's stations if signals were observed which were 
thought to connote launching activity. 
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R.C.M. Operational Proc.edure 
Each receiver operater would search a pre-determined band either covering or 

falling within the range allocated to his associated h a nsm.itter. The main 
considerations governing the widtl1 of this band were the length of time it would 
take him to search it thoroughly, and t he time it would take to adjust his associated 
transmitters and stax-t x-adiating. The aim was to be able to transmit against a 
recognised signal in preferably 10-15 seconds and certainly not more than 
30 seconds. Generally the band did not exceed 250 kilocycles per second, 

Each operator was briefed upon the types oi signal that were known not to be of 
interest, and was instruct ed to report any other type immediately to the Officer or 
N.C.O. i/c his Watch. This report was made by flashing the Contrnller. reportin~ 
the frequency of the signal and, if requ ired, passing tone to line to enable the signal 
to be heard and assessed by the Controller. If the Cont.roller wished to speak t o an 
operator (e.g. to ascertain information regarding signal activity in the band being 
watched or to order some change jn search) he could do so by flashing the operator, 
who would then "split" his headset and reply. 

pn instructions by the Controller (which might also be given on receipt of a" Big 
Ben" warning) or, if a signal was o! a recognised kind which should be covered 
forthwith by R.C.M. transmission, the operator contacted his " twin" transmitter 
operator, the action taken being as follows :-

(a) If the transmitter was remotely tunable tb.e receiver operator tuned the 
transmitter (after carefully " centeri.ng " the suspected sjgnal OD his 
oscilloscope) so that t he R.C.M. transmission covered the suspected signal. 

(b) If the transmitter was ooly locally tunable. then the receiver operator would 
give the transmitter operator the freqyency concerned and pass the 
receiver output (with B.F.0. on) to line, so that the transmitter -Operator 
could bring his transmitter to bear by swinging it across the suspected 
signal and beario,g his signal cross over. T he R.C.M. t ransmission would 
also be audible and visible to the receiver operator who would coach the 
transmitter operator, each using the "split " headphones. In the event 
of the usual transmitter being unserviceable then the transmitter 
supervisor would allocate the task to the next most suitable equipment. 

(c) Where modulation was required, thls was supplied either from .a )oca"I audio 
oscillator at the transmitter or from the receiver-monitor station by the 
tone line, using either a local oscillator or the modulation of the suspected 

. signal. 
(d) If it was desired to use different or additiox\al transmitters, this was done by 

the use of changeover arraog_ements at the monitor P.B.X. and jack 
fields at transmitter P.B.X. 

Rocket Radio Apparatus 
Rockets began to fall in this country on 8 September a rtd broken parts of wireless 

sets and components were recovered from several of them. From initial examinations 
it appeared that operationally launched rockets did not include more than two 
types of wireless equipment, as follows :-

(a) A crystal-controlled receiver-transmitter operating OD about 30 megacycles 
and 60 megacycles per second, trnnsmitting on exactly double the received 
frequency, suggestmg use for velocity or ranging data by •• doppler" 
method with plain C.W. signals. 

(b) A receiver working on about 52 megacycles per second associated with -a 
complex filter system such that specially modulated receiver signals 
might, th.:rougb a procession of switches and relays operate various 
controls within the rocket such as those governing fuel supplies and/Or 
directional control surfaces. 

Tl)e salient observations made from. the initial examination of remains of some 
" operational " rockets ,vere thex-eiore :-

(a) The "ranging" receiver-transmitter appeared to operate oo approximately 
30 and 60 megacycles per second and not on about 20 to 24- and 46 to 
54 megacycles per second for tl1e former of which ranges the SWB.1 1 
transmitters had been modified. 
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(b) Tbe second receiver operated at about 52 megacycles per second but the 
form of jamming required needed further study in view, among other 
things, of the inclusion of complex filter circuits. 

(c) Them was no evidence of the presence of (or use for) the E.230 receiver or 
second transmitter. 

United Kingdom Based R.C.M. Operations against " Big Ben " 
Fourteen "Big Ben''. incidents were reported between 8 and 15 September. 

R.C.M. transmissions were tnade in respect of several of these launchings and also 
in respect of some " Big Ben " alarms which did not result in reported incident. 
These transmissions were aU very brief, mainly consisting of five-second bursts of 
radiation in the SO megacycle region and their specitlative aim was to intedere if 
possible with. the fuel supply control of the rocket. Some suspected and otherwise 
unidentified signals in this band had been heard contemporaneously with launchings 
and alarms. 

All ground-based R.C.M. transmissions were stopped with effect from IS September 
1944 in.order to avoid any possibility of their interference with the search for signals 
associated with rocket control. (It way be observed that airborne R.C.M. 
transmissions continued for a time after that date.) · 

So far as is known, no signals were thereafter identified as being connect-ed with 
" Big Ben" control either during September and October (after which the 
'! integrating accelerometer" was introduced) or towards tfie end of the rocket 
off~nsive when a further use of radio control was rei:orted as being suspected. 

Continental Based R.C.M. against "Big Ben " 
After -the attempt to cross t.he Rhine at Arnhem bad been unsuccessful and it 

appeared that the rocket offensive might be continued against this country and 
against Allied -targets on the Continent, arrangements were made to send a mobile 
R.C.M. forn:iation to operate on the Continent in conjunction with No. 105 M.A.R. U. 
(subsequently expanded under S.H.A.E.F., into No. 33 Wing which also included 
No. 365 W.U. of the Signals Intelligence Service). 

For- this purpose an Advanced No. 80 Wiug Unit was established at Wenduine 
on the Belgian coast between Ostend and Blaokeoberghe and .various units were 
deployed for operations as stated, below :-

Unit. Function. 
H.Q. Echelon of No. 60 R.C.M. Control. 

M.S.U., Type " S.R." 

Nos. 60 and 61 M.S.U.s, 
Type "S.R.''. 

Search/Monitor. 

No. 62 M.S.U., Type Search/Monitor. 
"S.R.". 

Special Mobile Unit. 

Nos. 40 and 46 M.S.U.s, 
Type '' S,J." (subse
quently reformed). 

Transmitter. 

Transmitter. 

"" Equipment. 
Simplified display and landline equip

mentaod pointtopoiot W/T working 
with H .Q. No. 80 Wing, Radlett. 

Receivers (with auxiliary C.R.T. visual 
indicators, audio oscillators, etc.) for 
search and to cover R.F, band 
20 · 80 megacycles per second with 
ample margin each end (to operate 
.in conjunction with No. 36,5 W.U.). 

Used mainly for listening reconnais
sance in advanced areas as close as 
possible to enemy territory and 
launching sites. 

Jostle IV equipment to cover 18-24 or 
28-32 megacycles per second fre
quency bands for use against Rx- l. 

Each three trnnsmitters, Type 
AN/MRT-1. 

Although a total of 2,050 " Big Bea " incidents on the Continent were reported 
as occurring between 14 September 1944 and 28 March 1945, as the occasion for the 
use of these Units appeared to become less and less p,obable, they ·were diverted 
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for use on the Bomber Support R.C.M. role of H.Q. No. 80 Wing (Main) ; they were, 
however, available for .use against "Big Beo " operations. Actually they were not 
required beyond keeping some listening watches. 

Results of Techmcal Investigation 
The radio devices in at least the later versions, if not all of the rockets, were stated 

not to be primary controls, but devices to apply secondary, refined con-ections to 
the basic control equipmeot which itself provided sufficient accuracy to hit a ta.rget 
the size of London from a range of about 200 miles. Thus the suCCC$S!ul jamming 
of the radio equipment would not have served to deprive the enemy of the genera.I 
use of this weapon. -

After several months of extensive study ol specimens oi both types of radio 
equipment recovered from rockets, both R.A.E. and T.R.E. pronounced the view 
that the proper operation of each type might be effectively upset by the reception oi 
sufficiently strong and accurately tuned C.W. 'jamming signals ; these views were 
a departure from earlier opinions to the effect that accurately modulated signals 
'might be required from which ha.J"ruonics a nd side band effect were elimiQated. 

The conclusion that C.W. jamming might be effective (which incidentally was not 
reached 1.mtil late in the rocket offensive} would have helped to mitigate the 
difficulties of effective application of R .C.M. against the rocket, but nevertheless 
several other serious problems remained. The salient among such problems were :-:-

(a) The enemy could select the R.F.s of the signals in the 30 and 50 mega\:ycl~ 
per second freque.ncy baods. · 

(b) He could site .bjs transmitters at points over a very wide front, deep in 
enemy territory and in vaUeys or otherwise screened and directed upwards 
so tbat ground signals were very unlikely to be audible to us. The 
re-·radiation from the rocket (on 60 mega.cycles per second band} might 
be audible but only for so brief a period that jamming transmissions in 
resp'onse to it would have to be practically automatic to be quick enough 
to be use.J:ul. 

In these circumstances effective R.C.M. would have required h igh,power barrage 
tra.nsmissioos covering the ha.ads available to the enemy, by groups of t ransmitters 
spread over all areas o{ territory across which the enemy might choose to .fire 
rockets, and these radio barrages would have had to be made to traosmit either 
permanently or immediately whenever a radar warning was received.; in the latter 
case it is assumed that the reception of such wawings.by the R.C.M. Co.ntrol would 
prove to be folly reliable. Undoubtedly such barrages would have caused seriou-s 
interference to other services, particuJ,arly tactical g-ronod formations. 

Conclusions · 
The enemy succeeded completely in preventing the effective use. of R.C.M. when 

be produced control means for his rockets which operated with sufficient accuracy 
wjthout the use of radio aids. 

The enemy succeeded in making- it very difficult successfully to apply R.C.M. 
against his temporary use of radio in " Big Ben., operations. fie achieved this, 
inte.Y alia, by-

(a) high security on details of the device generally and particularly o( the 
radio used prior to actual operations, thereby depriving Allied intelligence 
of sufficient information to design in aavance a.n R.C.M. system complete 
in essential detail; 

(b) 1,1sing equiptnent which, if likely to fall into our haods, was also likely to 
be severely mutilated when so doing; 

(o) placing reliance in V.H.F. signals of very brief duration which were difficult 
to pick up and identify (particularly from .ground stations); 

(d) using radio equipment which, a t least oo in itial examination, appeared to 
require complex and precise couoter•transrnissions to be effective. 
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The provision of an effective system of counter-measures required the. highest 
possible efficiency in the inter-service general and technical intelligence system, and 
the closest liaison ao,d most rapid transfer of all available intelligence and t echnical 
apyreciations thereon between the general and technical intel.hgence staff, the 
scientific and production staffs and the service operational units concerned in the 
application of all forms of counter-measures. 

So far as R.C.M. equipment is concerned the most effective system was shown to 
be one in which-

(a) the control of R.C.M. transmitters was exercised from the point at which the 
· radio search was carried out ; 

(b) R.C.M. fiansrnitters '\vere remotely controllable from the Ops. Control 
poirit jn as many as possible of the followir\g ways :-

RF. tuning. 
Switching and keying '·' on" and "off." 
Form of modulation. 
Power transmitted. 
Direction of propagation. 

If remote R.F. tuning were not available, then .circuits should be provided for 
.speech and transmission of the output of search/monitor receivers to jamming 
t ransrnitterS to enable the transmitter ope_rator to tune with rapidity and precision. 

The combined co ntrol of the radio intelligence and radio counter-measures at 
operational formation level served the purpose of both functions best, indeed their 
separation would not have produced satisfactory results. It is therefore considered 
essential that these functions should be combined at all levels under a unified 
authorit y chai-ges w ith full responsibility for both. 

To meet threats such as this application of radio skeleton R.C.M. sys_tems are 
required in which the facilities for flexible control are available. "Universal " 
receivers and vfsual watching aids are required covering whatever frequency bands 
are expected to be detectable, and " universal" jamming transmitters are required 
capable of covering any frequency within technical reach, and havfag remote 
controls mentioned above, and equipped with associ.ated aerials systems which 
are equally easily adjusted to efficient performance. 

Finally, airborne jamming is frequently the most effective against V.H.F . . but 
,may require to .be associat~d with ground based _R.C.M. Control. 
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-
R.C.M. 

Transmitters 

Stage/Function. 
Radio Intelligence R.C.M. Control to operate 40- 55 

Remarks. and R.C.M. Watch . aod Monitor. in band megacycles. 
19-25 

megacycles. 

Initial Stage I. Operable Beachy Head improvised Beachy Head improvised Brighton Brighton Transmitters not capa-
end August. building. building. Tie lines to all 1-50 kW. 1- 50 kW. ble of operating at all 

2 " Y' } 
receiver and transmitter 

Flimwell FUmwell 
points in band due to 

Service Outstations Outstations. "Big Ben" ' inherent design and the 
for radio radar warning from No. l-8 kW. l-2·5 kW. aerials available. 

4 No. 80 search. 11 Group F.R. 1- 2·5 kW. 
Wing. 9-0·5 kW. 

TOTALS . . '' 7 stations with D/F, I control station ' . 2 stations 2 stations 
about 30 receivers. 12 TX.s 2TX.s 

(Interim) Sta_ge II. Opera- Beachy Head new speci- Beachy Head new spe- Brighton Brighton 
b1e early September, ally equipped building. cially-equipped building. 1-50 kW . 1- 50 kW, 

6 outstations as for Tie lines to all RX and 
Stage I. TX sites for tone and' Flimwell FlimweU 

speech spec:ia!l y arranged A--S kW. up to 
for control. "Big Ben" J- 2·5 kW. 5-2·5 kW. 
radar warning. up to 

Hope Point 20-0·5 kW. 
20-1 kW. 

TOTALS . . .. 7 stations with D/F, l control station . . 2 stations up 3 stations up 
about 40 receivers. to 26 TX.s to 26 TX.s 



-

R.C.M. 
Transmi tterS" 

Stage/Function. 
Radio intelligence R.C.M. Control to operate 40-55 Remarks. and R.C.M. Watch. and Monitor. in band megacycles. 

19-25 
megacycles. 

Final St.age III. To be Canterbury and St. Mar- Canterbury control St_ H ope Point Whitfield · •If required1 pending in-
operable end September/ garet's Bay, backed up .l\'Iargaret's Bay "A" and ZO TX.s Tower stallation of 50 kW, 
early October. by stations in Stage JI "B" sub-controls. One 15-50 kW. TX.s at Whitfield 

as required. RX for each TX and 1~15 kW. Tower and Crow-
L(L circuits for ea.eh. Crow borough borough. 
SpeciaUy arranged for 6--50 kW, 
control. "Big Ben" 

H ope Point radar warning. 
20-l kW. 

TOTt;.LS . . '' 10 stations . . . ' . . . . . . .. 1 station 3 stations •Plus 40-1 kW. TX.if 
20 TX.s SSTX.s requi red. 

Actual state of provision As at Stage II .. . . As at Stage II .. . - Brighton Brighton Search-Monitor Control 
when orders given to 1-50 kW. 1- 50 kW. aod sub-controls at 
cea se work on scheme. Hope Point Crow borough Canterbury and St. 

20-8 kW. 2-S0kW. Margaret's Bay 1mder 
Flimwell Hope Point 

construction. Trans-

1- 2·5 kW. 
milter installation 

20--1 kW. commencing at Whit-
9- 0 ·SkW. F iimwcll field Tower. 

1- 2·5 kW . 

TOTALS . . . . 7 stations with D/F. One control station .. 3 statfons 4 stafions 
about 40 TX..s 31 MX..s 24 TX.s 
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MEMORANDUM DETAlLING THE FACILITIES PROVIDED BY THE 
POST OFFICE ENGINEERJNG DEPARTMENT IN CONNEXION WITH 
THE WARNING ARRANGEMENTS AND COUNTER-MEASURES TAKEN 
BY TflE SERVICES AGAINST _ THE V.2 ROCKET ATIAClC DIRECTED 
AGAINST SOUTHERN ENGLAND BY THE GERMAN ENEMY IN 1944/45 

Shortly after Intelligence revealed that the enemy was plan.ning a n attack on this 
country with rocket projectiles the Ministry of Horrie Security consulted the Post 
Office E ngineer ing Department with th~ object of obtaining co-operation in the 
provision of a supplementary warning scheme. Subsequently the Air Ministry 
formulated a request for special communication facilities to assist in the defeat of 
this new weapon by radio counter-meas·ores. 

In June 1943, at the request of the Ministry of Horne Security, ·t he Post Office 
Engineerir\g Department initiated development of a remotely controlled public 
warning system, the warning devices to be located at London A.A. g un sites with· 
the control situated at Fighter Command. In its initial form the warning consisted 
of Klaxon hooters fitted j n the Command Posts of twenty-one London gun sites and 
controlled by the operation of an iron-clad mains t ype switch situated adjacent to 
the Filter Room Controller at Stanmore_ In view of the limited range of tl;le Klaxon 
type hooters, i t was arranged that Bofors guns would fire blank ammunition on 
receipt of the hooter signal. These arrangements were completed in August 1943 
but as no attack developed the scheme was abandoned in favour of a much improved 
and more ambitious scheme. 

In September 1943 a total of 165 sites were chose.n in and around London, the 
locations in the main being the A.A. and Balloon sites, though some 30 Police Stations 
were also utilised to give the requisit e coverage. At each site the Post Office 
Engineering Department provided a small relay set. which was controlled from 
equipment installed at G,O.R .. Brampton Road. This equipment at G.0.R. was in 
turn directly controlled by a master switch adjacent to the Controller's position at 
Stanmore. Operation of the master switch at Stanmore actuated the G.0.R. 
eq_uipment which radiated signals simultaneously to each of t he 165 sites where the 
local relay sets provided the requisite conditions for firing four maroons and one 
rocket. Elaborate precautions were taken to ensure that working parties, faults, 
etc., could not simulate the St anmor e s ignal thereby originating. false firing 
conditions. Precautions were also taken to prevent s imilar false operation between 
G.O.R. and each si~e, although in this case the precautions were not so extensive, 
since false operation at individual sites, while serious, was not so vital as similar 
occurrence at all sites. The operation of the master switch at Stanmore was to be 
undertaken by the Controller on receipt of a bell signal local to the Filter Room. 
This-bell signal was controlled from pendant bell pushes .fitted above tbe plotters' 
positions and operated by the plotters on receipt of a code word from the distant' 
radar station. 

T~ts carried out in 1943 indicated that the time interval elapsing between th.e 
passing of the code word an d the hearing of the maroon signa l by an observer, 
stationed approx\mately one mile from a firing site, was 23 seconds. 

A similar scheme was installed in the Portsmouth a nd Southampton areas. the 
site equipments in this case being controlled via Fareham G.0.R. from a separate 
master switch on the Controller's position and marked " Hampshire." 

In December 194.4 a further special requirement arose for the provision o f a warning 
signal t o be transmitted from F ighter Command to the :L.P.T.B., Leicester Square. 
A simple scheme utilising SO-cycle signalling as adopted !or remote control of sirens 
was used. Operation of a switch by the Filter Room Controller caused a lamp and 
buzzer signal to operate in the L.P.T.B. Control Room, whereupon standard 
safeguards affecting the under-water tuooels were unde~taken by the Leicester 
Square staff. This scheme was used throughout the rocket attacks and proved 
very satisfactory. T:he supplementary public warning was never utilised due no 
doubt to Government policy. 
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In order to determine more accurately the sites from which rockets would be 
tired, the Air Ministry jn July 1943 requested the provision · of facilities for the 
synchronisation of time at Dunkirk and Ventnor C.H. Stations with the time given 
in the Filter Room, Stanmore. 

Various schemes were tested and eventually it was decided to adopt an arrangement 
whereby " pips " of tone were transmitted from StanmoJ;e over the plotting lines 
at times corresponding to 58, 59 and 60 seconds at the half-hourly and hourly 
periods. A warning tone transmitted exactly at 29 minutes and 59 seconds was also 
provided to prepare the Radar station observer for the time signal which followed. 
At the Radar station the time was recorded on a stop-watch, the watch being stopped 
at the 58th second, reset at the 59th, and restarted at the 60th second. Th.e time 
transmjtting equipment at Filter Room was driven from the Master pendulum 
(P.O. Clock No: 36) and good synchronisation was obtain.ed between Filter Room 
and distant stations. In addition to the above facilities, a half-hourly and hourly 
.battery pulse was transmitted to Ventnor and Dunkirk. This pulse was utilised via 
a relief relay to provide a strobe on the C.R.D.F. receivers. The above facilities 
were later extended to include all C.H. stations from Stenigot to Ringstead. Similarly 
tone ,signals were extended to all C. H. L. stations in the same a rea. The control 
equipment was provided in duplicate at Stanmore and Hillhouse Filter Rooms. 
The provision of the time synchronisation facility to R,ingstead and Southbourne 
presented difficulties in that both these statiOi;lS plotted to No. 10 Group Filter 
Room. A subsidiary equipment was installed at No. 10 Group and arranged to 
relay the signals from the timing equipment at No. 11 Group Filter Room. A further 
demand was received from the War Office for the transmission of the tone signals 
to all London area sites via the existing plotting lines. As these lines .terminated 
at G.0.R., Brompton Road, "it was necessary to provide a "slave " equipment at 
G.0.R. driven from the main equipment at Stanmore. Additional facilities were 
introduced to allow the "pip " generating oscillator at G.0.R. to be switched on 
just priOJ,· to the hourly and half-hourly periods. 

As ,previously stated, the master timing equipment located at Hillhouse (and in 
duplicate at Stanrnore) was driven from the P.O. ,Clock No. 36 which supplied 
impulses to drive the Filter Room clock. The Clock No. 36 bad, by careful adjust
ment been regulated to an accuracy of seven seconds per week, and this was 
considered to be the best regulation that could be achieved with such a mechanism. 
lt was stated, however, iu Janua(y 1945 that a departure from standard ti,me of 
up to seven seconds could not be tolerated and it was therefore decidtd that the 
roaster source of time should be G.M.T. in place of the Clock No. 36. A circuit was 
provided from the Central Telegraph Office to Stanmore over which the G.M.T . 
signals were transmitted at quarter-hourly intervals, the signals being in the form 

· of six pulses of battery each of 200 M/S duration. At Stanmore (and at liillhouse) 
an equipment was provided which suppressed the first three G.M.T. pulses, trans
mitted the last three as tone signals to all stations and i:o addition supplied a battery 
signal coincident with the last pulse. 

In addition to the aforementioned facilities the Air Ministry, in July 1944, 
requested the u.rgent provision of special communication equipment to assist in 
combating the approaching .rocket attack, by radio counter-measures. The 
facilities required consisted of linking by landlines, a receiver station at Beachy 
Head with three transmitter sites located at Brighton, Flirowell and Hope Point, 
but as contact by the radio station with any one of the transmitter sites had to be 
made with utmost rapidity, normal telephone switching arrangements were out oj 
the question. Two speech circuits and six unidirection tone circuits were provided 
between the receiver station and each of the three transmitter sites. Specially 
designed equipment was installed to enable the Beachy Head radio operators to 
contact and transmit tone to one or more radio operators at the transmitting sites. 

The control requirements at the receiver station were met by the p.ovision of 
five-lam!? signallin_g 30-lioe keyboards for Sub-ControUer B, Sub-Controller C and 
the "Y ' Ofncer. The speech circuits -from all the transmitter sites and other 
operational speech circuits were terminated on all :five keyboards with ancillary 
working. The telephoi1e lines from the raclio receiver operators were also terminated 
on all the keyboards. Thus all five officers had access. to all lines, altbough under 
normal operational conditions each Sub-Controller dealt only with the transmitter 
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site under his control. At each of the three Sub-Controller's keyboards, the six 
tone circuits from the respective transmitter site were each tenninated on a cord 
and plug. All circuits on the keyboard had a jack termination as well as keys, and 
therefore it will be seen that any one of the tone circuits could be plugged into a ny 
of the radio receiver lines as required. 

The radio receiver operators each had charge of two radio receivers an,d arrange
ments were made whereby the double headgear receiver, worn by the operator, 
could be switched by means of two keys to function as follows :-

(a) Keys 1 and 2 normal telephones split ; left ear on to both radio sets 

(b) Key I " listen set A,. 
Ke.y 2 normal 

· (c) Key I " listen set B " 
Key 2 normal 

(d) ~ey 1 normal 
Key 2 " set to line " 

(e) Key I normal 
Key 2 '' Set B to line" 

(f) Key I "listen Set A " 
Key 2 '· Set B to line " 

(g) Key I " listen Set B " 
Key 2 " Set A to line " 

in parallel and right ear to keyboard line. 
Set A on to both ears. 
Set B disconnected. 
Set B on to both. ears. 
Set A disconnected. 
Left ear on to Set B ; Set A to line (i.e .. ,, signafs 

to line ") with right ear in parallel. 
Left ear on to Set A ; Set B to line with right 

ear in parallel. 
Set A on to both ears. 
Set B giving signals to line. 
Set B on to both ears. 
Set A giving signals to line. 

At each transmitter site the six-tone and two speech circuits from the. receiver 
station were terminated on a special control jack panel, consisting of 8 st(ips of 
20 way jacks; each cu-cuit was terminated on the outer springs of the 20th jack 
and multipled to the inner springs of the remaining 19. This arrangement allowed 
for lines to 19 mobile transmitter vehicles leaving one jack for answering and 
monitoring purposes. Two circuits were cabled out to each transmitter vehicle, 
one for tone and the other for speech. The speech circuit was terminated in the 
vehicle on a normal Pol:.'t Office Bell Set for signalling purposes and a Head and 
Breast plate telephone provided. Only one ear-piece of the telephone was connected 
to the SJ?eech ci.rcuit, the other being separa,tely connected direct to the tone 
circuit. On the control panel, the two circuits from each transmitter vehicle were 
connected via the outer springs of the jacks. Insulating pegs were used for insertion 
in the jacks, and with pegs in all jacks (excluding of course the 20th jack which was 
the operating monitoring jack), no lines were connected. The method employed 
for connecting any vehicle to a tone or speech circuit was simply to withdraw the 
peg from the appropriate jack thereby allowing the inner springs to make contact 
with the outer springs and form the connexion. At the same time a warning lamp, 
associated with the jack from which the peg had been removed, was displayed, to 
indicate that the connexion had been made and to serve as a safeguard against two 
tone circuits being put in contact. The glow of two lamps or more in the same 
vertical row would have been an indication to the control operator that be had 
erroneously connected two or more tone circuits to the same transmitter vehi.cle. 
This novel method of connexion afforded a simple and rapid means of switching 
one or more transmitters to the speech and tone circuits. The method of signalling 
petween the transmitter site and the receiving station was 17 cycles A.C., this 
being converted· to a steady glow on the calling lamp at eacl1 end. The transmitter 
vehicle could signal the control panel on a lamp by operating the switch on the 
mouthpiece of the telephone, whilst the operator could in turn be ea.lied from the 
control panel by tbe bell ringing in the normal manner. 

In summarising it will be seen that the provision of the above-mentioned 
equipment ensured the following facil ities :-

(a) The controllers at the receiver _station had complete control of all landllne 
· communications and could at all times monitor on any circuit. 

(b) It was possible for a radio receive, operator detecting certain signals, to 
pass these signals direct by landline to the ear of a radio transmitter 
operator and if necessary, monitor on the circuit whilst this was 
proceeding. 
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(c) The radio receiver operator cou1d call aod converse with any of the 
controllers and still retain control of both radio sets . 

. (d) Any controller at the receiving station could call a radio operator. 
(e) At the transmitter site, the officer in charge had complete control of all 

circuit$ on the control panel ; he could arrange for the tone circuits to be 
connected to any tra.nsmitte1· vehicle or vehicles as required. 

(f) The transmitter operator could call and be caUed from the control panel a od 
converse with the officer io. charge ; if necessary this conversation could 
be extended to the receiver station. 

Coincident with the provision of equipment at Beachy Head the Afr Ministry 
requested some e:dension of tbe warning signal scheme in operation at Filter Room , 
S taumore. It was arranged, therefore, that the operation of any of the pendant bell 
pushes located above tbe plotters in the Filter Room should, in addition to producing 
a warni.og signal qn the Controller's position, also cause the op~ration of a loud ringing 
beH at Beachy Head and a further bell at No. 80 Wing, Radlett. On receipt of a 
beU signal a key was operated at Beachy Head, causing a white acknowledge lamp 
to glow on the Filter Room Controller's k,eybo;nd; this indicated tbat the signal 
had been correctly received at Beachy Head, In o rder to guard against signalling 
failures a separate speech circuit between Filter Room and Beachy Head was 
provided. This special circuit was connected to· both Lhe Controller and Scientific 
Obse~er's ,keyboards ,~ith outgoing calling and speaking facil ities on both 
keyboards. Incoming calls, originated by ringing from Beachy Head were received. 
only by the-Scienti1ic Observer. A further facility to permit Beachy Head to give 
an alarm signal to Filter Room, was provided, by fitting suspended bell pusb..es at 
Beachy Head ; operation of these bell pushes caused a lamp to glow on the Filter 
Room Co.o.troller's keyboard. At a later date this bell push scheme was rearranged 
at the Filter Room such tbat (eceipt oi a signal not only I it the Controller's warning 
lamp but also extended s ignals to all C.H. sites where the incoming signal operated 
a strident buzzer. A similar signal was required to be transmitted. to the G.L. sites, 
bot line considerations made this impossible. An altema.tive scheme was agreed 
upon, such tli'at 11pon operation of the bell push at Beachy H'.ead, 900 cycle tone was 
transmitted to all G.L. sites for so long as the bell push was opented ; it was found 
possible to ·aiscriminate quite easily between this warning tone a nd the three-pip 
tone syochronising signal transmitted at haH-hourly periods. 

W'!:>, ilst the installation of Beachy Head receiver station and the three transmitter 
sites was in progress, the advance of the A.E.F. across France reduced the need for 
tadio counter-me;i.sures directed southwards across t he Channel and the Air Ministi·y 
requested the urgent re-organisation of the system. The original scheme was 
p roceeded with, however, in order to m,ake use of the radio receiver and transmitter 
facilities already available. lo t:Jie meantime, work was commenced on the revised 
scheme, but although most of tile external cables were laid and repeater equipment. 
provided, the installation of the internal equipment never progressed beyorid the 
design stage. It may be of interest, however, to give a b rief outline of tl1e proposed 
sc.beme. 

The Beachy Head Receiver Station and Flimwell, Brighton and Hope Point 
T ransmitter sites were to be incorporated in the new "set-up," the following 
additional stations being provided :-St. Margaret's " A " and " B " Receiver 
Stations, Whitfield Towers and Crowborough Transmitter Stations, A further 
receiver station and main control for the network was to be set up at Kent College, 
Canterbury, which also was to exercise a limited control over a number of trans
mitters at Whitfield Towers. St. Margaret's " A" receiver station was solely to 
control transmitters at Hope Point ; Beachy Head receiver station wa.o:; to contro1 
the transmitters at F limwell, Bdgbton and some of those at Hope Point and 
Crowborough ; St. Margaret's "B" receiver station was to control the main 
tra,nsxnitt~r at Whit.field Towers as weU .as some of those at C1·owborougl1. 

The two receiver stations '' A " and "B " at St. Margaret's Bay were to be 
accommodated in t wo buildings approl!.imately 50 yards apart on the cliff top ; 
each was to perform similar iunctioos and would have been equipped to give 
similar :facilities, the equipmerlt at the Kent College rece.iver station would have 
tliffered only insofar as it was intended to insta.l a Conferenc-e Amplifier for 
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Conference facilities with the Controllers and ·supervisors of all receiver and 
transmitter stations. The arrangements to be made at each station are described 
in the following p<1-ragraphs. 

At each radio operator's position a. receiving unit was to be installed ; tbis 
consisted of a double headgear receiver, a desk microphone, a three position key KS 
labelled "Speak Transmitter " and "Speak Controller," a two position K.H.F., 
and a calling lamp. With both keys normal, the radio receiver output would have 
been connected to both ear-pieces of the receiver operator's headset and also to line. 
to tb:e distant transmitter station. With key KS operated io the " Speak Trans
mitter" position, one ear-piece was t o be left connected to the radio receiver output 
and the other.ear-piece to be associated with the desk microphone to form a. normal 
telephon e circuit connected to the transmitter station ; at the same time the radio 
receiver output would be disconnected from line and an engaged signal given to tb,e 
Controller. With key KS operated in the " Speak Controller II position the radio 
receiver output would have been left connected to one ear-piece and also to the 
transmitter line whilst the other ear-piece would have been associated with the desk 
microphone to form a "speaker" circuit to the Controller. A. tailing signal would 
also be given to the Controller. Key KHF would have merely served to connect 
the radio receiver output to a link to the change-over Panel for picking up a high 
fidelity circuit to the radio transmitter. 

The Controller would have been provided with a 30-line la mp signalling keyboard 
for terminating miscellaneous private wires and local telephone circuits. In addition, . 
a Contro_l Panel-possibly to have been provided in duplicate for use of an assistant 
controller-would have been provided for monitoring the radio receivers' signals. 
This Control Panel would have been equipped for the termination of 20 receiver 
unit_s ; each radio receiver termination consisting of the folio.wing:-

(a) Jack permanently connected to the radio receiver output for visual 
monitoring by means of a cathode ray oscillograph. 

(b) Engaged lamp to give an indication when the radio receiver operator was 
speaking to the transmitter (Key KS in receiver unit operated to Speak 
Transmitter position). 

(c) Callmg lamp to indicate tllat the receiver operator was wanting the 
Controller. 

(d) A three-position key performing the following functions :
(i) Position " Nonnal" No connexion. 

(ii) Position " Speak" Disconnects one of the receiver operator's 
ear-pieces from the radio set and connects 
it to the Controller's speaking unit (the 
operation of the receiver operator's 
" speak " key completing the circuit for 
two-way conversation). 

(iii) Position " Monitor II Transfers the Conholler's telephone circuit 
to a high impedance monitoring connexion 
enabling the Controller to listen to the 
radio receiver and transmitter operators 
while introducing minimum loss to the 
circuit. 

No design work in connexion witb the transmitter sites had been commenced, 
although an outline of the probable facilities required had been received from the 
Air Ministry. It was understoo.d that no alterations to the existing equipment were 
anticipated at Flimwell and Brighton ; no decisi_ons regarding Crowborough had 
yet been taken. A.t Hope Point and Whitfield Towers the main transmitters were 
to be in groups of three to a building and some additfonal in huts with two per 
huL In ea Control building a Supervisor would have had facilities to monitor by 
means of a control panel similar to that provided for the receiver controller, and to 
obtain full flexibility a change-over panel with a patching jack field for al location of 
)ligb. fidelity circuits to the t ransmitters as required, would have been fitted. In 
addition, provision would have been made for a lamp signalling keyboard for 
terminating miscellaneous circuits and a display panel to indicate when transmitters 
were" on the air." 
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The transmitter operators were to- have facilities ior

(a) Speaking' to the distant receiver operator. 
(b) Speaking to the transmitter supervisor over a separate circuit. (Both-way 

signaJJing t o be provided.) 
(t) Modulating the transmitter by a signal coming over the normal line from 

the radio receiver. • 
(d) Modulating tbe transmitter by a signal coming over the H/F circuits from 

the radio receiver. 

In each transmitter building or hut a small keyboard in charge of a Corporal was to 
be provided for monitoring on the transmitter-receiver lines : a circuit from this 
keyboard to transmitter supervisor was also to be provided. 

Warning facilities identical with those provided between Beachy Head receiver 
station and Filter Room. Staomore, were also to be extended to the new receiver 
stations at Rent College and St. Margaret's ''A" and "B." 

As previously stated tht, external cables had already been laid prior to abandoning 
t he scheme. The high fideli ty circuits provided a moderately level response between 
300 and 16,000 cycles and were provided by means of 20 lb. unloaded cable_ All 
high fidelity circuits, excluding the St. Margaret's Bay- Hope Point were amplified, 
using Army CaJTier Repeaters R.C.T. Mo. 2. 

In co,;clusion tbe staff of the P.O. Engineering Department wish to place on 
record their appreciation of the help and active co-operation acwrded to them by 
the officers and officials of the Air Ministry who, in the matter of transport and 
pelpful suggestions, facilitated the rapid completion oi all the work involved, 

APPENDIX No. 13 

MONITORING 

The problems involved in tbe accurate monitoring of the various transmitters 
employee for radio counter- measures are second only in importance- to the provision 
of the most suitable form of jamming or spoiling transmission likely to be most 
effective in dealing with the particular enemy radio apparatus against which action 
must be taken. Indeed these two .requfrements are intimately connected and in the 
ideal case are directly bound together, the solution of one involving the solution of 
the other. This ideal had only been achieved completely it\ one case, that of 
Meaconing, and partia..Jly in the case of Domino. In the former case, monitoring, 
by whicb is to be understood the tuning of the radio frequency of the jam01er to the 
radio frequency of the signal to be jammed, in general to within a (ew kilocycles 
per second, together with similar action with regard to the audio frequency and other 
characteristics. does not arise as the enemy transmission as a who!G is received a nd 
te-rad iated without change. In the ca.~e of Domino (and provision was made for 
similar action in certain " Big Ben " projects) the audio signal only is re-radiated, 
the radio freq uency requiring to be mon itored_ Tn all other cases of jamming the 
problem of ensuring that the tadio frequency, tJ1e audio frequency, the keying rate 
(if keying is employed) and tJ1e characteristics of the keying, including the mark
space ratio. are correct, involves the setting up, either locally or at a. distance, of an 
independent monitoring system capable of covering the necessary features to 
be watched. 

This monitorjng can be considered from two aspects. In the one case auct 
naturally the moi:e satisfactory, the monitoring station, besides hearing the 
transmitter to be monitored, can also hear the enemy station to be jammed, aod in 
the second case where the jamming transmitter can only be monitored by reference
to wave-meters and sfroilu equipment, on in1prmation received from the Operations: 
Controller. This second aspect cannot be co'nsidered true monitoring and was onJy· 
resorted to when other means fa.Jled. It must be understood in this connection tha.t: 
when once an enemy signal has been satisfactorily covered neither the particularr 
monitor concemed, nor any others within range, can hear the actual enemy sig,iaL 
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Othe.c jammers can, however, be monitored on to the same frequency and so long 
as no individual signals can be heard to either side of tbe famming sig11als it must be 
assumed they are all in frequency. 

Monitoring by special de-centralised stations was introduced with the advent of 
the area scheme o! administration, but before this became necessary individual 
sites were required to attempt local monitoring, as will be described later, the whole 
system being watched, as far as was possible, by means of a central Headquarters 
Monitor Room. at Radlett which was institLtted as soon as the Wing was formed. 

The different stages through which monitoring passed, in connection with 
Aspirins, Bromides and Benjamins, will now be described, followed by a description 
of special applications devised for certain definite purposes. 

Crystal Control . 
Crystal control is not strictly speaking a method of monitodng but is included in 

order to complete the history of frequency control. The :fit-st transmitters used for 
Aspiriu were fitted with Crystal control on one or other of three frequencies-
3Q· O, 3l ·S or 33·3 megacycles per second-thus pennittiog t hese transmitters to 
be kept ready for instant action and only requiring to be switched " ·on." This 
was particularly necessary in the case of the diathermy jammers installed at Police 
Stations and was rendered possible by tbe fact that at that time the Knickebein 
system employed international frequencies standardised before the war .for bHnd 
approach purposes. In each case provision was made for minor adjustments iu 
initial setting. 

Local Monitoring 
By this is meant the use of a receiver, adjacent t o the transmitter to be monitored, 

which is tuned in to the signal it is desired to jain, with the local transmitter 
switched "off," and after carefully noting the dial settings and suitably reducing 
tlie gain,-theadjustment of the transmitter into tune with this setting. This method 
was used on the early Aspirin sites, all jammers being periodically switcoed '' off" 
at specified times i.n order that the enemy signal could be checked. At that time 
Aspidn jammers were brought into operation as a matter o! routine during the hours 
of darkness and it was fortunate that in general the enemy beacons were tested 
during the day, thus allowing monitoring receivers to be set before operations 
commenced. As noted previously the enemy only used one of three frequencies, 
thus alJowing the distribution of jam.met frequencies to be pre,selected. 

This method of monitoring was checked by a central monitoring section at Wing 
Headquarters where most of the enemy signals and the jammers themselves could 
be heard. This method of local monitoring could not be considered satisfactory 
owing to the large spread consequent on the proximity of the receiver to the 
jamming transmitter, and constant checking by the Headquarters section was 
essential. As experience was gained in tb.is secHon, this method of centralised 
monitoring became the main control. 

Centralised Monitoring 
This method had become well stabilised with the advent oi Bromides for which 

it was the only practicable solution, as in many cases the Ruffian signals could not 
be heard at individual transmitter sites, the frequencies involved could not be 
crystal controlled, and frequent and rapid frequency changes were required. The 
local transmitter control had now to depend on the use of wavemeters, a crystal 
pip controlled model being produced at very short notice by Messrs. G.E.C. for tbis 
purpose and also for use by the watcher stations along the coast ; these had now 
become a very important link in the scheme, not only for p rediction of beam settings. 
but also for reporting the activity of the enemy stations and t he frequencies on 
which they wel"e radiating. As a result of the reports received from these watcher 
stations. a plan could be ll)ade by Operations Control and trequencies allotted to, or 
changed at, individual transmitters. These were immediately brought up on 
waven1eter settings an.d ultimately monitored by the Headquarters Monitor 
Section. As a number of transmitters was frequently employed against each 
enemy station concerned, this monitoring could only ensure that the jamming 
transmitters were all app.rox.imately on the same frequency, any station. not in the 



general mush being steered by t elephone instructions, up or down in frequency, 
uutil it was lost in th.is general noise. As Bi:omide and Aspirin jamming was almost 
invariably carried out by keying dashes at .approximately the same rate as that 
:employed by the enemy stations, inclividual transmitters, were identified for 
monitoring purposes by a process of elimination, the suspected transmitter operator 
being instructed to send either dots or a continuous note. In addition watcher 
stations would report to Operations Room when jamming was not covering the 
enemy signal. These stations, on good reception sites along the coast and iu many 
cases partially screened from jamming stations inland, were in general able to keep 
a continuous watch on enemy signals. 

Centralised monitoring proved very successful during the early stage of the 
W ing's development. The 'expansion of activities resulted, however, in undue 
pressure of work, and with the introduction of the area scheme a number of monitor 
stations was established in various parts of the country. Monitoring could thus be 
,decentralised by the allocation of jamming transmitters among these new stations, 
the central station continuing to maintain a general watch. 

Decentralised Monitoring 
These area monitor stations were situated on high sites and every effort was made 

to select locations from which as large a proportion as possible of the enemy beacons 
concerned could be heard, but they could not be expected to be so efficient as the 
coastal watcher stations. The procedure was now similar to that used with 
centralised monitoring insofar as transmitters were still instructed directly by the 
Operations Room as to frequencjes, audio notes, keying rates, etc., and any 
immediate changes required, but at the same time, or as soon afterwards as possible, 
the area monitor concerned was also given the same instruction. If time pennitted 
this instruction to the monitor was passed by Operations Room but when working 
under high pressure, time was not always available and individual transmitter sites 
would then call up their monitor and request checking of frequencies. In all cases 
t ransmitters were brought up immediately on receipt of instructions using their 
local wavemeters, the monitor checking the settings of the individual transmitters 
in turn, either in the best cases on to a receiver setting obtained from the enemy 
transmitter, or a setting obtained from other jamme1;5 or a crystal checked 
wavemeter. 

Special Monitoring 
In all stages of general monitoring as described above, plain audio methods were in 

use, the monitor discovering the frequency of the transmitter concerned in relation · 
to the frequency required, by a process of searching_ on a calibrated receiver, checking 
against a crystal pip wavemeter, and passing instructions to the transmitter 
personnel by landline, the instruction being in the form " come up in frequency 
. . . kilocycles " or as the case might be. The met hod adopted for the identification 
of translllitters has been described above. In addition to the above, certain equip
ments installed for a special purpose were provided with their own monitor stations 
situated on suitable sites in the same locality as the transmitters. Under this 
heading can be included the counter-measures Domino, Mandrel, Grocer and 
'' Big Ben," 

In tbe case of Domino and Mandrel, monitoring for radio frequency was carried 
out by a process of" squealing in " in which, after the transmitter had been brought 
approximately on to frequency, the beat note received at the moaitor between the 
jamming transmitter and the enemy signal was passed over a landline to the 
transmitter operator thus enabling h im to adjust his transmitter very accurately , 
on to frequency. Loud speakers could be used at the transmitter site for this 
purpose, as a public address system, leaving the operator free to mov•e about without 
trailing wires. In Domino the transmission of the audio tone constituted a special 
system ao,d as the received enemy audio tone was re-radiated, monitoring in the 
strict serise did not apply. In M.ndrel noise only was radiated and other tban 
checks for modulation itself no monitoi:ing was required. A panoramic receiver was 
used for Mandrel or'l two sites, but, as available, was limited in frequency coverage. 

In the case 0£ Grocer and cerfa.in transmitters for " Big Ben," panoramic receivers 
or panoramoscope adaptors were employed at the monitor with electric motor 
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controlled t uning devices at the transmitter. The transmitters in these cases were 
·steered on to frequency by the monitor operator by means of a remote control 
system to t he motor on the tuning devj ce. Noise only aga in was radiated by Grocer 
b ut for the '' Big Ben ' ' transmitters arrangements had been made to re-radiate the 
enemy tone as with Domino had th is become necessary. With au t hese special 
local methods of monitor ing, reflectors or mirrors combined with suitable siting bad 
to be utilised iu order to overcome the excessive signal strength from the local 
jamming transmitter. 

Although during the war the most obvious and simple forms of direct manual 
monitori.og have been employed i t is in the development of this aspect of R.C.M. 
that progress will be required, in the post-war perie<l. 

APPENDIX No. 14 

~SUMMARY OF POST-WAR REPORTS ON GERMAN AIR DEFENCES 

At the outbroo.k of war, the Germans relied mainly on anti-aircraft guns (Flak ) 
{or defence against air attack. Fighters were normally employed in an offensive 
role and were rarely operated under control from the ground. A small force of 
night fighters also operated in conjunction with searchlights. 

It was no-t known at this time whet her the Germans employed radar as an aid 
to air defence but gradually information acc_umulated. It was learnt that eight 
early warning radar stations {Freya), operating on frequencies around 120 megacycles 
per second (2· 5 metre wavelength) had been erected in the North and East Frisian 
Islands, but there was no radar equipment for the direction of A.A. fire or search
lights or for the close control of fighters. 

The Development of Enemy Radar 
The limited extent of this chain of stations was soon changed. The ea,rly warning 

system was expanded rapidly from the original eight stations and extended along 
the whole of the coastline held by the Germans. The Freya continued as the main 
equipment forth is purpose until the summer of 1942, when a longer range installation 
- the Wasserm(ln or Chimney-became availabie. This gave a range of 200-250 
kilometres, as (lgaiost the 80-120 kilometres of t he Freya. This improvement was 
achieved by using an aerial array of greater gain:, but i t meant that the beam width 
of the Chimney was more narrow. 

The Freya suffei:ed from one disadvantage-that it could not read heights, but 
the deficiency was to some extent made good by the introduction of another 
installation known as the W'IM'zburg. 

The Wurzbitrg, which made its first appearance in 1940, operated on a much hi'gber 
frequen,cy that the Freya---about 560 megacycles per second (53 centimet re wave
length)- and because of this it could be used with an aerial system producing a 
narrow beam which could be tilted in elevation or turned in azim1Jth. It was at 
once used for the direction of Ftak, and later to control searchlights and to assist 
the operation of night fighters by plotting the aircraft involved in an interception. 
It was also introduced into the early warning system, where it helped to overcome 
the lim itation imposed by the Freya's inability to read heights. 

The Kammhuber Line 
The night fighter system developed in the form of a. continuous belt of combined 

searchlight and radar posit ions, which became known as the Bammhitber line aft<:'r 
General Kammhuber, the General in charge of nigh t .fighters. 

The KammhubM Line developed rapidly and by the winter of 1941/42, lt stretched 
from the Schieswig area over Kiel, Hamburg, Bremen, R ubrgebeit, Ar,o.hem, Venlo, 
fo the Liege areas and beyond sout hwards, with a second belt for the protection of 
Berlin, covering the Gustrow-Stendal area and extending in the direction of 
Gardelegen. 
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H immelbetl 
The limita.ttous of the searchlight technique for directing .oigbt lighters were 

fully appreciated and attempts were soon made to use the Wurzbu-rgs, and to 
introduce grou od to air comm u a icatioo for the control of the night fighter throughout 
an interception ; a further development in l 941 was the introduction into the 
Kammhuber Line of the Giant Wwrzburg with its increased range of 40 kilometres. 

The German scientists had not evolved a p lan position radar presentation unit 
which would allow both the bomber and the fighter to be plotted by the same 
apparatus a:nd it was necessary, therefore, to use two radar sets, one for plotting 
the enemy aircraft aod the other for the ni_gbt fighters. T he plots obtained from 
the two sets were displayed on a special plotting table known as the Seeburg Tisch. 
This form of Grou,o.d Controlled Interception (G.C.l.) was called H_immelbctt. 

Another method, known as Freya A-N, used a FYeya with an aerial system givin.g 
"split" D/F, 1n this system a switching device caused the aerial lobe to be ·swung 
from side to side and the signa.l to be displayed Oil the le{t or righl of the time base 
accoi;ding to the p<.>sition of the lobe. The re,;ult was a.n echo which extended on 
either side of the time base, each side bei.ng equal when the equipment was 
accurately aligned on the aircraft or oi different sizes according to -the degree of 
misalignment. A very accurate iudication of DJF was obtained in this way and if 
it were arranged so tbat both the bomber and th.e fi ghter were in the lobe, it was 
riossible to control the fighter in an. accurate interception. The system, however, 
called for considerable skiU on the part of the controller and its use was d iscouraged 
by General Kammbuber in favoux of the two Wurzburgs with the Seeburg Tisch. 

The normal equipment of a G.C.I. station was :-

1 Freya (for se.ar,ch and A-N). 
2 Glant Wi,rzburgs. 
l Seeburg Tisch (plotting table), 
1 Ground-a,ir transmitter. 
1-2 low power radio beacons. 
I visual beacon. 

In the spring of 1942, it was decided that t he searchlights should be withdrawn 
from the Ka.mmhuber Line and used by the Flak for the protect ion of special targets. 
Additional W·urzburgs were inst.al.led aod Himmelbeet to~k the place of the 
search I ights. 

Aircraft Interception (A.I.) 
At first, interceptions were carried out by "Catseye" fighters, but although 

during con.ditioos of good visibility some success was achieved, it became obvious 
that some form of radar device was required fn tbe aircraft. For this purpose the 
Lichtenstein B.C. was produced and the first four sets were installed in aircra(t 
in February 1942. 

The development of its operational use was at first delayed by its u.npopularity 
with aircrews due to the reduction in ·aircraft performance caused by the large 
aerial array.s. Successes by certaio crews, however, dispelled i n some degree this 
disl ike and by the end of 1942, A.I. used witb H immelbett control was the backbone 
o f the German night .fighter defence. 
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APPENDIX No. IS 

C.A.S. APPRECIATION ON EFFECT OF WINDOW ON THE CONDUCT 
OF BOMBING OPERATIONS (20 April 1943) 

Effect on tbc- Enemy R.D.F. System 
The enemy R.D.F. system consisted broadly of £our types of equipment:-

(a). Freya-\vbich was an early warning system which might a lso be used for 
fighter interception. 

(b) Large Wunburg-whicb had a. oarrow beam a nd was mainly used for 
control of fighter interceptton. 

(c) Small ,wur.zlntrg for the control of unseen fire from the ground. 
(d) A.I. airborne equipment- for the completion of an interception when the 

aircralt was controlled by a large Wt~rzbuYg or for free lance interception 
when there were large concentrations of bombers. 

,A reasonab le estimate io the opinion of experts was that the efficiency of the 
eu·emy R.D.F. systems described above would be halved by our use of Wiodow. 

In recent months it was believed we ba d succeeded in interfering seriously with 
l he R/T ground control of enerny night fighters by jamming with Tinsel. As a 
result, the enemy had begun to use V.H.F, for ground control purposes, and this 
,tt present we were unable to jam. This new factor increased the need to introduce 
?tber methods, such as Window. to interfere with the enemy's ~adio defences. 

It must be expected that in t he course of time tbe enemy would evolve and bring 
into action some rnetbods of counteracting the effect of Window. This was likely 
to be difficult, however, aod it was considered U)at effecth1e counter-measures could 
not be takeo for at least six months. 

Elfect on Oboe, H2S and Monica wben Used by our Bombers 
Trials bad shown that H2S was not adversely affected by Window and that the 

effect prodoced on Monica was not likely to reduce its efficacy seriously. There was 
no reason to suppose that Oboe would be affected. Our own principal radio aids to 
bombing were, therefore, generally unaffected. 

Reduction in Bomber Losses Resulting from the Use of Window 
The enemy were greatly expa.odi.ng their night fighter defences which were already 

regarded as being responsible for 70 per cent. of our losses by enemy action. All 
available scientific counter-measures were required to minimise th.is increasi.ng 
danger. 

fo 1942 our aircraft missing and destroyed by enemy action in bombing operations 
at night against Germany alone amounted to 5 · 06 per cent. of the sorties despatched. 
It was estimated tbat 80 per cent. of all our a ircraft missing a nd destroyed on rtight 
bombfog operations against ta rgets in Germany were lost through enemy action , 
In- those losses due to enemy action it was estimated that :-

(a) 70 per cent. were lost to night fighters and 30 per cent. to Flak . 
(b) Of those lost to night fighters, 50 per cent. out o f. the 70 per cent. were 

probably lost to G.C.l., controlled interceptions aod free lance A .I. 
fighters, and 20 per cent. to free lance C:.i.tseye fighters. 

(t) Of those lost to Flak, some 20 per c.ent. out of tbe 30 per cent. were lost to 
radio-controlled ground defences, and 10 per cent. to visually operated 
ground defence. 

If \¥indow •were cr.nployed on the lines planned by Bomber Command, it would 
be reasonable to assume that duriog it s effective life our losses due to radio-controUed 
oi; A.I , fighters (SO per cent.) and to radio-controlled ground defences (20 per cent.) 
would be halvea ; that is, 35 per cent. of the total aircraft lost through enemy 
action would be saved . 

Of the 22,345 bombing sorties despatched against Germany at night io 19<1 2, 
which constituted 8 1 per cent. of the total night bombing effort, 1,129 were missing 
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or destroyed by enemy action. On the above calculations, bad Window been 
employed (1,129 x 81 per cent. X 35 pee cent.) = 316 bombers and aircrews would 
_have been saved. . 

It was estimated that during the eight months beginning 15 May 1943 at least 
32,500 bomber sorties would be despat~hed against Germany. This represented 
70 per cent. of our estimated total bombing effort. Of t)1ese it was expected, on the 
basis of the l942 casualty .rate, that 1,625 aircraft and their crews would be lost. 
On the above calculation, Window should save 455 of these. 

In 1942. one night bomber to every 20 despatched to Germany was lost, missing 
or destroyed by enemy action. If Window bad been employed v,,ith the effect 
anticipated above, we should have Jost one aircraft for every 28 sorties despatched. 
In heavy aircraft, allowing for the load displaced by Window material and an extra 
member of the crew to throw it out. the lower rate of loss would have reSulted in 
each aircraft dropping in operations against Germany 182,000 lb. of bombs as 

. opposed to 140,000 lb. or a nett gain of 42,000 lb., per aircraft. 
At. the present rate of loss the average experience of aircrews from Bomber 

Command amounted to some 15 operational sorties, With"a lower toss rate which 
would result from Window the average standard of operational experience would 
rise. This average level of operational experience was a critical factor, and any 
increase would result in improvement io the operational efficiency of the bomber 
force as a whole. 

Conclusions 
The effect of Window on bombing operatlons in the remaining eight months of 

1943 would probably be to !,ave 4'5~ aircraft and crews, raise the average operational 
experience of aircrews, increase considerably the overall efficiency, and generally 
raise tbe morale of the bomber force. 

EFFECT ON OUR OWN DEFENCES OF THE USE OF WINDOW 
BY THE ENEMY 

Window was not a practical counter-measure against our C.H. stations giving 
early warning of high flying aircraft, nor against G.L. Mark II which was the existing 
type of gun-laying apparatus. All other R.D.F. ground equipment, including 
C.H.L., and S.L.C., were vulnerable to Window. The new types of Mark VII and 
Mark VIH A.I. equ1pinent, with which our night fighters were now being- equipped, 
would be particularly affected. 

E ffect on Ground R.D.F. Systems 
· The introduction of tlle R.D.F. Type 11, Mark II equipment would improve to 
some extent the ability of our C.H.L. stations to operate through Window. Four of 
tbese Type 11 sets should be available by September 1943. To adapt these sets to 
the G.C.I. role, special height-measuring equipment was required. The equipment 
would not begin to be available until the autumn of 1943. By the end of 1943 there 
should be available 18 Type 11 sets, less height-finding equipment (for use as 
C.H.L.) and six sets with height-findfog equipment for use as G.C.l. 

Effect on our A.I. Systems 
Experiments bad shown that the American A.I. set S.C.R. 720 and our A,I., 

Mark lX, now under development, were capable of operating througb Window. 
A.I., Mark IX, would not be available until the middle of 1944, but 50 S.C.R. sets 
were expected in this country by August 1943, and 200 sets by June 1944. It must 
be remembered, however, that considerable installation modifications and training 
problems would have to be solved before this equipment became operational. 

Gains to the Enemy in the Use of Window over the United Kingdom 
The Window principle was extremely simple and we could reasonably expect the 

Germans to know of it. Indeed, information suggested that they might be aware of 
the principle ; they might therefore be withholding its use for the same reasons as 
ourselves, and particularly also because they were not in a position to W1dertake 
a substantial bomber offeusive agaiust us. 
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Thus, it would be realised that once W indow was employed, the enemy might 
retaliate. He was already introducing a form of Monica in h is night bombers which 
would inevitably reduce the effec tiveness of our night fighters to a degree which 
t(.)uld not at p resent be assessed. Should , however, he use Monica. and ·window 
together it was estimated that. the effectiveness of our existing night defences in 
th.is count ry would be reduced by at least 80 per cent. 

It should be remembered, however, that only small n umbers of enemy aircraft 
attacking this country a re, in present circumstances, being destroyed and that the 
scale oi enemy attack was not likely to be increased. The benefit of the introduction 
of Window was n ot, therefore, likely to be g,-eat t o. the enemy in terms o! numbers 
of aircraft saved. 

Position IQ Overseas Theatres 
The above factors were mainly applicable to the defence of the United Kingdom· 

As regards overseas, our R.D.F. ground equfpmenl and A.1. were vulnerable to 
Window and no appreciable -improvement could be expected until the ,end of 1943. 
It. would t h us be seen -that the use of Window by the enemy would considerably 
rei:!uce the effect iveness of the night defences of those po~ts and. bases at which our 
vital resources would be concentrated, especially during th.e forthcoming operation 
" Husky " (Sicily); jt might also increase the difficul ties of our opposed Landings. 
It was not consjdered, however, that the scale of enemy oig'ht effort in overseas 
theatres.and particularly io the Med iterranean, was likely to be as heavy as to make 
this a serious th.re.i,t . 

Advantages to be Gained from the Use of Window--iJI the Prese1tt Strategical Situation 
Germany was committed to land operations in Russia, Europe and the Mediter

ranean, and in conseq uence had at her d ispo~al no strategic bombing force which 
could be count ed a serjous threat to this coun try. The p resent strength of German 
Jong-range bombers on the Russian front was so low that no further reduction was 
considered possible even though n.o serious offensive was undertaken against R ussia 
during t he summer of 1943. This precloded, tl1erefore, the stcengtheoing of the 
enemy bomber force on the Western or MediteTTanean fronts, however mucb t he 
Germans might wish to take advantage of the Window technique. 

It was estimatea t hat the enemy could at present maintain only 15-20 long-range 
bomber sorties a n ight against th is country, t he effor t rising perhaps to 30 sorties 
during the summer. By conserving his force be might be able to p roduce a maximum 
effort of 150 long-range bomber sorti.es in one night, but this would entail the use of 
aircraft a nd crews irom training units and double sorties by some of the a ircrait. 
With the growing strength of our own night bombing and American day bombing, 
Germany was bei.ng forced to divert more of her aircraft manu facturi ng resources 
to the production oI fight ers, and this prohibited any expansion of her bomber force. 

Moreover, the enemy had now clearly adopted a policy of giving fighters priority 
to the Western front at the expertse of the Russian front and had em barked oa a 
considerable p rogramme of improvement and strengtheni ng o f his air defence system 
in the West. If this policy of substantfa.l\y strengthening his night fighter forces 
and defensive system in t he West wa.s accomplished without our developing adequate 
counter-measures, our growing bomber offensive was our only mea,os of s t:rlktng 
d irectly at Germany and Germany's war potential. Jt was essential that lt sho uld 
be intensjfied and that its efficiency shou ld be increased by all possible measures. 

lo the p.resent strategic situation tJ1erefore, even considering overseas operations, 
there were t he s trongest reasons for increasing t ile effectiveness of our bomber 
offensive by the use of Window. 

STATE OF READINESS TO EMBARK ON AND SUSTAIN 
WCNDOW . OPERATIONS 

Bomber Command aircraft could be equipped £or the lauoching of Window by 
hand by l S May, and improved methods of mechanical launching were being 
developed on high priority. 

A statement obtained from t he Ministry of Aircraft Production showed the rate 
of production of W indow material, as compared with the possible rate of expenditure 
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during the next three months. From these figures, if the s.tipulated rate of expendi
ture of 380 tons a month (i.e, 38 tons a night for ten nights a month) was not 
exceeded, we could start using Window on 15 May. This would result in our reserve 
stock being reduced from its present figure of some 400 tons at the end of April 
to some 100 tons during the next three months. Thereafter, production would 
equal 380 tons per month. It was possible that more firms would by then have 
started working and that the 380-ton figure could accordingly be in,creased. This 
would enahle a correspondi_ng i11crease in our: expenditure from mid-August onwards 
to be made. M .A.P. were not yet able to estimate what this increase was likely to be. 

It should be noted, however, that the stepping up of production during the next 
three mouths would be dependent to some degree upon two conditions, viz. :-

(a) Immediate return of certain named specialists to the firms engaged. 
(b) Division of certain skilled operatives in the paper and metal foil trades to 

the firms engaged. 
According to M.A.P. the total number o f individuals likely to be involved in these 
two transactions would not exceed 30. 

Availability of Aluminium 
It was estimated that if Window remained effective for eight months 5,000 tons 

of Window material would be expended in operations from the United Kingdom 
on night bombing raids. The weight of aluminium expended on this basis would 
be 1,670 tons. The stocks of aluminium in t his country were not adequate to permit 
of this expenditure without affecting the production of a ircraft. 

In terms of Lancaster production the use of 1,670 tons of aluminium would be at 
the expense of 112 aircraft. In thls same period it was estimated that -we should 
save 455 by using Window, or a balance o.f 340 Lancasters. 

Supplies of aluminium for Window would be a temporary requirement and should 
cease altogether as soon as a substitute could be found. The quantities required 
q1igbt also be materially reduced it cutting and bundling processes were improved. 
Aluminium was selected because it was readily obtainable in the fonn required 
without extensive experimentation which was ruled o·ut by security considerat ions. 
These security considerations would be automatically relaxed as soon as Window 
operations were commenced and efforts over a wide field might then be made to 
find a suitable substitute for aluminium, 

RECOMMENDATION 

The use of Window would increase materially the effectiveness of our bombing 
· offensive. The cost would be a possible increase iu the effectiveness of the enemy's 
night bombing in this country and an increase in the difficulties of night air defence 
in overseas theatres. In the present strategic situation, however, the balance was 
overwhelm.i.n.gly i(l our favour, and it was recommended that we should employ 
Window as from 15 May 1943. An .early decision is desirable so' that the necessary 
additional production might be initiated. 

APPENDIX No. 16 . 

BOMBER COMMAND POLIGY LETTER EXPLAINJNG RESTRICTED 
USE OF RADAR DEVICES 

From: 
To: 

Date: 
Ref.: 

Headquarters, Bombe,r Command. 
Headquarters, Nos. 1, 3, 4, 5, 6 (R.C.A.F.), 7, 8 (P.F.F,), 91, 92, 93 and 

100 (B.S.) Groups.. 
13 October 1944. 
BC/TS.32130/AIR/OPS. 

The liberation of France, Belgium and part of Holland has brought about a 
considerable change in the war situation with regard to the strategic bombing of 
Germany. The situation, except in the extreme north, now resembles that which 
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.,.. '/ , -; ' • 

was envisaged at the beginning of the war, before the enemy overthrew France and 
the Low Countries. It is considered important that all concerned, inc1uding 
especially aircrew personnel, should fully understand the advantages and changes 
involved in the new situation, of whic;h the following is a brief summary:- , 

(a) The enemy has lost the use of the extensive and highly efficient radar 
n.etwo.rk which he had set up in France and the Low Countries, for the 
purpose of giving early warning of the approa,ch of our bombers. He is 
therefore forced to rely on the less elaborate network in Germany itself 
and on his Observer Corps, with the result that, except in the extreme 
north, he is largely denied the ea.rly warning facilities ,vhich he used to 
enjoy. It is estimated that at present be cannot get warning of our 
approach from a distance of more than approximately 50 miles west of 
the German frontier. The enemy is building radar installations behind 
his western frontier and no doubt hopes, if he can stabilise the battle lin,e, 
to recover some measure of l\is former facilities. 

(b) Tbe enemy's withdrawal has caused him to lose the elaborate G.C.I. 
organisation which he had set up in occupied territory. Whereas formerly 
an attack on Stuttgart would be noted by the enemy before it had crossed 
our coast and would be plotted accurately by him for a distance of 300 
miles each way, it is doubtful nowadays whether he can plot the raid 
for more than about 100 miles each way. The part of the route during 
which his night-fighters can· engage our bombers is even moce restcicted, 
since he does not permit his oight-fighters to fly very close to or over 
territory occupied by us, for fear U1e devices with which they are equipped 
should fall into our hands. 

·(c) The enemy b,as had to withdraw his night fighter squadrons, with a few 
exceptions in the extreme north, well back into. Germany. Here, the 
airfields are not as well equipped from an operational point of view as 

. those which he has lost in occupied teuito,y. No doubt he will embark 
on a programme of improvement, but for the present these airfields, 
particularly from the point of view of vulnerability and night operations, 
are many oi them [ar from satisfactory. . · 

(d) The German Night-Fighter Commanc:l and organisation, which was carefully 
and efficiently laid out, has had to be largely abandoned with the loss of 
occupied territory. The enemy has b.ad to set up new b.eadquarters, new 
plotting rooms and provide the required communications. There can be 
no doubt that it wj]I be sometime yet before this organisation will function 
as smooth1y and effectively as the one which he has Jost. 

The effect of ail these factors is to reduce the enemy's early warning of night 
-raids, to make it more difficult for him to intercept us, especially on occasions when 
the penetration to Germany itself is not very deep, and thirdly, to force him to use 
a hastily improvised layout ot night air defence, based on airfields which are not up 
to modern requirements. The result of tbis is ,to be seen·in the greatly reduced Joss 
rate from which the Command has suffered during night attacks on Germany in the 
Jast two months. In these circumstances, it would be surprising if the enemy failed 
to ex.ploi:e any method or device wb ich held out a promise of modifying tbe situation 
in his favour. The obvious and outstanding thing to do, from his point of view, was 
to make use of the various radar transmissions, which we now make from our 
bombers, in order to plot the bomber stream and to home his fighters on to 
our bombers. By this means, he would largely discount the loss of bis early 
warning system, and would be almost entiTely independent of G.C.I. methods. He 
would also make most of our radio counter-measures ineffective, as he would be 
mainly independent of the transmissions which they are designed to jam. 

There are three main sotuces of such radar transmissions: Monica, H2S Mark II, 
H2S Mark I II, and (although at present j o very small numbers) A.G.L.(T), 
By making use of these transmissions, the enemy can p1ot our bomber stream while 
it is yet at a great distance, thus avoiding the disadvantage which the pushing back 
of bis radio location system has caused birn. By carrying suitable devices in his 
night-fighters, he can home them into the bomber stream, though his power of 
homing on to individual aircraft differs witb the type of transmission and will be 
dealt with in more detail later. 
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.-.~...:.._ . 
To deal first wjth the enemy's power of plotting the bomber stream at a distance 

by liste11ing to our transmissions. Certain steps have been taken to obviate tb is by 
telying on the G--chain which will shortly be extended to p rovide a reliable cover 
well into Germany. There is no need to use H2S until the point is reached at w.hich 
the raid would appear on his new radio location cha.in, i.e. approximately 50 miJes 
from the German frontier. Since we are able to fly over friendly territory a,s fa, as 
this point, there is a lso no oeed to employ either Monica or A.G.L.(T). We can 
therefore deny him the use of our transmissions to give him ear.ly warning without 
any inconvenience to ourselves or loss- of efficiency in our operations. 

With regard to homing into the bomber stream, itis known that the enemy possesses 
two instrurnents-Flen.sburg which homes on to Monica, and Naxos which homes on 
to H2S. We are fortunate io having captured a Flens}>urg device and full-scale 
trials have been carried out witb it. It has been found quite easy to home on to a 
bomber stream, iu whicb a number of aircraft are employing Monica from a distance 
of 50 miles. It was a.lso found possible to home on to individual aircraft us.ing 
Monica and to make a v isual interception without the use of any other means. 
For t h is reason it l1as been decided, fer t he time being, to discontinue the use of 
Monica until such time as it can be modified to prevent homing by means of the 
Flensburg. It might. however, be argued that the enemy possess ao. excellent 
A.I. (SN2) with which he ca.n home on to individual aircraft from a distance Of 
te.o miles and that t here is tberefore o.o need to switch off Monica since this will not 
prevent tbe enemy homin.g but will deny the bomber warnLn.g of his approach. 
This would be true but for the fact that it ha.s been definitely ascertained tbat the 
use of "M.C. Window ,. has a devastating effect on SN2 and, provided i~ is used 
.as laid down in tlie inslr1,tctions, virtually makes it useless. It is not known how 
ma_oy night-fighters a.re eq111pped with the Flensb·urg device but it is thought a 
fair proportion now have it. 

Witl1 regard to the Naxos device which is designed t o borne on. to H 2S Mark Ir, 
it is not known definitely whether a fighter can home on to an individual a ircraft 
using H2S, and there fa some evidence to show that this at present is nol being done. 
The rate of loss of H2S and non-H2S aircraft on sjroila.r targets is carefully watched, 
and at present, taking the Command as a whole, the rate of loss of H2S aircraft is 
very slightly less than that of non-H2S aircraft. The difference, however, is not 
.sufficiently great to be significant. The use of H2S therefore, as at present per
mitted, may a llow a proportion of lighters to home into the bomber stream but 
probably will not assist them to home on to an individual bomber. Jt is practically 
certaio. tbat tbe Nptros caunot home on to Mark Ill H2S, and there is no evidence 
to show that the enemy possesses any devices which can d o so. 

- To sum up, our present policy denies the enemy the free use of a ll his metb.ods of 
long-ra:nge p lotting, homing into the stream, and homing on to individual bombers, 
without loss of efficiency in our own operations with the one exception tl,at the use 
ot Mark II H2S over Germany may assist the enemy to horne into the bomber stream. 
Judging by the lower loss rate now prevailing, it would not appear that this facility 
has as yet helped the enemy very m.uch, but this point will be carefully watched and, 
If the situation should change, our policy with regard to t he use o f the..<;c transmissio_as 
will be reviewed. 

Finally, the foregoing remarks broadly cover the situation as it is today, but it 
must be realised that jt is flu id and not static. T he enemy is contin.ual.ly trying 
new schemes and ideas, and it is necessary to be continually on the watch, a,nd to 
modify our tactics to meet new threats. All this emphasises once more the e1J:treme 
importance of every aircrew carrying out as exactly- as possible the instructions laid 
down regarding radar silence, routeing, Window dropping, timing, etc. The more 
accurately the instructions can be obeyed, the more cotnp.letcly will the enemy's 
defence measure be neut ralised and h is attempts to shoot down our bombers 
frustrated. 

(signed) R. SAUNDBY A/M 

for Air Chief Marshal, 
Commanding-in-Chief, 

BOMBER COMMAND. 
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APPEND1X No. 17 

RADIO COlJN'TER-MEASURES PLA.N FOR OPERATION 
"ANVIL "/" DRAGOON " 

Radio counter-measures in support of Operation ' 'Anvil" will be effected in thTee 
main phases :-

Phase "A". 
Phase " B ". 
Phase " C ". 

Direct act-ion against enemy radar installations. 
Radio counter•measures in support of diversionary operations. 
Radio counter-measures for the pr9tection of convoys, airborne 

fotces and assault crait. 

PHASE "A'' 

Direct Action again.sl Enemy Radar Installations 
•, Direct attacks against euemy radar installations already form a part of the air 
offensive programme of Mediterranean Allied Air Forces. With immediate effect 
tpese direct action attacks are to be stepped uy in intensity against coastal radar 
installations from the French/Spanish border m the west to the limit of our left 
flauk in Italy in the east. 

Disposition .of Attacks 
· The general p,rinci_ple that attacks should be evenly distributed over this area 

should be adopted. , It will be necessary, however, to control the distribution of 
these attacks to conform to :-

(a) the overall cover plan; 
(b) day-to-day assessment of success of attacks; 
(c) overall pre-"Anvil '' bombing programme. 

It wiU be essential, foerefore, that control of direct action be exercised by this 
headquarters in consultation with representatives of the Naval Task Force 
Commander who may request specific action against Freya installations likely to 
interfere dixectly with tbe assault forces. 

Scale of Effort Required 
The total nu01ber of coastal radar install;i.tions at present known to exist in the 

area. under consideration is approximately 70 distributed over about 25 sites. Of this 
total approxunately 50 per cent. have been accurately pinpointed and photographed. 
Priority accorded to photographic cover. int·erpretation and investigation flights is 
beiog raised and arrangements are being made for all information so obt.ain.ed to be 
passed ra.pidly to the lower formations concerned: Arrao,gements a re also in hand 
to procure from the United Kingdom high accuracy D.F. which will materially 
cut down the air effort involved in the area east of Touloo. West of TouJon the 
invest!gational effort involved will be found by the Ferret Squadron. 

Detailed study of the type of attacks which will achieve the highest chance of 
success against the various types of enemy radar installations bad been made in 
connection with " Ove.r lord." From this an approximate estimate of the air effort 
required can be made but an accurate estimate must depend on a day-to-day review 
from photographic eviderice and listenin,g investigation of the success of these 
attacks. 

I njormation 
PHASE " ,B" 

Final details of the ·tactical cover plan are not yet available but it is expected 
a decisfon will be made within the next few days. lo the meantime. a reasonable 
estimate of the scale o{ effort involved in assisting a diversionary operation can 
be made. It will be assumed in these estin:iates that the diversionary forces will 
simulate an assault convoy covering an approximate frontage of ten miles to a 
depth of six miles and that diversionary operatlons requiring air support will take 
place on the nights of D-day - 1/D-day and D-day/D-day+ 1. 
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R.C.M. Required for Naval Diversion 
Simulation of the diversionary effort is required against enemy ground radar 

equipment and against enemy airborne radar eq1.1ipment. In addition, jamming 
·consisteut with the simulated forces must be carried out. This last commitment is 
assµmed to be entirely a naval one. · 

R.C.M. against Ground Radar 
This will be achieved by dropping Window from a height of about 3,000· feet fri 

the area of the dlversionary forces to simulate in the enemy's ground radar 
presentation the apprna.ch of a dense convoy at a plausible speed. This methQd was 
applied successfully .in " Overlord" and can be repeated in operation ' 'Anvil" 
although a different navigational method will have to be used. 

The air effort entailed will be a maximum of three aircraft per diversion airborne 
throughout the period during which ttie diversionary forces are under enemy radar 
detection, which will. at the maximum, be a period of eight hours. At the maximum, 
therefore, a tota l of six aircraft per diversion will be required. The suc.cess of tbe 
operat.ion depends entirely on the degree of training achieved and for tbis reason 
a ircraft should be allocated and training begun forthwith. 

R.C,M. again$t Airborne Radar 
In this case the simulation will be achieved by the use of special Moonshine 

equipment carried in ships and will require special operators. Both the equipment 
and tbe operators are being obtained fro.tu the United Kingdom. Three ships will 
be required per division to carry this equipment. C.-in-C., Mediterranean has 
agreed to undertake i:esponsibility for the installation of this equipment. 

PHASE "C" 
Introduction 

Th.e overall R.4'.:.M. effort· required to fulfil this protective role is entirely 
dependent on. " H " hour. If the -assault is timed to go in. at or before fust light, 
maxi.mum protection by R.C.M. can be given, but maximum effort will·be entailed. 
As the hour of assault is delayed after first light, so the degree of protection possible 
by R.C.M. will decrease, as will the R.C.M. effort required. In the limiti.ug case 
where the assault forces cover the whole passage from the range at which radar 
detecti.on is first possible to visual range in daylight, effective protection by R.C.M. 
is possible only in the absence of visual reconnaissance. It will be assumed that 
the airborne operation to be protected will be conducted during the hours of darkness 
and that the assault will go in at or before first light. A correspondingly smaller 
effort will be required ff the assault is after first light unless effective smoke screen 
protection is to be provided. 

Concealment of Airborne Forces and Convoys 
In order to conceal for a.s long as possible the magnitude and direction of the 

approach of our airborne .forces, an airborne Mandrel screen will be flown about 
40 miles offshore at about 15,000 feet, supplemented by Mandrel jamming from the 
Beaver station in Corsica. For this purpose, approximately ten aircraft will be 
deployed . over a front of some SO miles for a maximum period of four hours. 
This estimate is based on present known enemy radar cover. Should the enemy 
suddenly increase his radar cover by the use of frequencies outside the present 
limits oi the band employed in this theatre the diversion of a special jamming 
squadron from the United Kingdom will be necessary. This Ma.ndrel screen wiJl 
a lso give protection against estimation by Freyas _pf the size of the shipborne fo1·ces. 

Protection of Convoys and SealJorne A ssaul.l Forces 
This will be achieved entirely by shipborne jamming equipment supplemented by 

the Mandrel cover achieved as a re,sult of the Mandrel and Beaver operations 
outlined in the above para.graph. 

Protecfion of Airborne Assault Forces 
Airborne assault forces wiU be protected in the initial stages by the Mandrel 

screen. :Qu~ing the final stages of their approach to the main coastltne, protection 



will be achieved by a drverSionary airporne operation dTopping dummy paratroops. 
By the use of vVindow the aircraft of this diversion will be made to simulate a force 
comparable with that necessary to drop a like number of real paratroops. 

FioaJ details of dropping zones for diversiooa.ry airborne forces will be decided 
when full particulars of the airborne operation are known. No accurate estimation 
of the air effort required can be made but it is not anticipated that any additional 
aircraft, over and a.bove t hose whit;h will be asked for to drop dummy paratroops, 
will be required since Window will be dropped from the same aircraft. 

A froorne Cigar 
If the enemy's night-fighter defence effort is considerable some diversion can be 

achieved by simultaneous bombing raids routed in the vicinity of the airborne forces 
and supported by ai( Cigar jamming to hamper the enemy's ground control of bis 
night-fighters. Should air Cigar be used it wm be necessary to provide the air Cigar 
jamming effort from United I<ingdom. 

For tactical surprise, the strategic bombers can be routed in time in such a way 
a1, to conceal to a great extent the lower .fiying airborne troop-carrying aircraft. 

lssu.e of Ope-rational Imtriutions 
Action required to implement the air aspects of this instruction will be achieved 

through the medium of operational instructions issued by t,his headquart·ers. 

A.B. Scheme 

Abdullah 

Albino 

A lbum Leaf .. 
Amia Marie 
Anvil .. 

Ash 

Aspidistra 
Aspirfo 
A.S.V. 

Availanche 

B .A.'B.S. 

Bagful 

Bareback 

B .'B ."Scheme 
Benjamin 
Benjto 

APPENDIX No. 18 

GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

R.A.F. masking (by Meacooing) of Lough Erne M.F . beacon 
on United ·1<ingdom side. 

R..A.F . airborne homer on to G.A.F. early-warning radar 
stations. 

R.A.F. balloon operation. For defence of United Kingdom 
agai nst born bers. 

Allied airborne Oboe, Mark II, repeater. 
G.A.F. N.F. R/T contra\ by use of music,changes. 
Allied combined operation (later called "Dragoon ") 

against S. France-launched 15 August 1944. · 
Allied A.I. Ma.rk XV. American 3 cm. design-primarily 

for S.F.. aircrait. 
(See Dartboard.) 
R.A.F. jammer against Knickebein,- H.P. V.H.F. 
R.A.F. airborne .. air-to-surface vessel " search and homing 

radar. 
Allied combined operations against Bay of Salerno

launched 9 September 1943. 
R.A.F. blind approach (responder) beacon systero-

200 M/cs. 
R.A.F. airborne " Y " receiver-automatic search and 

recording- 24-hour eoduraoce, 
Allied R.C.M. against Egon RfT co,ntrol-H.P , M.F.-

d is located synchroniser. 
Scheme for masking (Meaconing) Admiralty M,F . beacqns. 
R.A.F. jammer against Benito course-keeping beams. 
G A.F. L.R. navigation ai<l-split beams for track

re-ra.diated pulses on pnase-difference principle, for 
range measurement. 
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Berlin 
Bernhardine .. 
Big Ben 
Big Screw 
Bildwandter 
Blonde 

Boozer 
Black Move .. 

Briar H . 

Briar R. 

Bromide 

Broody Hen 

B-ruder funk-Feuer 

Bullseye 

Bumerang 
Carpet 

Chimney 

Cigar (Ground) 

Cigar (Airborne) 
(" A.B.C.") 

Cigarett e 

Consol 
Corkscrew 
Corona 

Daisy 

Dartboard 

Deviator 

Diver 

G.A.F. A.I.-~cms.-developed from H2S. 
G.A.F. radio aid to navigat'ion. 
G.A.F. V.2 rocket operations. 
G.A.F. H .P. M.F. beacons for navigation/control o1 N.F.s. 
G.A.F. infra-red receiver. 
R.A.F. airborne " Y " receiver with Bagful facilities plus 

auto-analysis of signal to which tuned. 
R.A.F. tail-warning receiver against G.A.F. A.I. 
Plan for move of H.Q .. No. 80 Wing, from Radlett to 

Worcester in an emergency. 
R.A.F. R.C.M. against range-finding system of Egon

triggered by g round radar and re-radiated "mush'' to 
jam C.R.T. 

R.A.F. R.C.M. against Egon ground stations- modified 
A.S.V. Mark II transmitter on very high p.r.f.-broadcast 
jamming. 

R.A.F. jammer against Ruffian- converted G/L pulsed 
transmitter. 

R.A.F. navigational aid for Brest operations-airborne 
repeater (forerunner of Oboe)-using S.B.A. beams plus 
re-radiation. 

(" Little Brother ") L.P. G.A.F. beacon associated ~ith 
Big Screw. 

R.A.F- feint using training aircraft to simulate bomber 
raid. 

G.A.F. code name for R.A.F. Oboe. 
R.A.F. jammer against G.A.F. ground radar-barrage 

jamming-ground and airborne versions. 
G.A.F. early-warning radar (alt. = Wasserman), range 

200-250 kms. 
R.A.F. jammer against G.A.F. V.H.F. R/T control of 

N.F.s-38--42 mc/s- H.P. 
Airborne tersio.n of Ground Cigar. 

R.A.F. jammer against V.H.F. R/T control of G.A.F. 
fighter-bombers 38/42 mc/s-Special Cigarette was 
employment of television transmitter at Alexandra Palace 
for same purpose. 

Name under which R.A.F. used G.A.F. Sonne. 
Allied operations against Pantellaria launched 11 June 1943. 
R.A.F. ja-mmer against H.F. RJT control of N .F.s-

employed H.P. B.B.C. transmit~ers at Rugby and Lea
field- also used for Ghost control. 

Form of jamming of A.S.V. Mark II resulting from deliberate 
enemy jamming or fault irt A.S.V. 

(First called Light-up) R.A.F. jammer against H.P. 
G.A.F. N.F. control on M.F. (commentary from Stutt
gart)- used 800 kW. transmitter (Aspidistra) at Crow
borough. 

R.A.F. R.C.M. to Knickebein-modified portable beam 
approach beacon {or automatic re-transmission of 
Knickebein transmissions. 

G.A.F. flying bombs, V.1-auto-M.F. transmissions from 
V. l on which G.A.F. plotted track and impact point-
R.A.F. Meaconi.ng these transmissions. · 
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Domino 

D.R. .. 

Dragoon 

Drumstick 

Duppel 
Egon . . 

Elektra 

Fidget 

Flammef-reya 

Flensburg 
Freya Halb~ .. 
Freya 

Fakir 
G.C.I. 

Gee . . 

Glimmer 
Gtow-worm 
Ground Grocer 

Green bottle 
Air Grocer 

HZS .. 

Headache 

Himmelbett 

Hoardings 
H orchdienst 

Husky 

H_ype,-bel 
I.F.F. 

Intruder 

R.A.F. R.C.M.. to'Benit~n V.H.F. Meacon principle to 
confuse range-finding. 

"Dead Reckoning ''-mathematical process of applied 
navigation. 

(Originally Anvil.) AUied combined operatfons 3:gainst 
S. France-launched 15 August 1944. 

R.A.F. H.F. jammer against ·G.A.F. aircraft control on 
3/6 megacycles per second. 

G.A.F. form of Window. 
G.A.F. L.R. navigation aid like Oboe- aircraft 1.F.F. 

(Fu. Ge. 25-A) triggered by Freya or Mammut combined 
with R/T control (originaUy called Rube~ahl). 

G.A.F. L.R. navigation aid-split beams, fan-like, 5-degree 
sectors--481 kilocycles per seconi:l-keyed dot/dashes. 

R.A.F. R.C.M. against G.A.F. N.F. control by means of 
Big Screw (H.P.) beacons. 

G.A.F. fatenogator against R.A.F. l.F.F. for measuring 
range and bearing. 

G.A.F. airborne homer against Monica. 
(Fu. Ge. 221) G.A.F, airborne homer against Mandrel. 
G.A.F. early-warning ground radar on 120 megacycles per 

second band-no height-finding ( Witrzbi"g for that). 
G.A.F. R.C.M. against Window-electron ic anti-jammer. 
R.A.F. "ground-cootrolled interception " radar- rotating 

beam with P.P.I. presentation. ,,-. 
R.A.F. medium i:ange radar aid to navigation-hy'perbolic 

time-base principle. 
Sea convoy operation fo "Neptune." 
Original code name for Starfish (see below). 
R.A.F. jammer against G.A.F. A.I. (Lichtenstein)-

475-515 megacycles per second- automatic scanning 
and re-transmission. 

R.A.F. airborne homer for homing on to U-boat R.D.F. 
Airborne version of Ground Grocer--<:an-ied by Fortress 

aircraft and Mandrel alrcraft- 20 megacycle;; per second 
band, aod a lso modified to jam Wu,-zburg. 

R.A.F. a irborne blind bombing and navigational aid radar 
- 10 cm. and 3 cm. versions--scanning and ·.P.P.l. 
presentation of ground features. beneath aircraft. 

R.A.F. R.C.M. operational control system-for control of 
all R.C.M. aga.inst Knickebein. 

G.A.F. G.C.I. ~ystem employing pairs of Wurzburgs, one 
concentrated on fighter and other on target aircrait, 
plotting both on a Seeburg Tisch. 

G.A.F. early-warning ground radar. 
G.A. F. raid-tracking " Y " Service intercept stations-

s ignals and radar listening, 

Allied combined operations against Sicily-launched 10 July 
1943. 

G.A.F. version of British Gee. 
R.A.F. airborne responder (transmitter-recei'i,er) for enabling 

interrogator to distinguish between !ri.end, ~nd foe. 

Operation of Allied long-range fighter free-lance into enemy· 
tenitory.. 
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" J " Switch 

Jostle 

K ammlmber Line 

Karuso 

Kiel .. 

I<nickebein 

Korfu Z 

Lichtenstein B,C. 
(Fu.Ge. 202) 

Lichtenstein S.N,2 

Uquid Lunch 

Mammut 

Mandrel 

Meacon 

Meerschaum 

Mimic 

Monica 

Moonshine 

Mutton 

Naxos 

Neptun 

Neptune 

R.A.F. jammer switch. against. G.A.F., $/L r<!,dar con,trol
caused l .F.F. in bomber to "squitter "-believed to jam 
control. 

R.A.F. a irboni.e jammer against G.A.F. H.F. R/T .fighter 
control (Jostle IV = V.H.F. jammer). 

G.A.F. belt of N.F.s, S/L.s and A.A. defences across 
N.W. Europe,-developed by General Kammhuber. 

G.A.F. airborne R/T jammer against Allied R/T fighter 
control-100-150 megacycles per second. 

G.A.F. infra-red airborne homer- for homing on to exhaust 
of bombers and as a warning receiver in U-boats. 

G.A.F. L.R. aid to navigation- split beam technique with 
intersecting beam at target--.30 megacycles per second 
band. 

G.A.F. homer receiver-20,000 to 15,000 megacycles per 
second. 

G.A.F. airborne A.I. on 490 megacycles per second 
band. 

G.A.F. airborne A.I. on c, 90 megacycles per second 
band. 

R.A.F. forward-looking warper to indicate when aircraft 
being scanned by enemy or own A.G.L.T. 

G.A.F. early-warning grnund radar--c. 156 megacycles per 
:;;econd. 

R.A.F . . jammer agaio.st G.A.F. early-warning radar-
65-230 megacycles per second~ground and airborne 
versions. · · 

Method of" masking " a radio beacon or beam by-automatic 
reception and re-radiation of its transmjs,sions on sa.me 
frequency, same characteristics and synch.ronised, so as 
to induce D/F in use on the beacon to read a bearing 
between the real beacon and its Meacon transmitter 
(verb = meaconing). 

R.A.F, homer/jammer against Neptun- air and ground 
versions. 

Modified R.A.F. :(',feacon for use when enemy signal too 
weak to trigger Meacon-transmitter of latter caused to 
oscillate and then hand-keyed. 

R .A.F. tail-warning radar against G.A.F. A.I.~ range 
500/3,500 feet-frequency 223 · 5- 227 · 5 megacycles per 
second. 

R.A.F. airborne responder, triggered by G.A.F. early
warning radar and indicating to the latter a large 
formation of bomber aircraft. 

RA.F. aerial mine operati9u against G.A.F. bombers attack
in-g United Kingdom. 

(Fu.Ge. 218) G.A.F. airborne homer oa. to S-ba.ud trans
mitters such as H2S-receiver also used by U-boats a.s 
a G.S.R. against centimetric• A.S.V. 

G.A.F. airborne tail-warner- c. 167 megacycles per second 
- presentations for pilot and observer- also used by 
U-boats as a search receiver against. A.S.V. 

Allied combined operations in the invasion of N.W. Europe 
· 5/6 June 1944-tbat part of Overlord up to and 
including rpain landings. 
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Oboe .• 

Ottokar 

Overlord 

Peacock 
Perlectos 

Piperack 
Rayon 

Rebecca 

Red Queen . . 

R osenda.hthalbe 
Rotate 

Ruffian 

Rubezahl 
Rug . . 

Seeburg Tisch 
Seelakt 
See-Saw 
Serrate 

Shiver 

S .N.2 .. 
Sonne 

Spanner 
Splasher 

Starfish 

Taunus 

Taxable 
Tinsel 

R.A.F. blind-bombing radar~ground controlled-responder 
on aircraft-Cat controls constant-range track and Mouse 
controls bomb release point~Mark 1 = metric : Mark II 
= centimetrfo : Mark 111 = multi-channel control. 

G.A.F. navigational aid for N.F.s-V.H.F. beam (a 
modification of Knickebein) with V.H.F. R/T control on 
30 megacycles per second band, using S.B.A. receiver in 
aircraft. 

Allied combined ope,ations- - invasion of N.W. Europe-
launched 5/6 J une l944: 

Allied airborne repeater-improved Broody Hen . . 
R.A.F. afrborne homer on to G.A.F. I.F.F. Fu.Ge. 25A 

used on Egon control. 
R.A.F. airborne jammer against G.A.F. A.I. (S.N.2). 
R.A.F. jammer against R/T channel of G.A.F. Ottoha·r 

N.F. control. 
R.A.F. airborne interrogator for working on c. 200 

meg<1,cycles per second radar responder beacons and 
B.A.B.S. 

Form of G.C.I. incorporating Allied Airborne homer on to 
Egon aircraft. 

(Fu.Ge. 22JA) G.A.F. aircraft homer on to Monica. 
G.A.F. " spoof " R.C.M.- H.P. recorded transmissions 

simulating rotating beacons on Kn-ickebein frequencies. 
G.A.F. L.R. aid-to-navigation-V.H.F. split beam (two 

narrow astride one wide)-c. 74 mega.cycles per second
used as an intersect of l<nickebein for blind bombing 
release-accurate to within 10/20 yards over London
used io conjunction with receiver called " X " Gerat. 

Original name for Egon. 
(Type 91) R.N. shipborne jammer against German low-angle 

early-warning radar. 
G.A.F_ plotting presentation for N.F. G.C.I. control. 
G.A.F. early-warning ground radar. 
Believed to be G.A.F. rotating H .F . beacon-experimental. 
R.A.F. airborne equipment for homing our fighters on to 

G.A.F. A.I. transmissions on c. 490 megacycles per second. 
R.A.F. jammer against G.A.F. radar S/L control-modin

cat.ion t.o I.F.F. to make it" squitter" when "J "switch 
made. 

G.A.F. airborne A. l. (75-100 megacycles per second), 
G.A.F. l...R. aid-to-navigation-- fanlike split beams on 

dot/dasl\ principle, rotating through one beam segment 
(called Consol by R.A.F.). 

German infra-red receiver. 
Sc,ambled R .A.F. M.F. beam system-groups, each of four 

beacons, employing frequency switching. 
Allied decoy flare-fires-counter-measure to G.A .F . .flare 

target markers. 
G.A.F. anti-jammer modification to S.N.2. A .I. and to 

Wurzbitrg. 
Allied convoy operation in Operation Neptune. 
R.A.F. airborne jammers against G.A.F., H.F., R/T, N.F. 

control-modi.ficatio.n to T.1154 noise-modulated from 
microphone in engine nacelle. (Special Tinsel was a 
H.P. ground version.) 
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Titanic (I, III 
and IV). 

Torch· 

Trinity 

Wasbtub 

Wasserman 

Wilde Sai, 

'-'.\'lndjaromer 

Window 

W ott:ln 

Wurzburg 

Wurtlaus 

":X ' 1 Genit . . 

"X" Halbe .. 

Z ali'l'fU Sau 

G.A.F. 
· G/L 
H.F. 
H.P. 
L.P. 
L.R. 
M.F. 
I.R. 

' . 
AHied feiIJt aJ1d airborne drops in Cherbourg Peninsula oo 

5/6 June 1944 (" Overlord ' '). 
Allied corn-bined operations in invasion of N .W. Africa on 

8 November 1942. 
Allied operatio.ns against German battleships, Gneisenau 

and Scharnhorst in Erest, 
R.A.F. unmasking of }-J.P., B.B.C. transmitter at Drojtwicb 

at selected times, to counter G.A.F. meaconi.ng of R.A.F. 
M.F, beacon scheme (Washtub II = ditto at Start .Point). 

G.A.F., long-range,,early-warning radar (ste Chimney above). 

G.A .F. technique for control of S.E. fighter by night against 
R.A.F. bomber·stream-free.-lance when once located in· 
the stream. 

G,A.F. ground-control by N.F.s by radar. 

R.A.F., R.C.M. against G.A .F . early-warning ; .fighter and 
S/L and A/A ground control and A.I. Metallised 
leaflet/strip reflector. 

G.A.F. blind-bombing aid-range measurement along a 
tracking beam by meas.urement of phase angle difference 
between outgoing and relayed signals. 

G.A.F., G.C.I. , and S/L and A.A. control on 46~00 
megacycles per sec6nd-range 200-250 Kms per second
.height finding by tilt of parabolic mirror (Giant and small 
types). 

G.A.F. R.C.M. Window-anti-jammer for G.C.I. and E-W, 
on doppler principle. 

G.A.F. blind-bombing auto01atic receiver-used io Ruffian 
technique on c. 74 megacycles per second. 

G.A.F. receivers. capable of adaptation to any R.A.F. 
metric wavelength, for ai.T-air homi.ng. 

G.A.F. airborne receive_r used in "Benito "-automatic 
·' Course " and '' Range " panel indicators. 

Tame Sow-G.A.F. employment of T.E. N.F.s, under 
ground-control (Himmefbett), for loog-range pursuit o:f 
Allied bombers. 

Abbreviations used in Glossary 

·German Air Force, 
Guo-laying. 
High FFequency. 
High Power. 
Low Power. 
Long Range. 
Medium F_requency. 
Infra-Red. 

N'.F. 
S:E. 
T.E. 
V.H.F. 
E - W 
c.p.s. 
Mc/s 
Kc/s 
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Night Fighter. 
Single-engined. 
Twin-engined. 
Very H igh Frequency. 
Early-Warning. 
Cycles per second. 
Megacycles per second. 
Kilocycles per second. 






